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PREFACE. 

The differences in plant life which exist between distant or even 
between nearby localities must have come under the notice of man 
in the earliest semicivilized stages of his existence. Human depend- 
ence upon the products of the vegetable kingdom has served to 
maintain throughout all historic time a vivid realization of the 
vegetational differences encountered with changes of latitude, alti- 
tude, and proximity to the sea. The later stages of modern civiliza- 
tion have done extremely little to liberate man from his dependence 
upon plants, although the development of methods for the preserva- 
tion and transportation of food has given him greater freedom of 
movement into the jungle, the polar regions, the desert, and the 
modern city. 
Many of the activities of the last 150 years have been such as to 

increase our interest in the distribution of plants and in the nature of 
the plant populations which characterize different regions, different 
soils, or different topographic situations. Innumerable bands of ex- 
plorers and collectors have penetrated all parts of the world, bringing 
back materials upon which we have been able to base a knowledge of 
the flora and the larger aspects of the vegetation of all but the most 
inaccessible portions of the globe. The extensive introduction of 
economic and ornamental plants into new regions and even into new 
continents has awakened an interest in the possibility of still further 
introductions and in a study of the causes of the success or failure of 
such as have been made. The increasing value of all the products of 
the forest has led to the planting of trees on a large scale within their 
native regions and to the experimental introduction of trees from dis- 
tant countries, as well as to attempts to improve natural forest stands. 
The increasing population of the world has augmented the value of its 
agricultural lands and has given importance to the study of the proper- 
ties of the soil in their relation to plants. The search for new agri- 
cultural regions and for crop plants adapted to the conditions in newly 
settled areas has led to an interest in natural plant growth as an index 
of the most promising soils or of the most suitable crops to be cultivated. 

Hand in hand with this widening utilization of the plant products 
of the world has gone a rapid development of the scientific study of 
plants in relation to their natural environment. During the first half 
of the nineteenth century there was a rapid accumulation of facts 
regarding the composition of the floras of the outlying portions of the 
earth, and these facts were almost as rapidly marshaled into an ordered 
knowledge of the great floristic regions. In this immense task the 
names of Humboldt, Schouw, Grisebach, de Candolle, Hooker, and 
Engler are intimately associated with the greatest accomplishments. 
The interests of plant geography in this stage of its development were 

Ix 
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largely confined to the distribution of species. Each species was of 
importance, because its distribution threw light upon the floristic 
affinities of the region in which it grew. Only a historical interest 
now attaches to the discussions of ‘‘centers of creation”? which occupied 
de Candolle and his contemporaries. The inevitable questions as to 
the origin and significance of the floral regions of the world were 
immediately given a new trend by the publication of The Origin of 
Species. Two features of the Darwinian conceptions and method 
were destined to be of the most fundamental influence upon the further 
development of plant geography and its later outgrowths. The first 
was the demonstration—which it is now difficult for us to realize as 
so recent—that the present features of plant distribution have grown 
out of the distributional features of the past, and the second was the 
emphasis which it laid upon the importance to the plant of the entire 
complex or constellation of its environmental conditions. 

In the hands of Darwin the great store of distributional facts served 
as a source of material for aiding in the demonstration of his new 
principle. .The multifarious structures of plants, as yet incompletely 
investigated by physiologists and anatomists, assumed a new signifi- 
cance as having an important réle in the existence of the individual 
and the race. 

For 20 years after the appearance of The Origin of Species there 
was keen activity in the reinterpretation of distributional facts and 
in the fresh interpretation of plant structures as related to environ- 
mental conditions. The study of plant distribution and of the differ- 
ences between the great floristic areas was now carried on as a dynamic 
subject, correlated with our knowledge of the geological past, and 
interpreted in terms of the importance of areas and periods of evolu- 
tionary activity, of paths of migration, of barriers, of the importance 
of isolation, and of relict forms. This path of investigation was tra- 
versed up to the point at which it became obscure and difficult. Its 
culminating achievements are recorded in Engler’s Entwickelungs- 
geschichte der Pflanzenwelt, a work which would even now admit of 
only minor revisions, 39 years after its first appearance. The fresh 
interpretation of plant structures, to which stimulus was given by the 
work of Darwin, was due to a new appreciation of the importance of 
these structures in relation to environmental conditions; but it was 
unfortunately the course of events for many years that the structures 
themselves received attention, to the great neglect of the environment. 
The principal attempt of the outdoor workers who had become imbued 
with the Darwinian conceptions was to attach a significance to every 
structure and habit in plants, no matter whether such significance 
had been experimentally demonstrated or merely seemed to be highly 
plausible. One of the most energetic and ingenious of these workers 
was Kerner von Marilaun, to whom we owe many acute observations, 
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interpreted by an imagination of unrivaled vigor. It was charac- 
teristic of this epoch that chief stress was laid upon the living environ- 
ment, or ‘‘biological factors,’ while little or no attention was given 
to the fundamental physical factors. Much careful work was done 
relative to the importance of insects for pollination—the structures 
in plants which serve to attract insects of a beneficial character or to 
repel harmful insects, mammals, snails, or toads. It is impossible, 
however, to overestimate the value of this period, in which travel and 
outdoor observation received such a great stimulus. Many facts were 
assembled, and the value of these was by no means vitiated through 
the frequently wrong interpretations that were placed upon them. 

The rapidly approaching completion of our knowledge of the floras 
of the world, and the inevitable slowness of all further investigations 
as to their origin and geologic history, have led to a great growth of 
interest in the natural assemblages of plants—in those plant communi- 
ties, large and small, which we designate as vegetation. For 25 years 
there has been an increasing interest in the study of vegetation. This 
has been partly an outgrowth of the relatively finished condition of 
the science of floristics and partly a result of the readjustment of the 
principles of the interrelation of the plant and its environment. The 
study of vegetation has already passed through the descriptive phase 
which ushers in every new branch of science, into its period of greatest 
fruitfulness, and has brought its leading problems to the point at which 
they demand for their solution a precise knowledge of the functional 
activities of the plant and an equally precise knowledge of the environ- 
ment. The subject of plant distribution and that of the relation of the 
plant to its environment are inseparable, and the study of vegetation 
during the past 20 years has been marked by a rapid coalescence of 
these two fields. In short, the old field of plant geography and the 
post-Darwinian field of environmental study have been brought 
together, and have pushed their problems to a point at which physio- 
logical facts and methods are of first importance for the next steps in 
their solution. The modern study of plant ecology may be looked 
upon as plant geography which has drawn its major outlines and has 
begun to give attention to details, or it may be regarded as a study of 
the relation of plant and environment in which the plant is viewed as 
a functioning organism and the environment as a physical complex. 

The study of the environmental control of the activities of a single 
species of plant has many differences from the study of the control 
of a plant population, in so far as concerns the more general features 
of the controls in each case, but in final analysis the two problems 
merge into each other. It is precisely this fact that has come to be 
generally recognized and has resulted in the coalescence that has been 
alluded to as forming the subject-matter of ecology. 
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Both communities and species may be studied with respect to the 
phylogenetic relationship of the species concerned and their places 
in the natural system of classification. The phylogenetic study of 
individual species has formed the sharply defined field of taxonomy, 
but the study of communities from the standpoint of the phylogenetic 
relationship of their component individuals has long been such a 
prominent part of plant geography that it has remained as a large 
element in ecological activities. The investigation of the causes 
which determine the distribution of plants and plant communities is 
essentially a physiological task, in which it is necessary for us to 
regard the plant as a functioning organism and to give little attention, 
for the time being, to the fact that it has a descent-kinship with other 
plants. We must keep the plant in mind as an aggregation of coordi- 
nated physiological processes, continually. controlled by a complex 
of environmental conditions. It is only by a sharp separation of the 
phylogenetic and the physiological considerations of the plant that 
we can hope to investigate with success the relation of plants to their 
environmental controls. The physiologist has thus far been mainly 
interested in the individual processes of the plant as affected by the 
environmental conditions acting singly. The ecologist is interested 
in the collective activities of the plant, as controlled by the entire set 
of environmental conditions and as measured by the dispersal, estab- 
lishment, growth, reproduction, and survival of the plant in a state of 
nature. He is further interested in the assemblages of plants which 
occupy the same natural situations or habitats, which appear to be 
subjected to closely similar sets of environmental conditions and 
appear to meet these environmental complexes by closely similar or 
dissimilar types of physiological behavior. In short, the physiologist 
has mainly investigated the absolute value of conditions by the pre- 
arranged and controlled methods of experiment, while the ecologist 
investigates the relative value of these conditions as they cooperate 
to influence the plant, endeavoring to determine which of them are 
effective in determining habitat and distribution, and what intensities 
are of critical importance in this connection. He is also especially 
interested in the combination of the many different kinds of environ- 
mental conditions, as these form the infinite variety of environmental 
complexes furnished by nature. 

While plant geography is an old science, with a large literature, and 
while the newer science of ecological plant distribution already pos- 
Sesses numerous monographs that present types of vegetation, plant 
associations, etc., as related, in a general way, to environmental con- 
ditions, yet these studies have usually been primarily descriptive of 
the vegetation itself, and but little has yet been accomplished in the 
way of corresponding descriptions of the environmental conditions 
that are observed to be concomitant with the various forms of vegeta- 
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tion. Much less has it been possible to discover quantitative relations 
between vegetation characters on the one hand and environmental 
conditions on the other. Before such relations can be looked for it is 
obvious that environmental conditions must be described in more or 
less quantitative terms, and similarly quantitative descriptions of the 
corresponding vegetational forms must also be available. The present 
publication is a first attempt to bring these two kinds of descriptive 
knowledge together for the geographic area of the United States. Be- 
cause of the newness of the point of view, if not of the subject, but little 
detailed discussion of the reasons for the actual quantitative relations 
that exist between plants and their surroundings is here attempted. 
We have generally been content to point out the kinds of observations 
that appear to be needed and to bring together such observations and 
descriptive deductions as we have been able to obtain, both with 
reference to the vegetation and with reference to those of the environ- 
mental conditions that are measurable, and for which measurements 
are at hand. 

It is obvious at once that the subterranean conditions of plant 
habitats have not yet received enough attention from the present 
point of view to make even a tentative description of these conditions 
possible; the soil studies that have been made are either not sufficiently 
quantitative or else they deal with features that are not directly related 
to plants, or the relation of which to plants is not yet clear. This 
being the case, the main environmental conditions that thus far lend 
themselves to quantitative study, albeit in a very superficial way, are 
those that are effective above the soil surface. These features com- 
prise those conditions that are generally termed climatic. Therefore 
our study has dealt almost wholly with climatic features, and the rela- 
tionships between vegetation and climate are the main relationships 
with which we have been constrained to deal. It is almost certain 
that the causal relationships between plants and their environments 
can not be satisfactorily discussed in the majority of cases until sub- 
terranean conditions are given at least as thorough treatment as we 
have been able to give to the aerial conditions, so that any apparently 
definite conclusions that seem to emerge from our comparisons must 
be held tentatively until suitable methods for the quantitative study 
of soil conditions have been devised and generally applied. 

Another aspect of the causal relations that obtain, or have obtained, 
between plants and the environmental complexes of their habitats 
brings what has been termed the historic factor into prominence, and 
this factor involves conditions of the remote past, both aerial and sub- 
terranean. With this aspect we do not deal seriously in the present 
publication. 

On the whole, then, our aim has not been to discover true causal 
relationships between the two categories of observations here con- 
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sidered, but, rather, simply to describe some of the vegetational and 
climatic features of the country, in such a way as to emphasize the 
desirability of pushing this sort of study forward, and to make clear 
what sort of observations and what sort of deductions therefrom seem 
to give promise in this direction. Our work is primarily descriptive, 
as most ecological work must be for a long time to come, and the dis- 
covery of simple concomitancy is our nearest approach toward the 
establishment of causal relations. We have been led to the view that 
ecological science can be most rapidly advanced through this general 
method of quantitative comparison and by the placing upon record of 
such cases of concomitancy (between plants and their surroundings) 
as this method is able to bring forth. 

Our attitude toward plants has been that of the physiologist, and we 
have tried to bear constantly in mind the conception that vegetational 
characters are simply expressions of the activities of individual plants. 
We maintain that all discovery of true causal relations in ecology must 
depend finally upon this point of view. Our attitude toward climatic 
conditions has been somewhat, though not wholly, like that of the 
climatologist; with meteorology and the causes of climatic features 

we have had nothing to do. Attention has been centered, as far as 
possible, upon those particular climatic features that directly affect 
plant activity. Thus most of our climatic discussions bear either 
upon temperature or moisture conditions. We have tried to consider 
climate in relation to plant growth in much the same way as the 
experimental physiologist considers the relations between his cultures 
and their surrounding conditions. 
Many features of the vegetation and many climatic conditions have 

been omitted or have received scant consideration in the present 
publication. Those have been more seriously considered which seemed 
to give the greatest promise and for which the needed data were most 
readily available. The work has grown from very unpretentious 
beginnings made over a decade ago, and its ramifications into aspects 
not at first thought of have been controlled partly by a priori judgment 
as to what appeared more or less promising, partly by availability of 
the requisite observations and partly by our own limitations as to 
time and energy as well as ability. Many other features or dimensions 
of climate and of vegetation might have been dealt with, and the reader 
will find here many suggestions for investigations, the carrying out of 
which would require from a few hours to many years. In short, em- 
phasis should be laid on the fact that the present study is to be regarded 
only as a beginning along a line that holds forth very great promise. 
The real conclusions from our work are to be drawn by others as this 
kind of study is pushed forward. 

It may be in place here to give a little space to our reasons for 
attributing to quantitative physiological plant geography such great 
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importance and promise for the future as we frankly do. Ecological 
science has won its way in a comparatively short time, and now finds 
itself in the front rank of those lines of intellectual effort that con- 
stitute biology in the broad sense. Following Warming and Schimper, 
the biological world has rapidly become very thoroughly interested 
in the occurrence and behavior of organisms under natural conditions 
and in the reasons for this occurrence and behavior. This widespread 
interest may be taken as evidence that ecological study isnow generally 
regarded as fully as worth while as are taxonomy and phylogeny. 

Since ecological problems are dynamic ones by their very nature, 
the quantitative aspect of ecological description and the dynamic 
relation of different sets of conditions within and without the plant 
must receive the main attention as soon as a superficial acquaintance 
with the field has been attained. Plant geography can progress but 
little farther by qualitative observational methods, and the physio- 
logical and quantitative point of view must, of necessity, finally pre- 
vail. Our aim has been largely to make some planned preparation for 
this newer development, which has already gained considerable head- 
way. 

Another and more obviously practical reason for regarding the 
physiological ecology of animals and plants as of very great promise 
lies in the fact that the art of animal and plant production (agriculture) 
rests almost wholly upon this branch of biological science. The 
problems with which the physiological ecologist deals are the same 
problems as have to be solved by the agriculturist. One may study 
natural vegetation or the distribution and environmental relations 
of wild animals and the other may give his attention wholly to agri- 
cultural crops and the rearing of domestic animals, but the problems 
and the general methods by which solution may be obtained are the 
same in both cases. The interpretation of crop production in terms of 
climatological conditions has already attained to great importance. 
The government of Russia long maintained an organization for the 
study of agricultural climatology and the results warranted great 
expectation. During the years in which we have been engaged upon 
the present investigation, the Canadian government has copied many 
features of the Russian organization, and this branch of the Dominion 
Meteorological Service is now well established. Finally, the obvious 
importance of climatology in agriculture has been emphasized in the 
United States through the establishment of a special division of agri- 
cultural meteorology in the United States Weather Bureau. 

Also, it should be remarked that much of the art of forestry rests 
upon the science of physiological plant geography; so much so that 
students of forestry already clearly realize the need for studies of the 
kind suggested by this publication. 
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The studies here reported were carried out under the auspices 
of the Department of Botanical Research of the Carnegie Institution 
of Washington. They were begun when both the authors were located 
at the Desert Laboratory. We are greatly indebted to many persons 
who collaborated and assisted in various ways. Especially should be 
mentioned Grace J. Flanders, who carried out most of the climato- 
logical computations upon which the work rests and who assisted 
very much in the preparation of the climatic charts. Others who 
helped with computations are J. W. Shive and H. E. Pulling. . The 
cooperators in our series of evaporation observations, whose names 
are given in table 13, should also be mentioned here. It is interesting 
and significant to remark that this series of studies, in which these 
individuals so kindly assisted, formed the point of departure from 
which the whole study, as here presented, has been developed. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

I. THE DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION IN GENERAL, AS RELATED 
TO CLIMATIC CONDITIONS. 

This publication constitutes an attempt to correlate the distribution 
of the vegetation of the United States with the distribution of some 
of the climatic conditions that appear to be most important to plants. 
It has long been a matter of common information that such a correla- 
tion exists, and some of its most obvious features have commanded 
popular attention from the earliest settlement of the country. The 
influence of a low and uncertain rainfall in inhibiting the occurrence 
of trees in certain portions of Kansas and Nebraska, for example, and 
the influence of the high winter precipitation of the Pacific Northwest 
in permitting the occurrence of a heavy forest in that region, are mat- 
ters that have come to the attention of every one familiar with those 
regions. It has been the aim of our work to make a somewhat thor- 
ough investigation of such correlations as these by bringing together 
a carefully elaborated set of climatological data and a representative 
set of data with respect to the occurrence of certain characteristic 
species of plants, in addition to the facts of the distribution of typical 
vegetations. We have sought, by appropriate means, to ascertain the 
extremes of each climatic feature for each of the vegetational or dis- 
tributional areas. In short, we have determined the maximum and 
minimum values of each climatic feature for such well-known regions 
as the Great Plains, the Gulf pine-belt, or for such well-known species 
as the Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), the sage-brush (Artemisia tri- 
dentata), and the small cane (Arundinaria tecta). 

Our desire is not only to set forth the basal facts upon which we have 
worked and such features of correlation as we have been able to dis- 
cover, but also to clarify some of the conceptions fundamental to such 
work and to stimulate a greater interest in it. It is particularly desir- 
able that our work should be regarded as a preliminary and extremely 
general investigation of this subject for the United States, and that 
more exact studies of smaller areas should be carried out in order to 
study more thoroughly the relations with which we have dealt. It will 
of course be possible to use the climatological data which we have 
gathered for the study of other subdivisions of the vegetation than 
those that we have used and for the determination of the climatic con- 
trols for other species than those we have selected. It is also to be 
hoped that the United States Weather Bureau and other agencies will 
make it possible, at no distant date, to draw other climatic maps than 
those we have been able to construct from the data now available. 

3 
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While the determination and delineation of climatic conditions is 
capable of being given mathematical precision in a number of different 
ways (as will be shown in Part II), the classification and geographical 
delimitation of vegetation requires a preliminary discussion of the 
point of view from which such work may be done and of the concep- 
tions on which it may be based. The term “vegetation,” meaning the 
total plant population of an area viewed from the anatomical and 
physiological rather than the taxonomic and floristic standpoint, is 
easy of definition and clear in its meaning. So complex, however, are 
the natural plant assemblages of almost every locality that an attempt 
to classify them, even in the most preliminary manner, requires at once 
the use of personal judgment as to criteria of classification and as to 
the relative weight to be accorded to characteristics that are totally 
distinct in kind. 

Several workers have devised methods for giving mathematical 
definiteness to the description of plant assemblages in terms of floristies, 
by count or estimation of the number of individuals of each species 
involved. To give this same assemblage, however, a definition which 
might serve to compare adequately the physiological characteristics 
of its component individuals with those of the individuals in another 
near or distant assemblage, is at present very far from possible. We 
are merely able to define such an assemblage as being “salt marsh,” 
“arctic tundra,’ “coniferous forest,”’ or the like. These categories are 
sufficiently definite in their meaning to give us a mental picture of the 
size, gross anatomy, density of stand, seasonal activities, and other 
features of the plants concerned; they are not adequate, however, for 
a strict comparison of the salt marsh and the arctic tundra in physio- 
logical terms, nor for the comparison of two salt marshes that are 
widely distant. 

The study of vegetation as such has been, on the whole, greatly 
obscured by the fact that it has never been completely divorced from 
the study of the flora. Too much emphasis can not be laid, at the 
present time, on the radical distinctness of the work of physiological 
plant geography, on the one hand, which attempts to relate the oceur- 
rence and distribution of species as physiological entities, to the factors 
of environment, and the work of floristic plant geography, or phytogeo- 
graphy, on the other hand—which attempts to reveal the geological 
history, the movements, and vicissitudes of species as phylogenetic 
entities. The floristic flavor which plant geography and ecology have 
always possessed may be largely accounted for by the fact that all 
plant-geographical interest has sprung historically out of floristics, 
and by the fact that we are in the position of not being able to men- 
tion a plant of particular identity without using its technical Latin 
name, which is solely an abbreviated expression for denoting the place 
we believe it to occupy in the phylogenetic scheme. No one will deny 
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that the Latin name is a convenient means of expressing genetic rela- 
tionship, that it is a convenient designation for speaking about species 
in any connection whatever, and that it will continue to have these uses 
even after the student of genetics has been driven to use some numeri- 
cal scheme of designation for the forms in which he is particularly 
interested. Nevertheless, in order to come squarely to face with the 
problems of physiological plant geography, we shall have to lay aside 
much that floristics has taught us, and shall have to ignore phylogeny, 
except in so far as it shows us that plants of close kinship often have 
the same or similar anatomical and physiological characteristics. The 
first writer to insist upon the physiological point of view in plant 
geography was A. F. W. Schimper, whose monumental Plant Geog- 
raphy, which appeared 22 years ago, has done much to stimulate 
interest and activity in what we may designate as causational or 
etiological plant geography. 
We have approached our problems in plant geography with the men- 

tal conception that they are merely problems in physiology, with all 
of the environmental conditions fluctuating and uncontrolled, but 
nevertheless measurable, and with all the activities of the plant in 
normal performance and also measurable, not by auxograph and bal- 
ance, but by such features as distributional extent, habitat occurrence, 
communal behavior, relative abundance, size, seasonal behavior, ete. 

The observation, description, and classification of the innumerable 
types of vegetation which clothe the earth have been carried on in great 
detail for some of the areas of Europe, Africa, and North America, 
and have been outlined for the whole globe. These observations and 
descriptions range from the hasty and incomplete work of pioneer 
explorers, who were perhaps making many kinds of observations at 
the same time, to the most painstaking charting of the location of 
individual plants over larger or smaller areas. The classification of 
plant communities from non-floristic standpoints has been made, in 
connection with their description, by numerous workers in many 
countries, and almost innumerable schemes of vegetational classifica- 
tion and nomenclature have been proposed for general application. 

The fundamental defect of these attempts at the classification of 
such a complex body of material is that they are all largely subjective 
in character. As a result of this, the total amount of disagreement 
among students of vegetation is at least as great as the amount of 
agreement. Perhaps no ten workers could be found all of whom would 
place the same plant community in the same general vegetational 
category or would propose less than 6 or 8 different technical designa- 
tions for it. There is a strong desire among all classes of plant geog- 
raphers to come into closer agreement in these matters, but it may 
well be asked whether, in default of fundamental and universal criteria 
of classification, such agreement is possible among men of different 
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observational experiences, and, indeed, whether such agreement 
would actually yield substantial advantages. 

The classification of vegetations is thus seen to be by no means an 
easy task, and it is no marvel that there is lack of agreement among 
those interested in it. Plant communities are usually made up of many 
species, and these species are usually of distinct floristic relationship, 
or dissimilar geographic range, and of varied physiological require- 
ments and behavior. Furthermore, a particular community does not 
range far without the acquisition of new members and the loss of old 
ones. The classification of such a complex material requires the adop- 
tion of arbitrary standards, and consequently leads to an unnatural 
system or else to one which is only of local applicability. 

Physiographic ecology affords a genetic basis for the classification of 
vegetation, and the logic of such a system has much to recommend it. 
Physiographiec criteria are not, however, of universal applicability for 
the classing of vegetation, and lead to unnatural interpretations of 
vegetational phenomena in many regions, particularly in the tropics, 
in deserts, and in regions with diversified geological and soil conditions. 
Furthermore, physiographic ecology is inclined to lead to a false sense 
of satisfaction with the assembled results of the study of a series of 
successions, and has often failed to stimulate a study of the physical 
causes which underlie the observed successional phenomena. 

Several Scandinavian and German botanists have rightly urged 
that the classification of plant communities should be based upon the 
recognition of certain distinctive types or forms of plants. These 
“biological types,” “life-forms,” ‘‘vegetation forms’ or ‘growth- 
forms’ are recognized without regard to phylogenetic relationships, 
and serve to distinguish such groups as deciduous broad-leaved trees, 
evergreen coniferous trees, perennial grasses, sclerophyllous shrubs, 
etc. Several systems of growth-forms have been proposed, each more 
elaborate and complete than the next preceding. In so far as these 
systems represent an attempt at a physiological classification of plants 
they are highly commendable, and must lie at the foundation of physi- 
ological plant geography. 

Unfortunately, however, our knowledge of the physiology of plants 
is chiefly based on the behavior of a small number of kinds of plants, 
mostly cultivated forms growing under sets of conditions at best only 
partially controlled or measured, and the existing classifications of 
growth-forms have been based on the inference that the gross anatomi- 
cal features of plants are an index of their major physiological char- 
acteristics. We have not yet secured enough evidence to test this 
inference in more than a general way. We know that there are marked 
differences between the annual march of transpiration and photo- 
synthesis in evergreen conifers and in deciduous broad-leaved trees, 
and that there is no contradictory significance in the fact that such 
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dissimilar trees often grow side by side. We know that arborescent 
cacti and microphyllous trees differ markedly in the character and 
activity of their root-systems, and that the annual course of absorption 
and transpiration in the two types is very unlike, in spite of the fact 
that the two are constant associates. In view of the incompleteness of 
the knowledge which might afford a basis for the classification of life 
forms, it behooves us to recognize a limited number of such forms and 
to extend the list only on securing evidence of the divergent behavior 
of groups of plants. 

The difficulties inherent in the classification of vegetation have led 
some of the German and British botanists to use the physical charac- 
teristics of the habitat either as the sole criterion for classification or 
else as a secondary criterion, employed together with the charac- 
teristics of the plants themselves. Such a procedure may be looked 
upon as an indirect method of securing evidence of the physiological 
character of the plants involved and is logically allowable only on such 
ground. In any case in which plants of identical growth-form occur 
in two situations of very unlike physical conditions, an excellent 
opportunity is afforded to investigate the comparative physiology of 
the plants. If, as is very unlikely, the two groups should be found to 
be physiologically alike, there would then be no ground whatever for 
the separation of the two vegetations in classification. If physiological 
distinctions should be discovered, these, rather than the unlikeness of 
the habitats, should then form the basis for separating the two vege- 
tations. 

Our deepest concern for the development of plant geography is 
that its activities may be diverted from the description and classifica- 
tion of vegetation on subjective grounds and that they may be directed 
toward experimental work so planned as to yield an actual physio- 
logical basis for the classification of vegetation. Starting with the 
small body of experimental data which now makes it possible to recog- 
nize certain groups of plants with a general coherence of physiological 
behavior, it will become possible in the course of time, and of much 
hard work, to extend our knowledge far enough to actually under- 
stand the different types of vegetation which we now photograph, 
map, list, and name. 

II. STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL SPECIES. 

The investigation of correlations between climatic conditions and 
vegetation has been extended, in our work, to the relations between 
the climate and the distribution of certain individual species of plants. 
We are here treading upon fresher ground, on which extremely little 
work has been done. To attempt to define the factors which are 
responsible for the geographical distribution of any one plant species 
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is, indeed, to face a problem of considerable complexity. Even in the 
presence of the results of our own work we are not prepared to main- 
tain that the distribution of all species is at the present time strictly 
controlled by the complex of physical conditions for which we have 
tried to derive numerical values. We are in the position, however, of 
being convinced that certain species are thus controlled, the evidence 
in this direction being partly our own and partly due to an analysis 
of the work of others. 

It is very generally maintained that the distribution of many plants 
is due to certain “‘historical factors,” which is merely to say certain 
physical conditions which have operated in the past, or the conditions 
which determined the distribution of the ancestral stock of the plant 
in question. When we speak of the historical factors and the present 
factors operative in determining plant distribution, we must bear in 
mind that we are embracing in the former term two very dissimilar 
things which have registered a combined effect. We must look to 
evolutionary history and to paleobotany to tell us where a particular 
genus originated, at what epoch, and from what stock. We must look 
to paleobotany and paleoclimatology to tell us what have been the 
movements, the extensions, and the retreats of this genus. The 
initiation of a species is, from our standpoint, purely an evolutionary 
event; the history and fate of the species after its initiation are con- 
sidered as dependent upon the changes in orography or climate which 
it may encounter, always with the possible cooperation of physiological 
changes in the stock which are unaccompanied by morphological 
modifications of diagnostic value. It is conducive to clearer thinking, 
therefore, to distinguish between the evolutionary factors and the 
paleoclimatic factors which compose the historical factor. This dis- 
tinction has its principal value in compelling us to regard the present 
distributional phenomena of the earth as merely a momentary stage 
in the prolonged and incessantly active procession of change due to 
secular or sudden changes of climate, or to destructive or constructive 
events in surface geology, and discontinuously marked by evolutionary 
activity. We are made to realize that there is no gulf between the 
climate of the past and that of the present, and that there has been 
no sudden, extensive, or unaccountable readjustment of distributions. 

The role of the evolutionary factor can not be escaped in any con- 
sideration of distribution. For example, we owe it to facts in the 
history of the great plant stocks that Yucca arborescens occurs in the 
Mohave Desert of Southern California and that Aloe dichotoma, 
somewhat similar to it in form, grows in the deserts of Southwest 
Africa. It is likewise a part of phylogenetic history that very many 
plants were formerly confined to particular regions, whereas they now 
have been introduced overseas, into climates which prove to be wholly 
congenial to them. However, the reasons for the distributional ranges 
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of Yucca and Aloe in their respective continents are to be sought in 
the operation of the environment, and the spread of an introduced 
plant in a new continent must be controlled by environmental con- 
ditions just as it was controlled in its native continent. 

Evolutionary activities may be thought of as supplying the raw 
materials out of which the physical environment has made the present 
distributional complex of the earth’s surface. We can not hope at 
present to understand why a strong development of the genus Yucca 
has occurred in the southwestern United States and a rich develop- 
ment of Aloe in South Africa, and the answer to such a question, if 
forthcoming, would have only a remote relation to the study of the 
present influences which are limiting the distribution of the members 
of these two stocks in their respective continents. 

The réle of paleoclimatic factors is also an immanent one in the 
determination of plant distribution. Many species have a known 
ancestry and a known ancestral range, at the same time that they now 
inhabit areas of such small size that it is difficult to believe that any 
present physical conditions are restricting them. The history of these 
plants has been one of extinction and retraction, due to changes in 
their old extended environment. They are now unable to regain their 
old ranges, or even to spread over relatively short distances. These 
species may well be looked upon as physiologically and genetically 
decadent, and either decadent because they are geologically old or 
else old because they have failed to change their requirements to that 
slight extent which might permit a greater extension, or to that greater 
extent that would have reacted upon form in such a manner as to make 
us regard the resulting plants as distinct species from the old ones. 

In addition to the old and restricted, or relict, species we have 
another class of plants of limited range, those which are apparently 
just appearing on the scene and have not yet had time to occupy the 
entire area in which they might be expected to find congenial condi- 
tions. These plants are generally members of large genera, such as 
Opuntia, Antennaria, and Crategus, or else of genera which have been 
recently subdivided, whereas the relict species are usually members 
of small genera. It is not always easy to decide whether a given 
restricted distribution is of the relict type or of the ‘‘novitiate” type, 
as we may call the emerging species. Our decision, in the lack of other 
evidence, is apt to be based upon the existence or absence of fossil 
records of the species or its allies, or else upon the size and phylogenetic 
position of the genus or family. Such a restricted conifer as Pinus 
mayriana may well belong in either class, and the members of many 
small or monotypic genera of Mexican Compositz may also stand in 
a doubtful position. 

A very considerable number of our plants belong neither to the relict 
nor to the novitiate class. They are of such age that they have had 
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time to extend themselves as far as the subtle factors of their environ- 
ment, the crude power of great barriers, or the operation of suitable 
agents of dispersal have permitted, and their course has not run so far 
that climatic and orographic calamities have overtaken and restricted 
them. 

This great class of physically controlled plants can not be specifi- 
cally enumerated at the present time. There are many good reasons 
for believing it to contain the bulk of the species which form the 
dominant element in all vegetation, whether these are plants of 
extended range and frequent occurrence, plants of more restricted 
range, or plants whose occurrence is determined by complexes of con- 
ditions which are themselves rare. We may find areas of vegetation in 
which a relict plant is dominant, as is true of the groves of Cupressus 
macrocarpa near Monterey, California, or others in which a novitiate 
plant is very abundant, as is true of the Cababi Hills in southern 
Arizona, where an undescribed Opuntia, known nowhere else, is 
extremely abundant. Although cases of this sort are fairly common, 
they are usually readily detected by a more thorough study of the 
adjacent regions. Such trees as Liriodendron, Taxodium, and Liquid- 
ambar are known to have undergone distributional recessions, but 
they occupy such large areas at present that they can scarcely be 
classed as relict species, and can surely be placed among the plants 
whose distributional controls are worth looking for among factors at 
present operative. Whether the physically controlled plants form a 
large or a small percentage of our flora, we can at least state with some 
assurance, based upon the correlation of distribution and climatic 
conditions, that they form the predominant part of our vegetation. 
The great bulk of the trees, shrubs, grasses, root-perennials, and other 
plants which make up the dominant natural vegetation of the world 
may safely be held to have had their present distributional limits 
imposed by physical factors which are either now operative or were 
operative in very recent time. Such factors may be acting directly 
through the conditions of climate or may be acting indirectly through 
soil conditions, through geographic or physiographic changes, through 
the influence of associated plants, through animal, fungal, or bac- 
terial enemies, through fire or mechanical agencies, or through the 
means of animate or inanimate agents of dispersal. Since these indirect 
factors of environment can affect plants only through the same kinds 
of physiological influences as are exerted by the direct factors of the 
climate, they are at bottom of the same nature, whether we allude to 
them as ‘‘biotic’’ factors, “mechanical factors,’ or what not. 

In the isolated desert mountains of southern Arizona the great bulk 
of the species are physically controlled in their distribution, as is 
abundantly shown by the universality of each of these species through- 
out a given altitudinal range or a given set of habitats, and by the 
definiteness with which it is limited by rather sharply drawn lines. 
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When one of these mountains is compared with another the floras 
are found to be closely similar but not identical. Certain species range 
over the western cordillera of Mexico or over the central Rocky 
Mountains and have reached certain of the isolated desert mountains 
without having reached all of them. At least a few cases are known 
in which a given species is common throughout several mountains and 
is known from only one or two restricted localities in another moun- 
tain, although it is there surrounded by an area possessing a favorable 
environment for it. In view of the universality of the distribution of 
most of the mountain species, these cases appear to be the opening 
invasions by which new components are being added to the flora. 
They are in a way analogous to the novitiate species of larger areas, 
and their presence in no way vitiates the evidence for the physical 
control of the distribution of the major portion of the mountain flora. 

In determining the limits of the types of vegetation which are shown 
in plate 1, no consideration whatever has been given to the ranges of 
individual species of plants. It is true, nevertheless, that each of these 
great vegetations possesses many species, particularly among its 
dominant forms, which are roughly confined to the area occupied by 
the vegetation itself. Picea sitchensis, for example, isnearly coincident 
in distribution with the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest; 
Pinus teda extends very little beyond the range of the Southeastern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, and Bulbilis dactyloides extends over 
nearly the same area as the Grassland and the Grassland-Deciduous 
Forest Transition. Other forms are nearly coincident with groups of 
areas, as is the case with Covillea tridentata, which is found in the 
California Microphyll Desert, the Arizona Succulent Desert, and the 
Texas Succulent Desert. Since the limits of groups of dominant 
plants have been unconsciously and necessarily taken into account 
in delimiting the vegetational areas, it is to be expected that there 
should be many cases in which the physical conditions concomitant 
with the distribution of a given type of vegetation and those concomi- 
tant with the distribution of some of its dominant species should prove 
to be nearly identical. 
We regard the view that vegetation is determined in its distribution 

by complexes of physical conditions, as established beyond all cavil 
by the work of a large number of men, if indeed it is not almost axio- 
matic. That the distribution of individual species is also controlled 
by physical conditions is equally well demonstrated, so long as we con- 
fine our attention to the common forms which are important elements 
of the vegetation. There are doubtless many of the novitiate and 
relict species of plants which find the physical conditions of the present 
time a barrier to their spread, but such cases have not yet been demon- 
strated. We have, therefore, confined our consideration of individual 
species to forms which are extremely abundant, except in a few cases 
which will be noted. 
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III. MANIFOLD OPERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

Our knowledge of the modes in which the nature of the environment 
may affect the activities of plants, and thereby affect or determine 
their distribution, is sufficiently great to give a profound impression of 
the complexity of the problem of the physical control of distribution. 
The experiences of agriculturists and horticulturists, the work of plant 
physiologists, and the observations and deductions of ecologists, have 
all combined to give us a very large body of facts relative to the mani- 
fold. features of the physical environment which may be of critical 
importance for the spread or survival of particular plants under par- 
ticular conditions. We are very well informed, both empirically and 
experimentally, with regard to many of the conditions which are 
harmful to cultivated crops and the climatic conditions which make it 
impossible to cultivate them beyond certain well-defined boundaries. 
A large part of this information relates to the ability or inability of 
plants to withstand frost or freezing temperatures, and to their ability 
to survive and grow under given limitations of water-supply. 
Enough has been done in the selection and breeding of economic 

plants to show that closely related forms may often exhibit great 
differences in ability to withstand low temperatures, low soil-moisture 
content, great ranges of soil texture, and the like. Enough is known 
of the distributional limits of ‘plants which are associated in given 
regions to indicate that these are not limited by the same sets of condi- 
tions; they range to different distances and into regions of diverse 
character in such manner as to indicate that they have very dis- 
similar distributional controls. 

In spite of the manifold nature of the environmental controls and 
the well-known diversity among plants with respect to the nature and 
intensities of the conditions which control them, it is possible, never- 
theless, to distinguish certain classes of controlling conditions. The 
broadest line that may be drawn is the one separating the simple or 
direct factors of a climatic character and those which are not directly 
attributable to the climate. Later pages will be devoted to an elabora- 
tion of some of the major types of direct climatic conditions, but little 
will be said hereafter regarding the non-climatic conditions, such as 
the nature of the soil, such ‘“‘biotie factors”? as competing plants and 
preying animals, and such mechanical factors as the influence of wind 
(in causing mechanical injury), lightning, fire, landslips, inundations, 
active erosion, and other agencies of very real importance but usually 
of local or comparatively infrequent occurrence. So much is known 
regarding the importance of the character of the soil that it is custom- 
ary to speak of ‘‘climatie and soil conditions” as if the two were of co- 
ordinate importance. The rdle of the soil in maintaining a water- 
supply for plants is of vastly greater importance to them than any of 
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the other réles which it plays. Although the texture of the soil is of 
prime importance with relation to the penetration, movement, and con- 
servation of a water-supply for plants, it is fundamentally the climatic 
elements of rainfall and evaporation that determine what the soils of 
a given texture are able to do in presenting a moisture-supply of a 
given amount. We are compelled, therefore, to regard the soil as a 
medium through which the climate acts upon plants. The supply 
of moisture to the plant, due primarily to climatic conditions, is 
secondarily determined by the soil, just as the loss of moisture from 
the plant is determined through the medium of the atmosphere. The 
soil is a medium which differs from place to place independently of the 
climate, while the atmosphere is alike in all places, except in so far as 
it is directly affected in its movements, temperature, and moisture- 
content by the primary conditions of. climate. 

Such a view of the réle of the soil in forming a portion of the environ- 
ment of plants takes no account of the cases in which the chemical 
nature of the soil and the amount and character of the salts and other 
solutes in the soil-water become factors of great moment. In the con- 
sideration of saline and alkaline areas, and certain limestone and ser- 
pentine regions, it is necessary to do more than investigate the texture 
of the soil in its réle as a stabilizer of the climatic moisture conditions. 

It has been customary to speak of competition as if it were a distinct 
condition of elemental character, capable of admitting or excluding a 
given plant to a given area in much the same manner as that in which 
a purely climatic condition would operate. The results of competition 
are registered upon a plant, however, in exactly the same manner as 
the results of a given climatic condition or set of conditions. Com- 
petition may exclude light, may restrict water-supply, or may operate 
in any one of a number of ways. The end-effects upon the processes 
of the plant are exactly such as might be exerted through climatic 
agencies, except it be in those cases in which there is an addition of toxic 
root-excretions to the soil. Even in such cases, the toxic substances 
act as chemicals and the plants producing them are not directly effec- 
tive. Competition may be of importance in determining the com- 
position of small areas of vegetation, but even then the competing 
plants must be regarded as struggling not with each other, but with 
physical conditions which are of precisely the same general nature as 
the conditions due in other places solely to climatic causes. The 
cases in which plants grow so closely as to exert an effect on the environ- 
mental conditions are similar to the cases in which the major plants 
modify the climate for the minor plants. Both of these cases must be 
left out of consideration in an attempt to determine the larger features 
of the réle of climate in relation to vegetation. 

It is possible to lay down a program for the study of distribution and 
its controlling conditions, applicable almost. equally well to a given 
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species or to a given type of vegetation, and idealistic only in that it 
would require extension or modification to fit the necessities of any 
given case. Such a program, briefly outlined, is as follows: 

A. The securing of the distributional facts. 
1. Securing an exact knowledge of the geographical range of the given plant. 
2. Determining the ecological distribution of the plant. 

a. Its region of greatest abundance. 
b. Its region of greatest size. 
c. Its region of most rapid growth. 
d. Its region of greatest productivity. 
e. Its region of greatest catholicity of habitat. 

3. Determining the behavior of the plant at the limits of its range. 
a. The character of its limital habitats. 
b. The evidences for its limitation. 

B. Ascertaining the apparent climatic controls on a correlational basis. 
1. Determining the isoclimatic lines which follow nearest to the geographical limits 

of the plant form considered. 
2. Determining its habitat behavior with respect to climatic elements discovered in 1. 
3. Determining its comparative behavior at different portions of the periphery of 

its geographical range. 
C. Ascertaining the actual climatic controls by experimentation. 

IV. GROWTH-FORMS OF PLANTS. 

When we undertake to regard the vegetable kingdom from the 
ecological standpoint, and to investigate the importance of the physio- 
logical characteristics of plants as related to their distributional fea- 
tures, it is clear that considerations of phylogenetic relationship 
become of little importance. If we attempt to arrange the multifarious 
plant-forms of the earth in a series of groups according to their physio- 
logical affinities, so as to bring together the plants which have solved 
the same problems of environmental adjustment in the same manner, 
we shall have to depart very far from the families and genera of the 
natural system of classification. 

This is very obvious from a consideration of the diversity that 
exists in some of the large plant families. In the Composit, for 
example, we have trees, shrubs, and herbs, terrestrial plants and 
aquatics, large-leaved, small-leaved, and leafless perennials, mat- 
forming or cushion plants, slender climbers, etc. In the southwestern 
United States we have, conversely, a group of small-leaved or leafless 
woody perennials which are green-stemmed and richly branched and 
bear a close resemblance to each other, in so far as vegetative structures 
are concerned, in spite of the fact that they may belong to entirely 
different families. Among these plants are Thamnosma montanum 
(Rutacee), Keberlinia spinosa (Keeberliniacese), Holacantha emoryt 
(Simarubacex), Canotia holacantha (Celastracere), and Parkinsonia 
microphylla (Leguminose). 
Among the criteria used in the phylogenetic classification of plants 

are: the structure of the flower, the developmental history of the floral 
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organs, the systems of arrangement of leaves (phyllotaxy), the stelar 
anatomy of the stem, the existence and character of vestigial structures, 
and the recapitulation of ancestral features in the early life history 
of the plant. The facts which fall under these categories have been 
of long-standing use in phylogenetic classification, but have no direct 
bearing upon the present relation of the plants to their environmental 
conditions. Therefore these are not the criteria that would be useful 
in classifying plants for the purposes of ecology and plant geography. 
For these purposes we require a classification which shall give first 
attention to the vegetative rather than the reproductive organs of the 
plants, and to those features and structures which have to do most 
obviously with their relation to the conditions of the soil and atmos- 
phere. 
When plant geographers first began to break away from floristic 

considerations and commenced to consider plants collectively, as 
vegetation, they felt the need of a means by which it would be possible 
to express physiological relationships. It was a very difficult thing 
to depart from the point of view by which plants could be placed in 
such definite categories as the Saxifragacez or the Liliacez, or in such 
groups as “arctic circumpolar” or “littoral pantropist.”’ It was still 
more difficult to attempt, for example, to arrange the plants of heath, 
moor, tundra, and alpine meadow, in a series of groups that would 
bring out their physiological affinities. The very instant that we 
distinguish between the vegetation of any two areas we have taken 
into account, consciously or unconsciously, certain features of differ- 
ence between the plants of these areas. We notice the difference 
between the soft carpet of short grass which lies just above mean high 
tide in a brackish marsh and the tall, coarse grass which inhabits the 
quiet shallows below the high-tide line. We notice the difference between 
the forests of the southern Alleghenies and those of the Gulf Coast. 
In each case we have had our attention called to certain differences 
in the gross anatomy of the plants involved. In spite of the fact that 
the plants which characterize the two areas of marsh are both grasses, 
we recognize in them plants of different type, just as we distinguish 
the pines of the Gulf Coast and the oaks and chestnuts of the Alleghen- 
lanregion. It is these obvious differences between plants, conspicuous 
even to the man who knows no Latin names for them, that form the 
basis for all the distinctions between vegetational areas. 

Considerable attention has been given, from time to time, to the 
definition of these anatomically and physiologically distinctive types 
of plants which are best designated as growth-forms. These attempts 
have a very fundamental importance to plant geography, for, although 
many of them have been extremely crude, they represent an attempt 
to express an ecological similarity that exists between many plants of 
distant phyletic relationships. They represent an effort to establish 
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categories in which we can place the rich variety of types that the 
plant organism has assumed. They constitute the beginnings of an 
ecological classification of plants from a physiological standpoint. 
Everyone must be aware that such a classification should have its 
beginnings in physiological work and not in the descriptive work of 
plant geography. It is not strange, however, that need for it should 
arise in geographical work and should be felt more by plant geographers 
and ecologists than by most physiologists. 

In a brief review of the attempts that have thus far been made to 
establish systems of growth-forms that will be of service in plant 
geography, it will suffice to mention only a few. The first was proposed 
by Humboldt! in 1805, in connection with his effort to determine the 
features that give distinctive character to the vegetation of different 
altitudes in tropical America. Humboldt saw, in the types which he 
recognized, the distinctive vegetational units that serve to bring about 
the physiognomic diversity of the different regions of the earth, 
rather than groups of possible physiological affinity. His list of 19 
types included the coniferous tree, the palm, the cactus, the tamarind- 
like tree, grasses, aroids, and the like. Grisebach’ described 60 vege- 
tative forms, and his classification, like that of Humboldt, had to do 
largely with the conspicuous types of plants which determine the 
physiognomy of vegetation and aid in differentiating the great floral 
regions of the earth. Following upon these early classifications have 
come the systems of Drude,* Krause,* Pound and Clements,’ Raun- 
kiir,® and Warming.’ The systems proposed by these men are far 
more elaborate than the earlier ones; they embrace all cryptogamic as 
well as phanerogamic plants; they include aquatics as well as land 
plants; they take into account seasonal behavior as well as form and 
differentiation, and, what is best of all in an attempt to devise a natural 
system, they introduce subordinate categories. 

The system of growth-forms most widely used at the present time, 
and the one that seems to have attracted the most attention to this 
subject, is that proposed by Raunkiir. His system is based entirely 
on the character of the perennating organs of plants and their position 
with respect to the substratum. His five groups are as follows: 

1Humboldt, Alexander von., Essai sur la Géographie des Plantes, Paris, 1805. 

*Grisebach, A. R. H., Die Vegetation der Erde, Leipzig, 1872. 
®Drude, O., Deutschlands Pflanzengeographie, 1896, and earlier papers. 
‘Krause, E. H. L., Die Eintheilung der Pflanzen nach ihrer Dauer., Ber. d. deut. Bot. Ges. 9: 

233-237, 1891. 

5Pound, R., and F. E. Clements, The phytogeography of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1898. 
®Raunkiir, C. Types biologiques pour la géographie botanique, Bull. Acad. Roy. Se. Dane- 

mark, Copenhague, 1905.—Livsformernes Statistik som Grundlag for biologisk Plantegeografi. 

Botan. Tidssk., 29, Kjobenhavn, 1908 (translation in Beih. Bot. Centralbl. 87, 1910).—Formations- 
underségelse og Formationsstatistik. Botan. Tidssk., 30, Kjobenhavn, 1909 (English abstract 

in Bot. Centralbl. 113:662, 1910). 
7Warming, E., Om Planterigets Livsformer, Festekr. ugd. af Universitet, Kjobenhavn, 1908. 
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Phanerophytes: Trees and shrubs with buds exposed on branches. 
Chamephytes: Plants with their dormant buds on the surface of the soil or just 

above it (30 cm.). 
Hemicryptophytes: Plants with buds in the surface layer of the soil. 
Cryptophytes: With,subterranean dormant buds. 
Therophytes: Perennating as seeds; annuals. 

This classification expresses the physiological diversities of the vege- 
table kingdom in a very inadequate manner. It lays stress upon the 
resting organs, with total disregard of what we may term the “work- 
ing organs.” 

Its author has more recently’ proposed a subdivision of his group 
‘“Dhanerophytes,” based on the size of the leaves. These six “size- 
classes’ make it possible to use somewhat more definite terms in 
descriptive plant geography, but they do not satisfy the requirement 
for a more precise knowledge of the physiological significance of leaf- 
size. The fact that the transpiring power of leaves is not definitely 
related to their size is one of the considerations which makes this 
criterion of doubtful value even for a preliminary classification of 
growth-forms. 

Raunkiar, Paulsen, and other workers have used the above system 
of growth-forms to derive what they have designated as ‘“‘biological 
spectra.’’ By this method the entire flora of a given region is appor- 
tioned among the five classes of the system, and the values are thus 
secured for the percentage of the total flora which is formed by each 
class. These spectra possess little value to the student of vegetation, 
inasmuch as they are based upon a consideration of the flora rather 
than the vegetation. The biological spectrum of a pine forest with 
175 species of root perennials growing in its shade would be very 
slightly changed by the removal of the pines, although this would 
effect a very profound change in the character of the vegetation. The 
securing of the biological spectrum for a given number of the com- 
monest plants of an area, as has been done by Taylor? for Long Island, 
gives results of some value, but their ecological importance is still 
limited by the inadequacy of the classification. 

The most carefully elaborated system of growth-forms is that of 
Drude, proposed in his Oekologie der Pflanzen.? This system is 
thoroughgoing and complete at the same time that it is eminently 
natural, in the sense that it comprises almost no subjective or phylo- 
genetic distinctions. The principal subdivision of the vegetable king- 
dom is into terrestrial, aquatic, and non-vascular plants, and the total 

4Raunkiir, C., Om Bladstérrelsens Anvendelse i den biologiske Plantegeografi, Bot. Tidssk 

33: 225-240, 1916.—Translation by G. D. Fuller and A. L. Bakke in The Plant World 21: 25-37, 

» Taylor, Norman, Flora of the vicinity of New York, a contribution to plant geography, 
Mem. New York Bot. Gard., v. vi +683 p. New York, 1915. 

®Drude, Oscar, Die Okologie der Pflanzen, 308 p., 80 figs., Braunschweig, 1913. 
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number of growth-forms recognized is 55. The number of growth- 
forms apportioned to each of the various classes of plants is shown 
by the following table: 

I. Terrestrial plants (38): II. Aquatic plants (6): 
PEER Str tee. OTe Sta ES Bhar are if Amp BiDIOUB! 20.0205 25 es oe 3 
PUTTS Ares cacee ae kette ce, aent rae % 9 Submerged... ik eee 2 

Climbers! aves acbe dt de peek 4 FlOsting.:2.:.:2)2 57-45. pe ce L 
Parasites and saprophytes...... 2 | II]. Non-vascular plants.............. 11 
ARAROS. hatha. xe ee cts lve 3 
UIC CIGMLSin a, cha peek t oy eydlah tiers 3 
Small perennials............... 4 
PATA Ne road oak Pee © lew siete 3 R 

The importance for us of a carefully elaborated and natural system 
of growth-forms such as that of Drude lies not so much in its details 
as in the criteria on which it is based. Some of the gross anatomical 
or physiognomic criteria are of profound and obvious physiological 
importance, such as the major distinction between terrestrial and 
aquatic plants, the distinction between perennials and annuals, and 
that between succulent and non-succulent forms. Other criteria are 
of known physiological importance, such as the distinction between 
saprophytic, parasitic, and autonomous plants, or between the decidu- 
ous and perennial habits of leaves. When, however, we approach such 
distinctions as those between broad and narrow leaves, between pov- 
erty and richness of branching, and between the possession of rhi- 
zomes and that of bulbs, we are on extremely controversial ground. 

There is much evidence to indicate that the form and size of leaves 
has been overestimated as a criterion of importance in the ecological 
classification of plants. Paleobotanical evidence shows that many 
unusual forms of leaf, such as those of Liguidambar, Platanus, and 
Artocarpus, have persisted through long periods of time. The fact 
that these trees have undergone extensive migrations and recessions, 
undoubtedly encountering substantial changes of environment, affords 
some basis for a belief that leaf-form is often as conservative as the 
structure of the floral organs’. The importance of mere leaf-size in 
relation to water-loss has also been overestimated, as it has been shown 
that the transpiring power of a leaf bears no invariable relation to its 
size. This explains the existence, side by side in the deserts of southern 
Arizona, of such plants as Franseria ambrosioides, with leaves from 25 
to 40 sq. em. in area, and such plants as Hymenoclea monogyra and 
Baccharis emoryi, with leaves from 1 to 2 sq. em. in area; or the con- 
comitant occurrence, in relatively dry habitats in the mountains of 
Jamaica, of Bocconia frutescens, with leaves often 200 sq. cm. in area, 
and Micromeria obovata, with leaves less than 0.25 em. in area. 

1For a discussion of this topic from the paleobotanical standpoint, see: Berry, Edward W., The 
Lower Eocene Floras of Southeastern North America, U. 8. Geol. Surv., Professional Paper 91, 

351 p., 1916 (p. 73). 
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The nature of the growth-forms recognized by Drude has been 
examined with a view to determining what features of plant structure 
have been used by him as criteria for his subdivisions. The chief of 
these criteria are listed in table 1, together with the divisions based 
upon these criteria, and the environmental conditions to which these 
features seem, in the present state of our knowledge, to be most closely 
related. An examination of this table will show that Drude has used, 
in the main, criteria to which a definite physiological importance can 
be attached, or to which, in some cases, several lines of importance can 
be ascribed. The definitions which Drude has given some of his 
growth-forms employ the words “dicotyledonous” and ‘‘monocotyl- 
edonous.”’ It is difficult to decide whether these words indicate a 
recognition of phylogenetic divisions or whether they are used as a 
brief and convenient means of distinguishing types of stem, of leaf, and 
of branching, which may have a physiological as well as a phylogenetic 
significance. 

TaBLe 1.—Analysis of the criteria used by Drude in distinguishing growth-forms. 

Environmental conditions to which it is 
Criterion and subdivisions based upon it. 

MEET CH BUTUDS!): fs -ciie\. sels a Wek e'raaid o e 
Length of life: Perennial (or biennial); an- 

nual. 
Status: Autonomous; climbing; epiphytic; 

parasitic, saprophytic (?). 

Stem: Caulescent; acaulescent.............. 

related. 

General favorableness of all conditions. 

General favorableness of all conditions. 

Source of food materials. Ratio of material 
expended in mechanical tissues to extent 
of leaf surface. 

Ratio of material expended in mechanical 
tissues to extent of leaf surface. Exposure 
to atmospheric factors. 

Ratio of material expended in mechanical 
tissues to extent of leaf surface. Exposure 
to atmospheric factors. 

General favorableness of all conditions. 
sonal incidence of water-supply. 

General water-relations. 
General water-relations (phylogeny). 
Seasonal distribution of rainfall. 
General water and temperature conditions 

(phylogeny). 
General water and light conditions. 

Habit of stem: Erect; procumbent.......... 

Type of stem: Woody; succulent; herbaceous Sea- 

Memtenty- leafless... -......0.0....620 ees 
Shape of leaf: Broad; needle-like............ 

Type of leaf: Deciduous; perennial.......... 
Branching: Absent (palms); poor (screw- 

pines); rich (polster plants). 

Arrangement of foliage: Generalized; uni- 
centric. 

Type of subterranean organs: Rhizome; 
woody root; bulb. 

Incidence and duration of cold or dry seasons. 

We are here brought to face the difficult question as to whether the 
distinction between the dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous types 
of stem should be maintained in a classification of this kind. Is the 
distinction to be regarded as a purely phylogenetic one, or is there 
sufficient difference between the physiological efficiency of these very 
dissimilar organs of conduction and leaf display to warrant separating 
them? A similar question is raised as to the physiological importance 
of the parallel-veined and net-veined condition of leaves. Again, 
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should the unicentric foliage of a Yucca be distinguished from the 
similar leaf arrangement of Echeveria, in which the leaves are separated 
by internodes? Should the sessile foliage of Agave be regarded as per- 
forming its functions in precisely the same manner as the similar leaf- 
rosette of Aloe, which is raised well above the ground on a stout stem? 
It is only to future investigations that we can look for knowledge that 
will enable us to draw a line between the structural features that are of 
physiological or ecological importance and those that are due to what 
we might designate as evolutionary inertia. It is still impossible for us 
to distinguish between structures that are vestigial, in the sense that 
they. no longer perform an office that they were able to perform in the 
early history of their race, and structures or structural features that 
arose fortuitously and never served a vital function, at the same time 
that they were not of such a.nature as to be eliminated by selection. 

It does not require an examination of the physiological significance 
of the criteria used in any of the classifications of growth-forms to 
discover the fact that the water-relations of plants have done far more 
to influence their external form than have any other set of relations 
to environmental conditions. Anyone familiar with the cultivation 
of plants could predict with great certainty the relative water require- 
ments of Parosela spinosa, a hoary, small-leaved tree of the Colorado 
Desert, and such a tree as the red maple. It is not an invariable rule, 
however, that the water requirements are obvious, as witness the close 
similarity of Baccharis scoparia of the Jamaican mountains and Bac- 
charis emoryi of the Colorado Desert, or the general similarity of the 
grasses of dunesand swamps. The water requirements of a plant may, 
however, be much more commonly read from its outward form than 
may its temperature requirements. There is nothing, for example, in 
the appearance of Pinus divaricata and Pinus caribea to indicate that 
the former grows in the cold taiga of Canada and the latter in the West 
Indian Islands and Florida. 

Schimper recognized the importance of giving equal weight to the 
water and temperature requirements of plants in grouping them for 
ecological purposes. Heaccordingly divided each of the general classes 
of plants which are recognized on a basis of their water-relations— 
xerophytes, mesophytes, and hydrophytes—into three classes based 
on temperature requirements—microtherms, mesotherms, and mega- 
therms. In this manner nine categories were secured, in which it was 
possible to place plants only after securing some knowledge of their 
habitat requirements. 

The only logical basis on which we can proceed to a classification of 
the vegetation of the world is one in which we take account of the 
nature of the vegetation itself, and give no weight whatever to any of 
the natural conditions or circumstances by which vegetation is affected. 
It is for this reason that importance attaches to the study of growth- 
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forms. If we wish to understand vegetation we must understand the 
individual species of which it is composed. If we wish to understand 
the relation of each plant species to its environment we must under- 
stand the nature of its functions and the character and role of each of 
the organs through which they are carried on. Whatever features of 
the gross anatomy of plants may be discovered to have no apparent 
importance in any aspect of their adjustment to environment will have 
no place in shaping our ultimate system of growth-forms. Progress 
toward such an ultimate system is beset by two dangers: that which 
would lead us to be satisfied with a system which is too simple, and 
that which would lead us to adopt a system in which anatomical 
features of questionable importance would be recognized along with 
those of demonstrated importance. 

Vegetational units have been grouped or classified by various 
workers according to the nature of the habitats in which they are found, 
according to their floristic make-up, and according to their successional 
relation to one another. A large body of work has been done by these 
methods, giving us a substantial part of our knowledge of the vegeta- 
tion of the globe. The only one of these methods which is purely 
vegetational is the last. If it were possible to demonstrate changes 
of vegetation in a state of nature which were not accompanied by 
changes of environmental conditions, it would indeed be necessary to 
give strict attention to the stages of succession in making any attempt 
to correlate vegetation and conditions. If it were true that identical 
conditions might sometimes present different vegetations, our problem 
of correlation would be made still more complicated than it already is. 
It has been amply shown, however, that successional changes of vege- 
tation are both preceded by and accompanied by changes of environ- 
ment. The well-known work of Cowles has shown the importance of 
the changes of soil-moisture which accompany physiographic develop- 
ment, and the work of Fuller, of Gates, of Weaver, and of Cooper 
has shown the importance of other conditions of both soil and atmos- 
phere. In addition to the physiographically initiated changes in the 
environment are those initiated by the vegetation itself, supplying 
conditions favorable for invasion by a new group of species. Although 
a large amount of work has been done in describing successions and in 
relating successional stages to each other, it is only recently that the 
workers just cited have made a beginning in the investigation of the 
physical conditions which underlie the separate stages. As soon as we 
begin to study the relation of physical conditions to successional 
stages, the relation of these stages to each other sinks to a position of 
minor importance, and our work emerges upon the broad field of 
causational plant geography. 
The imperfections of our present knowledge of the physiology of 

plants and the consequent imperfections of our system of growth- 
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forms are carried on into our classification of vegetation. The fact 
that the water-relations of plants are more easily known from external 
criteria, and the fact that they have been more thoroughly investigated, 
have not only influenced our prevailing system of growth-forms, but 
have determined the nature of our vegetational units. 

The classification of growth-forms and the classification of vege- 
tation are like all other scientific efforts to reduce natural phenomena 
to a logical system, in that the classification possesses its chief value 
as a@ concise expression of the results of research. A classification of 
growth-forms which had been highly perfected by our present methods 
and knowledge would still be roughly made from the point of view of 
the ecologist and physiologist of tomorrow. It is perhaps idealistic, 
and is surely premature, to hope that we may one day have an eco- 
logical classification of the vegetable kingdom on a physiological 
basis. Such a classification will merely be the perfecting of the begin- 
ning which has been made by Drude and his predecessors. It will not 
be possible without a great deal of physiological work that is not yet 
so much as planned, and it will not be of more than academic interest 
unless it is constructed from a broad ecological point of view. 

V. PLANT COMMUNITIES. 

The study of vegetation is essentially a study of plants which are 
growing together in a state of nature, it is an investigation of all the 
phenomena which these plants exhibit as an aggregation, as dis- 
tinguished from the behavior of any one of them when considered. 
alone. The natural assemblages of plants which characterize given 
areas have been assiduously studied by a very large number of workers 
in all portions of the world. The contrast between the small aggre- 
gations of local character, the larger ones of more general occurrence, 
and the still larger ones of very wide distribution has given rise to the 
recognition of various ranks of aggregation or association and to the 
study of the relationship existing between aggregations of different 
rank. By common consent among plant geographers and ecologists, 
the term ‘‘community” has been adopted as a general designation for 
any assemblage of plants regardless of its rank in the formal schemes 
of classification. 

In our work with the vegetation of the United States we have had 
to do with the climatic conditions influencing certain of the plant 
communities, and we have been under the necessity of deciding upon 
the criteria to be used in differentiating the communities, as well as 
under the need of disregarding, for our immediate purpose, certain 
other communities which stand in definite relation to climatic con- 
ditions, as well as the communities which are affected by climate 
chiefly through the medium of the soil. We have, perhaps, been some- 
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what informal in our handling of this eminently formal subject, upon 
which so much has been written and so much has been enacted by 
botanical congresses. 

As already intimated, the study of vegetation has resulted in the 
recognition of different degrees of communal existence among plants. 
These degrees have been designated by names, among which may be 
found the words formation, region, zone, society, association, district, 
consocies, group, belt, strip, and a score of others. Scarcely any two 
workers have used the same term in precisely the same sense, and few 
of the workers have defined their terms in such a manner as to enable 
a botanist to recognize one of the communities in case he should find 
himself in its midst. There has been an organized effort in recent 
years to secure a general and international agreement regarding the 
classification and nomenclature of plant communities. The extensive 
areas such as the sagebrush plains of the Great Basin, the grasslands 
of Nebraska and Kansas, or the pine forests of the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain are designated as formations. The smaller and less markedly 
differentiated areas within a formation are designated as associations, 
as, for example, the forests of shortleaf pine in New Jersey, those of 
loblolly pine in Maryland and Virginia, and those of longleaf pine in 
the Gulf States, all lying within the Coastal Plain formation. The 
smallest units of vegetation are termed societies, and these are of small 
area and represent portions of the association in which a definite 
aggregation of species is to be found. 

This classification of communities is simple and natural and has 
much to commend it for general use in describing vegetation. It is to 
be noted that, just as the formation is defined in terms of growth- 
forms which are found to be most common and characteristic in that 
community, so the association is defined partly in terms of the growth- 
forms present and partly in terms of species, while the society is 
defined chiefly by the species which it contains. 

The most important criterion to be employed in the distinguishing 
of communities is always the kind or kinds of growth-forms which are 
present, and this is a criterion which can be used for societies as well 
as for formations. A community may present a single growth-form, 
represented by a single species or by a group of species, as is true of 
many saline marshes and of very many forest areas. It may present 
an intermingling of two or three growth-forms, as is true of those saline 
marshes that contain grasses, the succulent Salicornia and the large- 
leaved Statice. In certain localities there occur communities which 
are made up of a very large number of growth-forms, as, for example, 
in the Karroo Desert of South Africa and in the deserts of Tehuacan, 

Mexico. 
Communities may be of such a character as to contain only plants 

of a single order of size, as the short-grass prairies of Nebraska, or they 
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may contain individuals of a particular height, together with other 
smaller individuals, as is true of the fresh-water marshes of the tribu- 
taries of Chesapeake Bay. By far the most common condition is that 
in which several successive stages of height are found together, so that 
the vegetation is said to possess a stratification with respect to the 
foliage of the plants concerned. This is found in every forest and 
reaches a splendid climax in the tropical rain-forests. In the com- 
munities which possess several strata of plants, the highest one has 
been designated the “facies,” but its members will here be alluded 
to as the “major” plants of the community and the several lower 
strata as the “minor” plants. 
A further salient feature of communities depends upon whether the 

plants cover the ground closely or stand in an open formation. We 
may discover open or closed communities among plants of every 
stature, from the smallest grasses to trees of a height of 50 or 60 feet. 
The greatest density of stand is reached by trees only under conditions 
which favor the attainment of a greater size than this. In open com- 
munities there may be plants of different heights, but in such cases the 
low plants are not dependent on the large plants for the conditions 
which render their existence possible. Even in open communities 
there may be a certain degree of stratification under the largest in- 
dividuals as is observable in southern Arizona, where many small 
annuals occur abundantly beneath the trees as well as away from them. 

Last among the criteria of the community is the number of species 
comprised in it. Even if there is a uniformity of growth-form through- 
out the community, there is importance, from our standpoint, in know- 
ing whether this uniformity is caused by the existence of a single 
species or of many. It is customary to designate the species which is 
most common in a community as the “dominant” one and the other 
species as “subordinate.” 

The salient features by which we distinguish types of vegetation 
are, then, to sum up: the growth-forms involved, the presence of one 
or many strata of plants, the open or closed condition, and the degree 
of simplicity or complexity of the specific content. These are all 
features which must be looked upon as products of the environmental 
conditions just as truly as are any of the structures or physiological 
reactions of the individual plants themselves. The presence of a single 
growth-form or of many, the existence of a low carpet of plants or of a 
lofty forest, the openness or density, and the dominance of a single 
species or the successful association of many, are all features which are 
determned by the environmental complex just as truly as is the rate of 
growth or that of photosynthesis for an individual plant or species. 

The only other criteria that have been used in defining communities 

are the physical nature of the habitat and the specific identity of the 
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plants concerned, each of which has been sufficiently discussed to 
indicate that they are counter to our purpose. 

In making a general study of the relation of climate to vegetation 
for as large an area as the United States, it has been necessary for us 
to disregard the small communities which are unlike the general vege- 
tation of the surrounding region, such as the local prairies of Arkansas 
and Mississippi and the bands of trees that border the rivers of the 
western plains. These require special treatment, in which soil condi- 
tions can be given a thorough investigation. It has also been neces- 
sary for us to leave out ‘of reckoning all of the minor plants in the 
stratified communities, inasmuch as the conditions under which they 
live are unlike those for the major plants. The climatic conditions 
under which the major plants exist are modified by them in such a 
manner as frequently to give the minor plants a very different environ- 
mental complex. 
By means of these omissions we have done a great deal to simplify 

our problem from the standpoint of the demarcation of vegetational 
areas. It has been desirable, furthermore, to consider only the most 
general features of the vegetation, because we have only very general 
data as to the distribution of the climatic factors. The subsidiary 
communities of every region are so largely controlled through the soil 
conditions that it would have carried us beyond our investigation of 
climatic controls to have entered upon a consideration of them. 

The statement that the occurrence and geographical range of all 
plant communities is controlled by the physical, and rarely the chemi- 
eal, characteristics of the environment is almost axiomatic. The 
operation of these controls has been observed from time immemorial 
by men of no technical training but of keen powers of observation, and 
the knowledge of them has become more exact among the practical 
pioneers in the agriculture and forestry of many lands where the 
natural vegetation has been used as an index of the cultural capabili- 
ties of given situations. Any skepticism regarding the physical con- 
trol of communities would be dissipated by an extended course of 
travel in diversified regions, or equally well by a careful reading of 
Schimper’s Plant Geography, to say nothing of an examination of the 
many scattered papers which give proofs in regard to particular 
instances of such control. 
We can, in brief, put it down as a law of plant geography that the 

existence, limits, and movements of plant communities are controlled 
by physical conditions. The conditions that control the movements 
of the community are those of the soil; the conditions that control the 
broader geographical limits are almost solely those of the climate. The 
existence of the community and the extent of the area occupied are, of 
course, controlled by conditions of both soil and climate. 
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VI. DELIMITATION OF VEGETATIONAL AREAS. 

The botanical areas that have formed a basis for the correlations 
discussed in the following pages have been outlined in such manner as 
to show either the distribution of particular types of vegetation or 
else the ranges of individual species or groups of species. The deter- 
mining of the distributional area of a given species is a relatively simple 
matter, depending for its accuracy only on the exploration that has 
been carried out and the records of occurrence that are available. 
The delimitation of vegetational areas, however, demands a careful 
scrutiny, of criteria and methods such as we have attempted to give 
above. "We have endeavored primarily to classify and map the vege- 
tation of the United States upon a basis which is purely vegetational, 
without regard to floristics, climate, topography, or other features, 
however closely these may seem to be associated with the vegetation. 

The effort to observe this requirement, for the sake of the logical 
soundness of our work, is nevertheless far from removing all of the 
difficulties which beset an attempt to classify and map the vegetation 
of a large area. It is difficult for the worker to avoid a subjective 
treatment of his material and to escape the bias which his own particu- 
lar experiences or field of observation may have given him. A more 
tangible set of difficulties arises in deciding where to draw the lines 
of demarcation in subdividing a set of intergrading vegetations, and 
where, on the map, to place the lines of separation between vegeta- 
tions that merge into each other over areas of great extent. This 
difficulty has been met by drawing lines on the chart through all 
transitional regions, these lines being so drawn as to be regarded as 
connecting the points that exhibit the same stage in transition, after 
the manner of isotherms and other isoclimatic lines. 

After a series of vegetational areas has been distinguished and 
delimited, and each has possibly been subdivided, we must refrain 
from regarding these divisions or subdivisions as of coordinate value, 
for there is no means of putting the degree of their relationship to a 
test. The subdivisions of the forest areas and those of the desert areas 
appear, on the printed page, to be of the same rank in classification, 
but we have no actual knowledge upon which we can base such a 
supposition. 

We have already seen that the features of outward configuration 
which are considered in distinguishing growth-forms have to do, to 
a predominant extent, with the water-relations of plants. When we 
examine into the other features which we use in distinguishing vegeta- 
tions, such as the height of the dominant plants, the density of stand, 
and the simplicity or complexity of the stand, we are impressed with 
the fact that these features stand also in dependence upon water- 
relations. 
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These considerations force us to realize that the most commonly 
used and most natural subdivisions of vegetation are based upon cri- 
teria which have to do with the relations of the communities to water- 
supply and water-loss. /It is quite true that the water-relations of 
plants have more to do with the control of the local and general dis- 
tribution of vegetation than have any other conditions. This is not 
true of the local and general distribution of the species themselves, for 
we here find temperature relations playing a strong role. ‘For the pur- 
poses of our investigation into the correlations existing between vege- 
tation and climate it is therefore significant that we are under the 
necessity of using a classification of vegetation which rests so largely 
upon a basis of the water-relations of plants. We might foresee from 
this fact that strong correlations would be discovered between vegeta- 
tion and water conditions and weak correlations between vegetation 
and temperature conditions. 

In spite of the efforts of Schimper and of others to give the tempera- 
ture-relations of plants a place in vegetational distinctions, by the 
recognition of microtherms, mesotherms, and megatherms, we are as 
yet unable to place a given species in its proper thermal category with- 
out possessing facts which are still lacking for all but a very few plants. 
We can not tell a megathermous plant from a microthermous plant 
when we see them growing side by side, and it follows that we can not 
go into the field in Georgia or Texas and pick out the plants in each 
habitat which have great or small temperature requirements, as we 
ean rather satisfactorily distinguish those of great or small water 
requirement. These categories are consequently of no present use in 
delimiting vegetational areas. 

The system of life-zones which was worked out by Merriam! for the 
United States, and has been elaborated by members of the United 
States Biological Survey, constitutes an effort to delimit biological 
areas primarily with respect to the influence of temperature. With 
such a classification of biological areas in hand it is not possible, how- 
ever, to make an impartial effort to determine which of several climatic 
factors is primarily concerned in conditioning the existence and limits 
of the areas. This attempt would indicate a very close correlation of 
biological areas and certain temperature conditions, because the 
climatic maps showing these temperature conditions were used as a 
basis in the original form of the life-zone map. 

If we were to make a map of the mean rainfall of the growing-season 
in the United States it would be found to possess certain isohyetal 
lines which corresponded closely with the distribution of certain plants 
or vegetations. If we were, then, to modify the rainfall map in slight 

1Merriam, C. Hart. , Laws of temperature control of the geographic distribution of terrestrial 

animals and plants, Nat. Geog. Mag., 6:229-238, 3 maps, 1894.—Life zones and crop zones of 

the United States. U.S. Dept. Agric., Biol. Surv. Bull. 10, 1898. 
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particulars so as to make it conform more closely to the distribution 

of vegetation, using vegetation rather than additional rainfall data as 

a basis, we would secure a map of great interest and value as a delinea- 

tion of the vegetation of the United States. This map would be of no 

value for a correlational study, however, since it would be in inherent 

and foreseeable agreement with the map of mean rainfall of the growing 

season, which is very similar to all other maps of moisture conditions. 

The drawing of this map would resemble in all particulars the con- 

struction of the life-zone map of the United States, both with respect 

to the manner in which it was made and with regard to its unsuita- 

bility for our purposes. 
It may also be emphasized in this connection that, although the 

temperature conditions and the moisture conditions of climate are con- 

sidered as distinct in analytical studies, yet they are not truly inde- 

pendent of each other. Since evaporation and precipitation are so 

largely influenced by temperature, neither the chart of rainfall nor 

that of temperature is wholly without indications of the influence of 

one condition upon the other. It frequently happens, for example, 

that a region of low temperature is one of high soil-moisture content, 

low evaporation, etc. These considerations will receive more attention 

in Part IT. 
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I. METHODS USED IN SECURING AND PRESENTING THE 
DISTRIBUTIONAL DATA. 

The botanical data on which we have based the correlations that 
are to be discussed in the succeeding pages are presented in carto- 
graphic form in plates 1 to 33. A detailed map of the vegetation of 
the United States (plate 1) has been executed as a basis for our cor- 
relations of climate with the vegetational areas of the country as a 
whole.! The features of the map will be discussed in a succeeding sec- 
tion, together with a general account of the vegetation of the 18 sub- 
divisions which it recognizes. This map is of very uneven merit for 
the different parts of the United States, owing to the fact that there 
is an abundance of literature for certain portions of the country, while 
there are very few descriptive treatments or maps of the vegetation for 
other portions. As it stands, however, this map is somewhat too 
detailed for use in correlation with the climatological data that we have 
been able to secure. For this reason we have deemed it desirable to 
make a generalized map based upon the detailed one (plate 2). The 
latter contains 18 vegetational areas, whereas in the former the number 
has been reduced to 9 by a combination of the areas which are most 
similar in character. Even after this is done there are some of the 
vegetational areas of the United States for which we have only a very 
small number of climatological stations. 

In order to investigate the correlations between climatic conditions 
and the distribution of certain common growth-forms, a series of 7 
maps has been drawn, showing the cumulative occurrence of these 
forms (plates 3 to 9). The maps have been prepared by the method 
used by Transeau in his investigation of the forest-centers of the 
eastern United States.? It consists merely in indicating on a single map 
the distributional limits of all of the plants involved. The area in 
which all of them are found together represents the region of maximum 
development of the particular group which has been selected. In some 
cases these maps have been drawn for all of the species of a particular 
growth-form, whereas in other cases they have been drawn for a repre- 
sentative group of the most common species of a particular growth- 
form. These maps are of value, not only in showing the center of 
development of a particular form or group of species and in showing 
the extreme limits of the form, but also in showing the manner in 
which the abundance of the given form shades off in different direc- 
tions from the center. 

1Shreve, Forrest, A map of the vegetation of the United States, Geographical Rey. 3: 119- 

125. With map. 1917. This map is reproduced here as our plate 1. 
*Transeau, E. N., Forest Centers of Eastern America, Am. Nat., 39: 875-889. 1905. 
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Three maps have also been prepared showing the ecological dis- 
tribution of individual species of plants (plates 8, 9, 10). On these 
maps an effort is made to show the features of distribution in such a 
way as to indicate the regions of greatest abundance and greatest 
catholicity of habitat, the regions of frequent occurrence, the regions 
of rare occurrence, and the extreme geographical limits of the species. 
Maps of this character afford a picture of the distribution of a single 
species which is similar to the picture afforded by the maps of cumu- 
lative distribution of groups of related growth-forms. 

As a basis for the correlation of climatic conditions with the ranges 
of individual species, 70 plants were selected, the distributional areas 
of which are shown by groups on plates 13 to 33. Some of the species 
selected for this purpose were chosen because they are common and 
dominant elements in important vegetations of wide extent. Others 
were selected because their geographical ranges seem to be typical of 
those exhibited by a large number of species. Certain other species 
were selected because of the interest which attaches, from our point 
of view, to the character and particular direction of their distribution. 
Several of these plants extend across the continent from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific, either in the northern or in the southern part of the 
United States, in such a manner that they cross the principal boun- 
daries between vegetational areas. Distributions of this character 
seem to indicate that the plants in question are probably controlled by 
temperature conditions rather than moisture conditions. Several 
plants of this character and of more limited range were selected, be- 
cause they are commonly found in swamps or marshes and may there- 
fore be thought of as growing through a wide range of atmospheric 
conditions, at the same time that they are subjected to a relatively 
uniform set of soil-moisture conditions. It is to be anticipated that 
plants of this character differ markedly in their distribution from those 
whose range is greatly influenced by soil-water conditions. 

The construction of the vegetational maps has involved the examina- 
tion of a large body of ecological, floristic, and geographical literature. 
It was originally our plan to publish a complete list of the sources that 
were used in the compilation of these maps, but the appearance of 
Harshberger’s Phytogeographic Survey of North America has since 
made it superfluous to do so, inasmuch as this author has given a very 
thorough bibliography of the literature of American vegetation, in- 
cluding nearly all of the publications that we have used.’ 

In the construction of the maps of vegetation we have been heavily 
indebted to the maps published by the United States Forest Service, 
to the maps of grazing-lands published by the United States Bureau 
of Plant Industry, and to the detailed maps which have been published 

'Harshberger, J. W., Phytogeographic survey of North America, Die Vegetation der Erde, 

13: 863 p., 32 figs., 18 pls., 1 map, Leipzig, 1911. 
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for several States. We have not only drawn upon ecological literature 
and the publications of the United States Geological Survey, but have 
been greatly aided by consultation of the photographic illustrations in 
numerous works of a non-botanical character, and we are particularly 
indebted to many of our colleagues, who have generously given us the 
information at their disposal. 

In the preparation of the maps showing the cumulative distribution 
of growth-forms and the distribution of individual species we have used 
all of the manuals, floras, and local lists that it was possible to secure. 
We have not consulted the specimens that are to be found in any of 
the large herbaria, but have depended solely upon published statements 
of occurrence. We have done this because it is so frequently possible 
to secure, in ecological literature or in the publications of the United 
States Biological Survey, statements regarding the ranges of plants 
which would in all probability be represented in the herbaria by only 
a few collections, on the labels of which the information regarding the 
ecological occurrence would be extremely meager. 

Some of the ranges of individual species are naturally outlined much 
more accurately than others. The distribution of trees is in general 
much better known that that of herbaceous plants, and the distribu- 
tion of grasses is better known than that of plants whose economic 
importance is not so great. Some of the ranges exhibited in our maps 
have been based on extremely few stations, as is true particularly of 
such plants as Flerkea occidentalis and Trautvetteria grandis. It may 
be taken for granted that all of our distributional areas which are 
represented by smooth and wide-sweeping lines are in general based 
upon less precise information than are the areas limited by very sinu- 
ous lines. The limitations of our method of mapping have required 
that the range of numerous mountain plants occurring in the Western 
States be exhibited by passing a bounding-line around the entire region 
in which they are found locally at their appropriate elevations. In 
similar manner several of the aquatic and palustrine plants have been 
plotted as if growing continuously throughout extensive stretches of 
country in which they are really of very local occurrence. This is 
notably true for Sium cicutefolium and for Cephalanthus occidentalis, 
which is not actually known in New Mexico and is very uncommon in 
Arizona, although it reappears in great abundance in interior Cali- 
fornia. The scale of our maps has made it necessary to include in the 
ranges of very many of our plants certain extreme coastal locations 
in which they are actually absent. This matter is mentioned only 
because several important climatological stations are located on the 
coast in areas which differ very markedly from the adjacent mainland 
in the character of their vegetation. This is true of Key West, Cape 
Hatteras, and Point Flattery. Further details regarding the vege- 
tational maps will be given in the succeeding pages. 
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II. LEADING VEGETATION TYPES OF THE UNITED STATES AND 
THEIR GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS. 

In subdividing the vegetation of the United States we have used 
primarily the old distinction of desert, grassland, and forest. The 
distinguishing of these formations involves practically all of the criteria 
that have been discussed in previous pages. Our ultimate units have 
resulted from a subdivision of the desert and the forest, but we have 
not attempted to subdivide the grassland, partly because of lack of 
descriptive literature for all parts of the grassland region, and partly 
because of the extreme complexity exhibited by this region, particu- 
larly in its central portion. 

The desert areas have fallen into two groups which may be designated 
as Continental Desert and Coastal Desert. The latter include the 
semidesert regions of coastal California and of extreme southern Texas, 
each of them regions in which truly desert areas are found together 
with areas which scarcely merit this designation. The Continental 
Desert falls naturally into two regions, one of which is dominated by 
sclerophyllous shrubs and the other by a mixture of such shrubs and 
succulent or semisucculent plants. The sclerophyllous desert has been 
subdivided into the Great Basin Desert and the California Desert, 
while the succulent desert has been subdivided into the Arizona and 
Texas areas. The two bodies of sclerophyllous desert are adjacent and 
merge into each other, whereas the succulent deserts are separated by 
regions of dissimilar character. 

The Grassland area is bordered on the southwest by the Desert- 
Grassland Transition and on the east by the Grassland-Deciduous 
Forest Transition. 

The forested portion of the United States has been subdivided into 
the Deciduous Forest and 4 areas of Evergreen Needle-Leaved Forest. 
Two of these evergreen-forest areas are mesophytic in character, one 
of them xerophytic, and one of them hygrophytic. We have included 
in the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest all of the needle-leaved 
forests of the northeastern States as well as of the Rocky Mountain 
and Pacific regions, with the exception of the extreme Northwest. 
Although this large forest region exhibits marked differences in its 
floristic make-up and in minor features of its physiognomy and 
ecological characteristics, there are nevertheless more reasons for 
maintaining it as a single area than for separating it into minor sub- 
divisions, so far as the purposes of our work are concerned. The 
Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, the Western Xerophytie 
Forest, and the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest are all 
regions of distinctive character which are neither similar to the 
Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest nor to each other. Two 
transitional areas have also been outlined, connecting the Deciduous 
Forest with the Evergreen Forests to the north and to the south of it. 
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We have also recognized as alpine summits all of the areas lying 
above timber-line, and as Swamps and Marshes the areas with saturated 
soil in the Atlantic Coastal Plain. 

In selecting names for the vegetational areas thus distinguished we 
have felt it desirable to use designations which have to do with the 
ecological character of the plants found in these areas. We have 
avoided the use of such words as coniferous, which alludes to a mor- 
phological feature, and have also avoided using any designations which 
would imply that the vegetation of a particular area is controlled by a 
particular physical condition, as, for example, the use of such terms 
as ‘‘monsoon forest”’ or ‘‘pinelands of the odlitic limestone.’”’ We are 
well aware that the names that we have used are neither brief nor 
convenient, but they have been selected with the cautions that have 
been mentioned, for purposes of ecological consistency. 

An effort has been made to draw all of the vegetational boundaries 
on the map shown as plate 1 with relation to the original plant covering. 
This primeval condition has been so greatly disturbed over large 
portions of the country, particularly in the Northeast, that it is now 
very difficult to be certain as to the limits between the virgin forest 
formations. Outr map is therefore undoubtedly much less accurate 
for the northeastern portion of the United States than it is for the 
Western States, in which the vegetational differences are more marked, 
the country is less disturbed by human activities, and the published 
ecological descriptions of vegetation are much fuller and more accurate. 

The following paragraphs serve to give a brief characterization of 
each of the vegetational areas found in our detailed map, plate 1: 

California Microphyll Desert—The southernmost part of Nevada 
and the interior portion of California form an area in which the vege- 
tation is closely related to that of the Great Basin by reason of the fact 
that the dominant plants in each are microphyllous shrubs. In the 
California Desert the creosote-bush (Covillea tridentata) and the sand- 
bur (Franseria dumosa) are the most common plants and the dominant 
ones over extensive areas. A large number of deciduous shrubs are 
found, large semisucculents occur throughout the more elevated por- 
tions of the desert (Yucca brevifolia, Y. arborescens), and stem-suc- 
culents (Opuntia spp.) are found in small numbers. In both the Great 
Basin and the California deserts the plants which perennate by under- 
ground parts are very rare and grasses are uncommon, while short- 
lived annuals are abundant in the spring months. 

Great Basin Microphyll Desert—This desert occupies the floor and 
low mountains of the Great Basin from southern Washington to 
southern Nevada and eastward to Colorado, lying at elevations of 
1,000 to 5,000 feet. Throughout practically the whole of this area 
the vegetation is dominated by a single species, the sagebrush (Arte- ¢ 
misia tridentata), a small-leaved evergreen shrub which sometimes 
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occurs in very open stand with a height of a few inches or at other 
times grows so thickly as nearly to cover the ground, reaching a height 
of 4 feet or more. Together with the sagebrush are to be found several 
other microphyllous shrubs of similar size and distribution (Sarco- 
batus vermiculatus, Grayia spinosa, Coleogyne ramosissima, Kunzia 
tridentata, Tetradymia glabrata, etc.). The Great Basin desert is dis- 
tinctively a region of microphyllous shrubs, in which succulent plants 
are rare and confined to the highest mountain-slopes. The simplicity 
of the vegetation and the uniformity in the character of the several 
shrubs which play a secondary réle in it are features very unlike the 
other desert areas about to be described. 

Texas Succulent Desert.—The central valley of the Rio Grande and 
the valley of the Pecos River form a desert area in which extensive 
tracts are dominated by evergreen shrubs in open stand, while other 
areas are chiefly occupied by deciduous shrubbery (Acacia, Flourensia, 
Brayodendron). Large areas are covered by the low leaf-succulent 
lechuguilla (Agave lechuguilla), but not to the exclusion of the shrub- 
bery. Other areas are dominated more conspicuously by the sotol 
(Dasylirion texanum), a plant with perennial foliage and with a store 
of water and reserve materials in its stout stem. Succulents are 
abundantly represented in this desert, but chiefly by small species 
which do not play an important part in the physiognomy of the vege- 
tation. Perennial bunch-grasses are common in certain portions of 
the Texas Desert, and the number of plants perennial by underground 
succulent or semisucculent parts is larger than in the Arizona Desert. 
This is distinctively a region of leaf-succulents and semisucculents as 
contrasted with the Arizona region of stem-succulents. 

Arizona Succulent Desert—This area comprises the southern por- 
tion of Arizona drained by the Bill Williams and Gila Rivers and 
lying below 4,000 feet. In this desert the vegetation is largely made 
up of microphyllous shrubs, but there is everywhere a rich commingling 
of other types of non-succulent plants and of several types of succu- 
lents. The vegetation is open and low, but of irregular height. The 
sclerophyllous shrubs comprise the evergreen creosote-bush (Covillea 
tridentata), deciduous acacias (Acacia paucispina, A. constricta), and 

bitter bush (Flowrensia cernua), the drought-deciduous ocotillo (Fou- 
quieria splendens), several small-leaved or leafless trees and shrubs with 
green bark and stems (Parkinsonia, Canotia, Holacantha, Keberlinia, 
Ephedra), as well as the columnar giant cactus (Carnegiea gigantea) 
and numerous species of flat-jointed and round-jointed cacti (Opuntia). 
This desert is by no means poor in perennial grasses, and the seasonal 
rains are followed by the appearance of carpets of annual grasses and 
other herbaceous plants. The leafy succulents are rare in this desert, 

except at its upper edges around the higher mountains, and the plants 
with subterranean water-storing organs are very infrequent. 
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Texas Semidesert (Mesquital-Grassland Complex).—The valley of 
the Rio Grande below the Balcones Escarpment and the River Neuces 
presents a region in which the deciduous compound-leaved leguminous 
shrubs and trees form the dominant vegetation, interspersed with 
areas of more or less open grassland. The shrubs and trees form a 
more or less closed scrub from 3 to 6 feet high where the shrubs pre- 
dominate and a more open one from 15 to 25 feet high where the trees 
are most abundant. The commonest of the trees is the mesquite 
(Prosopis glandulosa), which has spread somewhat over adjacent 
areas since the advent of the white man. With it the evergreen broad- 
leaved live-oak (Quercus virginiana) is a minor component of the vege- 
tation. In the scrub the dominant species are huisache (Acacia 
farnesiana), guajillo (Acacia berlandierei), and other microphyllous 
forms (Momesia, Parkinsonia, Condalia, Sesban, etc.), while the succu- 
lents are confined to the frequent occurrence of a prickly-pear cactus 
(Opuntia lindheimert) and a yucca (Yucca treculeana). Ephemeral 
herbaceous plants are also present here. 

Pacific Semidesert (Chaparral-Encinal-Desert Complex).—The Pacific. 
semidesert region is best designated thus in spite of the fact that it 
comprises many small areas which are far from being desert. There is 
no other portion of the United States in which such profound differ- 
ences of vegetation exist within such small areas, and in which it would 
be more difficult to map on a small scale the complex allocation of 
these areas. Over the low hills and around the bases of the Coast 
Ranges is to be found chaparral, varying from place to place in height 
and density; in the valleys and on the north faces of some of the hills 
are to be found groves of evergreen or deciduous oaks; while in other 
valleys, particularly the broad valleys of the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin Rivers, and on the interior hills of the Coast Ranges, are to 
be found some of the most truly desert areas in the United States. 
The chaparral is sometimes a very low aggregation of shrubs, or some- 
times reaches a height of 6 or 7 feet. It is also variable in its density, 
but is commonly so close-set that it can be traversed only very slowly. 
It is made up predominantly of evergreen shrubs (Ademostoma, 
Arctostaphylos, Heteromeles), but partly of deciduous shrubs (Ceano- 
thus spp.). The encinal is made up of evergreen oaks (Quercus agrt- 
folia) and deciduous oaks (Q. lobata, Q. wislizeni), with the digger 
pine (Pinus sabiniana) an occasional component of it. In the desert 
of the interior hills and the great valley is to be witnessed a region 
almost totally devoid of perennial plants, in which the only cover of 
vegetation is due to the herbaceous annuals that appear in the spring. 

Desert-Grassland Transition.—This transition region comprises the 
Llano Estacado of Texas and certain plateau lands in Arizona and 
New Mexico above 5,000 feet in elevation. It is a region that is inter- 
mediate in all important respects between the Grasslands to the east 
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and the Desert regions to the west. It is essentially a very open stand 
of perennial grasses, together with the herbaceous annuals or peren- 
nials of the Desert and an extremely scattered stand of succulent or 
semisucculent plants. In the Llano Estacado and in southern New 
Mexico and Arizona the latter group comprises sotol (Dasylirion) and 
bear-grass (Nolina), while farther north in Texas and New Mexico the 
commonest succulent or semisucculent forms are a yucca (Yucca 
glauca) and a round-jointed cactus (Opuntia arborescens). In northern 
Arizona and northwestern New Mexico there are low, shrubby sages 
(Artemisia), Mormon tea (Ephedra), and other scattered bushes, and 
small cacti (Opuntia hystricina, O. whipplei). Throughout the Transi- 
tion region the grasses are omnipresent, sometimes forming nearly 
as dense a carpet as they do in the Grassland itself. There is a con- 
siderable variety in the grass flora, but the commonest forms are 
species of Bouteloua, Hilaria, Bulbilis, and Aristida. 

Grassland.—The Grassland region extends from central Texas to the 
Canadian boundary, merging on the east into the transition region 
which separates it from the Deciduous Forest, and on the west either 
merging into the Desert-Grassland Transition or else terminating at 
the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains. Smaller detached areas 
of Grassland also surround the northernmost salients of the desert. 

Throughout the Grassland region the vegetation is dominated by a 
more or less continuous cover of perennial grasses—in some localities 
by a dense sod, in others by an open sod, and in still others by an open 
stand of bunch-grasses. The types of grasses which form the grassland 
are varied, both in the region as a whole and in any small portion of it. 
A score of grass species form the great bulk of the vegetation, several 
of them being of very widespread occurrence throughout the region, 
as Bouteloua oligostachya, Bulbilis dactyloides, Keleria cristata, and 

“species of Andropogon, while others are confined to different portions 
of the area or to particular soils, as the species of Hilaria in Texas, 
the species of Sporobolus and Stipa in Kansas and Nebraska, and the 
species of Agropyron in the northwestern part of the area. In addition 
to the score of commonest species, there are a hundred or more that are 
either frequent over large areas or common over smaller portions of the 
area. From a floristic standpoint the Grassland presents two grada- 
tions, one encountered in going from the eastern edge toward the 
Rocky Mountains, the other encountered in going from south to north 
through its entire length of over 1,200 miles. From a vegetational 
standpoint, however, this is allaregion of great uniformity. Its prin- 
cipal variations are in the relative density or openness of the grassy 
cover, in the character of the areas in which grasses are sparse or absent, 
and in the frequence of plants other than grasses. It may be said, 
in general, that the carpet of grasses is most evenly closed along the 
eastern edge of the area and in the central portion. In central Texas 
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and in the extreme north much of the Grassland is relatively open, 
particularly in the sandhills of Nebraska, where Andropogon scoparius 
is predominant, and in the portions of the region lying in Washington 
and Oregon, where Agropyron spicatum and Poa sandbergii are pre- 
dominant. In the highly eroded ‘‘bad lands,” such as occur in southern 
South Dakota, low, shrubby perennials are predominant, as the rabbit- 
brush (Chrysothamnus graveolens), the white “sage” (Eurotia lanata), 
and greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus). Throughout the portion 
of the Grassland which lies nearest the Rocky Mountains there is a 
complicated patchwork of vegetation, in which closed grassland, open 
grassland, and open stands of low bushes, with or without grasses, are 
found to alternate in habitats of different character. The shrubby 
perennials found in such areas are chiefly those which have just been 
mentioned, together with species of true sage (Artemisia tridentata, 
A. frigida). The Grassland is locally invaded by plants of the types 
which are dominant in all of the surrounding regions. In the south- 
western portion of the area arborescent round-jointed cacti (Opuntia 
arborescens) are sporadic, and also yucca (Yucca glauca), which is 
likewise common in the sandhills of Nebraska. Throughout the area 
a low prickly pear (Opuntia missouriensis) is abundant on coarse soil, 
particularly in the Bad Lands. 

In the vicinity of the mountains the Grassland is invaded by shrubs 
(Cercocarpus, Quercus, Symphoricarpus), and in some localities even by 
coniferous trees (Pinus ponderosa), while the bottomlands of the 
rivers are the westernmost localities for many eastern broad-leaved 
deciduous trees. 

In every portion of the Grassland there are to be found very many 
types of low annual or root-perennial plants other than grasses. Among 
these certain composites are perhaps the most abundant, as Grindelia 
squarrosa and Chrysopsis villosa, although there are many plants of 
other types. The seasonal habits of the grasses and of these associated 
non-gramineous plants are such as to give rise to one of the most 
striking characteristics of the Grassland, namely, its different aspect 
in different portions of the growing-season, and the difference in the 
conspicuously predominant plants in different months. 

Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition This is the broadest and 
most extensive of the transition areas, but is so purely transitional 
in its character that it does not merit recognition on any other basis. 
Its eastern limit has been fixed along the line at which the Deciduous 
Forest ceases to be an unbroken formation and begins to exhibit the 
islands of grassland locally known as “oak openings.”’ The western 
limit has been placed where timber ceases to occur on the upland. 
The transition area is seen, therefore, to increase in the amount of 
timber found on going east and to increase in the extent of grassland 
exhibited on going west. 
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In the northern part of the Transition belt the commonest trees are 
black oak (Quercus velutina) and bur oak (Q. macrocarpa); in the 
southern part the commonest are post oak (Quercus minor) and 
blackjack (Q. marilandica). The grasses originally most abundant in 
the central part of the belt were Andropogon furcatus, Sorghastrum 
nutans, Andropogon virginicus, and Sporobolus cryptandrus. 

Deciduous Forest—The Deciduous Forest formerly occupied the 
lower elevations of the Northeastern States, the summits and slopes 
of the southern Allegheny Mountains, the Piedmont region, and the 
valleys of the Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee Rivers, with exten- 
sions into southern Texas and into northern Michigan and the Dakotas, 
and an attenuated edge that merges into the transition area toward 
the west. There is no one of the vegetational areas of the United 
States that has been more completely and profoundly altered by man 
than has this one. In fact, it is difficult at the present time to secure 
reliable information as to the exact original extent of this type of forest 
in the Northeastern States. The virgin stands of deciduous forest were 
made up solely of deciduous broad-leaved trees over extensive areas, 
and these forests were both dense and of a stature as great as 100 feet, 
or even more. At the western edge of the Deciduous Forest its con- 
tinuity becomes interrupted by open areas, while in the Texan exten- 
sion of it the stand of trees is even, but very open. In all of the moun- 
tainous or hilly portions of the area the needle-leaved evergreens 
frequently become components of the Deciduous Forest, and on steep 
bluffs, rocky slopes, and limestone ledges the needle-leaved trees are 
sometimes predominant. The floor of the Deciduous Forest is some- 
times thickly covered with shrubbery and young trees, or is often open 
and more conspicuously occupied by herbaceous perennials, among 
which the chief vegetative activity takes place in the spring, before 
the complete unfolding of the foliage of the trees. 

The number of tree species participating prominently in the make-up 
of the Deciduous Forest is large, and very many of the commonest 
ones are found almost throughout the area, as the white oak (Quercus 
alba), black oak (Quercus velutina), pignut hickory (Hicoria glabra), 
beech (Fagus ferruginea), and tulip-tree (Liriodendron tulipifera). 
The Appalachian region is the place in which the Deciduous Forest 
reaches its finest development, both in respect of density and stature 
of the stand and with regard to the number of tree species participat- 
ing in its composition. The most common trees of that region are the 

widespread ones which have just been mentioned, and also chestnut 
(Castanea dentata), chestnut oak (Quercus prinus), scarlet oak (Quercus 
coccinea), shagbark hickory (Hicoria ovata), Spanish oak (Quercus 
digitata), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), and red maple (Acer rubrum). 
On passing northward from the center of the Deciduous Forest, the 
number of tree species becomes smaller, as many are left behind and 
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few new ones are met, as birch (Betula lutea) and popular (Populus 
balsamifera). On passing southward, the commonest forms of the 
Alleghenian region are found to be confined to the mountainous dis 
tricts, while their place is taken on the Piedmont and in the Mississippi 
Valley by a still larger group of species, many of which are found not 
only on the upland, but in the half-swampy areas of the level regions. 
Prominent among these trees are Spanish oak (Quercus digitata), 
water oak (Quercus nigra), willow oak (Quercus phellos), black gum 
(Nyssa sylvatica), red gum (Liquidambar styraciflua), and blue-jack oak 
(Quercus brevifolia). 
The most southwesterly portion of the Deciduous Forest in central 

Texas is made up almost solely of post oak (Quercus minor) and black- 
jack oak (Quercus marilandica), while the most northwesterly islands 
of deciduous forest in the Dakotas are made up chiefly of bur oak 
(Quercus macrocarpa). 

Southeastern Evergreen-Deciduous Transition Forest—This transi- 
tion lies between the coastal Evergreen Forest and the interior Deciduous 
Forest, occupying hilly and broken land, except at the extreme western 
end. Throughout this area there are small bodies of pure evergreen 
needle-leaved forest and other bodies of pure deciduous forest, but the 
vegetation consists in the main of an admixture of the two types of 
trees in such percentages that neither dominates strongly over the 
other. As in all other transition regions, the local conditions of soil 
and topography often determine the precise composition of the forest. 

East of the Mississippi the Evergreen-Deciduous Transition is 
formed chiefly of the loblolly pine and the species of deciduous oaks 
that will be mentioned in connection with the inner portion of the 
Southeastern Evergreen Forest. West of the Mississippi the loblolly 
pine occurs near the Gulf coast and is chiefly replaced by the shortleaf 
pine (Pinus echinata) above the Neches River, while the same species 
of deciduous oaks accompany each of the pines. 

Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest—This region stretches 
from Long Island to Louisiana along the Coastal Plain, with an exten- 
sion into peninsular Florida, and with outlying areas in central Ala- 
bama and in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. This area is dominated 
by evergreens, and a secondary réle in the vegetation is played by 
deciduous broad-leaved trees and by evergreen broad-leaved trees. 
The forest stands of this region are nowhere dense in the same sense 
as are some of the evergreen stands of Montana or Maine; indeed, 
many of the pine stands in all parts of the area, and particularly in 
Florida, are rather open. Some of the heaviest stands are found in 
Louisiana and Texas and the lightest are those of Florida and New 
Jersey. As a rule the pinelands which lie nearest the coast, particu- 
larly in the Gulf States, are the purest, while those of Maryland and 
the Carolinas, as well as the interior areas of Alabama and Arkansas, 
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are much richer in deciduous broad-leaved associates. In the pine 
forests of New Jersey the floor is extremely shrubby, and this is often 
the case as far south as South Carolina. In southern Georgia and the 
Gulf region the floor is much more open. In both of these cases it is 
difficult to decide how much the normal conditions may have been 
disturbed by fire and by clearing. Under present conditions, at least, 
the Gulf pinelands present a very clean floor, closely carpeted by 
grasses, palmetto, pitcher-plants, and a multitude of other herbaceous 
species. Along the branches and other depressions there is a dense 
stand of shrubbery and a slightly different type of forest. 

The half dozen species of pine which dominate the different sections 
of the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest are very similar in 
their appearance, and there is consequently a general resemblance 
between the pinelands of the entire Coastal Plain. In Long Island and 
New Jersey the scrub pine (Pinus rigida) is the dominant species, and 
is scarcely found elsewhere in this forest. In Maryland, Virginia, and 
North Carolina the loblolly pine (Pinus teda) is the leading species, 
while in peninsular Florida the Cuban pine (Pinus caribea) is the chief 
form. Throughout the remaining major portion of the forest the long- 
leaf pine (Pinus palustris) is always the dominant tree, or at least 
abundantly represented in company with the loblolly pine. Through- 
out the Gulf region the slash pine (Pinus heterophylla) is found in moist 
soils and the pond pine (Pinus elliottii) in wet soils. Throughout the 
interior portions of this forest the shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata) is a 
characteristic tree, seldom found in company with the longleaf pine. 

In the northern and interior portions of the Southeastern Forest, the 
broad-leaved deciduous oaks are frequent associates of the pines. 
The post oak (Quercus minor) and the Spanish oak (Quercus digitata) 
are common from Maryland to Texas, and the blue-jack oak (Quercus 
brevifolia) and turkey oak (Quercus catesbei) from Georgia to Missis- 
sippi. The red gum (Liquidambar styraciflua), the black gum (Nyssa 
biflora), and the red maple (Acer rubrum) are also common broad- 
leaved deciduous elements of this forest, although usually most com- 
mon in poorly drained soil. From South Carolina to Texas the branches 
and moist depressions of the forest are characterized by many ever- 
green broad-leaved trees. Some of these are always evergreens, as 
the magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora) and the live oak (Quercus virgin- 
tana), while others are evergreen in the Gulf region and deciduous 
further north, as the water-oak (Quercus nigra) and the laurel oak 
(Quercus laurifolia). 
Throughout the portions of the area which are poorest in associated 

deciduous trees there are a number of evergreen broad-leaved shrubs 
which form a conspicuous element of the vegetation. The most notable 
of these are the gallberry (Jlex glabra), the red bay (Persea carolina), 
the waxberry (Myrica caroliniana), the ti-ti (Cliflonia monophylla), 
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and the sweet illicium (Illiciwm floridanum). In the extreme coastal 
region and in peninsular Florida the saw palmetto (Serenoa serrulata) 
is more conspicuous than the shrubs, although there is an increasing 
number of species of the latter, including two dwarf oaks (Quercus 
pumila and Quercus minima). 

Northeastern Evergreen-Deciduous Transition Forest—This type. of 
forest fringes the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest from Minne- 
sota to Maine and southward along the Alleghenies. It is sometimes 
well marked as a nearly equal admixture of deciduous and evergreen 
needle-leaved trees, but on its southern and northern edges it merges 
into the larger types of forest, except where sudden changes of soil 
break the influence of climate. The most important deciduous con- 
stituents are sugar-maple (Acer saccharum), beech (Fagus atropunicea), 
birch (Betula spp.), and basswood (Tilia americana). The commonest 
evergreen trees are hemlock (T'suga canadensis), white pine (Pinus 
strobus), balsam fir (Abies balsamea), and jack pine (Pinus divaricata). 

Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest.—This forest occupies portions 
of the northern Pacific coast, all but the alpine portions of the Rocky 
Mountains above an elevation of 6,000 to 7,000 feet, and the higher 
summits of all the coastal and inland mountain ranges of the Western 
States. It also occurs in northern Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michi- 
gan and extends from Maine over the higher elevations of the Appa- 
lachian region through New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia 
south to North Carolina. 

This widespread forest is essentially similar in its physiognomy 
throughout. It is dominated in all portions by the needle-leaved ever- 
green tree, although it is by no means free of an admixture of broad- 
leaved deciduous trees, and the latter are particularly common along 
the streams or as small trees beneath the canopy of evergreens. This 
forest is usually between 50 and 100 feet in stature, and it is commonly 
so dense that the entire ground is in shade, although this is notably 
untrue of the forests at elevations approaching timber-line on high 
mountains, and of those which approach the lower limit of timber on 
the desert mountain ranges of the interior. The heaviest stands of 
this forest are almost devoid of either shrubby or herbaceous under- 
growth, but are carpeted by beds of moss. In the more open stands 
there is usually considerable shrubbery, and when this exists it is made 
up of deciduous plants. 

In spite of the essential similarity of the Northern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest, throughout its extensive range of occurrence, it 
is made up of a large number of tree species, and its composition varies 
greatly from State to State, and especially when the eastern and 
western portions of the forest are compared. Owing to differences in 
habit of growth that exist between different coniferous trees there are 
some very striking differences in the physiognomy of the forest that 
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are to be thus explained, as, for example, the contrast of the open 
yellow-pine forest with the very dense lodgepole-pine forest. In the 
mountains of the Western States there are also considerable differ- 
ences in the coniferous forests due to altitude, and these differences are 
visible in the floristic composition as well as in the physiognomy. 

The leading tree in the composition of all the western forests of this 
character is the western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa), which often 
forms extensive pure stands at middle altitudes, is replaced by other 
species at the highest elevations, and is sometimes the tree of lowest 
range, as in the northern Rocky Mountains, or is mingled with the 
oaks, junipers, and nut pines of the Western Xerophytic Evergreen 
Forest at its lower range. The tree which most frequently replaces 
the yellow pine in the domination of this forest is the lodgepole pine 
(Pinus murrayana), which is extremely abundant in pure stands in 
Idaho and Montana, occupies a belt of dominance from 3,000 to 5,000 
feet in portions of eastern Washington, is almost the sole forest tree 
in the Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming, grows with the Douglas fir 
(Pseudotsuga mucronata) on the western side of the Coast Range, and 
is locally dominant in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado. 

The most hygrophilous portions of the Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest are the coastward slopes of the mountains of Oregon and the 
western slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Montana and Idaho. In 
the former of these regions the lowest belt of forest is formed by yellow 
pine, Douglas fir, and lodgepole pine; above 5,000 feet the Douglas 
fir is the dominant tree, growing with yellow pine, sugar pine (Pinus 
lambertiana), white fir (Abies concolor), lodgepole pine, and noble fir 
(Abies nobilis); while the higher forested elevations are dominated by 
the alpine hemlock (TJ'suga pattonii), together with lodgepole pine, 
noble fir, white-bark pine (Pinus albicaulis), western white pine 
(Pinus monticola), and alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa). 

The moister forests of the northern Rocky Mountains lie between a 
pure stand of yellow pine at lower elevations and an open stand of 
alpine fir and white-bark pine above. The commonest trees of this 
forest are western white pine and western larch (Larix occidentalis). 
The Douglas fir is frequent and the alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), the 
lodgepole pine, and giant cedar (Thuja plicata) form a small percentage 
of the arborescent vegetation. 

In the Sierra Nevada the lowest coastward fringe of forest is formed 
by an open stand of the digger pine (Pinus sabiniana), and the main 
body of the forest is formed of yellow pine, incense cedar (Libocedrus 
decurrens), sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana), Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyt) 
and white fir (Abies concolor). At the highest timbered elevations 
lodgepole pine, Jeffrey pine, and red fir (Abies magnifica) are the char- 
acteristic trees. In the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains 
the forest below 6,000 feet is composed almost solely of yellow pine, 

—— ——_— a 
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and above that elevation of an admixture of yellow pine, white fir, 
and sugar pine. 

In the Rocky Mountains of Colorado the principal areas of forest 
are dominated either by yellow pine or lodgepole pine, or more rarely 
by an admixture of them. The higher elevations are characterized 
by Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga mucronata), Engelmann spruce (Picea 
engelmanni), and by the fox-tail and limber pines (Pinus aristata and 
P. flexilis) and the Parry fir (Picea parryana) and alpine fir (Abies 
lasiocarpa). 

The forest in the Black Hills of South Dakota and in the desert 
mountains of Arizona and New Mexico is chiefly formed by yellow 
pine. 

The Mesophytic Evergreen Forest of northern Minnesota is a com- 
posite of white pine (Pinus strobus) on the deeper soils; of Norway 
pine (Pinus resinosa) and jack pine (Pinus divaricata) on the lighter 
soils; with tamarack (Larix laricina), black spruce (Picea mariana), 
and white spruce (Picea canadensis) in wet soils; and arborvite (Thuja 
occidentalis) in the bogs. The deciduous broad-leaved trees are more 
conspicuous here than in any portion of the western half of this forest, 
bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa), basswood (Tilia americana), and sugar 
maple (Acer saccharum) being the commonest species. 

In Maine the principal trees in the evergreen forest are spruce 
(Picea nigra), balsam fir (Abies balsamea), white pine (Pinus strobus), 
and hemlock (7'suga canadensis). This group of trees is also charac- 
teristic of the coniferous areas of the other New England States, of the 
Catskill and Adirondack Mountains in New York, and of the moun- 
tains of Pennsylvania. The small coniferous areas on the mountains 
of North Carolina are chiefly composed of black spruce (Picea mariana) 
and the Fraser fir (Abies fraseri). 

Western Xerophytic Evergreen Forest—The Xerophytic Evergreen 
Forest is a dwarf and open form of ‘‘woodland”’ or ‘‘semi-forest”’ that 
characterizes the edges of the Mesophytic Evergreen Forest through- 
out the southern half of the western portion of that forest. The 
Xerophytic Forest seldom covers extensive areas, except in northern 
Arizona, and in all localities it becomes more open at the lower edges, 
where it meets the Desert or the Desert-Grassland Transition, and more 
closed at the upper edge, where it merges with the Mesophytic Ever- 
green Forest. 

The Xerophytic Forest is similar to the desert in that its dominant 
plants are widely spaced, leaving much unoccupied ground. It is, 
again, similar to the desert and unlike the other forest areas in the 
small stature of its trees, which never exceed 50 feet and frequently 
attain less than 25 feet in height. The two types of tree which dominate 
the Xerophytic Forest are the nut pine (Pinus edulis, P. cembroides, 
P. parryana) and the juniper (Juniperus utahensis, J. californica, J. 
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occidentalis, J. pachyplea). Sometimes these two types are equally 
mingled, or more frequently one of the two is predominant. The 
species mentioned do not greatly overlap, but occupy different areas 
within the Xerophytic Forest. With these coniferous trees grow also 
certain evergreen broad-leaved oaks. In the Great Basin and in Colo- 
rado the réle played by the oaks is a minor one, but in New Mexico it 
is more important, and in southern Arizona several arborescent species 
of evergreen oaks are frequently as common as the conifers, or more 
so. The Xerophytic Forest also contains numerous conspicuous shrubs 
of different types (Cercocarpus, Cowania, Artemisia, Ephedra, ete.), 
as well as such succulent and semisucculent plants as the yuccas and 
agaves, and conspicuous bunch-grasses and other perennials of inter- 
mittent or seasonal activity. 

Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest.—This forest occupies 
the coastal region of Washington, Oregon, and extreme northern 
California, and an isolated portion of it lies on the western slopes of 
the Cascade Range in Oregon. This area exceeds any portions of the 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest in density of stand and in the stature of 
the trees, which very frequently exceed 100 feet in height. The 
heavily shaded floor of the forest is covered with fallen trunks and 
limbs, overgrown with mosses and hepatics, and underlaid by a deep 
bed of humus. The deciduous trees are few and small, but a number 
of evergreen ericaceous shrubs are common on the floor of the forest, 
as are also ferns and large-leaved herbaceous plants. 

The density, tall stature, and vigorous activity of the Hygrophytic 
Forest give it a very distinctive physiognomy and betoken a set of 
environmental conditions unlike those of the Mesophytic Forest, in 
accordance with which it possesses a number of distinctive tree species. 
The tree which is of most general occurrence throughout the area is 
the Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga mucronata), which is also found far beyond 
the limits of this forest. It is accompanied in nearly equal admixture 
in many localities by the black hemlock (7'suga mertensiana). Other 
species common in this forest are the Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), 
white fir (Abies grandis), giant cedar (Thuja plicata), amabilis fir 
(Abies amabilis), noble fir (Abies nobilis), redwood (Sequoia semper- 
virens), and western white pine (Pinus monticola). The highest ocean- 
ward elevations of the Coast Range are similar to other subalpine 
areas in the coniferous forests, and are characterized by an open stand 
of symmetrical conifers, branching to the ground. 

Alpine Summits.—The principal alpine summits are those of the 
Caseade, Sierra Nevada, and Rocky Mountains, although small 
areas occur elsewhere. Their vegetation is composed of such dwarfed 
or prostrate trees as may be able to exist above timber-line, together 
with low, matted, or polsterform perennial plants with large roots. 
Meadows or the margins of lakes above timber-line are the habitats of 
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numerous herbaceous species, usually less highly specialized than those 
growing in rocky soil or crevices. On the highest mountains of the 
United States the vegetation is often limited to mosses and lichens 
or is locally absent. 
Swamps and Marshes.—These terms comprise an extremely varied 

series of communities, partially dominated by trees and partially by 
coarse grasses, sedges, or other palustrine plants. The words “swamp” 
and ‘‘marsh”’ are both somewhat objectionable for use in the present 
connection because of their intrinsic reference to the nature of the 
habitat. The distinction between swamp and marsh has so long been 
drawn in popular speech and scientific writing, however, that the 
words are used here as terms descriptive of the vegetation rather than 
designations that imply the feature of the environment which deter- 
mines the vegetation. The areas of swamp and marsh are so intri- 
cately interwoven that no effort has been made to separate them. 

The greatest development of swamps and marshes is to be found 
along the shores of the Atlantic Coastal Plain, although there are 
smaller areas of marsh on the Pacific Coast and scattered areas of 
swamp throughout the glaciated region. 

The saline marshes are dominated by nearly pure stands of halo- 
phytic grasses, while the fresh or brackish marshes are inhabited 
by very diverse populations of herbaceous perennials and annuals. 
The swamps of the Southeastern States are composed of a particularly 
rich assemblage of deciduous broad-leaved trees (Nyssa, Acer, Mag- 
nolia, and Quercus) or of nearly pure stands of the deciduous needle- 
leaved bald cypress (T'axodiwm distichum). 

Although the map of the vegetation of the United States which has 
just been described (plate 1) is not so detailed as might be possible or 
desirable, it was found, nevertheless, as has been noted, that many of 
its smallest areas and the sinuosities of many of its major boundaries 
would be meaningless when brought into comparison with the rela- 
tively small number of stations from which we were able to secure 
climatic data. We have therefore prepared a generalized map of the 
vegetation of the United States, shown as plate 2, which was executed 
with special reference to the number of stations represented in our 
accumulations of climatological data. The detailed map has been 
published and described for the sake of giving the basis upon which 
this more generalized map has been drawn. The number of areas has 
thus been reduced from 18 to 9 by a reduction of the four desert areas 
to one, by a consideration of the two semidesert areas as one, by the 
elimination of the transition areas from desert to grassland and from 
deciduous forest to the forest areas to the north and south of it, and 
by disregarding the alpine summits and swamps and marshes. We 
have chosen to separate our study of climatic correlations for the 
eastern and western portions of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest. Although these two areas are ecologically alike, it seemed 
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desirable to give them separate study, in view of the fact that they are 
so widely separated, at least within the geographical limits of the 
United States. 

The generalized map (plate 2)' is, therefore, a simplification of the 
detailed vegetation map, in addition to being a generalization from 
it in the sense that the lines between the plant formations have been 
smoothed, although their location has in no case been changed in such 
manner as to throw any of our leading climatological stations into 
vegetations other than those in which they actually belong. 

The areas represented on the generalized map of the vegetation 
have been designated as follows: 

. Desert. 

. Semidesert. 

. Grassland. 

. Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition. 

. Deciduous Forest. 

. Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest. 

. Western Section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 

. Eastern Section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 

. Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. OONIMSPWNH Ee 

III. DISTRIBUTIONAL AREAS OF CONFORMIC GROUPS OF PLANTS. 

Under this heading we desire to discuss briefly the groups of con- 
formic plants (plants of the same growth-form) which we have used in 
the correlations dealt with on the following pages. Four groups of 
such plants have been charted and are exhibited in plates 3, 4, and 5. 
It seems desirable to give here some of the detailed data upon which 
these maps have been based. 

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF EVERGREEN BROAD-LEAVED TREES. 

The evergreen habit in broad-leaved trees is commonly regarded 
as one that has developed in moist, warm climates, and this view is 
confirmed by the predominance of trees of this type in the tropical 
rain-forests of both hemispheres. We have endeavored to define both 
the term “‘tree” and the term “‘broad-leaf” as definitely as possible for 
securing the list that we have used. We have regarded as trees only 
those woody plants which have a well-defined trunk and a height of 
20 feet or more, and have regarded as evergreen all of those trees which 
retain some of their leaves throughout the year, at least holding the 
old ones until the time of appearance of the new leaves. The needle- 
leaved evergreen trees have not been included in this class. The trees 
of this group merge into shrubs and in such a manner that it is 
extremely difficult to draw a hard-and-fast line between them, and 
indeed some of the species which are arborescent in one portion of their 

= 
1On Plate 2, and also on plates 6, 7, 11, 34-37, 39, 42-72, the description “Southeastern meso- 

phytic forest’ should read ‘‘Southeastern mesophytic evergreen forest."’ 
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range are shrubs in another. It is also well known that a number of 
trees which are evergreen in southern latitudes are somewhat decid- 
uous near the northern limits of their ranges. 

Evergreen broad-leaved trees are found in the United States only 
on the Pacific coast, in the mountains of the extreme Southwest, and 
in the southeastern portion of the United States, reaching their greatest 
abundance in peninsular Florida. Those of the Pacific region are 
either confined to the Pacific coast of the United States or are found 
only in extreme northwestern Mexico. The evergreens of the south- 
western mountains are largely trees which have the major portion of 
their range in the Sierra Madre region of Mexico. Those of the south- 
eastern United States are partly peculiar to that region and partly 
trees of wide distribution in the West Indies, this being notably true 
of those found in extreme southern Florida. In the western states the 
greatest extension given the area of this growth-form, at least to the 
north, is due to the extended range of Arbutus menziesii. In the east 
the maximum extension of this type is due to the ranges of [lex opaca 
and Magnolia glauca, which extend north in the Coastal Plain as far 
as Massachusetts. The member of the southeastern group which 
extends farthest west is Quercus virginiana, which is found in western 
Texas. The inclusion of the evergreen shrubs Rhododendron maximum 
and Kalmia latifolia would have extended the region of occurrence of 
this growth-form into the southern Alleghenies and farther into the 
Northeastern States. With the exception of these shrubs, the ever- 
green habit is rather poorly represented among the shrubs in the 
deciduous-forest region, although the evergreen broad-leaved habit 
again appears in the north as characteristic of numerous bog shrubs. 

In the construction of the map of cumulative occurrence of broad- 
leaved evergreens 129 species have been used. Of these species, 25 
occur in California and the Southwestern States, 25 in the Eastern 
States exclusive of peninsular Florida, and 79 in the last-named 
region. The western and eastern groups do not overlap, except in so 
far as Quercus virginiana is sometimes found in western Texas in the 
same region with evergreen oaks characteristic of the Mexican Cordil- 
lera. Our eastern group of evergreens merges into the group for 
peninsular Florida in a manner which it is impossible to describe accu- 
rately on the basis of existing literature. Several of the evergreens of 
the Southeastern States do not range to the extreme southern end of 
Florida. Twelve of our 25 eastern species have been eliminated with 
certainty from the number credited to southern Florida. Out of the 79 
species which we are listing for peninsular Florida, only 65 are found 
in the Everglade region exclusive of the keys, while 26 are confined 
to the keys and their adjacent shores. The complicated distribution 
of many of these trees in peninsular Florida has made it necessary 
for us to map that region in a somewhat conventional manner. 
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Following is given a list of the species of evergreen broad-leaved 
trees which have been used in the compilation shown on plate 3. In 
order to identify these with greater certainty, author names are given: 

EVERGREEN Broapv-LEAVED TREES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Western group: Southeastern group—continued: 
Arbutus arizonica (Gray) Sarg. 
Arbutus menziesii Pursh. 
Arbutus texana Buck. 
Castanopsis chrysophylla (Hook) A. 

DC. 
Ceanothus spinosus Nutt. 
Ceanothus thyrsiflorus Esch. 
Ehretia elliptica DC. 
Fremontodendron californicum (Torr.) 

Cov. 
Garrya elliptica Dougl. 
Myrica californica Cham. 
Prunus ilicifolia (Nutt.) Walp. 
Quercus agrifolia Nee. 
Quercus arizonica Sarg. 
Quercus chrysolepis Liebm. 
Quercus densiflora Hook. and Arn. 
Quercus emoryi Torr. 
Quercus engelmanni Greene. 
Quercus hypoleuca Engelm. 
Quercus oblongifolia Torr. 
Quercus reticulata Humb. and Bonpl. 
Quercus wislizeni A. DC. 
Rhus integrifolia (Nutt.) Benth. and 

Hook. 
Sophora secundiflora (Cav.) DC. 
Umbellularia californica (Hook. and 

Arn.) Nutt. 
Vauquelinia californica (Torr.) Sarg. 

Southeastern group: 
Bumelia angustifolia Nutt. 
Bumelia cassinifolia Small. 
Bumelia lanuginosa (Michx.) Pers. 
Bumelia lucida Small. 
Bumelia tenax (L.) Willd. 
Bumelia texana Buckl. 
Cliftonia monophylla (Lam.) Sarg. 
Cyrilla racemiflora L. 
Gordonia lasianthus (L.) Ellis. 
Ilex cassine Walt. 
Ilex myrtifolia Walt. 
Ilex opaca Ait. 
Magnolia glauca L. 
Magnolia grandiflora L. 

Osmanthus americanus (L.) B. and H. 

Persea borbonia (L.) Spreng. 
Persea pubescens (Pursh.) Sarg. 
Prunus caroliniana (Mill.) Ait. 
Quercus laurifolia Michx. 
Quercus nigra L. 
Quercus virginianas Ell. 

Sabal palmetto (Walt.) R. and S. 

Symplocos tinctoria (L.) L’Her. 
Vaccinium arboreum Marsh. 
Xanthoxylum fagara (L.) Sarg. 

Peninsular Florida group: 
Alvaradoa amorphoides Liebm. 
Amyris balsamifera L. 
Amyris maritima Jacq. 
Anamomis dicrana (Berg.) Britton. 
Anona glabra L. 
Avicennia nitida Jacq. 
Bourreria havanensis (R.and§.) Miers. 
Bourreria virgata (Sw.) D. Don. 
Bucida buceras L. 
Bumelia angustifolia Nutt. 
Calyptranthes pallens (Poiret) Griseb. 
Canella winteriana (L.) Gaert. 
Capparis jamaicensis Jacq. 
Chrysobalanus icaco L. 
Chrysophyllum oliviforme L. 
Citharexylon cinereum L. 
Coccolobis laurifolia (Jaeq.) Sarg. 
Coccolobis uvifera (L.) Sarg. 
Colubrina reclinata (L’Her.) Brongn. 
Conocarpus erecta L, 
Cordia sebestina L. 
Crescentia cujete L. 
Crescentia cucurbitina L. 
Cupania glabra Sw. 
Dipholis salicifolia (L.) A. DC. 
Drypetes diversifolia Urb. 
Drypetes lateriflora (Sw.) Urb. 
Eugenia axillaris (Sw.) Willd. 
Eugenia buxifolia (Sw.) Willd. 
Eugenia confusa DC. 
Eugenia longipes Berg. 
Eugenia rhombea (Berg.) Krug and 

Urban. 
Exostema caribeum (Jaeq.) Griseb. 
Exotheca paniculata (Juss.) Radlk. 
Ficus aurea Nutt. 
Ficus brevifolia Nutt. 
Genipa clusiifolia (Jaeq.) Griseb. 
Guaiacum sanctum L. 
yuettarda elliptica Sw. 

Guettarda scabra Vent. 
Gyminda latifolia (Sw.) Urban. 
Gymnanthes lucida Sw. 
Hippomane mancinella L. 
Hypelate trifoliata Sw. 
Icacorea paniculata (Nutt.) Sudw. 

Ichthyomethia piscipula (L.) A. § 
Hitch. 
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EVERGREEN BrROAD-LEAVED TREES OF THE UNITED STATES—continued. 

Peninsular Florida group—continued: Peninsular Florida group—continued: 
Tlex krugiana Loesn. Sapindus saponaria L. 
Jacquinia keyensis Mez. Schaefferia frutescens Jacq. 
Krugiodendron ferreum (Vahl.) Urb. Schoepfia chrysophylloides (A. Rich.) 
Laguncularia racemosa (L.) Gaertn. f. Planch. 
Lysiloma bahamensis Benth. Sideroxylon fcetidissimum Jacq. 
Mimusops parvifolia (Nutt.) Radlk. Simaruba medicinalis Endl. 
Ocotea catesbyana (Michx.) Sarg. Swietenia mahogoni Jacq. 
Oreodoxa regia H. B. K. Terebinthus simaruba (L.) W. F.-. 
Picramnia pentandra Sw. Wight. 
Pithecolobium guadalupense Chapm. Thrinax microcarpa Sarg. 
Prunus spherocarpa Sw. Thrinax parviflora Sw. 
Pseudopheenix sargentii Wend. Torrubia longifolia (Heimerl.) Britton. 
Psychotria undata Jacq. Trema floridana Britton. 
Rapanea guianensis Aubl. Xanthoxylum coriaceum A. Rich. 
Reynosia septentrionalis Urb. . Xanthoxylum flavum Vahl. 
Rhacoma crossopetalum L. Ximenia americana 1. 
Rhizophora mangle L. Zygia unguis-cacti (L.) Sudw. 
Rhus metopium L. 

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF MICROPHYLLOUS TREES. (PLATE 3.) 

- This group comprises plants which are trees in form and reach a 
height of 15 feet or more, being characterized by leaves which are 
either simple and very small or have pinnate or bipinnate leaves with 
small leaflets. Several species have been comprised which have green 
stems and leaves which are of very short duration or wholly absent. 
The members of this group merge into the much larger class of shrubs 
in the southwestern United States which possess a similar character. 
Eight of the species which have been used are extremely common as 
shrubs, but frequently become trees within the limits of our definition. 

Microphyllous trees are most strongly represented in the United 
States in southern Texas and southern Arizona. The maximum north- 
ward extension of individuals of this group reaches northern Texas 
and the southern portion of Nevada, due to the range of Prosopis 
glandulosa. The cumulative distribution of this group, as well as of 
the group just considered, is shown in plate 3. The twenty-three 
species used in constructing this map are as follows: 

MicrRoPHYLLOUS TREES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Acacia farnesiana Willd. Leucena pulverulenta (Schl.) Benth. 
Acacia greggiiGray. Olneya tesota Gray. 
Acacia wrightii Benth. Parkinsonia aculeata L. 
Brayodendron texanum (Scheele) Small. Parkinsonia microphylla Torr. 
Canotia holacantha Torr. Parosela spinosa (Gray) Heller. 
Cercidium floridum Benth. Pithecolobium brevifolium Benth. 
Cercidium torreyanum (Wats.) Sarg. Pithecolobium flexicaule Coulter. 
Condalia obovata Hook. Porliera angustifolia (Engelm.) Gray. 
Holacantha emoryi Gray. Prosopis glandolosa Torr. 
Keeberlinia spinosa Zuce. Prosopis pubescens Benth. 
Leucena glauca (L.) Benth. Prosopis velutina Wooton. 
Leucena greggii Wats. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES. (PLATE 4.) 

On the basis of the literature descriptive of the vegetation of the 
southeastern United States, a group of fifteen deciduous broad-leaved 
trees has been selected as representative of this vegetation form in 
that section of the country. The cumulative distribution of the fifteen 
trees which have been selected is shown in plate 4. 

These trees are of interest because they are extremely common in 
the Atlantic Coastal Plain and are nearly all either infrequent in the 
Piedmont and Allegheny regions or are absent there. These trees are, 
in short, representatives of the deciduous habit which have their 
maximum cumulative occurrence as well as their maximum abundance 
outside the deciduous forest area and in the heart of the Southeastern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. Five of the species used are palustrine 
and nearly all of them occupy other habitats than those in which the 
evergreen needle-leaved trees are dominant. The following is a list 
of the species which have been used in the construction of the map 
shown in plate 4: 

Acer drummondii Hook. and Arn. Quercus brevifolia (Lam.) Sarg. 
Fraxinus caroliniana Mill. Quercus catesbzei Michx. 
Hicoria aquatica (Michx. f.) Britton. Quercus digitata (Marsh.) Sudw. 
Liquidambar styraciflua L. Quercus michauxii Nutt. 
Nyssa aquatica L. Quercus phellos L. 
Nyssa ogeche Marsh. Quercus texana Buckl. 
Planera aquatica (Walt.) Gmel. Ulmus alata Michx. 
Populus heterophylla L. 

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COMMONEST EASTERN DECIDUOUS TREES, 

(PLATE 5.) 

A selection has been made of the thirteen deciduous trees which are 
commonest in the Deciduous Forest area and are most widely dis- 
tributed throughout it. These are all large forest trees which are 
wholly deciduous throughout their ranges and are commonly found in 
upland habitats. ‘The maximum occurrence of this group is in the 
region extending from central New York to northern Alabama, com- 
prising the entire extent of the Allegheny Mountains. From this 
region, in which 13 of the species are found, the abundance of this group 
shades off to the east, south, and west, so that the area in which from 
12 to 8 species are found covers the Coastal Plain of Virginia and Caro- 
lina, extends south to western Florida, and west as far as the eastern 
boundaries of Texas, Kansas, and Minnesota. The following is a 
list of the thirteen species that have been used in the preparation of 
this map, shown in plate 5: 

Acer saccharum Marsh. Juglans nigra L. 
Carpinus caroliniana Walt. Liriodendron tulipifera L. 
Castanea dentata (Marsh.) Borkh. Quercus alba L. 

Fagus atropunicea Ehrh. Quercus prinus L. 
Fraxinus americana L. Quercus velutina Lam. 
Hicoria glabra (Mill.) Britton. Ulmus americana L, 
Hicoria minima (Marsh.) Britton. 
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THE COMMONEST EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 
UNITED STATES. (PLATE 6.) 

The four evergreen needle-leaved trees which are most widespread 
and most dominant in the Southeastern Mesophytic Forest are Pinus 
echinata, P. teda, P. palustris, and P. caribea. The ranges of these 4 
pines have been superposed on a single map (plate 6). Pinus echinata 
possesses the most northerly range of this group, and it and Pinus 
teda exceed the distribution of the southeastern evergreen formation 
itself. The three most widely distributed species of this group reach 
their western limit at about the ninety-sixth meridian. The distribu- 
tion of P. palustris is closely coincident with that of the southeastern 
evergreen formation, while that of P. caribea lies entirely within that 
formation. These four species are all found in southern Georgia and 
northern Florida and the extreme southern portions of Alabama and 
Mississippi. The region of maximum occurrence of this group lies, 
therefore, in the heart of the southeastern evergreen area. 

THE COMMONEST EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES OF THE NORTHEASTERN 
UNITED STATES. (PLATE 7.) 

The ranges of the 4 evergreen needle-leaved trees which are most 
generally dominant in the eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest are plotted together and are shown in plate 7. These 
trees are Pinus strobus, Tsuga canadensis, Abies balsamea, and Pinus 
divaricata. 

The region of cumulative occurrence of these trees corresponds 
closely with the distribution of the evergreen forest formation. ‘The 
southernmost extension of this group is found in the case of Tsuga 
and the northernmost in the case of Pinus divaricata. All four of these 
trees are found together in northern New England, northern New 
York, and in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. 

The range of climatic conditions has been determined separately 
for each of these trees, owing to the fact that their regions of cumulative 
occurrence correspond so closely with the eastern section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. The same has been done with respect 
to the dominant trees of the Southeastern Evergreen Forest. 

THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PINUS TADA. (PLATE 8.) 

It is rarely that data are available on the relative abundance of a 
plant within its area of geographical distribution. Owing to the excel- 
lent work of Mohr,! we are able to use both the geographical and 
ecological distribution of the loblolly pine (Pinus tada). The map 
prepared by Mohr has been reproduced in plate 8 and shows three 
areas of varying abundance in addition to the region of scattered 

1Mohr, Charles, Timber Pines of the southern United States, U. S. Dept. of Agric., Bur. For. 

Bull. 3, 1896. 
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58 THE VEGETATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 

occurrence. The region in which this tree was formerly most abundant 
is characterized by stands of 3,000 to 4,000 feet board measure per 
acre, the area of next greatest abundance by stands of 1,000 to 2,000 
feet board measure, and the third by stands of 1,000 feet board measure 
or less. It has been possible for us to determine the climatic condi- 
tions for each of these areas separately. The location of the areas of 
different abundance within the area of geographical range is so irregu- 
lar for Pinus teda as to make our correlations difficult and to suggest 
the strong importance of soil influence in determining the stands of 
this tree in the different parts of its area. There is no other case, 
however, in which the ecological distribution of any plant has been 
so carefully worked out, and we are consequently unable to make use 
of other maps showing the distribution of plants over regions in which 
soil conditions are not so important in determining their relative 
abundance. 

THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA. (PLATE 9.) 

There are several deciduous trees for which the areas of commercial 
abundance have been determined, and we have selected one of these 
for use in our climatic correlations. Mr. George M. Lamb, of the 
United States Forest Service, has courteously given us the data for 
the map shown in plate 9, indicating the geographical range and com- 
mercial range of the tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera). This map 
subdivides the range of the tree much less satisfactorily than the map 
of Mohr for Pinus taeda, since it indicates only the two regions of 
relative abundance. The simplicity of this map, however, makes it 
extremely useful for our purposes, especially in view of the relatively 
small number of climatological stations from which we have data. 

THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BULBILIS DACTYLOIDES. (PLATE 10.) 

In the absence of any previously published maps showing the ecologi- 
cal distribution of plants other than trees, we have endeavored to con- 
struct such a chart for buffalo-grass (Bulbilis dactyloides). This has 
been made on the basis of all available descriptive literature and 
has been submitted for criticism to several botanists familiar with the 
Great Plains region, to all of whom we are greatly indebted for informa- 
tion. ‘The map shown in plate 10 is designed to indicate the area in 
which buffalo-grass was formerly a very common element of the Grass- 
land, the area in which it was of frequent occurrence merely, and the 
area in which it is of scattered or rare occurrence. The geographical 
range of this species coincides in a general way with the distribution 
of the Grassland vegetation, although it does not range quite so far to 
the northwest and extends beyond its limits at the southeast. The 
area of its optimum occurrence lies in South Dakota, Nebraska, western 

Kansas, and extreme western Oklahoma, in the heart of the Grassland 
area. 
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CUMULATIVE OCCURRENCE OF CHARACTERISTIC GRASSES. (PLATE 11.) 

On plate 11 have been laid the distributional limits of 4 grasses 
which are widespread and dominant in the Grassland region of the 
United States. These species are Boutelowa oligostachya, Bulbilis 
dactyloides, Bouteloua hirsuta, and Keleria cristata. The most wide- 
spread of these grasses is Kelerza, which is found throughout the 
Northern States from Maine and Pennsylvania to Washington and 
California, extending southwest into Texas. Bouteloua oligostachya 
is also a plant of extensive range, having its limit in the Grassland- 
Deciduous Forest Transition on the east and occurring locally as far 
west as the northern Rockies and the desert plains of Utah, Arizona, 
and southern California. The other species are more nearly coincident 
in their distribution with the Grassland and Desert-Grassland Transi- 
tion. The area of maximum occurrence in which all 4 species are 
found extends from the Canadian boundary to the Rio Grande, 
stretching approximately from the ninety-sixth to the one hundred 
and fourth meridian. 

EXTREME LIMITS OF TWO TYPES OF CACTI. (PLATE 12.) 

The most widely distributed genus of cacti in North America is 
Opuntia, in which a large diversity of types are to be found which have 
been roughly grouped in the two subgenera, Cylindropuntia and 
Platyopuntia. In plate 12 we have shown the extreme range of these 
two types of cacti in the United States. The limit of the range of the 
platyopuntias is the limit of the family Cactacee. This limit is 
carried from the southwestern United States, in which plants of this 
type are so abundant, eastward to the Atlantic coast and northward 
in the Coastal Plain to the Northeastern States. Members of this 
type are absent from the Allegheny region, but are found in eastern 
Kentucky, southern Michigan, and southwestern Minnesota. This 
limit is formed by the extreme ranges of Opuntia opuntia and Opuntia 
polyacantha. In the Western States the limit of this type is found at 
the base of the northern Rocky Mountains and at the eastern foot of 
the Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges, being formed chiefly by the 
extreme occurrence of Opuntia polyacantha and its closely allied forms. 

The arborescent cacti comprised in the group of Cylindropuntia 
are much more closely restricted to the desert region of the South- 
western States. The limit of this type is shown in plate 12 and is 
formed on the east by the extreme range of Opuntia arborescens, on the 
north, in Nevada, by Opuntia acanthocarpa and O. echinocarpa, and 
on the west by Opuntia parryi (bernardina), and O. prolifera. 
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IV. DISTRIBUTIONAL AREAS OF SELECTED INDIVIDUAL SPECIES. 

A relatively large number of individual species have been so selected 
as to include a few of the dominant plants in each of the leading vege- 
tations. Many of the minor plants have distributional areas which 
coincide roughly with vegetational areas, as has already been shown 
for some of the northeastern and southeastern evergreen needle-leaved 
trees. Each of the dominant species that we have used for correlation 
with the climatic conditions is accompanied by numerous minor or 
subordinate species for which the same climatic controls must often 
be of importance. 

The trees are predominant in the list of species which we have used, 
partly because they are the dominant element in so many of our types 
of vegetation and partly because it is easier to secure full and accurate 
distributional data for them than for plants of any other type. The 
distribution of most of the flowering plants of the United States would 
seem to be fairly well known if a list of the known occurrences of these 
species were examined. When, however, the attempt is made to plot 
the distribution on a map, the very great gaps which exist in our 
knowledge become very evident. We have depended largely on the 
invaluable data of the United States Forest Service, as given in various 
publications, for our maps of the distribution of trees. 

The species which we have used fall into some 22 groups, which will 
now be enumerated. The distributional areas of these plants have 
been arranged on the maps so that their limits will intersect as little 
as possible and so as to economize space. The plates on which these 
distributions are represented are given in each case. 

1. NorRTHWESTERN EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES. (PLATE 13.) 

Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. 
Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Trautv. and Mayer. 

These two trees are taken as typical of the numerous evergreen 
needle-leaved forms found in the hygrophytic forest of the North- 
western States. J'suga ranges eastward to the Rocky Mountains of 
northern Idaho and northwestern Montana, but Picea is closely 
restricted in its range to the hygrophytic forest region itself. 

2. WESTERN EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES. (PLATES 14 AND 15.) 

Pseudotsuga mucronata (Raf.) Sudw. (=P. taxifolia (Lam.) Britton = P. doug- 
lasii Carr). 

Pinus ponderosa Laws. (including P. scopulorum (Engelm.) Lemmon). 
Pinus contorta Loud. (including P. murrayana Oreg. Com.) Pinus edulis Engelm. 

In this group are comprised four of the leading trees of the western 
portion of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. It has been 
possible to map the occurrences of Pseudotsuga with considerable 
accuracy, in fact, in far more detail than our series of climatological 
figures would warrant. Pinus ponderosa is likewise widely distributed 

— 
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through the forested portions of the western United States from the 
Canadian boundary to Mexico. Pinus contorta is very nearly coin- 
cident in its range with the northern portion of the area occupied by 
Pinus ponderosa. Pinus edulis is used as an example of the type of 
evergreen needle-leaved trees which is dominant in the Western Xero- 
phytic Evergreen Forest. It has not been possible from any data 
which are at hand to represent the range of this tree in as great detail 
as we used for the other members of this group. 

3. SoUTHEASTERN EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES. (PLATE 6.) 

Pinus palustris Mill. 
Pinus teda L. 
Pinus echinata Mill. (=P. mitis Michx.). 
Pinus caribea Morelet (=P. heterophylla (Ell.) Sudw.). 

The range of the members of this group of characteristic evergreen 
needle-leaved trees of the Southeastern Mesophytic Forest has already 
been discussed on a previous page. 

4. NoRTHEASTERN EVERGREEN NEEDLE-LEAVED TREES. (PLATES 7 AND 13.) 

Pinus strobus L. 
Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr. 
Pinus virginiana Mill. (=P. inops Ait.). 
Pinus divaricata (Ait.) DuMont. (=P. banksiana Lamb.). 
Abies balsamea (L.) Mill. 

The distribution of four of these species has also been discussed in 
showing the relation of their ranges to the range of the eastern portion 
of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. Pinus virginiana has 
been used as an example of a type of distribution which is somewhat 
unusual among the evergreen needle-leaved trees, occupying an area 
between the northern and southern areas of evergreen needle-leaved 
forest and lying almost wholly in the deciduous region. 

5. EastERN Decipuous TrEEs. (PLATES 16 AND 17.) 

Quercus alba L. 
Fagus atropunicea Ehrh. (=F. americana Sweet =F. ferruginea Ait.). 
Castanea dentata (Marsh.) Borkh. (=C. sativa var. americana Sarg.). 
Acer saccharum Marsh. (=A. saccharinum Wang.). 

This group comprises four of the commonest trees of the deciduous 
forest, all of which were used in the map of cumulative occurrence of 
trees of this type given in plate 6. Quercus alba is found practically 
throughout the eastern half of the United States, with the exception 
of peninsular Florida and northern Michigan and Minnesota. Fagus 
atropunicea is also found throughout the greater part of the eastern 
United States, although it is somewhat less restricted in range than 
Quercus alba. Castanea dentata is more strictly confined in its occur- 
rence to the Alleghenian region and its adjacent areas. Acer sac- 
charum is similar in its range to Quercus alba, but extends farther to the 
north and not quite so far to the south. 
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6. SOUTHEASTERN Decipuous Trees. (PLATES 17 AND 18.) 

Quercus falcata Michx. (=Q. digitata Sudw.). 
Sapindus marginatus Willd. 

These trees have been used as typical of the southeastern distribu- 
tions, the former being very nearly coincident with the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain in its range, the latter occupying its largest area in Texas and 
Oklahoma, and extending eastward along the Gulf coast to Florida. 

7. NorTHERN Decmpuous TrEEs. (PLATES 17 anv 18.) 

Populus balsamifera L. (including P. hastata Dode). 
Quercus macrocarpa Michx. 

These trees have been selected because of their wide northern range, 
which is limited in the former to the eastern portion of the Northern 
Evergreen Needle-leaved Forest and to a small area in the northern 
Rocky Mountains, while the latter tree extends south to the inner 
edge of the Coastal Plain and is remarkable for its extreme western 
‘extension into the grassland region. | 

8. SOUTHEASTERN EVERGREEN BroAD-LEAVED TREES. (PLATE 19.) 

Tlex opaca Ait. 
Magnolia grandiflora L. (=M. fceetida (L.) Sarg.). 

Ilex has been used as an example of an evergreen broad-leaved tree 
which is nearly coincident in its range with the extent of the Atlantic 
Coastal Plain, and Magnolia has been used as another tree of the same 
growth-form which is confined to a more southern section of the Coastal 
Plain. 

9. Patms. (PLATE 20.) 

Sabal palmetto (Walt.) R. and 8S. 
Serenoa serrulata (Michx.) Hook. 
Washingtonia filamentosa Wendl. (=Neowashingtonia filamentosa (Wendl.) 

Sudw.). 

The three palms which are most widely distributed in the United 
States have been used as the sole representatives of this type of plant 
and as groups which are confined to the warmest portions of the United 
States. Sabal and Serenoa are both confined to western Florida and 
the adjacent coasts, while Washingtonia is found only in the interior 
deserts of southern California. 

10. PALUSTRINE Syrups. (PLATE 22.) 

Cephalanthus occidentalis L. 
Adelia acuminata Michx. (= Forestiera acuminata Poir.) 
Decodon verticillatus (L.) EL 
Itea virginica L. 
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The members of this group are all shrubs of swamp and palustrine 
habitat and have been selected for use in our work with a view to 
bringing out the features of climatic control for plants which exist 
under a practically uniform set of soil-moisture conditions. Adelia 
is confined to the central portion of the Atlantic Coastal Plain. Jtea 
occupies a similar area, but extends throughout the Coastal Plain as 
far north as New Jersey. Decodon is found in palustrine situations 
throughout the eastern United States, and Cephalanthus occupies a 
similar area with a remarkable westward prolongation of its range 
into southern Arizona and the central valley of California. 

11. MicropHyLLous DrEsrerRT SHRUBS. (PLATE 21.) 

Artemisia tridentata Nutt. 
Covillea tridentata (DC.) Vail (including C. glutinosa (Engelm.) Rydb.). 

These shrubs have been used in view of the fact that they are the 
most abundant plants in two of the most important of the desert 
areas. Artemisia is found throughout the Great Basin Microphyll 
Desert and extends beyond its limits to the east and northeast into the 
higher portions of the Grassland area. Covillea is the leading plant 
throughout the California Microphyll Desert and the Arizona and 
Texas Succulent Deserts, extending eastward into the Texas Semi- 
desert. 

12. Cactt. (PLATE 23.) 

Opuntia polyacantha Haw. (including closely related varieties). 
Carnegiea gigantea (Engelm.) Britton and Rose (=Cereus giganteus Engelm.) 

The species of cacti which have been used were taken as examples 
of this great group of stem-succulent plants, the former representing 
one of the most widely distributed of the species found in the United 
States, and the latter one of the most restricted of the species which 
is in any place an important element of the vegetation. Opuntia poly- 
acantha is found throughout the Grassland region, extending from 
southern New Mexico to the Canadian boundary and occurring in 
small areas in Washington. Carnegiea is limited to southwestern 
Arizona at elevations below 4,000 feet. 

13. CHARACTERISTIC COMPOSITES OF THE GREAT PLAINS. (PLATE 24.) 

Silphium laciniatum L. 
Solidago missouriensis Nutt. 
Gutierrezia sarothre (Pursh) B. and R. 

These suffrutescent perennials are found throughout the Grassland 
and Grassland-Deciduous areas and, in their range and relations to 
climate, may be taken as typical of a large number of similar plants. 
Silphium occupies the most easterly range of this group of plants, 
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extending as far as Pennsylvania and Florida, with the suspicion of 
its having been introduced along its easternmost limit. Solidago is 
closely confined to the Grassland and Grassland-Deciduous Transition 
area, with a northwestward extension in regions of this type through 
southern Idaho and eastern Washington. Gutierrezia is found in the 
western portion of the Grassland and in the higher portions of all areas 
in the extreme southwestern portion of the country. In addition to 
its natural habitats, this plant is an extremely common one in all 
areas in which the original cover of grasses has been disturbed by 
grazing or other unnatural conditions. 

14. CHARACTERISTIC GRASSES OF THE GREAT PLAINS AND THE PRAIRIES. 

(PLatTEs 11 AND 25.) 

Bouteloua oligostachya (Nutt.) Torr. 
Bulbilis dactyloides (Nutt.) Raf. (=Buchlée dactyloides Nutt.). 
Keeleria cristata (L.) Pers. 
Agropyron spicatum (Pursh) Rydb. (=A. divergens Nees,=Festuca spicata 

Pursh. Not A. spicatum Scribn. and Smith). 
Hilaria jamesii (Torr.) Benth. 
Andropogon virginicus L. 
Bouteloua hirsuta Lag. 

Four of the members of this group of grasses characteristic of the 
Grassland and Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition regions have 
already been used in constructing the map of cumulative occurrence 
of grasses (plate 12). The ranges of three other species are given in plate 
25. Agropyron and its allies have been selected because of their 
importance in the formation of the Grassland of the northwestern 
States, Hilaria because of its importance in the southernmost exten- 
sion of the Grassland and the Desert-Grassland Transition, and Andro- 
pogon because of its importance in the easternmost portion of the 
prairies of the Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition. 

15. PALUSTRINE HERBACEOUS PLANTS. (PLATES 26 AND 27.) 

Sparganium americanum Nutt. (including 8. americanum var. androcladum 
(Engelm.) Fern. and Eames). 

Dianthera americana L. 
Sium cicutzfolium Gmel. 

These palustrine herbaceous plants are of interest for the same reason 
that has been mentioned in connection with palustrine shrubs. Spar- 
ganium is extensively distributed in the Eastern States, but its pre- 
cise range is not well known. Dianthera is found in the eastern half 
of the United States south of Wisconsin and outside the eastern half 
of the Coastal Plain. Sium is found practically throughout the United 
States, with the exception of the continental desert areas, its oceur- 
rence throughout a large part of this region being extremely infrequent. 
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16. PALUSTRINE GRASSES AND SEDGES. (PLATES 26 AND 27.) 

Arundinaria tecta (Walt.) Muhl. 
Dulichium arundinaceum (L.) Britton. 
Spartina michauxiana Hitchk. (=S. cynosuroides (L.) Willd.). 

While not strictly a plant of palustrine habitat, Arundinaria is 
found in moist alluvial soil and is of interest as one of the largest 
grasses found in the United States. Dulichium is distributed over an 
area very similar to that occupied by Sparganium, while Spartina 
occurs in palustrine situations throughout the northeastern portion 
of the country from Georgia, Oklahoma, and Wyoming to Canada. 

17. MisTLETOES. (PLATE 28.) 

Arceuthobium cryptopodum Engelm. (=Razoumofskya cryptopoda (Engelm.) 
Coville. 

Arceuthobium americanum Nutt. (=Razoumofskya americana (Nutt.) Kze.). 
Phoradendron flavescens (Pursh) Nutt. (including varieties). 
Phoradendron juniperinum Engelm. 

In view of the fact that the mistletoes are independent of the condi- 
tions which the ordinary terrestrial plant encounters in its relation to 
the substratum, a series of four of these plants has been selected for our 
correlational work. The moisture conditions of the substratum in 
which these plants grow are doubtless determined in large measure by 
the moisture conditions that exist for the hosts themselves. Phora- 
dendron flavescens, together with its varieties, possesses an extremely 
wide range from the Atlantic to the Pacific throughout the southern 
half of the United States. The other species that have been used are 
western in their range, and we have been under the unfortunate 
necessity of representing their areas of distribution by smooth lines 
which surround the territory in which they are of scattered occur- 
rence, chiefly in the forested mountains. 

18. Puants or NoRTHERN TRANSCONTINENTAL RANGE. (PLATE 29.) 

Arenaria lateriflora L. (= Mcehringia lateriflora (L.) Fenzl. 
Parietaria pennsylvanica Muhl. 
Cornus canadensis L. 

The two herbaceous plants and the single shrub which form this 
group extend entirely across the North American continent and range 
southward to different distances, the southernmost range being that of 
Parietaria. Cornus is the least southerly in its range in the Eastern 
States, but is the most southerly in California. Transcontinental 
ranges of this character are extremely abundant among plants of still 
more northerly distribution than these, a number of trees and shrubs 
being found almost continuously from Labrador to Alaska. We are 
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here concerned solely with the southern limits of distribution of these 
plants, all of which range northward into the forested belt of Canada. — 

19. PLants or SOUTHERN TRANSCONTINENTAL RANGE. (PLATE 30.) 

Spermolepis echinata (Nutt.) Hell. 
Daucus pusillus Michx. 
Parietaria debilis Forst. (=P. floridana Nutt.) 

Similar ranges extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific are found 
in the case of a few herbaceous plants which grow and mature during 
the different portions of the year in different parts of their transcon- 
tinental ranges. Daucus extends from North Carolina through 
Louisiana, Texas, and California, and up the Pacific coast to Washing- 
ton, although it is relatively infrequent at the extremes of this range. 
All of these plants extend beyond the limits of the United States and 
we are able to investigate only the northern limits of their distributions. 

20. HERBACEOUS PLANTS OF SOUTHWESTERN RANGE. (PLATE 31.) 

Kallstrcemia grandiflora Torr. (=Tribulus grandiflorus Wats.). 
Cladothrix lanuginosa Nutt. 
Pectis papposa Harv. and Gray. 
Euphorbia serpyllifolia Pers. (=Chamesyce serpyllifolia (Pers.) Small. 

A small group of plants has here been selected as representing types 
of distribution applying to a very large number of plants in the south- 
western arid regions. Cladothrix, Kallstremia, and Pectis are all con- 
fined to the extremely warm regions of Texas, New Mexico, and 
Arizona. Huphorbia is found throughout the western half of the 
United States in varying abundance. 

21. HerBacrous PLANTS oF CENTRAL DISTRIBUTION (NYCTAGINACES). 

(PLATE 32.) 

Beerhaavia erecta L. 
Oxybaphus nyctagineus (Michx.) Sweet (=Allionia nyctaginea Michx.). 
Oxybaphus angustifolius (Nutt.) Sweet (=Allionia linearis Pursh). 
Oxybaphus floribundus Chois. (= Allionia floribunda (Chois.) Kze.). 

In view of the fact that we have been concerned in so many cases 
with only one of the two edges of distribution of plants, we have here 
selected a group of central occurrence so as to make it possible to 
investigate the conditions of their eastern and western limits. Mem- 
bers of the same family have been chosen in this case because of the 
desirability of working out the behavior of a group of plants which are 
closely related in growth-form as well as in taxonomic relationship. 
Boerhaavia is found in the extreme south from Georgia to Arizona, 
while the other species of this group have their main regions of occur- 
rence in the Grassland and Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition. 
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22. PatRED SPECIES oF EASTERN AND WESTERN RANGES, RESPECTIVELY. - 
(PLATE 33.) 

Fleerkea occidentalis Rydb. 
Fleerkea proserpinacoides Willd. 
Trautvetteria grandis Nutt. 
Trautvetteria carolinensis (Walt.) Vail (=T. palmata Fisch. and Mey.). 
Cebatha diversifolia (DC.) Kze. (=Cocculus diversifolius DC.). 
Cebatha carolina (L.) Britton (=Cocculus carolinus (L.) DC.). 

There are a few cases in the flora of the United States in which a 
genus has two species, one of which is eastern and the other western 
in range. We have selected the paired species of each of the three 
genera, Flerkea, Trautvetteria, and Cebatha, with a view to investigating 
the climatic conditions characteristic of the present separated ranges 
of these pairs of closely related plants. There is some doubt in the 
case of the two species of Flerkia as to their specific distinctness. The 
two species of Cebatha apparently overlap in central Texas, whereas 
the other two species are widely separated. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The physiological point of view has been constantly held before us, 
as has been said, in planning and carrying out the complicated com- 
parisons and correlations with which the present publication deals. 
Part I shows how the numerous vegetation features employed by us 
were derived, emphasis being placed on the physiological character- 
istics of the plants considered. Part II deals with the principles and 
methods by which the climatic features that we have usedwere selected, 
and shows how the requisite numerical computations were made and 
how the maps were prepared. This selection had to be based, as 
has already been indicated, upon two different kinds of circumstances: 
the physiological importance of the climatic features (as these are 
known to influence plant activity in general) and the availability of 
climatic data suited to our purposes. These matters will be set forth 
under three general headings: (I) general influence of the environment 
on plant life; (II) chief environmental conditions and the general 
nature of their effects upon plants; and (III) climatic conditions of 
the United States. The first two of these sections are mainly physio- 
logical-ecological in nature and are general in their scope; the last 
is mainly climatological-ecological and deals with the actual climatic 
data employed in our researches. 
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GENERAL INFLUENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON PLANT 
LIFE, 

I. EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL CONDITIONS AND PLANT ACTIVITY. 

The behavior of any plant is said to be controlled by the surround- 
ing conditions, variations in these being the stimuli, or causes, which 
produce in the internal, physiological complex of the organism various 
responses or effects. Such responses are, however, quite as dependent 
upon the nature of the responding organism as upon the nature of the 
stimuli. With the same set of environmental conditions different 
plants behave differently, merely because their internal conditions 
differ, and with unlike environmental complexes plants of the same 
form exhibit quite different behaviors. The behavior of plants in 
general thus depends upon two interacting sets of conditions, the one 
set being external and the other internal. The latter set of conditions 
makes up, of course, the nature of the plant and serves to define it 
physiologically. These internal factors determine the ability of the 
organism to respond to exposure to any given constant external 
condition, or to any given change in any condition, and they also 
determine the extent of such responses. A plant might be rigorously 
defined by means of these powers or capabilities to respond to stimuli, 
and it is some of these powers that are, indeed, unconsciously used by 
taxonomists in their descriptions; but, although certain groups of the 
bacteria are now described by conscious reference to their physiolog- 
ical properties, the physiological nature of the taxonomic description 
in botany may be said hardly to be generally recognized as yet. 

As a plant develops, its internal conditions pass through a series of 
more or less profound alterations, and the different developmental 
phases of the same plant often show greater divergency in response to 
the same environmental complex than do the corresponding phases of 
distinct plant-forms. Thus, environmental conditions that are favor- 
able to seed germination or to vegetative growth may be markedly 
unfavorable to the production of flowers or fruit. It follows that for 
the best growth and reproduction of many forms the external conditions 
must vary from phase to phase as growth proceeds. This is one of 
a number of considerations that make for great difficulty in the incep- 
tion of any satisfactory quantitative study of the relation of external 
conditions to the characters of individual plants and of vegetation in 
general. 

A second consideration that enormously complicates our problem 
is this, that the response, or effect of the external system upon the 
organism, is definitely dependent upon the duration of the component 
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conditions that make up the environment. Considerable time is 
required for most responses, and a momentary alteration in the envi- 
ronment may often pass without apparent effect upon the plant. 
Thus, outside of the time factor, the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the production of those changes in manner of growth that are 
termed etiolation are present every night, but these conditions are 
not effective over a long enough period of time to result in visible 
responses. In the study of any external factor or complex of factors 
it is logically necessary and inevitable that the time element enter 
seriously into consideration. 

Physiologists have found it advantageous to analyze the environ- 
ment into its component conditions or factors. While some factors 
have so far received but a minimum of attention, a large amount of 
reliable information is already at hand bearing upon the effects pro- 
duced by the action, over various time intervals, of different intensi- 
ties of heat, light, oxygen-supply, etc. The method of such deter- 
minations has been to hold all factors but one as nearly constant as 
possible, and to cause various selected intensities of this one factor to 
register their effects upon the plant, in the form of alterations in 
growth or other activity. 

But this study of the simple component factors of the environment 
is only the learning of the alphabet, and the task of really reading 
the book of plant phenomena in the light of cause and effect still rests 
with the future. We are already well aware, in a general way, that 
the responses brought about in the organism by a certain quality, 
intensity, and duration of any external factor are totally dependent 
upon the nature of the other concomitant factors which are comprised 
in the environmental system. For example, a given increase in the 
rate of water-supply may fail to produce any marked acceleration 
of growth in certain forms existing under excessive drought conditions, 
but if the increase in soil-moisture be accompanied by a decrease in 
the evaporating power of the air, growth response may be immediate 
and definite enough.! Again, the agriculturist is well aware that with 
many soils an increase of the nitrate content is without full effect unless 
other salts are simultaneously added. In such cases the result of 
these several increases together is not generally a simple summation 
of the results obtained by the single additions separately. 

While a large amount of laboratory experimentation of the most 
refined physical sort will be required before we shall even approach 
an adequate knowledge of the influence of single conditions upon 
plants, the far more difficult study of the complex environmental 
system of which these single conditions are always components has 
already begun to attract attention. It seems safe to predict that the 
line of work thus started will rapidly gain in prominence, and it is 

1 Livingston, B. E., Evaporation and Plant Development, Plant World, 10: 269-276, 1907. 
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conceivable that plant physiology may eventually work out the 
principles whereby the behavior of plants may be one day explained, 
predicted, and controlled. This is, of course, the hope of ecology and 
of the developing science of plant-culture. It is our aim in the present 
chapter to present merely a tentative outline of the general and more 
superficial relations that apparently obtain between the plant and its 
environmental conditions. No attempt is here made to make our 
consideration logically complete, either from the standpoint of physical 
causation or from that of the plant kingdom in general; attention is 
mainly turned upon some of the most obvious physiological considera- 
tions and upon the behavior of ordinary vascular land-plants. 

Il. THEORY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITS. 

In an etiological study of plant distribution, either natural or 
artificial, the conception of physiological limits must hold a very prom- 
inent place. We understand by this term the extremes of intensity, 
etc., in a given factor which a certain plant can withstand. Starting 
from the optimum intensity of heat for any plant, for example, we 
may reduce the temperature till death ensues, thus attaining the 
minimum temperature limit for life. If the temperature be increased 
sufficiently above the optimum, another death-point is reached, the 
temperature maximum. The plant is thus able to retain life only 
under temperature conditions that fall within these physiological 
limits. With some other factors a similar pair of limits can be deter- 
mined; with many, however, only a single limit exists. For example, 
a submerged aquatic possesses a definite minimum rate of water- 
supply, but it is impossible to produce death or injury by increasing 
this rate even to its physical limit, as by surrounding the entire plant 
with water. It is obvious that in such a case there exists no maximum 
limit for life. Cases where there is a well-marked maximum but no 
minimum are also frequent, most toxic substances furnishing examples 
of this. Plants live normally in utter absence of these substances; 
they also live normally in their presence, so long as the amount sup- 
plied does not surpass a fixed maximum limit. 

Life is able to proceed, then, in any particular plant, only so long 
as the external conditions do not surpass the physiological limits for 
the life processes of the form considered. In different plants and in 
different developmental phases or stages of the same plant these 
limits may be very different, so that an environmental complex that 
inhibits life in one phase or form may allow healthy activity in another. 
It is mainly in accord with this generalization that distinct climatic 
areas are characterized by corresponding types of vegetation, and the 
principle is therefore probably of primary importance in the study of 
plant distribution. 
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The generalization just mentioned is very greatly complicated, as 
has been indicated, by the variations and fluctuations in the internal 
physiological conditions as development proceeds. The limits for 
life are often very different in the various developmental phases of 
the same form. Thus, mature seeds of many temperate and boreal 
annuals show temperature minima far below the freezing-point of 
water, while the vegetative phases of the same forms may succumb to 
the first frost. Winter buds of northern deciduous trees possess high 
powers of resistance to low temperatures, while summer buds of the 
same plants may not bear temperatures as low as the centigrade zero. 

Besides the variations in limits of growth and life in different phases 
of the same form, it must be remembered that, in any phase or at 
any time in the life of the organism, there are a number of different 
processes going on, such as photosynthesis, respiration, digestion, 
secretion, and the like, each of which has its physiological limits, and 
the limits for one process are frequently not at all the same as for 
another. In general, the pair of limits that characterize these simpler 
processes, which together make up the vegetative or reproductive activ- 
ities of a plant, are much less widely divergent than those for the mere 
retention of vitality itself. By retention of vitality we probably mean 
the occurrence of the life processes at their lowest intensity, an inten- 
sity that is just sufficient to maintain life, though this expression may 
be taken in a general way to denote simply the power of initiating the 
various more vigorous and obvious processes when conditions become 
right. Seeds retain their power to start the germination processes 
for long periods of time under conditions that preclude germination 
itself. Again, with increasing scarcity of water or lowering of temper- 
ature, the growth processes of all plants are sooner or later brought to 
a standstill, long before death ensues. Moisture conditions that are 
optimal for vegetative growth frequently prevent the production of 
fruit, so that gardeners make it a practice, with the coming of the 
flowering-time in many plants, to diminish the water-supply. 

That the factor of time enters into the determination of physio- 
logical limits is obvious. Many plants are able to survive a short 
period with the soil about their roots in a saturated condition, but 
succumb to a longer period of exposure to a saturated soil. Numerous 
forms retain their vitality through long periods of drought, when the 
soil is nearly air-dry, but if the dry period is sufficiently prolonged 
death is the inevitable result. As has been mentioned, general 
growth is not noticeably affected by the regularly recurring nocturnal 
period without illumination, but etiolation becomes marked, and 
various other pathological conditions are induced when ordinary 
plants are kept in continuous darkness for but a few days. In phys- 
ical terms this means merely that the effects of any set of external 
conditions upon the plant are always cumulative and are exaggerated, 
in one way or another, with the lapse of time. 
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A combination of the time factor and that of intensity is, frequently 
if not always, the effective condition which determines the success or 
failure of plants in nature. With a somewhat rapid alternation of 
favorable and unfavorable conditions, where the unfavorable factors 
for any short period do not in themselves at first produce death, the 
organism may generally lose its power of resistance and finally go to 
the ground. In regions where such rapid fluctuations in the intensity 
of external conditions occur, the natural vegetation must necessarily 
comprise only those forms which can bear this sort of fluctuation. 
Alpine plants are reputed to be especially resistant to the great daily 
ranges of temperature that occur in their habitats, and many plants, 
such as lichens and certain liverworts and club-mosses, exhibit a high 
power of resistance to repeated wetting and drying-out. 

The limits for life, growth, or reproductive activity (the latter a 
sort of growth) define the resisting power of an organism in respect to 
the particular condition considered, and, by maintaining the quality 
and intensity of the other environmental factors and causing the one 
in question to vary, the range between the limits for that one may be 
more or less approximately determined. But, with two or more 
factors varying at the same time, the problem of physiological limits 
becomes much more difficult. The study of the behavior of plants 
when several factors are simultaneously in a state of change has, as 
we have pointed out, only just begun. We may be sure, however, 
that the resisting power of a plant to any single condition will prove 
to be markedly influenced by other concomitant conditions. The 
antagonistic action of certain salts, such as those of calcium and 
magnesium, in the work of Loew, Osterhout, and others, is a case in 
point, as is also the well-known fact that, by a degree of desiccation 
that does not surpass the death-limit, the power of many organisms 
to withstand both high and low temperatures is markedly increased. 
The common experiment comparing the effect of high and low temper- 
atures upon dry and moist seeds is a clear illustration of the latter 
case; within limits, the less water a seed contains, the more freezing 
or heating it can bear without losing its vitality . 

III. RELATION OF PLANT DISTRIBUTION TO THE PHYSIOLOGICAL 
LIMITS OF THE VARIOUS DEVELOPMENTAL PHASES. 

Each plant-form, each developmental phase, and each physiological 
process exhibits a minimum or a maximum, or both, for each of the 
environmental factors, these limits depending, of course, on the other 
conditions that prevail within and without the plant. Whenever an 
environmental factor falls below the minimum for life, in either quality, 
intensity, or duration, the annihilation of the organism of course 
ensues. A like result follows any increase above the life maximum. 
It is only with each of the environmental conditions falling between 
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its respective life-limits, under the given set of relations between 
the other conditions, that a plant can exist at all. But the mere 
existence of a given plant-form, its mere retention of vitality, is not 
sufficient to give it a permanent place in the vegetation of a given 
region; each plant must pass through various developmental stages, 
must come to maturity, and must reproduce. Since the intensity lim- 
its for the retention of life do not approach each other so closely as do 
those for growth and reproduction, it is easy to understand that the 
duration of the different intensities or qualities of certain factors 
must determine whether or not a given form may come periodically 
to maturity in any region. Though the lower temperature limit for 
life in seeds, bulbs, rhizomes, and the like, and in resistant perennials, 
is not attained in the temperate and boreal winter, yet the temperature 
conditions for growth and the production of fruit obtain only in the 
summer season. Similarly, the moisture conditions in a desert fall, 
for the greater portion of the year, below the minimum for the growth 
of many desert shrubs, these producing new leaves and flowers only 
in and immediately following the rainy seasons. The same is true of 
root and bulb perennials and of those annuals which succeed in the 
desert. It is thus seen that, in regions characterized by an alterna- 
tion of seasons of plant activity and of dormancy, the lengths of the 
seasons of activity must determine whether or not the plant repro- 
duces adequately; and since adequate reproduction is essential to the 
maintenance of the form in the given region, this length of season 
must determine whether that form succeeds or fails. 

While a mature plant, or a portion thereof, may exist in a relatively 
inactive condition for a long period of time, in an environment whose 
factors lie without the limits for most forms of activity (but within 
those for the retention of life), the resisting power thus evidenced is 
usually of but a low order when compared with that exhibited by ripe 
seeds or spores. From a physiological point of view such bodies 
represent merely a certain phase in the development of the plant, a 
phase in which the life processes are even more in abeyance than during 
the dormant periods of the mature form. An annual may play a very 
important réle in the vegetation of a region, although during the greater 

It is of course to be borne in mind, in this connection, that an alteration in one environmental 
condition may result in death simply by causing one or more of the vital processes to be so 

greatly accelerated or retarded that the other given external conditions, although they have not 
been changed, become fatal. Thus, while a given rate of water-supply may be sufficient for life 
and growth under a low evaporating power of the air, an increase in the evaporation-rate, 
unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in the rate of supply, may result in death. Had the 
rate of water-supply been adequately increased as the transpiration-rate rose, such a plant might 
have survived. It is frequently said that in such a case death is due to a condition which was 

not altered. This simply means that internal conditions have been changed, so that an environ- 
mental factor heretofore favorable to life becomes unfavorable, without itself changing. It is 
in this connection that the ‘law of the minimum”’ of agriculturists has been developed. (See: 
for example, E. J. Russell, Soil conditions and plant growth, Third ed., London, 1917, chap. II. 
Also see: F. F. Blackman, Optima and limiting factors, Ann. Bot. 19: 281-295, 1905.) 
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portion of the year the environmental conditions surpass the limits for 
both growth and life in the plant itself; the conditions in their adverse 
period do not surpass the limits for the retention of life in the seed. 
During a comparatively short period the environment may allow 
germination, growth, and the production of more seeds, and this 
short growing-season, together with the bridging of the adverse period 
by dormant seeds, constitute the conditions that are necessary and 
essential in order that such a plant may maintain a permanent place 
in the vegetation of its region. 

External conditions frequently surpass even the life-limits of many 
seeds; in such cases it must, of course, follow that the plant can not 
become a permanent part of the natural vegetation. This is probably 
true of the majority of cultivated plants that do not volunteer in the 
second season. A tropical plant, such as the castor-bean, may make a 
luxuriant growth in the temperate summer, but its seeds must be pro- 
tected through the winter and sown each spring. 

In general, the natural plants of the temperate and frigid regions 
must necessarily experience a longer or shorter period, usually each 
year, with proper conditions for growth and reproduction, and they 
exist through the adverse periods in some dormant phase. Not only 
must the conditions of the active period lie within the limits for growth 
and reproduction, but the period itself must be of adequate length, 
otherwise the necessary amount of growth could not take place, and 
fruit would not be matured. The principle that a plant, to become 
a part of the permanent vegetation of a locality, must have an adequate 
growlng-season and must not meet its death during the remainder of 
the year, must be regarded as fundamental to the study of all problems 
dealing with the study of plant behavior under natural conditions. 
This principle is commonly accepted, though perhaps seldom formu- 
lated. 

With regard to any geographical area or region, we may conceive 
that all plants may succeed therein, for which the physiological limits 
for life and those for growth and reproduction do not approach each 
other more closely than do the extremes of the physical conditions in 
the respective seasons for the given region. This view has led to a 
form of analogy which may be termed the sieve conception of environ- 
ments. According to this, we may regard the physical conditions of 
the surroundings as resembling a sieve or screen, with meshes of a 
certain magnitude, through which, as we may imagine, will pass only 
those successful forms which withstand the most adverse conditions 
of the environment. The analogy is but roughly applicable; to make 
it more so we may suppose that the size of the meshes in our screen 
is continually changing throughout the year, while the size of the 
imaginary particles. which are to be screened are also undergoing 
continuous change with the advance of the organism from phase to 
phase of its development. With the progress of the season the con- 
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ditions change and the powers of resistance also vary. Thus modified, 
the sieve analogy becomes unwieldy and does not aid us very much in 
our thinking. 

Since the behavior of a plant is nothing but the summation of the 
behaviors of its active parts, and since all higher plants exhibit, at 
any given phase in their growth, various gradations in the activities 
of their different tissues, it follows that any adequate consideration 
of the physiological limits of plant activity as a whole must be ex- 
ceedingly difficult. It is therefore impossible, in the present state of 
our knowledge, to treat the question of complex limits quantitatively. 
The best that may be done in the discussions which follow is to attempt 
to bring together a series of confessedly incomplete and exceedingly 
inadequate treatments of the main environmental factors and their 
general mode of action upon ordinary autotrophic land-plants. 

IV. GENETIC CONTINUITY OF PROTOPLASM AND ITS CYCLIC ACTIVI- 
TIES, IN CONNECTION WITH PROBLEMS OF DISTRIBUTION. 

In the preceding sections of this chapter the general terms of the 
problem of plant distribution have been presented in the words of the 
present-day physiology of plant organs. There can be little doubt 
that the day of this organic physiology is about to pass. It has been, 
of necessity, mainly descriptive and has not concerned itself prima- 
rily with the details of the actual causes of plant response and their 
mode of action, but there is already a strong tendency to turn attention 
from the description of plant organs and their responses to the physical 
causation of these, a development of physiology which bids fair to 
place this branch of science on the same quantitative etiological basis 
as that upon which physics and chemistry are now working. From 
the current literature of plant distribution and of ecology in general 
it is suggested that many workers in this field have so far failed to 
realize the present status of the physiology which lies at the base of 
all ecological facts. Ecology, which was at first regarded as a purely 
descriptive study, a mere cataloging of relatively superficial descrip- 
tions of phenomena and a classification of these, was an outgrowth of 
taxonomy. But it has advanced with more rapidity, perhaps, than 
any other branch of science, and it has already accumulated enough 
descriptions so that a beginning at least in the study of cause and effect 
has been made. Such a study must, by the very nature of its subject- 
matter, take account of all the contributions so far made by physiology 
towards an etiology of plant phenomena in their broader aspects. For 
a long time the physiology of organs must be the basis of ecological 
considerations, and it is with this in mind that we have taken the 
principles of organic physiology as the basis of our discussions. We 
have consciously avoided such ideas as that of purposeful adaptation 
and other teleological conceptions, still too common in botanical writ- 
ing—with what success the reader will best be able to judge—and have 
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aimed to place our treatment of plant distribution on a basis as free 
from anthropomorphic conceptions as is that of physiography, a 
science with which plant geography must always be closely related. 

But the modern trend of physiology, with its application of the 
methods and findings of physico-chemistry and its tendency to seek 
explanations of all phenomena in the properties of matter and energy, 
offers to the study of distribution at least one conception which goes 
far to simplify the logic of physiological limits and their modes of 
variation. The present section will deal with this conception. 

From the standpoint of general physiology, the reproductive activ- 
ities are to be regarded as a special form of growth. The protoplasm 
of any species is a continuously existing thing, to be likened, perhaps, 
to a river, in which the material particles are ever changing and of 
which the form, course, activities, etc., show a continuous variation. 
The channel of our river moves from place to place within the limits 
of its valley; the river accomplishes much work of excavation and the 
like at certain seasons of the year; at other seasons it is inactive and, 
in the arid regions, often disappears from sight completely, flowing 
only underground. In the latter condition we may perhaps speak of 
it as dormant. Following this analogy, the living substance of any 
species may be thought of as continually existent, but varying widely 
in situation, amount, activity, etc., with the ever-fluctuating physical 
conditions within and without its mass. Thus the conditions for 
the success or failure of any species in any region or habitat are that 
its protoplasm be indefinitely maintained in that area, and that the 
various cyclic phases of physiological activity follow one another in a 
certain order. By such a conception we are enabled to generalize 
without the complication incident to the special consideration of the 
reproductive activities. 

Scrutinized in this manner, the individuals of a given plant-form 
are seen in somewhat the same light as are the buds of an indefinitely 
growing perennial, such as a tree. These buds are continuously dying 
and being formed, but the system of growing-points which make up 
the tree possesses form, size, etc., and maintains itself throughout 
years. Growth here consists partly in the approximate replacement 
of parts which have been destroyed by the action of adverse condi- 
tions, and partly in an actual increase in the number of growing-points 
comprised within the entire system. 
By this sort of generalization we may bring all plant-forms into the 

same broad category, as far as the general influence of external con- 
ditions is concerned. The protoplasm of any species, in any region, 
passes through variously active and dormant phases with the march 
of the seasons, the success of a species requiring that there be, at least, 
no progressive and permanent decrease in the number of growing- 
points or individual groups of active cells. But there may occur, and 
usually do occur—outside the tropics at any rate—great periodic 
fluctuations in the number and activity of these biotic units. 
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Plant protoplasm may be said to pass through alternating phases or 
stages of diastole and of systole. In the condition of diastole it is very 
active, increasing rapidly in amount and extending and altering its 
configuration to a remarkable degree. These changes are due directly 
to numerous physico-chemical processes and energy transformations 
which, during the period of this phase, are quite violently active. In 
the condition of systole, on the other hand, the various characteristic 
life processes are at a low ebb, some of them being apparently alto- 
gether abated. The mass and extent of the protoplasm falls off more 
or less markedly, in the death of many parts which were previously . 
the seats of vigorous activity, and in many cases the whole organism 
practically fails to exhibit any form of life at all. This rhythmic 
pulsation is of course immediately due to internal conditions, but the 
latter are, in turn, to be causally related either to changes in the envi- 
ronment or to effects of a constant environment summed or integrated 

by the organism. 
While the point of view just suggested is not at all new, and has 

been of great service to some students of heredity, we are not aware 
that it has been resorted to in studies of the influence of external con- 
ditions upon the maintenance of plant population in a distributional 
sense. It seems to promise such utility as a logical tool that we venture, 
in the following paragraphs, to outline the behavior of some of the 
main plant types in terms of this conception. 

Attention may first be directed to the case of a perennial which 
propagates vegetatively, omitting for the present any question as to 
whether seeds are produced. An excellent example of this is seen in 
several forms of much-branched cylindrical opuntias, as the various 
‘“cholla’’ cactus-forms of the North American Southwest. By the 
action of various agencies, such as wind and animals, short branches 
are easily broken off from these plants, and are widely distributed by 
the operation of the same agencies and by that of flood-water. Under 
favorable conditions these fragments possess the property of taking 
root and forming new plants. Such may be regarded as the simplest 
form of species maintenance, and it is of course the rule among the 
lowest forms of plants. We have here to do with the mature plant at 
all times, the only complication in vegetative phases lying in the fact 
that roots are produced and proceed with their characteristic activ- 
ities under the peculiar conditions offered by the dispersal of the joints. 
With the coming of each favorable season, mainly defined by condi- 
tions of moisture and temperature, growth in size occurs in numerous 
branches, some of the latter being portions of larger plants, while others 
lie singly upon the ground. By the action of adverse conditions many 
branches are destroyed, but enough survive apparently to maintain 
the status of the species in the vegetation of its area. During the vear 
great fluctuations occur in the quality and intensity of the environ- 
mental factors; periods of extreme drought and heat, periods of drought 
and cold, periods of abundant moisture and either high or low tem- 

let a 
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peratures, follow one another in unending succession. In certain 
periods foliage is produced and growth proceeds with rapidity; in 
others the leaves disappear and growth is retarded or checked; in 
still others nearly all activities cease and the branches remain dormant 
till the return of conditions favorable to growth. 

In a manner similar to the above, we may consider all perennial forms 
that maintain themselves or spread by vegetative propagation, as in 
the case of those with underground branches, rhizomes, stolons, divid- 
ing-bulbs, and the like. Ina form like Solomon’s seal (Polygonatum), 
vegetative propagation is very important; a single rhizome may give rise 
to numerous new growing-points (by means of branching), which eventu- 
ally become separated from the parent rhizome with the decay of the 
connecting portions, so that, if time suffices, a considerable area may 
be occupied without other activity than this purely vegetative one. 

Of course bulbs, tubers, and the like are to be regarded as plant 
phases which are characterized by dormancy and highly resistant 
properties, for which the physiological limits are widely separated. 
There occur all gradations in stem and bud vitality between the bulb 
or tuber and the great deciduous or evergreen tree, all agreeing in 
the essential point that with the coming of adverse conditions they 
undergo a check in their activities. The deciduous forms lose a large 
proportion of all of their vegetative organs. All these forms remain 
alive but dormant till the return of the growing-season. 

A second example may be taken from those tropical forms which 
reproduce by seeds, but in which vivipary vaults the resting-period 
usually so characteristic of the seed. A history of the activities in the 
mangrove, for instance, might run somewhat as follows: In the mature 
phase of this plant there are manifested cell activities which result 
in the dormancy of many cells. Some of the dormant cells, the eggs, 
are capable of resuming growth in size under certain conditions, the 
main condition being the entrance of protoplasmic material from 
another cell; that is, the occurrence of fertilization. If fertilization 
takes place, and this is to be looked upon as merely one of the environ- 
mental changes which act upon the plant in its cycle of developmental 
phases, then the ovum develops into an embryo and continues growth 
without any marked pause or resting-stage, forming ultimately a new 
plant. External conditions must furnish stimuli by changing in quality 
or intensity at various times in this development, one of the most 
special of which is the falling of the germinated seed into the mud below. 
We see in such forms all the usual phenomena of production by seed, 
but the pronounced dormant phase of the majority of seeds is omitted. 
However, unless the embryo root reaches the mud of the substratum 
(which signifies pronounced environmental change) the cycle of 
growth is checked. 

A third example may be chosen from among the plants which 
reproduce through seeds, but in which parthenogenesis bridges the 
interruption which usually precedes the formation of the embryo 
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from the mature egg. Here no external change is apparently required 
to induce the ovum to proceed to the embryonic phase, but the embryo 
finally reaches a resting-stage, where growth activities are checked. 
Other alterations in the internal conditions of the dormant phase 
which we term a seed often require a prolongation of the resting- 
period, but, in any event, before active growth in size is again manifest 
definite changes in the external complex are required; the seed must 
absorb water to a certain degree, the temperature and rate of oxygen- 
supply must fall within the limits for germination, and various other 
conditions must be fulfilled in order that the embryo may emerge from 
its dormant state. 

The dormant phase of the mature egg is omitted or very much 
reduced in parthenogenesis, that of the seed in vivipary. The periods 
of rest, or of internal conditions adverse to growth, often coincide with 
periods of adverse external conditions, and the dormant tissue usually 
possesses high powers of resistance to the latter. This is a consider- 
ation the importance of which, in general climatic behavior and 
distribution of plants, can hardly be overestimated. 

Our fourth and last example is taken from the great majority of 
plants, where fertilization is necessary and a more or less prolonged 
period of dormancy intervenes between the maturation of the seed and 
germination. The annual plant perhaps illustrates this sort of rhyth- 
mic activity in its simplest form. Germination occurs in the spring, 
when temperature, moisture-supply, etc., are favorable for this kind 
of growth. Later, the various developmental phases follow each other 
with more or less pronounced alterations in the external conditions, 
and when seeds have been matured the parent plant dies. This final 
death may occur because of the action of internal conditions, perhaps 
connected with the ripening of the seed, or because of the action of 
external factors, such as drought or frost. But the dormant phase 
represented by the seeds is highly resistant, and these bodies carry 
the living protoplasm forward through the winter of adverse condi- 
tions to the beginning of a new cycle of activity. 

The general conception outlined above may be expressed briefly to 
the effect that each particular sort of plant protoplasm (form, species) 
is indefinitely perennial, ever passing through repeated cycles, ever 
changing in internal nature from one developmental phase to 
another, growing, fragmenting (as in reproduction of all sorts), resting 
in a dormant condition, and always again taking up the endlessly 
repeating series. Of course our conception of the repetition here 
involved must be broad enough to include such alterations from 
cycle to cycle (variation, mutation, etc.) as the study of evolution 
demands for the origin of new forms from old. This mode of contem- 
plating plant activities should be as valuable in physiology and ecology 
as has been the conception of the alternation of generations in the 
descriptions of the consecutive steps in plant phylogeny. 

_ 



CHIEF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND THE GENERAL 
NATURE OF THEIR EFFECTS UPON PLANTS. 

I. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS. 

The environmental conditions that are commonly most potent in 
the determination of plant development, and that therefore appear 
most important in distribution, may be classified under the following 
headings: (1) Moisture conditions; (2) temperature conditions; 
(3) light conditions; (4) chemical conditions; (5) mechanical conditions. 
The present section will be devoted to a brief summary of the nature 
and effects of these factors as they vary in quality, intensity, and dura- 
tion. No attempt is made to denote more by the order of items in 
the above list than a very general estimate of the relative importance 
of the various factors as they are usually operative in limiting plant 
distribution. There is, of course, nothing to be gained in a discussion 
of the relative importance of a number of factors, all of which are 
necessary in order that a given phenomenon may occur. Such con- 
sideration were as bootless as a discussion of the relative importance 
of the hub, spokes, felloes, and tire of a wheel. The reader is there- 
fore requested to make nothing of our order of arrangement. 

Students of ecological plant distribution have usually classified these 
sets of conditions according to their origin or source, rather than 
according to their mode of physically affecting the plant. Thus, the 
literature contains many references to climatic and edaphic condi- 
tions, physical and biotic ones, and the like. Such groupings seem, 
however, not to have led much farther than to the mere description 
and arbitrary classification of distribution conditions, and, since by 
their very nature they point to the causes of the factors imme- 
diately involved rather than to the real nature of these factors or their 
effects upon the plant, they promise little for our present purpose. 
Thus, shade produced by a natural rock arch or overhanging cliff may 
be impossible of physical or physiological differentiation from that 
produced by a tree; yet the former is said to be a physical factor and 
the latter a biotic one. Again, the mechanical relation of the physical 
separation of plant and soil, together with the accompanying ruptures 
and lesions of the plant tissues, might arise equally well from the 
action of animals (a biotic factor) and from that of wind or torrential 
water (undoubtedly physical factors). In a study of the ultimate 
causes that bring the proximate, effective factors into being, such 
classification has its value, but in such studies we have assuredly left 
our field of plant distribution for the adjoining one of climatology, 
physiography, and the rest. In the beginning it appears more promis- 

109 
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ing, because simpler and logically more direct, to attend strictly to the 
various factors as they actually affect the plant, leaving the analysis 
of the sources of these factors to other studies, perhaps at a later day. 
We shall here consider only the proximate determining conditions in 
plant behavior and distribution, merely mentioning a few points bear- 
ing on the more remote determination of these controlling conditions, 
which are available from researches in climatology and other fields. 

Since every effect upon the plant must be supposed to be directly 
traceable to conditions that previously prevailed within and without 
the organism, and since we make no attempt here to analyze the 
various physiological processes that constitute the varied plant re- 
sponses, it has been deemed best in these considerations to regard as 
an external condition or factor any status of the processes of the ex- 
ternal world that directly influences changes within the plant. Many 
logical difficulties arise here, as is usual when any attempt is made to 
subdivide a continuous series into regions, and the only satisfactory 
method of procedure is to subdivide the series into arbitrary portions, 
being sure to define the limits chosen. Thus, for ecological purposes 
it seems quite as undesirable at the present time to enter into the 
exceedingly complex physiological considerations involved in a study 
of the details of plant activities as these are controlled’ by conditions 
as it is to take up in detail the more remote causes which bring the 
various effective conditions into existence. This logical difficulty 
arises, of course, from the fact that the plant is not an independent 
system, but is perfectly continuous with the universe about it; the 
classification, into external and internal, of the conditions determin- 
ing chemical and physical changes within the plant, is at best but a 
subjective affair with the mind that classifies. Whether a given con- 
dition is to be taken as external or internal will always depend largely 
upon the previous experience and point of view of the observer, upon 
his internal conditions. For the present needs it seems desirable 
to base our arbitrary definition of the controlling factors upon the 
spatial limits of the plant-body as ordinarily considered. Thus we 
define as effective external conditions all phases of universal progress 
outside the plant-body which directly affect the latter in such a 
manner as to produce alterations in the chemical, physical, and 
physiological processes that occur within. An example may illustrate 
this. The passing of a given region of the earth’s surface from shadow 
into sunlight at dawn is not a condition immediately effective upon 
plant processes, nor is the influx of radiant energy to the surfaces of 
objects in the vicinity of the organism. The plant-body is first affected 
in this case when there occurs an increased rate of transmission of light 
or heat energy through the periphery (or a decreased loss of heat, which 
amounts to the same thing as an increased income), so that some 
substance actually a part of the plant-body becomes lighted or warmed. 
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It is only by a logical short-cut, not always tenable, that we may say 
that the rising of the sun produces such responses as the opening of 
stomata, the eastward bending of flower-heads, the assumption of the 
day position by nyctitropic leaves, and the like. From the logical 
standpoint, attention is here to be confined to changes in the rate of 
inward or outward transfer of the various forms of matter and energy 
between the surroundings and the plant-body itself. 

It must be confessed that, while most existing types of vegetation 
have been rather carefully, and in some cases perhaps even somewhat 
quantitatively, described, yet there appears so far in the literature 
scarcely anything of a fundamental nature upon the external factors 
and their modes of action in determining plant distribution.! It is 
thus largely upon quantitative studies of the intensity, duration, 
etc., of the external conditions and upon the true physiological inter- 
pretation of these that the future conquests of this branch of ecology 
must depend. It therefore seems desirable, even at the risk of ap- 
pearing to “carry coals to Newcastle,’ to venture the following 
physiological discussion before taking up such meager contributions as 
can be brought together in regard to the geographical distribution of 
the different environmental complexes of the United States, as these 
may be related to the distribution of the various vegetational types. 

The different categories of environmental conditions will be con- 
sidered in the order of the preceding list, and attention wil be turned 
briefly to the various modes in which these are effective to bring the 
different plant responses about. In the interest of clear presentation, 
it will now and again be advantageous to overstep our logical limits 
in the other direction, and to touch upon some of the relations of the 
more remote conditions that, in their turn, influence or control the 
proximate and immediately effective environmental conditions. 

I]. MOISTURE. 
1. WATER REQUIREMENT WITHIN THE PLANT. 

The very complex moisture-relations to which plants are subjected 
are to be considered as of the utmost importance in the great majority 
of distributional problems. These may be physiologically best studied 
from two standpoints—that of the requirement for water and that of 
the water-supply—since these two factors determine by their inter- 
action the moisture conditions of the plant. They may be taken up 
in order. 

Since every active cell is filled with water, it follows that there must 
occur constantly, or with but brief interruptions, a movement of water 

1Serious beginnings in the direction of physiologically experimental investigation of the 

relations holding between plant-growth in the open and the controlling conditions of the environ- 

ment have been made by a very few workers. In this connection, see McLean’s studies of the 
control of seedling soy-beans by the conditions of the Maryland summer climate (McLean, 
F. T., A preliminary study of climatic conditions in Maryland, as related to the growth of soy- 

bean seedlings, Physiol. Res. 2: 129-208, 1917). References to earlier literature are there given. 
See also: Hildebrandt, F. M., A physiological study of the climatic conditions of Maryland, as 
related to plant growth. Physiol. Res. 2: 341-405, 1921. 
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into all enlarging portions of the plant-body. This demand for water, 
due to growth, is usually quite insignificant in degree, but it is never- 
theless real, and the absence or inadequacy of the water-supply to 
growing cells must always act as a check upon enlargement. 

Also, since water is destroyed in the process of photosynthesis in 
green plants, there must be a continuous influx of moisture into all 
photosynthetizing cells. If this supply is cut off, the formation of 
carbohydrates must cease in a short time. With insufficient water- 
supply, growth ceases before photosynthesis, but both processes must 
soon be brought to a standstill. The water demand occasioned by 
photosynthesis is perhaps usually more pronounced than that for 
enlargement, yet the rate of influx thus brought about is far too 
small in amount to permit of measurement by simple methods. Also, 
water disappears when hydrolytic decompositions occur, so that such 
processes as the digestion of starch-are essentially drying processes. On 
the whole, these water requirements may be safely assumed to be only 
of relatively slight importance in comparison with that of transpiration, 
which is next considered. 

The fact that all plant tissues contain water, and that no cuticular 
or other covering is absolutely impervious to this liquid—many leaf- 
cuticles, etc., being rather freely permeable to water—makes it 
logically follow that there must ever be a more or less pronounced 
evaporation of water from all plant surfaces that are exposed to the 
outer air. This superficial evaporation through externally exposed 
membranes makes up the so-called cuticular transpiration, which’ 
varies in amount in different forms, depending upon structure, and is 
often of great importance in determining the need of the plant for 
water. The water lost by cuticular transpiration is replaced from 
more deeply-lying tissues, according to the principles of diffusion and 
of imbibition, and sooner or later there must occur an inward move- 
ment of water from some region without the plant-body, or else death 
must ensue. 

But, while cuticular transpiration is a very real and almost con- 
stant source of water requirement, it is of relatively little account in 
comparison with stomatal transpiration. The presence of mem- 
branes of high moisture-content within the leaves—the walls of the 
mesophyll, ete.—which are in direct connection with the external air 
through the stomata, makes continuous evaporation from these 
internal tissues an inevitable condition, unless, indeed, the foliar 
surface be covered with a film of water or of a solution of higher vapor- 
tension than that which occurs within the tissues. The internal 
atmosphere is maintained more or less nearly in moisture equilibrium 
with the wet membranes that bound it, and ordinary diffusion through 
the stomatal pores constantly removes water-vapor to the outer air. 
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This water-loss, constituting stomatal transpiration, usually occurs 
at a rate much higher than that evidenced by cuticular transpiration. 
The ubiquity of this form of water requirement and its generally 
great magnitude render it the dominating physiological moisture 
condition for most plant-forms growing in the open air. 
However it may be removed, the water-content of an active tissue 

that is being depleted is always replenished at a greater or less rate 
from other tissues in the vicinity or from without the body. If such 
renewal of the water-content fails for a considerable time, partial or 
complete loss of activity must result. In plants without storage- 
organs the usual transpiration-rate can continue but a short time 
without entrance of water from the outside. Where storage-tissues 
are present the external supply may, of course, be cut off for a longer 
time. 

Since transpiration is the most important factor in determining the 
need for an external water-supply to the plant, it will be necessary to 
consider here some of the conditions that influence this process. Its 
rate is dependent upon three conditions: (1) the structure and condi- 
tion of the leaves or other transpiring parts; (2) the evaporating power 
of the air; (8) the intensity and quality of illumination. As is well 
known, there occur in different plants, under identical external condi- 
tions, great differences in the rate of transpiration per unit of surface. 
Certain structures, such as waxy and hairy coverings, palisade tissue, 
and other features, make cuticular transpiration markedly less pro- 
nounced than it might otherwise be, and many stomatal characters 
similarly influence the rate of stomatal water-loss. Many anatomical 
characters are known to become permanently altered by age, of course 
with reference to the nature of the environmental complex, as where 
cuticular thickening may increase or fail to do so, according to the 
age and surroundings of the plant. Such physiological responses are 
apparently dependent upon the rate of movement of transpiration- 
water (Pfeffer-Ewart, Plant Physiology, 2: 121). In regions where 
the evaporating power of the air rises rapidly during the growing- 
season, plants with a highly developed cuticular response of the form 
just mentioned may be expected to survive longer than others with a 
less-marked response of this kind. Stomatal movements, of opening 
and closing, may also be of considerable importance in certain cases, 
though this whole question is sadly in need of a more thoroughgoing 
physical investigation than it has yet received. 

1Concerning the quantitative aspect of differences in the power of plant leaves to retain 

water and thus retard water-loss, see the following papers: Livingston, B. E., The relation of 
desert plants to soil-moisture and to evaporation, Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub. 50, 1906.— 

Idem, The resistance offered*by leaves to transpirational water-loss, Plant World 16: 
1-35, 1913.—Livingston, B. E., and A. H. Estabrook, Observations on the degree of stomatal 

movement in certain plants, Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 39: 15-22, 1912.—Bakke, A. L., Studies on the 
transpiring power of plants as indicated by the method of standardized hygrometric paper. 

Jour. Ecol. 2: 145-173, 1914. 
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The amount of water in the transpiring organs appears also to be 
important in determining the rate of water-loss. Thus, transpiration 
is frequently checked in the daytime, with no apparent wilting and 
no closure of stomata, but with a marked fall in foliar water-content, 
while the evaporating power of the air is maintained or even increases 
in magnitude. 

Second only to the nature and condition of the leaves, ete., the 
evaporating power of the air exerts an enormous controlling influence 
upon the rate of water-loss from plants. For any particular plant- 
form it appears to be by far the most potent of all the climatic factors 
affective above the soil-surface. The evaporating power of the air 
is a compound factor, dependent itself upon three other factors, as 
commonly considered—temperature, humidity, and wind velocity. 
Its resultant effects are the summation of the partial effects brought 
about through the influence of these three factors upon the vaporiza- 
tion of water and the removal of the water-vapor from the evaporat- 
ing surface. Evaporation, as a climatic factor, will be more thoroughly 
considered in another place. 

The intensity of the sunlight and its quality are also potent factors 
in the determination of transpiration from plants. While a certain 
small proportion of the energy of the solar rays is made potential and 
entrapped in the plant by the photosynthetic process, by far the 
greater portion of that which is neither reflected nor transmitted 
becomes potential in the water-vapor that escapes from the plant by 
transpiration. Thus, intense sunlight with a good proportion of the 
longer waves is markedly effective to increase the transpiration-rate 
of plant organs whereon it falls. The color and structure of plant 
organs have also to do with this, through the influence these exert on 
reflection and transmission. With a smaller proportion of the greater 
wave-lengths or with less intensity the effect is not so marked.? 

Ecologists have classified plants, as to their ability to withstand 
different degrees of light intensity, into those which thrive best in 
shade, in bright sunshine, etc., and have given to these groups Greek 
names, but inasmuch as there are all possible gradations in this power 
of withstanding sunlight, and since there is as yet so little information 
of a quantitative nature bearing upon these matters, it seems advisable 
here merely to emphasize the fact that one of the most important 
influences of sunlight on plants is upon the rate of water-loss, and, 
therefore, upon the water-requirement. 

Another form of water-loss from certain plants is the active excre- 
tion of liquid moisture from nectaries and other superficial glands, 
such as water-pores, etc. The process by which this is brought about 

1 Livingston, B. E., and W. H. Brown, Relation of the daily march of transpiration to variations 

in the water-content of foliage leaves, Bot. Gaz., 53: 311-330, 1912.—Shreve, Edith B., The 
daily march of transpiration in a desert perennial, Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub. No. 194, 1914. 

2 Livingston, B. E., Light intensity and transpiration, Bot. Gaz., 52: 418-438, 1911. 

— iii ss. 
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is not at all understood, but we may be sure that the water-loss thus 
occasioned is of no great general importance in the distribution of 
plant-forms, especially since the greatest excretion of water, as in 
guttation, usually occurs at times when the transpiration-rate is low 
and the supply of water within the tissues is relatively great. In- 
deed, one of the common teleological conceptions bearing upon the 
so-called regulation of water-loss by plants is that these organisms 
actively and purposefully force water out of their tissues whenever 
they have been compelled by external eircumstances to absorb more 
of the liquid than they want. 

To summarize the preceding paragraphs, the entrance of water into 
the ordinary active plant is essential to its activity: (1) because it is 
necessary for the enlargement of water-saturated cells; (2) because it 
is destroyed in photosynthesis, etc.; (3) because it is continually being 
lost by cuticular and stomatal transpiration and by excretion. 

2. SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE PLANT. 

As has been emphasized above, the transpiring tissues of a plant 
must receive water from elsewhere, otherwise they would soon become 
wilted and collapse, and other active tissues must hkewise receive 
water, though frequently in much smaller amounts. There are 
several sources from which this water may come. Water-storage 
tissues and dying cells, or cells passing into a dormant stage, may 
furnish more or less water to other tissues, according to the form of 
plant considered and its phase of development. A relatively very 
small amount of water, fixed previously by photosynthesis, must be 
set free in the tissues by the activity of respiration, and this may 
become available for growing cells or may be again transformed by 
photosynthesis. Also, the reverse of hydrolytic decomposition (such 
as the synthesis of starch from glucose) results in the chemical formation 
of some water. For the transpiration of ordinary plants the latter 
sources are surely inadequate.’ 

During rains, and when the temperature of the foliage falls below 
the dew-point of the surrounding air, the external surfaces of the 
plant become wet, and a considerable amount of moisture may enter 
the plant-body through the cuticle and even through stomatal open- 
ings. This source of water is especially important only for certain 
forms, such as mosses, liverworts, and plants of similar water-rela- 
tions. With heavy cuticle, trichome coverings, etc., very little water 

1 Fitting suggests that respiration water may be important in this connection in certain desert 
tubers, etc. (See Fitting, Hans, Die Wasserversorgung und die osmostischen Druckverhiltnisse 
der Wistenpflanzen, Zeitschr. Bot. 3: 209-275, 1911.—Livingston, B. E., The relation of the 
osmotic pressure of the cell-sap in plants to arid habitats, Plant World 14: 153-164, 1911.) 
The latter is in part a review of Fitting’s paper. An excellent discussion and the most valuable ex- 
perimental treatment yet available of the amount and importance of respiration water in plants 

and animals is the following: Babcock, 8S. M., Metabolic water: its production and rdle in vital 

phenomena, Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Sta. Bull. 22, 1912. 
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can find its way into the tissues by these channels, and it follows 
that those plants that transpire the least must exhibit the smallest 
amount of leaf absorption. The main source of water-supply to the 
majority of plants is of course the soil or other substratum in which 
the plant is rooted. We may consider in greater detail the first and 
the last of the sources just mentioned. 

In relatively large plants the diffusion of water from non-active to 
active parts is often of great importance. Thus, as a tissue dies its 
contained moisture may pass into other portions and there support 
growth and other activities. A familiar example of this is exhibited 
by bulbs, rhizomes, etc., that produce leaves, shoots, and even flowers 
and fruits without the influx of any water from without. Water from 
the bulb moves gradually into the more active portion and supplies 
the moisture for growth and transpiration; here the so-called storage- 
tissue plays the same réle of water source as does the moist sub- 
stratum in the case of ordinary rooted and absorbing plants. In many 
instances water-bearing tissues may lose much of their water during 
the growth period of the plant and may still retain vitality and the 
power to absorb, so that at another season, when the external water- 
supply is greater, such tissues may receive water in larger amounts 
from the substratum and so return to their original turgid condition. 
In many cacti, fleshy euphorbias, and the like, all of the water for 
transpiration—a relatively small but nevertheless important amount— 
and even for reproduction may be derived from the quiescent stem 
parenchyma for long periods of time. Many water-storage plants of 
the desert can retain vitality and maintain their reduced transpira- 
tion for several years after they have been removed from the soil 
and are thus able to absorb no water from without.! 

Such isolated plants often effect new growth and ripen fruits with 
the return of the proper season, the conditions that bring about re- 
newed activity in such cases being probably mainly those of tempera- 
ture. Of course, these forms must eventually succumb to lack of 
water, as must any other form when deprived of a water-supply, 
but the interesting point here is simply that they may withstand the 
absolute lack of a water-supply from without for exceedingly long 
periods of time. 

To most plants, a root system or its analog is essential throughout 
the actively transpiring phases of its development. As has just been 
implied, such a system must likewise be present a part of the time, 
at long intervals perhaps, even in the most extreme water-storage 
forms. Through these water-absorbing organs the moisture of the 
substratum finds its way to the tissues of the plant. This water often 
traverses long distances of stem, etc., and it is thus seen that the rate at 

1MacDougal, D. T., E. R. Long, and J. G. Brown, End results of desiccation and respira- 
tion in succulent plants, Physiol. Res., 1: 289-325, 1915. 

— 
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which the transpiring portions of a non-storage plant may receive water 
depends upon several conditions: the rate at which water may move 
in through to the absorbing surfaces, the nature and condition of the 
roots, and the nature and condition of the water-conducting tissues. 

In most cases where growth ceases or wilting occurs, the inadequacy 
in the water-supply seems to arise, not from the attainment of the 
physiological maximum of absorption and transmission, but from a 
greater or less drying-out of the soil, whereby it fails to transfer water 
to the absorbing roots at a rate adequate to supply the demand of 
absorption. Quantitative information bearing upon the relations 
between soil-moisture and plant absorption and transpiration is not 
yet available, and our consideration of this exceedingly important 
subject must be very brief and very tentative.! 

It is certain that, with diminished supply of soil-moisture and with 
other conditions remaining unchanged, transpiration in any plant 
must be decreased in amount, also that this diminution in the trans- 
piration-rate does not progress parallel to the continuous drying of 
the soil, so that it ultimately comes about that the supply fails to equal 
the demand, transpiration becomes greater than absorption, the non- 
storage plant ceases to grow, and wilting or even partial or total death 
ensues. 

Such a decrease in the rate of movement of water to the roots does 
not necessarily mean any considerable fall in the average percentage 
of moisture present in the soil, but gives evidence merely of the fact 
that the movement of water through the soil-films and into the roots 
has become less rapid. Under such conditions the soil immediately 
surrounding the absorbing portions of a root-system becomes drier 
than that at a greater distance, and the movement of water into the 
drier layer is too slow to keep the surface of the root adequately 
moist. This matter of the possible rate of water transfer from soil 
to root, fundamental as it is, is greatly in need of thorough investiga- 
tion. The subject has been opened by Livingston and Hawkins and 
by Livingston and Pulling in the papers cited above. This should 
prove a wonderfully productive field, both for scientific ecology and 
for agriculture when serious attention is at length turned to it. 

Great differences in the water-relations of plants in different habitats 
are secondarily occasioned by the nature and exposure of the soil in 
which they are rooted. Surface drainage often conducts the water 
of precipitation away before it can penetrate the soil to an adequate 
degree, and underground drainage frequently depletes the moisture- 
supply of porous soils almost as fast as water enters from a shower. 
Evaporation removes water rapidly from some soils and but slowly from 

1JIn this connection see Livingston, B. E., and Lon A. Hawkins, The water-relation between 
plant and soil, Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub. No. 204: 3-48, 1915.—Pulling, H. E., and B. E. Liv- 

ingston, The water-supplying power of the soil as indicated by atmometers, Ibid. 204: 49-84, 1915. 
Also see: Livingston, B. E., and Riichiro Koketsu, The water-supplying power of the soil as re- 
lated to the wilting of plants, Soil Science, 9: 469-485, 1920. 
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others, and the supply remaining to a plant after a period of dry 
weather depends very largely upon this factor. Fine-grained soils 
resist both evaporation and subdrainage, but they also resist water- 
absorption by plants, while coarser ones give up their water more 
readily! so that in a region frequently visited by drought the upland 
vegetation is, in general, most highly developed on the heavier soils. 

As to the internal conditions that influence the rate of water-supply 
to the transpiring parts of the plant, there appears to be, for any 
plant at any time, a maximum rate at which water can enter the roots 
and pass through the vessels. This rate seems to depend upon the 
extent of the root-system and upon the condition of the absorbing 
portions of the roots as well‘as upon that of the conducting tissues in 
general. It is probably never for very long periods that this maximum 
rate is attained in moist weather; most plants at such times do not 
appear to transpire at a rate that exceeds their maximum rate of ab- 
sorption and conduction. Evidence has been obtained in the arid 
regions, however, and this probably holds also for dry periods in 
humid areas, that this maximum rate may frequently be reached when 
the rate of oe is ereniely increased through high evaporating 
power of the air.” 

In such cases growth ceases even with an ample supply of soil- 
moisture and the plant remains quiescent, without other sign of in- 
jury, till a lower evaporation-rate allows absorption and transmission 
again to surpass the rate of water-loss. Thus, in the spring dry season 
at Tucson, Arizona, morning-glory plants attained a few leaves and 
then rested without growth until the higher humidity of the summer 
season arrived, although the soil in which they were rooted was 
kept continuously at or somewhat above its optimum water-content 
by irrigation. When the evaporation-rate had fallen markedly, with 
the coming of the cloudy and more humid summer rainy season, these 
plants resumed their growth in the usual manner.’ 

The ability of a plant to absorb and conduct water is, of course, 
an internal condition, which depends upon many things. Naturally, 
the more extensive is the absorbing surface of the roots the more 

1 Of several soils with approximately the same chemical composition, but differing in the size 
of their particles, that with the finest particles gives ordinarily the most luxurious vegetation. 
The physical and physiological reasons for these phenomena have apparently not been taken up 
in detail. In this connection see Livingston, B. E., and G. H. Jensen, An experiment on the 
relation of soil physics to plant growth, Bot. Gaz., 38: 67-71, 1904. On the capillary move- 
ment of water in natural soils, see: Pulling H. E., The rate of water movement in aerated 
soils, Soil Science, 4: 239-268, 1917. 

2 Livingston and Brown (1912): Brown, W. H., The relation of evaporation to the water- 
content of the soil at the time of wilting, Plant World, 15: 121-134, 1912.—Briggs, L. J., and H. L. 
Shantz, The wilting coefficient for different plants and its indirect determination, U.S. Dept. 
Agric., Bur. Plant Ind. Bull. 230, 1912. Other citations of this work are given in the two fol- 
lowing papers: Caldwell, J. 8., The relation of environmental conditions to the phenomenon 
of permanent wilting in plants, Physiol. Res., 1: 1-56. 1913.—Shive, J. W., and B. E. Livingston, 
The relation of atmospheric evaporating power to soil-moisture content at permanent wilting in 
plants, Plant World, 17: 81-121, 1914. 

3 Livingston, 1907. a 
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rapidly may moisture enter, providing, of course, that the maximum 
rate of supply of soil-moisture to this surface is not surpassed. Also, 
the rate of absorption must be markedly affected by the condition 
of the absorbing membranes and the cells adjacent to them. If these 
tissues are pathologically modified, as by the presence of poisons, 
even a large extent of root surface may fail to allow as much water 
entrance as might occur through a smaller root-system in a healthy 
condition.! 

The condition of the vessels in the stem, etc., whether well or poorly 
developed, whether the lumina are large or small, and whether cross- 
walls are frequent or not, is an important factor in determining the 
maximum rate of water conduction with a given pressure gradient. 
It will be remembered in this connection that the primary deleterious 
effect of certain fungus growths within the vessels is due to a simple 
stopping of these passages. In such cases the plant might suffer from 
lack of water, although its roots possessed an adequate power of ab- 
sorption and were in a soil of adequate water-supplying power. 

Of course, the causes of the internal conditions above mentioned 
are to be sought in previously effective external and internal condi- 
tions, as the effects of which any present status of affairs must be 
considered; but this phase of environmental influence lies far beyond 
the matters with which we are here concerned. 

3. RELATIONS BETWEEN WATER-REQUIREMENT AND WATER-SUPPLY. 

From the above consideration of the water-requirement and water- . 
supply of plants it is clear that growth and other activities are not 
dependent upon either of these factors alone, but depend upon the 
relation that holds between them. It is this relation which gives 
the clue to all physiological and ecological problems concerning mois- 
ture. So long as water moves into any tissue as rapidly as it is re- 
moved, that tissue may maintain itself in a quiescent state; so long as 
the possible rate of influx surpasses the actual rate of loss, the tissue 
may increase in size and carry on any processes requiring the fixation 
or destruction of water; and whenever the supply falls below the de- 
mand (7. e., whenever the demand exceeds the supply), growth and 
many other activities must cease. If the latter condition continues 
long, partial or total death must follow, or at least the more or less 
complete entrance of the organism into a state of dormancy. The 
effect upon the plant is the same, whether the physiological lack of 
water be brought about through an increase in the demand, through 
a decrease in the supply, or through both of these acting together. 

1 Livingston, B. E., Note on the relation between the growth of roots and of tops in wheat, 

Bot. Gaz., 41: 139-143, 1906.—Livingston, B. E., J. C. Britton, and F. E. Reid, Studies on the 
properties of an unproductive soil, U. S. Dept. Agric., Bur. Soils Bull. 28, 1905.—Livingston, 
B. E., Further studies on the properties of unproductive soils, U. S. Dept. Agric., Bur. Soils 
Bull. 36, 1907. 
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Higher evaporation-rate or increased solar intensity may raise the 
rate of transpiration in any plant until it surpasses the possible rate 
of supply to the transpiring parts. On the other hand, the drying- 
out of the soil or a pathological condition of the absorbing or conduct- 
ing system of the plant may reduce the rate of entrance or transmis- 
sion of moisture until the transpiring tissues suffer from dryness. 
The effect of this physiological drought, however caused, is a gradual 
loss of water and hence of turgor, which results finally in plasmolysis 
and wilting. Under such conditions tissue enlargement must cease 
before plasmolysis is accomplished, and can not begin again until a 
certain amount of turgidity has been regained. 

As long as the ratio between the rate of possible water-supply and 
the rate of water-demand in any tissue or organ is greater than unity, 
growth may occur. When this water ratio falls to unity growth must 
soon cease, though the organ may retain its form and vitality. When 
the water ratio becomes less than unity, incipient drying occurs and 
plasmolysis must soon follow if the ratio continues less than unity. 
Whether plasmolysis and wilting result in the death of the tissue in- 
volved depends upon the extent to which the ratio falls below unity 
and upon the length of the period during which this condition obtains.! 
Of course, it must be remembered that the matter here brought forward 
is very much complicated by the free interchange of water by various 
parts of the plant itself; the wilting of a certain tissue may not denote 
anything out of the ordinary in the plant as a whole, for the normal 
process of development often ,includes many reversals in growth. 
Thus, a tuber grows for a long time and then loses its water and other 
contents, while the entire plant of which such tuber is a part may be 
said to be continually advancing through its development phases. 

With the continuation of a drought period most plants die only by 
degrees; the lower and older leaves are apt to succumb first, and it is 
only after a somewhat protracted dry period that total death of an 
individual occurs. Even in such cases the existence of seeds usually 
carries the vital substance forward to the next favorable season. 
The withering and falling away of a few of the older leaves often acts 
as an automatic removal of the drought conditions, for such a decrease 
in the transpiring surface may so diminish the transpiration-rate as 
to prevent further wilting. The same result is frequently brought 
about by a temporary lowering of the evaporating power of the air or 
of the light intensity. The tendency to wilt, which is manifest in 
most plants on dry, sunny afternoons, though no actual wilting may 
occur, is regularly checked by the coming on of night with its conse- 
quent lowering of the evaporation-rate, and also, sometimes at least, 
through closure of the stomata. The water ratio of transpiring organs 

1 Livingston, B. E., Incipient drying in plants, Science, n.s., 35: 394-395, 1912.—Caldwell 
13. 
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thus falls during bright days and rises again at night. In the arid 
regions it appears that this night period of recovery is of very great 
importance. Many plants that are normally very resistant to 
drought conditions as they occur would probably succumb com- 
pletely on the second day if the night period of recovery of the water 
ratio were omitted. A shower of rain affects both terms of the water 
ratio; it increases soil-moisture and decreases evaporation, while 
incipient drying or partial plasmolysis may sometimes be almost 
immediately corrected through actual absorption of moisture through 
leaf surfaces wetted by rain. 

In the majority of ordinary plants the water of transpiration passes 
with comparative directness from the absorbing surfaces of the root- 
system to the transpiring surfaces of the foliage. Stored water is 
here of little general importance. Outside of the arid regions such 
plants appear to absorb and transmit moisture from a moist or wet 
soil with sufficiently great rapidity to prevent any serious wilting, 
even with the highest transpiration-rates; that is, the maximum 
possible rate of absorption is seldom inadequate. But, with a soil 
that is becoming dry, there comes a time when the actual rate of ab- 
sorption fails to keep the water ratio above unity, and in such cases 
wilting soon occurs. If a plant wilts for this cause it may be made to 
revive by mere addition of water to the soil about its roots. How- 
ever, if the maximum possible rate of conduction is at fault (which 
depends, as has been seen, upon the structure and condition of the 
roots, vessels, etc.), such treatment will fail to produce a complete 
return to the usual condition. (Caldwell 1913.) 

Before the problem of the quantitative aspects of wilting and of 
general plant behavior with regard to moisture may be seriously ap- 
proached, the study of soil physics and of water absorption, conduc- 
tion, and transpiration, must furnish us with means of determining 
with fair accuracy the terms of the water ratio. The study of soil 
transmission and plant absorption have been strangely neglected by 
students of plant physiology. That of transpiration and the condi- 
tions controlling it has progressed somewhat further, but much remains 
to be determined. No field of plant physiology promises greater 
conquests than this one of the water-relations, either from the stand- 
point of pure science or from that of a rational plant-culture. (Living- 
ston and Hawkins 1915; Pulling and Livingston 1915, also Pulling 1917. 
When a plant wilts from lack of soil-moisture it is well known that 

the soil about its roots is not dry, but always contains a considerable 
amount of water. This residual water, left after the roots have ceased 
to absorb, has been called ‘‘non-available.’’ Under a given set of con- 
ditions this moisture-content appears to be constant for any plant and 
for any soil, but the conditions upon which the magnitude of the resid- 
ual soil-moisture content depend are much more complex than has 
usually been thought (Shive and Livingston 1914). 
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As the soil adjoining the absorbing membranes becomes drier, the 
surface tension of the capillary films about its particles increases until 
it finally equals or surpasses the imbibition attraction for moisture 
exerted by the exposed walls of the absorbing-cells. These capillary 
phenomena are the main factor in the attraction of the soil for water, 
and it is this capillary force against which the forces that produce 
water-entrance into plant roots must operate. It therefore appears 
that, at the time when absorption ceases, we may expect to find the 
vapor-tension of the exposed root-membranes just balanced by that 
of the soil solution. 

The amount of water remaining in different soils, with different 
plants, has been determined by various workers, and it has been 
taken to vary with the nature of the plant and with that of the soil. 
It is lower in sandy soils than in heavier ones, depending thus upon 
the specific attraction of the soil for water, a variable which depends 
largely upon the size of the soil particles. Non-available soil-moisture 
has often been treated briefly and summarily in texts and monographs 
as a soil constant. This it assuredly is not,’ for with a given plant 
and a given soil, this factor may be made to vary within wide limits, 
according to the status of the other conditions. It depends, indeed, 
for any soil and any plant, upon the transpiration-rate for the period 
during which wilting occurs. The higher the rate of water-loss from 
a plant the more water will there be in the soil about its roots when 
permanent wilting occurs. Plants in a moist room remove more 
water from the soil in which they are potted before permanent wilting 
occurs ‘than do other similar ones in a dry room or in the open. This 
state of affairs might have been inferred from the principles already 
brought out, that the drier the soil becomes the less rapidly will it 
conduct moisture to the roots of a plant, and that when the transpira- 
tion-rate surpasses that of intake, there must be a tendency toward 
wilting. The residual moisture content of a soil, with reference to a 
certain plant when wilting occurs, is simply the amount of water which 
that soil contains when the rate of water absorption and conduction 
to the foliage have been, for an adequate period, less than the rate 
of loss from the leaves. The length of the period of lag which elapses 
between the time when the rate of foliar water-supply first falls below 
that of transpiration and the time when permanent wilting ensues 

1The best general treatise on soils and their relation to plants is, so far as we are aware, 
Mitscherlich, E. A., Bodenkunde fiir Land und Fortswirte, Berlin, 1913. The work ean not be 

too highly commended as, in general, a logically and physically sound treatise on this, one of the 

most difficult of biological subjects. On the general phenomena of capillarity and the complex 
principles upon which these depend the reader may be referred to Freundlich, H. Kapillarchemie, 
Leipzig, 1909. 

2 Livingston, B. E., Present problems of soil physics as related to plant activities, Amer. 
Nat., 46: 294-301, 1912.—Briggs and Shantz 1912, Brown 1912, Caldwell 1913.—Shive and 
Livingston 1914. 
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must be a function of the internal water-conditions of the plant-body 
and of the difference between the rate of supply to the roots and the 
rate of transpiration. It will be seen at once that a statement of the 
residual water-content for any soil and plant is meaningless without 
a statement of the transpiration-rate at the time the determination 
was made, or, at least, the statement of some measure of the condi 
tions that determine transpiration. It is apparently quite possible 
to define these conditions with some precision by means of measure- 
ments of the evaporating power of the air. 

Aside from actual dryness of the soil, another condition produces 
the same effect upon the plant. This is included in what has been 
termed by Schimper physiological dryness. This condition exists where 
a plant apparently suffers from drought and yet is rooted in a 
moist or even wet soil. The optimally moist soil of the experiment 
with morning-glory described on page 119, might be said to be 
physiologically dry for that plant under those conditions of transpira- 
tion. The term more commonly connotes those cases where the 
plant suffers from lack of water, due either to some pathological 
condition of the roots or conducting organs or to a too high physical 
concentration (osmotic pressure) of the soil solution. In either case 
the symptoms are those produced by a dry soil, but the actual amount 
of moisture present in the soil may still be relatively very high, or the 
soil may even be completely saturated. 

The best known cases of adverse osmotic conditions in the soil 
solution are those of the so-called “‘alkali’’ soils, where the salt-con- 
tent is usually high, although the component salts are not highly 
toxic. In such soils ordinary plants suffer from lack of water, ap- 
parently not because water movement into the roots is checked 
through increased external capillary resistance, as in a soil that is 
actually nearly dry, nor because of toxic effects, but merely because 
of the high osmotic pressure of the soil.solution itself, which may result 
in plasmolysis of the superficial root-cells and the consequent derange- 
ment of the absorbing mechanism. Plants that are characterized 
by an unusually high osmotic pressure in their absorbing organs seem 
to succeed in such soils.? 

Those instances of physiological dryness which are produced by 
injury or by a pathological condition of the absorbing or conducting 
system need not here be treated in detail; it needs only to be re- 
marked that any condition leading to an inadequate power of absorp- 
tion or conduction may bring about a correspondingly inadequate 
water-supply and, in general, may result in the same symptoms as 
those produced by soils of low moisture-content or of low power of 
water delivery. 

1 See in this regard Fitting, 1911, and the remarks on this paper by Livingston, 1911. 
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The factor of duration is exceedingly important in the moisture- 

relations of plants. While cessation of enlargement must immediately 

ensue with incipient plasmolysis of a growing tissue, a partially plas- 

molyzed tissue may. retain vitality for a long time and may imme- 

diately recover with the return of an adequate water-supply, provided 

that the process of desiccation has not progréssed too far. Thus, many 

plants complete their growth in seasons and in regions where wilting 

occurs for several hours daily, this being corrected and positive 

growth being accomplished during the cooler or more moist hours of 

the day. For such forms a change in the rhythm of fluctuation of the 

water ratio might prevent maturation or reproduction, although the 

fraction of the total period of growth represented by the total period 

of wilting might remain unchanged. Also, the after-effect of adverse 

conditions being, as it seems, generally more pronounced than that of 

favorable ones, rapid fluctuations between adequate and inadequate 

water ratios frequently result in much less growth than would have 

occurred in a continuous period of favorable conditions, although 

the latter were of no greater duration than the total of all the short 

favorable periods really experienced by the plant in the first case. 

This factor of fluctuation or variation in the environment is especially 

difficult to consider at the present time; it is mentioned here only to 

throw emphasis on an important phase of the duration factor which 
will need careful investigation in the future. 

With regard to the quantitative aspect of the moisture limits which 
plants are able to withstand, very little information is available. 

Since the activities of the plant as a whole are the summation of the 

activities of its various parts, we must regard the primary moisture 

condition that is effective in the control of plant activity as simply 

the water ratio obtaining in the active tissues. But practically 

nothing has so far been done with this dynamic aspect of the water- 

relation. The determinations that are available bear simply upon 

the amount of desiccation which various forms or organs may bear. 

Many of the scattered observations on this point are presented in 
Ewart’s translation of Pfeffer’s Plant Physiology under the heading 
“Desiccation.’’ To obtain further information bearing upon the 
point in which we are at present interested, the whole viewpoint needs 
to be somewhat different from that heretofore employed. The 
moisture-contents will need to be uniformly calculated to comparable 
terms, such as to the basis of dry weight or natural volume, and the 
different regions of the bodies of higher plants will have to be separately 

considered. 
In connection with the foregoing discussion of the relation between 

the rates of entrance of water into the plant and those of its exit, 

Woodward’s' conception of the water requirement of plants should 

YWoodward, J., Some thoughts and experiments concerning vegetation, Phil. Trans. Roy. 

Soc. London, 21: 193-227, 1699. 

eS eee 
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receive some attention. The water requirement, in this special sense, 
denotes the ratio of the total water-loss by transpiration to the yield 
of plant material for any given period of time, usually for the entire 
growing-season. This conception has recently received renewed 
attention and very thorough study at the hands of Briggs and Shantz,! 
who have employed it as a physiological criterion by which to compare 
the relative drought resistance of agricultural plants. 

If several different plant-forms be grown under the same set of 
climatic conditions, it is found that the different forms differ in their 
water requirements; the amount of water required to produce unit 
weight of crop is greater in one case than in another. In such a case 
the plant with the lower water requirement is the one giving the 
larger crop with the smaller amount of water, and it is obvious that 
this criterion must be very valuable in the study of agricultural con- 
ditions in arid and semiarid regions. It is also clear that such com- 
parisons between plant-forms are always made with reference to some 
given set of climatic conditions; if one form has a lower water re- 
quirement than another for one climate it does not follow that the 
same relation must hold for the same two forms in another climate. 
Thus, relative water requirements need always to be stated with 
reference to a particular environmental complex, which must be de- 
fined as precisely as is possible. Of course the water requirement of 
a given plant-form may also be employed as a criterion by which dif- 
ferent sets of environmental conditions may be compared, the physio- 
logical properties of this plant-form being the standard of measure- 
ment in such a case. This whole matter promises much for both 
agricultural science and the ecology of uncultivated plants, and it 
may be predicted that water requirement will assume greater impor- 
tance in discussions of plant water-relations, as this field becomes 
more thoroughly investigated. 

The foregoing general and incomplete treatment of the subject of 
the influence of water conditions upon plants may suffice for the 
present. It is to be hoped that the future may furnish well-collected 
and well-related data on these questions and that some of the experi- 
mentation to be carried out in the future may be more adequate to 
the purposes of ecology and agriculture than is much of the hap- 
hazard experimentation so far predominating in the literature. 

1 Briggs, L. J., and H. L. Shantz, The water requirement of plants, II, A review of the 
literature, U. S. Dept. Agric., Bur. Plant Ind. Bull. 285, 1913. This is a very complete and 
valuable annotated bibliography of the subject and includes discussion of and references to the 
writers’ own work. In this connection see also Shive, J. W., A study of physiological balance 
in nutrient media, Physiol. Res., 1: 327-397, 1915. P. 379. 
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Ill. TEMPERATURE. 

1. TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENT WITHIN THE PLANT. 

One of the fundamental conditions that have to be fulfilled in order 
that life processes may go forward is that the body of the organism 
must possess a temperature lying between certain limits; the tem- 
perature of the living cells must be neither too high nor too low. 
If the temperature rises beyond the maximum temperature limit for 
life, or if it falls below the corresponding minimum, death must 
follow. 

In this consideration, which is one of the most clearly established 
principles of physiological science, it is to be borne in mind that the 
numerous processes, or material and energy transformations, that 
make up life are partly chemical in their nature and partly physical. 
All processes that result in an alteration in the kind of matter within 
the plant are chemical. Here belong photosynthesis in green plants, 
all the various kinds of chemosynthesis, and all processes of oxidation 
and reduction, of hydration and dehydration in the chemical sense, 
of polymerization and hydrolysis, etc. On the other hand, all proc- 
esses that result merely in a change of state of the matter within the 
plant-body are physical. These latter do not usually receive so 
much attention at the hands of physiologists as do the others, and 
they are probably not as well known, but they are certainly no less 
important. As examples of such physical changes may be men- 
tioned such processes as coagulation or precipitation of substances 
out of solution or suspension, the various possible alterations in the 
viscosity of liquids, and even the transformations that may occur 
between the solid, liquid, and gaseous states of matter. It is fre- 
quently true of physiological phenomena that the chemical and 
physical processes are so closely related that it is impossible to relegate 
a material change to either category alone. In this connection it 
may be recalled how modern researches along the border-line between 
physics and chemistry are tending more and more to erase this line 
and to prove it to be quite an arbitrary demarcation. 

All of the innumerable processes, physical and chemical, that occur 
in the living plant must be thought of as having their temperature 
limits, just as has the grand summation of these processes. In so 
far as physiological studies have gone in this connection, it appears 
that each component process possesses temperature limits more or 
less different from those of others, and also different from those of the 
grand summation. Thus, with falling temperature growth in size is 
checked when a certain minimum temperature is reached, at lower 
minima, cell-division and photosynthesis are also checked, and at a 
still lower minimum respiration ceases and death ensues. It follows 
from this that general plant activity can not proceed at any tempera- 
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ture that might prevent the occurrence of any of the simpler physical 
and chemical changes essential tothe make-up of this general activity. 

According to the kinetic theory of matter an alteration in the tem- 
perature of any body is to be considered as a change in the rate of 
motion of its component particles and, consequently, as a gain or loss 
of kinetic energy by the latter. The degree to which this energy of 
motion is possessed by the molecules, etc., of a mixture—that is, its 
temperature—is to be regarded as the proximate condition determin- 
ing the nature of the transformations that occur therein. Therefore 
every temperature change must be regarded as affecting a more or 
less marked alteration in the velocity of each of the many physical 
and chemical processes that make up the life activity of a plant. 

It is possible, therefore, to proceed a step farther than we have 
gone in our generalization above. Not only is it true that the prime 
essential temperature condition for general vitality is that a tempera- 
ture must obtain under which all the necessary component processes 
may occur, but the temperature must be such that these component 
processes may go on with adequate velocities. They must not proceed 
with too high nor with too low rates; otherwise death must occur. 
Thus photosynthesis, for example, might occur in a plant at a certain 
temperature, but the rapidity of the formation of carbohydrates might 
at the same time not be great enough to make up for the loss entailed 
by respiration, growth, etc., at that temperature. 

As has been mentioned in another place, however, it is quite possible 
for an organism to survive a brief period of exposure to a condition to 
which it would succumb with a more prolonged exposure. It is clear, 
then, that the temperature limits usually given for plants are not 
definite and quantitative measures of the limiting conditions for vital 
activity unless they are taken in connection With the length of time 
during which the organism is subjected to these temperatures. The 
question of the duration of temperature conditions in connection with 
the establishment of physiological limits has received attention from 
Blackman,’ from Miss Matthaei,? and from Lehenbauer,’ and is 
worthy of still further study. 

From the foregoing paragraph we may formulate the following 
statement of a general and fundamental principle regarding the rela- 
tion between temperature and vital activity. The temperature of 
the living plant-body must not remain for more than a maximum time 
period at any temperature which, if longer continued, would cause 
any essential physical or chemical process of the general life activity 
to surpass the minimum or maximum limit of its velocity. 

1 Blackman, (1905)—Idem, The metabolism of the plant considered as a catalytic reaction, 
Science, n.s., 28: 628-636, 1908. 

2 Matthaei, Gabrielle L. C., Experimental researches on vegetable assimilation and respiration. 
III. On the effect of temperature on carbon dioxide assimilation Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, 
B. 197: 47-105, 1904. 

3’Lehenbauer, P. A., Growth of maize seedlings in relation to temperature, Physiol. Res., 1: 

247-288, 1914. 
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The temperature limits for vigorous activity, as these are usually 
given, are very different for different plants. The lowest minima are 
somewhat below 0° C., while the highest maxima are above 60° C. 
For the retention of life in dormant phases the range is, of course, much 
greater than for vigorous activity. Dry seeds can endure, for long 
periods, temperatures far below the freezing-point of water and far 
above the boiling-point. It needs to be emphasized that the water- 
content of a tissue is highly important in determining what may be its 
mininum and maximum temperature and the duration of such 
temperatures that it may survive. 

2. RELATION OF TEMPERATURE WITHIN THE PLANT TO CONDITIONS OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT. 

Material changes, whether physical or chemical, generally result 
in the warming or cooling of the medium; some heat is generally 
produced or else disappears with each material alteration. Wher- 
ever material processes are going forward in the plant, heat must 
be continuously supplied, or else it must be as continuously removed; 
otherwise the temperature of the body must fall or rise and a cor- 
responding alteration in the processes themselves must ensue. 

In the case of a living plant the many physical and chemical processes 
of its life must, of course, influence one another, in velocity and direc- 
tion in various ways, among which the mutual effect of heat absorp- 
tion and liberation must be important. Thus the heat set free by 
respiration may be of primary importance in maintaining a possible 
temperature for cell growth, and the absorption of heat by transpira- 
tion is probably often the prime condition that prevents a too great 
rise in tissue temperature. 

If there were no outward or inward passage of heat through the 
periphery of the plant, it is obvious that life could be possible only 
so long as this complicated interplay of the heat effects of the various 
physiological processes were automatically so limited that no essential 
process might be too greatly altered by temperature change. But, 
just as the moisture conditions of the plant-body are usually much 
more influenced by water changes between it and its surroundings than 
by the generally insignificant destruction and formation of water 
within the tissues, so also the internal temperature conditions usually 
depend mainly upon heat exchanges with the exterior, and the internal 
absorption and liberation of heat which has just been considered are 
of prime importance only in relatively few cases, if they ever are at 
all in nature. 

The temperature of the plant tends closely to follow that of its 
environment; roots can seldom possess a temperature markedly dif- 
ferent from that of the surrounding soil, and stems and leaves are 
never very much warmer or cooler than the air that bathes them. If 
the vital processes result, at any time, in the liberation of heat, a 
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marked rise in temperature is prevented by outward conduction and 
radiation, and the body-temperature remains automatically at about 
the same point as that of the material surroundings. On the other 
hand, if the summed result of physiological changes be a disappearance 
of heat within the cells, then any considerable fall in tissue-temperature 
is automatically adjusted at an incipient stage by intake of heat from 
without. The only exceptions to this rule that are worthy of mention 
here are the cooling effect of transpiration, whereby the temperature of 
foliage is sometimes as much as a few centigrade degrees below that 
of the air, and the heating effect of sunshine, whereby leaves are some- 
times a few degrees warmer than their surroundings. 

From thermodynamics we may be sure that the outward and inward 
conduction of heat are automatically self-controlling, heat not being 
conducted from a cooler to a warmer body. Thus an atmosphere at 
a given temperature will never, by heat conduction, render a plant 
either warmer or cooler than the air itself. But it is possible for 
a plant, or other body, to receive heat by radiation from an imme- 
diate environment the temperature of which is much lower than its 
own. Conversely, for a time at least, it may radiate heat into an 
immediate environment having a higher temperature. The first case 
is very important in many instances, as in the absorption of sunlight 
by green leaves, which will be considered under the topic “Light.” 
The second is of much less frequent occurrence, but may sometimes 
be important in the cooling of leaves on clear nights when radiation 
is rapid. 

As in the case of the entrance and exit of water, the nature and 
condition of the plant surfaces exert a considerable influence upon the 
possible rate of entrance or exit of heat, either by radiation or conduc- 
tion. The effect of a more or less thorough insulation of the plant- 
body would, of course, be the introduction of a correspondingly pro- 
nounced lag in the temperature changes of the plant, as far as these 
are due to radiation or to conduction to or from the exterior. Thus, 
after a temperature change in the surroundings, some time may elapse 
before uniform temperatures within and without again prevail. In 
the case of roots this feature is probably of but little importance, 
although the results of secondary growth often produce on old organs 
of this sort a layer of cork and other modified cells of sufficient thick- 
ness, so that a considerable retardation of heat conduction no doubt 
ensues. Heat radiation appears to be of little or no importance in 
subterranean organs. 

The aerial portions of the plant exhibit more considerable effects of 
the retardation of heat transmission. This is especially notable in 
many buds, in the stems of the larger plants, such as trees, and in 
densely hairy leaves. The bark of the cork oak is familiar to every- 
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one as a substance with a low power of heat conduction, and the hairy 
buds and younger leaves of such forms as mullein (Verbascwm thapsus) 
are known to assume the temperature of their surroundings, after a 
rapid temperature change in the latter, with a distinctly sensible lag. 
One of the main internal conditions affecting the rate of outward and 
inward heat conduction is that of moisture-content, which, as we have 
seen, is also of great importance in the determination of the rates of 
intake and outgo of water. 

The rate of absorption or elimination of radiant heat is affected 
also by the nature of the plant periphery; rough surfaces radiate and 
absorb a greater proportion of energy rays than do smooth ones; 
plaited and folded surfaces radiate and absorb much less than plain 
ones of equal area; the color of the tissue is highly important in this 
connection, and the exposure of the surfaces considered, with reference 
to the earth’s surface and to the sky, is also of primary importance. 
Most of the heat radiation and absorption by plants occurs in the 
direction toward and from the sky, and by far the greater portion of 
the radiant energy absorbed is from direct sunshine. This latter 
feature has been emphasized in our discussion of transpiration and will 
be touched upon again in connection with the treatment of light. 
Of course, it is to be remembered that the effect of heat radiation in 
producing a body-temperature higher or lower than that of the sur- 
roundings is soon limited by the increased rates of both radiation and 
conduction in the opposite direction, so that very great differences 
between outside and inside temperature are not to be expected. The 
heating effect of direct sunshine upon green, transpiring leaves is 
limited, not only by outward conduction and radiation, but also by 
the cooling effect of transpiration. Even in intense sunshine the 
temperature of turgid, rapidly transpiring leaves is frequently or 
usually below that of the surrounding air.’ 

The main generalization in connection with the temperature rela- 
tion is simply that the temperature of the plant is never very different 
from that of its immediate surroundings. The important effect of 
the different rates of heat exchange between plant and environment 
is practically confined to the determination of the temperatures of 
leaves and other similarly exposed parts when under the direct rays 
of the sun, and to the production of a more or less pronounced lag 
in the tissue temperature changes brought about by great and rapid 
alteration in the environmental temperature. 

1 Shreve, 1914. 
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3. THE DURATION ASPECT OF THE TEMPERATURE RELATION. 

The velocities of the many physical and chemical changes that 
compose vital activity as a whole, depend, as has been seen, upon the 
temperature. It follows that the outcome of each separate process, 
and that of the entire complex, is largely determined by the degree of 
temperature and by the length of the time period during which any 
temperature has obtained. The accomplishment of the entire plant, 
as measured by the amount of its growth, for example, might be the 
summation of the various accomplishments of the component processes 
during the given time period, which latter are simply the integrations 
of the various process velocities with respect to time. Since we are 
very far from being able satisfactorily to separate the component 
processes that go to make up the activity of any plant, it is necessary 
here only to call attention to the above proposition as representing a 
general principle the details of which must occupy many minds in 
the future. For the present the physiological ecologist can do nothing 
but consider the varying velocities of certain broad, complex processes 
such as growth, crop production, and the like. But our generaliza- 
tion is of use at least in this, that it enables us to lay out the field 
for future study, with a probability of satisfactory results that might 
otherwise be absent. 
We have seen that physical and chemical processes are intimately 

commingled in the intricate complex which we call life. To this con- 
ception may be appended the additional one that many of the physical 
properties, probably all of them in the final reckoning, depend upon 
chemical changes which have previously occurred. It is quite im- 
possible for a physical change to occur in the substance of a plant 
unless the various materials involved be present, and these may be 
assumed, in general, to have resulted from chemical changes. Since 
we know already that chemical action is exceedingly important in most 
plant phenomena, the last statement allows us tentatively to state 
that this action may probably be found to have the controlling in- 
fluence in general life activities! If this be true, the general activi- 
ties of the plant should follow more or less accurately the principles of 
chemical action. The relation of chemical processes to temperature 
have been much worked upon and the law of Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius 
has been developed in this connection. It states that for each rise 
in temperature over a range amounting to 10 centigrade degrees, there 
is a doubling or tripling of the reaction velocity. Often the coefficient 
is 2 or a little more or less (PH; =P+Hs, 1.2; C;H30, . C.H;-+-NaOH, 

1.89)?. Usually it is between 2 and 3 (C,H,ONH,Ag, 2.12; C,H;C10». 

1The whole matter here brought forward has been given somewhat more thorough considera- 

tion than is needed here, in the following paper: Livingston, B. E., and G. J. Livingston, Tem- 
perature Coefficients in Plant Geography and Climatology, Bot. Gaz., 56: 349-375, 1913. 
2Van’t Hoff, J. H., Lectures on theoretical and physical chemistry, translated by R. A. 

Lehfeldt. London, no date (author’s preface date 1898), part 1, p. 228. 
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Ag, 2.55), sometimes it is over 3 (NaOC,H;+CHsI, 3.34)”, and it 
may be still higher. 

Since the temperature of the plant follows so closely that of the 
surroundings, it will be safe to consider these two temperatures as 
identical for our present purpose. Of course, we shall expect to find 
that the principle of Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius may be applied to plant 
phenomena only between certain limits of temperature. It is perfectly 
clear that the generalization can hold only so long as all or nearly all 
of the component or partial processes are progressing according to this 
principle. In purely chemical processes there are always a minimum 
and a maximum, beyond which this principle of Van’t Hoff and 
Arrhenius no longer expresses the relation of temperature to velocity. 

A somewhat extensive literature already exists regarding the applica- 
tion of this principle to physiological phenomena. We may mention 
the main results with plants. Clausen! determined the velocity of 
carbon-dioxide excretion from seedlings and buds at different tempera- 
tures. He found that the rate somewhat more than doubled for each 
temperature rise of 10° C., to an upper limit about 40° C. Miss 
Matthaei? studied the effect of temperature on the evolution of the 
same gas from leaves in darkness, and also on its fixation by leaves in 
light, showing that the Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius principle holds here in a 
very satisfactory manner. Blackman’ has presented a very good state- 
ment of this entire problem, especially in regard to plants, and his con- 
cluding sentences are worthy of quotation here. He writes: 

“To me it seems impossible to avoid regarding the fundamental processes of anabolism, 
katabolism, and growth as slow chemical reactions catalytically accelerated by protoplasm 
and inevitably accelerated by temperature. This soon follows if we once admit that the 
atoms and molecules concerned possess the same essential properties during their brief 
sojourn in the living nexus as they do before and after.” 

On the whole, it seems allowable to conclude that the majority of 
the elementary chemical processes of living things proceed according to 

the general principle of Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius, and that such 

processes exhibit temperature coefficients, within the ordinary limits 
of environmental temperature of from 2.0 to 2.5. When, however, 
these elementary or component processes are combined into such a 

complex resultant as growth, it does not necessarily follow that the 
temperature coefficient of the complex process must be the same as 
that of its components. Russell‘ states that ‘the effect of temperature 

on the rate of growth of a plant is in no wise like its effect in accelerat- 

ing chemical change,” citing Bialoblocki® to support this view. 
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1 Clausen, H., Beitrie zur Kenntnis der Athmung der Gewiichse und des pflanzlichen Stoff- 

wechsels, Landw. Jahrb., 19: 893-930, 1890. 
2 Matthaei, 1904. 
3 Blackman, 1908. 
4 Russell, E. J., Soil conditions and plant growth, London, 1917. 

5 Bialoblocki, J., Ueber den Einfluss der Bodenwiirme auf die Entwicklung einiger Cultur- 

pflanzen, Landw. Versuchsstat., 13: 424-472, 1870. 
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The last-named author studied the influence of temperature upon the 
rate of growth of barley, and his results seem to show (see Russell’s 
graph, page 21) that the temperature coefficient here varies markedly 
with the temperature itself. Since later workers have failed to record 
the same conclusion, it seems that Russell may perhaps give to 
Bialoblocki’s results too conclusive a weight. It is clear that in some 
cases, at least, the operation of the law of the minimum! may interfere 
in such experimentation, thus precluding the full acceleration affect 
of a given rise in temperature. As Livingston and Livingston (1913) 
have pointed out, ‘it seems highly probable that complex vital 
processes such as growth may frequently fail, under natural condi- 
tions, to exhibit the chemical temperature coefficient. In some of 
these cases proper alterations in other environmental factors might 
disclose the otherwise masked coefficient, in other cases the limita- 
tions might be internal, as in the nature of the protoplasmic mixture, 
and the obscuring of the coefficient might persist in spite of any 
attempt at external adjustment.” 

In favor of the supposition that growth-rates of plants do show a 
temperature coefficient of 2.0 or above, may be mentioned the experi- 
mental studies of Price,” who determined the temperature coefficients 
for the opening of flower-buds on cut twigs of the plum, peach, apple, 
and other fruits. The time period required for resting buds to pro- 
duce flowers was shown to be reduced about one-half for each rise in 
temperature of 10° C. Lehenbauer’s® extensive study of the relation 
of growth rate, in shoots of maize seedlings, to maintained tempera- 
ture shows much more clearly than had ever been done before how 
important the duration factor is in determining the effect of tempera- 
ture on growth. As regards the temperature coefficient, he found that 
this has a value of from 2.40 to 1.88 for a range of temperature from 
20° to 32° C., the seedlings being exposed to the given temperature 
for 12 hours. For temperatures below 20° the coefficient has higher 
values (for the decade from 12° to 22° its value is 6.56) and for tem- 
peratures above 32° the coefficient is much lower (for the decade from 
33° to 43° it is 0.06). 

Our present knowledge of this whole matter leads to the idea, as 
Livingston and Livingston have stated, ‘‘that there are many cases 
in which growth-rates and other complex processes in plants and 
animals exhibit temperature coefficients of about 2.0, and that in 
other cases this same coefficient is probably operative but is obscured 
by the limiting effect of some other environmental condition.” These 
authors also point out that temperature coefficients of other orders of 
magnitude than that given may be expected, both for elementary and 

1Blackman, F. F. (1908), Idem, (1905).—Mitscherlich, E. A., Das Gesetz des Minimums und 
das Gesetz des abnehmenden Bodenertrages, Landw. Jahrb. 38: 537-552, 1909.—Idem, Ueber das 
Gesetz des Minimums und die sich aus diesem ergebenden Schlussfolgerungen, Landw. Versuchs- 
stat, 75: 231-263, 1911. 

2 Price, H. L., The application of meteorological data in the study of physiological constants. 
Ann. Rept. Virginia Agric. Exp. Sta., 1909-10: 206-212, 1911. 

3 Lehenbauer, 1914. 
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for complex life processes. The processes upon which growth imme- 
diately depends are wholly or mainly physical, as has been stated above, 
and these in turn depend upon chemical phenomena. Thus, the 
formation. of cell walls is surely a physical process (precipitation, 
coagulation, etc.), but it is conditioned by such chemical processes 
as the formation of cellulose from water-soluble carbohydrates. Under 
‘such conditions it is reasonable to expect such physical processes to 
exhibit chemical temperature coefficients, this being, again, an in- 
stance of the operation of the law of the minimum. The true physical 
temperature coefficient of cell-wall formation may never be evidenced, 
since the rate of chemical formation of wall constituents at the 
periphery of the protoplasmic mass may never be sufficient to allow 
their solidification at the maximum rate for any given temperature. 
Nevertheless, some physical phenomena that have to do with vital 
processes show, independently of chemical phenomena, temperature 
coefficients that rather closely approach a value of 2.0. The authors 
last mentioned call attention to the fact that such is the case with the 
vapor-tension of water between 4° and 34° C. 

It appears that we have here a general principle that seems to hold 
with rather satisfactory approximation for a number of different 
physiological processes in different organisms, for a considerable range 
of temperatures such as is frequently met with in nature. This 
problem of the temperature coefficient for physiological processes is 
by far the most important temperature question now awaiting in- 
vestigation. Its solution for a large number of plant-forms and for 
a large number of developmental phases should do much for climatic 
plant geography and for agriculture.! We shall return to this matter 
in another place. 

Aside from the simple matter of amount and duration of the tem- 
perature of the environment, it is rather widely held that alterations 
in temperature, if these are of great magnitude and if they occur 
rapidly and frequently, are in themselves a potent cause for a change, 

‘often a retardation, in the rate of plant growth. Frequent changes 
_ of temperature seem, per se, to act as a stimulus upon some plants and to 
bring about a different form of development from that which might 
occur under more stationary conditions of temperature. 

Nevertheless, Price (1911) has tested this last proposition in the 
case of the flower-buds of peach and plum and finds that ‘‘a sudden 
drop of temperature to some point below 50° F. results in the cessation 
of all development, but that normal development is resumed immedi- 
ately when favorable temperature conditions are restored, t.e., that the 
retardation of development by cold is altogether temporary and directly 
proportional to the time during which the low temperature prevails.” 
It is obvious that this matter is in need of a throughgoing investigation. 

1Certain general aspects of the temperature relations of organisms are well brought out in 

the following: Fawcett, H. S., The temperature relations of growth in certain parasitic fungi. 
Univ. Calif. Pub. Agric. Sci. 4: 183-232, 1921. 
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IV. LIGHT. 

1. GENERAL NATURE OF LIGHT. 

The relations of water and temperature to plants, which have 
already been considered, involve variations only in intensity, there 
being no qualitative differences involved; the amount of moisture 
and the degree of temperature in the plant-body are all that need to 
be specified in order that these conditions be defined. Light, however, 
may vary not only in amount, that is, in intensity, but also in quality, 
and herein lies a most serious complication. Furthermore, making 
matters still more difficult, it is impossible, excepting on purely arbi- 
trary grounds, to distinguish the radiant energy that we term light 
from radiant heat on the one hand and from the ultra-violet rays on 
the other. It thus appears that the term “light” itself is nothing more 
than an arbitrary term, denoting a range of different sorts of radiant 
energy, the range being characterized by certain wave-lengths. This 
range is extended on either side, beyond the arbitrarily limited region, 
by still other wave-lengths which are not included under the term 
“light.” 

Light is usually understood to mean radiant energy that is capable 
of affecting the human eye, having a range, then, of wave-lengths 
from about 400 to about 750 millionths of a millimeter. Thesun’s 
spectrum, however, extends to wave-lengths of about 293 uu, where 
the opacity of the earth’s atmosphere to these ultra-violet rays brings 
its range to a rather abrupt limit.!. Radiant energy with wave-lengths 
greater than about 750 uu, and extending beyond 2,400 uy (Nutting, 
1912, page 202) are termed heat. 

The study of the characteristics of radiant energy has been facilitated 
in certain aspects, and perhaps retarded in others, by the fact that 
all these various radiations may be mostly transformed, on being 
allowed to fall upon a blackened surface, into the molecular vibrations 
of matter. It has thus come about that the intensity of all these 
forms of radiant energy is usually measured by converting them into 
molecular heat and by determining the temperature acquired by the 
heated body. It is thus that the intensity of light, or other radiant 
form of energy transfer, is commonly measured and described in terms 
of calories received per square centimeter of the cross-section of the 
impinging beam per unit of time. 

The quality of light is defined by its range of wave-length and by 
the relative intensities for the different portions of the range. The 
range of wave-length may be determined through the use of a properly 
constructed spectroscope. The plant never receives light of just a 
single wave-length; it always receives a mixture of wave-lengths with 
a more or less broad range. Since light is most easily perceived by us 

1 Nutting, P. G., Outlines of applied optics, Philadelphia, 1912, p. 2. 
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through its physiological effect upon our eyes, the range of any given 
light mixture is usually thought of in terms of the spectral colors, which 
are simply names of certain physiological responses of the human 
organism to light of various wave-lengths and intensities. Thus, we 
may state that a certain light mixture ranges from red to green, for 
example, is particularly intense in the green, etc. It is highly desirable, 
however, that biological measurements of light quality be made in 
terms of wave-lengths, for such definition does not depend upon the 
eye.' 

The only practical way to describe light conditions that is so far 
available is arbitrarily to divide the spectral range of wave-lengths 
into smaller ranges, and to state the intensities of these smaller ranges 
in terms of their respective equivalent heat intensities. Certain of 
the well-known Fraunhofer lines of the sun’s spectrum may con- 
veniently be used in this arbitrary subdivision. 

2. EFFECT OF LIGHT UPON PLANTS. 

We have already seen that radiant heat is effective upon plants in 
controlling their temperature. Light also has the same effect, in so 
far as it is absorbed by the plant-body and converted into molecular 
vibrations of thermal nature. Where this effect is alone to be con- 
sidered it is not directly necessary to analyze the impinging waves into 
their spectral groups or component ranges of wave-lengths; it is only 
requisite to determine the total heating effect produced by the ab- 
sorbed portion of the total impinging radiation. Since, however, any 
given surface, as of a plant, absorbs the different wave-lengths in 
different amounts, the study of light qualities may become essential 
even in this connection. The heating effect of light upon plants is 
only incidental in our present discussion; absorbed radiation is seldom 
if ever of primary importance in determining the temperature of plant 
parts. 

A second kind of effect produced by light upon plants is a morpho- 
genic one and does not seem to depend upon the heating of the tissues. 
This is, in all probability, a photochemical effect, but the very diffi- 
cult question thus raised still awaits investigation. Here we need to 
consider, perhaps, the retardation of growth in length, apparently 
due to the action of light upon most cylindrical plant-parts and the 
corresponding acceleration of enlargement in most dorsiventral organs. 
It is usually supposed that ordinarily plants would not assume their 
usual form without this action of light; the characteristic, much 
elongated stems and greatly dwarfed leaves of etiolated plants are an 
example of the effect of lack of light, though the moisture relation 

1 Watson and Yerkes’s valuable monograph on light measurement for biological purposes 
should be referred to in this connection: Watson, J. B., and R. M. Yerkes, Methods of studying 
vision in animals, Behavior Monographs, Serial No. 2, 1910. See also: Pulling, H. E., Sunlight 

and its measurement, Plant World 22: 151-171, 187-209, 1919. 
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surely plays an important réle here. Likewise, the development of 
certain tissues, as of leaf-palisade, are apparently often dependent 
upon the quality, intensity, and direction of luminous rays, and the 
relative positions assumed by most ordinary leaves are largely due to 
the asymmetrical effects of light as such. The “leaf mosaics” of 
plant ecology are considered as due to the operation of this condition. 
Also, the positions assumed by many stems and other parts are 
primarily due to light conditions. Such morphogenic activities are 
directed, not by light in general, but only by radiant energy of certain 
ranges of wave-length. Certain intensities within these ranges are 
necessary for the usual development ‘of ordinary plants. 
A third effect of light, and the one that is most fundamentally im- 

portant for all terrestrial life, is the photochemical process called 
photosynthesis. It is only by the action of a certain range of wave- 
lengths of radiant energy, within certain limits of intensity, that the 
production of carbohydrates from water and carbon dioxid may occur 
in chlorophyll-bearing cells. Fundamental as is the photosynthetic 
process, the conditions determining its velocity have hardly begun to 
be studied quantitatively, and this statement is especially true with 
regard to the light relation. In order to begin a study of the relation 
of plants to light it will be necessary first to possess some suitable 
method by which the light conditions may be measured. It is essen- 
tial that both quality and intensity of the impinging light be de- 
termined for the different hours of the day and for the different days 
of the growing-season. The present apparent difficulty of obtaining 
such measurements of the environmental conditions is surpassed only 
by its fundamental importance to plant physiology and by its practical 
bearing upon the problems of ecology and agriculture. 

3. DURATION ASPECT OF LIGHT RELATION OF ORDINARY PLANTS. 

It is obvious that the result, the amount of material change, pro- 
duced by any of the physiological processes that are dependent upon 
light must be determined by the duration of the process as well as 
by the nature of the light conditions determining its velocity. It 
seems highly probable, also, that mere fluctuation of the light condi- 
tions, as between daylight and darkness, may have a more or less 
definite effect upon the development of plants. We are certain that 
many physiological rhythms depend primarily upon this sort of fluctua- 
tions. As we have seen, however, the feature of duration is usually 
the last one to be carefully considered in the case of any environmental 
condition, and we need not be surprised to note that very little indeed 
has been accomplished in this direction regarding light influence upon 
plants. Until we are able to measure and control light conditions it 
must be quite hopeless to attempt any but the most superficial con- 
sideration of this aspect of the general problem of plant control. 
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V. CHEMICAL CONDITIONS. 

1, REQUIREMENT OF MATERIAL WITHIN THE PLANT. 

At the beginning of this treatment of the main categories of environ- 
mental conditions we discussed the water-relation of plants. Water 
was given a place by itself in our series because its importance in the 
organism, as has been seen, appears to depend more upon its solvent 
powers and power to be imbibed in the plant colloids than upon its 
chemical influence. But it has been pointed out that water also 
acts chemically in the plant, being one of the two substances chemically 
transformed in photosynthesis and likewise one of the two products of 
the process of respiration. It is probably chemically important in 
other ways, certainly playing an essential part in many processes of 
hydration polymerization, hydrolysis, etc. 

Of course there are innumerable other substances, besides water, 
that take part chemically in plant activities. We are apt to think 
first of the three great groups of compounds that have been called 
foods—the carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. These are apparently 
all essential to vital activity and even to the mere retention of life 
in the most dormant phases. Besides these there are a large number 
of substances of a more or less complex nature that are sometimes con- 
sidered as foods and sometimes not. Here niay be mentioned gluco- 
sides, alkaloids, various lipoids like the cholesterins, phytostearins, 
etc. Also, substances of importance in certain of the simpler com- 
ponent processes of vital activity, like chlorophyll; the various 
enzymes—still of questionable nature—etc., may be classified here. 
Finally, in order that life may occur, there must be in the tissues a 
number of inorganic salts and their ionized products. These are 
not classified as foods by physiologists, although conservative agri- 
culturists are still prone to speak of them as “‘plant-foods.”’ They 
might better be termed auxiliary substances until some such time 
as the word ‘‘foods” may be dropped from physiology. The condi- 
tions in different protoplasms, in different plants, in different de- 
velopmental phases of the same plant and different parts of the same 
individual, are, however, so extremely varied that there seems little 
ultimate value in attempting to classify the various materials that 
are essential to plant activity. It is certainly far simpler, and prob- 
ably as satisfactory in every way, to consider merely the material 
conditions of life, classifying the different substances on purely chemical 
grounds. We need here merely emphasize the well-known point that 
one of the prime conditions for organic life is the presence in the 
organism of innumerable kinds of chemical compounds. 

Since all vital activity must be regarded as material change of some 
sort, it is clear that the quantitative and qualitative relations between 
these many substances must be continually changing; the substances 
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of the cell are always tending toward chemical and physical equilib- 
rium. Such equilibrium is, of course, never really attained, even in 
the case of the dormant phases of plants, like seeds and spores. Thus, 
as long as life exists there is always in progress a more or less pro- 
nounced interchange of materials between the organism and its 
surroundings. Oxygen, for example, disappears in the process of 
normal respiration and carbon dioxid is produced. If no material 
exchange were possible, if the system of the plant were not continuous 
with that of the universe about it, then this process must shortly come 
to a standstill; an equilibrium between the internal diffusion tensions 
of oxygen and carbon dioxid must be reached, and no further oxidation 
might occur. Under existing conditions, however, a fall in the dif- 
fusion tension of oxygen within the plant-body immediately creates 
a diffusion gradient between the interior and exterior, and the gas 
finds its way in from the outside. Conversely, the mere occurrence of 
the process of respiration sets up an outward diffusion of carbon dioxid. 

It appears probable that, other conditions remaining constant, 
every substance might prove to have its maximum concentration, or 
its maximum and minimum, below or between which life is possible. 
We must expect, however, that the concentrations of other substances, 
as well as light and temperature conditions, will be found to alter these 
limits for any given substance. It hardly needs to be mentioned 
here that variations in the concentrations of non-aqueous materials 
accompany alterations in water-content. 

2. MATERIAL EXCHANGES BETWEEN THE PLANT AND ITS SURROUNDINGS. 

From the preceding paragraph it is to be inferred that the importance 
of the chemical environment, in determining the nature of plant 
growth, etc., and in limiting the kinds of plants that can exist in any 
given habitat, is definitely dependent upon the generalization that 
diffusion tends always to bring the plant-body and the surrounding 
media into concentration equilibrium. Two groups of conditions 
militate more or less against the attainment of this equilibrium: 
(1) The degree of permeability of the plant periphery to the diffusing 
materials, and (2) the rate of their transformation within the plant 
or of their removal from or supply to the immediate environment. 

_ Thus, if the air about a plant should contain ether-vapor, for example, 
the diffusion gradient would insure an inward diffusion of the ether 
until the vapor-pressure of the ether solution within the plant-body 
just equaled its partial pressure in the surroundings. If the plant 
epidermis were readily permeable to the poison it is clear that death 
must soon ensue, and a lower permeability could only postpone, but 
could not prevent, this result. It is probable that no substance 
exists to which the plant periphery is absolutely impermeable, though 
there are many that penetrate only very slowly. 
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If the inwardly diffusing substance be altered chemically upon reach- 
ing the interior of the plant, and if this process of alteration be capable 
of removing it as rapidly as it enters, it is clear that equilibrium be- 
tween interior and exterior, or even any considerable solution con- 
centration within the plant, can not be reached. Similarly, if some 
poison be produced within the tissues, as organic acids in the case of 
certain roots growing under low oxygen pressure,’ and if the epidermal 
tissues be adequately permeable to this substance, then the concen- 
tration that is obtained within the cells must be determined by the 
possible rate of removal of the poison from the immediate surround- 
ings. A substance diffusing from roots may diffuse away through soil- 
moisture films, it may be absorbed by the solid-liquid surfaces of the 
soil, or it may be oxidized or otherwise transformed; but it is ob- 
viously essential that the poison be removed from the soil solution in 
the immediate neighborhood of the excreting roots; otherwise the rate 
of outward passage must be lowered, and the consequent rise of the 
internal concentration of this particular substance (supposing the 
process of its formation to continue at the original rate) might soon 
bring about a general upsetting of all the physiological processes so 
that death might finally ensue. 

If plant activity depends upon the absolute and relative concentra- 
tions of various substances within the body, then it is clear that 
variations in the concentrations of these substances in the environ- 
ment must be accompanied by more or less profound alterations in 
the physiological processes. We thus arrive at the well-known 
proposition that the concentration or diffusion tension of the various 
substances in the environment is of prime importance in determining 
how any plant may develop and, indeed, whether it may exist at all 
in a given habitat. It is immaterial whether the environmental con- 
centration of a substance at any time be the result of causes acting 
wholly without the plant or of internal processes; the end-result must 
be the same in either case. Thus, the lactic-acid organism of souring 
milk is checked or killed by the accumulation of its own excretions 
just as truly as though the acid content of the medium had arisen 
solely from external causes. 

It thus emerges that the chemical relation, unlike those of water 
and temperature but like that of light, must always be considered not 
only with reference to intensity but also in regard to quality. Just 
as there are many different wave-lengths of light that influence the 
plant differently, so there are innumerable chemical compounds, all 
differing qualitatively in their effect upon plants. Moreover, the 
effect of each one of these compounds varies not only with its own 
POA PR SE SS SEA, PR ee ee ee 

1Stoklasa, J., and A. Ernest, Die chemische Charakter der Wurzelausscheidung verschie- 

denartiger Kulturpflaazen, Jahrb. wiss. Bot., 46: 52-102, 1908. 
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concentration (intensity), but also with that of many others. The 
general problem of the chemical relation of plants is, therefore, an 
exceedingly complex one, so complex, indeed, that the problem of the 
water or temperature relation becomes, by comparison, a very simple 

matter. 
Upon the chemical relation of plants depends, in large measure, our 

agricultural practice, and it is instructive to bear in mind the a priori 
considerations of the above paragraphs when perusing the current 
writings upon such questions as that regarding the use of fertilizers, 
for example. It is to be hoped that the succeeding developments of 
plant ecology and of agricultural theory may be characterized by 
greater catholicity of perception than has prevailed in the past, and 
that the forthcoming literature may be burdened with less of that 
familiar type of argument by which a single one out of many inter- 
related conditions is enthusiastically proclaimed as the real and only 
cause of some particular physiological phenomenon. 

There is much promise for the future in the study of chemical rela- 
tions, however. The qualities of the chemical environment of plants 
can already be quite readily determined; the identification of chemical 
compounds is no longer a general source of serious difficulty, and we 
are beginning to see some light in the darkness of our prolonged 
endeavors to determine the intensities (concentrations, diffusion ten- 
sions) of the various substances with which we have to deal. The 
interdependence of the influences exerted by the various chemical 
compounds occurring in the environment has recently attracted much 
attention, and this bids fair to be an important way by which agri- 
cultural theory may at length become physiological. Salt antagon- 
isms—the influence of the presence of a certain concentration of one 
salt upon the effect produced upon the plant by a certain concentra- 
tion of another—were first brought into prominence by Loew’, and 
are attracting much attention at the present time.” 

3. CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT IN NATURE. 

In a discussion of environmental conditions, Livingston’ has sug- 
gested that perhaps the simplest and most obvious classification of 
these promises most at the present time, and he divides these condi- 
tions as’a whole into those that are effective above the soil surface and 

1 Loew, O., Die Bedeutung der Kalk-Magnesiazalze in der Landwirtzchaft, Landw. Versuchs- 
stat, 41: 467-475, 1892.—Loew, O., and D. W. May, The relation of lime and magnesia to 

plant growth, U.S. Dept. Agric., Bur. Plant Ind. Bull. 1, 1901. 
2 Osterhout, W. J. V., On the importance of physiologically balanced solutions for plants,(T, 

fresh water and terrestrial plants, Bot. Gaz. 44: 259-292, 1907.—Tottingham, W. E., A 
quantitative chemical and physiological study of nutrient solutions for plant cultures, Physiol. 
Res. 1: 133-245, 1914 (this paper contains many literature references).—Shive, 1905b. 

3 Livingston, B. E., Present problems of physiological plant ecology., Am. Nat., 43: 369- 
378, 1909. The same paper, with some omissions and modifications, appeared under the same 

title in Plant World 12: 41-46, 1909. 
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those that are effective below. All of our categories of external condi- 
tions are effective both above and below the soil surface, excepting 
light alone (as far as we now know), but it seems especially profitable 
to consider this classification with reference to chemical conditions. 

The chemical conditions above the soil surface are characterized by 
a striking and almost complete uniformity and symmetry. The air 
of different regions and of different habitats comprises practically 
always the same gases, and these, with the exception of water-vapor, 
occur with but little variation in their partial pressures. Of the sub- 
stances influencing plants, other than water, carbon dioxid exhibits 
the greatest variation, but even this variation appears to be, compara- 
tively speaking, of but little account. We may safely conclude that 
few plants in nature are ever appreciably influenced by variations or 
differences in the quality or intensity of the chemical environment 
above the soil surface.t Small supplies of ammonia and inorganic 
salts may reach the plant from its aerial environment, but with these 
generally insignificant phenomena of absorption we need not deal here. 

When we turn our attention to the soil, we find a very different 
state of affairs. Every soil differs chemically from every other soil, 
the soil solution varying between wide limits in the nature and amount 
of solutes present.2 At one extreme of the series are thoroughly 
washed sands, in which are almost no dissolved material; at the other 
extreme are alkali soils, which are highly impregnated with soluble 
inorganic salts. In the middle region between these extremes, in 
most ordinary soils, it appears that the quality and concentration of 
the soil solution are without very great differences as far as inorganic 
compounds are concerned, but that these ordinary soils show, very 
great differences in the kinds and amounts of organic matter present.® 

In spite of the great amount of work that has been devoted to the 
problems of the soil, the whole question remains as one that has 

hardly been really touched in a way to be of any present aid in problems 
of plant distribution. Of course, our general knowledge of the paucity 
of soluble matter in a few sands and of the superabundance of certain 
compounds in alkali soils is of definite value in this regard; but even 
here the strictly quantitative aspect of our problems remains wholly 
for the future to develop. 

1Tf atmospheric ionization should prove an important chemical feature influencing plants in 
nature, and if this varies from place to place and from season to season, then this statement may 
require modification in this regard. See report of Spoehr’s work in MacDougal, D. T., Annual 
Report of the Director of the Department of Botanical Research, Carnegie Inst. Wash. Year 
Book No. 13, 87-88, 1915. 

? Cameron, F. K., The soil solution, the nutrient medium for plant growth, Easton, Pennsyl- 
vania, 1911. 

3 Livingston, Britton, and Reid, 1905.—Livingston, 19076, Schreiner, O., Organic compounds 
and fertilizer action, U. S. Dept. Agric., Bur. Soils Bull. 77, 1911.—Schreiner, O., and E. C. Lath- 
rop, Dihydroxystearic acid in good and poor soils, Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 33: 1412-1417, 1911. 

Also numerous other papers from the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Department of Agriculture, deal 
with this matter. 
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4, DURATION ASPECT OF CHEMICAL CONDITIONS. 

Since the chemical environment of the plant is effective through con- 
trolling the internal chemical conditions, and since such control is 
manifested by outward and inward diffusion of material, it follows that 
any given change in environment may produce the response of changed 
activity in the plant only after the lapse of an adequate time period. 
Diffusion of material through water requires considerable time in every 
instance. Also, the physiological processes of the plant can produce 
material transformations only in proportion to the length of time 
during which they are operative at their different velocities, these 
velocities being in part controlled by internal chemical conditions. 

The study of this feature of the chemical relation has just begun, and 
it surely demands much attention. What may be the effect upon the 
final result of a plant’s activity, of frequent fluctuations in the chemical 
nature and intensity of the surroundings, we are unable as yet to 
surmise. 

VI. MECHANICAL CONDITIONS. 

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

All environmental conditions that are effective to influence plant 
activity through pressure of material en masse are to be classified 
as mechanical. From this point of view it matters not how the pres- 
sure may have originated or whether actual molar motion be produced. 
We should thus consider the flattened root which is confined within 
a rock-cleft, the one-sided development of trees growing in a wind- 
swept mountain pass where the direction of air-movement is predomi- 
nantly the same, the deformed branches, etc., produced by a heavy 
fall of snow, and the fantastic forms often exhibited by shrubs such as 
the hawthorns when continually browsed by animals, as all due to 
mechanical conditions. A mass pressure applied from without may 
merely hinder expansion of tissues, it may tend to compress certain 
parts or organs, or it may actually bring about a tearing or cutting of 
the tissues. 

One special form of mechanical pressure, which is of basic im- 
portance in plant growth, is definitely due to external conditions, but 
is first developed within the plant-body. We refer to the asym- 
metrical pressures produced in tissues and cells by the action of gravi- 
tation. Here an influence, still practically unknown excepting in 
its most general aspects, not a simple pressure of body upon body nor 
a diffusion of material, nor yet any form of energy transfer that is 
apparently at all immediately related to light, heat, and electricity, 

reaches from the external world through the periphery of the plant 
and largely controls certain forms of cell activity. In this we may 
be fairly certain that the material condition within the organism, 
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which is proximately or immediately responsible for the peculiar 
influence of gravitation, is pressure asymmetrically developed. That 
this asymmetrical internal pressure that results when the position of 
a plant is altered with references to the earth’s center of inertia first 
produces a molar movement of certain portions of the cell-contents, 
and that this pressure and movement, with the new configuration of 

protoplasmic particles when gravitational equilibrium is again estab- 
lished, is the cause of the altered cell activities known to be produced 
by such change in the position of a plant, is the logical supposition 
which has been developed into what of theory we as yet possess in this 
general connection. Since the variations in the intensity of the gravi- 
tational influence that occur over the surface of the earth are quite 
negligible when considered with reference to the effect of this factor 
on plant development, it is obvious that gravitation does not require a 
thorough consideration at the hands of the ecologist or agriculturist. 
Here is one external factor, at least, which is practically identical in all 
habitats, as far as plant control is concerned. 

2. DESTRUCTIVE INFLUENCES OF MECHANICAL CONDITIONS. 

It seems probable that the pressures developed when roots grow 

against or between rocks and other objects that they can not pene- 
trate may sometimes be a considerable factor in determining the 
success or failure of individual plants; but it is not at all likely that 

this consideration is important in the distribution of plants among 

different habitats. The only forms of mechanical influence from 
without that appear to be generally important to plant distribution 
and to agriculture are those due to (1) wind, (2) water, and (3) animals. 
In relatively few cases soil-movements, such as landslides, the caving 
of bluffs, ete., need to be brought directly into account in explaining 
the vegetation of habitats of limited extent. Ice-movements, as at 
the lower ends of some glaciers and at the margins of streams and 
lakes, are often the source of plant destruction in such places. With 
the mechanically destructive action of animals may be mentioned a 
somewhat similar action of other plants or plant parts, but here rela- 
tions other than mechanical are also frequently to be considered. 

The action of wind in differentiating the vegetation of different plant 
habitats has often been dwelt upon in ecological literature. It must 
be remembered, however, that this action is at least twofold; air-move- 
ment not only exerts a deforming or breaking pressure upon the plant- 
body, but it also profoundly affects the water-relation through increas- 
ing the evaporating power of the air, as this is effective both upon 
plant and soil. In connection with wind influence may be mentioned 
the cutting action of blown sand, really a factor that should be con- 
sidered with that of soil-movement (which includes the influence of 
rolling stones), and with that of ice, as above mentioned. 
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The direct mechanical effect of flowing water is familiar to everyone, 
and it must be accounted of great importance in determining the 
nature of the vegetation of many stream margins, as well as of streams 
themselves, of intermittently flooded stream-channels in the arid 
regions, and of sea and lake beaches. Other factors undoubtedly are 
coeffective in such cases, however. 
The influence of animals upon vegetation has not been much em- 

phasized in plant ecology, but it is undoubtedly of considerable impor- 
tance in many cases, as when seeds are thus mechanically destroyed in 
such large numbers that the establishment or spread of a species is 
rendered practically impossible. This factor in distribution is usually 
operative only on certain developmental phases of the plant; often the 
seedling stage is preeminently in danger of destruction by animals. In 
agriculture and horticulture—practical ecology under more or less 
artificial conditions—the influence of animals is of prime importance 
and has perforce received much attention. Fences, traps, scarecrows, 
insecticides, and even trespass warnings are material evidences of the 
importance ascribed to the direct mechanical influence of animals upon 
the plant population. For the most part, methods have been readily 
devised for more or less thoroughly removing this source of danger to 
cultivated plants. Among the different groups of animals, insects have 
probably been the least easily combated, and much attention is still 
being devoted to this important destructive factor. It will be an 
interesting and important chapter of agricultural ecology when the 
geographical distribution of various forms of animals is correlated with 
that of the regions where the various crops may be successfully grown. 
Livingston’ has mentioned the apparent importance of animals in de- 
termining the very existence of irrigated seedlings in the dry season at 
Tucson, and we have often made observations in that same region that 
suggest a rather important relation between certain plant-forms and 
animal activity. It seems probable that the destructive action of 
animals is relatively more important in arid regions than in most others. 

3. FAVORABLE INFLUENCES OF MECHANICAL CONDITIONS. 

Wind, water, animals, etc., as is well known, frequently accelerate 
the spread of plants throughout large areas. In the majority of these 
cases it is a dormant phase, as of seeds, that is moved about. It is 
also true, however, that fragments of the plant-body other than seeds 
may be torn or broken away, being removed to another locality and 
there continuing development. Such is often the case with willow 
twigs, which float downstream and find lodgment and conditions for 
growth in a muddy bank. The movement of cactus branches in the 
arid regions of the American Southwest has been mentioned above. 

1 Livingston (1906b), page 58. 
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Books on ecology may be consulted for many instances of mechanical 
influences that increase the geographic range of the activities of 
plants, these being usually and curiously described as adaptations by 
which plants ‘“‘have come to be”’ fitted to growth in certain habitats, 
rather than as environmental adaptations by which the habitats have 
become fitted to support certain kinds of plants! 

Practically none of these considerations, however, pertain logically 
to a study of the proximate or immediate conditions controlling plant 
activities; these mechanical agencies of transport are of only secondary 
interest; they may be said to be only causes of causes. Thus the 
immediate external conditions usually considered as causing the 
germination of a seed must be the entrance of water, of oxygen, and 
of heat, and the reason for the occurrence of these immediate condi- 
tions is to be sought in the preceding mechanical transport of the 
seed. Of course such secondary causes are of great importance, and 
it is often practically impossible to approach nearer than these to the 
real seat of the external control of plant processes. While superficial 
and merely qualitative studies upon such influences have been fre- 
quent, the deeper-going quantitative and comparative work upon 
them remains almost entirely for the future. 

VII. INTERRELATIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

The present section is appended here merely to emphasize a feature 
of the discussion of environments that has already received some at- 
tention at several points in the foregoing pages, namely, that external 
influences are seldom or never singly effective upon plants. Three 
considerations in this connection require a short treatment: 

(1) The more remote conditions of the external world, in bringing 
about the occurrence of any given influence upon plants, usually 
inaugurate other influences at the same time. Thus, with an increase 
in the amount of soil-moisture, the permeability of the soil to oxygen, 
the concentration of the soil solution in salts, ete., and the power 
of the soil to retain or give up heat, are more or less profoundly altered. 
With an increase in the intensity of impinging light comes also an 
increased income of heat to the foliage, and consequent alterations 
in aerial convection currents about the plant. 

(2) The same external condition usually influences the velocity of 
more than one of the elementary component processes of the organ- 
ism. Thus, phosynthesis, respiration, digestion, excretion, secretion, 
growth, etc., are all greatly influenced by such fundamental environ- 
mental relations as those of water, temperature, light, ete. 

(3) Since every elementary physiological process is thoroughly 
bound up with many other concomitant processes, it follows that an 
external change that alters only one process directly may indirectly 
be the cause of alteration in many others. If the secretion process, 
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for example, by which cell-walls are thickened or modified, be increased 
in velocity, this internal change must directly or indirectly alter the 
concentration and chemical nature of the solutions of the affected 
tissues. The formation of cork, cuticle, etc., profoundly alters the 
transpiring power of aerial plant surfaces, and similar modifications 
in roots must produce a changed absorbing power for solutes as well 
as for water. 

It is thus emphasized how difficult and arbitrary must be any 
attempt sharply to distinguish external from internal conditions, and 
how practically impossible it is at the present time logically to analyze 
the latter so as to begin to attain quantitative information concerning 
the various relations that have been roughly and crudely outlined in 
this chapter. Our reason for submitting this unsatisfactory treatment 
of the general subject of plant-relations is that the fundamental im- 
portance of these is not only theoretically but practically very great, 
and it seems time that a systematic beginning were made in some of 
the directions suggested by the foregoing incomplete analysis. If our 
treatment stimulates quantitative and comparative studies of plant 
environments, so that the present publication may soon be looked 
upon as useless and quite out of date, our aim will have been realized. 
The difficulty involved in really scientific studies of plant-relations 
ought not to be a legitimate reason for their omission and for the 
continuation of the pioneer sort of qualitative descriptions and teleo- 
logical interpretations, which appear to belong rather in the realm 
of ‘‘nature-study’’ and natural mythology than in that of true science. 
There are, however, already many ecological and agricultural studies 
on record, wherein the more logical point of view of the more ad- 
vanced physical sciences is given prominence, and the future of this 
aspect of biology seems to be assured. 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN 
PLANT ACTIVITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

It is perhaps not out of place here to devote some space to a con- 
sideration of the general character of the methods which must be 
employed in the more accurate determination of the relations with 
which the present chapter has had superficially to deal. As in all 
such cases, the only possible method of procedure is the experimental, 
and the experiments must be carried out with all the foresight and 
logical planning that characterize the work of the modern physical or 
chemical laboratory. The importance of this line of inquiry can not 
be overestimated; it is to be regarded as quite indispensable to the 
scientific advancement not only of ecological knowledge but of that 
most essential of all human activities, agricultural practice, and its 
pursuit is surely well worth the time, energy, and money that it 
would require. 
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The experimentation needed is exceedingly complicated and ex- 
pensive, at least from the present standpoint of biological science, 
but would probably not prove particularly difficult in competent hands. 
A special laboratory is of course required—not a series of office rooms, 
nor the mere contents of an architectural exterior, but a carefully 
planned and elaborately and logically equipped building or series of 
buildings, with the requisite greenhouses, cellars, constant-tempera- 
ture rooms and the like. The main requirements of the work here 
contemplated are a variety of controlled conditional complexes, under 
which plants may be grown. Many of the methods of such control 
have still to be devised, but enough has been accomplished so that 
ultimate success may be regarded as assured. The moisture conditions 
of soil and air can be controlled with comparatively little trouble, as 
can also those of temperature. The control of chemical conditions 
offers a field for the exercise of ingenuity, and that of light and electric 
conditions will require still more attention. 
Many investigators in plant physiology have been able to control, 

in more or less satisfactory ways, one or two, rarely three or four, of 
the influential conditions, but no plant has ever yet been studied with 
even approximate control of all the influential conditions of its surround- 
ings. Since the influence of any condition is determined by the 
others, it is clear that, for any true appreciation of the relations be- 
tween plant and enviroment, all of the influential conditions must be 
quantitatively known. 

The suggestion here put forward, that thoroughgoing quantitative 
studies on the relations between environmental conditions and plant 
development are to be regarded as the only logical basis for a truly 
scientific ecology and agriculture, and that such studies are not possible 
without the elaborate facilities of a specially constructed laboratory, 
was largely included in a plea for a climatic laboratory made by A. P. 
de Candolle as early as 1855 in his Geographie Botanique Raisonée. 
Apparently the idea has never borne fruit. In 1891 Abbe’ repeated 
and indorsed the suggestion of de Candolle. The utter lack of apprecia- 
tion with which the arduous work of Abbe was received, in bringing 
together what he could in a limited time, of the literature bearing 
upon the relation of agricultural crops to climatic conditions, is to be 
estimated from the mere fact that his summary lay unpublished for 
14 years and was at length brought out, in apparently perfunctory 
form, only in 1905! 

1 Abbe, Cleveland. A first report on the relations between climates and crops, U. 8. Dept. 
Agric., Weather Bur. Bull. 36, 1905. See especially p. 23 et seq. 
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I. INTRODUCTORY. 

From the last paragraph of the preceding chapter it is clear that no 
adequate description of the environmental conditions that obtain in 
any area is even to be attempted for a long time. In the present 
chapter will be brought together merely the results of certain studies 
which we have been able to carry out upon a very few conditions, and 
upon large areas. Some of the conditions studied do not directly 
affect plant life at all, it being usually impossible as yet to obtain 
quantitative information upon the subjects most pertinent to our 
general line of inquiry. Only in a single case have we attempted 
actually to obtain measurements of an environmental factor de novo; 
for the rest we have simply made use of data already collected. As is 
clear from the preceding analyses, to obtain the kinds of information 
most needed for such a study as the present methods, will have to be 
employed which are as yet quite unknown; adequate procedures re- 
main to be devised. Nevertheless, so great is the inertia of routine 
that there is little hope that the trend of observational work will alter 
very profoundly in the near future, and, as has been stated, we have 
deemed it advisable to make what use is now possible of the informa- 
tion at hand, with the hope that the very inadequacy of our whole 
presentation may itself be a potent stimulus toward the acquirement, 
in the future, of the kind of climatic observations upon which alone 
anything like a scientific ecology or agriculture may eventually be 
founded. 

Of the five main groups of external conditions which influence plant 
activities, discussed in outline in Chapter II, we shall consider here, 
and very inadequately, only the first three—moisture, temperature, 
and light. For the subjects of chemical and mechanical conditions 
no information that is at present available can be brought to bear 
upon the problem of plant distribution in a broad way. It seems 
probable, indeed, that the distribution of vegetation types is only 
rarely determined by any of the last-named conditions, though the 
detailed distribution of many species in any relatively small area is 
probably often related to chemical and mechanical influences. 
The information so far accumulated upon environmental conditions 

has not been obtained primarily with reference to plant activities; it 
has been brought together mainly in the interest of meteorology, clima- 
tology, and weather prediction. Therefore it is impossible at present 
generally to select for study those conditions that directly affect the 
plant. We have been forced, in the main, to study conditions or 
factors that are more or less remote causes of the immediate conditions 
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influencing plants. This is not always the case, however, for the air 
temperature of the climatologist and meteorologist is the temperature 
condition of the aerial environment of organisms, and the evaporating 
power of the air is a factor that directly affects the rate of water-loss 
from the aerial parts of plants and animals. Both of these immediate, 
and thus truly environmental, conditions we have been able to con- 
sider to some extent. On the other hand, such climatic factors as 
rainfall, humidity, vapor-tension of water, wind velocity, and duration 
of sunshine are all recognized climatic factors, concerning the distribu- 
tion of the various intensities of which many data have been accumu- 
lated, but which have no direct influence upon plant activities. These 
climatic factors are very important, however, and often exert a con- 
trolling influence upon the more directly effective environmental 
conditions. Thus, the partial pressure of water-vapor in the air and 
the rate of air-movement influence the evaporating power of the sur- 
roundings. Rainfall greatly influences soil-moisture, and hence the 
ability of the soil to supply water to root surfaces, but it does not 
determine this environmental condition, for other factors, such as the 
physical nature of the soil, its exposure, subterranean water-flow, 
etc., must be taken into consideration in this connection. It therefore 
became necessary not to restrict our studies to immediately effective 
conditions, but to consider in most cases the more remote climatic 
factors which meteorology and climatology have placed at our disposal. 

The subterranean environment of plants has not, as yet, been 
studied in any way at all adequate to the present purpose, and our 
knowledge of the relation of this to plant distribution is still in the 
first stages of the purely observational phase. It has therefore been 
impossible for us to devote serious attention to this exceedingly im- 
portant category of environmental conditions. Nevertheless, on 
account of a general similarity of the prevailing soils of most of the 
broad vegetational areas of the United States, our studies of the rela- 
tion between the available measurements of the aerial conditions in 
connection with vegetational distribution are not as unsatisfactory as 
they might otherwise be. In the majority of the great vegetational 
areas with which we have to deal, the prevailing soil is a clay or a 
clay loam, with usually a rather deep-lying subterranean water- 
table, and with a more or less pronounced admixture of organic 
matter, and the prevailing vegetational types are, in the majority of 
cases, found upon this character of soil. Exceptions to this generaliza- 
tion are swamps and marshes on the one hand and sandy regions on 
the other. The general vegetational type of broad marshlands appeais 
to be about the same for a great range of aerial conditions; thus, these 
bear the same physiological types of plants under the climatic con- 
ditions of Baja California as under the very different ones of the 
southeastern coast. Also, the physiological characters of many plants 
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of the sand dunes of the Atlantic coast, of the Great Lake region, and of 
the Southwest are very similar. Furthermore, the pine forest of the 
Southeast is characteristic only of sandy soils and has the same physio- 
logical character as have the sandy pine plains of New Jersey, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, etc. The heavier soils of these regions all bear a very 
different type of vegetation. 

It has long been the practice of ecological and agricultural writers, 
in discussing any given region, to present rather elaborate tabulations 
of meteorological data as a sort of description of the region con- 
sidered, and then to turn to the discussion of the vegetational phe- 
nomena in hand, usually without any attempt to correlate the two sets 
of descriptive data. There seems to have been no doubt that there 
as some sort of relation between vegetation and the usual sets of 
climatological observations, but each author has contented himself 
with presenting the results of such observations, apparently with a 
faith that someone in the future might be able to interpret them. 
It has appeared to us high time that some serious attempt were set 
on foot to develop promising methods for such interpretations. 

It has therefore been necessary, throughout our studies of environ- 
ment, to choose and devise methods for handling the climatic data 
that are at hand, so as to derive from them as much information as 
possible about their probable influence upon plants. In many cases 
this choice of method has been based mainly upon general physio- 
logical theory rather than upon actual knowledge, since, as has been 
pointed out, adequate results of actual tests of the influence of climatic 
conditions upon plants are not to be looked for until very special 
facilities for this work have become available. One of the ideal aims 
that we have held in view during the years which these studies have 
occupied is the ultimate attainment of what may be termed environ- 
mental formulas, which might express the minimum, optimum, and 
maximum for each of the effective environmental conditions for any 
given plant-form or vegetation type. It is clear that the time is not 
yet ripe for the establishment of more than tentative and general 
suggestions in this direction, but several such suggestions will appear 
in following pages. It is here to be emphasized, however, that such 
formulas are the legitimate end of such investigations as these.! 

In the following sections we shall bring out the results that we have 
been able to obtain by various methods of treatment of the available 
climatological data. Most of these data have been obtained by the 
U.S. Weather Bureau for other purposes, commercial and political, as 
well as meteorological, as it appears. Our sources will be given in their 
proper places. 

1 The idea of such formulas is not new; it has received attention, but from a different stand- 
point, from some of the phenologists. Simple formulas by which two factors are combined to 
give a single climatic index have been brought forward by Transeau, by Shreve, and by Livingston. 

These will be considered in another place. 
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The present treatment is a purely geographical and climatological 
study, wherein it is sought to determine the approximate distribution 
of different climatic types in the United States. Since the aim of 
Part III of this publication will be to study the comparative distribu- 
tion of vegetation types and climatic areas, it has seemed desirable 
to prepare many of our climatic charts upon a base-map showing by 
different patterns the distribution of the great general vegetational 
areas of the country. The discussion of the climatic ranges of the 
several vegetational types will be reserved for Part III. 

The climatological charts themselves have been prepared, as far 
as possible, directly from the particular set of data involved, in the 
same manner as is the common practice in climatological work in 
general. The numerical data were first placed upon a copy of the 
Relief Map of the United States, of the U. 8. Geological Survey, 
(17 by 272 inches, hypsometrically colored and also furnished with 
contours for altitude), the numbers being written near the positions 
of the respective stations. Then the isoclimatic lines were sketched 
in in pencil and the map laid away for a time. At a later date it 
was worked over a second time and changes made that seemed to bring 
the lines nearer toward expressing the probable truth. 

In this revision the topography of the country was constantly 
scrutinized and the contour-lines of the base-map were allowed to 
influence the course of the isoclimatic lines in many instances, especially 
where the stations for which data were at hand were too far apart to 
show the true directions of these lines. The preparation of charts 
of this sort is at best largely a matter of guesswork; information is 
not available for the plotting of climatic details. For meteorological 
purposes it is usually quite undesirable to have charts showing such 
details, but for our purposes they were quite essential. It thus be- 
came evident early in the present studies that the method commonly 
used in the drawing of meteorological charts—of carrying isoclimatic 
lines from plain to plain directly over high mountain ranges, with 
little or no attention to altitude—should not be resorted to here; 
at least it should not be used on so grand a scale as is common in 
meteorological work. Furthermore, the degree of approximation to 
the actual truth is surely often greatly increased by a due regard to 
topography, rather than by an almost blind following of inadequate 
climatic data modified only by a desire for lines as smooth as possible. 
If we are aiming at as true a picture of natural conditions as is at- 
tainable, it is obviously more undesirable to pass a given line over 
a locality where we are absolutely certain it should not pass than to 
draw it through some other area where it surely does pass and wherein 
only its proper placing is questionable. Thus, if there be given two 
stations with the same climatic datum, on either side of a range of 
mountains, it may be taken as certain that the conventional joining 

wes 
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of these two points on the chart, by means of a line passing directly 
over the mountains, is absolutely certain to be wrong. On the other 
hand, whether to bend the connecting-line to right or left in passing 
around the range may not be apparent at all from the data of other 
stations, so that it might be drawn either way. Whichever way the 
truth might require the line to be turned, it seems that either way 
is a better approximation than the method of directly connecting 
the two datum-points, which we may be sure is incorrect. Usually 
other climatic factors, known to be related to the one receiving atten- 
tion, may be used to throw the weight of probability in one direction 
or the other. 

In our charts we have followed this method of rational guessing 
and have tried not to pass isoclimatic lines through points where we 
are practically certain they do not belong. We have also attempted 
to interpret the various climatic features by as nearly similar criteria 
as are possible in the nature of the different cases, and have tried 
to correlate our guesses in regard to related climatic features. The 
future may be expected to show egregious errors in many instances, 
but the discovery of such errors may lead to progress. 

After the revision of the charts, by means of the topographic con- 
tours and hypsometric coloring of the base-map, they were again laid 
aside and later were carefully scrutinized and corrected where appar- 
ently necessary, with reference to one another and to a large relief- 
map of the United States.' Only after these repeated studies and 
revisions had been accomplished were the climatological charts traced 
upon the generalized vegetation maps, or whatever base maps were 
requisite, and the lines inked in. 

The charts resulting from the above-described methods of procedure 
are characterized by very irregular lines in the western part. While 
we are convinced that many of these western isoclimatic lines are 
quite probably wrongly drawn (the data at hand are so unsatis- 
factory and the available stations are of such inadequate number and 
distribution), yet we think that an attempt to interpret, as far as pos- 
sible, the scanty information that is available should advance our 
knowledge of this important subject of climatological zonation more 
than would be possible from smoother lines drawn mainly without 
reference to topography, or from the complete omission of any attempt 
at a chart of these complex western regions. 

As has been pointed out above, the drawing of isoclimatic lines is 
frequently a matter of selecting the most probable of several directions 
and positions, all of which are possible from the standpoint of the 
limited. climatic data. Even with an excellent series of data, no two 
workers would place a given line in exactly the same position through- 

1 The “ Relief map of the United States,’’ Atlas School Supply Co., Chicago, on which altitude 
is actually expressed by magnified relief. 
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out its course. This possible difference in the interpretations of two 
students is the more emphasized, the more complex are the climatic 
characters of the regions dealt with, and the less adequate are the data 
available. We have therefore become convinced that, for the sort 
of subject that is here involved, it is quite wide of the mark for a 
writer to transform his series of data into charted lines and to publish 
merely the chart. It is quite essential that the data themselves, on 
which the chart is based, be placed in the hands of those who are 
interested. In the climatic studies which follow, we have been careful 
to point out just how each series of data have been derived and have 
uniformly presented these data by means of tables. The positions 
of the stations for which data were employed are generally shown upon 
the charts by small circles. 

In the following discussions, the different conditions or climatic 
features will be treated serially, under the three sectional headings, 
‘““Temperature,’’ Moisture,’”’ and ‘Light,’ each one of which will be 
subdivided. 

II]. TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS. 

1. DURATION OF TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS. 

(A) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

Probably the most important environmental condition in the de- 
termination of plant distribution is the length of season or seasons, in 
each year, during which growth may occur. These are seasons, or 
time periods, during which every one of the factors of the surround- 
ings exists in an intensity or quality such that growth activities can 
go forward. If a single factor were effective beyond the limits for 
growth—in its quality or intensity—then this must suffice to throw 
the plant into a dormant phase, in spite of the fact that other factors 
might still be favorable to growth activities. 

Directly or indirectly, the ebb and flow of the environmental condi- 
tions affecting organic life are dependent upon astronomical causes, 
and the annual rhythm so commonly manifest in plant activities, as 
far as this is due to alterations in the surroundings, may be traced 
finally to the movement of the obliquely placed earth along its orbit 
and to the resulting procession of the equinoxes. This rhythm is 
always, then, either itself a temperature rhythm or else it is more or 
less directly connected with a temperature rhythm. 

This fact that the seasonal temperature fluctuations stand in a 
casual relation to the fluctuations in the other environmental condi- 
tions has given us logical reason for basing many of our climatic 
studies upon the duration aspect of the temperature factor. To this 
must be added the practical reason that temperature fluctuations, in the 
United States as well as elsewhere, have been much more thoroughly 
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studied than have the seasonal changes occurring in any other 
climatic factor. Still another consideration to be mentioned in this 
connection is this, that the most advanced modern civilizations of the 
world have developed in humid temperate regions, where temperature 
changes seem to be actually the immediate causes of the annual rhythm 
in plant activities, and hence the temperature-relation in its general 
aspect is more familiar and more useful to most of us than might be 
any other. Practically only in arid regions do moisture conditions 
play an important and direct réle in determining the march of the 
natural vegetational seasons, and the light-relation as such is perhaps 
never important in this connection with outdoor vegetation. By 
greenhouse culture in temperate regions the summer temperature 
season is prolonged throughout the winter, and here alone is it notice- 
able that plants often suffer, during the early winter months, appar- 
ently for lack of light. In the open, however, whenever temperatures 
favorable to growth prevail, the light intensity is much greater than it 
is in winter in our greenhouses. 

Since natural fluctuations in temperature are usually characterized 
by being gradual and continuous, it is quite impossible, even for a 
single year and for a single plant, to determine sharply what are the 
time limits of the growing-season. It is much more difficult to fix 
seasonal limits in general; the only method at all possible here is that 
of averages. Thanks to the elaborate routine observations continued 
through many years by the United States Signal Service and its 
successor, the United States Weather Bureau, a vast accumulation of 
temperature data are at hand for a large number of stations in the 
United States. From these it is possible to determine averages and 
means, of various types and by various procedures, which may be 
taken as fairly representative of the average conditions of the country 
throughout a series of years. It is these temperature data, and the 
results of various mathematical treatments of these, upon which we 
base our temperature considerations. 

Data bearing upon plant activities, sufficiently detailed to be at 
all comparable to the temperature data just mentioned, are totally 
lacking, and must remain so long after the much-needed laboratories 
for the study of environmental relations shall have become available. 
While the discouraging character of this state of affairs is pronounced 
enough, nevertheless it need not cause us to refrain altogether from 
attempts to relate growth activities of plants to temperature conditions. 
Considerable preliminary information, and perhaps some that will 
later prove to be of a deeper-going sort, may be obtained if we 

_ merely approximate the temperature limits of general plant growth by 
a simple inspection of the knowledge which is available at present. 
Everyone who has dealt with plants at all, from the standpoint of the 
temperature relation, is convinced that the occurrence of a ‘‘killing 
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frost.” (in the agricultural sense) practically marks the end of the active 

season for the vast majority of plants. The average dates of occur- 

rence of the last killing frost in spring and of the first in autumn should 
furnish us with a valuable index to the approximate length of the 
temperature season of general plant activity at any given station. It 
is of course well known that the growth activities of many plant- 
forms are checked and that death of all but dormant phases frequently 
ensues with temperatures far above those requisite for the recurrence 

of a killing frost. It is just as clear, however, that many forms make 

a considerable growth before and after the frostless season, which we 

consider as limited by the average dates of occurrence of the last and 

first killing frosts respectively. 
It seems therefore safe, in default of any better means for improving 

our knowledge, to resort to the average length of the frostless season 

as the basis for the duration aspect of the temperature conditions in 

the United States.2 A somewhat detailed consideration of the frost- 

less season in the United States will comprise the next following sub- 
section. 

It will have been remarked that no attention has here been directed 

toward an approximation of the upper temperature limit for plant 

growth. This matter will receive some consideration in the sequel, 

but it may be remarked here that it is not nearly so easy to attain 

to an approximation of this general maximum as of the general mini- 

mum for plant growth. This is partly due to the fact that the effect 

of freezing is quickly manifested upon many living plants, while in-° 

jurious effects of high temperature are generally but slowly exhibited 

and therefore less readily observed. Furthermore, the response to 

frost is almost always a direct and unequivocal effect of the surround- 

ing temperature upon the organism, while with high temperatures, 

alterations in the transpiration-rate, and in the rate of possible water- 

supply to plant roots—alterations in the water-relation, in short— 

become quite hopelessly confused with the temperature effects. It 

seems probable that relatively few plants will be found that are directly 

prevented by high temperature from thriving anywhere in the United 

States. Wherever this appears to be the case, a more thorough ex- 

amination of the facts has usually resulted in the conclusion that the 

high temperature is at least primarily effective only as the more remote 

climatic cause of an alteration in the moisture-relation. 
a a a i le 

2 On the employment of the average length of the frostless season in this sort of studies, see the 

following: Livingston, B. E., Climatic areas of the United States as related to plant growth; 

invitation paper read before the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, April 1913, 

Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 52: 257-275, 1913.—Livingston and Livingston, 1913.—Fassig, O. L., 

The period of safe plant growth in Maryland and Delaware, Monthly Weather Rev., 

42: 152-158, 1914. Fassig calls attention to the fact that the occurrence of the last and first 

minimum of 32° F. furnishes as good a criterion for the determination of the average length of the 

growing season, and perhaps a better one, than does the occurrence of actual killing frost. 
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But the occurrence or non-occurrence of a given plant-form in a 
given region depends upon other features than length of the season 
of active growth. As was mentioned earlier, it frequently occurs that 
the limiting condition preventing the occurrence of a certain plant in 
any area is to be sought in the nature of the surroundings during a 
dormant period. The length of the season or seasons during which 
growth can not occur is perhaps frequently as important in plant 
distribution as is the duration of the growing-period itself. Also, 
if environmental conditions are adverse enough they may result in the 
destruction of plant protoplasm even in its dormant phases, and it 
thus becomes necessary to study the duration of extremely low tem- 
perature, a thing which it seems quite possible to do and to which we 
shall devote some space in the present section. 
We turn our attention now to the variations in the length of the 

average frostless season throughout the United States. 

(B) THE LENGTH OF THE PERIOD OF THE AVERAGE FROSTLESS 

SEASON. (TABLE 2, PLATE 34.) 

Although data for the determination of this exceedingly and very 
obviously fundamental condition of plant growth, whether it be 
agriculturally or ecologically considered,! have been in existence and 
have been increasing in volume and in value for a long time, it is 
apparently not until very recently that the subject has received even 
cursory mention in the literature. Abbe (1909), in his excellent re- 
view of the literature upon the relation of climates to crops, already 
cited, makes no reference to the length of the frostless season as a 
climatological feature. As has been mentioned, this work should be 
connected with the date of its preface (1891) rather than with that of 
its long-delayed publication. It is thus highly improbable that this 
feature of climate had entered very seriously into the considerations 
of workers in climatology up to about the year 1891. 

The publication in 1906 of Henry’s elaborate presentation of the 
climatological data available for the United States? put the informa- 
tion upon spring and autumn frosts, that had been collected up to 
that time in this country, into a form so that it could be made use of. 
In the early stages of the studies reported in the present publication, 
in the winter of 1909-10, Mrs. Grace J. Livingston undertook to derive 
an approximation of the average length of frostless season for each 
station for which Henry gives the requisite data. This was done by 

1 “Probably no factor in the study of climate from the standpoint of the agriculturalist should 
be given more consideration than the average length of the growing-season. This is the key to 
an actual knowledge as to the possibilities of success or failure in the production of crops, since 
in practically all portions of the United States agricultural products are menaced by frost at some 

period of their growth.’’ (Day, F. C., Frost data of the United States, and length of the crop 
growing season, as determined from the average of the latest and earliest dates of killing frost, 

U. 8. Dept. Agric., Weather Bu. Bull. V, 1911.) 
‘Henry, A. J., Climatology of the United States, U.S. Dept. Agric., Weather Bu. Bull. Q. 1906. 
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determining the number of days intervening between the average dates 
of the last killing frost in spring and the first in autumn. - It was 
realized that these average dates for many of the stations were not 
based upon adequate observations, but it was thought desirable to 
make what use was possible of the data at hand as being the best that 
were available, and our studies progressed satisfactorily, using the 
lengths of the frostless season thus derived. 

About 1910! a series of frost data for the United States, much more 
complete than that presented by Henry, became available through 
the publication by the United States Weather Bureau of the 106 
summaries by sections. In the following year appeared Day’s “ Frost 
Data of the United States” (loc. cit.,) which comprises several forms 
of frost charts, including one (Chart V) of the average length of the 
crop growing season, days. This bulletin contains no presentation of 
the data from which the charts were prepared and no reference to any 
publication wherein the student may find these,” but, through the 
kindness of Professor Day, we have been informed that most of the 
data for the preparation of the charts were taken from the summary 
above mentioned. 

Under the heading “Source of Data,” the following statements are 
made in Bulletin V: 

To secure data that would show more nearly the actual conditions that prevail in the 
fields, orchards, and gardens, the most extensive compilation of frost data yet undertaken 
by the Weather Bureau has been accomplished and the results have been spread upon the 
accompanying charts. 

The data from approximately 1,000 of our cooperative stations having the longest records, 
usually from 10 to 30 years, except in the most newly settled localities of the West, where 
records for shorter periods only are available, have been summarized, and the local con- 
ditions due to physical environments brought out in much greater detail than has heretofore 
been attempted. 

These charts being based upon the results of observations made in the open country 
and therefore not subject to the artificial conditions prevailing in the large cities where 
the regular stations of the Bureau are mainly located, differ from any that have appeared 
in the past in that areas having peculiar climatic features not heretofore shown on such 
charts are now clearly set forth. 

Chart V of Bulletin V shows isoclimatic lines, for the country east of 
the one hundred and third meridian, ‘‘the average length of the crop 
growing season, days, being the number of days between the average 
date of the last killing frost in spring and the average date of the first 
killing frost inautumn.” The distance between any two adjacent lines 

1 Summary of the climatological data for the United States, by Sections, U. 8. Dept. Agric., 
Weather Bur. This elaborate presentation of “all the available data as they siand”” (reprint of 
section 1, page 1, introductory remarks) comprises 106 separate pamphlets, all of them without 
any date of publication. They include, for the most part, data for periods extending through 
1908 or 1909.) 

2On page 4 of Bulletin V1l we find the somewhat unsatisfactory bit of information which follows: 
“The chart showing the average length in days of the crop growing season was prepared from a 

somewhat different list of stations than was used for the charts of average dates of frosts, hence 
an actual determination of the length of the season from charts 1 and m1 might differ a few days 
from the date shown on chart v.’’ But the data are not given for any of the charts. 
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represents a variation of 10 days in the average length of the frostless 
season. West of the one-hundred-and-third meridian the stations are 
so few, so poorly located, and the periods through which observations 
have been accumulated are in many cases so short, that it was not 
deemed advisable to continue the chart farther west. Here, however, 
the data themselves are placed upon the map. | 

The chart just described is the first one of the length of the frost- 
less season to be published for the United States, and its appearance 
is to be considered as marking a very great step in advance in the 
climatology of the country. It should be of great value to agricul- 
turists and ecologists, and it is to be hoped that the future may wit- 
ness more uniformity and completeness in the keeping of the records 
from which a more perfect chart of this feature, not unaccompanied 
by an adequate tabulation of the source data, may evenually be 
obtained. 

Since our own studies have been so largely based uy on the average 
length of the frostless season as the duration factor for many climatic 
conditions, the bare chart (as presented by Day) has been of com- 
paratively little value in our work. After the publication of the 
Summary by Sections, Mrs. Livingston made a recalculation of most 
of the great mass of derived data that had already been prepared, 
using the new average lengths of the frostless season obtained from 
the average dates of the summary. The result exhibited some con- 
siderable modifications in our derived data. Since the information 
of the summary is later and much more complete than that given by 
Henry, we have adopted the data from the latter source as the basis 
of much of our work, using those from Henry’s Bulletin Q only for a 
few stations for which the summary fails to give frost data and for 
which these are furnished by the other source. 

In table 2 are presented all the frost data that have been used in 
our studies. In the first column are given the names of the stations, 
alphabetically arranged under each State, the States being also 
alphabetically arranged. An n after the station name denotes that 
the observations were made in the vicinity of the place marked. In 
the second column are given the altitudes of the stations (in feet) 
so far as these have been available. The third and fourth columns, 
respectively, contain the average data of the last killing frost in spring 
and of the first killing frost in autumn. These data are quoted directly 
from the Summary by Sections (the number of the section in which 
the station occurs being given in parentheses directly after the station 
name) excepting in relatively few cases (indicated by an H after the 
station name in the first column), where the average dates have been 
obtained from Henry’s Climatology of the United States. In a few 

1These altitudes have been obtained from several sources and we have been unable to verify 
all of them. If there are errors in some cases they are probably but slight ones. 
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Lengths (days) of the average frostless season (data from table 2). 
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cases frosts are so infrequent that no average dates can yet be obtained. 
In such cases the words “‘very infrequent”? are entered in these 
columns. ‘The frostless season should be considered as approximately 
the entire year in these cases. Similarly, for a few stations the 
words ‘‘possible throughout year’’ indicate that the data at hand 
do not indicate any reliable average dates of last and first killing frosts 
and that the average frostless season is either very short or absent. 
For such stations the duration factor which we are considering should 
be regarded as practically nil. The fifth column of table 2 gives the 
average length of the frostless season (in days) for each station, this 
being derived from the dates of the third and fourth columns, not 
employing the first date, but including the last. 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1808 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.) 

No. of Average date of — Length of 

Station. Altitude. years ‘of [=> A ee 
record. Last frost | First frost nOStess 

2 : : season. 
in spring. jin autumn. 

Alabama: feet. days. 
PAMITTIBLON (82) Be «2 <jo10 << 3 one 741 18 Apr —2 Oct 20 201 
PARE VAC) (S82) c.cwd so ss) 6 6 o's 685 16 Mar.) si Oct., 27, 210 
Birmingham (81)... <.. ...- 700 21 Mar. 19 | Nov. 5 231 
amy ball (S2)).35.c0 662% 738 8 Mar. 19 | Nov. 2 228 
NOIRTILOMU(S2) cio took sisi 2 © ase 590 16 Mar. 24] Nov. 6 227 
DER SG§ ip koe (2 9 Re 573 27 AEs s ro OCtimrkS 193 

TOLLE TLE (CY) ae eee 200 25 Mar. 14 | Nov. 9 240 
Evergreen (82)........... 285 25 Mar. 13 | Nov. 12 244 

Mlorgaton: (82)... 65 00.02 = 91 18 Mar. 5 | Nov. 20 260 
Wierencei(sl) =f. .tnw «a5 563 25 Apr. i Oct. 30 212 
(GAOSOOTS (SA) ives svic. ee iee,< 621 23 Mar. 29 | Oct. 29 214 

Goodwater (82)........... 826 14 Mar. 20 | Nov. 9 234 
Greensboro (81).......... 220 Zhi Mar. 20 | Nov. 8 233 
Healing: Springs (Sb) ic; sac. ci|so«denieas ee 10 Mar. 6 | Nov. 17 256 
apiland: tHome(S2)ic.k es cleine cmicis eros o 17 Mar. 15 |} Nov. 21 251 
Livingston (81)........... 160 25 Mar. 17 | Nov. 3 231 
WIM LE CG TOVE: (G2) strc secre els ashe’s bse ee Sy ore 16 Apr. > 6") ‘Oct. "23 200 
MIObDUNEHS2) coc Fei cob kee 57 38 Feb. 24 | Nov. 30 279 
Montgomery (82)......... 240 37 Mar. 10 | Nov. 8 243 
Mmcantar(S1))2 264s ne 857 15 Apr. Oa Oct.) 1b 188 
Sipelriea (82). o.c6 60 sacs on 817 30 Mar. 17 | Nov. 9 237 
SATS )Vorts ssa ka kinda emcee 400 7 Mar. 10 | Nov. 13 248 
THEVA DDLO! (SZ) ati cieeiaee + ailcca ave © oe 6.08: 20 Mar. 14 | Nov. 10 241 
Sasa esEra vices been (Eb) tt crcse lee cevchi tame sie eee aa ce ail sisrerateeiaite ms Mar. 21 | Nov. 12 236 

RBC VIELS (2) choo core oc oa! aw es cee erste es 8 Mar. 24 | Nov. 6 227 
peottsboro (81) ..:........ 652 25 Apr. 10°) Oct. 28 201 
SE CP) a aes Ci tee 147 34 Mar. 13 | Nov. 8 240 
Talladega (82)............ 554 20 Mar. 26 | Oct. 30 218 

Thomasville (81).......... 385 18 Mar. 15 | Nov. 8 238 

fuusealoosa (SL)... 5s. os 230 28 Mar. 23 | Nov. 6 228 

Union Springs (82)........ 216 22 Mar. 9 | Nov. 18 254 
Wmiontown) (82) .-.). <..s/«.0. 273 23 Mar. 15 | Nov. 8 238 
Valley Head (82)......... 1,031 24 Apr. 5) | ‘Oct: 20 198 

@Where the frost dates have been obtained from the Summary by Sections the number of 
the section in which any station occurs is placed in parentheses directly after the station name. 
Where the dates have been obtained from Henry’s Climatology of the United States this fact 
is shown by H in parentheses after the stationname. The letter nin parentheses after a station 

name means that the data were obtained from a location in the immediate vicinity of the 
station named. 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of — Length of 
Noxtob? |S ot> eet _ Se  eeree 

Station. Altitude. sore. 4 Last frost Fir st frost se 

In spring. jin autumn. 

Arizona: feet. days. 
Arizona Canal Co. Dam (3) 1,372 10 Feb. 15 | Dec. 18 296 
Benson i(S) fvesets ceicekisies 3,523 7 Mar. 20} Nov. 10 235 
Casa Grande (3).......... 1,396 5 Mar. 5] Nov. 22 262 
Columbia (4) .2.0.'./...0's + <2 1,900 8 Mar. 20] Nov. 22 247 
Congress'\(4) <i). occc cc. 3,688 8 Feb. 20 | Nov. 30 283 
Dudley valle \(S), 5. 3: eave asses 2,360 13 Mar. 30] Nov. 13 228 
Wiagstatt (4s: sccstesracvehver 6,907 11 June 7 | Sept. 20 105 
Hit; “ApAOhE(S)izn. cuties: 5,200 14 May 10] Oct. 13 156 
Fort Defiance (H)......... 678500. Mawar soe June 2 | Sept. 23 113 
Mort Grantee seal) ele 4,916 14 Apr. 1] Nov. 26 239 
Fort Hauchuca (3)........ 5,100 13 Apr. 51]| Nov. 28 237 
Fort Mohave (4).......... 604 8 Feb. 16] Nov. 21 278 
Gilg, Bends (3)* 2 see orcrcies 737 4 Jan. 27 | Nov. 28 305 
Grand Canon (4)......... 6, 866 8 June 16 | Sept. 25 101 
Holbrook (G)in". sen. 28 5,069 8 May 19 | Oct 5 139 
Jerome(4) ao c0ck bc Ne ees 4,743 8 Apr 8 | Nov. 6 212 
Keams Canyon (4)........ 3,326 3 June 10 | Sept. 24 106 
Wangmany(4) seals 3c ee 3,326 8 Apr. 21]|Nov. 8 201 
Maricopa: (S) 254. -seme ens lige 8 Mar. 3] Nov. 23 265 
Gracloi(S)isc.eenis pene ee 4,500 13 Mar. 29 | Dec. 4 250 
Marken (4) clverss.i ate aha 345 8 Mar 1 | Nov. 22 266 
PHOCNLEI(S) scutes eee 1,108 8 Feb. 23'(|' Deez vse 283 

Prescoty, (4); ach ce aoe 5,320 8 May 21 | Sept. 29 131 
St, Johns (4) seo wiser 5,650 8 May 15 | Sept. 29 137 
St. Michaels (4).......... 6,950 8 June 7 | Sept. 17 102 
Pan Simon (3)) cise cio 3,609 5 Apr 30} Oct. a2s 203 
Deu gTrigny (4) oa Ae ee ee 5,219 4 May 29 | Sept. 26 120 

Showlow. (4)c. (s05.accen. 6,300 4 Apr. 28 | Oct 9 164 
BICnAL (CA) .. cceae Naito ae 1,652 5 Mar. 27 | Nov. 13 231 
BUPAI(E) 3; < charac oe ee 3,200 3 Feb. 25 | Nov. 18 266 
SUID (4) on, ace hee seas. 4,500 8 May 1] Oct. 3 155 
REMICSONEG) ocinos ey akie vse aes 2,390 14 Mar. 26 | Nov. 22 241 
SWAG ORNS) iaarccts eee lone 4,164 8 Apr. 11] Nov. 5 208 
WARMEIIE (4) it ce sents pan 6,750 6 June 4] Sept. 22 110 
BY OU CHL) sr axcisige ay ajuneicte nes 4,400 5 May 14] Oct. 2 141 

Arkansas: 
SATEIRU (49) ceiore chs sphere bie are 250 12 Apr. 13 | Oct. 28 198 

Arkadelphia (47).......... 250 10 Mar. 26] Nov. 8 227 
Batesville (48)............ 271 10 Apr. 9|Nov. 2 207 

SG EranOh(49)c ranks Gs ale caw kinks oie 12 Apr. 8 | Oct. 31 206 
Briley (48) so. oo we 226 12 Mar. 27 | Oct. 28 215 

CIR MICON (47) oct icwlcielece son 158 12 Mar. 17 | Nov. 9 237 
RTC CANS) sev in tal (eve ele 309 i Mar. 27 | Nov. 4 222 

Wormine (4S) ns iets vies 293 12 Mar. 28} Oct. 20 207 

RDC) 0 cschayd Weare, kaas 1 LOD ots |iatcta: anes ..| Apr. 4] Nov. 4 214 
MOG Gite: (48) ss oss sae Live 12 Apr. 20] Oct. 19 182 

Fayetteville (48).......... 1,451 12 Apr. 14] Oct. 27 196 
Forrest City (48)......... 286 abet Mar. 28} Nov. 2 219 
WOrt Srowp(47 is oe verels bn 4R1 27 Mar. 21] Nov. 6 230 
Helene (48) \.. dans heck ee 182 12 Mar. 22] Nov. 8 231 

1s oye) 8 ¢: 2 een ee ae a 377 5 Mar. 7] Oct. 27 235 

Hot Springs (47)\.oousss..0 600 5 Apr. 1 | Oct. 26 208 
Jonesboro (48)............ 345 12 Mar. 30 | Oct. 30 214 
LaCTONAG (ARE cies oh hoadlecee hata a oes 12 Apr. 9] Oct. 29 203 

Little Rock (47).......... 357 30 Mar. 19 | Nov. 11 237 
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TaBLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1808 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
No. of average 

Station. Altitude. oe be Last frost First Frost ee 

in spring. jin autumn. 

Arkansas—Continued: feet. days. 
Malvern (47) 5. 8 ois tees 277 12 Mar. 28 | Nov. 1 218 

Weirvelli(48)2o.f5 <2 os scc5.0 4% 200 12 Mar. 22 | Oct. 30 222 
MVRCTIG CAG) sols ose cicls et ove ck oh 1,100 -t Mar. 14 | Oct. 26 226 
Wrosayalley (AS) hb doc ott neki acnstawsterers 12 Apr. 91] Oct. 30 204 
Mount Nebo (47)......... 1,750 11 Mar. 30| Nov. 7 222 
Newport (48)........... a 231 12 Mar: 27 Oct. 73! 218 
rarica(AS). 2 eect ier a cate 377 12 Mar. 21] Nov. 5 229 
IIe PEt (C4Myierd =. 5 Seco e toe 215 12 Mar: 260 Nov. - 2 221 
OCANOUGAS (48) / 5 oc. oe ievc aod Al tole Saislenclerete 12 Apr. 3) Oct: #28 208 
rescOGin(4) veces = oes eaves 327 12 Mar. 20] Nov. 4 229 
POORODS (AG) earn ais, Saisca sea 1,385 12 ApEn dis) | Octrn 20 190 
Russellville (48).......... 348 12 Aprs 5 |-Octs) 28 206 
Spielerville (47)........... 1,050 12 Mar. 23 | Nov. 2 224 
Saimbbearti(48) os). fe ci ote 495 12 Mar. 26 | Oct. 29 217 

mexarkcans (47 )r sco 2s sale’ e 332 12 ‘| Mar. 20} Nov. 9 234 
VETOTIN(A 7). 2a sh «oslo scree 304 12 Mar. 27 | Nov. 1 219 

RIDES ECAC) s nh erin co! cue to is etal leh Torlavevcveesval etaxe 12 Apr.) 6). Oct. 24 201 
California: 

PATEGIOC NY (14): 200 e << 0lels.o aiere AGN, 2 Ee cesiatete tas Heb; 22) Dee. 8 289 
RUS) scarce erat eine oe LOZ. hy kines aera Mar. 25 | Nov. 17 237 
PMCUOUENUICLD inte siaizic swicis cee Me S6Ors ns [ea a eeteetes Jans ole |e Deane co 338 
Ben Lomond (14)......... SOO . te Sareea Mar. 15 | Nov. 7 237 
Berkeley (14528... d25. 06 S20 [Process sprees Jan. 28] Dec. 15 321 
LS UGVe Ee oa sea GUS) Ne FP 5 ee | le Se RR 1 Apts, 0) |) Nove 2 209 
Boulder Creek (14)........ ALO. lectern. Mars jue | sOct. 129 236 
Bowman’s Dam (14)...... 5 SOO Ne sisoe ee Apr. 26} Oct. 25 182 
Branscomy: (16)\. .2...s:e:. << 2 ODOM 25 ler oops » | OS ieINovane 09 214 

ep TOMGCES)) eis sick ss sce SoM 1 pss. cakes Feb. oo | Decke f2 300 

Campbell (14) 20. 2.03... 3s DN Taas Ciliates emote ere Mar. 23 | Nov. 22 244 
Wedarville (15)-....... 628 4,675 As ee Mar. 15] Oct. 6 205 
Clete US) (APIS A ieee ame i Ipoh? a ymees (-Rene ee oo ee Mar. 27 | Dee. 6 254 
SOHINOICTA) <5 28 S58 S olecsies 7 (ile SR | A eae Feb. 28 | Dec. 2 277 
Claremont (14): ....2....- UPA) ERP bgreeeene chance Mar veces oo 263 

Cloverdale (14, 16)........ SAO Yh [Re RRR ee” Mar. 4] Dec. 6 PALE 

So Uday RG 229 Ee A a GBS Motes ere Jans) 220s Det.) 316 
Craftonville (14).......... DD OPN UY Ils cysts ecto ee Feb: 7.) Dee. 26 322 
Crescent City (16)........ SORES Vilectaccmeeesdete May 10] Nov. 27 201 
Wavisville: CH). ....03 0. (59) | Wipe LSE 5 ete Heb. 26) |) Deck it 284 

rerrer CLA) Se oe cc.c SOLA Bh tlle cat cd seanetorci a May 2] Nov. 27 209 
iisinores(L4) vi. bs ess 3 Be 2oae i WE Safe totecere) aie Mar. 23 | Nov. 26 248 
ee kAL LG) deite 5 sack oo Se Gays Needats ete ot Mar. 29 | Nov. 29 245 
Betbrook' (U4)... 0.0 « OO ik Rta chore tote ce Feb. 20] Dec. 7 290 
Lai LEE Tait GIG) bal SS Es © | Rr le Lae Feb. 4{|Dec. 8 307 
Hort moss (16)... 2660. MOORS Wile sis aceane os -- Feb. 14] Dec. 29 318 

TESST OG 9 IS ke ce DAS eaten [ROUSE Mar. 11] Nov. 14 258 

Georgetown (15).......... AEGOODS) \ Pile caisson sc Mar. 4 | Nov. 29 270 
chee 9 ee ee OS te) Prasat: Feb. 25 | Nov. 5 Dor 
ATG CG (2 ne ee SOO!» al le cere ase Mar. 14 | Nov. 30 261 
Le oien’aye(s h(E: ee eR oe DIN CRIRION | Sie 3 Aa Mar. 16 | Nov. 9 237 
Healdsburg (16).......... a ee pete Apr. 8| Nov. 16 222 
PV SMISEON CEL) see -/s.5 sie oad DSA (OUD Setelaretetens te Mar. 16 | Nov. 23 252 
EME LCA OLE) o Mets cio cheleescre eh ress aleve ee cncte sith, wise Cem bee June 10] Sept. 8 90 
Independence (H)......... Fy Oday vl Bad ate aneeeetae Mar. 17 | Oct. 25 222 
Wernvie(24)) 3. . is. ss oe 2 GOO Wrailnvieestens dee May 10] Sept. 27 140 
Kingsburg (14)........... £35 0 LG hers aa A ee Feb. 28 | Dec. 27 302 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
INO: Of: (428 2 

Station. Altitude. chnek _ Last frost First peer pevrin 

1n spring. |in autumn. 

California—Continued: feet. days. 
TePortesl 5) ised ssa + <iee OZ000) © ae carctteteie ere May 30 | Oct. 9 132 
Lemon Grove (14)........ GOO8 OME eer. Feb. 22 | Dec. 10 291 | 
Lick Observatory (14)..... A DOO) \\ \livctols citi Mar. 28 | Oct. 11 197 
Livermore (H)...........- AGRE’ i Gok see ek Feb. 23 | Dec. 2 282 
Mai CLAN I. sie aes cates apae SDE Mlte heck Mar. 12] Nov. 16 249 
Los Angeles (14).......... DOS) Fie shes Jan. 27 | Dec.* 27 334 
Vos iGatos (14) ct.t. 8k. oe 600 fia ate barata Jan. 22] Dec. 14 326 
Manzanah (WA) ack): <itans «es 74% UM WYSE A Mar. 25] Oct. 16 205 

Menlo Park (14). 0.02% 06. Ga Oi rookie oes Jan. 22 | Dec. 24 336 
Merced \((A) esas cts. cen WS neatacienk Apr. .-7 | Decrees 240 
Mills College (14)......... 200! Wc cemeee oe Jan. 30] Dec. 4 308 
J Ten Coat @ Vales a 1600) oe eee Feb. 16 | Nov. 29 286 
Wixltony (in) (Claes betes sree GEOL ilaee tke Feb. 8] Nov. 29 294 
Mokelumne (14).......... ES DOOP OSs ee ee aveis Mar. 21 | Dec. 15 269 
Nronurmenval G6) 2 sees. maies tekcleuae he eral] Gaia iocbetene cs May 30] Oct. 16 139 
Mt. Tamalpais (16)....... DOU | Miiesnicedaters « Mar. 3] Dec. 13 285 
Bape CLO . aeiebeletcisit ss nae AA) art IGE ete Mar. 20] Nov. 15 240 
Nevada City (15)......... 2G SO) 1-04 cearere ont oicress May 8] Oct. 19 164 
(Niles vay ii see caterer. cts 27 eee | PERSP Some Feb. 11 | Nov. 30 292 
North Ontario (14)........ L750). Viilke se eee es Mar. 14 | Dec. 14 275 

Oakland 4) aces castro eens SOC. val sae cee Jan. 7 | Dec. 20 347 
Ontario (pn) (14s 5s cece 860) fy dboas aes Mar. 7/]| Dec. 16 284 
NOEICSTB RB)’ ohit cs otitis woul» Cire Some we Ape o a geet Jan. 29 | Mar. 14 289 
Palo Alto (Ayaan... > ce 20: Adlcsaneecoce Feb. 19 | Dee. 25 309 
Paso Robles (14).......... SOO! sy olde secs Apr. 1] Nov. 5 218 
(Peachland! (16))s..-... 68.4.0 11?) 0 ae Gere, 5 cote Apr. 14 | Nov. 21 221 
Placerville (14).20.. 6 tec. ccc TS20) 4 a cca ete Mar. 15 | Dec. 31 291 
Porterville (12 )ict. woe seas AGT ai A iliararats ete ane Feb... 7. | Dec.’ 310 306 
ROW By (EE) oc erence sistas AGO)” yt oetcnPosteeys Jan. 26] Dec. 3 311 
ed Blige (LS) sedan oe kts SOV: View sincere eee Mar. 27 | Dec. 16 264 
Redding (15) suites 2c eee BOL” | Vac seis Feb. 20]| Nov. 27 280 
Reaglancgs CED) cw.) a sere oheae LSD2h ss ose. .aiee bei Feb. 19 | Dec. 12 296 
Sacramento (15).......... GA pol orca tate ok Feb. 16] Nov. 15 272 
Salinas UA). oid calc vc nels BOO OV ide a. eieta sa Feb. 18 | Dec. 2 287 
BIBT ATO OCU ick a bs otots wibnons 256 u Wales aceite Mar. 31] Dec. 20 292 

San Francisco (14)........ 207 pede icceheene Jan.. 25 | Dec. 16 319 
San Jacinto (14).......... T6650, 5 4 | ston aeons Mar. 27 | Nov. 20 238 
SE gel fot: 7oWy QI: 9 eS eee ae Obra dling cee ee Feb. 61] Nov. 27 294 
San Leandro (14)......... BOW Ga teiae ci Mar. 9] Dee. 8 274 
San Luis Obispo (14)...... COT ee Sree cnet Mar. 3] Nov. 18 260 
San Miguel (14).......... GEO. il ebars petees Feb. 22 | Nov. 13 264 
Santa Barbara (14)....... LEO! pec wees Jan. 19 | Dec. 13 328 
Santa Clara (14).......... OO%) Wuileosar wares be Feb. 27] Nov. 25 271 
Santa ‘Crus (14)... ake. es BO Ua sa eee Sas Mar. 10] Dec. 9 274 

Santa Margarita (14)...... MOG) ole ere i ehaatn es Feb. 15 | Nov. 25 283 
Santa Paula (14).......... BOO.) lavs e saab Jan. 23 | Dec. 18 329 
Santa Rosa (16).......... LSU.) « ile delaras Apr. 24] Dec. 10 230 
BUSsON I CLBYs  dten:s es 2s aes 2) ee RI a otc Mar. 19 | Oct. 12 207 
Soledad) GUS) vais Sisckels a bo BS yo llak ovis eaten Feb, ..9.) Deavis 301 
SLOKeV (CLA). Sek wast sch ms PU vit shins och ia ae Feb. 23] Dec. 3 283 
Bite lo) eis se een clave MOLE AY opis wie cee berate Feb. 13] Oct. 13 242 
Susanville (15)........... ME EUS, Thane Mawel etE May 10] Sept. 22 135 

*ROHBONE DIS (L4) 55 diane baci Oi OG4S slic hake Mar. 17] Nov. 28 256 
PLE ROY CLG). tediew wrehhaew tet BAS lan eee Feb. 17 | Nov. 18 274 
SDUGLO;CES) pcp anacauie cee Be. . tlei veaeis Mar. 7] Nov. 15 253 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1808 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years of |—————_-_-___- average 

record. | Last frost | First frost pany 
in spring. | in autumn. aoe. 

California—Continued: feet. days. 
Privat (UG) ees. sce does G20i 6 Caer. oe Apr. 14] Nov. 1 201 
Kipper Take i(16) 7 .2.: 32/2. ES SOOn — Wicaatpatee cece Mar. 30] Nov. 13 228 
Upper Mattole (16)....... 7 7: Sn eens ies ee Mar. 7] Nov. 18 256 

i Valley Springs (14)........ Git Pee Ree oa Apr. 12] Dec. 17 249 

Wanalin (14) oo). 5 68. oe sae ee os Mar. 13 | Nov. 27 259 
Watsonville (14).......... Dey re Oe lee Seer Mar. 8] Nov. 38 240 
Westpomt (14))o..5 os. ace. Zragoo) les castes: Apr. 16] Nov. 8 206 

Wallon lS icc cre-s <<i0,s:atexe MSGi, lft. 5 ctavebersis 3 Jans 22) | ecw pil 323 
Colorado: 

MSIAITIOUCI) eiacia a dole oie eet SS O50HE  ellsceidaees Aprs 29) |Octs “8 165 
Boulder (S)ictes 2:0 o < crese 5,347 12 Apr. 27 | Oct. 9 165 

Warion City (7) oa. ce. soak Oe piers eee Apr. 29 | Oct. 5 159 
r Waste FROCK (8) \adsc% oc cs 6,220 15 May 28 |} Sept. 19 114 

Cedar Edge (9).......... 6,175 ul May 20} Sept. 23 126 
Cheyenne Wells (38)...... 4,279 15 May 10] Sept. 22 135 
ollbrant (9). 328. seas onde 6,000 8 May 26} Sept. 24 121 
Colorado Springs (7)...... GOOS« "| Sle eae cco. May 3} Oct. 2 153 
‘Cie (C) ea eee esta 4,400 iat May 8 | Sept. 30 145 
rete (D) evn ct ctey ais staic aw weeks 4,965 ils: May 16] Sept. 25 132 
MMEN VETS) ace c.« os1s.00s esate 5,272 38 May 6 | Oct. 6 153 
Warrsangon (9) es ai ce saereiere 6,534 12 May 28 | Sept. 26 121 
Wort Collins; (8))..........2. 4,985 18 May 9 | Sept. 24 138 
Fort Morgan (8).......... 4,338 13 May 7 | Sept. 28 143 
Glen’ Byrie (7).....005 066. GS007 > linac aero ee. May 12] Sept. 27 138 
Grand Junction (9)....... 4,608 16 Apr. 18 | Oct. 18 183 
Grand Valley (9)......... 5,089 14 May 10] Sept. 29 142 
ierecleva(S)ices ot csice es ose 4,639 16 May 6] Oct. 1 148 
MPstIN AECL) once as: srelsiersiena love SS400e, Ae ct as May 17 | Sept. 24 130 
Peete (7) fens ectce ose DSTI Say ee et May 20 } Oct. 2 135 
CURA CORES GeO neao Sener, SSO Lt Lalisers tees oie May 1 |} Oct. 1 153 
POLY OG 1CS) soraeis seicie aiste te 3,745 9 May 91] Sept. 22 136 
ISTE CA) caictics ss ees wee GF59Gi 0) (IS career cers May 15 | Sept. 25 133 
OSEFHASLENC A, )). vars Any a(Octaie» acters SRO Hikes craeitae.« Apr 274 Oet.-vers 159 
Las Animas (7)........... SR SOON wanes cities May 2 | Oct. 2 153 
OAV ees saicnre ate aks sib 6,190 9 June 16] Sept. 6 82 
ERO Y(S) x oe Wess BRAS 4,380 16 May 2] Sept. 29 150 
Long’s Peak (n) (8)....... 8,700 9 June 26] Sept. 2 68 
PUTATCOS CD) iq cess oicivle uss «eee 6,960 10 June 91] Sept. 17 100 
INVCOKER (9) ise a0 ore oS els 6,183 14 June 12] Sept. 12 92 
Montrose (9) io5<.664 sre: 5,811 10 May 16 |} Oct. 2 142 
mroraime: (S):<2 oak coe oes ot 7,750 12 June 15 | Sept. 13 90 
Lepare EO) age Hee ca eecoe 6,500 13 June 12] Sept. 3 83 
SLOTS) cscs, oS /che. «2 cles 5,694 8 May 5] Oct. 3 151 
HE MION CL) teoe ees cero: BUSA, Pal eiers deers ck Apr. 27 | Oct. a 163 
Rocky Ford (7)........... AP Mid Pl Miser yaa ener: May 2] Oct. 3 154 
parttiache: (EH) s-slees aiios MENCAOMAL Yh llereta erties eee May 24 | Sept. 17 116 
SUNOS GE See eee E GROSD PO Aer o Neate sts May 381 | Sept. 20 112 

eoesan urs) (BH) .f....5s.0.05 Ti MOA IEC Meier eee creo June 9 {| Sept. 11 94 
Banta Clara (7)).00. 02) (ofan) Oia | atte ect June 31] Sept. 24 113 
Sih (CO) Re ee ee eee 5,441 12 May 21 | Sept. 27 129 
SiraT MOak (8))o.<ecas oats 9,300 16 June 31] Sept. 13 102 
rani (7) \ecies oie clos soe he O04 OES 2. Spee May 1 | Oct. ‘a 159 
Be pz teanch:|(Q))..2 036600 es 5,200 8 Apr (27 |Oct.. “10 166 
Westelifte (7Z)icc. ic ius axes fo 0 | ete Se Ae June 12} Sept. 18 98 
| 3,512 14 May 8 | Sept. 27 142 



ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TaBLeE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. 

Station. Altitude. 

Connecticut: feet. 
Colchester (150).........- 370 (H) 
Cream Hill (105)......... 1,300 
Martford (LOD)i «5 <5. 159 
Middletown (105)........- 125 
New Haven (105)........- 107 
New London (H)........-. 47 
North Grosvenor Dale (105) 400 
DOW lh CED) cisvere ets he: «n6iete 116 
Southington (H).......... 140 
StorrsiCh) acute: tte eels 640 
Voluntown (H).........-- 260 
Waterbury H)...........- 400 

Delaware: 
VEIT OYTO COD) ieee olote = tates 20 
Millsboro (95).2.... 1. - «2 20 
INewarke(Ob))sst~ cts 5:0 ete 136 
Seatardi(Od) reac halal «staal 40 

Florida: 
Apalachicola (82)......... 24 
ATCA GIA: (BE) iasi5i ow chaise s wuais 61 
(Archer (hl) cece eb oie 92 
Avon, Park (84)):. tis = steals 150 
Bartow: (S84) ines. «tie «eens 115 

Brooksville (84).......... 126 
Garrabelle (83). 2 6s <= ate 10 
Cedar Keys (83).......... 6 
De Funiak Springs (82).... 193 
Nast (CEL)/; wus saptens se fs suskove ls 180 
Flamingo (84) i..5..5.0(si< «tn 4 
Bt. Miyers'(S4) ins ore dine seers 12 
it, Pierce (84.2, scan. coat 6 
Gainesville (83)........... 176 
Huntington (83).......... 51 
Jacksonville (83).......... 8 
PUpibeEri (SS) ereiae:«, s/w scovmeeds 28 
Key Weat (84) 2. i. «tn 14 

ake City: (Sa) ices wets atecets 210 
Macclenny (83)..........- 125 
Madison! (Sad) ais ae tee so uave 200 
Malabar (84)...........4.- 24 
Manatee: (G4) iis, .\5 a0. . alate 8 

IVEASOO 1084) cals sv.ce< Viwiets 5 

Marianna (82). i.0 cs. wens 80 

Merritt's Island (84)...... 20 
ATA (RS) a siattle’s sis «uate 5 
Monticello (83)........... 207 
New Smyrna (83)......... 9 
GCoala(S8) ecw: Gh.os oieewd 93 
ONTATIGO 184) 2 ik 2 Shes Wiad 111 
Pensacola (83)............ 12 

St. Augustine (83)........ 10 

Stephensville (83)......... 10 
Tallahassee (83).......... 192 
PPAIDDBWG4) cans «seb axloate 20 

No. of 
years of 
record. 

ee eee eee oe 

am = plis’s/s. 66 = 

see eer eeeas 

see eee eee 

eee eee ewe 

er ed 

(Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— 

Oct. 

Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 

Dec. 
Very infre quent. 

28 | Nov. Feb. 
Feb. 18 | Dec. 
Very infre quent. 

5 Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Jan. 
Jan. 18 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 14 

Feb. 14 

No frost. 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 2 
Mar. 1 

Dec. 

Jan. 26) Jan. 
Very infre quent. 
Mar. 1 | Nov. 

Very infre quent. 
Very infre quent. 
Very infre quent. 
Feb. 15 

Feb. 17 
Feb. 4 

Feb. 23 
Feb. 15 
Feb. 22 

Mar. 3 

Feb. 8 

Dec. 

Sept. 

Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 

Very infre quent. 

Last frost | First frost 
in spring. |in autumn. 

Length of 
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CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. 167 

TaBLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Mio OF Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years:of 2 | ae. 
record. Last frost | First frost eee 

in spring. |in autumn. BEASOE. 

Georgia: feet. days. 
Adairsville (85)........... 772 17 Apr. 5] Oct. 27 205 
PUISATII(GD) oacie si a'cieie eto 2 230 10 Mar. 6] Nov. 11 250 

Milanahsa| (85)! 2.5 see ere 293 10 Mar. 2) Noy. 17 260 
AaNericus; (SH)'; .!65 os. ost 362 14 Mar. 8] Nov. 13 250 
ACRES) (SG) sents ss sth es oe 694 12 Mar. 27] Nov. 8 226 
PAtlantal(Sd) do ccccss ss eee 1,218 18 Mar. 23] Nov. 3 225 
Aapiuista (S8S6)is2 obo cee 180 18 Mar. 24] Nov. 7 228 
Bainbridge (85)........... 119 6 Mar. 15 | Nov. 11 241 
lalcelya(S5) ef ec oe a ole ts 300 15 Mar. 15 | Nov. 14 244 
Wamaici(S6) i062. oss 613 10 Mar. 25 | Nov. 3 220 
MeATTOlEOR (Sayin. eo oe clots oc wave ste, 6 4 Apr. 41] Oct. 29 208 

Wlayton (86): 2.2.0). ie? 2,100 16 Apr; 15 |(Octz 319 187 
Wolumbus (85). ic. ose. c css 262 12 Mar. 6] Nov. 17 256 
Wovineton (86)... 5... 60% 800 14 Mar. 31] Nov. 8 222 
Dahlonega (86)........... 1,519 18 Apr af Octet 13k 207 
rire leyatSO) seers. hia poe lle ms he claa ss 12 Mar. 22| Nov. 6 229 
Eastman (86)............ 361 8 Feb. 26] Nov. 11 258 
PELLORLOMN (SG) ser = cles ole lle eneleie et ec ola c 6 Mar. 19} Nov. 4 230 
Hiberton: (86) v2 o.e5.. . 25k 710 18 Mar. 26] Nov.. 8 227 
Horsyth (S86) e255. ssa. os 735 9 Mar. 24] Oct. 31 221 
Port Games: (85) ..6....55 2 166 13 Mar. 13} Nov. 9 241 
Gainesville (86)........... 1,254 14 Mar. 31}; Nov. 3 217 
SPISVINE(SO)E Se... 52 eS 1,052 a7 Mar. 31] Nov. 3 217 
PPCH DUBE (S5) ac) to ee eal ce «ec bee sc 10 Apres 2) Oct.0130 211 
Greensboro (86).......... 598 ve Apr.’ 1.| Nove 21 214 
Aerittin (SO) eee ee ete sees 975 9 Mar. 20] Nov. 4 229 
farrison: (86) )i'/5... 0s. eres 245 10 Mar. 23] Nov. 10 232 
Hawkinsville (86)......... 235 14 Mar. 17} Nov. 12 240 
Mess) CED). Meese oe es ee NOOE A iss 10 ees Mar. 17 |.Nov. 20 248 
most Mountain (S5)/.. 0. se lc coe et dees 9 Apr. 3 | Nov. 4 215 
Louisville (86)............ 259 17 Mar. 15} Nov. 10 240 
Humpkin (85)).2...2.. 06.3 650 15 Mar. 17] Nov. 11 239 
MTAGON ASO) foek 6c 68s 6 ltd 370 12 Mar. 20] Nov. 13 238 
Marshallville (85)......... 500 alee Mar. 19} Nov. 6 232 
Milledgeville (86)......... 276 13 Mar. 22] Nov. 5 228 
Monticello (86)........... 800 11 Mar. 17 | Nov. 13 241 
Morgan (85) fos)... 55 <5 te. 337 16 Mar. 16] Nov. 6 235 
Wewnan (85) '.2..< 6... es 959 13 Mar. 25 | Nov. 8 228 
Point. Peter (86) ...... fe. 1,000 18 Apr. 11] Nov.- 1 214 
Penis (85) Sees eos Set 365 17 Mar. 16] Nov. 9 238 
uaitman: (S5)Ssi... $255 6 eet 173 14 Mar. 11 | Nov. 13 247 
itamsey (85) te.) 22.5 6.8? 1,363 14 Apr, 14 | Octs--18 187 
Bignie (GD). ate. oak 52 576 17 Mar. 31] Nov. 1 215 
Bt rarys:(S6) 0) 22 257.4. 20 ‘i Mar. 6] Nov. 24 263 
Savannah (86)............ 65 18 Mar. 91] Nov. 27 263 
Statesboro (86)........... 253 9 Mar. 91] Nov. 138 249 
Malbotton (85)... 2... o.. 750 16 Mar. 25] Nov. 9 229 
Tallapoosa (85)........... 1,150 10 Apr. 7 | Oct. 30 206 
Thomasville (85).......... 273 12 Mar. 6] Nov. 18 257 
Walona (86). .5.26.02%.655. 12 9 Mar. 11] Nov. 17 251 
Waycross (86)............ 131 17 Mar. 11 | Nov. 16 250 

West Point (85)..: 2%...) 620 10 Mar. 20] Nov. 2 227 
Idaho: 

American Falls (22)....... 4,341 15 May 27 | Sept. 8 104 
Blackfoot) (BH) 5... 6.52 A BOeoh -  alistere cclett tera ats May 29} Sept. 12 106 



168 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. of Average date of— | Length of 

Station. Altitude. years of |————;_——_ pier 

record. | Last frost | First frost —_ 
season 

in spring. jin autumn. 

Idaho—Continued: feet. days 

Bose (22) cote pete ws ate 2,770 10 Apr. 28] Oct. 22 177 

Burnside (22) -\.. .. «ss 5,500 9 June 10] Sept. 9 91 

Chesterfield (H).......... BAGO! (is ais meters ah July 21 | Aug. 10 20 

Coeur d’Alene (21)........- 2,157 6 Apr. 31 | Oct 1 154 

Inftrpet=. eK C4 Dads Seta oo. ob plano Soto” 9 July 9] Aug. 17 39 

Garnet (22) see ls sates ost 2,000 9 Apr. 17} Oct. 20 186 

Grangeville (21).......... 3,500 a May 19] Sept. 25 129 

Idaho Falls (22).........- 4,742 4 May 22 | Sept. 12 113 

ellopr (21) iery..ce stevie ste 2,330 4 May 14 | Sept. 25 134 

ake (22))e-< rcistetsstevlenstare 6,700 11 June 25 | Aug. 20 56 

Makeview (2 ister cele = ee 2,250 12 Apr. 29 | Oct. 9 163 

Mancdore (22)he cesses 5,300 4 May 18] Aug. 16 90 

MP wIstOnN (2) ee. stiees serie 757 8 Apr 8 | Oct. 27 202 

Lost River (22)....2..2. 65 5,700 10 June 9] Sept. 1 84 

Martin (22))Gere cd cere = 5,600 4 June 26 | Aug. 24 59 

Milner (22). 30. cc. wee 4,097 5 May 19 | Oct 4 138 

Moscow (21)- 22... are 2,748 16 May 8] Oct. 10 155 

Withee (Ciba Gude aan op at 2,750 15 June 21] Sept. 19 109 

Oakley (22)e cin. ace ccin 4,191 15 May 31 | Sept. 12 104 

Ola (22) Pe aeeran races 3,100 9 May 25] Oct. 4 132 

Orofinot(21) Meee she sot 1,027 4 May 18] Oct. 12 147 

(Paris! (22) '. sete st= clelereverers 5,946 13 June 14] Sept. 3 81 

Payettes(22) i. st .cee - 2,159 15 May 11 | Sept. 29 141 

Pocatello (22) het oe ar i> see 4,483 9 Apr. 20] Oct. 12 175 

Pallocke(21)sarterevcteiee cues tie 2,050 12 Apr. 26] Oct. 12 169 

Porth (Zh) eres feces. ote es 1,665 16 May 14 | Sept. 14 129 

Priest) River (21)... a. < «ses 2,078 6 May 29 | Sept. 22 116 

Roosevelt (21)..........-- 7,250 6 June 29 | Aug. 21 53 

St. Maries (21)..........- 2,263 12 May 8 | Sept. 14 129 

Stroh | C48 SAI craig oat bos 4,040 3 May 26] Sept. 7 104 

Soldier (22),......-.--++: 5,140 1l June 27] Aug. 19 53 

Swan Valley (22)......... 5 434 8 June 28} Aug. 15 48 

VERNON (22) sete vis wieie sletere|e slelsyeln eal slelets 1l June 14] Aug. 29 76 

OV ATTAIN CLL) ig ciclels cosa al etarees 5,350 4 June 12] July 23 41 

Weston (22)\s fe. bc eis eletee 4,610 1l June 2/1] Sept. 9 99 

Illinois: 
PATINIONG(OG) « o stere.o tee ane ee 531 15 Apr. 14] Oct. 21 190 

FAIGGO( G4) xs oe o's ewle aie 738 8 Apr. 29] Oct. 13 167 

Alexander (65)..........- 670 15 Apr. 24 | Oct. 6 165 

FATItIOOU (O4) cass oi 0's eo 861 ch May 4 | Oct. 5 154 

WRGHEOW (DA) diver wc wes evete 830 14 Apr. 29] Oct. 5 159 

PRUINOTE (G2) occ cio sts wise awe 687 22 May 6 | Oct. 6 153 

Lo tveh or hl (610) JAS SER CR EET UCC 598 7 Apr. 21] Oct. 21 183 

Bloomington (65)......... 840 16 Apr. 27 | Oct. 9 165 

Bushnell (65). <....52..0.0 662 14 Apr. 25] Oct. 14 172 

COAIOI(OG): vette aeres vino es 359 38 Mar. 30] Oct. 28 212 

Cambridge (64)..........- 824 14 Apr. 22] Oct. 10 171 

arinvie (OO). .cs sss b's 663 17 Apr. 22] Oct. 11 172 

Charleston (65)........... 720 16 Apr. 24 | Oct. 6 165 

Ghicawe (64) ii. ans esr ss 824 38 Apr. 16] Oct. 15 182 

Contsburg (65) 55.5. 26.00% 738 13 Apr. 24] Oct. 14 173 

Cobden (66) <ios ccs. ses 656 13 Apr. 12] Oct. 21 192 

TIBGEGUE (GO) cureais cs sows 685 15 Apr. 23 | Oct. 12 172 

THXON OG) se oc kdas das ke 725 17 Apr. 27 | Oct. 6 162 

Mouality (66) 0. .sskas wee 421 10 Apr. 14] Oct. 22 191 



CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. 169 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 
: United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. Vears O00 pee rons ie 
record. | Last frost | First frost rostless 

in spring. jin autumn. paren: 

, Illinois—Continued: feet. days. 
Hsartield(G6) cs. 0+ -\: «>< 495 12 Apr. 16 | Oct. 16 183 
Biloran(GO))<.cccers ccicls s = eels 495 16 Apr: 18) Oct. O1t 176 
Rerivst (04) 928k 3. o's 508 842 16 Apr. 29] Oct. 10 164 

; Golconda (66)..........--- 500 20 Apr. 6] Oct. 26 203 
Greenville (66)............ 635 21 Apr: 45) Oct.) 15 183 
Griggsville (65)......-.... 650 19 Apres 21 | Oct: aal7 179 
Efaliweays (66)lo.t2 2 ons oe 569 11 Apr: | =5.}) Oct: ) 26 204 
Pa vanal(O5)icc-\-feiceesis ove 475 15 Apr. 23 | Oct. 14 174 
Leics a 1(72) apogee Spoor 500 20 May 5] Oct. a 155 
EMI SbOro!(G5)\ss.0.00 oes ke = 675 14 Apr. 22] Oct. 15 176 
Tela, (GSAS os oppo 541 15 Apr. 26 | Oct. 9 166 
Kishwaukee (64).......... 730 13 May 41] Oct. 1 150 
Minoxvaille (GD) t6 0schrs- 32's 775 14 Apres) 2on|OctssaaS 171 
LaGrange (64)............ 657 16 Mayaw oly |SOcta i. tal 163 
Mablarpe (65)ico:.<. 5. sss 698 14 Apr: 24. }) Oct; 7'5 164 
Weanark: (64)). seme 3 oes . oes 883 21 May 61] Oct. 1 148 
Salle sO) cat. Bra. ictetalell Rael, Sc Melos 4 Apr (25 |) Oct 313 168 
HeINCOINWGD))sciieteceas es a,22 482 16 Apr +27 /|\.Oct. +10 166 
Martinsville (65).......... 630 16 Apr: 4225|Octs 14 2 
Neartinton (65)).).......6-: 633 17 Apr. 29 | Sept. 30 154 
Mascoutah (65)..........- 425 11 Apr. 22] Oct. 14 175 
McLeansboro (66)........ 462 12 Apry 17 Oct, Ae 180 
MiaMOBIG(GD) soe a. oo. ostee 745 13 Apr | +27, 1'Oct: 8 164 
Monmouth (@F)...--..... 784 15 Apr. 289) Oct) 710 165 
BVIOTTIRON! <Gapets Lo ee oe ete 685 14 May 1 | Oct. 6 158 
Mount Vernon (66)....... 511 14 Apr: 20) | (Octs 15 178 
New Burnside (66)........ 556 14 Apr. 17 | Oct. 12 178 
mlney, (G6). 5% s42hs «> oie 486 15 Apr. 21 | Oct. a6 178 
WitawaG4)) ce. .ds sheets 500 19 Apr. 26] Oct. 8 165 
Palestine: (66)\s.% «2... sc 500 18 Apr: 18i-|) Oct: al2 Uy if 
HsETIse OE) /cscee else] sere © esi ae 692 13 Apr: 22) Oct. 16 Vif 
IS(Go)ias Hee vices Se sides 600 16 Apr 22.) Oct» 419 180 
Peoria (G5) cin ae oo ele-es sro 609 53 Apr. 15) |/Oct.. 18 186 
Blon(G5) seen cea sale 700 21 Apr. 28 | Sept. 30 155 
BPONTIAGCH(OD))jorcteres «0 vs svete 546 6 May 1) Oct. 14 166 
Rrantowle(G5)icck sl. acess cise 768 17 Apr. 26 | Oct. 7 164 
Evcinhwalle: (65))sc.c0.0<0 2 5s 670 17 ADEM con Octen be 172 
te lon (6G) iets vc: ete «1-2 fone 459 12 Apr. 12:1 Oct. 16 187 
Springfield (65)........... 609 29 Apr... 18) | Oct, 17 182 

SErCRbOR (G4)eank. 2 cies sciew 616 16 Apr. 30 | Oct. 8 161 
Sycamore (64)............ 855 16 May 41] Oct. 1 150 
Maiden) (66). sea shace eet 500 16 Apr, 13} Oct;. 14 184 
msi) (G4)isce. si. s1e- « oles 798 14 Apr, 28.) Oct: 14 169 
METTONGGG) ees «6 oie ss cine 515 8 Apr. .2o |) Oct: 7 167 

WValnit (64) 20.5.2 66s fies 717 16 Apr. 24 | Oct. 8 167 
Winnebago (64)........... 900 20 May ia2 tsOrt.) m2 153 

Indiana: 
PAIGEESON, (OF) sic. 2 «0's 1+ «0.0% 892 14 Apr «lor Oct... £1 169 
PRT OIA (BE) as oe 2 ateles & dite 1,052 15 Apr. 30 | Oct. 8 161 
PRINIUTTN (OU) roc res's os .o-2 6 ee 874 13 May 31] Sept. 29 149 
Bloomington (68)......... 800 12 Apr. 19] Oct. 20 184 
OT (OM lies cae seal 835 13 May a7. |- Oct." <2 148 
Butlerville (68)........... 767 16 Apri a. 25. |-Oct., oll 169 
Collegeville (67).......... 662 9 May 3 | Oct. 7 157 
Molimbus’ (68). 5-0... - 726 632 16 Apr. 26 | Oct. 6 163 

i —_—": 



170 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
average 
frostless 
season. 

No. of 
Station. Altitude. years of >| 

record. | Last frost | First frost 
in spring. jin autumn. 

(ORS ie eee Ce eee ee ren 

Indiana—Continued: 
Connersville (H) Apr. 27 | Oct. 3 
Delphi (67) May 3 | Sept. 30 
Evansville (68) Apr. 7 | Oct. 
Farmersburg (68) Apr. 22! Oct. 
Farmland (67) Apr. 25 | Oct. 
Fort Wayne (67) May 2] Oct. 
Greenfield (68) Apr. 21 | Oct. 
Greensburg (68) Apr. 22 | Oct. 
Hammond (67) Apr. 27 | Oct. 
Huntington (67) May 4] Oct. 
Indianapolis (68) Apr. 16 | Oct. 

Jeffersonville (68) Apr. Oct. 

Kokomo (67) Apr. Oct. 
Lafayette (67) Apr. Oct. 
Laporte (67) May Oct. 
Logansport (67) Apr. Oct. 

Marengo (68) Apr. Oct. 

Marion (67) May Oct. 
Mauzy (68) May Oct. 
Moore’s Hill (68) May Oct. 
Mount Vernon (68) Apr. Oct. 
Northfield (67) May Oct. 
Paoli (68) Apr. Oct. 
Princeton (68) Apr. Oct. 

Richmond (68) May Oct. 
Rockville (68) Apr. Oct. 
Rome (68) Apr. Oct. 
Scottsburg (68) Apr. Oct. 
Seymour (68) Apr. Oct. 
South Bend (67) ; May Oct. 
Terre Haute (68) Apr. Oct. 
Veedersburg (67) May Oct. 

Apr. Oct. 

Vincennes (68) Apr. Oct. 
Washington (68) Apr. Oct. 
Worthington (68) Apr. 

Iowa: 
Algona (54) Apr. 

May 

Amana (H) Apr. 
Atlantic (H) May 
Belle Plaine (H).......... May 
Bonaparte (H) Apr. 
Carroll (H) May 
Cedar Rapids (54) Apr. 
Charles City (54) May 
Clarinda (54) Apr. 
Clinton (H) Apr. 
Corning (H) Apr. 

Corydon (54) May 
Davenport (54) Apr. 
Decorah (54) May 
Des Moines (54) Apr. 
Dubuque (54) Apr. 

Elkader (H) 

a ee ee) 

OAK WONUNIMHAOOCAWAN 

_ 

to 

NoOoOrReE NO 

hoe to bo NR eee ee RPOOCOrRANNWOAWNWNO 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Wa: of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years of |_—————_—______- chi 
record. Last frost | First frost rostless 

in spring. jin autumn. en 

Iowa—Continued: feet. days. 
HMayette: (H) .sctec. sees vie OOS ber ile ose May 8 | Sept. 18 133 
Horest City (54)). 2025... 2%: 1,226 16 May 5 | Sept. 26 144 
fercenfeld (Hoes. ce os. TSO) Shei abier ak: Apr. 29 | Oct. 9 163 
Grundy Center (H)....... O00 N.C iicoteee tc May 3 | Sept. 26 146 
Hampton (54)).\02 v</c%i. = 6 1,155 16 May 5 | Sept. 30 148 
lar an (54) \; disc's a's ves wes 10 May 6 | Sept. 27 144 
Independence (H)......... S60 es oe a May 41] Sept. 26 145 
Mew City? (ED) ye oie sie. oints 210107 GSore isa cRes S. Apr. 23 | Oct 8 168 
fowa Palls (64) )..../2. 2208- 1,170 16 May 91] Sept. 24 138 
Heo klcs(54) fines, 2 Sie) s/s sae 574 (H) 37 Apr. Ve Oct. sl5 197 
Harrabee! (E)\-\c.6.. see 0s. 26 L400; fe cc ee May 11} Sept. 20 132 
Mount Pleasant (54)...... 729 14 Apr. 19 | Oct 9 173 
Mew ton CE), eit o ssres «0 O65) a Aw aoe eee Apr. 26 | Oct 8 165 
Sore Gin (05 Dr Saeco ceecmeeees Pe2ESh, lst. cee Apr. 30 | Sept. 22 145 
SUE Va COA) ivttie aie tais sls wuaha| fog, 26.0 Ste wre 16 May 14 | Sept. 23 132 
Sigourney (54)...........-- 877 13 Apr. 25 | Oct 5 163 
Stas (rival GG. aees cies 1,135 (H) 19 May 4] Sept. 27 146 

Washington (H).......... TOOK, Cis eet. 72 Apr. 23 | Oct 7 167 
Kansas: 

PRP HTIEHECSS)) sce ys ctevseo\exs, 2,827 10 May 2 | Sept. 23 144 
Ashland (39)..........--- 1,951 21 Apr. 15 | Oct. 20 188 
ATCHISON) (EL) \c cutee nce o's ws. c OFS ole sees Apr: 13) | Oct.) 18 188 
Olay Center (S38) '.<.2%1-)....6: 1,203 6 May ~ 1 | Oct. — 18 165 
Za llaxy (B32) ee ec tee a aaa S458. Lecce ee May 2 | Oct. 5 156 
@oldwater (39)...........- 2,090 6 Apr L6ul Oct ws 185 

SolumMbpUs (GO)ee ... ess srs. 898 16 Apri) 165 | Oct. 22 199 
Concordia (38)........... 1,398 24 Apr. 24 {| Oct. 14 173 
Binoladige (39)< <6: see. + 00 3,346 6 May 5| Oct. 3 151 
Cunningham (39)......... 1,680 15 Apr. 23 | Oct. 19 179 
Dodge City (89))....5 6665. 2,513 33 Apr. 17] Oct. 15 181 

Hillinwood (39)... 5s. .0. 1,788 14 Apr: 24))|(Oct:, 17, 176 
INI POVIN (SO) sia Neleisieie 6% wrens 1,138 16 Apr: 9) Oeta 19 193 
Englewood (H)........... OOS e,  ibes 5 AME ats, Apr) olen| Oct: 9 189 
Bnirekai(s9) cccuks oe eels wae 1,093 i Mar. 29 | Oct. 16 201 
Farnsworth (39).......... 2,850 8 May 41] Oct. 12 170 
Mort Scott (39) )\.5 0655.0. 857 8 Apr: 23; | Oct: 421 181 
Prankstort (39)\s oo. 06-3). 1,146 14 Apr. 22] Oct. 5 166 

Garden City (39)......... 2,836 15 Apr. 30] Oct. 11 164 
MANU RIGS) o's stolbiake es alsa 1h euae 2,750 18 Apr. 18) |) Octs) "12 177 
Aerenola) (S39) 06.5056 oe cie'e 1,116 16 Apr. 15] Oct. 18 186 

PPATIOVEr(SS)) ccs «+ siete <n aie 1225 6 May 31] Oct. 16 197 
larrison (38) jaa ecole os cvase 1,804 8 May 1] Oct. 6 158 

EE ae) (G12) es or 2,000 13 May .5 | Oct). 5 153 
ETGrLON AGS) siciiels d slaves, sieves 1,188 17 Apr .15'| Oct; . 13 181 

Letty ate (C13) Bee ee ee 2,700 11 May 2)isOct.. 7 158 
INP HOME (OO) siececc siabansi'e ie acd ieta-o seco Reba) oe 4 Apr. 29 | Oct. 20 174 
Hutchinson (H)........... Lbooy! hs Prosopis ae Apr; 10))) Octa 525 188 
Independence (39)........ 816 31 Apr. 13 | Oct. 24 194 
Tineele) (all CL) SA eee 2,268 8 May 2) | Oct. 117 168 
TL TL S10) ee eee 2,993 12 May 11] Oct. 12 164 
MAT HOO (39). 0icce dolla © «sxe 2,090 Ui May 6] Oct. 16 163 

Ibawrence (38) v4.65 6s. ces 874 41 Apr. 5 | Oct. 24 202 
MEBDO) (OD) la'six etele tora sai 'sps-shiens 1,138 18 Apr le i Oete ui 18 184 

Macksville (39)........... 2,632 16 Apr. 28} Oct. 10 165 
Manhattan (Agric. Col- 
MEE RGSG) a Aces att ees ache 



Viz ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TaBLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
No. of 

Station. Altitude. | years of _———H+-——_ — 
record. Last frost | First frost 

season. 
in spring. jin autumn. 

Kansas—Continued: 
Marion(39) toe cca ieies «ee 
McPherson (39).......... 

Medicine Lodge (39) 
Minneapolis (38).......... 
Naas 'Gity: (89) \i.cc.ce. 5 see 

OBWEPOMBO) ie sec noes scene 
Ottawaroo) bee. ct eece ce 
(PEOlLOMEO) net ee nae eee 
Phillipsburg (88)........:. 
Republie GaAs) acs eet aes ater 
Omen(so) ea oniata a oe weeks 
Salinas) nce nderk nas use. 
Scott City.(S9)\s. ane chee 
Sedanr(S9)iconet oreo ae 
TopekanlSS)eoccc aoe Bee tite 

ALTIDUNEGHO Oeics alerstsls Steel avcta cualeeeel Liao 
Mlvsses(39) se jase. ols apie 
Valley: Falls (8))..00..5. i Z 
Waroquai(S9)): 52. se as 3,600 (H) 14 Apr. 17-|,Oct. “21 187 
Wakeeney (38)........... 2,456 16 May’ %3)l: Oct 7a 152 
Wallace (38)............. 3,303 15 Apr: 22) (Oct: 2 163 
Wachiban(G9)i.. joneac cee 1,301 PA Apr. 8] Oct. 19 194 
Wantheld (SO) ea. c. Ae css 1,124 14 Apr. 19 | Oct. 15 179 
Yates Center (89)......... 1,068 14 Apr. 17 | Oct. 14 180 

Kentucky: 

FAD HANCHO)'s aides he cited ties eee ee 3 

Bardstown (76)........... 637 12 Apr. 18] Oct. 18 183 
Beattyvallei(7o)t -« me. one = 650 5 Apr. 25 | Oct. 10 168 
Bereai(75) sis te oe oe 
Blandwalle (76) ct... ac... eee 
Bowling Green (76)....... 

Manton-CadiarGiO)iecs cask: ac ok lene 
Earlington (76)........... 

Edmonton‘ (HE); sce. eel. |) 1600 {ee eee 
IDEARC O) 0 te ache n> + ote 
Evansville (76)........... 

Greensburg (76).......... 

Hopkinsville (76)......... 

EDV INUOUL CTO) tare ae itiels Steels sien sens oe 
Leitchfield (76)........... 
(exington'(75)s% i.» lw 
MATOttOH(7O) sex ss vo hsv c end 
owisville (76)... «002+. cee 
Maysville (75)i... beicces sce 

Middlesboro (75)......... 

Mount Sterling (75)....... 

Owensboro (76)........... 

IPACUIGHINULO) bay caciearciche 
RICH MCG Ce Diane vis os ee 
PAGO Gi aad etek eeaie chs. crane aiRitll k aik, sant Beet ee 
Shelby City (75).......... 
Shelbyville (76)........... 
Williamsburg (75)......... 

Louisiana: 
Abbeville (45)............ 
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Tas LE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. VERLSOLAsy— aS a See 
record. Last frost | First frost pera 

in spring. jin autumn. 

Louisiana—Continued: feet. days 
mlexangria (46). sas «sieve 77 19 Mar. 8 | Nov. 10 247 
pArntte: (45) )-) setae, <0. 24-2 0s )eue 130 18 Mar. 13 | Nov. 10 242 
Baton Rouge (45)......... 35 15 Mar. 1 | Nov. 19 263 
Burrwood (45))2.... 0603.55 1 14 Heb: «8. | Dee: 175 300 
Wathoun’(46))2 oh )5.2i< od 08): 180 15 Mar. 15 | Nov. 9 239 

@Wameron (45))2. 6.560065. 6 15 Feb. 22 | Nov. 26 BAHT 
Cheneyville (45).......... 67 18 Mar. 1]| Nov. 8 252 
MimtoniG5) .eeb esas <x 113 17 Mar. 12 | Nov. 9 242 
Collinston (46)........... 65 8 Mar. 2] Nov. 10 253 

Covington (45)........... 39 17 Mar. 3] Nov. 18 260 
Donaldsonville (45)....... 33 17 Feb. 25 | Nov. 21 269 

Farmerville (46).......... 177 16 Mar. 19 | Nov. 5 231 
Meanklin (45) osc. skies « @lece 10 18 Feb. 20 | Nov. 25 278 
Grand Cane (46).........- 302 13 Mar. 11 | Nov. 10 244 
Hammond (45)... ..2.-.-- 44 15 Mar. 7 | Nov. 17 255 
Playas; (2) 8 aa Be Doo oe) (Cie eee eee 18 Feb. 28 | Nov. 20 265 
Jennings) (45) seis «hae wets 30 13 Feb. 22 | Nov. 21 272 
Watayetie (45) /s.% 5.25... 3 36 20 Mar. 3] Nov. 13 255 

Lake Charles (45)......... 22 18 Feb. 24 | Nov. 25 274 
Lake Providence (H)...... MO NS Sager Mar. 14 | Nov. 8 239 
raicentd en) itera crete avs Sis lfovers. seb Sees cees 8 Heb: -13);|-Decs 755 295 
feawrenee! (45)icc... a6 «ss ss 6 al7/ Feb: 9 135) Dec: 4 ia 301 
Tov ocrameg 18 HU CG) ee es | 19 Mar. 22 | Nov. 4 227 
[IG radi Gl C55) ee 45 18 Mar. 8{|Nov. 7 244 
MAsmeaent(AG)! si. b:c.6 ds a2 shes 194 20 Mar. 14 | Nov. 13 244 

IMonroe)\(46) si.c6. tee ad 82 16 Mar. 14] Nov. 12 243 
New Iberia (45).......... 15 17 Feb. 20] Nov. 29 282 

New Orleans (45)......... 8 37 Keb; 3) '|\-Decs 20 310 
Opelousas (45)........... 83 17 Mar. 5 | Nov. 17 257 
Syst (CO eee eee Geel (Se aIee es een 13 Mar. 28 | Nov. 4 221 
Plain Dealing (46)........ 268 16 Mar. 27 | Nov. 9 227 
Roert Bads (EH)... .6 6... 2 Te cipiea| |e martla, eee Jan. 26] Dec. 20 328 
arayaiess (Cis) aera cis cles + skate 44. 18 Feb. 25 | Nov. 20 268 
obeline (46))< cc. scies «a % 147 13 Mar. 21 | Nov. 4 228 
ESOL AG) cic 2 «<a, a's «Se 312 14 Mar. 23] Nov. 3 225 
Schriever (45)............ i7/ 17 Feb. 28 | Nov. 16 261 
Shreveport (46)........... 249 39 Mar. 41] Nov. 11 252 
EAELO WI (45) bie sis deo b1sket ae aio remtens sis 16 Feb. 26 | Nov. 22 269 

Maine: 
Bar Harbor (106)......... 20 20 May 18] Oct. 12 147 
Wormisha(106) iis 25s 2.00 +s 784 15 May 23 | Sept. 12 112 
ISHEDOTE: (10G)\j<j0.c.- vice « soe 53 35 Apr. 28) | Oct.) 12 167 
renga (C8) a ee or a DONS Hee Beak 3 May 13 | Sept. 24 134 
arming ton CLOG) >. arciec, ccc eo es Gas esi 16 May 16 | Sept. 15 122 
PGR ULIO(D) 1 oan A age ec 5 May 22 | Sept. 15 116 
Gardiner (106)........... 163 16 May 6 | Oct. 1 148 
Hiewiston (106).4 5. 22. «<-.- 185 24 May 5] Oct. 2 150 
Mayfield (106)........... 1,000 18 May 17 | Sept. 22 128 
Millinocket (106)......... 386 6 May 16 | Sept. 20 127 
North Bridgton (106)..... 450 15 May 15 | Sept. 15 123 
ASrorig | (LOG) 2k <ioke << ce: 129 23 May 11 | Sept. 24 136 
Pertland!(106)eeeic oe. + oes 99 35 May 14] Oct. 18 157 
Rumford Falls (106)...... 505 15 May 15 | Sept. 20 128 
Winslow (106)............ 90 11 May 10 | Sept. 22 135 
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Tas Le 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No.of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. Meo ol, |E=ssae ie f bbe 
record. | Last frost | First frost peste 

in spring. jin autumn. — 

Maryland: feet. days. 
(Armapolisy(95)e ect. see) ee 45 8 Apr. 18:1 Octs) 27 195 
Bachmans Valley (94)..... 860 9 May 31] Oct. 9 159 
Baltimore (95)e. ci .c.s woe 90 33 Apr. 4]Nov. 38 213 
Cambridge (95)2...0).- - 25 9 Apr. 16] Nov. 1 199 
Cheltenham (95).......... 230 9 Apr. 16°| Oct." 20 187 
Chestertown (95)......... 80 13 Apr. 20 |, Oct. 25 188 
Chewsville (94)........... 530 7 May 71 Oct "7 153 
Coleman (95)i#e. 2.0 3 oe 80 Zé Apr: °15. | Oct. "26 194 
College Park (94)......... 170 5 Apr. 30} Oct. 9 162 
Darlington (95)........... 300 12 Apr. 22] Oct. 19 180 
Baston (Ob) cee..). enres eee 35 11 Apr... 10°) Nevo “iz 206 
Emmitsburg (94)......... 720 “ Apr. 6] Nov. 14 222 
alistons(95) sere. ates ete 450 17 Apr. 20] Oct. 13 176 
Frederick (94)...........- 275 6 Apr. 24] Oct. 19 178 
Great Falls (94).......... 200 6 Apr. 30] Oct. 17 170 
Green Spring Furnace (94). 450 11 Apr. 21] Oct. 11 173 
Pocomoke City (95)....... 37 11 Apr. 22] Oct. 19 180 
Princess Anne (95)........ 20 13 Apr. 23] Oct. 15 175 
Solomon’s (95)...........- 20 13 Apr. 8| Nov. 13 219 

Sudlersville (95).......... 65 8 Apr. 12] Oct. 16 187 
Taneytown (94).......... 450 7 Apr. 28 ||) Oct: 'S 163 
Washington, D. C. (94).... 75 38 Apr: 7) Oct s2t 197 
Westernport (94)......... 1,000 6 Apr. 30 | Oct. 9 162 

Massachusetts: ' 
Amherst) (LOS) i1< oe cr). '= woke 222 (H) 20 May 7 | Oct: 8 154 
Blue Ell (ED ee cate ee (oO A | A ange ane May 10] Sept. 18 131 
Boston Cl0b) ee. Pancake 124 36 Apr. 20 | Oct. 22 185 
AI Raver UE) cicsvcietecte ves P10 1 eae | |e es Apr. 25 | Oct. 10 168 
Fitchburg (105)........... 550 (A) 26 Apr. 28] Oct. 12 167 
Hyannis (H) .2 2. 2.55... SR (SR Se A Apr. 27 | Oct. 938 174 
Lawrence (105)........... 51 25 Apr. 27 | Oct. 16 172 
Middleboro (H).......... Dt.) Aiibinctoee acters May 12] Sept. 30 141 
Monson(lOb) ei. Se. - acts SIO ee acetate cae May 10 | Sept. 25 138 
Nantucket (105).......... 15 23 Apr. 10] Nov. 5 209 

New Bedford (H)......... 100°! dea ot Apr. 23] Oct. 21 181 
Pittsfield (CED) ta. node eres T 050) 2 Katte a saceeer es May 4 | Oct 4 153 
Provincetown (H)......... be | ree ere Apr. 19] Oct. 30 194 
Springfield (105).......... 199 17 May 1] Oct. 8 160 
Turners Falls (105)....... 200 14 May 1 | Oct. 1 153 
Williamstown (105)....... 711 23 May 10] Sept. 28 141 

Michigan: 
PR GTIBIR AOS) ioe uieicre sews ate 770 8 May 10] Oct. 30 173 
TION (GE) ates viene sty tee See 750 8 May 14 | Sept. 30 139 
MATT ETIEL (Ged) aie efete ss erie e cnete 609 35 May 14 | Sept. 28 137 
An KAD DOD (OB) ier.:<< ere: 0 930 8 May 6] Oct. 12 159 
AT GLEE (OA) cist bei in'ble sinierers 728 10 May 11 | Sept. 23 135 
Ball Mountain (63)....... 983 11 May 10] Oct. 4 147 
Big Rapids (62).......... 906 10 May 14 | Sept. 23 132 
OATES EU ater ses 0 ole Le BAG iw 5 tee May 11 | Oct. 8 150 
Gharlevorm (62)e; vaswas se 610 S May 14] Oct. 12 151 

HATHA LOD) ates oa xia cle 875 8 June 11] Sept. 17 98 
Cheboygan (68).......... 611 11 May 20 | Sept. 24 127 

PVOLTOVG: (GG) eet wie 5 atvic s cies 730 35 Apr. 30] Oct. 11 164 

Escanaba (61)............ 612 ll May 16 | Oct. 3 140 

Grand Haven (62)........ 628 18 Apr. 28] Oct. 12 167 
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TaBLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

(Plate 34.)—Continued. United States. 

Station. 

Michigan—Continued: 
Grand Rapids (62)........ 

ersiylinicn (Gs)isos s%.s-s5.0:6, arae 
Harbor Beach (63)........ 
Haareson (Ga)ixs oss ee ose 
Harrisville (62)\05.. 52-626. 
PAT GAGs oo fis see eles seers 
ashines) (EL)i2e.% 3.656. as 
Houghton (61)............ 

rm bortn(GL)s.<)- 6. eles erere 
Pane Rivern(GL))./<..5 05 <\s.° 

Altitude. 
No. of 

years of 
record. 

— 

LETS DREN ee oe | eS ee [em ea 

Mansine \(G3)>. 62s ties a2 

NMancelons (62)". .... os.6.o5r. 
Mramistec:(G2)'s5.)<.< bese 

Marquette (61)........... 
Menominee (61).......... 

Muskegon (62)........... 

Newberry (61)... 2. 5.6.)s2: 
MEET (OD) )-.02 22s + aise cieiais 
CL SSavEny (83) 

Port Huron (63))........ 2; 
Saginaw, W. S. (63)....... 
Brlonace (Ol)... 5 ves. cle 
RaerOSepa(G2)ic..). vc--s siete 
Barna (G2) ois /ee)0 ses, «200 
Sault Ste. Marie (61)...... 
Thomaston (61).......... 

Traverse City (62)........ 
Wiaseni (G2) =. 0.666 bos sh S. 

Whitefish Point (61)...... 
Minnesota: 

Bird Island (55).......... 
Collegeville (56).......... 
Brookston (D7) i.j-.. stres. 5 
LOTT Glo) ae eee 
Fairmont (n) (55)......... 
Fergus Falls (55)......... 
Grand Meadow (56)....... 
Lake Winnibigoshish (57).. 
ong Prairie) (55)... 2.555% 
feaverne) CED) 235,566.50 ..0 2% 

MPRRTNCL 2529) sos ete ohece, 6) ovis. 65.0 
Cer G9) a 
Minneapolis (56).......... 

Moorhead: (57)):..°. = ss. . 2% 
Lainey EG) Vee eee 

(it ee oro) 0 397) ee ae 
New London (55)......... 

New Ulm (55)........ ; 

PAT RApICS (B76: 0.60.3 6058 
Pine River Dam (56)...... 

eed Wane (56)ii:. 5s. soot 
Rolling Green (H)........ 
Str Charles (56): 2. 02%...2 8) 

bo Ww 

DONNANOUNWO OD OM DO 

= 

Average date of— 

Last frost | First frost 
in spring. jin autumn. 

May. (iti Octi7 12 
May 18 | Sept. 18 
May 11 | Oct. 5 
May 17 | Sept. 27 
May 16 |} Oct. 4 
May 13 |} Oct. 1 
May 10] Sept. 15 
May 8 |} Oct. tl 

June 7| Sept. 5 
June 31] Sept. 15 
May 23 | Sept. 14 
May 41] Oct. 7 
May 41] Oct. 9 
May 24] Sept. 28 
May 13 | Oct. 3 
May 15 | Oct. 2 

May 16 | Oct. 6 
May 5 | Sept. 29 
May 29 | Sept. 11 

May 7] Oct. 15) 
May 28 | Sept. 13 
May 7 | Oct. 9 
May 9 | Oct. 1 
May 11 | Sept. 28 
Apr. Lil Octet 
May 13 | Oct. 2 
May 14 | Sept. 29 
June 8] Sept. 1 
May 17 |} Oct. 5 
May 41 Oct. 11 

May 17] Oct. 10 

May 9] Sept. 25 
May 7 | Sept. 28 
May 15 | Sept. 22 
May 4 | Oct. 3 
May 6 | Oct. 3 
May 11 | Sept. 22 
May 16 | Sept. 25 
May 22 | Sept. 24 
May 18 | Sept. 23 
May 11 | Sept. 19 
May 12 | Sept. 25 
May 14 | Sept. 21 
Apr. 29 | Oct. hi 

May 13 | Sept. 22 
May 12 | Sept. 25 

June 3] Sept. 9 
May 9 | Sept. 30 
May 6 | Sept. 27 
May 20] Sept. 19 
May 18] Sept. 20 
May 4] Oct. 11 
May 4} Oct. 3 
May 16 | Sept. 27 

Length of 
average 
frostless 

season. 

days. 
164 
123 
147 
133 
141 
141 
128 
152 
92 

104 
114 
156 
158 
127 
143 
140 
143 
147 
105 
151 
108 
155 
145 
140 
178 
142 
138 
85 

141 
160 
146 

139 
144 
130 
152 
150 
134 
132 
125 
128 
131 
136 
130 
161 
132 
136 
98 

144 
144 
122 
125 
160 
152 
134 



176 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

ee Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years of Pir 

record. | Last frost | First frost pianist 
in spring. jin autumn. ia cis 

Minnesota—Continued: feet. days. 

St. vPavli(G6) esc. aes Sate 848 36 Apr. 27 | Oct. 3 159 

St: Peter|(56)- 2%... ns = ns 840 14 May 17 | Sept. 27 133 

St. Vincent Pembine (57).. 789 14 June 3 | Sept. 14 103 

Sandy Lake Dam (57)..... 1,234 17 May 21 | Sept. 23 125 

Shakopee (56)........... 750 14 May 12 | Sept. 25 136 

TV ELACD Es cimeteleieis trail aga 1,350 ia June 5 | Sept. 13 100 

Wabasha: (DS) ikintec\\cis- > sake 681 14 May 1 | Oct. 5 157 

Winnebago (56)........-- 1,100 il May 6 | Sept. 28 145 

Worthington (55)......... 979 15 May 7 | Sept. 23 139 

Mississippi: 
VANIStiTI CUO) eakiae stes os bt iene 200 15 Mar. 30 | Oct. 29 213 

Batesville (Eset. we. eet PZ Nile oe start tokske Mar. 24 | Oct. 24 214 

Biloxi (SO). scene eici: cies erences 24 18 Feb. 25 | Nov. 28 276 

Booneville (79)......-.+-- 504 15 Mar. 29 | Nov. 1 217 

Brookhaven (80).......--- 500 16 Mar. 18 | Nov. 4 231 

Ganton(S0)seicey crags 228 16 Mar. 19 | Nov. 4 230 

Columbus C(O )ee seeks ote 250 14 Mar. 27} Oct. 31 218 

Crystal Springs (80)....... 468 16 Mar. 24} Oct. 31 221 

Greenville (10) ee onal aere 126 18 Mar. 18 | Oct. 31 227 

Greenwood (79).......--- - 140 14 Mar. 19} Oct. 27 222 

Hattiesburg (80).......-.- 154 16 Mar. 11 | Nov. 9 243 

Holly Springs (79).....-.- 600 14 Mar. 28 | Nov. 2 219 

ealkcesvilles(SO)s acters snckelal= otebelslatetescrora 16 Mar. 5] Nov. 10 250 

Mowisvalle: (ZO) iene oes shane 561 16 Mar. 26 | Oct. 30 218 

Magnolia (80).......----- 415 15 Mar. 15 | Nov. 9 239 

Meridian: (SO) ices «..cnk fe) 375 20 Mar. 17] Nov. 2 230 

Natchez, (80)\...--.2<-ss0: 206 16 Mar. 9] Nov. 12 248 

Palo vAltio! CE) eas oi: ain Carer SOO Mh ccisre ares Mar. 27 | Nov. 4 222 

Pearlington (80)........-- 10 16 Mar. 1] Nov. 24 268 

Pontotoc: O)ines > seivel- cle 475 18 Mar. 28 | Oct. 28 214 

Vicksburg (80)i2 200.255 247 38 Mar. 6] Nov. 13 252 

Water Valley (79)......... 300 17 Mar. 27 | Oct. sl 218 

Waynesboro (80)......--. 191 17 Mar. 20} Nov. 4 229 

Woodville (80).........-- 560 16 Mar. 12 | Nov. 14 247 

MWiazOO Gilby (OU) ais cin sisiebels 116 16 Mar. 28 | Nov. 2 219 

Missouri: 
Appleton (49) ...--0..eccelecsee ee eceee 18 Apr. 20 | Oct. 19 182 

ART OIONUCD Lis see ie cit data siete alle sees meted 12 Apr. 22 | Oct. 12 173 

HOLL iecreniets ne wg ae Slave 1,000 8 Apr. 17 | Oct. 15 181 

Bethanyvaol ees ks ase se 881 16 Apr. 26] Oct. 8 165 

Birchtreo: (50)ic. kee. s nee 1,200 16 Apr. 17] Oct. 16 182 

Brunswick (51)........... 652 20 Apr. 17 | Oct. 19 185 

Caruthersville (50)........ 860 13 Apr. 5} Oct. -22 199 

Molde bes (BD) een sie crarose Wathe 784 20 Apr. 18] Oct. 14 179 

Darksville (51)........... 826 17 Apr. 23] Oct. 14 174 

PGRN TEN) erecta ts vie. crave. 3twiaxllie Sis ule wie: 6: > Seve 10 Apr. 16] Oct. 13 180 

WIOSOUOUDU) sie siowesc ness 498 7 Apr. 21 | Oct. 12 174 

airport: (BSL )iaes «© s:c' © av 535 12 May _1 | Oct. 8 160 

Wavette SL). cs/ceses s cies 725 24 Apr. 21 | Oct. 14 176 

BEOM BL) hates ls cin's oars 818 14 Apr. 21 | Oct. 8 170 

Gallatin (GD) ivice sy tals <0 803 17 Apr. 17 | Oct. 19 185 

GZan6 (HO) a cvanke es cun void els wees pe sisieis 6 Apr. 23 | Oct. 15 175 

COMIDACGD) unin a so ain cs Wed 700 15 Apr. 29 | Oct. 9 164 

Grant: City’ (G1)... a2 6 een 1,130 12 Apr. 26 | Oct. 13 170 

Greenville (60)... sec ecards ane ceccees 12 Apr. 16 | Oct. 9 176 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Weck Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. Years ol eee cee Fees 
record. | Last frost | First frost | “TC8“©S$ 

in spring. /in autumn. pass 

Missouri—Continued: feet. days. 
Hannibal (65)io2....0 27 «<< es 534 17 Apr, 16) Oct. 16 183 
Harrisonville (49)......... 912 19 Apr: 19))| Oct. 26 190 
Houston (50) hess. Ghee stecas 1,280 17 Apr. 25 | Oct. 9 167 
Arontoni(a0) ees cce ee. ocd 925 21 Apr;, 28! | Oct. 3 158 
Sackson? (50) 22.5.2: alesis 2 458 17 Apr. 22 | Oct. 11 172 
Jefferson City (51)........ 628 16 Apr. 19] Oct. 15 179 
Joplin (49) ).ssh: hoses 979 6 Apr. 15] Oct. 19 187 
Kansas City (51)......... 963 20 Apr. 10 | Oct. 23 196 
Koshkonong (50)......... 911 9 Apr. 15 | Oct. 22 190 
Mamar (4Q)ioo. 085.606). 005)5 964 18 Apr 18albOct. a la 182 
Hebanon (49))......052...2. 1,265 18 Apr. 14 |hOct.. Lz, 186 
exanpion! (O))ee cect ee oe ee 813 16 Apr 7 NOetas 7 183 
MEE DErGy (DL) ccc a Fie + avers 864 18 Apr. 20 | Oct. 8 171 
Mouintany (Ol)es.5.a< de5.5 500 11 Apres 1225|) Oct le 173 
EACOM (CO) ioe oe 881 8 Apr. 20] Oct. 16 179 
Marble Hill (50).......... 420 16 Apr. 19} Oct. 13 177 
Marshall (49)............. 779 16 Apr. 19) Oct. 11 175 
Maryville (51))...35.0..-.04- 1,160 15 Apr. 21 | Oct. 7 169 
NEEXACO (DL) Secs c1e:ds as oi 797 30 Apr. 16] Oct. 16 183 
RVTSERIATECOL!) Stigere sy Siete swe 622 9 Apr 1215) Octaer te 174 
Mineralspring: (49) 25.2. S25]: lea o faces © 12 Apr. 14] Oct. 16 185 
ogi OE) ee ae, || 10 Apr. 19 | Oct. 5 169 
Mountain Grove (49)...... 1,490 8 Apr. 23 | Oct. 14 174 
Mt. Vernon (49).......... 1,480 16 Apr. 25 | Oct. 8 166 
IWeoshoi (49) o..152 016 21h. ose 1,023 17 Apr. 24>] Oets 15 174 
Wevadar(49) ... 02 cd ao ancl 860 1? Apr. 19] Oct. 14 178 
New Madrid (50)......... 285 5 Apr, 24 | Oct. 20 179 
@alfield'(50)):...2.:..550...06° 793 17 Apr. 16)Octrr 22 189 
(CG beak (50) ie ae a ee ee 1,246 Me Apr. 16} Oct. 18 185 

MPEP GRC L) she ete alls Sais: eae 1,013 19 Apr. 25 | Oct. 14 172 
Poplar Bluff (50) .......... 344 9 Apres, og Octal 193 
Princeton (Ol) posses: «snc 1,026 18 Apr. 24 | Oct. 9 168 
vehmond: (1)! 45 .0.s1h< Sere 824 7 Apr: 7 | Oct. 24 200 
ESD MLANCSO) arc alacials. fecs-<. ser 1,092 13 Apr 20 |) Oct. 15 178 
St. Joseph (51)).-3 oc. 5 356 =. 825 8 Apr. 24 | Oct. 17 176 
Rob aylrO018 (GB) oie co:5 0 al oe ores 568 35 Apr: 3 | Oct. 27 207 
Sedalia (49)).:cciels occ siis se seis 889 14 Apr. 19 | Oct. 19 183 

“EGETCGTTE CLD) RG AO IEEE | | 80 Bice oe eae 12 Apr. 19 | Oct. 11 175 
Shelbinay (51) xcs. oc oi ese 781 8 Apr. 24 | Oct. 10 169 
Rikestom (50). joi ose). eee 328 14 Apr. 10 | Oct. 18 191 
Springfield (49)........... 1,350 20 Apr. 14 | Oct. 18 187 
Steffenville (51)........... 576 14 Apr. 24] Oct. 10 169 
DIE CE ACL) rcwnto oie So0i oe bets 1,000 15 Apr, ‘1 |! Oct 45 187 
Mirenton (51) s.1o.6-o06 5 oe 812 13 Apr. 20 | Oct. 9 172 
Wnionville:(61)./........ 5. 1,072 15 Apr. 25 | Oct... 13 171 
Warrensburg (49)......... 883 16 Apr: 18) j7Octs 17 182 
Warrenton (51))....:..../.- 865 18 Apr; 21°} Oct; 15 177 
Wheatland (49)........... 920 13 Apr. 18 | Oct. 8 173 
ATI EOT (AD) ors 5 s:<1-cielens Siecle shouela cititie 0% 17 Apr, 21), |) Oct. 18 180 

Montana: 
PRRRELN( DO) is osc. c els aie oben ates 5,200 10 June 25 | Aug. 24 60 
Agricultural College (27)... 4,700 8 May 28] Sept. 7 102 
MANACONGA (28)). oe 2 se. wale 5,300 8 June 13 | Sept. 4 83 
LEGO 2) | 4,071 10 June 6] Aug. 25 80 
i415 | oh) C-22) Ae eee 4,461 4 June 19 | Aug. 11 53 
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Montana—Continued: 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Mascal Average date of— Length of 
average 
frostless 

Altitude. Wey | == 
record. | Last frost | First frost 

in spring. Jin autumn. 
j—— ee | | 

Station. 

Banigan(26)\ cicaaiees wares - 
Boulder (27)... 5 cme oe i 

Busby. (26) pccss cco cc ctllt siuesteeetents ; 
BiUtten(27)\..cit so eckesine a ee 5 
Canyon Ferry (27)........ : 
Cascade (29) sc. «dec achs o 
@hester(Z0)e- sence oer é 
Chinook (30) 532.12. 00 ae : 
CWhoutest\(29). 0. ..556.2-6 3 
Clear Creelo(29) oe aseeelicu cote oe ; 
Columbia Falls (28)....... y 
Copper (27) oasssate see ally wee Hee ke wes 4 June 11} Aug. 3 53 
Crow Agency (26)...... 27 May 15 | Sept. 26 134 
Culbertson (30)........... 7 May 30] Sept. 5 98 
Gut Bank.(29)te doses oe a June 14] Aug. 29 76 
Dayton (28). wccccecu sen 6 May 17 | Sept. 15 121 
Decker, (26) cic retee oace 5 May 23 | Sept. 7 107 
Deer Lodge (28).......... 8 June 16] Sept. 6 82 
Dallons(27) sas- es tere oe 9 June 9 | Sept. 1 84 
East Anaconda (28)....... 4 June 1 | Sept. 14 105 
Pkalaka (26)asse wnt cette this che. oe i May 22 | Sept. 22 123 
Fallon (26) .esoesemees coe 4 May 22 | Sept. 29 130 
Porsyth)(26) eek sc csee 3} May 9 | Sept. 29 143 
Fort Benton (29)......... 9 May 16 | Sept. 30 137 
Wortine, (28) ers .cc seas ee 3 May 31] Aug. 6 67 
Hore: Logan: (27s. tivis ee 12 June 16] Aug. 30 75 
Hort: Shaw (29)\). .22. 2000 2 May 10] Sept. 16 129 
Glassow (30) ..5 .. fee 14 May 22 | Sept. 12 113 
Glendive: (30). . 2 kaos Ae 16 May 12 | Sept. 22 133 
Sold Bute.9)5 .\. sts saliva cies tebe ees 3 May 22] Sept. 1 102 
Great Falls (29).......... 18 May 7 | Sept. 16 132 
Eramiulton:(28)ie. .).ce> cee 7 May 12 | Sept. 24 135 
Harlowton) (27) scicccbs oa 15 June 6 | Sept. 4 90 
evra. (20) cette. ss tela xen 11 May 15 | Sept. 14 122 
Helens (OZ)... iar eeece ek 

AUN LOY? (2G6)iantes cues ste 

DOLGAMA BU) ane wa Meee alien suc aes 
Mansel (28)ee. wee. vee 
Lewistown (29). ..<i.5.204 

hivingston (27): . 2022.6. 
Lodgegrass (26) «00... .. t's 

Manhattan (27) .........5. 
Marysville (27)........... 
Miles Crty (26)! aces. a t's 
MET SROUIE CBS) ee ey Ses dieu 
OvANGO(28) sss. odes ve 
Philipsburg (28)... 0... «ie 

Leg hr pV.) AS oa 

Pleasant Valley (28)....... 
POWOW (28) ihree venew ass cee 

Poplar (60) ic. aise tune « eae 
Havmend CAO... sant, oy oe 
Red Lodge (26). iieiicceck 
(UONLOVEY (ht) i ok cage os cee 
Ridgelawn (30)........... 

wo or Ss i] < ~I D ® Ko} ct bo ie) f 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1808 stations in the 
United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Naar Average date of— | Length of 

Station. Altitude. years. ahh pee 
record. | Last frost | First frost ene 

in spring. jin autumn. : 

Montana—Continued: feet. days. 
Mtlonatius (28) hese. . <9 <3 2,700 4 May 23 | Sept. 10 110 
Ste Pawli(SO)eas. sates + ies 4,150 10 May 29 | Sept. 16 110 
Bi eetex) (29) iota. 21. cles - ietas 4,500 6 June 9] Sept. 3 86 

Snowshoe (28))-%....5.is2% 4,500 3 May 21] Sept. 9 111 

Spring Broo0ks(sO) Ges ccm bss skeet ss 7 June 1 | Sept. 20 111 
PRalcria (SO) chaletets ciwig ere. = 3st 2,050 3 May 25] Sept. 2 100 
sLasiraint (G1) ne eee ae eer el 3,950 26 June 31] Sept. 8 97 
‘loys (G10 VARn nich eae Rec neane etc 1,880 13 June L-|eSeptne £7 98 

Virginia City (27)......... 5,880 6 June 15 | Sept. 16 93 
Wibaux (26):...........-. 2,674 4 May 14} Sept. 13 122 
Wolf Creek \(27).: .- . - 52 4,000 5 May 31 | Sept. 16 108 
BSA NC2T )iovc chatrete cs bc «shade ts 4,042 8 June 10] Sept. 11 93 

Nebraska: 
PI pIOT (SG) ease oem «stk 1,747 13 May 8] Sept. 26 141 
PMlaaANICe(SO)ieircks toe ss tena 3,968 vl May 10 | Sept. 28 141 
Ansley (35) ...........+-- 2,307 12 May 8 | Sept. 20 135 
Mehland: (S6)ree. = 6 << 2 1,100 16 Apr. 27 | Oct. 5 161 

Atkinson and O’Neill (36). { Hee \ 16 May 2 | Sept. 25 146 
’ 

PAMUETIN(G 7) s\sics.2 .cie ve ss 1,051 14 Ape: 27:|- Oct: .. 3 159 
Bassett and Kirkwood (35) 2,323 15 May 7 | Sept. 28 144 
Beatricel(S/)isses. oss k= 1,235 15 May 1] Oct. 5 157 
Beaver City (37).......... 2,147 16 May 5| Oct. 2 150 
Bridgeport (85)........... 3,658 12 May 13 | Sept. 18 128 
Brokenbow (35)......-... 2,477 14 May 1 | Sept. 26 148 
R@allaway (SD) sei) - 015 + 2!2'-% 2,555 15 May 11 | Sept. 21 133 
Columbus (36)............ 1,442 16 May 2 | Oct. 3 154 

CRAOTEYONES Cee eee 1,368 20 Apr. 27 | Oct. 3 159 
avid City. (66)... 2. 228) 1,619 20 Apress Oct a6 168 
Waweon (3) amen. sho. oes 945 11 Apr. 24 | Oct. 8 167 
Dunning and Purdum (35). 2,621 10 May 3] Sept. 29 149 
INIT (Mier et oa aie « a etene 1,316 13 Apr. 29 | Oct. 6 160 

Fort Robinson Se pies 3,764 17 May 13 | Sept. 21 131 
Fort Sydney and Lodge- 4,086 
PIPES eee Ne). Jeet { 3,820 } ue May teh Sept yet eat’ 

Mrsanlcltra (3,7) ites cie ate we @) svalere 1,817 15 May 6] Oct. 3 150 
remont.(S6) lee.) Sens 1,203 21 Apr). 26) | sOCbar a2 159 
SEHE VAN (OU) eidets uidttes's ceek 1,633 16 May 5] Sept. 30 148 
Brengai(3G)) aes was tes oe ete 1,584 33 May 3] Sept. 26 146 
SGTTEN SA SBD Rt 5 a ee 3,902 14 May 13 | Sept. 22 132 
Grand Island (37)......... 1,861 13 Apr. 26 | Oct. 5 162 

Grant and Madrid (37).... { ar \ 14 May 4 | Sept. 25 144 
’ 

Hartington (86).........- 1,309 16 May 9 |] Oct. i 145 
LEIS 4 GY 0 es eeeeer ae 1,799 Ws Apr. 26 | Oct. 5 162 

ET SSRINICSU(ebi ine ears sie ais sites 1,932 11 Apr. 24 | Oct. 8 167 
Hay Springs (35)......... 3,821 21 May 17 | Sept. 22 128 
HACHEOMN (SM )ine ts. cere neem 1,458 19 May 1 | Oct. 3 155 

Floldrega \(S7/)ii.c oi nek 2,324 15 Apr. 30 | Oct. 6 159 
mperiall (CH) ae! < cis. so teh a eye Ma a A May 41] Sept. 28 147 
PMEAETION( Lite sive ele) atte 2,147 13 Apr. 26 | Oct. 8 165 

LECE renee Rial GIS) as ee on | eR 15 May 18} Sept. 25 130 

WIM DANN (SD) ie. - eld. ect 4,697 18 May 15 | Sept. 21 129 

Hexineton (S7)'......0..4062 2,385 16 May 10 | Sept. 23 136 

HAETICOLTIN(S 7) 293 a's a: tote ia: ayes 1,189 21 Apr. 19} Oct. 10 174 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Noel Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. yar ee pi 
record. | Last frost | First frost | “TO°™@* 

in spring. |in autumn. en 

Nebraska—Continued: feet. days. 
iyrich. (G0) cmicths «ele we es 1,965 (H) 16 May 7 | Sept. 24 140 
Madicon (86) eke. «fe. oer 1,585 14 May 2] Sept. 30 151 
WNesbiti(SD) stants << Sli. Stlesee atest 9 May 12 | Sept. 21 132 

Nortotle36) iit). c= 3 2. ee 1,532 16 May 7/1] Sept. 30 146 

North Loup (86).......... 1,961 16 May 7 | Sept. 28 144 
North Platte (85)......... 2,826 34 May 1 | Sept. 29 151 
Oakdale (S6)on2....8 eae 1,722 20 May 31] Sept. 26 146 

Omaha(S6) csc. 2-24 eke 1,103 37 Apr. 26°} ’Oets 1s 170 
Ravennis (SG)hac..'t)..c hee 2,028 24 May 10} Sept. 30 143 
Redcloud! (SA ioe. sh. : ee 1,687 12 Apr. 24 | Oct 4 163 
St. Pauli(s6) see 6G is cise 1,796 12 May 8] Oct 3 148 
Saritee (SB) a reecses tins /oaiaellle Retaeivene ears 16 May 6] Sept. 30 147 
Springview (36) i... © fshenili: ae ln tees ve 16 May 10] Sept. 30 143 
Stantoni(sG) sens ote eta 1,472 16 May 2 | Oct. 1 152 
SUperior(SS)iei. ee a eee 1,574 8 Apr. 28 } Oct. 1 156 
Mecumeaen (SP)isieu cts ss aa 1,114 20 May 2 | Oct. 6 157 
Tekamah (36).. : 1,060 18 Apr. 27 | Oct. 1 157 
Turlington and Syracuse 1,224 
BT REL es { 1,059 } 2) | Spr 22) Oct 

Valentine (35). 5... 56.0% 2,859 20 May . 9 | Sept. 18 132 
Wakefield (36)............ 1,387 13 May 8 | Sept. 28 143 
Weeping Water (87)....... 1,080 23 May 8} Oct. 1 146 
West: Pomt(G6))... 25). onl 1,313 14 May 3 | Oct. 4 154 
MOrk (37) Pec oboe ee 1,633 16 Apr. 21.| Oct. 3 165 

Nevada: 
Austin (12): Sk. ees eee 6504) Gis .a eee May 21 | Sept. 21 123 
Beowawe (12)%2.5 <2). ke: A GOB. irs stetetota ters May 15 |} Oct. 1 139 
Garson Clty. (H)\. ea. ee A OPA Ws, ositeais where May 20 | Sept. 20 123 
liv. CEB) iee Saetcts tee ncteee GA2T  Vakcktemees June 1 | Sept. 18 109 
WurelkaGh2) wigs. s.co es ante GY SOD) — ayers oe Be were June §8| Sept. 20 104 
Wallon: iG12) = 4755..2:.>. ee 3;96b. | es chee es May 25] Oct. 4 132 
Gardnerville (12)......... A S30 -ilt.c ameeeere « June 15 | Sept. 23 100 
Gevperi(@2): sotick Sosse wah isbe lis Galerie cl alerail everest 6 June 23 | Sept. 3 72 
Lewer’s Ranch (12)....... C262 Oe escstenete tare May 26] Sept. 28 125 
op rent (1:2) vied tok cree vee E5700). Biss aehiras Apr. 14] Nov. 6 206 
ovelogk (12) ..aa. sce SONG. Wiewenar aes May 22] Sept. 22 123 

Palmetto (12)ee. «23. Sek 6,500). [vc eesti May 30] Sept. 21 114 
Potts (12).. bee. 8088; “dis ees June 16] Oct. 2{ 108 * 
Quinn Riv. Ranch 12) sated, A860). | |idswaehtdawa June 19 | Sept. 6 79 
Reno (12).. - » tah A BSB) dame May 16] Sept. 31 138 
Tecoma (12). tg OE rey 4,812) ° lin seine May 28 | Sept. 14 109 
Winnemucca (12)......... 4,344 Rw aaineweg May 15 | Sept. 23 131 

New Hampshire: 
Bethlehem (105).......... 1,470 18 May 22} Sept. 19 120 

Clonsora ClO) eo vets os eG 350 38 May 7 | Sept. 30 146 
UPHAM CE ites ss se aes es OR Nec chee ae May 8 | Oct. 3 148 

HIAnGverClOB) ihc, «nt 603 24 May 18 | Sept. 25 130 
ieene (LOG) Saks. ol. cet 506 16 May 16 | Sept. 20 127 
NeshaaiGLOayes’ Jc.8 es. .44 125 24 May 5| Sept. 10 128 
Piymputn CLO <p ivivs v'v'et 500 21 May 17 | Sept. 26 132 
Stratford (105)... .....00. 1,000 9 May 23 | Sept. 20 120 

New Jersey: 
Asbury Park (H)......... SO | Nwaaenate Apr. 19 | Oct. 21 185 
Atlantic City (99)......... 16 35 Apr. 11] Nov. 4 207 
Bavonne (LOO) ficic.4 ace 50 16 Apr. 16] Oct. 19 186 
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TaBLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1893 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. ef Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years of |—————-—__|_ #verage 
record. | Last frost | First frost ee 

in spring. jin autumn. . 

New Jersey—Continued: feet. days. 

Belvidere (100)........... 289 16 May” (3 |) Octs 11 161 
PE Veriva(99)) aes. 5 5 38st 8 30 16 Apres) 22| Octs 016 177 
Bridgeton (99)............ 30 16 Apr. 19 | Oct. 22 186 
Cape May Courthouse (99) 19 16 Apr. 17 | Oct. 20 186 
Charlotteburg (100)....... 719 16 May 8 | Sept. 28 143 
Mover CLO) coe. boo eek 575 16 May 65| Oct. 9 157 
Imlaystown (99).......... 106 16 Apr. 21] Oct. 19 181 
Lambertville (100)........ 95 16 Apr. 22] Oct. 16 177 
Payton lOO)jece. Seis. ea.2 550 8 May 14 | Oct. 1 140 
Moorestown (99)......... 71 45 Apr. 23 | Oct. 20 180 
New Brunswick (100)..... 61 16 Apr. 16 | Oct. 16 183 
Mewtone(100) 225-66 os aes 678 16 May 2) |) Oct: 712 162 
Meeanies(99) isos. ds see 16 16 Apres 1 Oct; 426 198 
Paterson (10Q)c3...6 5.6662 110 16 Apr. 21] Oct. 19 181 
Plamfield' (100). 6.56... <0 100 16 Apr. 18] Oct. 10 175 
River Vale (100).........6¢ 70 16 May 8] Oct. 4 149 
Somerville (100).......... 76 16 Apr. 18] Oct. 10 175 
South Orange (100)....... 200 16 Apr. 17 | Oct. 20 186 
mtssex (LOO) Scidacas vides ae 442 14 May 2] Oct. 6 157 

Waneland: (99))ic% .. 62.0003 118 16 Apr. 17] Oct. 18 184 
New Mexico: 

PSS HIALOTCO C2) IS «aie cies srsyeeiae 3 o/e Pie cre 0c 5 Apr. 13] Oct. 30 200 
WAMISEEG CO) aciaeiehn once acted 4,700 12 Apr. 17] Oct. 20 186 
Albuquerque (5).......... 5,200 16 Apr. 18] Oct. 19 184 
PMISTETA ed Mrercsctereisio chasaeie D1 ais 5,500 11 May 5| Oct. 21 169 
FABLCOAGED))..0.2:3108's s/o Side eee 5,590), lk acne May 41] Oct. 2 151 
avgontield (5)ia0. 5224.0. <8 5,500 14 May 15 | Sept. 29 137 
BMAD IBIS otters 2) sdhas o setelhhas 6 Seale soe 10 ADE Lecter 277 209 
(eae) (Gl eg de BOe eeepc 7,851 10 June 6] Sept. 21 107 
LOVES (2) Gs Ge cree Cr ICE RC lct ec 11 Apr. 22] Oct. 26 187 
MapANGIA (S)ssts ote... <3, 5,590 12 May. 2) |. Oct. 78 159 
Holsom (6) :. se. 1s sd 2's seis 6,399 14 May 13] Oct. 2 142 
Hort Bayard (3). .. 22. << 6,040 15 Apr. 25] Oct. 21 179 
LET Sar: ALO) 1 22 ee ee | ee | 7 May 91] Oct. o 149 
Bort Union (6): .. 525.66 6,835 14 May 15 | Oct. 7 145 
Hort Wingate: (5).... 2... 6,997 18 May 17 | Oct. 2 148 
rei IATIG (5) izcaisa'c's bo sine 4,800 15 May 11 | Sept. 30 142 
Gallinas Springs (6)....... 5,272 12 Apr. 18] Oct. 18 183 
TIEBDOYO (2) bite h << Gos s:c7aiallle ate eels Bho ceiess 7 Apr. 18] Nov. 1 197 
Las Vegas (6)............ 6,384 16 Apr. 28] Oct. 14 169 
Los Lunas (n) (5)......... 4,900 18 Apr. 26] Oct. 15 172 
reais iParke (2)). 5065... seu 3,500 (HB) 14 Apr. 19 | Oct. 25 189 
ATTEN lecseiac Se asd ble oats 6,660 12 May 5] Oct. 5 153 
UST eel LE) ee 3,570 (H) 13 Apr. 10] Oct. 22 195 
Pirin Vee ciali(2)e oh oks0's:s<:aaltate 6:6 i ide.c oc0 10 Aproy. a Octane: 200 
Str. DM G) ea ee ee 7,013 e 36 Apr. Lo Ooty. 19 187 
EEECORFON(D) c/s ures </<Als és ovens 4,600 14 Apr. 6] Oct. 21 198 
SYN eM (G)\acsiaie 12 2A.) aye 5,857 14 May 12 | Sept. 29 140 
RNEUOE CD So). Aera)s are She wrest 6,983 11 May 19 | Sept. 30 134 
Wuantor A (G)\sctt os ds ns see 8,200 12 June 23] Sept. 10 79 

New York: 

bang (104). .6o2\53.. 0 sec 97 35 Apr: 25) \sOct.. eka LW ETI 
pamrelics, (101) 0). 6 dlss cer 1,420 (H) 9 May 21 | Sept. 23 125 
Appleton (101). stds. <sie 270 (H) 10 May. (2) \sOnte 715 166 
Pa DnIn GLO2) maa. 2s eacad 715 10 May 7 | Oct. 9 155 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Nice Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years Of = ee Pls 
record. | Last frost | First frost wie 

in spring. jin autumn. 

New York—Continued: feet. days. 
ECON CLOL)), otis sols oteip us! arate 585 (H) 10 May 17 | Oct. 4 140 
Binghamton (103)........ 875 13 May .2 | Oct. 7 158 

ene VESTfTALO (LOD) cots # vwisietets elle 612 (H) 37 Apr. 26] Oct. 16 173 
Wanton Cl02) ics cae erie 448 15 May 9 | Sept. 25 139 
Cooperstown (104)........ 1,250 20 May 5 | Oct. 3 151 
Cortland (103) esi. «le. woo 1,129 9 May 18 | Oct. 2 137 
lmixay (ClO); sae ote stotere 863 10 May 5 | Oct. 1 149 
Branlklinvailles(i@4)) 5 trsretctellln oh oie valstereve 9 May 26 | Sept. 27 124 
Glens Falls (104)......... 340 16 May 8 | Oct. 4 149 
Gloversville (104)......... 850 17 May 10 | Sept. 25 138 
Honeymead Brook (104)... 450 14 May 11 | Oct. 9 151 

“oithacar (OZ) \cises ctiteters elete 800 29 May 4] Oct. 11 160 
Jamestown (101).......... 1,300 (H) 8 May 12 | Oct. 1 142 
Ma bertyClOs) teenie stone eshte 2,300 8 May 12] Oct. 3 144 
Little Falls (104)......... 924 12 May 5 | Oct. 6 154 

TiO Ww Ville) (EL) shetes eiateve. cate SOOo me USA Nee gat May 14 | Sept. 24 133 
Eiyonah(lO2) c accnctectetsacnere 407 8 Apr. 30] Oct. 18 171 
Moira) (102) 2302. iene 200 9 May 13 |] Oct. "2 142 
New Lisbon (103)......... 1,234 9 May 25 | Sept. 23 121 
New York (104) sana.) hss 38 (H) 35 Apr. 10] Nov. 6 210 
Number Four (102)....... 1,571 5 May 18 | Sept. 22 127 
Ogdensburg (102)......... 175 9 May 8] Oct. 8 153 
Oswero(lO2) eh scr eel nets 335 29 Apr. 27 | Oct. 19 175 
xtord (103) ee. bien eee 916 9 May 14 | Sept. 23 132 
Plattsburg (104).......... 183 16 May 10] Oct. 9 152 
Port Jervis (104).........- 470 19 Apr. 30] Oct. 10 163 
Rochester)(1OL)i>, :jtcu ae 498 (H) 38 May 1] Oct. 19 171 
[Rome Chl). cateoock ce ae Sere 250M odlies Acaeceeats May 10 | Sept. 30 143 
Saranac Lake (104)....... 1,620 16 May 24 | Sept. 13 112 
Setauket (104)............ 40 20 Apr. 11] Nov. 8 211 
Bo. Canisteo OL) i, ce .c:stemisie ete tecactettare 10 May 21 | Sept. 20 122 
Syracuse (102)............ 579 6 Apr. 28 | Oct. 16 171 
Watertown (102).......... 737 9 May 91] Oct. 11 155 
Wedgewood (103)......... 1,430 9 May 11] Oct. 10 152 
West Point (104)......... 167 9 Apr. 20] Oct. 17 180 

North Carolina: 
Asheville 7S)ie co. ose s ote 2,255 6 Apr. 20] Oct. 13 176 
BenUfore (OL Neca il. gen snc 10 8 Mar. 15 | Dec 8 268 

Brewers (89)............- 1,950 5 Apr. 21 | Oct. 11 173 
Caroleen (89) ..........55- 806 9 Apr. 17 | Oct. 27 183 

Chapel Hill (90).......... 500 25 Apr. 8 | Oct. 30 205 
Charlotte (SG) s<5.5056 svc 773 30 Mar. 29 | Nov. 4 220 
Madentan (OL) cbc. naele<.s oe 30 15 Apr. .3]| Nov. 2 213 
Fayetteville (90).......... 170 13 Apr. 4{WNov. 7 217 
Goldsboro (90)........... 102 12 Ape: . 6 iv NGvs is 210 
Greensboro (90).......... 843 15 Apr (7 {Ook a6 201 
PRG GtGN ee (OL): ecw uscsy salve 11 33 Feb. 28 | Nov. 11 256 
Henderson (91)........... 490 15 Apr. 7 | Oct. 31 207 
Highlands (Ei scwsns. sen BS SIs) AL steam May 5 |} Oct. 7 155 
Horse Cove (78).......... 2,800 17 Apr. 20 | Oct. 22 185 
FAIOSTON WOO) cehwes esi cs 46 s Apr. 7 | Oct. 29 205 
IGNOM (SU) tes wae eek stk 1,186 28 Apr. 18 | Oct. 18 183 
PABNWIS CVS ones tices sar 3,800 13 May 3 | Sept. 30 150 
Ratiloton (OL) hes acs cae 380 14 Apr. 8 | Oct. 27 202 

10 | Oct. 29 202 Loumbure (G2) .5 ss. .hes sa 375 17 Apr. 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
average 
frostless 
season. 

No. of 
Altitude. QO) SS 

record. | Last frost | First frost 
in spring. jin autumn. 

——— | — |_| _ 

Station. 

North Carolina—Continued: 
Lumberton (90)........... 
Mianten) (91))s3y328,ceeavoein 

MT ariOn4(S9) oct aieke <. 4 5i0 
Mocksville (90)........... 
Moncure (90)............ 
TORO: (89) eo acisooabio « cleus 

Morganton (89).......... 
NEGATE: (OO) ciohs:c.cfa% <) 015) 04 
Mt. Pleasant (89)......... 
Nashville (O12) 23... 28.0:s'2a:6% 
Wewbern: (91) ii). 6/15 «sk. 
Pakride) (90) 25. «245 55 Gisye 
PAtbErson\(S9).as.<<:2 sls. Syed 
tts poro (90) saq ss... 6 ansr0i- 
tench (90), secs. aces «oper 
eeamseur(90)).c1. <,<isis «iae1 
Reidsville (90)............ 
Rockingham (90)......... 
Boxboros(G0)).6/3<c.cis.0-« «3,6 
Bisterin(GD)C eeek ts eke ssc 
Salisbury: (S89) ic... 0%. eas 
BAKO (OO) cecianye-s.ce ox soe 
SHUR TTC) ee a ee 
Sail (CD) ee ee 
slap (CU) ees ee See 
Soapstone Mountain (H)..| 900 j.......... 
Southern Pines (90)....... 
Pouthport- (89)... cs. +006 
Statesville (91)........... 
SPAT BOLO (GL) 53/5: 6 o15-30< ats.6 2 
Washington (91).......... 
Rewer mesvalles GENys.)fo2 ve cilh ap eb! Neher. cas 
Weldon (91) 55 55/5 secs oront 
Wilmington (90).......... 

North Dakota: 
PARHENTAE (GS 2) \ofo2:5134,0'0 16. s/o ote 

PRN ICV AS 2) <oasowccatd» ol shiEe 

Rarer ED) ears RGus AG agOn ls ANhw setae, es. - 
ARINATCKS (oP) io5)< sno od sl oete 
@uurchia erry, (E)ii5% 2,0) Ls458 > Stee te 
Goal Harbor (81)... : . <<< 
Devil’s Lake (32)......... 
PRokanson (81)... <s.00 
RSETTAPTIN( GO) 2 1, 5 SiS wis esi /8 
Marbev-ates: (SL) ccc 00-30. 
ETON 2) x a1<'6, siless-c. «ian 
BEE ALLOR (G2) rch ofa. 2 3 wise 
Jamestown (32)........... 
MeKinney(S1))s oes. < cc.s 
INOIOE) seers sts os Ghee Le OBO. Als ow ctamees. s 
Mspalean (SZ) ics% « sje<'s40,008 
Mastikcdalen(S D)ii.is ohh jtces 
PPI LETIS CSS) isso 2 a wie os sete.n c 
OMS GS Depicts .c isis's chara 
MLO WOEL Ce)i-isisisiccic isis eal sveiw 
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Tasie 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Was wt Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years OL 4({————— foam 
record. | Last frost | First frost | ‘TOS“©% 

in spring. jin autumn. — 

North Dakota—Continued: feet. days. 

University (32)........... 830 17 May 20 | Sept. 14 117 
RPV alipieton CE) rely «sore 962 coon etonaty o> May 8 | Sept. 15 130 
AVVRLIISTORIE (bs chs ere ict e store 1,872 30 May 18 | Sept. 14 119 
Willow City (81).......... 1,471 17 May 30 Sept. 11 104 

Ohio: 
Acron(69))cs nee ae ciete eer 1,081 18 Apr. 27] Oct. 9 165 
Bangorville (72).......... 1,380 22 May 6}! Oct. 3 150 
Bellefontaine (70)......... 1,276 15 Apr. 28 | Oct. T 162 
Bowling Green (69)....... 670 17 May 10] Oct. 2 145 
Bucyrus (69)... 6210.12 1,000 15 May 91] Oct. 3 147 
Cambridge (72). 3). 4.0%...) 803 16 May 5 | Sept. 28 146 

Camp Dennison (70)...... 570 16 Apr. -25"| Oct. “it 169 

Canal Dover (72)....... 5: 884 15 May 8 | Oct. 2 147 
@antony(69)/ fe eas: cf etors's ots 1,065 18 Apr. 27 | Oct. 5 161 

Cincinatti! (70))e0 2.03 31 628 37 Apr. 14 | Oct: 265 194 

Gircleyille!(71) eo eeccices er 694 14 Apr. 28 | Oct. 5 160 
Glarksville (70)=. 2+ -. oat 1,010 16 Apr. -25-| Oct. 7 165 
Cleveland!(69)°: 5.05.25. 762 38 Apr. 16 | Oct. 31 198 

Goalton (71)ec er ci atereietet 718 14 May 3] Oct. 4 154 

Golumbus (Gl) tects oe 918 31 Apr: 16+| Oct: “A7 184 

ID ygrorn, (ff U)iegeaeousoms oki 790 15 Apr. 27 | Oct. 10 166 

Wefiance:(69))-.ua. ssn ste 712 15 May 7 | Sept. 29 145 
Welaware (il )iiek acts sce cre 927 13 May 3 | Oct. 3 153 
Wemids((2) sac cre acc ee cee 1,325 18 May 3) Oct. 10 160 
Hindlay#(69)i2. «....2005 25 776 18 May 3] Oct. 4 154 
Garrettsville (69)......... 1,005 22 May 18 | Sept. 29 134 
Granville (72) ).cc<css ase 960 20 Apr. 30 | Oct. 5 158 

MTAtOG 2) eee ecwnsetes sole 1,000 18 May 5 | Oct. 5 153 
AGreent(70)ccccv.acacwame 500 15 Apr. 21 | Oct. 14 176 
Greenfield: (ZE)is« crveces otic Lom s.ertieimenciciets 12 Apr. 19] Oct. 12 176 
Green Hill (69):......55...5%% 1,135 17 May 16 | Sept. 28 131 
Greenville (70)........... 1,060 16 Apr. 30] Oct. 10 161 
Ried Ges GO) sees sis ess ste 725 15 May 13 | Sept. 30 140 
Elihouse (69)%... 6. nwt ee 997 17 May 18] Oct. 3 138 
rami) CEL) |i sorte calecss see L260) illinois tiers own Apr. 28 | Oct. 14 169 
EG so nN (BO) Soe ni wens oio1sies 1,153 15 May 8 | Oct. 2 147 
PTOTICOING CUAL) oievocs «viv eivia ole es 575 17 Apr. 21 | Oct. 22 173 
Jacksonburg (70)......... 975 18 May 2] Oct. 13 164 
RETO CEL) ce trcana cfg one) ots te 1,015 16 May 9| Oct. 5 149 
Mal biG (te) ccucssae +o os 1,087 16 May 2 | Oct. 1 152 
rarcaster (71)\. 5 o5\snaicw0 os 898 14 Apr. 24 | Oct. 3 162 
Marietta (72) i. .cs5 cies 627 25 Apr. 18 | Oct. 20 185 

MATION) gicscdsne toa 980 17 May 7 | Oct. 1 147 

McConnellsville (72)...... 710 24 Apr. 29 | Oct. 8 162 
NAGOINMHOO) Eos ecw iac sie 944 15 May 9 | Oct. 6 150 
TWafOraton: (72)... sk asses 1,200 16 May 6 | Sept. 30 147 
DATONG A) aie si'r nse kee es 875 15 May 9 | Sept. 28 142 

WMALDOLG (ie) ucacvenncesss 1,145 16 May 9 | Oct. 3 147 

Montpelier (69)........... 880 17 May 2 | Sept. 30 151 
Napoleon (GB). cac<j mecca ee 680 21 May 4] Oct. 5 154 
New Alexandria (72)...... 1,050 24 May 2 | Oct 5 156 
New Waterford (69)....... 1,053 14 May 9 | Oct. 1 145 
North Lewisburg (71)..... 1,095 21 May 4 | Oct. 8 157 
North Royalton (69)...... 1,000 17 May 2/| Oct. 11 162 
NOFWELE (OG) isk. came ve este 719 16 May 10 | Oct. 5 148 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 
United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

185 

No. of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. VEATS|ON || panaaaaaaae Ga 
record. | Last frost | First frost 

in spring. |in autumn. 

Ohio—Continued: 
Oberlin (69) 
Orangeville (69) 
Ottawa (69) 
Pataskala (71) 
Plattsburg (70) 
Pomeroy (71) 
Portsmouth (71) 
Rocky Ridge (69) 
Sandusky (69) 
Shenandoah (69) 
Sidney (70) 
Thurman (71) 
Tiffin (69) 
Toledo (69) 
Upper Sandusky (69) 
Urbana (70) 
Vickery (69) 
Warren (69) 

Wauseon (69) 
Waverly (71) 
Waynesville (70) 
Wellington (69) 
Wooster (69) 

Oklahoma: 
Arapaho (41) 1,500 (H) 
Beaver (41) 2,500 (HA) 
Blackburn (40) 
Chandler (40) 
Chickasha (41) 
Cloud Chief (41) 
Dacoma (41) 
Durant (40) 

WQNPOND ON POW STR 

eho lo oe 

) ore be 

Fairland (40) 
Fort Reno (41) 
Fort Sill (41) 
Guthrie (41) 
Harrington (41) 
Hartshorne (40) 
Healdton (41) 
Hennessy (41) 
Hobart (41) 
Holdenville (40) 
Jefferson (41) 
Kenton (41) 
Kingfisher (41) 1,046 (H) 
Lehigh (H) 594 
Mangum (41) 1,585 (H) 
Marlow (41) 
McAlester (40) 
McComb (40) 
Meeker (40) 
Muscogee (40) 
Newkirk (40) 
Norman (41) 

Lo OR) 

HOP PDO 

average 
frostless 
season. 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Length of 
average 
frostless 
season. 

No. of Average date of— 

years of 
record. 

Station. Altitude. Gaannaannieaincentaneiaeamaaiiied 
Last frost | First frost 
in spring. jin autumn. 

Oklahoma—Continued: 
Oklahoma (41) 
Paul’s Valley (41) 

Pawhuska (40) 
Perry (41) 
Ravia (40) 
Sac and Fox Agency (40) 
Shawnee (40) 
Stillwater (40) 
Temple (41) 
Wagoner (40) 
Waukomis (41) 
Weatherford (41) 
Webber’s Falls (40) 

Oregon: 
Albany (H) 
Ashland (17) 
Astoria (17) 
Baker City (18) 
Bandon (H) 
Bend (17) 

Beulah (18) 
Blalock (18) 
Buckhorn Farm (17) 
Burns (18) 
Canyon City (18) 
Cascade Locks (17) 
Condon (18) 
Dayville (18) 
Detroit (17) 
Doraville (17) 
Drain (17) 
Fort Klamath (17) 

Nov. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 

Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 

Nov. 
Oct. 
Dec. 

Sept. 28 
- 10} Nov. 25 

Possible . throughout year. 
June 27 | Aug. 
Mar. 23 | Nov. 
May 1 | Oct. 
June 25 | Aug. 
May 19 | Oct. 
Apr. 1 | Nov. 

June 9 | Sept. 
May 18 | Sept. 
May 4 | Sept. 
Apr. 13 | Nov. 205 
Apr. 27 | Sept. 152 
Possible throughout year. 

224 
168 
62 

140 
226 
97 

125 
140 

Gardiner (17) 
Glenora (17) 
Grant’s Pass (17) 
Happy Valley (18) 
Heppner (18) 
Joseph (18) 
Klamath Falls (17) 
LaGrande (18) 
Lakeview (18) 

Lone Rock (H) 
McKenzie Bridge (17) 
Monroe (17) 
Newport (17) 
Paisley (18) 
Pendleton (18) 
Pompeii (17) 
Portland (17) 
Port Orford (17) 
Prineville (18) 
Riverside (18) 
Roseburg (17) 
Salem (17) 
Silver Lake (17) 

Mar. 27 | Dec. 
May 10 | Oct. 
May 6 | Oct. 
Possible 

May 
June 15 | Sept. 
Possible 
May 20] Sept. 22 | 

throughout year. Possible 
June 23 
June 1 
Apr. 19 
Mar. 19 | Dec. 

May 25 | Sept. 
May 8 | Oct. 
All month s. 
Mar. 16 | Nov. 
Very infre quent. 
June 8 | Aug. 
June 26 | Aug. 
Apr. 15 | Oct. 
Apr. 10 | Nov. 
All month s. 

Sept. 
Sept. 
Nov. 

8 
11 
12 

7 

256 
154 
159 

throughout year. 
6 | Sept. 29 146 

84 
throughout year. 

125 

103 
196 
278 
122 
150 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. 

Station. 

Oregon—Continued: 
Sparta (18) 
The Dalles (17) 

Umatilla (18) 

Warmspring (17) 

Weston (18) 
Pennsylvania: 

Aleppo (96) 
Emporium (97) 

Everett (97) 
Franklin (Venango Co.) (96) 
Harrisburg (97) 

Huntingdon (H) 
Lebanon (H) 
LeRoy (97) 
Mauch Chunk (98) 
Philadelphia (98) 
Pittsburg (96) 
Quakertown (H) 
Saegerstown (H) 
Scranton (97) 
Selinsgrove (H) 
South Eaton (H) 
State College (97) 
Westchester (H) 

Rhode Island: 
Block Island (105) 
Kingston (H) 
Narragansett (H) 
Providence (105) 

South Carolina: 

Allendale (86) 

Batesburg (87) 
Beaufort (88) 
Blackville (88) 
Charleston (88) 
Cheraw (88) 
Clemson College (87) 
Columbia (87) 
Conway (88) 
Florence (88) 
Georgetown (88) 
Greenville (87) 
Greenwood (86) 
Newberry (87) 
Santuc (87) 
Society Hill (H) 
Spartanburg (87) 
Stateburg (88) 
Summerville (88) 
Trenton (87) 
Trial (88) 

Altitude. 

(Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No. of Average date of— Length of 
average 
frostless 

season. 

VORES/ Of 9 | se 
record. | Last frost ] First frost 

in spring jin autumn. 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
No. of 

Station. Altitude. years oC 1 ee pr 
record. | Last frost | First frost | “*08%°5§ 

in spring. |in autumn. eT 

South Carolina—Continued: feet. days. 
Walhalla (86)... 1. c.<12 21s 1,061 14 Apr. | -8.| Nov.’ 2 207 
Winthrop College (87)..... 690 9 Mar. 28 | Nov. 5 222 
Yemassee (88)..........--- 22 13 Mar. 25 | Nov. 11 231 

South Dakota: 
Aberdeen (34). ...)..--. st 1,300 18 May 21 | Sept. 18 120 
ACAD GIN? (OL) 2 oi ofacnca ite el eie cieistnee ate 10 May 5 | Sept. 28 146 
Alexandria (34)........... 1,352 20 May 15 | Sept. 24 132 
Ashcrott (33)'. 02-25 «062s 3,192 16 May 24] Sept. 14 113 
Bowdle (34) icc c.itcue nes 1,995 14 May 20} Sept. 23 126 
Brookings (G2) cose ceei-ce 1,636 19 May 22 | Sept. 18 119 
Cherry '@roek" (ED) } 2 oe caer ic saan totes Siete] overs tet aoe May 25 | Sept. 20 118 
Clarik(34) 3. Beeb he eee eatin ears 13 May 25 | Sept. 24 122 
Fort Meade (83).........- 3,624 24 May 7] Sept. 23 139 
Roary (Dp) csercs s.charecie + ater eS 12 May 19 | Sept. 25 128 

Greenwood (S4) iz sic vies ore stallic stoic tiererete ove 14 Apr. 27 | Oct. 1 157 
Highmore (34)... 2...-. 66 1,890 13 May 16 | Sept. 24 131 
HotchtGity CH). siccccc eel (S slotsie wire ree allloteiciarets route May 16 | Sept. 20 127 
fron (G4)) io ac crete clas erelere 1,306 27 May 12 | Sept. 20 131 
Kennebec (34), <5. ccs 1,689 16 May 13 | Sept. 25 135 
Wim ball GH) Peo sie eee a ots | Se Sere May 6] Sept. 27 144 
Hedlie(Ss) 62 cv cl ee cee ele cee alee wiles 10 May 18 | Sept. 21 126 
Tattle Hiagle'(S3))os. cree els clasts ele heist els 7 May 25 | Sept. 22 120 
Rrenno (S4) Joc ots ones cms 1,325 12 May 18 |} Sept. 25 130 
Milbanle(S4)\o.'.5 se cce oes: 1,148 17 May 14 | Sept. 23 132 
WGIICHE (Aa) c celeb crs aes 3,339 18 May 10 | Sept. 23 136 

Wrerre: (Ga) ces wetlo ces sae 1,572 17 Apr. 30 | Sept. 30 153 
Hapid! City, (63). .i62s eee 3,251 21 May 6] Sept. 26 143 
Medhela (Hl) sso. ccc .see MA 2O A>) Ase cxocmeteeed ae May 21 | Sept. 18 120 
HLOSEHUGN (GS) san eaccs eo 2,600 14 May 10 | Sept. 25 138 
Sioux Malis (34) :.:.......- 1,400 18 May 12] Sept. 19 130 
Bearish (83)... 2 ol soe oar 3,647 18 May 9 | Sept. 27 141 
abrondall, (kL) 3. wcicie ae ices A ATR f Este ape stets May 6] Sept. 23 140 
PY AICHON (4). cc cectear a new 1,234 33 May 2] Oct. 38 154 

Tennessee: 
Benton is) iy ssw a ctieteteee 880 15 Apr. 17 | Oct. 19 185 
PSOMIVER (2 0) so 2a x ste cies ere 450 14 Apr. 2] Oct. 28 209 
Bierdstown (H)....;.05..2..¢ 1,026) 9) Hseuaetecs Apr. 11 | Oct. 20 192 
CRYUNAUE CGT) cea als aienion & 500 13 Apr. - ‘7 | Oot. "28 200 
Chattanooga (78)......... 808 30 Apr. 2 | Oct. 26 207 

Clarksville (77)\2¢. oes. dees 520 15 Apr. 10 | Oct. 28 201 
ECHL CPS) we satel cd mcis 850 13 Apr. 17 | Oct. 23 189 
Elizabethton (H)......... 2 Gua le .cucttemtetee Apr. 22 | Oct. 21 182 
tie Toren sl @ 42) Lia Re SR yc wr 1,850 12 Apr. 21 | Oct. 15 177 
MIDPONUS Ga) coke ii tse sie 560 10 Apr. 10] Oct. 21 194 
Greeneville (78)........... 1,581 14 Apr. 19] Oct. 19 183 
Hohenwald (77).........: 983 14 Apr. 19 | Oct. 9 173 
ROEBON HT tacit ssl. c sn-cie as 450 10 Apr. 4] Oct. 30 209 
Johnsonville (77)......... 364 13 Apr. 10 | Oct. 20 193 
ISTIONWILG (iG) cblecvees ce wee 977 38 Apr. 3] Oct. 28 208 
NGORINCIUE 77) oss sic anes ced 770 10 Apr. 8] Oct. 20 195 
INPORATINIO CLT) vodis' acen kes 409 38 Mar. 21] Oct. 31 224 
Mountain City (78)....... 2,486 ll Apr. 28] Oct. 15 170 
INBANVIUG' (27) cones vcpn uae 573 38 Apr. 2] Oct. 26 207 
INGWPOFt CEL) sacpcmcawe an A a Re i RE Apr. 12] Oct. 30 201 
Rogersville (78)..........- 1,150 16 Apr. 17 | Oct. 19 185 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

No.of Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. years:Of 8 (=> a i ened 
record. | Last frost | First frost wal 

in spring. jin autumn. ; 

Tennessee—Continued: feet. days. 
era iS) ceieets cote «: «ais 1,410 16 Apr. 22 | Oct. 13 174 
Bavannan (1))26 «ales <leite2 442 12 Apr = Yi) Octas .20 199 
Springdale (78)..........- 1,058 16 Apr. 21 | Oct. 15 177 
Springville (77)........... 377 6 Apr. 16 | Oct. 13 180 
MErentont (7-2))/e ss 2 «lai «ie. 2 345 15 Apr, (vd | Octa 18 196 
mullahoms (74)%.. icides sinsis 1,075 13 Apr. 17 | Oct. 18 184 

Texas: 
PAlbilened(4:2)ixic2-4 06s 0s ene 1,738 23 Mar. 15 | Nov. 15 245 
Albany HAS) sicaiecee's ais oeke 1,429 13 Mar. 25 | Nov. 9 229 
Amarilla ta?) tack... i256 2 wes 3,676 18 Apr. 16] Nov. 1 199 
PASIStIN (433) saya. a. sabes ss alana 593 15 Mar. 12 | Nov. 18 251 
Balhinger (43) in-%.. cso we, 1,637 5 Mar. 23 | Nov. 9 231 

Beammont. (h)cike <2s.01..ci0 29 12 Feb. 24] Dec. 2 281 
PEG INGNC) c5icista oo die ersca vic 225 15 Feb. 14] Nov. 30 289 
Eat SPiN) (2) cece  saalistave sae Bkhe-e 6 Apr. 6]Nov. 7 215 
tants) chats c.cSG 5 aes 1,350 4 Mar. 22] Nov. 7 230 
IBeENIe ML)! eal 6. os = aise 1,412 16 Mar. 1] Nov. 24 268 
Bonham(44) 52.5.5. ...5% 566 a Apr. 6 | Nov. 13 221 
wie) (42) eecbls ore bic 3 sta 1,113 9 Mar. 16 | Nov. 10 239 

Mersey (45). ataits a aie ss « cretess 1,500 6 Mar. 29 | Nov. 7 223 
Brenham (44)... .. 45.040 350 19 Feb. 23 | Nov. 25 275 
BSTIGHLOBE (I) /rests «'214 50.6 aiSte 12 16 Feb. 10]! Dec. 9 302 
Brownsville (1)............ 38 18 Feb. 6) Dec. 21 318 
Brownwood (438).......... 1,342 13 Mar. 27 | Nov. 10 228 
Me Fe cina siti (42) | ibisa5'S.0c ja ills @ s's.0 slate os 0s 5 Apr. 25 | Oct. 18 176 
Pbldress (42) 20). 5 66 os eis 1,869 9 Apr. 65 | Nov. 2 211 
CROC CD) es ee 3,397 4 Apr.. 21 | Oct. 29 191 

Claytonville (43) ......... 2,100 11 Mar. 25 | Nov. 5 225 
Poaleman:(43).. 26.05 0%. 0% 1,710 8 Mar. 18 | Nov. 17 244 
College Station (44)....... 308 15 Mar. 41] Nov. 21 262 
Polorade (43) iio si<\s.< eae 2,066 8 Apr. 11] Nov. 9 212 
“Sarr oo Vee 34 16 Feb. 24 | Nov. 28 rx 
Corpus Christi (1)........ 20 24 Feb. 21 | Dec. 16 298 
Gorsicana, (44) ..0:.6.<....% 445 19 Mar. 15 | Nov. 14 244 
BRHETO VOD) cer ho. oald « eee 177 17 Feb. 25 | Nov. 23 271 
NFS CAAN fo Sie oh iomio owes 466 19 Mar. 19 | Nov. 13 239 
manevane ())i.05.0..60.0 ess 145 14 Feb. 24 | Nov. 21 270 
RIPERIOLG!) a 2toeicis siti, 952 5 Feb. 23 | Nov. 21 271 
Lg Tele: 8 4 a ae rte 1,466 12 Mar. 17 | Nov. 14 242 
Maglio Pass (1)... 2.06%. «os 800 17 Feb. 27 | Nov. 21 267 
SUSE Ce Ae oe 3,702 (H) 29 Mar. 20 | Nov. 11 236 
Baarlands(43) wisi 0< 6 sss cee 1,000 14 Mar. 16 | Nov. 20 249 
Wort Clarki(1)<<2...2,. .<.. 1,050 18- Feb. 24 | Nov. 23 272 
Fort McIntosh (1)........ 460 18 Feb. 18 | Nov. 28 283 
Fort Ringgold (1)......... 230 14 Feb. 12 | Dec. 11 302 
Fort Worth (43).......... 670 17 Mar. 8] Nov. 24 261 
Fredericksburg (43)....... 1,742 18 Mar. 13] Nov. 14 246 
Gainesville (44)........... 738 77 Mar. 31] Nov. 7 221 
(Galveston: (1) 2.2 .:.,..0t0<s.0:0: 69 39 Jan. 27 | Dec. 24 331 
Nersthisirin (42) ictaje « isis’ se:sier 1,040 ai Apr. 2 | Nov. 10 222 
Greenville (44)........... 550 8 Mar. 10 | Nov. 18 253 
fale Center, (42) hose occ Biles oscadies ce. 3 11 Apr. 2 | Oct. 30 211 
Hallettsville (1)........... 235 17 Mar. 31] Nov. 21 263 
fasirelli(42))oic0 <3 ch5!s odie 1,553 12 Apr. 41] Nov. 12 222 
Henrietta. (42). oo. cecedess 915 12 Mar. 25 | Nov. 8 228 
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TABLE 2,—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States, (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
No. of average Station. Altitude. year et Tee pie x 
record. | Last frost | First frost 

F : : season. 
in spring. jin autumn. 

—-_eo_----———————————————— | | | | 

Texas—Continued: feet. days. 
HMondoiGiby (Cl) nceks ners 901 7 Mar. 10 | Nov. 19 254 
Houston (1). 6 fos. cites 138 17 Feb. 20] Nov. 25 278 
Huntsville (44)........... 400 17 Mar. 6] Nov. 19 258 
Kaufman (44).......0.200% 448 10 Mar. 7] Nov. 16 254 
Werryillei(L)eas.. vee bo nate 1,650 15 Mar. 24] Nov. 9 230 
Ibsmipasas’ (44) 55)... 2c se 6 1,026 15 Mar. 24] Nov. 7 228 
IDE TeYopt tS) Pane, Sse tr 1,040 14 Mar. 19 | Nov. 17 243 

Longview (44).........2-- 336 19 Mar. 12] Nov. 16 249 
Matilinigy Cl) eins oe tes clear 418 15 Mar. 2] Nov. 19 262 
Menardville (43).......... 1,960 13 Apr. 11]Nov. 9 222 
Miatnt: (42) creas ae. cle 2,743 4 Apr. 27 | Oct. ‘24 180 
Mt; Blanco (42) 33.2... ..0- 2,750 16 Apr. 91]| Oct. 31 205 
Nacogdoches (44)......... 271 1l Mar. 10 | Nov. 12 247 
INAgaretn G2) ec Sitais AE ave eee < sho 4 Apr. -25:| Oct,’ 18 169 
New Braunfels (1)........ 720 19 Mar. 91] Nov. 25 261 
Palestine (44)..........-. 510 28 Mar. 13 | Nov. 13 245 
Pars (44): Ooo ba Beasts 592 18 Mar. 20 | Nov. 15 240 
Port Lavaca'(])....5.../. 20 9 Feb: 15: | Dee 7 295 
@uangh (42) cs sees te 1,563 6 Mar. 26 | Nov. 10 229 
Rhineland (42)....... Sarr 1,200 12 Apr. 4]Nov. 4 214 
Rocknorti(l)c a.caestoae 6 10 Feb. 6 | Dec. 26 323 
San Antonio (1).......... 701 24 Feb. 23 | Nov. 26 276 
San Marcos (43).......... 588 12 Feb. 28 | Nov. 16 261 
San Saba (43) esi iaejteaisise 1,712 9 Apr. 8{| Nov. 65 211 
Seymour (42) ies. enter 1,180 4 Mar. 28 | Nov. 6 223 
Sherman(44) 520. ts roceee 745 11 Mar. 10 | Nov. 21 256 

SHnora (45) Soe ce cite ancee 2,200 7 Apr. 18] Nov. 2 198 
Stgarland (liter oo) eecuicres 79 7 Feb. 21 | Nov. 20 272 
Sulphur Springs (44)...... 530 16 Mar. 19 | Nov. 13 239 
MTavlor (43). bs. S. oe nee. 583 15 Mar. 13 | Nov. 22 254 
‘hempile (43) i4ve.2. 2 eases 630 18 Mar. 14] Nov. 15 246 
BLN N42) eo rei ache ee 4,694 5 Apr. 29°} Oct" 27 171 

Mtl (42) ccc ee ma erle ee 3,501 1l Apr. 15 | Oct. 26 194 
WaIGtOMe (iD) cscs. comes 187 9 Feb. 20] Dec. 10 293 

WHECO 4S) ) ct cae, See 424 19 Mar. 10 | Nov. 15 250 
Waxahachie (44).......... 556 12 Mar. 26 | Nov. 11 230 

- Weatherford (43)......... 864 15 Mar. 22] Nov. 13 236 
tah: 

PA TIGTAN CLO) ioicsresatel cceittiess ttn 4,800 8 Apr. 20 | Sept. 25 158 
Castle Dale: G0): .<2....., 5,500 10 June 2] Sept. 17 107 
Worn CLE) Sees tae errs cg 4,240 12 May 16] Oct. 4 141 
BONO N CRO) bcs ae as wanes 6,260 8 June 5 | Sept. 24 lll 
ern ebOn CLL) pc wievel sled 4,267 9 May 15 | Sept. 24 132 
iMDIORE CED) ss = san earners DelOO.’ ‘scammer ess May 16] Sept. 20 127 
Fort Duchesne (10)....... 5,000 21 May 15 | Sept. 22 130 
Government Creek (11).... 5,277 9 May 24 | Sept. 30 129 
RPOVROUMICLO) sienna tain soe 5,750 C4 May 27 | Sept. 26 122 
Green River (10)......... 4,080 10 Apr. 27 | Sept. 22 148 
ELBDEE CLO) Nf emcees ey uae 5,606 16 June 14 | Sept. 2 80 
Ete GLO)y. wate aoe tees e 3,000 7 Apr. 11 | Oct. 28 200 

POBMIARY CAO) cia ta ct act oy 4,925 3 May 22 | Oct. 8 139 

SMLGOMY CEL NGS otiv en aeeie cae g 4,230 32 May 5 | Oct. 4 152 
MSV ALC CLL ces Garerdie diel v ce 5,010 9 May 17 | Oct. 4 140 

eeeevreseseseeeevess CgVVU #8 Feenevesese 

ee 
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Tasie 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of — Length of 
average 
frostless 

season. 

No. of 

Station. Altitude. yearsioL |. | 
record. | Last frost | First frost 

in spring. jin autumn. 

Utah—Continued: 
Manti (11) 
Marysvale (11) 
Moab (10) 
Modena (11) 
Ogden (11) 
Parowan (11) 
Provo (11) 
Richfield (11) 
St. George (11) 
Salt Lake City (11) 
Snowville (H) 
Vernal (n) (10) 

Vermont: 
Burlington (105) 
Cornwall (105) 

Enosbury Falls (105) 
Jacksonville (105) 
Northfield (105) 
St. Johnsbury (105) 
Wells (105) 
Woodstock (105) 

Virginia: 
Alexandria (94) 
Arvonia (93) 
Ashland (93) 
Barboursville (93) 
Bedford City (92) 
Big Stone Gap (74) 
Blacksburg (92) 
Bon Air (93) 
Bristol (74) 
Burkes Garden (74) 

Callaville (92) 
Charlottesville (93) 
Columbia (93) 
Dale Enterprise (93) 
Doswell (93) 
Farmville (92) 
Fortress Monroe (92) 
Fredericksburg (93)....... 
Hampton (92) 
Hot Springs (93) 
Lexington (93) 
Lincoln (94) 
Lynchburg (93) 
Marion (74) 
Max Meadows (74) 
Newport News (92) 
Nokesville (94) 
Norfolk (92) 
Petersburg (93) 
Quantico (93) 
Richmond (93) 
Roanoke (92) 
Rocky Mount (92) 
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Tas LE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 
United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

ae Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. | years of |—————7j———— pete 
record. Last frost | First frost FORGES 

in spring. jin autumn. a 

Virginia—Continusd: feet. days. 
Balemi(O2) ccuiste.ctenieso« Stele 1,000 9 Apr. 10] Oct. 17 190 
Saxe(92)\.... cies -te ns > «errs 350 8 Apr. 14:| Oct., (21 190 
Shenandoah (93)........-- 937 3 Apr. 29 | Oct; «8 163 
Spottsville (92)..........-- 15 17 Apr. 17] Oct. 16 182 
Stanardsville (93)......... 670 12 Apr. “12: Oct.s 2b 196 
Staunton (93)..... Riateitconts 1,380 17 Apr. 25] Oct. 12 170 
Stephens City (94)........ 710 14 Apr: 21 | Oct) ae 176 
Sunbeam (92).........--- 60 6 Apr. 11;.| Oat: > 32 203 
WATS wi (OS) ier + 1 class's wie 200 16 Apr. 15 | Oct. 22 190 

Wiest Broo k(OS))s 5 se ties sepuslllevctete Gass oe 4 Apr: 15. | Oct. ).26 188 
Williamsburg (93)......... 74 8 Apr. 9 | Oct. 26 200 
Woodstock (94)..........- 927 11 Apr. 22 | Oct. 7! 168 
Wytheville (74)........... 2,293 15 Apr. 18 | Oct. 10 175 

Washington: 
A Derdeen! (LO) sieie1- sice)> mise 162 (H) 10 Apr. (27 |;Oet.. 222 178 
Belling 1619) is.jrrsy- (sol sv-teccie, oie ates 10 Apr.  22°|@ot. +221 182 
G@entraliay(19)ing. one - aa 212 (H) 9 May 6] Oct. 14 161 
Glearwater (lOve. pumas medic tere fear le 9 Apr. 27.) Nove 67 194 
@le. Blum (20) nai. oc. cee 1 ,930 9 June 9 | Sept. 7 90 

Colfax:(20)). estes ans): och. 2,300 13 May 25 | Sept. 10 108 
Golvallen(20) ie caictainte lore <retawe 1,635 9 June 5 | Sept. 7 94 

Conconully (20)........-- 2,300 9 May 18 | Sept. 21 126 
Coupeville (19)... ees + sees cid cic ah cu 9 Apr. 9]|Nov. 8 213 
Wrescenti(Z0) ails csiayares ses 2,250 9 May 23 | Sept. 22 122 
Ellensburg (20)........... 1,571 15 May 23 | Sept. 21 121 
Kennewick (20)........... 367 “4 Apr. 28 | Oct... 15 170 

ha Center (1S) et vretiats wicinaile feos iereeeqors 10 Apr. 20 | Oct. 25 188 
PaAkestde (20) en csacnsle sisi 1,116 16 Apr. 10] Oct. 19 192 
Meeater CLO) sacar ite sis leterotenslleustete bieletere ns 5 May 18 | Sept. 13 118 
Byle (ZO) es restive oats ciete creak 600 16 Apr. 23 |" Oct. #18 178 
Moxes (20)! ceckicescr.s - ssa 1,000 16 May 23 | Sept. 21 121 
Worthr bread (CLO) ih ae tre sisrare Ibiatavcnevestadinca ccs 6 Feb. 9 | Deoi22 316 
lira CLO) S steele cis ates covate 50 (H) 10 Mar. 27 | Nov. 21 239 
Olgmpiak(LO) iiciet,. = se aia 17 (H) 10 Apr. 28] Nov. 2 188 

Pomeroy, (H))sctj02 ss «ais DOOM Y ulicseeracaateterce: Apr. 26 | Sept. 28 155 
Republia(2O) iahiss sete. wm 2,628 8 June 15] Sept. 3 80 
OSB 020) a5 eae ay euaiets oraone 2,425 9 June 1] Sept. 14 105 
SETA ENS GC) Bas ree OSE 46 (H) 18 May 21 | Nov. 22 246 

Snohomish (H)........... BO: he caeateoe ie Apr. 21 | Oct. 21 183 
Snoduslmie Malls: (19)... crccl fs... eptex a 8 May 9] Oct. 24 168 
Bnokanen(20) 2% as aes sess 1,943 28 Mar. 26 | Oct. 14 202 
Sunnyside (20)........... 740 9 May 7 | Oct. 8 154 
STVREOOBMIACEL) cat nlele'diele xs nuts BO | lsc ees es Mar. 13 | Dec. 9 271 
MUTHODEGIRE CLO Mix is cdte’s «i nreeilla. sie oobi ore © 8 Apr... 27°} Octs: 27 183 
Walla Walla (20)......... 1,000 23 Apr. 1] Nov. 3] 216 
Waterville (20)........... 2,624 16 May 31 | Sept. 20 112 
Wenatchee (n) (20)....... Dy ee UD aia ec Rietetatene Apr. 30] Oct. 21 174 
WHIELDUIR Gey asad beth ol coe 2,203 9 June 23 | Sept. 6 75 

ATICOMUGD) tvs e crenl ha vw ect 715 7 Apr. 14 | Oct. 29 198 
West Virginia: 

Ben's Hun (78) ais davis wccks 622 8 Apr. 24] Oct. 16 175 
Buckhannon (73)......... 1,472 16 Apr. 27 | Oct. 6 162 
Burlington (94)........... yes Pee og May 7 | Oct. 2 148 

Central Station (73)....... 953 ll May 10 | Oct. 7 150 
Charleston (74)........0+. 598 6 Apr. 24] Oct. 19 178 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

WG. af Average date of— Length of 

Station. Altitude. Yeh! | = > . aes 
record. Last frost | First frost 

in spring. jin autumn. sg bara 

West Virginia—Continued: feet. days. 
Pilkhorm (EH). 2 s53.25024 TL OSSr an Alot trie Apr 245 Oct 17 176 
MOLEING (G3) lce cite te ose we 1,940 10 May 18 |} Oct. 10 145 
renvile(7a)sc.cescces soe 738 16 Apr. 30) |) Oct. Vs 166 
EEO ON 0G) aes ope eran cee 985 16 Apr. 30 | Oct. 7 160 
PERTTUUONING (A) ticle c/a ba'.s) 5) Saree 1,400 12 Apr = iid fOets 23 189 

Huntington (74).......... 510 15 Apr, 19s Octstas rere 
ewisburg (74). 330 oS. 2,200 10 May 10} Oct. 11 154 
HEGRATIGNS)/o8 tes alo aaysvclen 665 8 Apr.) 21) Oct. 24 186 
Hast Creek (73) ..:./o5.0 fas 1,033 14 May 6 | Oct. 5 152 
Miarlinton, (73)). ). o).).. acne 2,169 10 May 2 | Oct. 1 152 
Martinsburg (94)......... EL SITINVe Ga erase tte Apr. 20] Oct. 14 177 
Moorefield (94)........... OOOme sheets. oe Apr. 30] Oct. 4 157 
Morgantown (73)......... 1,250 16 May 1] Oct. 13 165 
New Martinsville (73)..... 634 16 Apr: 28°) Oct. 14 169 
Muttallbure (74)... 2... 052% Pee Aap 16 May 1] Oct. 10 162 
Parkersburg (73).......... 638 20 ADT “lo Octe. wkd 179 
HAATHONSEG Ma) Me aciinias oa ate 1,662 10 May 10 | Oct. 7 150 
Philippi (73) es). .es- aed 1,192 11 May 8| Oct. 9 154 
PICKS CS) hoc etand sale 2,785 16 May 91] Oct. 14 158 
Point Pleasant (73)....... 553 16 Apr. 20] Oct. 20 183 
Powellton (M)\.\...05.. vie: GO4e Ca eee es Apr Zon Octs el2 172 
sEerra Alta (73)...50. 00085 3,207 10 May 11 | Oct. 1 143 
NVElisburg (EL) \.6 6c ec cit Te 225) fo Sites cosets May 3] Oct. 15 165 
Wheeling (96)............ G453 1) Fin acceme ne Apr. 1d |.Octr 25 193 

Wisconsin: 
mmmneTss (GO) 8)... 0). oo 8 1,200 18 May 22 | Sept. 27 128 

Appleton (GO)... 6... ..se8 795 11 May 6 | Oct. 1 148 
PESANIE COS) cies iec?srer eis a2 647 16 May 14 | Sept. 21 130 
PFAETOTIN (OS) crore vise ess: secs 1,115 18 May 22 | Sept. 15 116 
BplatbrCGO) ates ws wien saet 750 yy Apr.: 16 | Oct. 18 185 
Brodhead (60)\5...56. 663.8 812 itil Atprs Lge Octaey lia 183 

Butternut (58)........... 1,508 15 June 4] Sept. 9 97 
Chilton (BO). o... 6.2 lon 860 15 May 8| Oct. 38 148 
Wrandon (60). 5.60.0 2824 1,060 12 June 3] Sept. 14 103 
Melavan (60)... swe oe 920 ily Apr. 20] Oct. 16 179 

Dodgeville (59)........... 1,116 10 Apr. 25 | Oct. 8 166 
Mawinine (58)... 02... 2 52 983 15 May 6) Sept. 24 141 
BramsClaires(58))..0..56 6225 800 19 May 10 | Oct. 1 144 
Miorence (60))2 0. 3.356. 8202 1,293 18 June 2] Sept. 13 103 
Fond du Lac (60)......... 800 22 May 5 | Oct. 2 150 
Grand Rapids (59)........ 1,021 11 May 23 | Sept. 26 126 

Grantsburg (58).......... 1,095 V7 May 14 | Sept. 19 128 
Green Bay (60))...2/0.6..5552% 617 23 May 3} Oct. 3 153 

AM COCK | (D9))2. «5.016% «sei 1,091 18 May 18 | Sept. 28 133 
efarvey: CEL) Relns cane oo cae pots tebeml i AIDS Creo Mens May 4 | Oct. 1 150 
athielde (59) 0 .. secc. 5 oe. s 973 12 May 20 | Sept. 22 125 
Hayward (58))....%... 205% 1,197 19 May 26 | Sept. 12 109 
EMISHOTO) (59). 3 = Avice Ao oe 1,000 19 May 13 | Sept. 24 134 

Koepenick (59)........... 1,683 18 June 3 | Sept. 17 106 
MiaC@rosse (59)\..:...% 262 o'er 681 37 Apr. 30 | Oct. 10 163 

Lake Mills (60)........... 897 19 Apr. 261Octs) 5 175 
Wancaster-(59)!)../52..502. 1,070 18 Apr. 25 | Oct. 10 168 
Miadison (G60) iis... thee 974 31 Apr. 22 | Oct. 18 179 
Manitowoc (60)........... 616 47 May 9] Oct. 10 154 
MVICUBtOM (OO) a2 2,c)s.0 are ae 882 14 May 17 |} Sept. 24 130 
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TABLE 2.—Frost data and length of average frostless season for 1803 stations in the 

United States. (Plate 34.)—Continued. 

Average date of— Length of 
No. of 

Station. Altitude. years OL : i: 
record. | Last frost | First frost | *70SUe5* 

in spring. jin autumn.| 5©4598- 

Wisconsin—Continued: feet. days. 

Meadow Valley (59)....... 974 19 May 21 | Sept. 23 125 
Medford (59) 29. i. 8.45. ie 1,420 19 June 3 | Sept. 12 101 
Milwaukee (60)...........- 681 39 Apr. 28 | Oct. vf 162 
Neillsville (59)............ 996 21 May 23 | Sept. 20 120 

New London (60).......-. 762 14 May 14 | Sept. 27 136 
Weonto (60)/5.07 i laos ees 590 19 May 10 | Oct. 2 145 
Osceola (58) avast 806 19 May 12 | Sept. 26 137 
Oshkosh'(60) es oni ee 744. 19 May 7 | Sept. 30 146 
Pine River (G0) ....)5. stss2 900 15 May 13 | Sept. 28 138 
Portage. (G9) heals. stersie 809 14 May. 3° |}Octy’ 4 154 
Port Washington (60)..... 713 16 May 6] Oct. 12 159 
Prairie du Chien (59)...... 690 22 Apr. 27°| Oct. 12 168 
Prenticei(59) ee soos wee 1,551 11 June 6] Sept. 9 95 
eacine’ (60) sce 2 ian sine tee 633 13 Apr; »28) | Oct... 23 168 
Shawano (60)............- 796 13 May 14 | Sept. 26 135 

Sheboygan (60)........... 831 12 May 8 | Oct. 11 156 
Spooner (58)ina-:.,- ae i. 1,104 13 May 24 | Sept. 14 113 
Stevens Point (59)........ 1,113 17 May 25 | Sept. 26 124 
Valley Junction (59)...... 930 18 May 16 | Sept. 24 131 
Wiroquan(59))o2 5b feature 1,412 19 Apr. 30 | Oct. °°5 158 
Washburn (H)...........- ARS oy: wens he May 16] Oct. 12 149 
Watertown (60).......... 824 18 Apr. 27 | Oct. - 32 167 
Waukesha (60)........... 864 14 Apr. . 28 | Oct. .12 167 
Waupace (60))b 0. on eee 857 13 May 20 | Sept. 27 130 
Wausau (59)0s.. 2282.2 1212 14 May 30 | Sept. 22 115 
Weyerhauser (58)......... 1,297 vf May 30 | Sept. 12 105 
Whitehall (58)/2.7 2... ni. - 675 17 May 6] Oct. 4 151 

Wyoming: 

Alcova-Pathfinder (24).... 5,366 11 May 21 | Sept. 19 121 
I ARITN Gep) ic Heiress tree arene ay, Ailere stieenc eters May 10 | Sept. 20 133 
IBtitalo (25) ie. Sas «ieee A OOD. te ih Se aes May 28 | Sept. 21 116 

Cheyenne (24) 5; 0.00 asint- 6,088 38 May 21 | Sept. 17 119 
Chugwater (24)........... 5, 282 9 June 1 | Sept. 15 106 
Aplsark' (25) teas Mawes A SAG The ete doe May 4] Oct. 14 163 

Eaton’s Ranch (25)...... A OOO calves aries ssi May 16] Oct. 5 142 
Fort Laramie (24)........ 4,270 15 May 15 | Sept. 20 128 
Gillette (25) 7310 eee shade AOA ally. getiee ats May 23 | Oct. + 134 

MESTIPOBIC2D)) canine bitoh ciate oar (1 Oem fl Fe 1 ae ee May 31] Sept. 8 100 
IW AUIE CIO NCO). or so acieaets Coase ccvalee cee May 19 | Sept. 21 125 
Bartley (24) e502 ty oes 5,000 6 May 29 | Sept. 17 lll 

PATIO (AE) i ivisis:c iy Mite we vale I Ta eae carer May 26 | Sept. 11 108 
GATING 249% :1¢ oyscie 6 «Soe 7,188 15 May 30 | Sept. 16 109 
NG (BAN Ss. 23.5, «'Saxed sabe 5,007 16 May 25 | Sept. 13 lll 

Moororoft (25). ...¢..s08% yer (i Ti ae A oe ae May 23 | Sept. 20 120 
DVLOONG 24) cidcinchac os cites 6,000 9 May 26 | Sept. 14 lll 
Newcastle (25)........... eR | Pe 3 oS May 22 | Sept. 20 121 
PR OAN Ses ieee. wed 4,900 7 May 25 | Sept. 17 115 
Pineweitiy (4)).). Poe oes 5,038 8 May 27 | Sept. 19 115 

aw Mnn (Saye ee fh pee 6,744 6 June 3 | Sept. 13 102 
sdalctgts (1s lt C25) eee re See «Bilis. yas eek May 21 | Sept. 24 126 

Shoshone Dam (25)....... Dyaeo.!) Ehcveneass May 26 | Sept. 21 118 
Thermopolis (25)......... BSB Pkt Cae May 8 | Sept. 13 128 
Wheatland (24). .......%5% 4,741 9 May 11 | Sept. 24 136 
Wyn00te (24). vas wacseeege 4,207 3 May 21 | Oct. 2 134 
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Most of the data of table 2 have been plotted on a map of the United 
States, to represent them in a graphic way. After the numerous 
stations had been located and the average length of their respective 
frostless seasons had been placed beside the points representing them 
on the map, lines were traced as accurately as possible through points 
having a common length of frostless season, a line for each increment of 
20 days, beginning with 80. By this means the map was subdivided into 
15 sorts of seasonal areas. The first sort has, according to our data, an 

average frostless season of less than 80 days, the second has a season of 
80 to 100 days, and so on by steps of 20 days until the average frostless 
season for the fourteenth sort of areas is 320 to 340 days, and for the 
fifteenth, over 340 days. The only one of our stations that is unques- 
tionably without frost, thus having an average frostless season of 365 
days, is Key West, Florida. 

In tracing the equiseasonal lines we have followed the data of table 
2 as accurately as possible, making no attempt to smooth the lines. 
Topography has been allowed to exert a deciding influence in many 
cases where observational stations are too far apart satisfactorily to 
determine the positions of the lines. This is especially the case for that 
portion of the chart which lies west of the one hundred and fifth 
meridian of west longitude. In a very few cases the data of single 
stations have been ignored, where the length of season given in the 
table is obviously a marked exception for its region, thus suggesting 
the possibility of error or inadequacy in the data themselves. Wherever 
a small local area is indicated by the data from two or more stations, 
however, the area has been shown on the chart. 

It was found at once that the approximate equiseasonal lines for 
20-day increments were altogether too crowded in the mountainous 
region of the West, when drawn upon a chart of any convenient size, 
and for this region all lines have been discarded in this region, excepting 
those for 80, 120, 180, 240, and 300 days. This method probably 
yresents the details for this part of the country as accurately as is to 
be expected from the data now at hand. The omitted lines, all drawn 
for the East, have been abruptly terminated wherever they would 
enter the more generalized portion of our chart. Plate 34 is a repre- 
sentation of the chart just described. For the sake of clearness, the 
chart has been shaded so as to fall primarily into the five classes of areas. 
These areas denote regions with average lengths, in days, of frostless 
season of (1) less than 120, (2) 120 to 180, (3) 180 to 240, (4) 240 to 
300, and (5) over 300. The other lines, representing greater detail, 
are shown in dotted form. 
A comparison of plate 34 with Day’s plate V (loc. cit.) shows, at first 

glance, a remarkable series of differences. Closer scrutiny brings it 
out, however, that the apparent discrepancies are mainly due to the 
fact that the lines of Day’s chart have been obviously subjected to a 
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very strenuous smoothing process. Since a smoothed chart is thus 
already in existence, we have thought it best to let plate 34 represent 
as nearly as possible the present status of our climatic and physio- 
graphic information, and, as has been pointed out, we have made no 
attempt to smooth our equiseasonal lines. Professor Day informs us 
that some scattered data other than those available for our use were 
included in his study of the frostless season, and it seems probable 
that a few discrepancies between his chart and ours may be related to 
this fact. At any rate, for all practical purposes, and until such time 
as much more complete and reliable observational data may have been 
obtained, we may say that these two charts are in very good agreement. 
So far as we are aware, no attempt, other than Day’s and our own, to 
prepare a chart of the average length of frostless period for the United 
States has yet been made. 

The main generalization to be derived from plate 34 is that the areas 
of equal frostless seasons traverse the country, roughly, in a west-east 
direction, being displaced, however, to the northward in the vicinity 
of the Pacific and Atlantic coasts and to the southward in the regions 
of the western and eastern mountain systems. The coastal displace- 
ment is especially pronounced on the Pacific, where the 300-day 
season reaches as far north as Washington. Here the season of 180 
days seems to extend even into British Columbia. On the eastern 
coast the last-named season extends as far northward as Massachusetts. 
The northward extension of the same season is seen to be limited in the 
central portion of the country, approximately by the southern boundary 
of Iowa, while the western mountains displace its northern limit, in 
southern New Mexico, to about latitude 33° north, and the Appalach- 
ians displace it, in northern Georgia, to about latitude 35° north. 
Again, the 120-day season is not represented at all on either coast, but 
extends as far southward as latitude 35° north, in Arizona and New 
Mexico. 

The Great Lakes exhibit a tendency, as far as our data extend, to 
lengthen the average frostless season in their vicinity. The chart 
shows also a frequent tendency toward an upstream extension of any 
given length of average frostless season in the vicinity of the larger 
rivers, even where this has no obvious relation to altitude. 

As has already been stated, the data for the average length of the 
frostless season have been made the basis for many of our studies of 
other climatic features, on the assumption that this time period may 
be taken as a rough approximation of the length of the season of active 
growth for a large number of plant-forms. It seems probable that it 
is proportional to the average growing season for most plants, at any 
rate. 
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(C) LENGTH OF PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROST SEASON. 

By the frost season is here indicated the period of the year during 
which frost is apt to occur. In this season such plant-forms as are 
killed or thrown into the dormant state by the occurrence of freezing 
temperatures should not be active. While actual growth of such 
plants often occurs within this season of any year, in frostless periods 
of a few days, yet this growth is soon checked, and foliage, etc., thereby 
produced is usually destroyed by the recurrence of frost, so that the 
result of such short growing-periods is seldom to be considered as 
advancing the organism very much toward maturity or reproduction. 
It may thus be generally assumed that the average frost season for any 
region represents the average period of dormancy for a large number 
of plant forms. 

It is obvious that the average length of the frost season is the com- 
plement of the average length of the frostless period.“ Thus, from 
table 2, the mean length of the frost season may be obtained for any 
station by subtracting the number of days given for the frostless season 
from 365, the total number of days in the year. It is also obvious that 
the chart of the mean duration of the frostless season is simultaneously 
a chart of the mean length of the frost season. Thus, on plate 34, the 
area represented as having a mean length of frostless season of less 
than 120 days is characterized by an average period of general plant 
dormancy of over 245 days, ete. 

It seems highly probable, though there is at hand no direct informa- 
tion in this connection, that many plant-forms are excluded from cer- 
tain areas in the United States, not by the lack of an adequately 
long growing-season nor by killing temperatures, but by too great a 
duration of the dormant period. It may thus be possible that, for a 
given plant, a certain locality might possess a growing-season quite 
adequate in every way for maturation and reproduction, and yet 
the length of the enforced period of dormancy might be so great that 
death from autolysis, respiration, and the like might ensue before the 
return of the conditions requisite for full activity. The question thus 
raised can not be answered until after the accumulation of a much 
more thorough knowledge of the limiting conditions of plant-life than 
is now available. Indeed, the first prerequisite for an attack upon such 
questions is some such laboratory for the study of environmental 
relations as has attracted our attention earlierin the present publication. 

(D) LENGTH OF PERIOD OF HIGH NORMAL DAILY MEAN TEMPERATURES. 

(TABLE 3, PLATE 35.) 

On the supposition that high temperature may, directly or indirectly, 
prevent the appearance of certain plants in certain areas, or that this 
may be the critical requisite for the complete development of certain 
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forms, it follows that the duration of relatively high temperature may, 
in some cases, be a limiting vegetational condition. It has therefore 
seemed worth while to attempt a cartographical study of this feature. 

The temperature observations that have been carried out by the 
Signal Service and by the United States Weather Bureau have already 
resulted in an enormous mass of data. From our present point of view 
these data are very unsatisfactory in many respects. The distribution 
of the stations of observation is, as has been remarked previously, 
exceedingly unequal, and seems to have been the result of political 
rather than of scientific interests. Furthermore, the exposure of the 
thermometers at the various stations follows no general rule; some- 
times the instruments are placed on the tops of high buildings, some- 
times near the ground; they are seldom in the open country, and are 
almost always subjected to whatever peculiar conditions prevail in or 
over cities. Nevertheless, in spite of the many quite obvious funda- 
mental errors which a more rational guidance might have been able to 
avoid, the faithful labors of the observers and interpreters of the 
Bureau have resulted in a very valuable mass of statistical information 
upon temperature conditions, and it is from this alone that informa- 
tion such as we require may be obtained. Especially valuable to us is 
the Herculean work of Professor Frank H. Bigelow, who has done what 
was possible to bring order and meaning out of the chaos of existing 
observations. 

In the present instance, as also in the next following, we have drawn 
our fundamental statistics directly from Bulletin R of the United 
States Weather Bureau.! In this bulletin Bigelow has presented the 
normal daily mean temperature for every day in the year for 177 sta- 
tions in the United States. Although the introductory statements of 
this work are none too clear as to the sources of the temperature data 
used in the computations, it is implied that these normal daily means 
are the direct outcome of a graphically mathematical treatment of the 
normal monthly mean temperatures as given in Bulletin § of the 
United States Weather Bureau.? Since, however, the list of the last- 
mentioned bulletin comprises but 123 stations, it is obvious that other 
data than these have been employed in the preparation of the daily 
normal means. It thus appears that the fundamental homogeneous 
reductions for at least 54 stations have never been published and that 
these have nevertheless been made use of in the preparation of the list 
of 177 stations which we are to employ. While there can be no rational 
doubt of the approximate reliability of all the data given in the first- 
mentioned of these two publications, it is to be regretted, where there 

1 Bigelow, Frank Hagar, The daily normal temperature and the daily normal precipitation 
of the United States, U. 8. Dept. Agric., Weather Bur. Bull. R, 1908. 

2 Bigelow, Frank H., Report on the temperatures and vapor tensions of the United States, 
reduced to a homogeneous system of 24 hourly observationsf{ or the 33-year interval 1873- 
1905, U. S. Dept. Agric., Weather Bur. Bull. 8, 1909. 
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are so many mathematical steps between the actual observations and 
the finally resulting daily normal means, that so many of the funda- 
mental properties and characteristics of the data upon which the latter 
have been based still remain practically unattainable to the student 
of these important statistics. 

The enormous amount of work represented by the portion of Bulle- 
tin § that deals with the normal monthly mean temperatures resulted 
in the elimination, as far as this was possible, of the error-producing 
effects of variations and alterations in the hours of observation at the 
different stations throughout the long period of observations, as well 
as in the reduction of the variously derived daily means to a homo- 
geneous system. For an account of the ingenious methods employed 
in this work the reader is referred to Chapter I of Bulletin §; for not 
nearly all of the stations are observations for the full 33 years available, 
and the possible approximate reductions of the means of short-record 
stations to a 33-year basis were not carried out in Bulletin 8, though 
a method for this sort of reduction is given on page 32. Whether these 
reductions have been carried out for the temperature data of Bulletin 
R we are not informed, but it may safely be supposed that the state- 
ment of the normal daily means of temperature for the 177 stations 
dealt with in Bulletin R, approach the truth as nearly as was possible, 
all circumstances being considered, at the time of the preparation of the 
bulletin. 

It is interesting and worthy of remark here that the letter of trans- 
mittal accompanying Bulletin §, signed by Willis L. Moore, Chief, 
sounds a truly prophetic note in this sentence: 

These data, and the normals that have been deduced from them, will form the funda- 
mental basis for future studies on climatology and for the investigation of the relations 
between plant life and the thermal and hygrometric conditions that prevail in nature. 

We have chosen 68° F. (20° C.) as our critical normal daily mean 
temperature in the present connection, and have determined from the 
tables of Bulletin R the number of days in the year to which are 
ascribed normal daily means of 68° F. or above. These days are con- 
secutive in every case, owing to the smoothing process by which the 
normals have been derived. There are comparatively few stations in 
the United States without any such days, and for one station, Key 
West, Florida, this period of what most dwellers in temperate regions 
would probably term hot days is extended throughout the year. 
Scarcity of information has no doubt led us into more considerable 
errors in the western mountainous area than elsewhere. 
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TasLe 3.—Length of period with normal daily mean temperatures of 68° F. or above, and of 

period with similar means of 32° F. or below, within the year. (Plates 35 and 36.) 

Mean of | Mean of 

68°F. or | 32°F. or 
above. | below. 

Mean of | Mean of 
68° F. or | 32° F. or Station. 

above. | below. 
Station. 

2 | nn Oe ee 

Alabama: days. days. Iowa—Continued: days. days. 
PATIITIBLOID Sie cise Sie) s lo" 141 0 Des Mowmes 6. os iox0s « 97 105 
Birmingham......... 160 0 Dubuque, A355 s.506..2 89 112 

ee eee - ee 176 0 WKeokatktast vee eae 107 89 
Montgomery........- 171 0 Sioux: Cityjeuc.: vieip e's a 91 119 

Arizona: Kansas: 
MIB DBLATI ccteecutstosteters 0 92 Goncordis\..ts,<aa%e avers 112 82 
12) ote(.\+¢ >. Puan BIAS? 186 0 TWIOGEO: ates cis cle 113 70 

Pole cee tareever ames 211 0 "PODGMA dens. celeetstenul-s 118 74 

Arkansas: WHIGHICS 74), acas ice eels 125 54 
Fort Smith. 23... .1.'+< 149 0 Kentucky: 
Daittle Rockers sor 153 0 Lexington 1s 6.5 een we 115 0 

California: TiOWIEVAMNG crocs se eke la 128 0 
SER ciate teierens 0 0 Louisiana: 
REET es Nae evertere 150 0 New Orleans......... 192 0 

Independence........ 118 0 Shreveport..:.......- 
Los Angeles.......... 54 0 Maine: 
Red! Blutis chs tadtes 140 0 IASGUDOM LE: lana oeieleleter eta 
Sacramento.......... 110 0 Portland: ces iaishets oie 
San Diego. iis cspeiels as 50 0 Maryland: 
San Francisco........ 0 0 Baltimore:j4: izes soc 
San Jose: 2. cists .siniiets 0 0 Washington, D. C..... 
San Luis Obispo...... 0 oO Massachusetts: 

Golorado !(, *h Sl OTe OO Oa eT eB ORGONIE. Si(. syeres se laters 
eves ealetowie geet b> CSBP OMe 6) et GE CORNERS 6.6 5/2 5) e a) aS eie 

DUTANTZOsS Sees ae eats 

Grand Junction...... es 

aratste tates ote ecto ee 89 70 Detrortcvae seats eats 
Connecticut: FISCANnADAL 2.62 aa toes 

Hartford.) .c6. 0c bent | (GO), 94 tl) Grand Haven... 7. as 
New Haven....--..0-| -@¢ \ + 84. |) Grand Rapids,.....<. 

Blondac: "0 a are ie HELO UGED tin recateretehceneys 
Jacksonville.......... 191 Marquette. ...5 66.50 
SINATSDDGL eo! io05 3: sintoln ee Port PLUTON: ch.cpcste sins 

eeocceccccveel CUO F—| £ iW fi = RAAUY WOU s SVE s ce ee o 

rr 

Georgash 9) o> Pe ae PP lhe” VIMEGOFDORG ich sic eyeamic 
ELST GER sie coseis eisieie ore ols ePaul cots (Ruse 

ecveceseccecccecs, £06 |  #$é=jW ft | SVBURAULEREEERe ee eseseaeses 

Shs Pataret sini tas Vicksburg. crys wae 
Saye ateretinhss 183 Missouri: 

Columbia: ce on sice oe 
ties PAA eee hai diates Hanvibal’x.cidwdeknan 

EEG b ¢ wie e's. Sie Kalignal:... dsckwustaas 
Springfield........2:- 109 78 Miles ‘City. < os os sen 

Indiana: Nebraska: 
TOVARSVIUG. cca vieresact  22e) | e228. th) dnoOlnei ican downass 
Indianapolis.........| 108 | 68 || North Platte......... 

acai apt alee ee el ee eG Wee IR? | Sy RIA Joa tere teen nite ae 
Charles City.........| 81 | 126 || Valentine,........... 

EIMVERDOTEG xis tis creates 

* 
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TasBie 3.—Length of period with normal daily mean temperatures of 68° F. or above, and of 

period with similar means of 32° F. or below, within the year. (Plates 35 and 36.) 

Mean of | Mean of Mean of | Mean of 
Station. 68° F. or | 32° F. or Station. 68°F. or | 32°F. or 

above. | below. above. | below. 

Nevada: days. days. South Dakota: days. days. 
RONG a ore ovata. 32 26 AUTON See ae aes 67 140 
Winnemuceca......... 61 68 APICIT Grete rete chat Aadens. 85 129 

New Hampshire: RAD IGNCTEY Sid ore ae as 55 121 
MGONCOLG Ge; <:5icta,2/s) sor 44 113 PVC UOMAT ne a cere © 89 122 

New Jersey: Tennessee: 
Atlantic City......... 91 2 Chattanooga......... 141 0 
@WaperMiay\cx o/s. ess 101 0 BManroxyHlet owes, s.. aries 128 0 

New Mexico: Memphisaceiacn cs... 153 0 
ROB WCll eo cleiaiveicvens oe av 140 0 Nash valless: rrctvara acre 141 0 
SPH fede ee aes eae 57 76 Texas: 

New York Abilene i245. «sae 163 0 
PAN DANG setters seo cieks ciate 76 107 Amarilloae eens tate os 114 0 
Binghamton......... 58 109 Corpus Christi....... 218 0 
TAI O Ss. 45, <5 sos 64 104 IPP asOecete Scho oe 156 0 

WC ANLON Ae weeciasde cei. 47 129 HortewWorthes oer. ess iis 0 
RH AORS Socgoacteta cles oie 62 108 Galvestom. .o..0.<2:.- 215 0 
Me WEY OLE )..c ayciere oss 94 64 iPalestines foc. sais «sar 172 0 
ROR WEEO: CWetisioe’sieievates 57 107 SanvAmtonionie es... a2 197 0 
Rochester: . 3.5). 2. = 63 109 Paylorssee cio wee ee 187 0 
SI ACUISOM techs x eieeeye’ = 67 108 Utah: 

North Carolina: Modena: h4 ce ace 55 65 
SABHOVINE. 2c) sie.s ces ¢ 90 0 Salt Lake City....... 87 63 
ROHATIOULE Swe ciaxciee © eas 138 0 Vermont: 
Pat CET AS Hos o/s <6 sie ere 148 0 Burlington. ces... 32 129 
TDC TET TG i ay actin sears 137 0 Northfield: << .c.. +... 0 137 

Wilmington.......... 147 0 Virginia: 

North Dakota: @apeiHenry,...- secs: 128 0 
BOEMATHAT CIC: .\.e:s.0levaiate <= 4 148 Tsynchbure o> -.<6 520 121 0 
Wevils: Walkke)s 62.2 so. 30 158 Norfolk sti. ccacieetet 132 0 
Williston ss. cicls od soe 51 152 Richmond os.cf. acto 133 0 

Ohio: Weytheville...:..<...... 3. 85 0 
MP ITICINTAGL Sf cls as <j0 121 25 Washington: 
Cleveland). ..2... .ceve0ss 83 92 North Plead isan 0 0 
Cra) hire) 04 7 ae ee 102 68 Port Crescent........ 0 0 
DAHOUSKY.S 5a. cierece es: 90 89 Seattle: dee ees tne: 0 0 
TiC Gs fp ie ee ae 88 92 Spokane si2 sinc. ese ovoiare 45 78 

Oklahoma PVACOIMD a sexo ey sore esi eks 0 0 
r, Wkighoma.%,.\. 6's eo 141 0 Tatoosh Island....... 0 0 

Oregon: Walla Walla sc). sui. 89 0 
BOP OLY.) soc06 << 0 102 West Virginia: 
IBORULANG oii. oisiete Sie s-< 0 0 Berries Perais sts aha s, shoots 63 66 
ROSE DUT si... occ. eis oo 5 0 00 Parkersburg. coe 104 43 

Pennsylvania: Wisconsin: 
LOT a 75 93 COTEEM DAY, bois ois a ones 50 135 
PTARPIGDUTE. oo ie ee ois. 95 75 Mia, GTOSsels actions eee aide 122 

Philadelphia......... 107 44 Madison. <.etas ere 71 123 
1515 Che oe ee ee 102 56 Milwaukee........... 55 116 
SLADE le peek 7Al 95 Wyoming: 

Rhode Island: Cheyenne: sacs sos este 28 110 
Block Island......... 47 55 Manderatecs seach. 32 134 
Providence.......... 82 83 Yellowstone: «.:0%.0% « 0 149 

South Carolina: 
CHATICSLON.  o.6 5 5 occ 168 0 
ROOM DID s-. soci a6. cre 4 159 0 
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The numbers obtained by our study are given in table 3, and the 
chart formed with these is reproduced as plate 35, the locations of the 
stations used being denoted by small circles. The equiseasonal lines 
exhibit the data in a graphic manner. Increments of 30 days in the 
length of this hot season are represented. 

It is noticeable on plate 35 that our lines assume a generally east- 
and-west direction to the eastward of the one hundredth meridian of 
west longitude, and a north-and-south direction in the vicinity of the 
Pacific ocean. Both mountain systems exhibit a tendency to displace 
the various climatic belts to the southward, a tendency shown still 
more markedly by the Pacific Ocean, and the same tendency is 
exhibited to a relatively slight degree by the Great Lakes. The region 
thus normally without the hot period here considered embraces almost 
the entire Pacific coast, from the vicinity of San Luis Obispo to the 
Canadian boundary; also the northwestern part of Minnesota, the 
whole of the northern peninsula of Michigan, a small adjacent part of 
Wisconsin, the northern extremity of the southern peninsula of Michi- 
gan, and the extremely northern parts of New England. This entire 
region is generally in high repute for summer resorts. 

(KE) LENGTH OF PERIOD OF LOW NORMAL DAILY MEAN TEMPERATURES. 
(TABLE 3, PLATE 36.) 

Just as the length of the hottest period may be supposed to influence 
the appearance or non-appearance of certain plants, so the mean 
length of the coldest period of the year may have its effect upon the 
distribution of the sarne or other forms. It seems improbable, how- 
ever, that a normally long period of very cold weather may be essential 
to the full development of any organism. This coldest season always 
finds the plant in a dormant condition, and it is hardly possible, on 
physiological grounds, that extreme cold should be directly advanta- 
geous to its survival, but it is to be realized that nothing is yet quanti- 
tatively known in this connection. On the other hand, it is quite clear, 
in general at least, that cold weather tends to exclude many plant- 
forms from the vegetation of any region where such weather may 
occur. Numerous plants that readily survive a single frost are com- 
pletely annihilated by the occurrence of several days of freezing 
weather. The question here raised refers mainly to the power of 
dormant plants to retain life under more or less persistent conditions 
of temperature below that of frost. 

As a critical normal daily temperature mean we here take 32° F. 
(0° C.) For each station included in the temperature tables of Bulle- 
tin R of the U. 8. Weather Bureau, it has been determined how many 
days in the year possess a normal daily mean of 32° F. or below. Owing 
to the averaging and smoothing process by which the daily normals 
have been derived, these data exhibit a regular annual march, and all 
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dates accredited with normals of 32° or below occur consecutively. 
Thus the period so characterized may be termed the normal season of 
cold weather. 

Our method of procedure in the present case brings out the fact that 
nearly one-half of the United States is without such normal periods of 
cold weather as are here considered. The longest period encountered 
is of 158 days. The numbers obtained from this study are shown in 
table 3, and the chart of plate 36 exhibits the equiseasonal lines 
derived therefrom, this chart thus exhibiting graphically the extent of 
the areas having different lengths of cold season as here characterized. 
The station locations are again indicated by small circles on the chart. 
Increments of 30 days have again been employed, as in the charting of 
the periods of hot days (plate 35). 

From plate 36 it is seen that the area indicated as without cold season 
occupies the entire country south of a line passing, approximately, 
from Cape May, New Jersey, to Tucson, Arizona, and is extended 
westward and northward to-embrace approximately the southern 
third of California, the western two-thirds of the remainder of that 
State, and the western half of Oregon and of Washington. It is in this 
area that the most highly reputed winter resorts occur. 

The area characterized by 150 or more days of normal daily means 
of 32° F. or below occupies only the northern third of Minnesota, the 
northern half of North Dakota, and a little of northeastern Montana. 

The eastern mountains and the Great Lakes appear to have little 
tendency to extend the areas of cold winter weather southward, but 
such an effect is noticeable in the case of the western mountains. The 
influence of the Pacific Ocean is conspicuous, crowding the area of cold 
season far back from the coast, even north of the Canadian boundary. 

2. INTENSITY OF TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS. 

(A) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

The physical conception of life phenomena allows us to regard the 
organism as a spatial system, in which a complex series of chemical 
and physical changes are ever in progress; during life, material and 
energy are always entering the system and are as unceasingly leaving 
it. The accomplishment of growth, maturation, reproduction, etc., 
of a plant is thus to be regarded, at any moment in its history, as the 
summation of the effects produced by the innumerable physical and 
chemical changes which have thus far occurred. Since all energy and 
material transformations are influenced to a greater or less extent by 
temperature, and since this influence is usually very important, it 
follows that, if other conditions were but constant, or if they always 
varied in the same manner, the state of a plant at any moment might be 
treated almost as a direct function of the various aerial temperature 
conditions to which it has béen subjected in the past. Of course the 
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other conditions do not always vary in the same way and they are never 
constant, not even as related to criteria without the plant-body. Even 
though they were constant for any plant, progressive alteration within 
the organism would assuredly produce great variations in the relations 
of the external world to internal conditions as criteria. It is therefore 
quite hopeless to contemplate an accurate causal interpretation of 
plant states merely on the basis of integrations of temperature effects. 
Nevertheless, the same incubus of hopelessness overshadows similar 
attempts along lines of approach based upon other external factors, 
and since we are sure that no single criterion alone will lead very defi- 
nitely toward the solution of our problem, progress may be sought only 
by treating the different factors separately and studying the results, 
after which artificial and natural combinations of factors may be 
attacked. Furthermore, the study of the temperature conditions of 
plant environments appears promising in this particular, namely, that 
temperature not only directly influences plant activities, but also 
influences all of the other effective environmental conditions to a 
greater or less degree. 

There appear to be, in general, two possible criteria for comparing 
the temperature intensities of several different localities. By one of 
these the comparison is made of the extremes, merely, of the yearly 
maximal and minimal temperatures for the several stations. Thus the 
duration factor is completely left out of account. It is, however, 
possible to consider and compare maxima and minima, not for the 
entire year, but for shorter seasons, and these seasons may be of 
different length at the different stations. The difference between the 
maximum and minimum temperatures may then be obtained, giving 
the range of normal temperature for each particular season and place 
to be considered. The last-named function of the temperature condi- 
tions does take some account of the duration factor (since the season is 
described in each case), and may, in certain instances, have an impor- 
tant relation to plant activities. By the second general criterion the 
intensity conditions are summed or integrated, in some manner, 
through a given length of time, and the duration factor is thus seen to 
play a direct and important part in this procedure. 

Mean temperatures for long periods of time are not apt to be of value 
in studies of the relations between plant activities and the environ- 
ment; seasonal or yearly means, which comprise such an important 
part of the usual meteorological reports, seem never to have given any 
real promise in this direction. Such means do not take account of the 
duration factor; the summed daily means are divided by the number 
of days considered, so that either this number of days must be the 
same for all localities compared, or else the numbers obtained can bear 
no relation to the corresponding extent of plant growth and other 
activities. Thus, a long growing-season with a given mean tempera- 

ee 
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ture is not at all the same, as far as vegetation is concerned, as a short 
season with the same mean. 

In studies regarding the relations between temperature intensity 
and plant development it is necessary to measure and compare the 
relative effectiveness of the temperature conditions at one station with 
that of the conditions at another; it is not the temperature of the atmos- 
phere or of the plant that primarily interests us, but it is the possible 
effect which the various degrees of temperature may have in controlling 
plant activity. To make the following subsection clear we shall digress 
at this point to explain the various concepts and the terminology which 
will here be employed, thus presenting a tentative discussion of the 
various sorts of temperature indices that may be used in vegetational 
or other dynamically applied climatology. 
The word ‘‘temperature” is used with a variety of different mean- 

ings, some of which are very vague. Temperature and heat-content 
are frequently confused, but the heat-content of a body is only one of 
the conditions that determine its temperature; the heat capacity or 
specific heat of the matter in question and the amount (mass) of matter 
considered being also influential in determining the temperature. The 
definition of temperature involves difficulties unless based on the 
kinetic theory of matter, in which case the temperature of a body is 
considered as a measure of the mean kinetic energy of its particles. 
Temperature is often said to be the relative measure of the sensible 
heat of the body in question, of its hotness or coldness, this conception 
being based on the heat-sense of human beings. The latter definition 
must assume that the matter considered does not change its.state (as 
solid, liquid, or gas) when the human sense-organ is applied to it as a 
measuring instrument, but the heat-conductivity of the material is 
important in this connection. Thus, a block of steel and a similar one 
of wood seem to have different temperatures by the criterion of sense, 
although they may be of quite the same temperature as determined by 
a thermometer. The commonest way of measuring temperature is to 
state it in terms of the relative volume assumed by a given mass of 
some standard substance (such as air, mercury, alcohol, etc.) when that 
mass of substance is in heat equilibrium with the body whose tempera- 
ture is to be determined, this equilibrium being attained when heat 
does not migrate in either direction between the standard mass and 
the body under consideration. Thus air-temperature is measured in 
terms of the relative volume assumed by the liquid in a thermometer 
when this liquid neither gives heat to the air nor receives heat from 
the air. In short, the thermometer liquid is allowed to come to the 
same temperature as the air and then this temperature is stated in 
terms of the volume occupied by this liquid under these conditions. 
Since the mass of the thermometer liquid is constant for any instru- 
ment, the different volumes assumed at various temperatures may be 
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indicated as a temperature scale on the thermometer-tube, and these 
volumetric graduations may be of any convenient magnitude. Thus, 
centigrade, Fahrenheit, etc., degrees are the respective increments in 
the volume of the thermometer liquid corresponding to equal incre- 
ments in temperature rise. 

The term ‘‘temperature” often means temperature reading (on some 
thermometer scale), and it is also used in a self-evident adjectival 
sense, meaning pertaining to temperature. In order to apply construc- 
tive reasoning to temperature conditions it is necessary to be somewhat 
more explicit than is usually the case, so that the terms we shall use 
require definition. 

Temperature readings or measurements are simply numbers that 
represent comparative temperatures, and they may therefore be con- 
sidered as conventional indices of temperature. The numbers of the 
Fahrenheit and centigrade scales are merely these indices expressed in 
two different kinds of units. Thus, the normal daily means of Bulletin 
R of the United States Weather Bureau are to be regarded as averages 
of a number of means for the given date, these means themselves being 
averages of a series of temperature indices representing the different 
temperatures encountered in the air throughout the day. According 
to this terminology, all climatological studies of temperature conditions 
thus start with temperature indices. These indices tell nothing about 
the possible effects of the temperatures represented, as these may 
accelerate or retard any process; they have reference only to the state 
of molecular motion of the particular body whose temperature is 

considered. 
For the problems before us, as has been mentioned, the various 

degrees of temperature effectiveness upon plant activities must be 
measured and compared, rather than temperatures themselves, and 
it thus follows that we require indices of temperature efficiency. These 
are to be derived from the indices of temperature, with due regard to 
the nature of the process to be studied, and various attempts have been 
made to obtain from temperature indices these other indices that are 
to be measures of the plant-producing power, etc., of given atmos- 
pheric temperatures. We shall deal below with the various methods 
that have been tried. The relative applicability of these methods is 
to be determined only empirically, but certain a priori considerations 
need to enter into the critical discussion of this relatively new and very 
important subject. According to the way in which indices of tempera- 
ture efficiency are derived from temperature indices, we may have four 
distinct classes of the former, which will now be taken up separately. 

(1) Direcr INptces oF TempprRaAtuRE Erriciency FoR PLANT GROWTH. 

Direct efficiency indices are obtained directly from the corresponding 
temperature indices, the numerical values being the same in both cases 
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This method of derivation assumes that the rate of plant growth varies 
proportionally to the environmental temperature. Any thermometer 
scale may be used and a set of efficiency indices thus obtained may be 
transferred from one scale to another by arithmetical treatment. The 
assumption here is exemplified as follows. If a plant grows 2 units per 
time period at 2° C. it should grow 10 units per time period at 10° C., 
25 units at 25° C., ete. While direct indices of temperature efficiency 
(on the absolute thermometer scale) are of great value in studying 
simple physical processes, such as the expansion of gases, they do not 
promise much in connection with the study of physiological processes, 
and need not be seriously considered in our practical applications. 

(2) RemarInpeR Inpices oF TeMPERATURE ErFiciIENcy For PLianr Growru. 

The derivation of what we shall here term remainder indices of tem- 
perature efficiency is but little more complicated than that of direct 
indices. A constant difference between the temperature indices and the 
corresponding efficiency indices is assumed (or derived from experi- 
ment), and this difference is subtracted from every temperature index, 
thus giving the required efficiency indices. It will be seen that this 
method virtually does nothing but alter the position of the zero of the 
thermometer scale, after which alteration it employs direct efficiency 
indices as these have been defined above. Thus, the rate of plant 
growth at 40° F. may be considered as unity and it may be assumed 
that this rate becomes 2 at 41°, 10 at 49°, 50 at 89°, etc., the constant 
difference above mentioned being here 39. In the phenological studies 
that have employed this sort of efficiency indices it has been assumed 
that if the plant does not attain the particular growth-rate that is 
taken as unity, it does not grow at all; that is, with a temperature of 
39.5°, for example, no growth is supposed to occur, when unit rate of 
growth would be obtained with a temperature of 40°. It is clear that 
the method of direct indices of efficiency is a special case of that of 
remainder indices, the constant difference being reduced to zero in the 
case of direct derivation. 

The integration of temperature data by these remainder indices has 
received the attention of workers in phenology for many years and a 
large amount of literature bears upon this subject. For a review and 
citations of the earlier phenological studies, the reader is referred to 
Abbe’s Relations between Climates and Crops, already mentioned. 
Because of their close relation to our special field of study, Merriam’s 
researches upon the zonation of temperature conditions in the United 
States must be considered here. The conclusions arrived at by this 
author have been largely adopted by plant and animal geographers 
in this country, and Merriam’s zonal terminology has come into very 
general use, despite the exceedingly tentative nature of the data on 
which this is based. 
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Merriam’s work' and that of his colleagues of the Bureau of Biologi- 
cal Survey of the U. 8. Department of Agriculture constitute by far 
the most thorough study that has yet been brought forth of the rela- 
tions of plant and animal distribution to temperature conditions in the 
United States, and Merriam’s temperature integrations have furnished, 
for two decades, practically the only available information in this 
regard. In his most complete account of this arduous work of integra- 
tion, Merriam writes: 

Several years ago I endeavored to show that the distribution of terrestrial animals and 
plants is governed by the temperature of the period of growth and reproductive activity, 
not by the temperature of the whole year; but how to measure the temperature concerned 
was not then worked out. * * * At one time I believed that the mean temperature of 
the actual period of reproductive activity in each locality was the factor needed, but such 
means are almost impossible to obtain, and subsequent study has convinced me that the 
real temperature control may be better expressed by other data. * * * If it is true that 
the same stage of vegetation is attained in different years when the sum of the mean daily 
temperature reaches the same value, it is obvious that the physiological constant of a species 
must be the total quantity of heat or sum of positive temperatures required by that species to 
complete its cycle of development and reproduction. * * * I am not aware that an attempt 
has been made to correlate the facts thus obtained with the boundaries of the life zone. * * * 
If the computation can be transferred from the species to the zone it inhabits—if a zone 
constant can be substituted for a species constant—the problem will be well nigh solved. 
This I have attempted to do. In conformity with the usage of botanists, a minimum 
temperature of 6° C. (43° F. [42.8° F., see footnote, p. 231])? has been assumed as marking 
the inception of the period of physiological activity in plants and of reproductive activity 
in animals. The effective temperature or degrees of normal mean daily heat in excess 
of this minimum has been added together for each station, beginning when the normal 
mean daily temperature rises higher than 6° C. in spring and continuing until it falls to 
the same point at the end of the season. The sums thus obtained have been platted on a 
large scale map of the United States, and isotherms have been run which are found to con- 
form in a most gratifying manner to the northern boundaries of the several life zones. * * * 
While the available data are not so numerous as might be desired, the stations in many 

1 Merriam (1894.) A very much abbreviated statement of the results embodied in the above 

paper was published as Part III of the same author’s Life Zones and Crop Zones of the United 
States, U.S. Dept. Agric., Div. Biol. Survey. Bull. 10, 1898. This latter involves but two pages 
(54, 55) and does not include the climatic map. Nothing approaching an adequate presentation of 
the data upon which these important studies are based has, as far as we are aware, ever appeared. 

It can not be too strongly emphasized that work of this sort is deprived of by far the greater 
part of its possible usefulness in building up our knowledge whenever a derived chart is published 
without the station data upon which it is based. It appears that most writers who have dealt 
with climatic charts have considered these as an end rather than as a means. Such charts are 

simply broad and necessarily very general presentations of the facts or observations upon which 
they are constructed, and can accomplish little more for the student of plant distribution or of 

agriculture than to inform him where in the given region to look for stations with certain climatic 

characteristics. As soon, however, as his interest is thus aroused he requires the station data, 
and if these are not at hand, further quantitative studies therewith are effectually precluded. We 
will not suppose that this common suppression of basic data is to be related at all to any desire 
on the part of writers to veil the exact methods of their procedure in the preparation of charts; 
we suppose rather that the suppression here in view has usually arisen from lack of facilities for 

publication or from lack of time and energy requisite for the preparation of tables or for the 
placing of the numerical data upon the published charts. It is hardly conceivable that a writer 
who has derived important generalization from a mass of figures should not appreciate the 
probability that the same figures may be utilized, in the same or in different ways, by other 

students of the subject. 
Had Merriam’s publications included a list of stations each with its numerical climatic indices, 

the latter might have been put to many other uses than the mere preparation of the simple charts. 
2 As the chart was published, however, the minimum here referred to was 0° C. (32° F.). See 

Merriam’s note, Science, n.s., 9: 116, 1899. 
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instances being too far apart, still enough are at hand to justify the belief that animals 
and plants are restricted in northward distribution by the total quantity of heat during the 
season of growth and reproduction. 

Merriam’s chart (1894, plate 12) of the summations just described 
is here reproduced in its essentials, as our plate 37, for purposes of com- 
parison, and because of its pioneer nature and present scarcity. From 
this map it is seen that the warmest zone of the United States, as here 
indicated, is characterized by a summation temperature of 26,000 on 
the Fahrenheit scale (14,500 on the centigrade scale), and that this 
zone is restricted to the lower Colorado Valley, the extreme southern 
portion of Texas, and the southern half of the Florida peninsula. The 
zone characterized by temperature summations below 10,000, F. 
(5,500 C.) occupies, in general, the highest portion of the Cascade and 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, the Rocky Mountains, northern Minnesota, 
a little of northern Wisconsin, the northern half of Michigan, and the 
northern half of Maine. The isoclimatic lines for 11,500 F. (6,400 C.), 
and 18,000 F. (10,000 C.) are seen to have a west-east trend, but are 
more or less markedly displaced southward by the western and eastern 
mountains and northward by the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. 

Our own work with remainder indices will be presented farther on. 

(3) ExponentTIAL INDICES OF TEMPERATURE EFFICIENCY FOR PLANT GROWTH. 

As has been stated in our earlier discussions, it appears that some 
possibility of advance lies in studying climatic temperature conditions 
with reference to the chemical principle of Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius, 
and a first attempt in this direction has been made by Livingston and 
Livingston in the paper already cited. This principle states that 
chemical reaction velocity usually about doubles (or somewhat more 
than doubles) for each rise in temperature of 10° C., or of 18° F. It is 
to be understood that the principle of Van’t Hoff and Arrhenius is 
applicable, even in purely chemical problems, only within certain 
temperature limits, and it is sufficiently clear that the same general 
sort of limitation must influence its applicability in physiology and 
ecology. Weare primarily interested here in growth processes and their 
rates, and, obviously, there may occur natural temperatures either 
above the maximum or below the minimum for growth, so that here 
are unquestionable limits for the application of the principle just 
stated. Furthermore, the principle itself supposes that the process 
considered increases its velocity with each rise of temperature between 
the limits of applicability, and we are well aware that increasing tem- 
perature is not accompanied by increased growth-rate throughout 
the range from the minimum to the maximum for growth in plants. 
An optimum temperature can always be found above which the pre- 
viously increasing growth-rate begins to decrease. Thus the applica- 
bility of the Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius principle to organic growth phe- 
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nomena as a whole can not be maintained beyond the limits set by the 
minimum and optimum temperatures for growth. However, these 
physiological constants are not the same for different plant-forms, and 
they may also be assumed to vary with other conditions within and 
without the plant. It therefore seemed desirable, in an attempt to 
apply this law of temperature coefficients to the climatological delimit- 
ation of geographical areas, to choose such limiting temperatures as 
should give promise of merely approximating the physiological limits 
for a large number of plant-forms. In this we follow Livingston and 
Livingston, who give a more complete discussion of this whole question 
than is required here. 

The authors just mentioned calculated their indices of temperature 
efficiency on the basis of the supposition that general plant activity 
occurs at unity rate when the daily mean temperature is 40° F., and 
that this rate is doubled with each rise of 18° F. in the daily mean. 
Thus, with a daily mean temperature of 58° F. the rate becomes 2.0, 
with a mean of 76° F. it becomes 4.0, etc. It thus becomes clear that 
the relation here assumed between any index of temperature efficiency 
and the corresponding index of temperature itself is an exponential 

one, expressed by the equation I = 2s, where J is the index of 
efficiency and t is the corresponding index of temperature. From this 
equation, by substituting the various values of ¢, Livingston and 
Livingston prepared a table of the efficiency index values corresponding 
to the temperature indices from 40° to 99° F. This table is reproduced 
as our table 4. Of course, constants other than 2, 18, and 40 might be 
employed, thus giving other values to the indices of efficiency; these 
indices, as has been stated, are based on the supposition that plant 

Taste 4.—Exponential indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, based on a coeffi- 
cient of 2.0 for each rise in temperature of 18° above 40° F., for each temperature from 
41° to 100° F. 
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41 1.03938 53 1.6493 65 2.6192 77 4.1572 89 6.5972 

42 1.0802 54 1.7412 66 2.7212 78 4.3206 90 6.8566 

43 1.1226 55 1.7815 67 2.8284 79 4.4902 91 7.1258 

Ad 1.1666 56 1.8512 68 2.9391 SO 4.6662 92 7.4048 

45 1.2123 57 1.9240 69 3.0545 81 4.8490 93 7.6960 

46 1.2599 58 2.0000 70 3.1748 82 5.0396 94 8.0000 

47 1.3096 59 2.0786 71 3.2986 83 5.2384 95 8.3144 

48 1.3603 60 2.1603 72 3.4283 S84 5.4424 96 8.6412 

49 1.4142 61 2.2451 73 3.5629 85 5.6568 97 8.9804 

50 1.4696 62 2.3331 74 3.7024 86 5.8782 98 9.3329 

51 1.5273 63 2.4245 75 3.8480 87 6.1090 99 9.6980 

52 1.5874 64 2.5198 76 4.0000 bate 6.3496 100 + |10.0792 

1The temperature efficiency index is here assumed to be doubled for each rise of 10°C. (18° F.) 

above 40° F., at which temperature the index of efficiency is taken to be unity. 
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activity in general doubles with each rise in temperature above 40° F., 
at which temperature the rate of development is considered as unity. 

(4) PuysrotocicaL InpicES OF TEMPERATURE EFFICIENCY FOR PLANT GRowTH. 

All three methods so far considered for deriving temperature effi- 
ciency indices from temperature indices assume that the rates of plant 
activity increase continuously as the temperature rises. If these 
various series of efficiency index values be plotted as ordinates on 
graphs whose abscissas are the temperature indices, then the graphs 
for direct and remainder indices both take the form of straight lines 
with an upward slope of 45°. The graph for exponential indices, on 
the other hand, has the form of a curved line slightly concave upward, 
which much more nearly approaches being horizontal in the region of 
climatic temperatures than do the other graphs. In other words, 
within the range of temperature indices encountered in climatology, 
the calculated efficiency index increases much more rapidly with rise 
in temperature for the direct and remainder methods of calculation 
than it does for the exponential method, as adopted by Livingston and 
Livingston. None of these graphs, however, shows a maximum, and 
we know that the true graph of temperature efficiency for plant 
growth must possess two points where the ordinate is zero and must 
have a maximum somewhere between these points. This maximum of 
the graph has a relatively large ordinate and its abscissa is the index 
of the optimum temperature for growth. It thus follows that none of 
the methods so far discussed can possibly furnish true indices of tem- 

perature efficiency for plant activities, excepting, as has been empha- 
sized, within certain limits of temperature range. If a perfectly satis- 
factory method of calculating efficiency indices from temperature 
indices is to be devised, it must be of such nature that both low and 
high temperature values will give efficiency indices of zero, and inter- 
mediate temperature values must give indices whose graph shows a 
well-defined maximum. 

Livingston’ has attempted to obtain efficiency indices from the 
variations in plant growth-rate experimentally determined for different 
temperatures. As has been said, the best study of the actual relations 
between temperature and growth is that of Lehenbauer, and Liv- 
ingston has employed the results of that writer in this connection. He 
considered the average hourly growth-rates of shoots of maize seed- 
lings exposed to the same temperature for a 12-hour period, the tem- 
peratures included in Lehenbauer’s study ranging, by increments of 
one degree, from 12° to 43° C. Lehenbauer’s curve, plotted with 
growth-rates as ordinates and temperature indices as abscissas, was 
first smoothed by the use of a flexible spline, so as to give a generalized 

Livingston, B. E., Physiological temperature indices for the study of plant growth in 
relation to climatic conditions, Physiol. Res. 1: 399-420, 1916. 
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curve, which was continued at either end to cut the axis of abscissas 
at 2° and 48° C. The ordinates corresponding to the various abscissal 
temperature values were then actually measured. Finally, all the new 
ordinates thus derived were expressed in terms of the ordinates for 
40° F. considered as unity. The resulting series of values are Livy- 

He presents ingston’s physiological indices of temperature efficiency. 
a table showing these values for each single degree of temperature from 
36° to 118° F., and that table is here reproduced as our table 5. 

Taste 5.—Physiological indices: of temperature efficiency for growth, based on Lehenbauer’s 
12-hour exposures with maize seedlings. 
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This physiological method of deriving temperature efficiency indices 
is of course empirical, but it is not more so than either the direct or the 
remainder method, and it has what seems to be a better experimental 
foundation than has either of these. Furthermore, Livingston’s 
physiological indices appear to be much more in accord with what is 
actually observed in the case of growing plants than are the exponen- 
tial indices of Livingston and Livingston, and it may be said that we 
have at last obtained a method for estimating temperature efficiency 
that is applicable throughout the entire range of possible temperatures, 
the graph of these indices showing approximately the same form as 
Lehenbauer’s graph of actual growth-rates. Of course it is desirable 
that this set of relations be eventually broadened so as to include other 
plants than maize and other developmental phases than that of the 
seedling, and when this is accomplished the efficiency index values for 
general use will probably need to be altered; it would be surprising if 
indices for seedling maize plants should prove to be representative for 
plants in general. Enough data are now at hand, however, for a some- 
what rational beginning, and we regard these physiological indices of 
Livingston as the most promising of all the different kinds of indices 
of temperature efficiency that have been proposed. 
We turn now to the employment of these four different kinds of 

temperature efficiency indices in our study of the climatic conditions 
of the United States. In the application of temperature efficiency 
indices to climatological study we have followed phenological workers 
in summing these indices throughout a certain period, the resulting 
summation being supposed to represent, in the form of a single number, 
the efficiency value of that period, and for the station in question, as 
far as temperature is concerned. We have used Bigelow’s normal 
daily mean temperatures (Bulletin R of the United States Weather 
Bureau) as our daily temperature indices, with which all our computa- 
tions begin. For the time-period we have here again used the period 
of the average frostless season. The procedure has been (1) to find the 
efficiency index corresponding to the temperature index for each day of 
the average frostless season, at each station, and (2) to add these daily 
efficiency indices all together to give the seasonal efficiency index for 
the station in question. This method allows the length of the average 
frostless season, as well as the values of the daily efficiency indices 
throughout that season, to take part in the control of the final value 
which represents the seasonal temperature efficiency for growth. 
Thus, a long season with relatively low temperatures may give a higher 
summation index than does a shorter season with higher daily mean 
temperatures. The use of Bigelow’s normal daily means of tempera- 
ture as original data should give to these studies an exceedingly broad 
and general character, and may be supposed to produce some approxi- 
mation to the average conditions of temperature for many years. 
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(B) SUMMATIONS OF DIRECT INDICES OF TEMPERATURE EFFICIENCY FOR 

PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. 

As has been said, direct indices of temperature efficiency offer little 
promise for our present purpose. We therefore present here only the 
numerical values (in the third column of table 6, summations above 
0° F.) and do not reproduce the climatic chart based upon these values. 
This chart shows practically the same climatic zonation as is shown by 
Merriam’s chart (our plate 37) and by our charts based on the remain- 
der indices, the numerical values given to the various isoclimatic lines 
being of course different in each case. 

(C) SUMMATIONS OF REMAINDER INDICES OF TEMPERATURE EFFICIENCY 

FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 6, PLATE 338.) 

Remainder indices of temperature efficiency have been derived in the 
present study by the use of three different values for the constant 
difference, 32, 39 and 50. It will be remembered that the efficiency 
index is here taken to be equal to the corresponding temperature index 
minus the constant difference. Thus we have subtracted 32, 39, or 50, 
as the case might be, from each of the daily normal means given in 
Bulletin R, for the period of the average frostless season, and have then 
summed the daily normal mean efficiency indices thus obtained for 
each station considered. Columns 4, 5, and 6 of table 6 present the 
results of these three kinds of summations, above 32°, above 39°, and 
above 50° F. The method here followed is the same as that employed 
by Livingston and Livingston, in their summations above 39° F., and 
our final results for that series of summations are the same as those 
presented on their chart of ‘‘direct summations,” figure 1 in the paper 
already cited. Our summations above 32° F. are derived by the method 
actually employed by Merriam, but his failure to publish the data 
used in making his chart (our plate 37) make detailed comparison 
impossible. 
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TaBLE 6.—Summations of normal daily mean remainder indices of temperature efficiency for 
plant growth, for the period of the average frostless season. (Plate 38.) 

[The daily indices are derived by subtracting 0, 32, 39, or 50 from the values of the normal daily 
mean temperature on the Fahrenheit scale.] 

Direct summation of normal daily mean 
temperatures for period of average 

frostless season. 
Length of 

Station. frostless 
season. 

Above Above Above Above 
BPS 39° F. 

14,882 
PES EENNNN AI oars ' a, 15! s)sieie/soeseve's 231 16,660 9,268 7,651 5,341 
MYLO ULE ay. cecyady cues tc stat creh sane ays. 279 19,756 10,828 8,875 6,085 
INT ONGPOMIELY: 5 \</<\0: <0 0c; eyars. aje.8-3 243 17,618 9,842 8,141 eau 

Arizona: 
ilaversttititin.cjsye eve e «si Gar siays) siéai'e 105 6,492 3,132 2,397 1,347 
IP ROBBER sores) s joie ce sie cuaverae muse ¢ 283 21,108 12,052 10,071 7,241 

Arkansas: 

HGH OMG Dae, c)sceess oS axes olsioe 230 16, 254 8,894 7,284 4,984 
UOPEROCK. ces. lcroctcts sfc eee 237 16,749 9,165 7,506 5,136 

California: 
LORE Re tee ee ae Beers 245 13 ,056 5,216 3,501 1,051 
LIDRE@ Sh neg ele onl ose asian. 258 17,974 9,718 7,912 5,332 
Independence............... 222 15,003 7,899 6,345 4,125 
MOS AN PEIES:. 70i5icistes)e suet susie s 334 20,381 9,693 7,355 4,015 
RECURS ayecrc, aislcics'cis scree (5.5.5 264 17 ,944 9,496 7,648 5,008 
RaerstmentOn. a6 ciccets.s\ olecrs aeee 2 272 17,368 8,664 6,760 4,040 
DANO TANCISCOs ac 250s «/erecs we © 319 17,819 “AOL 5,378 2,188 
Siitud G25 See eae te 294 17,745 8,337 6,279 3,339 
San Luis Obispo............ 260 15,367 7,047 5,227 2,627 

Colorado: 
DCT ye Sea eR oe 153 10,060 5,164 4,093 2,563 
PRDAN ONO LE ole 85 515) siaje Sater 121 GLO: 3,903 3,056 1,846 
CGPANG AUMCHON : «0. 5.5: 6-0-1 aps 183 12,554 6,698 5,417 3,587 

| Sethe ae tee 10,950 5,734 

2 ie A Ree 10,660 5,380 
ING WAVED. Yios cists tection oa 180 11,560 5,800 4,540 2,740 

Florida: 
AOKSONVING 2... . 2.2. ans as mies 293 20,765 11,389 9,338 6,408 
Ai UEP ETS ae ee OT 318 23,721 13,545 11,319 8,139 
USai7\i Cag Sees See ae pee 365 28 , 757 17,077 14,522 10,872 
PRCHEACOMED Hose eseis ci stoistcv ete rersrets - 285 20,519 11,399 9,404 6,554 

MS SN ERNE 23 ,909 13,189 

55 Se ROCCE Reni reece 15,731 8,531 
PRL OUS RACs orarancte sc che Seven tes iock 228 16,436 9,140 7,544 5,264 
BMleCOMr ecm cs Siccsiers © cvere.r aoe 238 16,831 9,215 7,549 5,169 
RSS WATATISS Heraye cs oictele ares cie ere) ax 263 19,288 10,258 8,417 5,787 

Ena Pah ahes Sransheraliete ela 18,748 10,524 

ER eae silage oe vies aes 11,457 5,793 4,554 
DP COpU TS OTe tand (cic ctatore ch opetefaysinns 202 13,030 6 , 566 5,152 3,132 

IPGORTCM Os arin ate 5 sucke sere epoayat'sie 175 10,980 5,380 |° 4,155 2,405 
Illinois: 

RO EEO Pee fareiarn ec. ane cotore a) suse euouac 212 14,750 7,966 6,482 4,362 
RBINCAP Oem tls Sis ahh elel earspisiep 2's 182 11,671 5,847 4,573 2,753 
ESES Fu bi Pa ra eg 168 11,309 5,933 4,757 3,077 

LES SS ere ana Ries ee 186 12,356 6,404 5,102 3,242 

Bprinpheld Ce en eee 182 12,442 6,618 5,344 3,524 
Indiana: 

PYG ATIS VILE yey. wie’ wcteis ecvens s) sYshe 203 14,196 7,700 6,279 4,249 
PMCIANAPOLIS:,. 5.6 cchece sce ese 12,595 6,643 5,341 
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TasLE 6.—Summations of normal daily mean remainder indices of temperature efficiency for 
plant growth, for the period of the average frostless season. (Plate 38.)—Continued. 

- Direct summation of normal daily mean § 
temperatures for period of average 

Length of Racait 

Station. frostless wigiiaiat tesa 

season. 
Above Above Above Above 
OUR. 32°F. 39° F. 50° F. 

Iowa: days. 
@harles Citys sas sce rele 133 9,095 4,839 3,908 2,578 

Davenporton. <n vedas 174 11,755 6,187 4,969 3,229 

Des Momesie. dates stxse epee tA 11,594 6,122 4,925 3,215 

BU DUGUe see eae «eee ape is 176 11,688 6,056 4,824 3,064 

RGO RUS ete witches tasciatorele axe 197 13,215 6,911 5,532 3,562 

Sioux iby a siete caetene area 146 10,041 5,396 4,347 2 , 887 
Kansas: 

CWONCOTA ashe tie tele asec 173 Pala 6,635 5,424 3,694 
ID Yate a pega ees bate ah Aker ere otae 181 12,612 6,820 5,553 3,743 
Mopeliahtrecic ie craetsieervisderay> “ie 189 13,086 7,038 5,715 3,825 
Nilo thi: By See Ae Ae ee 194 13,660 7,452 6,094 4,154 | 

Kentucky: 
1 UPS atel'g 0) Nate ye potas LR Pn CeCe 187 12,880 6,896 5,587 3,717 

MSOUIS VILL Gs G sioarax kieis atepeteceigeer > 196 13,791 7,519 6,147 4,187 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans) eaescisae ceo 310 21,971 1,251 9,881 . 6,781 

Shreveport -4.'- 21-16 -ieee 1 252 18 , 228 10,164 8,400 5,880 
Maine: ; 

ABL DONG sa eyacre ciecele ata age sae 167 2,119 3,775 2,606 936 

L{syydtcnete cor wnaiyechatt sh ayo 157 2,699 4,675 3,576 2,006 

Maryland: i 

Baltimore i.perciciens ce stele ionciste- 213 14,281 6,816 5,974 3,844 

Washineton, D:) Cvs scjesn > 197 13,385 7,081 5,702 3,732 ‘ 

Massachusetts: ‘ 

BORtOM « ceiaiaieescetieineianslage ince 185 11,630 5,710 4,415 2,565 

Waritueketias cusiissemeias eee ais 209 12,411 5,723 4,260 2,170 ] 

Michigan: ‘ ) 

FN ays Te) PERT Cod OTE 137 8,330 3,946 2,987 1,617 

DI GHOIte «cect ets sie sete ees 164 10,738 5,490 4,342 2,702 
PBOADIAL sata siete jet oer ese7eis 140 8,536 4,056 3,076 1,676 
ASrarid ELavGN ve sis eliienst ayes s 167 10,481 5,137 3,968 2,298 
Grand Rapides is seuss isis 164 10,745 5,497 4,349 2,709 
Honehton ye ono 2 0 aap 4.6 152 8,979 4,115 3,051 1,531 

RAT UGE Le sne'a.c o's = ele eat oral 140 8,367 3,887 2,907 1,507 7 

ort Euuronk aeas' isyics aie 6 155 O77. 4,817 3,732 2,182 4 

Bault mie: WASEIO som ps sie anre 138 7,959 3,543 2,577 1,197 

Minnesota: 
DUN. > cities ose: eee 68 > 152 8,973 4,109 3,045 1,525 

MGOrheadiuisaig 55 26 caiman 132 8,499 4,275 3,351 2,031 

LAMAN, Adel nds Scab 159 10,342 5,254 4,141 2,551 ; 

Mississippi: 
WiC FE ee ares, Sear er b eee 230 16,424 9,064 7,454 5,154 , 

IV LOMB UIR I ils co, wiha' nein diners atnw 252 18,032 9,968 8,204 5,684 ' 

Missouri: | 

Colm DIB sy, 4 basis k eee wie 179 12,487 6,759 5,506 3,716 

Jab Net et oy. Ubgete aL Reng ae ie ae edene 183 12,701 6,845 5,564 3,734 

TEADBAS CACY a cena es cpa ote vs 196 13,362 6,090 5,718 3,758 

Bt. Toms. was aes ek pias phe 207 14,395 7,771 6,322 4,252 

Brrnghel diag. <a ney Ses) 187 12,907 6,923 5,614 3,744 

Montana: 
ATS dc cGaaegec te atop es 122 7,811 3,907 3,053 1,833 

PIBIONAs iicvacesebarncecnic. 144 8,785 4,177 . 3,169 * Lae | 

Bialispell isrdive neve s hiv aeweclens 140 8,283 3,803 2,823 1,423 , 

WT 68 CIBG. iis aierdin cs within as 140 9,337 4,857 3,877 2,477 . 

C—O 
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TaBLE 6.—Summations of normal daily mean remainder indices of temperature efficiency for 
plant growth, for the period of the average frostless season. (Plate 38.)—Continued. 

Direct summation of normal daily mean 
temperatures for period of average 

Length of frostless season 
Station. frostless 3 

season. 
Above Above Above Above 
0° F. S2aone 39° Be DOCRES 

Nebraska: days. 
RETA COL ER fetede Wy yee: ess 378 ohare oils 174 11,912 6,344 5,126 3,386 
Marthe Plagbe lies -c0 ete e's 4s 151 10,195 5,363 4,306 2,796 
Omaha... se crecatios Pk ERS ead 170 11,723 6,283 5,093 3,393 
Walentinet iit ss «ics Sees fees 132 8,971 4,747 3,823 2,503 

Nevada: 
Reno ce toes cvaietioriclanies 138 8,649 4,233 3, 267 1,887 
IWANTIMEIMUCCR: o..000 8c cac- 6s 131 8,641 4,449 3,532 2,222 

New Hampshire: 
EGHCOLA NG Ae 6 alee icra deieha. os 146 9,280 4,608 3,586 2,126 

New Jersey: 
aAtileim tICeMby er. < cin oie oso e0avsi 207 13,348 6,724 5,275 3,205 
BAD OUT AY cect crocus oma ereretelee 186 12,362 6,410 5,108 3,248 

New Mexico: 
EROS WCllee eerie crave a series cae 195 14,064 7,824 6,459 4,509 
aban e as cae atvat ciasae eels 187 11,510 5,526 4,217 2,347 

New York 
PADD ATIY cecal sided c eiavetnte © slale 177 11,382 5,918 4,479 2,709 
Ban ghamfon sass... sc26 sss 158 10,088 5,032 3,926 2,346 
SS 2 ee 173 10,907 5,371 4,160 2,430 
Digi a ee 139 8,933 4,485 3,512 2,122 
ewe MOLKtarieexcieté.s creer ola cies 210 13 ,422 6,702 Hy 2a Selo? 
(CEG ORG Gb too TG Rone 175 10,950 5,350 4,125 2oto 
HROCHOSLEL eran eis co Sis wiesrs ore, sve 171 10,864 5,392 4,195 2,485 
DEACHSGaiferiaie evs societies ae ss zl 10,918 5,446 4,249 2,539 

North Carolina: 
PASHEV ILL Rn et ehenis 3 © 6 sala 176 11,693 6,061 4,829 3,069 
RBaTLG bebe mets «cis. stasiolaers 6's 220 15,316 8,276 6,736 4,536 
HT AGRERAG sore S cies sisie! «Sere ele le ere 256 17,650 9,460 7,668 5,108 
PR ALGT IAL stoves solo aes s 2 ete ens 213 14,485 8,069 6,578 4,448 
AVVilemin tow cis. 6 ice So lbercla eis 233 16,359 8,903 CPO? 4,942 

North Dakota: 
SISAL tate!) sacar n)etevei ciel 129 7,932 3,804 2,901 1,611 
Wewals Malkceee. sic cle eera oe le 121 7,658 3,786 2,939 1,729 
BWUAITISEOUE aeeieis tis ajalsia's Siete icine 119 7,785 3,977 3,144 1,954 

Ohio: 
NICMAS ETA yore as <, «12,2 eregamie tests 194 13,416 7,208 5,850 3,910 
Mleveland.:%, 085i he ee se 198 12,546 6,210 4,824 2,844 
AU OMUTNUS eat where ciclecc ot stores aye 184 STR 6,485 5,197 3,357 
SSAMGUSKY?-fe1e cbc of ssc ie c.c'e 6 spel jere 195 12,491 6,251 4,886 2,936 
BOA Oprerieitels: cielo chore arevesdieteiene 174 11,494 5,926 4,708 2,968 

Oklahoma 
MPA OMIA se eihers ois tereista ecisteres 214 15,137 8,289 6,781 4,641 

Oregon: i 
BAKERY City fine oiayei se aleverd a aie 127 Tete 3,703 2,814 1,544 
POLLAN eae ser tere cccjerered Sorat are 245 14,172 6,332 4,617 2,167 
HRORCDUTE actarts seals o:ctalelayers’s 198 11,848 5,512 4,126 2,146 

Pennsylvania: 
TEAC ee AN teray cists) cine dhee) a3, sues 194 12,232 6,024 |, 4,666 2,726 
Wiscrisburgy. ls... 2d sess 196 12,882 6,610 5,238 3,278 
Prladel hid s:« 3) <jaisiia'e’s «versie 206 13,629 7,037 5,595 3,535 
PESRU GS UIE D Eireateiseche niece cue er eevee 179 12,102 6,374 6,121 3,331 

is DSCVANEOD weja;cieie(ats 2 a1e' ssa 8 oie see 176 11,304 5,672 4,440 2,680 
rt Rhode Island: 

BLOCK TSANG ss 6 -5.<.01< 30:15 elec a's 218 12,946 5,970 4,444 2,264 
PRG VAG GHCE sci .Pe si chevoisleve e15 ous 190 12,164 6,084 4,754 2,854 
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TABLE 6.—Summations of normal daily mean remainder indices of temperature efficiency for 
plant growth, for the period of the average frostless season. (Plate 38.)—Continued. 

Direct summation of normal daily mean 
temperatures for period of average 

ee ee ee 

Length of frostless season 
Station. frostless 

season. 
Above Above Above Above 
0° F 32° F 39° F 50° F 

South Carolina: days. 
Charleston: 2 8 isziwae pec tleves 276 19,470 10,638 8,706 5,946 
Colimbiates sh isc Bie 231 16,593 9,201 7,584 5,274 

South Dakota: 
ERUTON 52-05 io ok tore ne akatheree 131 8,788 4,596 3,631 2,321 
IPICTTO seis eto eo ene ~ S165 10,387 5,491 4,420 2,890 
Rapid: Cityniccecssob ceteatieete oe 143 9,149 4,573 3,572 2,142 
AMICON) ies ch stelskaree mealaete tele 154 10,470 5,542 4,464 2,924 

Tennessee: 
Chhattanoora) mies: Spears.) 207 14,602 7,978 6,529 4,459 
nox vile sictres teres atewte 2 208 14,229 1,0 6,117 4,037 
Memphis (cates ster aacrathee.s 224 15,712 8,544 6,976 4,736 
Nashyille eis skh). d ae stores 207 14,700 8,076 6,627 4,557 

Texas: 
A DILEN Os teste sities Ce pa Roa 245 17,536 9,696 7,981 5,531 
AMATO Hetah ate spsee eeteee 199 13 ,542 7,174 5,781 3,791 
Corpus'Christi....0->4...m. = 298 21,898 12,362 10,276 7,296 
IGP ASO: coe atcarctels paste se 236 16,819 9 , 267 7,615 5,255 
Horé Wortley. 6 «sche serch cts re 261 18,816 10,464 8,637 6,027 
Galvestonwes.n. ce Aaa ne ns 331 23,538 12,946 10,629 7,319 
Palestine paces Bardens 245 17 ,690 9,850 8,135 5,685 
SanvAtOnlO!, non. cle steerer ete oe 276 20,119 11,287 9,355 6,595 | 
TAVIOVAG ek she ote ee aap ale 254 18,656 10,528 8,750 6,210 . 

Utah: | 
IMG d enn e Se ii efiice. «tos erarsieetans 130 8,451 4,291 3,391 2,091 
Balt Walkke:Guty's cite oe cs ond crete 182 12,078 6,254 4,980 3,160 

Vermont: 
Burlington x s,. s.1cccete 143 9,000 4,424 3,423 1,993 
Northfield ses. %)..: 2 eee es 126 7,812 3,780 2,898 1,638 

Virginia: 
HyNnChDure ys. t.csstne ce eew on 201 13,759 Waar, 5,920 3,910 
IN Orfolle. ase cyaise Cerone Se eeeks 230 15,691 8,331 6,721 4,421 
IGHMONG Ses Liiele sh-clne eta oars 215 14,942 8,062 6,557 4,407 
Wiythevillosy ss chitin ae. « 175 11,544 5,944 4,719 2,969 

Washington: 
WNOxth ELS. . s,0:5.2 al testis 316 16,180 6,068 3,856 696 
DGALUOL sents sence eeer es 246 13,770 5,898 4,176 1,716 
Bppkane . ete is sicin ncleta tees: 202 11,992 5,528 4,114 2,094 
Watoosh, Inland,’ «+ sitejah iors 271 13,623 4,951 3,054 344 
Walla Walla. .t. 5.00. dee. dee 216 13,819 6,907 5,395 3,235 

West Virginia: 
LOINC Sane Gree je 145 9,521 4,881 3,866 2,416 
PAU KOVSDUPR. sacs’ wir cages 179 12,195 6,467 5,214 3,424 

Wisconsin: 
Gineen AV. 0 ok <6 ome eet ov 153 9,663 4,767 3,696 2,166 
TUAUSPORBE on bids dix bug a horateintns 163 10,707 5,491 4,350 2,720 
INTECHBOM as. xtis 6 wha tetaimayes 179 11,370 5,642 4,389 2,599 
RVULECVEATUICENG S) 0.6, 0:Sis ip: Wistar yao) acne 162 10,191 5,007 3,873 2,253 

Wyoming: i 
WHOVENNO RE ities bk cebiedss ois 119 7,528 3,720 2,887 1,697 
EBD GY ss iceaewtars'a enn stolen pinly 108 6,911 3,455 2,699 1,619 
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x < 4 

y (49° F. assumed as having index value of unity) for period of average frost 
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Charts were made for each of these four series of seasonal efficiency 
indices, but they all agree in the general delineation of the climatic 
zones and only the one for summations above 39° F. is here presented, 
in plate 38'. This chart differs from the corresponding one of Living- 
ston in a few details, but the two are practically identical. 

The increments of seasonal temperature efficiency indices shown on 
the chart of plate 38 are each 1,000 in the East, and the numbers placed 
upon the isoclimatic lines denote thousands. These values may be 
reduced to the corresponding ones based on the centigrade thermometer 
scale by the use of the familiar factor 5/9, the starting-point for our 
summations being 39° F., or 3.9° C. 

The lines of this chart are seen to have a generally west-east direction 
east of the Rocky Mountains, several of them being southwardly 
displaced by the Appalachians. The western mountains produce a 
very great southward displacement, and another considerable dis- 
placement of some lines, in the same direction, appears due to the 
immediate vicinity of the Pacific Ocean. It is interesting to note that 
the area having an index of 7,000 or less extends southward on the 
California coast nearly to the parallel of latitude 33° north, while the 
same area on the Atlantic coast extends southward only to about 35° 
north latitude. 

Most of the country appears to be characterized by these seasonal 
indices of temperature efficiency having values between 3,000 and 
10,000. The region where these indices are less than 3,000 seems to 
occupy northern New England, northeastern Michigan, northern 
Minnesota and North Dakota, western Montana, central Wyoming, 
and the Rocky Mountain system. The region having indices above 
10,000 appears to occupy the valleys of the Gila and lower Colorado 
Rivers, a narrow strip of the Gulf coast of Texas, and the southern 
half of the peninsula of Florida. <A closed area with indices between 
4,000 and 6,000 is shown on this chart as occupying a region extending 
from the Columbia River to Great Salt Lake. 

(D) SUMMATION OF EXPONENTIAL INDICES OF TEMPERATURE EFFICIENCY 
FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 7, PLATE 39.) 

In applying the exponential method of deriving temperature effi- 
ciency indices from normal daily mean temperature indices as given in 
Bulletin R, we have followed Livingston and Livingston. The efficiency 
index corresponding to each normal daily mean within the period 
of the average frostless season, for each station considered, was 
first obtained from table 5, and then all these indices were summed 
to give the seasonal index in each case. The results of these summa- 
tions, which are the data given on the chart of Livingston and Living- 
ston’s figure 2, are presented in the second column of table 7. 

1The chart derived from these summations of normal daily means above 32° F. has been 
presented by Livingston. See Livingston, 1913a. 
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TasLe 7.—Summation of normal daily indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, 
for the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 39 and 40.) 

[The mean daily efficiency indices are derived from the corresponding temperature indices, (1) 
by the exponential equation of chemical reaction velocities and (2) by the empirical growth- 
rate coefficients for maize seedlings as found by Lehenbauer for a 12-hour exposure to 
maintained temperature. The temperature efficiency for 40° F. is taken as unity in both 
cases. | 
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Alabama: 
ANINIStON 2 orice 681.8 10.33 12,326 1.75 18.1 
Birmingham...... 816.7 9.37 15,025 1.96 18.4 
Mobiles... ..0m at 963.7 9.21 17,340 1.95 18.0 
Montgomery..... 886.0 9.19 16,511 2.03 18.6 

Arizona: 
HMlagatath iaiey.i2 aelste 245 .2 9.78 2,652 LAt 10.8 
Phoenix Hee sunselee 1,183.6 8.51 20,640 2.05 17.4 

Arkansas: 
Fort Smith... 2. 789.5 9.23 14,168 1.95 18.0 
Little Rock....... 811.7 9.25 14,567 1.94 17.9 

California: 
WUTCKS 2.6 s)a.572 = 3s = 410.1 8.54 2,388 0.68 5.8 
YOR eis oslo.s 862.9 9.17 15,007 1.90 17.5 
Independence..... 677.6 9.36 11,228 1 Rr 16.6 
Los Angeles...... 764.8 9.62 8,451 1.15 11.0 
Red Blufi. 028 5: 844.9 9.05 14,339 1.88 17.0 
Sacramento...... 706.1 9.57 9,884 1.46 14.0 
San Francisco. ... 586.4 9.17 4,122 0.77 7.0 
San Jose:k.< .% <i: 657.9 9.54 7,000 1.12 10.6 
San Luis Obispo. . 500,5 10.44 4,963 0.95 9.9 

Colorado: 
Denver stilrsc)10 «2. 422.0 9.70 6,271 1.53 14.9 
ID AVE: a ("<0 eee ree 311.5 9.81 4,077 1.33 13.1 
Grand Junction... 581.9 9.31 9,921 1.83 by gs | 
PUep) Oops cle sjacclete 477.1 9.63 7,604 1.66 15.9 

Connecticut: 
Hartford)... 4%... 436.8 9.67 6,181 1.46 14.2 
New Haven...... 473.3 9.59 6,703 1.48 14.2 

Florida: 
Jacksonville...... 1,033.1 9.04 18,791 2.01 18.2 
UUDIGOL ye a: < tatovetn aus 1,260.0 8.98 24,872 2.20 19.7 

BUN OSU) oats’ «i diate 1,541.8 9.42 31,063 2.14 20.1 
Pensacola........ 1,028.4 9.14 18,914 2.01 18.4 
LANDA poe ds vais 1,175.4 9.23 21,420 1.98 18.2 

Georgia: 
BN ae A 737.3 9.43 13,019 1.87 11.7 
ATI GUIBOR Sites <i 0k acs 816.8 9.24 15,134 2.01 18.5 
VL CEG TI Eie sg Siiise 15) ore $10.3 9.32 14,564 1.93 18.0 
Savannah........ 909.8 9.25 16,407 1.95 18.0 
Thomasville...... 953.8 9.15 17,858 2.05 18.7 

Idaho: 
SOIR: ies Whee bein 467.7 9.74 6,716 1.47 14.3 
Lewiston......... 544.5 9.46 8,065 1.57 14.8 
POORtEIIG. sy ia'd teas 437.4 9.50 5,893 1.42 13.4 
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TaBLE 7.—Summation of normal daily indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, 
for the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 39 and 40.)—Continued. 
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Tilinois: 
OSITO es o's sles speraais 691.8 9.37 12,122 1.82 17.5 
Chicago. 479.6 9.54 6,892 1.51 14.4 
Da iSalless.cs.%06: 496.3 9.58 7,975 1.68 16.1 
Le{ctal y PM ees ea 535.8 9.52 8,466 1.66 16.1 
Springfield. ...... 562.7 9.50 9,464 UOCies 16.8 

Indiana: 
Evansville........ 672.6 9.34 11,879 1.89 Wet 
Indianapolis...... 567.3 9.41 9,441 NSU 16.6 

Towa: 
Charles City...... 403.1 9.69 6,630 170 16.5 
Davenport....... 519.6 9.56 8,464 1.70 16.3 
Des Moines...... 514.3 9.58 8,417 Werf 16.4 
Dubuque 503.6 9.58 7,865 1.63 15.6 
1G} 588.8 9.40 9,681 1.75 16.4 
Sioux City. ...... 450.5 9.65 7,548 1.74 16.8 

Kansas: 
Concordia........ 575.8 9.42 10,206 1.88 Paes 
1D )0"s ae een 589.6 9.42 10,308 1.86 17.5 
PRODEKA To sels ars ase 607.5 9.41 10,546 1.85 17.4 
IVWACHUGANS cci0)j ciate ne 650.8 9.36 11,563 1.90 17.8 

Kentucky: 
Lexington........ 588.2 9.50 10,051 1.80 W7 a 
Louisville........ 651.8 9.43 11,581 1.89 17.8 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans...... 1,077.3 (a8 Uy 19,323 1.96 18.0 
Shreveport....... 921.0 9.12 17,023 2.03 18.5 

Maine: 
Hastport......... 299.3 8.71 2,102 0.80 GoW 
oerplands «..i2 10's»: Silo 9.63 4,362 1.22 ler A 

Maryland: 
Baltimore........ 635.9 9.39 10,457 1.75 16.5 
Washington, D.C. 602.6 9.46 10,087 tits 16.8 

Massachusetts: 
MSSLOMs isis oiscale sie 462.5 9.55 6,157 1.40 1323 
Nantucket....... 459.0 9.28 5,032 1.18 11.0 

Michigan: 
PMETSCTAS ssc o's's oyb'S isle 310.1 9.63 SCAMS 1.10 10.6 
1D CEC) 4 ene oe 448.5 9.68 6,622 1.53 14.8 
Bscanaba.......-. 319.7 9.62 3,472 1.13 10.9 
Grand Haven..... 412.3 9.62 5,283 1.33 12.8 

Grand Rapids.... 450.4 9.66 6 , 687 1.54 14.8 
Houghton........ 323.8 9.42 3,147 1.03 9.7 
Marquette....... 304.7 9.54 3,019 1.04 9.9 
Port Euron’. .'.).'... 385.0 9.69 4,884 1.31 12.6 
Sault Ste. Marie. . 276.1 9.33 2,322 0.90 8.4 

Minnesota: 
PYRO coy 5 « eis of 325.8 9.35 3,299 1.08 10.1 
Moorhead........ 333.9 9.84 4,283 1.28 12.8 

UME AML. chslen cys. a 428.7 9.66 6,230 1.50 14.5 
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TaBLe 7.—Summation of normal daily indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, 
for the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 39 and 40.)—Continued. 
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Mississippi: 
Meridian. |... > 800.6 9.31 14,565 1.95 18.2 
Wicksburg....%: -> 892.6 9.19 16,194 1.97 18.1 

Missouri: 
Columbia. ...-4..- 583.8 9.43 10,241 1.86 17.6 
Hemnibal). ss e? 585.4 9.50 10,189 1.83 17.4 
Kansas City...... 612.8 9.33 10,368 1.81 16.9 
SteUiouis)... 050% 677 .6 9.33 11,868 1.88 17.5 
Springfield. ...... 588.8 9.53 10,031 1.79 Pra 

Montana: 
FIRVTCS piaics eee 311.8 9.79 4,036 1.32 12.9 
Helena wc stk 331.0 9.57 3,710 a 11.2 
Kalispelle.s, 145.5 297 .2 9.50 2,827 1.00 9.5 
Miles City....... 402.2 9.64 6,253 1.61 15.6 

Nebraska: 
Tancolni ssa ..08 Sis 538.9 9.51 9,062 1.77 16.8 
North Platte..... 446.7 9.64 7,192 1.67 16.1 
Omaha joc. oe. 534.7 9.52 9,087 1.78 17.0 
Valentine? ..°..;./. 394.5 9.69 6,393 1.67 16.2 

Nevada: 
Renos ie.cetist ess 338.5 9.65 4,134 1.27 12.2 
Winnemucca..... 364.7 9.68 5,463 1.55 15.1 

New Hampshire: 
Concord o0. tes. 368.0 9.74 4,724 1.32 12.8 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City..... 544.2 9.69 7,878 1.50 14.5 
Cape May....... 533.5 9.57 8,417 1.65 15.8 

New Mexico: 
LOR Wellin 2, see 678.4 9.52 12,448 1.93 18.4 
Santa Fe.... 442.5 9.53 5,350 1.30 12.0 

New York: 
ID ANIY.s. 6 sos fe 5.0% 466.3 9.61 6,633 1.49 14.3 
Binghamton...... 404.4 9.71 5,399 1.38 13.3 

TSTCCALOR Merc icin nolets 433.8 9.59 5,761 1.39 13.3 
(OE C70) Te Ina ih 358.5 9.80 4,713 1.34 13.1 
INGW! WOK: ..f5 0% 554.4 9.44 8,104 1.55 14.6 
MOB WOEHG bus cc es > 6 430.3 9.59 5,524 1.34 12.8. 

Rochester........ 454.6 9.65 5.807 1.38 13.3 
Syracuse......... 440.4 9.65 6,022 1.43 13.7 

North Carolina: 
Asheville......... 495.4 9.75 7,504 1.55 15.1 
Charlotte........ 717.5 9.39 12,554 1.86 17.5 
AATHGIAB bccn cee tins 804.9 9.52 13,771 1.80 Lf, 
PRONGUEH ay o-X. sien 4/0 700.3 9.39 12,329 1.88 17.6 

Wilmington...... 769.0 9.46 13,561 1.87 17.6 

North Dakota: 
Biasmarok......0ss. 3 342.4 8.47 4,792 1.65 14.0 
Devils Lake...... 301.2 9.76 3,754 1.28 12.5 
WVULIStON Gy vs ei ses 320.5 9.81 4,508 1.46 14.1 
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TasLe 7.—Summation of normal daily indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, 
for the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 39 and 40.)—Continued. 
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Ohio: 
@incinnati...cie. 620.2 9.43 10,725 1.83 1/38 
Cleveland........ 508.9 9.48 (healt 1.48 14.1 
Columbus: + = S253: 543.9 9.56 8,799 1.70 16e2 
BanGusley ssc: 524.8 9.31 7,766 1.59 14.8 

Moledons.ae wae ss 489.5 9.62 7,508 1.59 as 
Oklahoma: 

Oklahoma }).....).)2 <0: 729.9 9.29 13,098 1.93 17.9 
Oregon: 

Baker City....... 290.7 9.68 3,116 Weil 10.7 

Portland 33.3205. 4: 502.9 9.18 4,780 1.04 9.4 
Roseburg......... 429.3 9.61 4,465 1.09 10.4 

Pennsylvania: 
TONE ars clei 491.2 9.50 6,741 1.45 UB 76 

SATTISDUTE. «5; <.,- 546.4 9.59 8,367 1.60 15.3 
Philadelphia...... 591.7 9.46 9,397 1.68 15.9 
Pittsburg: <..5... 532.9 9.61 8,659 1.69 16.3 

Se@rantOW....2 tare! 460.8 9.64 6,463 1.46 14.0 
Rhode Island: 

Block Island...... 481.7 9.22 5 , 447 123 Liss 

Providence....... 500.9 9.49 7,241 1.52 14.5 
South Carolina: 

Charleston....... 946.4 9.20 16,874 1.80 iW fons: 
RO OMMIIIDIA: = ctai.<.5 6 823.3 9.21 15,140 2.00 18.4 

South Dakota: 
HEMET GOHY ees Sievels «haces 369.8 9.82 5,604 1.54 15.2 

1 ET e ee See: 461.8 9.57 7,566 1:72 16.4 
Rapid @itys.. 5.5 370.1 9.65 5,059 PAZ 13.6 
Manktoms... << si... 464.4 9.61 7,616 heeft 16.4 

Tennessee: 
Chattanooga..... 692.5 9.43 12,395 1.90 17.9 

iKnoxvilles.c.5s.. 643.6 9.50 10,886 1.78 16.9 
Memphis......... 788.0 8.85 14,392 2.06 18.5 
Washville... 0.05. ; 710.9 9-32 12,886 1.95 18.1 

Texas: 
PASILENI Oi 5 ci01 suas is 873.6 9.14 15,937 2.00 18.2 
PATHATINON <2 = 3.54 ss 598.9 9.65 10,668 pe} 17.8 
Corpus Christi.... 1 tSie9 9.08 21,392 2.08 18.8 
IBGE ABO sh sc cis aisle» 826.8 9.21 15,043 1.98 18.2 
Hort Worth... .-. 961.0 8.99 17 ,652 1.88 18.4 

Galveston ..\./s 5.25 1,175.2 9.04 21,163 1.99 18.0 

IPSLESUINIGs,. </ichs.6i6, « 888.8 9.15 16,468 2.02 18.5 

San Antonio...... 1,027.8 9.10 19 , 202 2.08 18.7 
i BV IOM =, (c/s05 cteio <3 963.5 9.08 18,200 2.08 19.0 

tah: 
Modena... .5.:.. 345.9 9.80 4,826 1.42 13.9 

Ms Salt Lake City.... 529.3 9.41 8,416 1.69 15.9 
ermont: 

Burlington....... Sole Nae (r4 4,341 127, 12.3 
Northfield........ 297.6 9.74 3,348 1.16 Tahs33 
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TaBLe 7.—Summation of normal daily indices of temperature efficiency for plant growth, 
for the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 39 and 40.)—Continued. 
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Virginia: 
Lynchburg....... 626.2 9.45 10,631 1.80 17.0 
Nortolle i. ia debs es 718.0 9.36 12,194 1.81 17.0 
Richmond........ 702.8 9.33 12,305 1.88 17.5 
Wytheville....... 487.0 9.69 7,313 1.55 15.0 

Washington: 
North Head...... 496.3 TSTLE 2,693 0.70 5.4 
Beatle... 0 it. ccceck 462.2 9.04 3,692 0.88 8.0 
Spokane: ....... 446.3 9.22 5,059 123 11.3 
Tatoosh Island... 407.8 7.49 1,947 0.65 4.8 
Walla Walla...... 573.3 9.41 8,378 1.55 14.6 

West Virginia: 
IKI eee ote revi 395.2 9.78 5,685 1.47 14.3 
Parkersburg...... 543.9 9.59 9,009 1.73 16.6 

Wisconsin: 
Green Bay....... 382.2 9.67 4,942 1.34 12.9 
LaCrosse... S25) 449.9 9.67 6,705 1.54 14.9 
Madison: 7. stew 460.9 9.52 6,434 1.47 14.0 
Milwaukee....... 403.2 9.61 5,261 1.36 13.1 

Wyoming: 
Cheyenne........ 295.3 9.78 3,640 1.26 12.3 
ander. cies = 275.5 9.80 3,548 1.31 12.9 

It is seen at once that the values given in the first column of table 7 
are much smaller than are the corresponding ones of table 6. Living- 
ston and Livingston made a study of the ratios obtained by dividing 
each exponential seasonal index by the corresponding remainder index, 
derived by using the constant difference of 39, and the resulting ratio 
values are here reproduced in the third column of table 7. 

The chart of our plate 39 presents the climatic zonation exhibited 
by the summations of efficiency indices derived by the application of 
the exponential method (Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius principle of chemical 
reaction velocity), and it is essentially the same as the second chart 
(fig. 2) of Livingston and Livingston. 

In a general way, the two charts of plates 38 and 39 agree in the 
positions and directions of the isoclimatie lines, but they differ in a 
number of details. A somewhat thorough comparison of these two 
charts has been made by Livingston and Livingston, using the ratio 
of the value of one index to that of the other (column 3 of our table 7), 
and they present a chart of these ratios as their third figure, which we 
do not here reproduce. As has been pointed out, these authors con- 

“ 

NT 
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clude from their study of these two methods of estimating temperature 
effectiveness that the method that derives efficiency indices by sub- 
tracting 39 from each daily mean temperature index gives, ‘‘in a 
broadly general way, and for most of the area of the United States, 
nearly the same climatic zones”’ (loc. cit., p. 375) as those given by 
summations of temperature efficiencies based on the chemical coeffi- 
cient of 2.0. Nevertheless, these authors point out that ‘‘the similarity 
between the results derived by these two methods of temperature 
integration is, however, only superficial and roughly approximate. 
The ratios of direct summation (above 39° F.) to chemical efficiency 
summation, range in magnitude, for the mean frostless season in the 
United States, from a minimum of 7.49 to a maximum of 10.44.” 
Their chart (fig. 3) shows clearly that these ratio values (column 3 of 
our table 7) are to be considered as some sort of climatic measure. The 
marginal regions of the United States are frequently characterized by 
low ratio values and the two main mountain systems seem to have 
high ratio values. For most of the area of the country the ratio of the 
summation index derived by the method of subtraction, to the index 
derived from the chemical coefficient, has a value of about 9.5, and the 
assumption of this as a constant ratio between the two indices does not 
introduce very large errors for most of the area with which we are 
dealing. 

The feature of these chemical efficiency indices that should attract 
our attention, however, is their relative values; according to the funda- 
mental assumptions upon which these efficiency indices are based, 
these values should be proportional to the amounts of plant accom- 
plishment within the frostless season, at the corresponding localities. 
Thus, referring to plate 40, if plant production in the region of East- 
port, Maine, has a value of 300 for the average frostless season at that 
station, that in the vicinity of Jacksonville, Florida, should have a 
value of 1,000 for the frostless season there. The extreme range of this 
seasonal temperature efficiency, as shown by the chart of plate 39 and 
by table 7, column 2, is from 276 (Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan) to 1,538 
(Key West, Florida), or from unity to about 5.6. By the remainder 
indices (plate 38, table 6), the corresponding range is from 3,543 to 
17,077, or from unity to about 4.8. It is thus brought out that, while 
one method of deriving efficiency indices would lead us to expect only 
4.8 times as much plant activity at Key West as at Sault Ste. Marie, 
the other would lead us to expect this ratio to have the value 5.6. Since 
the physiological indices of temperature efficiency promise to be much 
more valuable in climatological study than either of the kinds of 
indices so far applied in our study, we need not here enter further into 
this comparison. : 
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(E) SUMMATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF TEMPERATURE EFFI- 
CIENCY FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 7, 
PLATE 40.) 

The physiological indices here employed, as indeed the summations 
themselves, are reproduced from Livingston’s paper (1916, 1) already 
cited. For each normal daily mean within the period of the average 
frostless season the corresponding physiological index was obtained 
from Livingston’s tabulation (our table 5, Fahrenheit scale), and all 
the indices thus obtained were summed for each station considered. 
The seasonal physiological indices of temperature efficiency thus 
obtained are reproduced in column 4 of our table 7. In the same table 
are also given the ratios of the physiological seasonal index to the 
corresponding remainder index (above 39° F.; column 5) and to the 
exponential seasonal index (column 6). 

The geographical distribution of the seasonal indices of temperature 
efficiency, physiologically derived, are shown on the chart of our plate 
40, the lines of which are reproduced from Livingston’s paper (1916, 1). 
As that writer states, the general delineation of climatic zones is here 
much the same as in the case of the other two kinds of summations. 
The lines again show a general west-east trend, and are again displaced 
southward in the vicinity of the oceans (especially on the west) and of 
the mountain systems. A cursory glance at these three charts of tem- 
perature efficiency summations for the period of the average frostless 
season (plates 38, 39, and 40) shows them to be so generally similar 
that one might almost serve for either of the other two, as far as the 
forms of the various climatic zones is concerned. Which method of 
derivation of the efficiency indices is used seems not to be of great 
importance in the general seasonal result. As far as present knowledge 
goes, then, one method appears to be as satisfactory as either of the 
others in this respect. 

The authors of these methods have discussed some of the main 
features wherein these three charts differ in detail, and we do not need to 
enter deeply into this matter here; but the following points may receive 
brief mention. The actual values are much lower in the case of the 
exponential indices (plate 39) than in either of the other cases (plates 
40 and 41). Furthermore, the values obtained by the remainder 
method are generally, but not always, somewhat smaller than those 
derived from the Lehenbauer measurements for maize growth. It is 
not possible, however, to reduce the values of one of these three series 
to those of another, by employing any constant ratio, as is shown by 
the variations in each of the three sets of ratio values given in table 7. 
For convenience, we may represent the summation by the remainder 
or difference method (above 39° F.) by D, that by the exponential or 
chemical method by C, and that by the physiological method (based 
on growth of maize seedlings) by G. We find (table 7) that the aver- 
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age value of D/C is 9.44 and that this value ranges from 7.49 to 10.44. 
Similarly, the average value of G/D is 1.60, the range being from 0.65 
to 2.20, and the average value of G/C is 15.0, the range being from 
4.8 to 20.0. While the first ratio value D/C shows a geographic varia- 
tion that is not apparently related to temperature conditions (Living- 
ston and Livingston, 1913), both of the other ratio values, G/D and 
G/C, exhibit a variation that is obviously related to temperature, and 
the charts of these values (not here reproduced) appear very much 
alike and also very similar to the charts of the summations themselves, 
as far as the direction of zonation is concerned. 

The main differences between these three summation charts, that 
require attention at the present time, have to do with the relative 
magnitudes of the summation or seasonal efficiencies indicated for the 
various stations. By the remainder method (table 6, plate 38) the 
seasonal temperature efficiency of southern Florida is about four times 
as great as that of middle New England. By the exponential method 
this ratio appears to be about 3.7 (table 7, plate 39), and by the 
physiological method it is 6.1 (table 7, plate 40). Which of these three 
ratios most nearly expresses the actual relation between the seasonal 
temperature efficiency for middle New England and that for southern 
Florida can not be determined without much more knowledge than is at 
present available. The ratios just given show clearly that the physio- 
logical method indicates a much greater range of seasonal temperature 
efficiency throughout the country than is indicated by either of the 
other methods, but whether this greater range is also represented by 
corresponding differences in plant growth must be left an open question 
for the present. As has been stated, we follow Livingston in deeming 
it highly probable, for various theoretical reasons, some of which have 
been expressed above, that the physiological method of obtaining 
efficiency summations for temperature will prove of more service than 
either of the others. 

Attention should finally be called to the fact that the chart of our 
plate 40 brings out five zones or provinces of temperature efficiency 
for plant growth. These zones are somewhat similar to those shown 
on plate 34, but the present chart is of course much less detailed. 

(F) ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE MAXIMA. 

The absolute maximum temperatures as given in the Summary by 
Sections were placed upon a chart and isotherms were drawn for 100° 
and 110° F. Most of the area of the United States was thus shown to 
lie between these two lines. It is a remarkable fact, and one that 
emphasizes the importance of the duration factor in climatology, that 
there is, on the whole, so little variation between the highest tempera- 
tures on record throughout the country. The following list of stations 
and their highest observed temperatures (according to the Summary) 
are given here merely as an illustration of the fact just mentioned: 
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Hl oF, 
Houghton, Mich.......... 103 Vicksburg, Miss.......... 101 

Ishpeming, Mich.......... 98 Natchez, Miss............ 105 
Escanaba, Mich.......... 100 New Orleans, La.......... 102 
Billings; Mont......2.+ s - 112 Galveston, Tex... 5sheJed 98 

Havre, VEO. etek nos 108 Silver City, N. Mex....... 103 
RICE POULT sty ia radar toes 103 Tampa les sores «oath foie 100 

Cairo woe ces na tenn SLO IY BF ec vg) OW Ey 5 OR SOR 96 

The area characterized by maxima of less than 100° F. comprises 
northwestern Washington and coastal points on the Pacific north of 
about the fortieth parallel of north latitude, central Idaho, western 
Montana and Wyoming, northern Minnesota, northwestern Wis- 
consin, and the entire northern peninsula of Michigan, some of the 
western and not so much of the eastern margin of the southern penin- 
sula of the last-named State, eastern Ohio, the northern half of Pennsyl- 
vania, the Appalachian area south of about the thirty-eighth parallel, 
all of New York, the western half of New England, Atlantic coastal 
stations from southern Maine to North Carolina, the southern third of 
Florida, and a few coastal stations on the Gulf of Mexico. Besides the 
area thus described, there are several restricted areas of maxima below 
100°, the main ones of which occupy the regions of the Sierra Nevada 
and of the Rocky Mountains. It is thus clear that only a very small 
portion of the United States has been characterized, during the periods 
of record, by maxima below 100° F. 

The area characterized by maxima of 110° or above comprises local- 
ized sections, the main ones of which are as follows: (1) the southern 
third of California, the great Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley, and 
Arizona south of the great plateau; (2) western Texas and the Rio 
Grande region; (3) southwestern North Dakota, northwestern and 
southeastern South Dakota; (4) western Kansas, south central Ne- 
braska and northwestern Oklahoma; (5) northeastern Arkansas, south- 
eastern Missouri, southwestern Illinois, and a little of northeastern 
Missouri, and southeastern Iowa. 

It seems clear that the variation in absolute maxima throughout the 
country is so slight that this criterion can be of no practical use for our 
present purpose. Of course, it is patent that the lengths of the periods 
of observation are very unequal for the different stations, and it seems 
probable that, with much longer periods, the absolute maxima will 
approach about b10° F. for approximately the whole country. 

(G) ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE MINIMA. (PLATES 41 AND 42.) 

A chart of the absolute minima of temperature (as these are given 
in the Summary by Sections) was prepared in the same manner as was 
that of the absolute maxima. This chart brings out some rather 
definite climatic relations, and appears to be valuable for our purpose; 
it is therefore here reproduced as plate 41. The Fahrenheit intervals 
have been so chosen in the making of this chart that they correspond 
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to centigrade intervals of 10°, between the extremes of 0° and —40°. 
Thus, there appear 5 lines, representing 32° F. (0° C.), 14° F. (—10° 
C.), —4° F. (—20° C.), —22° F. (—30° C.) and —40° F. (—40° C.). 
No attempt has been made to smooth the lines; they represent, as 
nearly as possible, the actual data given in the Summary by Sections, 
the topography being also taken into account, as usual, in the placing 
of the lines. The five different zones are shown by different patterns 
in plate 41. There is only one station with a value of over 32° F. 
(Key West, Florida), so that no temperature province for values 
above 32° is shown. 

Plate 41 shows that the isoclimatic lines based on this criterion have 
generally the usual east-and-west trend of temperature lines. Here 
they are markedly displaced to the northward in the vicinity of either 
ocean. Southward displacement by the mountains is also more or less 
pronounced. The regions with absolute minima above 14° F. contain 
most of the popular winter resorts. 

The United States Weather Bureau chart showing the lowest tem- 
perature ever observed! is here reproduced as plate 42, for comparison 
with our plate 41. The increments represented by the lines are each 
10° F. It is seen that this chart agrees with ours in its main points, 
but that its lines have been subjected to an effective smoothing, so 
that they are much more regular than those of plate 41. 

(H) AVERAGE DAILY NORMAL TEMPERATURE FOR COLDEST 14 DAYS OF YEAR. 
(TABLE 8, PLATE 43.) 

Since the absolute minima of temperature do not furnish an indica- 
tion of the intensity of cold wswally encountered at the various stations, 
it seems desirable to employ some normal temperature mean that may 
represent this. We have chosen for this purpose the average of the 
normal daily means for the 14 days having the lowest normal daily 
means, as given in Bulletin R of the United States Weather Bureau. 
It is to be noted that this 14-day period does not include the same days 
for the different stations, so that this climatic feature may be expected 
to be somewhat different from the mean temperature of some uniform 
period, such as the first two weeks of January, etc. The nature of the 
normal daily means of Bulletin R is such that it is impossible always to 
select 14 days as representing the lowest values. Thus, for Anniston, 
Alabama, the normal daily mean is 42° F. for all days from December 
27 to January 24, and the average of any 14 of these 29 days remains 
42°. In table 8, which gives these averages, the first and last dates of 
the period considered are given for each station. Wherever the period 
includes more than 14 days the normal daily mean is constant (and the 
same as the average given) for the entire period. When a 14-day 
period includes several values of the normal daily mean, the day repre- 

1U. S. Weather Bureau, Chart of lowest temperatures ever observed. (To and including 

1914.—Letter from Professor C. F. Marvin). 
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senting (as nearly as possible) the middle of the shorter period having 
the minimum value is taken as the seventh or eighth day of the 14- 
day period, by which method the position of this period in the calendar 
is determined closely enough. 

The data given in the last column of table 8 are represented by the 
chart of plate 43, on which the isotherms are shown for increments of 
5° F., from 0° to 60°. The climatic zonation is here seen to be generally 
similar to that of the other temperature charts, but there are differences 
of detail. 

TABLE 8.—Average normal daily temperatures for the coldest 14 days of the year. (Plate 43.) 

[The period is frequently more than 14 days in length. Where this is true the daily normal 
is constant throughout the period given.] 

Station. Period. 5 Station. Period. 

Alabama: Die Illinois: 3 
Anniston. %)./:". .).... Dec. 27 to Jan. 24 42 CRIT On ein eis cteserereee Dec. 30 to Feb. 3 35 
Birmingham...... Jan. 1 to Jan. 22 45 CHICAO = <.cisisiee wat Jan. 17 to Feb. 4 23 
Mobilei seca: Jan. 2 to Jan. 15 49 Mai Sales. sown ck. Jan. 14 to Jan. 27 21 
Montgomery...... Dec. 30 to Jan. 14 47 IPEOTIS 5: eB acon obs Jan. 3to Feb. 2 23 

Arizona: Springfield........ Jan. 9 to Jan. 29 26 
JUN teen Sept = Dec. 28 to Jan. 14 26 Indiana: 
IPhOSnIN 2 cas meee Dec. 31 to Jan. 13 50 Evansville........ Jan. 3 to Jan. 24 32 
Vumanntecsvaseke Dec. 27 to Jan. 16 54 Indianapolis......} Jan. 4 to Jan. 28 28 

Arkansas: Iowa: 
Fort Smith....... Jan. 3 to Jan. 25 38 Charles City...... Jan. 7 to Jan. 26 1l 
Little Rock....... Jan. 4 to Jan. 17 40 Davenport.....:.. Jan. 13 to Jan. 26 20 

California: Des Moines....... Jan. 8 to Jan. 26 20 
Wurekialis;.oacaecies Jan. 26 to Feb. 8 46 Dubuque... ccs. Jan. 5 to Jan. 26 18 
ITORNOS, aye 2c aontes Dec. 24 to Jan. 20 45 Keoki .'. + aise ais Jan. 10 to Jan. 23 23 
Independence..... Dec. 24 to Jan. 19 40 Sioux (Citvigesne scl Jan. 11 to Jan. 24 15 
Los Angeles....... Jan. 4to Feb. 5 53 Kansas: 
PLCC UBL. ate eater Dec. 31 to Jan. 13 45 Concordia... e.5 4 Jan. 6 to Jan. 25 24 
Sacramento....... Dec. 21 to Jan. 17 45 DOAPGS eles w5.ces Jan. 2 to Jan. 23 27 
San Diego........ Dec. 29 to Feb. 12 |. 54 Topeka isis. ds sre sists Jan. 9 to Jan. 21 25 
San Francisco..... Dec. 30 to Jan. 16 49 Wichits...c.c.cniccsus Jan. 10 to Jan. 23 29 
San Jose... .cc.es Dec. 28 to Jan. 22 48 Kentucky: 
San Luis Obispo...} Dec. 29 to Jan. 31 51 Lexington.....>... Dec. 31 to Jan. 31 33 

Colorado: Louisville......... Jan. 7to Feb. 2 34 
DO GINY GM sreth seen e.a,0 are Jan. 8toFeb. 3° 29 Louisiana: 
IBsiig har oy. ye eae Jan. 1to Jan. 20 24 New Orleans...... Dec. 23 to Jan. 27 53 
Grand Junction...} Jan. 2 to Jan. 19 24 Shreveport........ Dec. 28 to Jan. 25 46 
PLS s cite atstaie ous Jan. 3 to Jan. 31 29 Maine: 

Connecticut: Mast port .%s si tenraiar Jan. 5to Feb. 9 20 
Hartford .. s<c%s».s. Jan. 13 to Jan. 29 25 Portland.c). eas er Jan. 18 to Jan. 31 22 
New Haven....... Jan. 10 to Feb. 7 27 Maryland: 

Florida: Baltimore........ Jan. 13 to Feb. 6 33 
Jacksonville....... Dec. 19 to Jan. 28 54 Washington, D. C.| Jan. 13 to Jan. 26 33 
SPULLUA ar, 5c steeple kv Dec. 31 to Jan. 22 64 Massachusetts: 
GY WIR, ois. 6 ob Dec. 22 to Jan. 31 69 Bostons Jsawiae eine Jan. 19 to Feb. 5 26 
Pensacola......... - Dec. 28 to Jan. 22 52 Nantucket........ Jan. 4 to Feb. 15 32 
SPAIN wa: via xteri Jan. 1 to Jan. 20 57 Michigan: 

Georgia: Alperiny. Wu ijn ake Jan. 27 to Feb. 14 17 
ATTEN ES oars, when ais Jan. 1to Jan. 25 42 IDGINOM. «autre sleet Jan. 23 to Feb. 5 23 
PATIDUBUA va sists cis ete Dec. 17 to Jan. 29 46 Escanaba......... Jan. 12 to Feb. 10 14 
Macon jtsee nate , Dec. 29 to Jan. 15 45 Grand Haven..... Jan. 23 to Feb. 8 23 

Savannah.........| Dec. 21 to Jan. 28 50 Grand Rapids..... Jan. 13 to Jan. 26 23 
Thomasville...... Dec. 30 to Jan. 12 50 Houghton. ....... Jan. 13 to Feb. 3 14 

Idaho: Marquette........ Jan. 17 to Feb. 14 15 
Boece ee? Dec. 30 to Jan. 23 29 Port Huron... .<.. Jan. 17 to Feb. 14 21 
ewistonii, vewk os Jan. 11 to Jan. 26 34 Sault Ste. Marie...| Jan. 23 to Feb. 7 12 
Pocatello......... Jan. 3 to Jan. 29 25 Minnesota: 

DGIths sass tends Jan. 10 to Feb. 1 10 

ee 
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TaBLeE 8.—Average normal daily temperatures for the coldest 14 days of the year. 

Station. Period 

Minnesota—Cont’d: 
Moorhead........ Jan. 13 to Jan. 
Biomeaul. occ. c5l. Jan. 10 to Jan. 

Mississippi: 
Meridian......... Jan. 3 to Jan. 
Vicksburg........ Jan. 5 to Jan. 

Missouri: 
@olumbia..... 5... Jan. 8 to Feb. 
eamvibslo..°. 2 5.s. +. Jan. 13 to Jan. 
Kansas City...... Jan. 6 to Jan. 
3.5 LON. eee Jan. 10 to Jan. 
Springfield........ Jan. 8 to Jan. 

Montana: 
HP AVECK aes sce Jan. 12 to Feb. 
HU ee ee Jan. 5 to Feb. 
Kalispell......... Jan. 6 to Jan. 
Miles: City ........ Jan. 14 to Feb. 

Nebraska: 
Os) 1 See a Jan. 5 to Jan. 
North Platte...... Jan. 15 to Jan. 
OE eee Jan. 9 to Jan. 
WHICTITING. < c0 060% Jan. 6 to Feb. 

Nevada: 
EREHIOVSIEY =<) 5/5) 8ic sess Dec. 24 to Jan. 
Winnemucca...... Jan. 1 to Jan. 

N. Hampshire: 
@oncord. ..... +... Jan. 7 to Jan. 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City...... Jan. 15 to Feb. 
Cape May........ Jan. 28 to Feb. 

New Mexico: 
MigiSwell sf o.0s, Dec. 30 to Jan. 
SOT iyi Dec. 29 to Jan. 

New York 
JU Jan. 13 to Feb. 
Binghamton...... Jan. 3 to Feb. 
Oe Jan. 29 to Feb. 
MEPARATIOW 35 3s oss sss Jan. 8 to Feb. 
Ua Jan. 3 to Feb. 

Mew Mork... 2... Jan. 6 to Feb. 
MOSWEPO. 2.5% cele s Jan. 22 to Feb. 
echester........ Jan. 24 to Feb. 
Byracuse......... Jan. 22 to Feb. 

N. Carolina: 
aBnewIe. ss... 5. Jan. 3 to Jan. 
narloube.....:... Dec. 29 to Jan. 
IAGIOEAS. 2. .... ss Jan. 14 to Jan. 
L FIG eS Dec. 30 to Jan. 
Wilmington....... Jan. 7 to Jan. 

North Dakota: 
Biemarck......... Jan. 20 to Feb. 
Devils Lake....... Jan. 7 to Jan. 

VGELISUON ././. < ..0.0. Jan. 11 to Feb. 
Ohio: 

Cincinnati........ Jan. 10 to Feb. 
ieveland...:.... Jan. 21 to Feb. 
Columbus........ Jan. 11 to Jan. 
Sandusky......... Jan. 10 to Feb. 
MOIEIG. .2....2<. Jan. 15 to Feb. 

Oklahoma 
MOkinhoma........ Jan. 8 to Jan. 

Oregon: 
Baker’ City. .....: Jan. 4 to Jan. 
MEOUULATIOCN ss. so s's.s Jan. 2 to Jan. 
moseburg........-.- Dec. 29 to Jan. 

Station. 

Pennsylvania: 
Birietss een sae Jan 
Harrisburg... <<. Jan 
Philadelphia...... Jan 
Pittsburgh........ Jan 
Sevanton’:.cccsees Jan 

Rhode Island: 
Block Island...... Jan 
Providence....... Jan 

S. Carolina: 
Charleston........ Jan 
Columbia......... Dec 

South Dakota: 
ION 5 Rete Jan 

ierrees seats sate Jan 

Rapid Cityz... > - Jan 
VianctOm oiertere ecss Jan 

Tennessee: 

Chattanooga...... Jan. 
Knoxyineseccciine: Jan 
Memphis. sacs oe. Jan 
INashvaillevs. ces 2 Jan 

Texas: 

Atbilen@2s ose aso Jan 
(Amarlloee. sss. Jan 
Corpus Christi Jan 
HISPason tees cee Dec 
Hort Worthe....%. Jan 
Galveston..c..<s% os Jan 
Palestine i saeco Dec 
San Antonio...... Dec 
Tavylorkameces< 5s Jan 

Utah: 
Modena... Ss. hcce Jan 

Salt Lake City.. Jan 
Vermont: 

Burlmetonn.. see. = Jan 
Northfield’s..37%... Jan 

Virginia: 
Cape Henry....... Jan 

Ibynchbure.<icc.. Jan 
Moariolles es wate cae: Jan 

Richmond: cl Jan 
Wytheville........ Dec 

Washington: 
North Head...... Jan 
Port Crescent..... Dec 

DEAL ULEs sao sieeie oe Jan 
Spokane: cx ceca. Jan 

SLACOMIAS 25s curccet Jan 

Tatoosh Island....} Jan 
Walla Walla...... Jan 

West Virginia: 
Hlkins yest s acne es Jan 
Parkersburg...... Jan 

Wisconsin: 

Green Bay........ Jan 
Tos *@rosse s.5.0,6.0 12.6 Jan 
Madison....... Jan 
Milwaukee....... Jan 

Wyoming: 
Cheyenne......... Jan 

MAM CEL yes ccc eles. 2 Dec 

239 

(Plate 43.)—Cont’d. 

Period. Temp. 

one 
. 29 to Feb. 11 25 
. 16 to Feb. 4 28 

. 15 to Jan. 28 31 

. 20 to Feb. 4 30 

. 15 to Feb. 4 25 

. 26 to Feb. 8 30 
6 to Feb. 3 27 

- 2 towans 20 49 
. 30 to Jan. 27 45 

- 11 to Jan. 26 9 

4to Feb. 3 14 

ple to ans 20 21 

. 16 to Jan. 29 14 

1 to Jan. 14 40 

2 to Jan. 19 37 

4 to Jan. 25 40 

8 to Jan. 21 38 

6 to Jan. 20 42 

7 to Jan. 20 34 
3 to Jan. 19 53 

. 29 to Jan. 12 43 

2 to Jan. 24 44 

. 10 to Jan. 23 52 

. 31 to Jan. 20 46 

. 28 to Jan. 27 51 

(to Jane 2b 47 

3 to Jan. 20 27 

4 to Jan. 17 28 

9 to Feb. 6 16 
7 to Feb. 4 15 

8 to Feb. 9 40 

. 10 to Jan. 23 36 

. 13 to Feb. 2 40 
lto Feb. 3 38 

.29to Feb 3 33 

1 to Feb. 24 42 
. 31 to Feb. 5 36 

5 to Jan. 25 39 

> 10to Jan: 23 26 
1 to Jan. 28 38 

. 11 to Feb. 27 41 

1 to Jan. 25 33 

2 to Jan. 31 29 

7 to Jan. 27 31 

. 13 to Jan. 26 14 

7 to Feb. 1 15 
9 to Jan. 26 16 

. 13 to Jan. 26 19 

. 14to Feb. 9 25 
. 26 to Jan. 20 17 
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(I) MERRIAM’S MEAN NORMAL TEMPERATURE FOR HOTTEST SIX WEEKS OF 
YEAR. (PLATE 44.) 

In the same paper (1894) from which we have already made extracts, 
Merriam calls attention to the fact that, while his summation indices 
(our plate 37) appear to furnish satisfactory criteria for relating tem- 
perature conditions to the northward limits of species distribution, yet 
these do not seem at all satisfactory in connection with the southward 
extension of northern forms. This author writes (1894, p. 233): 

It is evident * * * that the southward range of Boreal species * * * is regulated by 
some cause other than the total quantity of heat [7. e., his summation indices]. This cause 
was believed to be the mean temperature of the hottest part of the year, for it is reasonable 
to suppose that Boreal species in ranging southward will encounter, sooner or later, a 
degree of heat they are unable to endure. * * * For experimental purposes, and without 
attempting unnecessary refinement, the mean normal temperature of the 6 hottest consecu- 
tive weeks of summer was arbitrarily chosen and platted on a large contour map of the 
United States, as in the case of the total quantity of heat. 

We here reproduce in its essentials, as our plate 44, the chart thus 
obtained—Merriam’s (1894) plate 13— because of its scarcity and of 
its interest in connection with our own studies. The marked differences 
between this chart and that of our plate 37 (also reproduced from 
Merriam) are practically confined to the Pacific Slope. East of the 
Sierra Nevada, Cascade, and San Bernardino Ranges the zone with a 
normal for the hottest 6 weeks of above 79° F. (26° C.) corresponds 
well with that of the Merriam summation above 18,000 (F.) or 10,000 
(C.); the zone characterized by a 6-weeks normal of from 72° F. (22° 
C.) to 79° F. (26° C.) corresponds with that having a summation of 
from 11,500 (F.) or 6,300 (C.) to 18,000 (F.) or 10,000 (C.); the zone 
with a 6-weeks normal of from 64° F. (18° C.) to 72° F. (22° C.) corre- 
sponds to that with a summation from 10,000 (F.) or 5,500 (C.), to 
11,500 (F.) or 6,400 (C.) ; and a similar correspondence is noted between 
the zone having a 6-weeks normal below 64° F. (18° C.) and that with 
a summation of less than 10,000 (F.) or 5,500 (C.). On the Pacific 
Slope, however, no such series of comparisons can be instituted. While 
the coldest zone of the summation chart does not appear at all on the 
Pacific Slope of the United States, the zone of the 6-weeks normals, 
which corresponds to this elsewhere, occupies the whole coast as far 
south as Los Angeles. Furthermore, the next to the coldest zone of 
normals extends much farther westward and southward in the region 
under discussion than does the corresponding zone of summations; the 
former occupies the coastal area west of the San Bernardino and San 
Jacinto Mountains, south of Los Angeles. Merriam has drawn im- 
portant conclusions from these differences, bearing upon the delimitation 
of his life-zones, a matter which will receive some attention in Part III 
of the present publication. 

(J) NORMAL MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURE. (PLATE 45.) 
The normal mean annual temperature is commonly employed by 

climatologists for comparing climatic temperature intensities, and it 
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is added to our list of temperature features for this reason more than 
for any other. Our chart for this (plate 45) is reproduced from that of 
the United States Weather Bureau.’ It requires no special comment, 
excepting that we have represented four of the lines as full, so as to 
bring out the general temperature zonation according to this criterion. 

3, CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY OF TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS. 

The most obvious generalization to be drawn from our temperature 
studies, as represented by plates 34 to 45, is patent to everyone, 
namely, that the temperature zonation of the United States has a pre- 
dominantly west-east direction. Latitude is of course the controlling 
geographical feature that brings this about, and the values of the 
various forms of temperature indices increase toward the south and 
decrease toward the north. 

Modifying features are the mountain systems and the oceans. The 
isoclimatic lines bend northward near the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 
Also, they generally bend southward on either side of each of the three 
main mountain systems. 

On plate 34 the different patterns represent the country as divided 
into 5 climatic zones or provinces, accoiding to temperature conditions, 
and Merriam’s chart for summation indices above 32° F. (our plate 37) 
shows a similar convention. Of course, any number of zones might be 
considered, but it is perhaps most useful to follow Merriam in this 
matter if a few definite zones are required. These 5 temperature 
provinces do not, however, need to be given names of the sort used by 
the author just mentioned, and if special names were requisite they 
should be climatically descriptive; they should of course not be named 
after geographic areas. We therefore suggest, in this connection, that 
a 5-zonal arrangement for temperature conditions will probably prove 
satisfactory, these being subdivisions of the larger temperate zone of 
geographers, and that these 5 temperature provinces of the United 
States may be termed simply and directly: very warm, warm, medium, 
cool, and very cool. It might be as well for scientific purposes to number 
these provinces serially, but such a procedure would not be satisfactory 
in non-technical discussions. The simple, descriptive terminology here 
suggested is clearly understood by everyone, while such terms as upper 
and lower Austral (Merriam) apparently fail to be understood by many 
who actually employ them. It should also be noted that the area of 
the United States does not include all of the north temperate zone, 
and our suggested terms leave opportunity for other subdivisions lying 
north and south of our group of 5. Thus, south of the very warm 
temperate temperature province may be one called hot and still another 
called very hot, while north of the very cool temperate province may be 
two more temperate subdivisions, the cold and the very cold. 

1U. S. Weather Bureau, Chart of normal annual temperature. (To and including 1914.— 
Letter from Professor C. F. Marvin.) 
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Probably the most generally useful of our charts of the temperature 
conditions is the one for the length of the period of the average frostless 
season, and the five temperature provinces just mentioned are indicated 
on that chart (plate 34). In terms of that particular temperature 
index, the relation between our simple names and the index values 
is shown in table 9. For other temperature indices the values would 

TABLE 9. 

Length of 
period of 
average 
frostless 
season. 

Temperature prov- 
inces of temperate 
zone in United 
States. 

days. 
Below 120 
120 to 180 
180 to 240 

240 to 300 
Above 300 

of course be entirely different, but the general zonation for these other 
indices may be generally comparable to that of plate 34, if proper 
limiting values are chosen. In the case of the temperature summation 
indices obtained by the physiological method (plate 40 and fig. 1), for 
example, the zones noted in table 10, roughly comparable to those 

ae 

pi 
ri 

Fig. 1.—Temperature zonation, according to physiological summations for period of average frostless 
season. Temperature efficiency provinces: very warm, more than 20; warm, 12.5 to 20; medium, 
7.5 to 12.5; cool, 2.5 to 7.5; uery cool, less than 2.5. Numerical values represent thousands. (See 
also plate 40.) 
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shown on plate 34, may be distinguished. These temperature prov- 
inces are shown on figure 1, reproduced from plate 40, for ready 
reference here. 

TABLE 10. 

Physiological 
Temperature prov- summation in- 
inces of temperate dices of tem- 
zone in United perature effi- 
States. ciency for plant 

growth. 

thousands. 

Of course, it is not expected that any two charts, based upon different 
forms of climatic indices, will agree as to details. Thus, the Pacific 
coastal region is seen to be mostly included in the cool province on 
plate 40, or figure 1, while it lies mostly within the medium province on 
plate 34. What particular form of temperature index, or what com- 
bination of such indices, will be found most valuable in distinguishing 
the climatic zones for studies of dynamic plant geography remains to 
be determined, but it may be safely predicted that no single form of 
index will be sufficient for the purpose of ecological and agricultural 
climatology. It is unfortunate that Merriam’s zones (our plate 37) 
and the unsatisfactory terminology that goes with them should have 
been allowed to become stereotyped; climatic temperature conditions 
have many dimensions and the useful comparison of climates requires 
the employment of many more than a single one of these. 

III. MOISTURE CONDITIONS. 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

As has been emphasized earlier in the present part (page 120), the 
moisture condition immediately effective to control plant activity is 
the water-content of the particular cells and tissues involved, and if it 
were possible to study the duration and intensity aspects of this condi- 
tion such a study ought to be fundamental for the ecological relations 
with which we have to deal. Asin the case of the temperature relation, 
however, it is impossible to make any progress at present by attacking 
the problem in this ideally logical manner; here also it is necessary to 
consider less immediate conditions and to pass to what is considered 
as the external environment, without even attempting at present to 
inquire, in more than a very superficial way, concerning the nature of 
the internal water-relations which directly determine plant phenomena. 
Our analysis of the matter before us proceeds somewhat as follows: 

| 
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Vital activity is influenced by internal moisture-conditions that 
mainly remain to be studied by physiological science. We are sure 
that these internal conditions are largely dependent upon external 
water-relations, and our task is to find ways of measuring and defining 
the latter as they exist in nature, in such a way as to render our 
description of the moisture conditions of the environment valuable 
to those interested in geographical distribution. It has been already 
noted that such a procedure is rather simple in the case of the tempera- 
ture-relation, for the immediate and internal temperature conditions 
effective in the control of plant activity are closely paralleled at all 
times by the more remote conditions of the environmental temperature; 
there is usually no great lag between the march of the external, or 
ecological, and that of the internal, or physiological, temperature con- 
ditions. This is, of course, simple because heat migrates with com- 
parative readiness either into or away from the plant and hence equilib- 
rium in this regard, between plants and their surroundings, is seldom 
very far from being attained. Similarly, the environmental moisture 
conditions are also effective to control the immediate, internal moisture 
conditions, through the relative rates of the entrance and exit of water. 
In this case we have to deal with material instead of energy, but the 
general relations are the same. Therefore, it is with those conditions 
of the environment that may influence the rates of entrance and exit 
of water that the present section has to deal. A plant may suffer from 
lack of water, (1) because of too slow a rate of entrance of this sub- 
stance into its body during some previous time period, (2) because of 
too rapid a rate of exit, or (3) because these two conditions have been 
simultaneously effective. The environmental conditions to be here 
considered for the area of the United States will be presented under the 
two captions, the supply of water to the plant, and the removal of water 
from the plant. 

2. SUPPLY OF WATER TO PLANT. 

(A) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

A discussion of the power of the surroundings to supply water to 
plants should begin (for ordinary plants) with the power of the soil 
to supply moisture to roots; it makes no difference, for this primary in- 
quiry, what conditions may determine this power, for the only thing 
directly affecting the plant in this connection is this power itself.) 
Since, however, ways and means for comparing the water-supplying 
power of the soil at various times and places are still to be perfected, 

1 Livingston has emphasized the erying need for methods of measuring and comparing the 
powers of soil to supply moisture to unit absorbing surface, and he and his co-workers have 
suggested three methods for the quantitative measurement of this power, all of which appear 
promising in this direction, but little has yet been done of a positive character. See, in this 
connection, the following papers: Livingston, 1906, b.—Jdem, 1909.—IJdem, 1912, b.—Living- 
stcen and Hawkins, 1915.—Pulling and Livingston, 1915. 
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it is obviously impossible to deal here with this fundamental factor. 
We turn, therefore, to the conditions next in order of remoteness from 
the plant itself, and recognize at once that the water-supplying power 
of the soil is determined by its water-content and its physical make-up. 
Charts can not yet be made, however, to represent the mean water- 
content of the soil throughout any considerable area, and the charts 
now in existence,! of physical soil properties, can be of no quantitative 
value in such discussions as the present, until the corresponding mois- 
ture-contents (with their seasonal fluctuations) may be similarly 
represented. Our inquiry is thus forced back once more to a considera- 
tion of the factors determining the soil-moisture content. These factors 
are (1) precipitation, (2) superficial supply by overflow, superficial 
drainage, and subterranean supply and run-off, and (3) removal of 
water from the soil by plant-absorption and by direct evaporation. 

In the first of these tertiary conditions influencing the supply of 
moisture to vegetation we have, finally, a well-recognized climatic 
factor that has been measured and recorded, in a way, for many years 
throughout the area of the United States. It is impossible at the 
present time, however, to make any quantitatively comparative use of 
what little information is at hand regarding the second set of factors 
just mentioned;? this information is still far too general and qualitative 
to be of service in an inquiry such as the present. With the third set of 
conditions above mentioned (plant absorption and direct evaporation) 
we shall have to deal in the following subsection, for the same environ- 
mental conditions that control the removal of water from the plant 
are effective to determine plant absorption—in a great measure, at 
least—and loss of soil-moisture by evaporation into the air. 

While precipitation is thus clearly seen to be in no sense a direct or 
immediate condition influencing water-supply to plants, it is very 
frequently a condition that may be roughly related to plant activity, 
as is well recognized by everyone; the mean annual rainfall of a given 
area has long been regarded as of great value in estimating the possi- 
bility of plant growth in such an area.® 

As in the case of temperature, precipitation and evaporation should 
be considered as they affect plants, rather than as they affect any given 

1 See, in this connection, the numerous soil surveys of the Bureau of Soils of the U. S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture. 
2 The reader interested in underground waters will find numerous bits of still unrelated informa- 

tion in the series of Water Supply and Irrigation Papers published by the U. 8. Geological Survey. 
Especially interesting is also the following paper: McGee, W J, Wells and subsoil water, U. 8. 
Dept. Agric., Bur. Soils Bull. 92, 1913. 

3 Of course it is obvious enough that this proposition holds only with certain restrictions, as, 
for example, where the subterranean water-table is considerably below the soil surface. Thus, 
the cat-tail (7'ypha) or tule swamps in the vicinity of springs in the Salton Basin of California 

have the same ecological aspect as have similar marshes near the Atlantic seaboard, though a 
comparison of the precipitation data for these two regions utterly fails to show any reasons for 

expecting such similarity. The sand-dunes of the Salton Basin and those of the Lake Michigan 
shores, on the other hand, show differences in vegetational aspect which may clearly be related 

to differences in rainfall between these portions of the continent. 

LL 
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rain-gage or atmometer tank, but these conditions have just begun 
to attract attention in connection with the quantitatively dynamic 
aspect of the study of plant activities, and we are not able to go nearly 
so far with their treatment as is possible with temperature. Work 
such as that of Képpen and of Lehenbauer for temperature influence 
upon plants is greatly needed for the corresponding influence of the 
moisture conditions, but this sort of work has not yet been attempted, 
even if it may have occurred to anyone. When such work is accom- 
plished (which will be possible only with good equipment for the general 
control of environmental conditions), then it will be time to consider 
efficiency indices of the moisture conditions in somewhat the same 
way as we have attempted to deal with the suggested indices of 
temperature efficiency. 

(B) PRECIPITATION. 
(1) Inrropucrory. 

Since rainfall is so remote from being the immediate environmental 
condition controlling the water-supply to plants in nature, the measure- 
ment of this climatic condition must not be expected to show very 
definite relations to plant activity or distribution. As has been indi- 
cated, we employ rainfall data not because they are desirable, but 
because they are the nearest approach to what is desirable that the 
present state of our knowledge affords. In this case, as in that of tem- 
perature, we usually employ the length of the average frostless season 
as our duration factor. Since the effect of precipitation is markedly 
cumulative, we have also tentatively established a second annual 
period, which may prove to be more satisfactory for this condition 
than is the length of the average frostless season. This period is 
obtained by adding to the average frostless season, at its beginning, a 
period of 30 days. By this scheme the rain falling during the last 30 
days of the frost season is considered as pertaining to the following 
frostless season. Thus the snow and rain of March is frequently very 
influential in determining the kind of plant growth that can occur in 
the following month, especially if the latter is comparatively without 
precipitation. The length of this added period is taken as 30 days 
quite gratuitously; perhaps it should be longer or shorter and it prob- 
ably should have different lengths, according to other climatic condi- 
tions, for different localities. At any rate, it has seemed desirable to 
make test of this modification. In the discussions that follow we shall 
let P represent the normal total precipitation for the period of the 
average frostless season, while z will represent the corresponding nor- 
mal total precipitation for the longer period just described. 

It is obviously not to the point at all to employ the summed pre- 
cipitation for a portion of the year as a measure of the water-supplying 
power of the environment available for plant growth during that 
period. Rather is it requisite to study the average water-supplying 
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power of the surroundings throughout the period in question. A 
usable index of this is obtained by dividing the quantity P or 7 by the 
number of days in the average frostless season. This procedure is 
logically no better here than the average temperature for the frostless 
season would be in the case of temperature relations, but, as has been 
said, lack of knowledge prevents as logical a treatment of the moisture- 
relation as is now possible in this aspect of the other case. 

Rainfall is universally measured in terms of depth units, which 
denote volume or weight units per unit of horizontal surface. The 
position of the horizontal surface of reference is assumed to be at the 
level of the soil surface. Raising this surface a few meters above the 
soil has no considerable influence upon the readings in most regions, 
though it would be undesirable to place the rain-gage funnels at any 
very great distance above the ground in an arid country. In such a 
country a considerable amount of rain might frequently be recorded 
on a gage supported a few hundred meters above the ground, while a 
gage directly beneath, at the ground-level, might remain quite dry; 
the rain-drops often evaporate as they descend. Of course, the opposite 
is sometimes true in a very moist region, where the drops may increase 
in size as they fall. Our precipitation data are in terms of inches of 
depth, since inches are still employed in the tables of the United States 
Weather Bureau publications, from which we derive our original values. 
All such data may of course be readily converted into metric values, 
where more universally comparable numbers are desired. 

As a basis for our computations we have again had recourse to Bige- 
low’s tables of normal daily values (Bulletin R of the U. 8. Weather 
Bureau). These tables present the results of an elaborate treatment 
of the observation data in the United States, resulting in a precipita- 
tion value for each day in the year for each station considered. Thus 
the normal precipitation is given for each day of the year and for each 
station in the list. Ifa ‘‘normal”’ year, in this sense, ever occurred, 
then the actual precipitation for each day in the year, for any station, 
would be the value given in Bigelow’s table. We have treated these 
normal daily precipitation values in somewhat the same manner as 
was followed in handling the normal daily means of temperature given 
by Bigelow in the same publication. By the use of these tables it is 
possible to study the comparative lengths of what may be called normal 
drought periods and normal rainy periods, as will be brought out below. 
All of our computations involve both duration and intensity factors, 
as will also appear in the discussions that follow. 

(2) Norman Mean Darty PrecrIPITATION FoR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS 
’ /?p 

SEASON (= ; (TABLE 11, Puate 46, AND Fia. 2.) 
i 

The mean daily rainfall for the period of the frostless season should 
be a general measure of aridity in a certain sense, and we have obtained 

jt ttt, i 
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indices for this by summing the normal daily precipitation values 
within the period of the average frostless season (Bulletin R, U. 8. 
Weather Bureau) and then dividing the result by the number of days 
represented in the period. These averages may be represented by the 

symbol =, where P is the total rainfall for the average frostless period 

and S is the number of days in that period. The values of this ratio, 
for the stations considered, are given in the third column of table 11, 
the values of P being placed in the second column. The precipita- 
tion data for a few of the stations listed are not from Bulletin R: they 
are either from Bulletin Q (in which case the station name is followed 
by an H in parentheses), or they are from the Summary by Sections 
(in which case the name is followed by an S and the number of the 
section of the Summary in which it is listed,in parentheses). Table 11 
also includes evaporation data, and where two stations are given for 
the same data, the first (not in parentheses) is the one to which the 
precipitation data refer. The second one (in parentheses) is the one 
referred to by the evaporation data. 

Where the precipitation data are not derived from Bulletin R (those 
marked H or §), the total precipitation for the period of the average 
frostless season was approximated by calculation from the normal 
monthly precipitation data as given by Henry (Bulletin Q) or in the 
Summary by Sections. To accomplish this approximation the monthly 
normals for all whole months included in the period of the average 
frostless season were added together, and to this sum were added a 
fractional part of the next preceding and of the next following monthly 
normal, these fractional parts being, in each case, that part of the value 
for the whole month that is represented by the number of days of 
that month included in the frostless season. Thus, if the average frost- 
less season extends from June 5 to September 6 and if the monthly 
normal precipitation values for the months involved are a, b, c, and d, 
then the approximate total precipitation for the period of the frostless 
season is 

25 avs satbte+ = d=P 

Here S, the number of days in the average frostless season is 25+31+- 
31+6=93, and 

P_5/6a+b+c+1/5 d 

ie , 93 
ee i Ee a ee —_— 
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Taste 11.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the period of the average frostless season. 

(Plates 46, 57, and 58.) 

3 58 32 re SB 
eit oe Vea ea | Poe : 
RA gS i sees Sh Moisture ratios 
ae 3 Pr gs = 52 for period of 
<q £2 6 & a ee average frostless 

° a “os - eM 

a 8 Bs g 2 q es season, P/E. 
Be | ee! |3.¢ se | es 
x2 a oa 1 ea 2B 

Station. 28 > & a3 2 as Am Bm 
os = ar) 568 Ss om °o83 
Ro | 36 2 fO Be a5 
a > a oOo Sh Sm 
3 © 3 a —_ © 8 © 5 i 

al BS | gee readies cle eden be 
Bey leone Wh eet & & a & 
Ap | Fen] 858 ad ace 
= 3 2 A © nes =| oR 

$5 | €8% | $346 230 | 3398 
= a a - = 

Alabama: inches. | inches. | inches. anch. inches. | inches. 

BAASSES EASED «io 4-c)o vise as, 0p 24.43 0.122 30.11 OTTO ioe creer sepolletae s.eysrare fave eke cs evetei[ ecieuaeisyenete 

Binmngham....:..-.. 28.41 0.123 33.46 (Os: Lisa 1 sions Bel (Pores pcha i Boke eee [Rif Svan c 

NMBPUC has ce ease es 47.97 0.172 53.51 0.192 35.16 0.130 1.36 lay? 

Montgomery.......... 31.88 0.131 ST ake 0.155 41.90 0.172 0.75 0.90 

Arizona: 
Fort Apache (S3)?.... 9.82 0.063 10.57 0.068 36.74 0.236 O27 0.29 

Fort Grant (S3)....... 9.98 0.042 10.85 0.045 78.91 0.330 0.13 0.14 

Dinar GAAS eee GY 0.020 6.35 eect ores gee lorena ceeteccrereecell ore cetera 

Preseath (54)... .52 65s 7.48 0.057 8.10 0.062 29.72 0.227 0.25 0327 

Arkansas: 
MOrh SAIN... .). 2+ = 2 >. 28.16 O2122 31.29 0.136 37.01 0.161 0.76 0.85 

PMO TOUR. o.. ies ves es 30.60 0.129 35.25 0.149 39.63 0.167 0.77 0.89 

California: 
Cedarville (S15)....... bg Ah pape de PLOT |arerere eral eters a eral | Cevararete oie tare taneierecss' | a sketeretarene 

Te sy LEG Foy | A eS a sae O.025 sh enc ee 0.034 37.52 0.183 0.14 0.19 

PIPER eins! esi stovess. 5 06, « 17325 0.070 24.10 OO Bi lisse oecarecetall ok cor srw evel axeter ett <'a)->, | ameceviexexe oe 

SEED Cerrone es cise cs a5 4.48 0.017 5.94 0.023 56.87 0.220 0.08 0.10 

Independence......... s 
= ee 2.79 0.014 4.17 0.021 69.55 0.349 0.04 0.06 

Moe Angeles. .........> 12.88 0.039 iy day 0.046 34.81 0.104 0.37 0.45 

Laue 11.88 0.045 15.55 0.059 70.75 0.268 0.17 0:22 

Baeramento....:...... 9.62 0.035 13.41 0.049 46.38 0.171 0.21 0.29 

San Francisco......... 15.70 0.048 19.84 0.062 32.49 0.102 0.48 0.61 

Sho SS aes eee 12.63 0.043 16.86 OR OS Girlie tare.< ctce|lcrede sero ecal [ie Siteorabeks ell hana eur sone 

San Luis Obispo....... 8.63 0.033 12.43 CDE | ee cp re obetct aera. sucifiever suc tepave’clltexecal smegeuche 

Colorado: 
Colorado Sps. ae Sew 10.12 0.066 176 0.077 30.48 0.199 0.33 0.39 

Denver.. are rarsnay 7.49 0.049 9.82 0.064 38 .92 0.254 0.19 0.25 

Montrose (S9) . Eee aate s 3.90 0.028 AT 0.034 atk 0.262 0.10 0.13 

MEAG Sn sss she cure ses 7.65 0.047 9.09 CLD Seer ce cil ene eeeiaraliereererelecerell'e ota we iakens 

Connecticut: 
UT 20.28 0.123 23.88 Rae Reece aera cceererencil sy ccc) ave: cretn | ay are.aloneven 

WW OEIAVEN.. 5. sce es 23.55 0.131 PRI) 0.153 20.05 Ooi i Le 1 bab 7/ 

New London (H)...... 21.02 0.113 24.75 0.1338 20.40 0.108 iO 1.21 

Florida: 
Jacksonville........... 45.97 0.157 49.61 0.169 39 .67 0.135 1.16 e25 

SMOMEREIREENG wre falas coc, <le,2 55.02 0.173 58.39 ci oY, Lael a oat imal [ek pee een | AR Re Sabir ed IPM E SiS esos hic 

C70 GS 38.66 0.106 38.66 0.106 51.60 0.141 0.75 0.75 

1 The values of S are given in tables 1 and 6, number of days in the period of the average 

frostless season. 
2 Approximated from Russell’s data for 1887-88. 
3 Numbers with S in parentheses after the station name refer to the section number, in the 

Summary by Sections, under which the given station appears. 
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TaBLE 11.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the period of the average frostless season. 
(Plates 46, 57, and 58.)—Continued. 

3 ss.) 38 62 | 3B 
>) “ @ “7 | o,! a 

AA a3 a & oD tt Moisture ratios 
pe As 3? 2 Eo for period of 
3 Sn ee ig Vie Re a7 
“ s B 234 4 agen average frostless 
g % 3s B3r a 28 season, P/E. 
Be > 2° 5 5 o aa 
3” Be RE 2g oo 
= 2 = as ah EA ym — 

Station. 2 o > & > ho ar) am Sm 
Se [de |4e2|-S | 82 | $8 ; 
AZ | US | Cea se | 8 ; 

toate =a 8 3a5 BO 2 Oo 
a ae ew 2 eS ae | 
Es | Es | Ess g i P/E | «/E ; 
° 5 oa KN on 5 oO % ‘3 oo 

= a Aas = O05 Ao : 

$3 | 88%] $8 $38] gaa ; 
= Ss = e a | 

Florida—Continued: inches. | inches. | inches. | inches. | inches. | inches. ) 

Gece ae ePahagat } 45.341 0.146| 48.52] 0.156 | 38.51 | 0.124] 1.18 | 1.26 | 
Pensacola’ to: sees ae 45.01 0.158 49.51 0.174 41.59 0.146 1.08 1.19 

fae ere a ay } 50.13 | 0.150 | 53.13] 0.159 | 46.35 | 0.138] 1.08 | 1.15 

Georgia: F 
At aRtA., -sisre boots seve ne 27.48 0.122 S204 0.145 36.95 0.164 0.74 0.88 ; 

MAING «Sys ho setae os 29.97 | 0.131 | 34.40] 0.151] 35.21] 0.154] 0.85 0.98 
IWMaeorr eins nts <tc aticeeiel 27.44 0.115 S228 0 1 en Pe . 

Savannaly.¢ cans onsite 39 .63 0.151 42.98 0.163 35.53 0.135 1.12 1S ; 

RHOMASVING. ciove cis cc ee 36.22 0.141 41.00 ec Ue ne) Mee 
Idaho: 

PB OIRG st. orate eens cietieo tate 3.90 0.022 5.14 0.029 43.80 0.247 0.09 0.12 

FWABLOS: caters ers Same 2 5.91 0.029 7.20 0.036 |... << oc] 000s ceil ¢ ate eee nen 

IPOCHECLOs sto alevetroietotoeae 6.49 0.037 8.17 0.047 |. ec he |e oe a oe eee 
Illinois: 

CSITO Mees cee eS cisthe. 23.07 0.109 26.98 0.127 35.85 0.169 0.64 0.75 

MOHICA POR ae ky sce cities one 19.18 0.105 21.96 0.121 25.94 0.143 0.74 0.85 

ie SLL ats oaks seermede. ec 18.63 0.111 21.70 O..129) }io4..s cond leases 2 i a ate 

POOTIS ts itis bie. 5) eee 21.09 0.113 24.19 0.130) |... cence |e ews sacle oem 

Springeeld 2... ana 20.99 O45 24.21 0.133 28.26 0.155 0.74 0.86 

Indiana: 
EUVANS VEG ses 25s sick oe 22.75 0.112 26.99 0.133. |. sn. De shee. 0c ss elec Gielen 

Indianapolis.......... 22.09 0.119 25.94 0.139 34.95 0.188 0.63 0.74 
Iowa: 

Charies'COruy ss. ccc oe 17.04 0.128 20.95 1 a C55: 3 ee ee) ee 

DAV ERDOLE. «scien este 20.52 0.118 23.38 0.134 rg fet A f 0.160 0.74 0.84 

Des: Moines .4 3.5 <2 sie'ss 21.93 0.128 24.51 0.143 24.75 0.145 0.89 0.99 

IDGDUGUC Westie sere, ns 22.15 0.126 24.80 0.141 ys Pe 0.132 0.95 1.06 

SOO UUESS no winlvic louisiana 24.44 0.124 26.76 0.136 32.70 0.166 0.75 0.82 

PGT AW o kn wie wera ouly < 16.60 0.114 19.64 O.185. |... cc wee] sew enon c]e.c 00m einen 
Kansas: 

CONnGOMUA ssc 6 hana clc x 20.07 0.116 22.27 0.129 28.79 0.166 0.70 0.77 

TIGA GR GAGY 5 oa © njeirie nls 15.93 0.088 17.36 0.096 36.69 0.203 0.43 0.47 

FE ODGKE Sy Satews ie cute as 25.60 0.135 28.09 0.149 25.45 0.135 1.01 1.10 

WV AGL US « y.cts/enlk Wie ee 23.02 0.119 25.39 O.. IS) le aan lee ee eee eceste scene 

Kentucky: 
TOSI OLON «ies nes ean « 20.93 0.112 24.92 QO Lol <a Kenia se he See Perr oe 

GOT UL Gecus dieses oo 22.31 0.114 26.59 0.136 39.19 0.200 0.57 0.68 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans.......... 49.15 0.159 53.57 0 
Shreveport.......<6.+.| 80.11 0.119 33.93 0 
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TaBLE 11.—Precipitation and eva poration data for the period of the average frostless season. 
(Plates 46, 57, and 58.)—Continued. 
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aS Sat] soe gav| Say 
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| Maine: inches. | inches. | inches. inch inches. | inches. 
LEEDS) 701.09 9) ere eae 18.26 0.109 2123 0.127 13.97 0.084 eS Leer 

ard Gs a Sea 17.79 0.113 20.95 0.133 17.13 0.109 1.04 1.22 

Maryland: 
AMEEIOTO safe sc ooo oe 26.42 0.124 30.16 0.142 34.78 0.163 0.76 0.87 

Washington, D.C.....| 24.96 0.127 28.71 0.146 30.26 0.154 0.83 0.95 

Massachusetts: 
LO Ch Ne 3 eee PALA, 0.114 24.84 0.134 22nd 0.123 0.93 1.09 

IWantbucket... 6... 06s 18.99 0.091 22.74 0.109 18.40 0.088 1.03 1.24 

Michigan: 
JUST) Gp OO IIS eRe 14.97 0.109 Wd, 0.128 14.85 0.108 1.01 1.20 

IPREREOUE et ei c ois aydieye aie 16.82 0.103 19.15 0.117 24.39 0.149 0.69 0.82 

TOES) 0: aes Geen 16.15 0.115 18.93 OPPS Sa As cietectee lot PAS cagecelllavaetersuc tered taeasnet lovers 

Grand Haven......... 15.28 0.091 iit 0.106 19.28 0.115 0.79 0.92 

Grand Rapids......... 15.19 0.093 17.64 OPO | sree eta a ahoye rare gene lta. etel shal etrenel| tereterered wre te 
HIOUPHCON <5. o)5 6.5 5.0.0 ois 16.25 0.107 18.57 Oe TOBA S cteteetewsllhs bdceteraih ss lle, otadevenebeue Porstemistees « 

IDA (C5 5 14.02 0.089 16.51 0.104 17.59 0.111 0.80 0.94 

Marquette... 2.52.66. 14.94 0.107 17.59 0.126 14.48 0.103 1.03 nA PA | 

OrugEUTON: «..s 2. ss... 14.73 0.095 16.98 0.110 18.85 0.122 0.78 0.90 

Sault Ste. Marie....... 14.07 0.102 16.48 QEUTOM a oscvcaslerscalare cra erevors llateverece-etantsl  iatree lotenatiehs 
Minnesota: 
WNTAD ES eels, co's oS ees 2 18.66 0.123 20.97 0.138 15.13 0.100 E23 1.39 

Minneapolis.......... 20.00 0.124 PAY (UE Pewee ers eerie Mean.aara ioe (ma doc coc 
NAGOOTHCAG. c16 so ele ee 6% 14.59 Out 17.03 0.129 15.46 0.117 0.94 1.10 

Su. LES 18.91 0.119 21.09 0..133 18.33 Oalts 1.03 Ws 

ih, Naito 9.54 0.093 12.05 OLIN? 10.39 0.101 0.92 1.16 

Mississippi: 
EO TS 6 eee 30.63 0.133 Soni Qe aa ieee Ree Cll S Soe: olay ot. | ieverretepenere: [toteheertiscetrs 

RUACICSDUED). (oie). o.6 fo os ore 34.87 0.138 39.83 0.158 37 .34 0.148 0.93 1.07 

Missouri: 
MBUINITIAIA cc ioc0 g 6so0 5 3 PALE SF 6 0.120 24.80 ORESO Rs eects le Bie wi etenn lleieyaxeeveteus llelietonetpels ca 

EMSMTATINEVAN Sc .0:556.5.5 <3 22 20 22202, 0.120 24.88 ORAS Sc coere ete lar acute biel lola: s1ecatehanewel ehafoiatelevee 

ee al \ 25.89 | 0.132 | 28.94] 0.148 | 30.26] 0.154| 0.86 | 0.96 
Hamar (S49).......... 26.58 0.146 30.20 0.166 25.83 0.142 1.03 ab aley 

So. LUA ee PPA ayy) 0.112 25.83 0.129 39.29 0.195 0.58 0.66 

SERMHOHCI: ..c250--6- 27.54 0.147 ole? 0.166 24.96 0.133 1.00 B25 

Montana: 

ead ad eee 2 7.08 | 0.053! 8.96 | 0.067| 31.30 | 0.234] 0.23 | 0.29 

; > ae } 7.78 | 0.064] 9.45 077 | 20.86 | 0.171 | 0.37 | 0.45 
J MES ETISU yA css ok 7s fall) 6.48 0.045 7.82 0.054 29.70 0.206 0.22 0.62 
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TABLE 11.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the period of the average frostless season. 
(Plates 46, 57, and 58.) —Continued. 

Station. 

ealispelicvt\sc. artesian iste 
Lewistown (S29)...... 
(Fort Maginnis)....... 
Miles City: 23. 35 eke 
Poplar (S30)Eo. sneer 
(Poplar River)........ 

Nebraska: 

Goncords shh hcbscles aks 
(Manchester)......... 

New Jersey: 

Atlantic (City... s/c ccs. 
Wane Mayes kicedees cs 

New Mexico: 
Fort Stanton, :.5.6%..). 

PPRIIDAING ica cv. wesc alere Gr 

MOB WOHO: (AotW kaso 

SV THOURG et clas a's 
North Carolina: 

SABO VLLG tie x arse Wl a ae 

COHATIOUUG, sy 02 a tee vie 
IOTLENAG ahs ele biatitheeia 
RR Pula EY ctv ar sb win Uewie b Mia ie 
WV ULINIITUEGON iy Gon cle ae 

North Dakota: 
ISIDBLOK ess ci eee 

Total normal precipitation for period 
of average frostless season (P). 

Mean normal daily precipitation for 

= 

period of average frostless season (P/S). 

2 cssess sesssosse9s 99 9O 

Total normal precipitation for period 
of average frostless season preceding 30 days (7). 

plus 

81 
12 
.03 
.83 
.39 

.O1 
64 

.37 

.21 
64 

.50 

.82 

.39 

.14 
45 
OL 
21 
AT 
61 
43 
.20 

.63 

.30 
24 
.90 
.10 

41 

Oo 

wl» 

co esses sesscscsS so 99 

~ 

period of 

evaporation for 

Total 
average frostless season, 1887-88 

Se 
oo ,! XM 
os Moisture ratios 
oe for period of 
ee e average frostless 
e8 season, P/E. 

a3 
3 n 

oS, 

ae 
SB 

2: 
ee P/E x/E 
= 50 
a 
gq 52 
558 
= 

inches 

0.173 0.45 0.62 

0.174 0.34 0.41 

0.142 0.90 1.01 

aperortee elisa ives eo he ; 

0.159 0.82 0.92 

0.171 0.60 0.73 

cde elo Pe Bee BPE he, 

0.122 | 0.94 | 1.09 

0.084 1.30 1.50 

0.290 0.23 0.27 

0.293 0.18 0.20 

0.134 0.84 0.94 

Ae Pe APS os se ee Bee pet FS ; 

Se aS eee Bee ane 

0.114 0.87 0.98 

0.133 0.7 0.81 

ees et! he ae <a oe 

0.096 1.76 1.96 

0.123 12 1.387 

0.117 1.35 1.47 

0.147 0.55 0.66 
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TaBLE 11.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the period of the average frostless season. 
(Plates 46, 57, and 58.)—Continued. 

Station. 

Total normal precipitation for period 

PNSREEVEUC). 5c c eee es 

of average frostless season (P). 

North Dakota—Cont’d: inches. 
Devils Lake...-. 2... 2s) 11.57 
(Fort Totten)......... 5 
Williston (S31)........ 8.29 
(Hort butord)........+: Soee 

hio: 
“COTTA: | 1 ene 19.13 
MONEVELATIG oye '0)'s)0.6. 5:50, sie 20.66 
SITE DUIS, ats:eccc.sces acs 19.34 
SUC) 5 SE oer eRe 20535 
OORT OR BSS eee 16.60 

Oklahoma: 
Fort Sill (S41)........ 23.49 
ROI AHO. 6 5 os sale ss 23.03 

Oregon: 
PEIN ates cates elo le 65's 41.25 

MS AED UGS: «cos ccs e*' 3) 08! 
aut H Che a), 5 2 xc. 2 oi 19.43 
LE TSG) sTiy eee 8.33 

Pennsylvania: 
LENCE: Us. eee 22.52 

BEMIRPNES a cig. ss) 21591 
iPiladelphia.........-- 23.97 
“EST TiS) 010 bed 1 a 19.45 
SPAN GOMES) 5 25s isos Se 8's 19.88 

Rhode Island: 
mBioek teland..5....... 24.37 
IPFOVIGENCE. 2) 22. ss es 2163 

South Carolina: 
harleston.’.... 0.0.55: 42.15 
ManinbIt.)..6s...<..:| OL.16 

South Dakota: 
APEEVENS Aas cov oe dun 0's \ 12.49 
MEET OEE AS, 275 of c.0=% 
GHertisully)..........- 10.68 
Wee City. se 11.70 
PIRPMIETOMO =. sfc se css os tna le/ 

Tennessee: 
Shattanooga........-. PA sea |8 
SOG Ga 25.28 
INPETIOHIS)s).\6 002 eee ess 27.87 

Mean normal daily precipitation for 
period of average frostless season (P/S). 

inches. 

0. 

Oo 

oooo C299 95 S59 S9999 S999 SS SSSS9 

096 

. 069 

099 
104 
105 
104 
095 

110 
108 

152 
025 
079 
-042 

116 
112 
116 
109 
113 

.112 

.114 

153 
135 

095 

.070 

.082 
vie 

.121 

.122 

.124 
123 

of average frostless season plus 
Total normal precipitation for period 

preceding 30 days (7). 

period of 

1887-88 

evaporation for 

average frostless season, 1887-88 (BE). average frostless season, 
Mean daily evaporation for period of 

E/S. 

Total 

eee ee Oe ce iy 

coos 29299 99 95 99999 S995 SS SSsS9e 

Moisture ratios 
for period of 

average frostless 

season, P/E. 

eee nm 

P/E r/E 

75 .89 

0.40 0.49 

0.51 0.60 
0.78 0.88 
0.58 0.67 
0.74 0.84 
0.62 0.71 

0.70 0.74 

1.90 2.35 

‘0.66 | 0.85 
0.29 0.41 

0.90 1.00 

O70) 40s 
0.66 0.75 

1.39 1.63 

1.16 . 26 
0.98 1.09 

0.66 0.81 

0.39 0.43 

‘9.91 | 1.07 

0.81 1.01 
0.82 1.00 
0.75 0.89 
0.69 0.84 
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TaBLeE 11.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the period of the average frostless season. 
(Plates 46, 57, and 58.)—Continued. 

2 (23 | 32 bok ee 
S- | as By a3 oh Moisture ratios 
SNe ieee? Te 22 se for period of 
oa hes = 3 aie Pe ii average frostless 
a8 as a2 8 o8 season, P/E. 
2s $ 9° & ° 8 a3 

22 |S | eae “2 | 332 
=e an ee =a 1 3° 

Station. ‘2 8 > Sb 232 fac a @ Sm 
Se laa Sos S 2 oo 
23 ao 2 Ho £3 as 
A a ao £9 SB 
aes. ieee a6 o& 
gh | Bo af 2 OP aN fee ae P/E | x/E 
65 Sug | 62s o & a & 
Ae | Poh] &a8 al ict CE 
aie, (es Sa Bae 4561 42= 
5S | Sat] soa SaL | sak 
wl = a SS a 

Texas: inches. | inches. | inches. inch. inches. | inches. 
Aibilenieied e2i.c bisreies es 20.30 0.083 21 165 0.088 46.00 0.188 0.44 0.47 

eae een took 17.52 | 0.088 | 18.76 | 0.094] 40.02] 0.201] 0.44 | 0.47 

(Hea “"7*"}) 94.79 | 0.078 | 26.12 | 0.082] 32.41] 0.102] 0.77 | 0.81 
Corpus Christi........ 22.83 0.077 Done 0.085 35.09 0.118 0.65 0.72 

Hi Pasot s4 Ac) See Yt eg | 0.033 8.09 0.034 64.41 0.273 0.12 0.13 

Wort’ Clank) oka... 19.52 0.072 20.31 O)..075. | soe cies aini] swe oot ee ll = alent ene ann ee 
Fort Ringgold (S1).... 
Cayenne City)..... \ 15.82 0.052 16.62 0.055 46.90 02165 0.34 0.35 

FortiwWorth 2. =o 2219 0.087 24.28 OSOGS Ts ccrcestons eons PON ts Pyne sy 
Galveston fi.) Seek 42.82 0.129 46.50 0.140 44.06 0.133 0.97 1.05 

Palestine’s'\ae. eon ae 28.55 0.117 32.18 0.131 36.25 0.148 0.79 0.89 

San Antonio.......... 22.08 0.080 23.70 0.086 43.63 0.158 0.51 0.54 

Mayvlor.rs ch. cee. 25.66 0.101 28.48 0 ae Ip 6A (NS 
Utah: 

IModenAat es. heres 1.99 0.015 STS e 0 0) Ml ( Pe) oe 
Salt Lake City........ 6.49 0.036 8.70 0.048 51.71 0.284 0.13 0.17 

Vermont: 

Burlington...:..04....| 16.55 0.116 18.83 0.182. [oc cc ccell cane oe 5c meena enna nnn 

Northfield: . 3.220 14.26 0.113 16.16 0.128 12.28 0.097 1.16 1.32 
Virginia: 

Ibynchbure,..3.. 5.7: 22. 2.| 28.88 0.124 28.50 0.142 28.68 0.148 0.87 0.99 

INDOXLOMUG Saale alc ah Ae 33.69 0.146 37.79 0.164 27.26 0.119 1.24 1.39 

PRIGMINOMG crate cis 26.41 0.123 30.09 Oe ©: 10 Py eI 

Wytheville............ 22.67 0.130 26.76 Oe ys He PPPS CEE A 

Washington: 

Gane a: } 34.94 Oil 41.17 0.130 20.18 0.064 1:% 2.04 

Olympia (S19)........ 13.81 0.073 17.69 0.094 19.85 0.106 0.70 0.89 

PGAUTIE SUE win skie ncics.cee 18.29 0.074 A ya | 0.088 | in diced el] cle. ome © oe clete es teen ee 

MBOKANOW vi". crete ec 7.69 0.088 9.14 0.045 33.80 0.167 0.23 0.27 

Tatoosh Island........ 53.92 0.199 62.88 0.232 14.05 0.052 3.84 4.48 

WHE Wella tet oon, 8.08 0.037 9.95 0.046 45.87 0.212 0.18 0.22 
West Virginia: 

is os ee cet ee 19.01 0.1381 22.26 |e Rs: a re PMS 

Parkersburg eigenstates 21.32 0.119 24.70 Ore t-te ry PE 

Wisconsin: 
G¥een Bay iisisks tees: 26. tO 0.109 19.43 0.126 19.39 0.127 0.86 1.00 
ba Crosses fs. sisee cts 20.62 0.126 22.91 0.141 21.97 0.1385 0.94 1.04 

IMGQIBOISS ti, Sak hee 20.37 0.114 22.63 O. 126 [inns ce alls bn nore es] ace = & ae eee 

Milwaukee........... 16.63 0.1038 19.28 0.119 19.11 0.118 0.87 1.01 

Wyoming: 

GHOVRNNG sc kesh sd can 6.33 0.054 8.57 0.073 32.48 0.275 0.20 0.26 

Landers J) aa eee cio 3.87 0.031 6.27 Oss: al ees (PE I 
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The daily normals of precipitation for the period of the average 
frostless season are shown graphically by the chart of plate 46, where 
the isoclimatic lines represent increments of 20 thousandths of an inch. 
The values are seen to be high for the southeast (the maximum being 
170, for Cape Hatteras, North Carolina). The lowest values occur in 
the arid region as this term is commonly understood (the minimum 
being 9, for Reno, Nevada). On this chart the lines for index values 
60, 100, and 140 are represented as broader than the others, since these 
lines are useful in delimiting the main precipitation zones or provinces 
of the country. The line for value-60 extends northward from about 
Cape Mendocino, roughly parallelling the Pacific coast and passing 
into Canada near the western margin of the Rocky Mountains system. 
This same line reenters the United States near the eastern margin of 
the same mountain system, passes southward and somewhat eastward, 
so as to lie just east of the Rocky Mountains proper, and enters Mexico 
near the mouth of the Rio Grande. This line includes, within the 
loop thus formed, all of the region commonly called arid, and some- 
what more. Northwest from the area thus demarked as arid the 
values increase, and the lines for values 100 and 140 lie just within the 
United States, in the neighborhood of Tatoosh Island, Washington 
(which station has the value 199). 

East of the arid region as above defined the values of these daily 
normals increase slowly, and the line for value 100 passes from north 
to south through the eastern plains or western prairies, approximating 
a line drawn from Corpus Christi, Texas, to Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
At its northern end, however, this line bends eastward, apparently 
passing somewhere north of the upper Great Lakes, and then bends 
southward so as to reenter the United States north of Port Huron, 
Michigan. It crosses Michigan from east to west, bends southwest- 
ward to Grand Haven, Michigan, and reaches Cincinnati, Ohio. From 
this point it passes northward to Detroit and then follows the valley 
of the lower Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River, to pass again into 
Canada near the northern end of Lake Champlain. It apparently 
again bends southward and touches the Atlantic coast once more near 
Nantucket, Massachusetts. Between the arid region and the north- 
south portion of this line, and north of the portion about the Great 
Lakes, lies a region that may be called semiarid, the values lying 
between 60 and 100. 

The line for value 140 delimits what may be called the southeastern 
rainy region, which here includes southeastern Louisiana, southern 
Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, all of Florida, and the Atlantic 
coastal region north as far as the entrance to Chesapeake Bay. Key 
West, Florida, lies outside of this rainy zone. 

The region lying between the line for value 100 and that for value 
140, including most of the eastern half of the country, may be con- 
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sidered here as a semirainy region. There are thus four precipitation 
zones or provinces roughly marked out on this chart, which may be 
defined as in table 12. 

TABLE 12. 

Normal daily pre- 
cipitation for the 

Province. period of average 
frostless season. 

thousandths 
inch. 

Dry province. 4... .....> Below 60 
Semidry province........ 60 to 100 
Semirainy province...... 100 to 140 
Rainy province.......... Above 140 

The four provinces thus indicated will be repeatedly referred to in 
our further discussion of moisture conditions. 

(3) Toran NorMAu PRECIPITATION FOR Preriop oF AVERAGE FRosTLESS SEASON PLUS 

PRECEDING 30 Days, Divipep By Number oF Days IN AVERAGE FROSTLESS 

Season (7/S). (Table 11.) 

This rather artificial index of precipitation intensity is based, as has 
been mentioned, upon the consideration that some of the precipita- 
tion occurring just before the opening of the frostless season is still 
effective in the early part of that season. In many places the first few 
weeks of the average frostless season are normally more or less dry, and 
yet plants may be able to begin their activities with the advent of 
frostless weather, on account of soil-moisture left over from the latter 
part of the preceding frost season. The length of the additional period 
of 30 days was chosen quite arbitrarily, in an attempt to bring these 
considerations into the index, which we term 7. Bigelow’s precipita- 
tion normals (Bulletin R) were againused. The values obtained are 
given in column 4 of table 11, and these totals divided, in each case, 
by the corresponding number of days in the period of the average frost- 
less season (7/S) are given in column 5 of the same table. 

The chart obtained from these averages (7/S) shows no pronounced 
differences from that presented in plate 46, and it is not reproduced 
here. This chart is mentioned, since the method by which it was 
obtained is new and may be of value in the future, for special studies 
of certain regions. The values of 7 will be otherwise employed below. 

(4) Numper or NorMauiy Rartny Days tn Pertop oF AVERAGE Frosriess SEASON. 

(Table 13, Plate 47.) 

This kind of index of precipitation intensity is frequently employed 
by climatologists, though for other duration factors than the one here 

a 
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used. Normally rainy days are here considered (arbitrarily) as those 
with normal daily means (Bigelow’s table, Bull. R) of over 0.10 inch. 
The days are counted without reference to when they occur in the 
period, so that we do not touch here upon the question of rainy periods. ~ 
These data are given in column 2 of table 13. 

TasLEe 13.—Number of days in the period of the average frostless season with normal precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 inch and with normal precipitation of 0.10 inch or less, the latter 
also expressed as percentage of the number of days in the average frostless season. 
47, 48, and 49.) 

3a 

Be 
nis 

ae 
Erne 

Station. ‘a is 
=] 

Lox (Pir 

a a 
S S 

ag 
_—- 

= 

Alabama: days. 
PANITNISCON: siojciert rosetta s 145 

Birmingham....... 166 
Mito oy pee een, key 248 
Montgomery....... 177 

Arizona: 
Phoenix. Fests cnet 00 

Arkansas: 
Fort Smith........ 159 
Woittle Rook: .4..%'... 182 

California: 
Marea shit) dis vav-ciesogs 55 
WresnO\. cccsiers «sian 00 
Independence...... 00 
Los Angeles........ 40 
Red Bluftcsvecen 33 
Sacramento........ 13 
San Francisco...... 62 
DHT GORG: tir fice eares 43 
San Luis Obispo.... 25 

Colorado: 
IWENVEL os oa aces 00 
IPQEDIO sy ws bstecvle 0 ee 00 

Connecticut: 
PiarifOrd cick s sic 128 
New Haven........ 148 

Florida: 
Jacksonville........ 198 
WUDILER ceislea tos 3 234 

iey “Wentia ies coxe 161 
Pensacola.......... 226 
TRANNY. vis dips a atkins 165 

Georgia: 
SACL ANVGR Fave cla sw ates 155 
JATIOUBUR. wes siete x» 160 

IMIBOOM Vieheie a ora nis 144 
Savane sawn s.x.3 175 
Thomasville....... 229 

With normal daily precipita- 
tion of 0.10 in. or less. age frostless season having normal daily precipitation 

Percentage of days in aver- 
of 0.10 in. or less. 

wo: (oo ey 

~ 

eto IH © 

Station. 

Chicago wun ces nee 
hs Palle 2 es teens 

Springfield......... 
Indiana: 

Evansville......... 
Indianapolis....... 

Iowa: 
Charles City....... 
Davenport: <.<ce.% 
Des Moines........ 
Dude. << setae 

IRGoKUK. J ucoes eens 
SIGUE Giives eee 

Kansas: 

Concordia... .saeat 
Dodge City........ 
ROPE a aoa tamnek os 
WiIChita) nice ween 

Kentucky: 
hexingtons. os ccxe 
Louisville 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans....... 
Shreveport....... 

Maine: 

Hastport: ... assess 
POFtland siwis.c sist oi0 

Maryland: 
Baltimore. ...<:... 
Washington, D. C.. 

With normal daily precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 in. 

With normal daily precipita- 
tion of 0.10 in. or less. 

ee ee ee ee 

(Plates 

age frostless season having normal daily precipitation 
Percentage of days in aver- 

of 0.10 in. or ess. 
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TABLE 13.—Number of days in the period of the average frostless season with normal precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 inch and with normal precipitation of 0.10 inch or less, the latter 
also expressed as percentage of the number of days in the average frostless season. (Plates 
47, 48, and 49.)—Continued. 

Bo | Bg | $83 BS | 84 | 228 
2S als a eel 2S a2 | 2A 
Se eames sa | oo | Bae 

- =| = | o =} s set eS) meus on 

Station. S 0 So 3 mn 2 S Station. ce 2 ope e n 2 
= 0 oe! : oo — 

ge | Eo | 225 ge | ES | az2 
oe ao acas Pr ao aOd 
0° oo > et oo o°0 +» 

Sa Aa | Bobo ae Ae | BoE sf | 28 | 2823 SM (ese ede ee 
= = Ay = = Ay 

Massachusetts: days. days. p. ct. New York: days. days. p. ct. 

ESRIASINN Shove ae ois ws 110 75 41 IAN DANY So Ercole ts 110 67 38 
Nantucket......... 55 154 74 Binghamton....... 95 63 40 

Michigan: é 1B4b titel eee Be 80 93 54 
JU 92 45 33 Wanton... cee oe ate 43 96 69 
MBEETOM.|c/c0 22s 3's 66 98 60 MGRACA sto srcvocssr ots 015. 97 63 39 
Escanaba.......... 105 35 25 News ¥orle dirs, oc srs 143 67 32 
Grand Haven...... 51 116 70 Oswerouseice nes ae- 55 120 69 
Grand Rapids...... 46 118 72 FLOCHEStED AS eee erel 35 136 80 
HIGUPHTON. 6.56. os - 84 68 45 SVEACUSE “2s Gcae.: 98 73 43 
Marquette......... ra 69 49 North Carolina: 
Port HUrOn. «25. . 26 129 83 Asheville erie oie oye 142 34 19 

Sault Ste. Marie.... 64 74 54 @harlottese sce ee 175 45 21 

Minnesota: Hatterass eheeeac ae 256 00 00 
D6 eee 124 28 18 Ralershor epee. cs,c% 180 33 16 

Minneapolis....... 120 41 26 Wilmington........ 189 44 19 
Mioorhead......... 67 65 49 North Dakota: 
Su i ee 106 53 33 Bismarck sayce cea 21 108 84 

Mississippi: Devils Lake....... 53 68 56 
i 185 45 20 Walliston. 32 52../2..5 21 98 82 
MarecksbUrre......%.-- 207 45 18 Ohio: 

Missouri: @incinnatisse. se 101 93 48 

SIS ttre oe A 98 81 45 @Wleveland!. 2 | 2.052: 95 103 52 
Wismmipal’s... 5556. 127 57 31 Columbus 7s). osc: 106 78 42 

Weansas City. .....- 151 45 23 Sana iskeyis;csars cies « 89 106 54 

Sis IC 115 86 43 MOlEd Ore sreteye wists 49 125 72 

Springfield......... 161 26 14 Oklahoma: 
Montana: Oklahomans. see 90 124 58 

BEPSEVEC cays <.2-,0 2 0 6 11 111 91 Oregon: 
LE UGE ot eee 00 144 100 Baker) City. ss. 4c): 00 127 100 

Li 2 00 140 100 Portland's. aiden. 73 172 70 
LUCE @ ina 3 137 98 ROSGDUER elecie se cle 1 197 100 

Nebraska: Pennsylvania: 
LAR) FA AGS eens 131 43 25 PTI PAs ee ert Seieo 130 64 33 

North Platte....... 29 122 81 ievarrisbure. 220.62. 113 83 42 

RONPARSREDSUD S015) oye. s acc «0 138 32 19 Philadelphia....... 114 92 45 

Walentine.is........ 72 60 46 iennclotdel anon oas 91 88 49 

Nevada: SCLANtOWn cs cisnc 102 74 42 

lMEl Os 336en goa 00 138 100 Rhode Island: 

Winnemucca....... 00 131 100 Block Island....... 142 76 35 

New Hampshire: Providence........ 111 79 42 

ME ONCOLG a. ce <5 066i 104 42 28 South Carolina: 

New Jersey: @harleston)....2.-... 206 70 25 

Atlantic City...... 108 99 48 Columbiat hose sles 154 77 33 

of 0.10 in. or less. 
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TaBLE 13.—Number of days in the period of the average frostless season with normal precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 inch and with normal precipitation of 0.10 inch or less, the latter 
also expressed as percentage of the number of days in the average frostless season. (Plates 
47, 48, and 49.)—Continued. 

Station. Station. 

normal daily precipitation age frostless season having of 0.10 in. or less. 

With normal daily precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 in. 

With normal daily precipita- 

tion of 0.10 in. or less. 

Percentage of days in aver- With normal daily precipita- 
tion of more than 0.10 in. 

With normal daily precipita- 
tion of 0.10 in. or less. 

Percentage of days in aver- 
age frostless season having normal daily precipitation of 0.10 in. or less. 

S. Dakota—Cont'd: days. days. p. ct. Virginia: days. days. p. ct. 
Rapid Citys): . shea. - 28 115 81 Lynchburg........ 166 35 17 

Vw Te wes est Vy RIT g AN ht IRR AEE ere eR OAs |) PURPA 0h ela ta Mt wine K ee 

Tennessee: Rachniond's 50: 42 160 55 26 
Chattanooga....... 143 64 31 Wytheville........ 156 19 11 
Knoxville; ish Hes 147 61 29 Washington: 
Memphis... 2 91» 161 63 28 North Head....... 150 166 53 
Wash ville.i.s'ss se 158 49 24 Sextbles a acka we es 46 200 81 

Texas: ’ Spokane:. Sho... 0. 00 202 100 
PAE: 3/522 '- «ses 53 192 78 Tatoosh Island..... 199 72 27 
ATARINO as 3c rele 57 142 71 Walla Walla....... 00 216 100 
Corpus Christi. .... 39 259 87 West Virginia: 

Fort Worth........ 58 203 79 Parkersoure-e ce sie 120 59 33 
Galveston......... 257 74 22 Wisconsin: 
Palestine. 3f.'. 2s. 153 92 38 Y “Green Bay jas cease 85 68 44 
San Antonio....... 65 211 ae Pa Grosse side cee 135 28 17 

a tee wee de wreh) CR Be 8 Re Oy | CREE 5 oe laa oom eae 

IVE OOONA seco eia'e is elt 00 130 100 Wyoming: 
Salt Lake City..... 00 182 100 @heyennew-s5 34 20s 00 118 100 

Vermont: Vander 2 sic, ce nece 4 104 95 
Burlington: <.)....... 108 35 25 

Northfield: .:.-../.: 86 40 32 

The values representing the number of normally rainy days in the 
period of the average frostless season were plotted in the regular way 
and the resulting chart is given as plate 47. This chart shows isocli- 
matic lines at intervals of 25 days; the total range for the country is 
from 284 days (New Orleans, Louisiana) to none at all (various sta- 
tions in the arid region). The general zonation is seen to be very 
similar to that shown in plate 46. The heavy lines show the four 
provinces above described. 

(5) Numper or NorMAuity Dry Days In Pertop of AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. 
(TaBLe 13, Puare 48.) 

This index is the complement of the preceding one, and is derived 
by subtracting that from the number of days in the period, in each case. 
A dry day is thus one that has a normal daily mean precipitation 
(Bigelow, Bull. R) of 0.10 inch or less. If the former be considered as 
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an index of raininess, this may be taken as an index of dryness or 
aridity. The values are given in column 3 of table 13 and are shown 
graphically on plate 48. This chart shows a total range for the country 
of from 294 days (Los Angeles, California) to no days (Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina). The isoclimatic lines here again represent incre- 
ments of 25 days each, full lines being shown for the values 50, 100, 
and 200. In a general way, the climatic zonation of the country is 
similar to that of plates 46 and 47, but this chart is markedly different 
from the others in certain details, and of course the actual values are 
different. Some of these differences will be considered below. 

(6) PercentaGe or Days 1N Pertop or AveRAGE FRosTiess SEASON THAT ARE Dry Days 
(wir NorMAL PrecipIraTION or 0.10 INcH or Less). (TaBiE 13, Puare 49.) 

This index of precipitation intensity is obtained simply by expressing 
as percentage each value of the third column of table 13, in terms of 
the corresponding length of the period of the average frostless season. 
These percentages are given in column 4 of table 13. They express 
the relative frequency of dry days in the period. 

These values are shown graphically by the chart of plate 49. The 
total range for the country is from nil (Cape Hatteras, North Caro- 
lina) to 100 per cent (various stations in the arid region). The lines of 
the chart are drawn at intervals of 10 per cent, those for 20, 50, and 100 
being full lines, and the zonation is once more similar to that of the 
other precipitation charts already mentioned. 

(7) Lenetu oF Loncest NorMAtty Rainy Periop In Pertop oF AVERAGE FROSTLESS 
Season. (Tasue 14, Puare 50.) 

In many regions the duration factor for the favorable range of 
moisture conditions is not as great as that for the corresponding range » 
of temperature conditions, and the former thus becomes the main 
duration factor influencing plant activities. In such cases only a 
portion of the period of the average frostless season is suitable 
for active plant growth. In southern Arizona, for example, the 
normal frostless season is very long (241 days at Tucson, from March 
26 to November 22), but all of this period is practically without rain, 
excepting only a portion of the summer. The summer rainy period at 
Tucson extends from about July 1 to about September 15, but there is 
also a spring period of general plant activity, extending from the 
cessation of frost to about May 1. The latter period is nearly rainless, 
but the soil-moisture content is high, due to the residual effects of the 
winter precipitation. Thus there are here two periods of general plant 
activity within the period of the average frostless season, one from 
about March 26 to about May 1 (at which time the winter moisture 
is about dried out of the soil) and the other from about July 1 to about 
October 15 (when the summer moisture has largely disappeared). It 
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is thus possible to consider two different periods of plant growth in this 
region, both of which lie within the limits set by the average frostless 
season, but neither of which is as long as that season. In some other 
regions there is but one period of general plant growth, but this is not 
as long as that of the average frostless season. When moisture condi- 
tions have been more thoroughly studied it may become possible to 
consider both the frostless season and that with moist soil, in deriving 
the duration factor for plant growth in general, but we have not found 
it expedient to attempt this at the present time; the relations encoun- 
tered are too complicated and information is too meager. 

Nevertheless, we have been able to derive two duration factors for 
precipitation, which may be superimposed upon the temperature 
duration factor here generally employed. These two new factors 
are the lengths of the longest rainy period and of the longest dry period 
within the period of the average frostless season. The first of these 
is considered here and the other will receive attention under the next- 
following heading. 

In attempting to derive an index of the normal duration of moist 
conditions, we have again begun our computations with the data of 
normal daily precipitation given by Bigelow (Bulletin R). Our pro- 
cedure has been quite arbitrary. In the case of each station the series 
of daily normals given by Bigelow has been considered as separated 
into a series of overlapping groups of 5 days each. Numbering the 
days of the period of the average frostless season consecutively, days 
1 to 5 constitute the first group, days 2 to 6 constitute the second 
group, days 3 to 7 constitute the third, etc. The 5 daily normals for 
each group are averaged to give the mean daily normal precipitation 
for that group, and these means are set down to form a new series. 
Beginning with the first (in the period of the average frostless season) 
of these new group means, the groups are marked as rainy or dry, 
accordingly as the value of their means are or are not greater than 0.10 
inch. Thus, a 5-day group is called rainy if its group-mean is over 0.10 
inch, dry if this mean is 0.10 inch or less. If we designate the succes- 
sive 5-day groups throughout the normal frostless season by the alpha- 
bet letters, and if we follow each letter by an R or D, to denote ‘‘rainy”’ 
or ‘‘dry,” as the case may be, we obtain a series more or less similar 
to the following: AR, BR, CR, DR, ED, FD, GR, HD, ID, JR, KR, 
LD, MR, NR, ete. In this example the first four groups (A to D) are 
seen to be ‘“‘rainy.’’ Then follow two “dry” groups (E, F), after which 
is a single ‘“‘rainy”’ group (G), which in turn is followed by two “dry” 
groups (H, I), ete. Now, the last day of each ‘‘rainy”’ group is con- 
sidered as occurring in a normally ‘‘rainy”’ period, and the last day of 
each ‘‘dry”’ group is considered as within a normally ‘“‘dry”’ period, 
and it thus becomes possible to determine the extents of the various 
“rainy”? and “dry” periods thus established. If, for example,-group 
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A includes April 1 to 5, group B April 2 to 6, group C April 3 to 7, etc., 
it follows that the period April 1 to 8 (inclusive) is a ‘‘rainy”’ one; 
the period April 9 to 10 is “dry”; that of April 11 (a single day) is 
“rainy”; that of April 12 to 18 is ‘‘dry,”’ ete. 

The dates of beginning and ending of each normally ‘“‘rainy’”’ and 
normally ‘‘dry” period of the normal frostless season having been thus 
obtained for each station, the length of each period is noted, in days, 
and the lengths of the longest normally rainy period and of the longest 
normally dry period become the two indices desired for the station in 
question. 

The beginning and ending and the length of each normally dry 
period in the period of the average frostless season are given in the 
second column of table 14, and the corresponding dates and length of 
the longest normally rainy period are given in the third column. Roman 
numerals refer to months, the arabic numerals not in parentheses 
represent the days of the month, and these data are followed, in each 
case, by the length of the period, in parentheses. Thus, the longest 
normally rainy period in the period of the average frostless season for 
Anniston, Alabama, extends from May 18 to September 8 and includes 
114 days. 

As has been remarked, this method of treatment is quite arbitrary, 
but it seems to furnish indices of normal raininess and droughtiness 
that may be valuable. At least, these indices are worthy of a test, 
and may be employed till more satisfactory ones may be devised. It 
should be noted that the smoothing process applied to the precipita- 
tion data by Bigelow (in deriving the daily normals) is here overlaid 
by another very efficient smoothing process of our own (the use of 5-day 
averages), so that the natural irregularity of precipitation is very 
largely obliterated, which is to be desired when normals are requisite. 
It may also be mentioned that the indices here set forth might have a 
still greater value for such work as this if the constant 0.10 inch were 
made somewhat smaller. Such an alteration would of course render 
the normally rainy periods longer and the normally dry periods 
shorter. The testing of such modifications may, however, be left to a 
later time, and to other workers, if they will take up this important 
phase of the climatology of precipitation. 
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TaBLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 50 
and 51.) 

A normally “dry period”’ begins on the last day of the first 5-day period whose average normal 
daily precipitation is not over 0.10 inch; a normally ‘‘rainy period’’ begins on the last day 
of the first 5-day period whose average normal daily precipitation is greater than 0.10 inch. 
Months are represented by Roman and days of the month by Arabic numerals; numbers 
in parentheses are the duration of the respective periods, in days, these being in full-face type 
for the longest dry period in each case. 

Station. Dry periods. Longest rainy period. 

Alabama: 
Amniston).*:: <0. IV, 29 to V, 17 (19); IX, 9 to 10 (2); | V, 18 to IX, 8 (114). 

IX, 27 to 28 (2); IX, 30 to X, 20 (21). 

Birmingham..... IV, 29 to V, 18 (20); IX, 27 to X, 5 (40). .| V, 19 to IX, 26 (131). 

Mobile...-.0-oe. V, 13'to 17 (5);X, 10. to'26 7); XI, 17°11 V, 18 to X, 9 (145). 

to 20 (4). 

Montgomery......| IX, 1 to 9 (9); IX, 18 to X, 2 (46)...... III, 11 to VIII, 31 (174). 
Arizona: 

Phoenix... <3 1 TT 24%to. RL Sea) s ack srtteente hierdie No rainy periods. 
Arkansas: 

Fort:Smith.; o: 2. IV, 2 to 10 (9); VII, 16 to 25 (10); VIII, } IV, 11 to VII, 15 (96). 
26 to IX, 6 (12); IX, 25 to 27 (3). 

Little Rock...... VIII, 9 to 10 (2); IX, 2 to 8 (7); X, 1 to | II, 20 to VIII, 8 (142). 
29 (29). 

California: 
BMurekaes ye 2 eee Ocbe Dkelg 2 (LOa) aera fae ere era ane III, 30 to V, 4 (36). 
Fresnopyticn eke TERA te elt (258) ae ae eee No rainy periods. 
Independence... «| LU, LO to EX, 240099) ac a 2s ere cere Do. 
Los Angeles...... DE 2246 RE GLE RCZOO ig ht cee te ore dks I, 28:to. Tl; 21 (5)z 

Red Blu) Vie auto Saeed Ra 2o0)ias eh ks ote oe XI, 19 to XII, 16 (28). 

Sacramento...... II, 25 to III, 6 (10); III, 19 to XI, 19 (242) .| III, 7 to 18 (12). 
San Francisco.. PT Vato nels 18 (247) OGL see I, 26 to III, 16 (50). 
San Jose.. oe MEANY: toms NS (ZARA: oocee cree eat II, 7 to III, 16 (38). 
San Luis Obispo at VAL to PR Si (abe)i acre etn weston ke III, 4 to 31 (28). 

Colorado: 
Denveric. cle Meck 0 iGe (Lobe conte cn oilers ce ibcereee No rainy periods. 
Pureblaccnt see te TVS 23itoixs 17. (IGS) cea ket eo tne ee eee Do. 

Connecticut: 

Hartford........ V,/ 13 (@); VI, 16 to 26 (1): VEL, 3f to | Vi, 27 to VIM, Se 4ea 

New Haven...... 

IX, 5 (6); IX, 27 to X, 3 (7). 
V, 21 to 22 (2); VI, 15 to 23 (9); VIII, 

31 to IX, 2 (3); IX, 27 to X, 1 (5). 
VI, 24 to VIII, 30 (68). 

Florida: 
Jacksonville...... It, 23 (1); TIL, 4 to 7 G);.X;. 29 to: XI, | TH, Ste %,; 28 Gaaar 

4 (37). 
ARTY 0) ht) ey pe ee II, 15: to 17 (3); IM, 8 to 21 (4)> IV, | V, 20 to 21 10 

Key Weat..ss.%%. 

1 to 19 (19); IV, 21 to 28 (8); V, 18 to 
10"(2)$ ACT LY to! 27 (CLT) 32, Le to. 
29 (15). 

Xp U1 torV, 10" GS2)e-VI, 28 toevil, 
2 (5); VII, 18 to 21 (4). 

VII, 22 to XI, 10 (112). 

Pensacola........ IV, 23 to V, 25 (33); IX, 20 to 21 (2); | V, 26 to IX, 19 (117). 
X, 10 to 16 (7); XI, 14 to 22 (9). 

SE SLINITIGL cb ie ace ars a II, 9 to 13 (5); III, 2 to 16 (15); III, 29 | V, 26 to X, 9 (137). 

to IV, 25 (58); X, 10 to 13 (4); X, 16 

to 18 (3); X, 24 to I, 9 (78). 
Georgia: 

Atlanta. s.<5's 0 0% IV, 29 to V, 17 (19); IX, 9 to 10 (2); | V, 18 to IX, 8 (114). 
IX, 27 to 28 (2); IX, 30 to XI, 3 (35). 

AUGURGAL ue ite IV, 28 to 29 (2); V, 6 to 17 (12); IX, 6 | V, 18 to IX, 5 (111). 

to 9 (4); IX, 29 to XI, 7 (40). 
IMAGO. cre ra dys ee IV, 17 (1); IV, 27 to V, 18 (22); IX, 28 | V, 19 to LX, 27 (483); 

to XI, 13 (47). 

———e 
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TaBLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 50 
and 51.)—Continued. 

Station. 

Georgia—Cont’d: 
Savannah........ 

Thomasville. .... 
Idaho: 

Lewiston........ 
Poeatello........ 

Illinois: 

PEORIA) feaveiees ac. 

Springfield....... 

Indiana: 
Evansville....... 

Indianapolis. .... 

Towa: 
Charles City..... 

Davenport......- 

Sioux City........ 

Kansas: 

@oncordia......- 

Dodge City...... 

Mopeka. si. ons» 

Wachita.......- 

Kentucky: 

Lexington....... 

Dry periods. 

IV, 9 to 11 (8); IV, 18 to 30 (13); V, 8 
tor2? (20) 3X, 19) to 23 ©) Xe. 26:to 
XI, 27 (33) 

ESE CO LOE, clist (24) pata. pees alee: 

V5 29) 0G PX DT ETA on ters aeiete nots coche ie 
DV, Dito Ext 2 eo (202) as toeeene os Sete oe 
TVs 21 tor XL 2e (TS) i.cnerd tee cnscton nec 

VII, 20 to 26 (7); VIII, 8 to TX, 26 (50); 
X, 4 to 15 (12); X, 20 to 28 (9). 

IV, 18 to V, 2 (15); V, 16 to 24 (9); VII, 
15 to 22 (8); VIII, 5 to 9 (15); VIII, 
31 to IX, 6 (7); IX, 18 to X, 15 (28). 

VII, 15 to 27 (13); VIII, 5 to 20 (16); 
VATS 29a) TEXs 9) C2) exe 9) 
X, 6 to 13 (8). 

IV, 16 (1); VII, 8 to VIII, 14 (88); VIII, 
22 to IX, 19 (29); X, 8 to 18 (11). 

VII; 6 to 13 (8); VII, 17 to VIII, 15 (30); 
VIII, 20 to IX, 13 (25); IX, 19 (1); X, 
8 to 17 (10). 

IV, 29 to V, 3 (5); V, 14 to 24 (11); VIII, 

5 to 9 (5); VIII, 27 to IX, 25 (30); X, 

6 to 14 (9); X, 20 to 23 (4). 

VIII, 12 to 17 (6); VIII, 29 to IX, 7 (10); 

IX, 17 to 26 (10); X, 8 to 19 (12). 

VII, 27 to VIII, 8 (13); VIII, 26 to IX, 
26 (32). 

IV, 23 to 29 (7); VII, 24 to 30 (7); VIII, 
6 to 7 (2); IX, 3 to 6 (4); IX, 23 to X, 
13 (21). 

VIII, 5 to 10 (6); VIII, 30 to IX, 10 (12); 
IX, 17 (1); X, 1 to 8 (8). 

IV, 23 to 28 (6); VIII, 8 to 22 (15); IX, 
19 to 21 (3); X, 5 to 9 (5). 

IV, 2, to) 8'()3 VIL, 1S: toL7, (); Vill 
9 to 12 (4); VIII, 24 to IX, 3 (11); X, 
7 to 15 (9). 

VI, 12 to 14 (3); VIII, 6 to 16 (11); VIII, 
28 to IX, 11 (15); IX, 20 to 27 (8). 

IV, 25 to VI, 5 (11); VII, 9 to 16 (8); 
VIII, 4 to IX, 5 (33); IX, 16 to X, 
14 (29). 

IV, 18 to V, 14 (27); VI, 27 to VIII, 7 
(42); VIII, 9 to X, 15 (68). 

IV, 10 to 21 (12); IV, 26 to 30 (5); VIII, 
31 to IX, 6 (7); IX, 23 to 24 (2); X, 
3 to 15 (13). 

IV, 9 to 27 (19); VII, 21 to 28 (8); VIII, 
7 to 11 (5); VIII, 25 to IX, 5 (12); IX, 
23 to X, 19 (27). 

IV, 28 to V, 8 (11); VI, 7 to 8 (2); VIII, 
29 to X, 23 (56). 

Longest rainy period. 

V, 28 to X, 18 (144). 

TL, 7. tome 25 (238). 

No rainy periods. 
Do. 

Do. 

III, 31 to VII, 19 (111). 

V, 25 to VII, 14 (51). 

IV, 29 to VII, 14 (77). 

IV, 17 to VII, 7 (82). 

IV, 19 to VII, 5 (78). 

V, 25 to VIII, 4 (72). 

DV) 17) to) VELL aes) 

V, 17 to VII, 26 (71). 

IV, 30 to VII, 23 (85). 

IV, 23 to VIII, 4 (104). 

IV, 29 to VIII, 7 (99). 

IV, 9 to VII, 12 (95). 

VI, 15 to VIII, 5 (53). 

V, 6 to VII, 8 (64). 

V, 15 to VI, 26 (43). | 

VI, 1 to VIII, 30 (91). | 

IV, 28 to VII, 20 (84). 

VI, 9 to VIII, 28 (81). 
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Taste 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 

normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season, (Plates 50 

and 51.)—Continued. 

OO 

Station. Dry periods. Longest rainy period. 

Kentucky—Cont'd: 
VOuIsvUILC. «5 s- 25 V, 13 to 18 (6); VIII, 30 to IX, 26 (28); 

X, 4 to 22 (19). 
V, 19 to VIII, 29 (103). 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans..... V, 10 to 17 (8); IX, 8 to 25 (18); XI, 1 (1).| V, 18 to IX, 7 (148). 

Shreveport....... VI, 19 to 22 (4); VII, 10 to 17 (8); VIII, | III, 5 to VI, 18 (106). 
3 to IX, 5 (84); IX, 20 to 23 (4); IX, 
28 to X, 17 (20). 

Maine: 
Mastportaesceccls WV. 9uto 1254) Vil, LO to-19 0): var, 

31 to VIII, 8 (9); VIII, 27 to IX, 13 
(18); IX, 26 to X, 5 (10). 

VI, 26 to VII, 21 (26); VIII, 30 to IX, 
12 (14); X, 1 to 3 (3). 

VI, 20 to VII, 30 (41). 

Portland? ¢? 2% 4- V, 15 to VI, 25 (42). 

Maryland: 
Baltimore....... IV, 16 to 23 (8); VI, 1 (1); IX, 27 to X, 

21 (25); XI, 1 to 3 (3). 
IV, 18 to 23 (6); IX, 3 to 8 (6); IX, 

26 to X, 19 (24). 

VI, 2 to IX, 26 (117). 

Washington, D.C. IV, 24 to IX, 2 (182). 

Massachusetts: 
Boston .tise ct te: TVs 2ittore21(@)e WM, Leis Ve Shih: 

Vie 15" to iVILS 1985); WITT, Si to 
IX, 10 (11). 

DVs 17*to, V,,23 BO Vi;-4, to 20) (lL): 
VI, 22 to VIII, 4 (44); VIII, 22 to 
TX 133) ES 20sto 35) 1 (12) oe 
19 to 24 (6); XI, 2 to 5 (4). 

VII, 20 to VIII, 30 (41). 

Nantucket....... VIII, 5 to 21 (17). 

Michigan: 
Sh ee V, 25 to 28 (4); VII, 9 to 16 (8); VII, 

22 to VIII, 6 (16). 
V, 1. to.61(6)5 Vi al to 2 (LD) Ville 2 

to 18 (17); VIII, 25 to X, 11 (48). 
VII, 10 to 19 (10); VIII, 20 to 31 (12)... 
IV, 29 to V, 6 (8); V;, 29'to VI, 1 (4); 

VI, 9 to VII, 2 (24); VII, 4 to 28 (25); 
VIII, 7 to 21 (15); VIII, 26 to LX, $ 
(14); X, 1 to 12)(12). 

V, 2 to 7 (6); VI, 1 to VII, 28 (58); VIII, 
7to Lx, 8 (83) 5 ax, ator i252). 

VIII, 7 to IX, 28 (53). 

Detroit: .\i.. .). 2 V, 22 to VIII, 1 (72). 

BEiscanaba.’. «3 o... 

Grand Haven.... 

V, 17 to VII, 9 (54). 
V, 7 to 28 (22). 

Grand Rapids.... V, 8 to 31 (24). 

Houghton: 421.2: V. 25D) RAVE, SitolV Roll (Oo) eerie V, 26 to VII, 7 (48). 
Marquette.......| VII, 8 to 19 (12); VII, 29 to VIII, 31 (84) .| V, 16 to VII, 7 (53). 
Portvreuron. ...;.. V, 19 to 23 (5); VI, 14 to IX, 12 (91); | V, 24 to VI, 13 (21). 

TX519' to xX; 9L(21): 
V, 15 (1); VI, 9 to 26 (18); VII, 8 to 30 

(23): VIII, 12’ to 27 (16): LX, 21 to 
29 (9). 

Sault Ste. Marie. V, 16 to VI, 8 (24). 

Minnesota: 

POUNCE So oietene.n) ose V, 5 (1); VII, 17 to 27 (11); VIII, 28 to 
31 (4). 

Minneapolis..... VII, 12 to 24 (13); VIII, 15 to 18 (4); 
EX eee tO LoC6)e 

Moorhead....... V, 14 to 1658); V, 26 to 31 (7); Vil, 

23 to VIII, 13 (22); VIII, 28 to IX, 
22 (26). 

Stale evsues IV, 28 to V, 8 (11); VII, 12 to 25 (14); 
VIII, 18 to 26 (9); IX, 23 to X, 3 (11). 

V, 6 to VII, 16 (72). 

IV, 30 to VII, 11 (73). 

VI, 1 to VII, 22 (52). 

V, 9 to VII, 11 (64). 

Mississippi: 
Meridian........ V, 18 to 19 (2); VIII, 20 to 28 (9); X, 

4 to 27 (24). 

V, 20 to VIII, 19 (92). 

Ee Oe 
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TABLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 50 
and 51.)—Continued. 

Station. 

Mississippi—Cont’d: 

Dry periods. Longest rainy period. 

Vicksburg....... V, 14 to 16 (8); VIII, 20 to 27 (8);I X, | V, 17 to VIII, 19 (95). 
6 tol? (7)'s2X, 3 to 21619): 

Missouri: 
Columbia.....2:. =: VII, 18 to 21 (4); VII, 28 to VIII, 17 | IV, 19 to VII, 17 (90). 

(21); VIII, 28 to X, 14 (48). 
Manmibal ja... IV, 15 to 20 (6); VI, 9 to 18 (10); VII, | IV, 21 to VI, 8 (49). 

12 to 15 (4); VIII, 24 to IX, 5 (18); 
IX, 30 to X, 15 (16). 

EV, 14°) BV, 16°to 17): EX tors 
@) EX, 27 to: Keone) 

IV, 18 to VIII, 31 (136). 

Strvlcouisis 4 cases Vile TS atorlon (7), Vill, 5) tow EX 24 LVe 7 to, Vill on(Ons 
(51); X, 4 to 18 (15); X, 20 to 24 (5). 

Springfield... M4 toplSa Gh ) Set Oe eh Re ek ee IV, 15 to X, 3 (172). 
Montana: 

awrest. os cirse 2 V, 16 to VI, 6 (22); VI, 20 to IX, 14 (87) .| VI, 7 to 19 (13). 
ielelenas fh xhies NV, 8:to SEX! 25 GAs) ic2. 5. tees a Oe. No rainy periods. 
alispell ccs ¢00. Vi (14-40 EX OORGAO) ie ec eens ee ee Oo. 
Miles City....... V, 8 to VI, 6 (29); VI, 13 to IX, 24 (104).| VI, 7 to 12 (6). 

Nebraska: 

Lincoln.........-| IV, 20 to 22 (3); VIII, 26 to IX, 10 (16); | IV, 23 to VIII, 25 (125). 
IX, 20 to X, 10 (21). 

North Platte..... V, 2 to 19 (18); VI, 9 to 10 (2); VI, 25 
to VII, 23 (29); VII, 29 to IX, 29 (63). 

V, 20 to VI, 8 (20). 

Omahay i's. 3). Ps TEXG 0 4a (REX Oxtoexe SCD) ee . eve DV 927, toils ls C27). 
Valentine........| V, 10 to 15 (6); VII, 14 to 17 (4); VII, | V, 16 to VII, 13 (59). 

20 (1); VIII, 12 to IX, 18 (88). 
Nevada: 

Reno sac e eas. Ve dito EX SING38)i-t. Sees oe Ae No rainy periods. 
Winnemucca..... Vi Grito: Te 23N (ST) ieee fee Do. 

New Hampshire: 
Wancord .5..656 65. V, 8 to 14 (7); VI, 28 (1); VIII, 31 to | VI, 29 to VIII, 30 (63). 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City.... 

Cape May....... 

New Mexico: 

IX, 13 (14); IX, 28 to 30 (8). 

IV, 13 to 24 (12); V, 3 to 13 (11); V, 23 
to VI, 8 (17); VI, 19 to 28 (10). 

IV, 18 to 25 (8); V, 3 to 14 (12); V, 24 
to VI, 8 (16); VI, 19 to 28 (10); VII, 
9 to 12 (4); VIII, 30 to IX, 8 (10); IX, 
23 to X, 6 (14); X, 15 to 20 (6). 

VII, 14 to VIII, 29 (47). 

VII, 13 to VIII, 29 (48). 

Santa Fe........ IV, 16 to VII, 15 (91); VII, 26 to IX, | VII, 16 to 25 (10). 
19 (86). 

New York 
ALD SIN os oe sles oo 2 IV, 24 to V, 21 (28); IX, 5 to 9 (5); IX, | V, 22 to IX, 4 (106). 

24 to X, 7 (14); X, 13 to 17 (5). 
Binghamton..... V, 3 to 15 (13); VII, 10 to 14 (5); VIII, | V, 16 to VII, 9 (55). 

12\to 18 (7) ) EX, 5 to Xs 6 G2). 
SITE ALON 2 hoausie sic IV, 27 to V, 17 (1); Vi, 5 to 18) 4): |’ VI, 19'to VILL, 30: (73). 

VIII, 31 to TX, 11 (12). 
Cantone s..5.0).°., 3 V, 10 to 25 (16); V, 28 to 30 (8); VII, | V, 31 to VII, 11 (42). 

12 to 23 (12); VII, 30 to VIII, 27 (29); 
IX, 3 to 14 (12); IX, 19 to 25 (7). 

MGW ACA (sie ohetsie e's. V, 5 to 13 (9); VIII, 11 to 18 (8); VIII, | V, 14 to VIII, 10 (89). 
31 to IX, 1 (2); IX, 3 to 13 (11); IX, 
16 to X47 (22): 

New Mork 5.2... - IV, 16 to 23 (8); V, 16 to 23 (8); IX; | V, 24 to VIII, 31 (100). 
1 to 8 (8); IX, 26 to X, 4 (9). 
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TaBLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. 
and 51.)—Continued. 

(Plates 50 

Station. 

New York—Cont'd: 
OBWER0 501.2 «heb os 

Rochester....... 

Syracuse sf sch c:: 

North Carolina: 
Asheville........ 
Charlotte........ 

Hatteras) :<).54%.4. 
Raleiphisiee.t ae 

Wilmington...... 
North Dakota: 

IBISMarCl: + enh fe 

Columbus....... 

Sandusky........ 

ih We) C276 (op ee 

Oklahoma: 
Oklahoma....... 

Oregon: 
Baker City...... 

Portland: 3.554; 
Roseburg........ 

Pennsylvania: 
RTOS gs nreocale cate 

Pittsburgh....... 

Scranton........ 

Dry periods. 

IV, 28 to V, 25 (28); V, 28 to 30 (3); 
VII, 12 to 23 (12); VII, 30 to VIII, 
27 (29); IX, 3 to 14 (12); IX, 19 to 
X, 2 (14). U 

V, 2 to 18 (17); V, 23 to 24 (2); V, 30 
(1); VI, 5 to 18 (14); VII, 12 to 23 
(12); VII, 28 to VIII, 11 (15); VIII, 
18 to 26 (9); VIII, 31 to X, 19 (50). 

V, 29 to VI, 13 (15); VIII, 12 to 20 (9); 
VIII, 31 to X, 7 (38); X, 15 (1). 

TXS 7 to 104) 5 x, 23 tox, 13i(Zh)e 222s 

IV, 28 to V, 1 (4); EX, 23 to X, .17-(25); 
XI, 1 to 4 (4). 

ING drought: DErIGds 5 2G) antec oa a 6 eee 
HV, 25 to V,.o°C01)- 1X, Sito. 1205) + x, 

2 to 7 (6). 
DV, bitorsi (2a) ek) told) 5) is.. 35 ee 

V, 12 to 29 (18); VI, 22 to IX, 17 (88).... 
V, 28 to VI, 7 (11); VIII, 3 to IX, 25 (54). 
V, 19 to 31 (13); VI, 28 to IX, 14 (79).... 

TV, 219) to-20 (2) DV. 27) toevV, oz) ave 
18 to 23 (6); VIII, 10 to 14 (5); VIII, 
31 to IX, 25 (56). 

IV, 17 to V, 16 (30); VI, 17 to 22 (6); 
VIII, 4 to 15 (12); VIII, 23 to 27 (5); 
EX: 21 tos, 1 Gr). 

IV; 17. to 22: (6)3'Vi 3 to 7-5) VI, 6 to 
11 (6)3; Vile 4 (1)? VEL 26 sto. EX, 27 
(83); X, 5 to 17 (13). 

IV, 15 to V, 8 (24); V, 14 to 24 (11); 

VIII, 9 to 16 (8); IX, 6 to X, 26 (51). 
IV, 25: to V;6 (12):,V, 19: (1); VI, 14'to 

20 (7); VII, 4 to 14 (11); VII, 29 to 
VIII, 28 (31); IX, 2 to X, 15 (44). 

IV, 3 to 22 (20); VI, 16 to VII, 4 (19); 
VET} 29" to VIEL, 64) VIEL Site 
IX, 6) (17); LX; 16:to X, 2.48). 

Ya oy ey SEE). ccna qed ee 
WV, 2Astows,: Si(RGS) os. ees oo. pe ee 
TV) 16 to. GOS) is. ot hes eco 

IV, 21 to V, 13 (23); VII, 10 to 20 (11); 
VIII, 4 to 8 (5); VIII, 27 to IX, 7 (12). 

IV, 15 to V, 12 (28); VII, 12 to 20 (9); 
IX, 1 to 8 (8); IX, 20 to X, 6 (17); 
X, 19 to 23 (5). 

IV, 15 to V, 16 (32); V, 30 to VI, 3 (5); 
VI, 12 to 17 (6); VIII, 30 to IX, 9 (11); 
IX, 12 to 21 (10); IX, 27 to X, 7 (11). 

IV, 29 to V, 9 (11); V, 14 to 16 (3); 
VIII, 6 to 11 (6); VIII, 29 to IX, 
18 (51). 

IV, 21 to V, 15 (25); VII, 12 to 21 (10); 
IX, 1 to 8 (8); IX, 20 to X, 9 (20). 

Longest rainy period. 

V, 31 to VII, 11 (42). 

VI, 19 to VII, 11 (23). 

V, 14 to VIII, 11 (90). 

IV, 21 to IX, 6 (139). 
V, 2to IX, 22 (144). 

II, 29 to XI, 11 (256). 
V, 6 to IX, 7 (125). 

IV, 28 to X, 31 (187). 

V, 30 to VI, 21 (23). 
VI, 8 to VIII, 2 (56). 
VI, 1 to 27 (27). 

V, 24 to VIII, 9 (78). 

VI, 23 to VIII, 3 (42). 

VII, 5 to VIII, 25 (52). 

V, 25 to VIII, 8 (76). 

V, 20 to VI, 13 (25). 

IV, 23 to VI, 15 (54). 

No rainy periods. 
X, 4 to XI, 16 (44). 
No rainy periods. 

V, 14 to VI, 9 (57). 

V, 13 to VII, 11 (60). 

VI, 18 to VIII, 29 (79). 

V, 17 to VIII, 5 (81). 

V, 16 to VII, 11 (57). 

| 

SZ 
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TaBLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. (Plates 50 
and 51.)—Continued. 

Station. Dry periods. Longest rainy period. 

Rhode Island: 
Block Island..... IV, 21 to 27 (7); VI, 15 to 28 (14); VII, | IV, 28 to VI, 14 (48). 

1% to 28) @'2)? VILL, 27 to LX, 6°); 
IX, 19 to X, 7 (19). 

Providence...... BV, 21 to 23 @)s Vals Oi Viol) vib) Vid; 20\to VILT, 30) 42). 
15: to: Vill, 19) (35)- Vit, Sl to: Exe 
10 (11); IX, 26 to X, 3 (8). 

South Carolina: 
Charleston....... III, 3 to 7 (5); IV, 2 to 6 (5); IV, 20 to | V, 21 to XII, 2 (196). 

V, 6 (17); V, 14 to 20 (7). 
Columbia..-2.. 5-| LV,15° to 15(11)= LV, 25: to Vi. Ue (23)5 |v A18 to x, 23)(129). 

EX 24 tole 7, (4) xe 1 to 23-13) 

XI, 1 to 8 (8). 
South Dakota: 

(ERINON Gs 36d .01d5: 2s VitStonl8. (GyeVi, 23°to Vid C2) Ville | Vile 4 to) VIL. 815): 
9) to VILL, .2):(25)=) VILL, 15° tor 1x; 
20 (37). 

IPIOREE SS. fae ate ek V; 3 to VI, 2)(81); VI, 7 to 20 (14): VII; | VI, 21 to VII, 4 (14). 
5 to IX, 30 (88). 

Rapid City...... V, 7 to 30)@4); VII, 1 to LX, 26 (88)!....|V, 31 to VI; 30-81). 
BViamlction' so ancs.6 <'< Ville L7G) VEEL, £6 to Xe 17, (Sa) 5a | aVira.to: VIL, LG (io)e 

22 to X, 3 (12). 
Tennessee: i 

Chattanooga..... V, 2 to 17 (16); VIII, 10 to 17 (8); IX, | V, 18 to VIII, 9 (84). 
2hto. 22) (21). 

Knoxville........ V, 12 to 17 (6); IX, 5 to 14 (10); IX, 23 | V, 18 to IX, 4 (110). 
to X, 28 (86). 

Memphis........ VII, 14 to 21 (8); VIII, 10 to 11 (2); VIII, | III, 22 to VII, 13 (114). 
PAR Ko DG IPA BO ln oy PAO Olea. < 

27 to 30 (4) 
Nashville........ V5, 90) 20) @L2)' Vine 70) XS, 3" ton 4a 21 toeVilk, 16" (8%): 

26 (24). 
Texas: 

PANSHENIO ei ts.ce,c.ccie TE 16) to DV, 22\"(88)s TVs 28 to. Vin. 4 ev. 23 to Vi, 16)(25): 
E COE DV ne Seton 225 (oe Vela Lise ston exe 

7 (83). 
IATHATTNO e's oshe's IV, 17 to V, 6 (20); V, 20 (1); VI, 16 to |} V, 21 to VI, 15 (26). 

VII, 15 (80); VII, 27 to VIII, 4 (9); 
VILLE LS "tol EXe6(23)i2 BX? to xa 
1 (51). 

Corpus: Christi... .|) II, 22) to V, 12)(82): V; 20 to VI, 16 | 1X; 2 to X, 1:0): 
(28) 3 Vi 2T to EX I (6M is Xs 2) to 
XI, 3 (33); XI, 8 to XII, 16 (39). 

Paso we os 2's. TE 21 too Villy 2224). Vil, 25°-to: |) VEL, 23) to 22: (2): 
XI, 11 (110). 

Fort Worth...... IE, 9 to IV, 24 (47). Viv Ul to 27 (7): | IV, 25 to VI, 10° 7). 

VII, 5 to 21 (17); VII, 27 to IX, 18 
(54); IX, 30 to XI, 24 (56). 

Galveston....... L238 tot oO aio toon (io) Vie Vill nO to eins EAN 7): 
10 to 23 (14); VII, 6 to 8 (3); XII, 13 
to 15 (3). 

Palestine... css.’ III, 28 to IV, 8 (12); VI, 17 to 20 (4); | IV, 9 to VI, 16 (69). 

VII, 8 to IX, 8 (638); LX, 20 (1); X, 
1 to 9 (9). 

San Antonio..... II, 24 toIV, 17 (53); V, 18 to VI, 13 (17); | IV, 18 to V, 17 (30). 
VI, 15 to 27 (13); VII, 10 to VIII, 
23 (45); TX, 5 to 11, (7); IX, 18 to 
23 (6); IX, 29 to XI, 26 (59). 
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TaBLE 14.—Beginning, ending, and duration of each normally dry period and of longest 
normally rainy period within the period of the average frostless season. 
and 51.)—Continued. 

(Plates 50 

Station. 

Texas—Continued: 

Dry periods. Longest rainy period. 

Tayloriig<t saan III, 14 to IV, 11 (29); V, 27 to 29 (3); | IV, 12 to VI, 26 (45). 
VI, 16 to 23 (8); VII, 10 to VIII, 29 
(51)s TEX, 1 to 10) (10) EX, 19st0 28 
(5); X, 1 to XI, 22 (53). 

Utah: 
Modena y..2.... Vi bOto Ie, 25 CSO) eer Sao ca ae aoe No rainy periods. 
Salt ake Gity. «|| DV, 20 to 2s, US (IS2)i ee nee eee Do. 

Vermont: 
Burlington.......| V, 30 to VI, 4 (6); IX, 8 to 13 (6); X, | VI, 5 to IX, 7 (95). 

2 to 10 (9). 

Northfield. ...... V, 14 to-21°(8): VI; 12: to: 16°@4):s Vil, | Vil, 17 to EX, Ga 
13 to 16 (4); IX, 2 to 15 (14). 

Virginia: 
Lynchburg....... IV, 16 to 24 (9); IX, 3 to 9 (7); X, 12 to | IV, 25 to IX, 2 (189): 

PLO CO) geal Fo Tay 

Norfolleo <3 25,5 x, 14 to 183(S)> 19) to. 12) (4) ic.o se eee III, 28 to X, 13 (200). 
Richmond....... LV, 23'to V;4 (12); IX,'3 to:8' (6); EX, | V, 6 to EX, 2 G2a3 

30 to X, 18 (19); XI, 2 to 3 @). 

Wytheville....... EX (6' to: OA) eX 7 ton 0 (4) eee eee IV, 19 to IX, 5 (140). 
Washington: 

North Head..... LV; 24 to 2X;3 (163) a= 2 os ee ee ee X, 4 to XII, 22 (80). 
Seattloscs etic n: IEE, 22,001); TV; 10: to Xs, 1s. 8%) 5 X | Sa 2 to 22 Ge 

24 to XI, 1 (9). 
Spokane... 2./...4)|) wees, toe 14 (O02) oe etal tae aie eens No rainy periods. 
Tatoosh Island... 
Walla Walla..... 

West Virginia: 

V, 15 to 21 (7); VII, 8 to TX, 1 G6)..... 
EV jf COCK, SH SIG) se .seeie ks eee ee 

IX, 2 to XII, 9 (99). 
No rainy periods. 

lng re eins VIII, 8 to 9 (2); VIII, 28 to IX, 6 (10); | V, 19 to VIII, 7 (81). 
Ex 17 to-X, 10) 24). 

Parkersburg..... IV, 20 to V, 9 (20); VIII, 28 to IX, 4 | V, 10 to VIII, 27 (110). 
(8)'s EX 17, tox 11 (2b). 

Wisconsin: 
Green Bay.......| VI, 11 (1); VI, 24 to 27 (4); VII, 13 to | V, 4 to VI, 10 (88). 

26: (14)ei VINT, 15) tosis 4 2) = es, 
23 to X, 3 (11). 

Tia Grosse . yo uns V, 1 to 4 (4); VIII, 13 to 24 (12); X, 2 | V, 5 to VIII, 12 (100). 

to 10 (9). = 
Madison. -...-7%.. IV, 23 to V; 2.(10); V, 19 to 21 (3); VIE, | V;22 to VI, 28 (Ga). 

29 to VIII, 17 (20); IX, 16 to 23 (8); 
x 2 to 18° e). 

Milwaukee...... IV, 29 to V, 2 (4); V, 23 to 29 (7); VII, | V, to 30 VII, 12 (44). 

13 to VIII, 21 (40); VIII, 31 to IX, 7 
(8); EX..15 to 25: (11); &; 1 to 7 (7). 

Wyoming: 
Cheyenne....... Veros to ke 17) (ES) oe, re ce Shee ee No rainy periods. 
Teer sees. was &5 Viv ato Tk> Lh (LO Dias sik fe aa eee V, 27. to VI, 2°). 

The lengths of the longest normally rainy periods in the period of 
the average frostless season, as given in the third column of table 14, 
are shown graphically on the chart of plate 50, in which the isoclimatie 
lines represent increments of 25 days. The total range for the country 
is from nil to 256 (Cape Hatteras, North Carolina). All of the region 
west of about the one-hundred-and-first meridian has exceedingly low 
values, most of them being zero, excepting the strip of country border- 
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ing the Pacific. The droughtiness of the intermountain area is here 
relatively exaggerated, on account of the choice of 0.10 inch as our 
constant in deriving these indices; the stations here characterized as 
having no normally rainy periods are not to be considered as really 
all alike in this particular. For the detailed study of the arid regions 
there seems to be no doubt that a lower value than 0.10 inch will be 
required. The precipitation provinces of the country, as indicated 
by the full lines of plate 51, are similar to those shown on plates 46, 
47, and 49. 

(8) LenetH or Loncrest NorMAtity Dry Periop In PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. 
(TasBLE 14, Puate 51.) 

These indices for droughtiness, corresponding to those for raininess 
just discussed, are given in the third column of table 14, and the 
method by which they were obtained has already been described. 
Plate 51 shows the chart constructed from these values. The isoclimatic 
lines are shown for intervals of 25, with full lines for the values 150, 
50, and 25. The total range of this index, for the entire country, is 
from zero (Cape Hatteras, North Carolina) to 299 (Los Angeles, 
California). The meridian of 101° west longitude again forms an 
important demarcation, separating the more humid east from the 
more arid west, and some other features are like those of the other 
precipitation charts. In the details of the Southwest this chart has 
peculiarities somewhat like those of plate 48, and will be referred to 
below. 

(9) Normat ANNUAL PRECIPITATION. (PLATE 52.) 

Since total annual precipitation is surely of considerable value in a 
general estimate of the aridity or humidity of a region, we include in 
our series a reproduction of the chart of this feature published by Gan- 
nett.’ This chart has been drawn, as its author states, with consider- 
able reference to topography as well as to the records of about 4,000 
stations, and it appears to us to be the most useful annual rainfall 
chart of the United States thus far published. Data for normal annual 
precipitation for 167 stations are given in the second column of table 
15, for use in other connections, but these are not the data from which 
this chart was constructed. The data given in that table are taken 
from Bulletin R of the U.S. Weather Bureau. Table 15 also includes 
other data, which will be considered below. 

In Gannett’s chart, as here reproduced (plate 52), the isohyetal 
lines for 10, 30, and 50 inches are dotted and the others are full. All 
are drawn for increments of 10 inches. By the emphasized line 
for a precipitation of 30 inches the country is divided into 3 main 

}Gannett, Henry, Distribution of rainfall, U.S. Geol. Survey, Water Supply Paper No. 
234, reprinted from report of National Conservation Commission, 1909, Washington, 1909. 
The chart referred to is Plate I, and is published in color. The isohyetal lines of our chart (plate 
52) have been copied from Gannett’s plate I by means of a pantograph. 
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regions. The humid northwest occupies the western half of Washing- 
ton and of Oregon, practically the full width of northern California, 
and the whole of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The arid and semi- 
arid central region occupies the country south and east of the zone 
just described, and extends eastward as far as a line drawn from the 
western end of Lake Superior to the Rio Grande at a point about 100 
miles above its mouth. In this general description we of course neg- 
lect the restricted mountain areas of Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, ete. 
The humid east occupies the region lying east of the line just men- 
tioned. It should be added that the northern half of the southern 
peninsula of Michigan is also to be classed as semiarid on this basis, 
since its normal annual precipitation is less than 30 inches; this is a 
restricted area. 

_ The arid precipitation zone is here shown as having values below 
10, and it occupies the Great Basin and extends southward into Mexico 
from Arizona and southern California. The humid region, as above 
defined, is here considered as divided into two provinces by the line 
for value 50, thus indicating a humid and a semihumid, or a rainy and 
semirainy province. ‘These four precipitation provinces do not require 
special discussion; their general characteristics are very similar to 
those pointed out for plate 46. 

The general north and south trend of the isohyetal zones is here 
seen to be modified by the Gulf of Mexico and by the southern Atlantic 
so that the lines of the eastern portion of the humid region trend north- 
eastward, or even eastward, instead of southward. The mountainous 
regions, of course, have higher precipitation indices than lowland 
regions of the same latitude. In general, the zones tend toward an 
arrangement parallel to the two coast-lines, which is readily explain- 
able on meteorological grounds and which is the reason for the north- 
south trend noted in all charts representing moisture relations. 

(10) Conciusions From Stupy or PRECIPITATION CONDITIONS. 

The charts of precipitation conditions (plates 46 to 52) exhibit 
features that are markedly unlike those of the temperature charts 
(plates 34 to 45), as was of course to be expected. The precipitation 
zones have a strong general tendency to extend in a north-south 
direction, while those of temperature generally extend from west to 
east. We have found it convenient to consider the following four pre- 
cipitation provinces in the United States: (1) the humid (or rainy) rain- 
province, occupying a small area of the extreme Northwest and a larger 
area of the southeastern Gulf and Atlantic coasts; (2) the semihumid 
(or semirainy) rain-province, occupying a rather narrow strip of country 
southeast of the northwestern humid area and nearly all of the country 
east of a line drawn from Corpus Christi, Texas, to Winnipeg, Manitoba; 
(3) the semiarid (or semidry) rain-province, occupying a narrow strip 
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east and south of the northwestern semihumid area, the plains region, 
roughly defined as between the mountains and the Winnipeg-Corpus 
Christi line, and portions of the States bordering the Great Lakes; (4) 
the arid (or dry) rain-province, occupying, roughly, the region west of 
the Rocky and Big Horn Mountains that is not included in the west- 
ern and northwestern portions of the other provinces. The general 
forms of these rain-provinces are set forth in figure 2, which is taken 
from plate 46. 
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Fig. 2. Moisture zonation, according to precipitation indices for period of average frostless season. 
Precipitation provinces: Humid, more than 140; semihumid, 100 to 140; semiarid, 60 to 100; arid, 
less than 60. Numerical values are in the thousandth of an inch. (See also plate 46.) 

Plates 48 and 51 show somewhat marked departures from this 
generalization, consisting mainly in the westward or southwestward 
displacement of the arid province, so that the latter comes to include 
the southern half or more of the Pacific coast and little or none of the 
Great Basin. 

The other features of these two plates are somewhat different from 
those of the other precipitation charts, but still agree with them in a 
general way. The southeastern humid province appears on plate 49 
as three localized areas, two of which are where they would be expected 
(from a study of plates 46, 47, 49, 50, and 51). The third area, however, 
is differently placed, occupying portions of Minnesota, Iowa, Mis- 
souri, Wisconsin, and Illinois. On plate 51 this southeastern humid, 
or rainy, region is much more extensive northward and northwestward 
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(than in the case of plate 46, for example), and southern Georgia and 
Alabama, and most of Florida are here shown as in the semiarid 
province. 

3, REMOVAL OF WATER FROM THE PLANT. 

A. INTRODUCTORY. 

(1) GenEeRAL ConTROL OF WATER-LOSS. 

The external conditions! that are effective in the control of water- 
loss from ordinary land-plants are generally confined to the aerial 
environment, for water is probably seldom lost through the subterra- 
nean periphery of the plant-body. The water-extracting conditions 
of the aerial environment are more directly related to climate than are 
the water-supplying conditions of the subterranean surroundings. 
Some of these conditions have been studied by meteorologists and 
climatologists, and the published records of the U. 8. Weather Bureau 
will once more be drawn upon for climatological information wherever 
possible. 

There are just two features of the aerial environment of plants that 
are directly effective in controlling their rates of water-loss—the 
evaporating power of the air and the intensity of absorbed radiant 
energy. These two conditions should not be confused; one is dependent 
upon air-temperature, air-humidity, and velocity of air movement, 
and the other depends upon the quality, intensity, and duration of 
sunshine, which is not generally a function of the air conditions 
immediately about the plant. Also, these two conditions should not 
be confused with evaporation, which is almost always done in common 
parlance. The rate of evaporation from a given water-surface is deter- 
mined by various internal conditions (resident in or back of the sur- 
face) and by these two external conditions. We shall, however, still 
frequently employ the term ‘‘evaporation”’ as practically synonymous 

1 On the internal conditions that are effective in this regard, see Livingston (1906, 2).—Idem 
(1913, 2). Bakke 1914.—Shreve, F., The vegetation of a desert mountain range as conditioned 

by climatic factors, Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub. No. 217, 1915, and the citations given in these 
papers. The xerophytism, mesophytism, etc., of plant forms, as these have been roughly con- 
sidered by observational and classifying ecologists, are mainly based upon the appearance or 
structure of the aerially exposed parts and, until the recent development of the concept of transpir- 
ing power, or resistance to transpirational water-loss (which is quite distinct from the transpira- 
tion-rate itself), but little progress has been made toward the quantitative definition of plants in 

this regard. If the transpiring power of plants might be as well known as the shapes of their 
leaves and the arrangements of their floral parts, a great impetus should be given to the more 
permanent aspect of ecological study. With a knowledge of this power for the various plant 

forms should of course go a similar knowledge of water-absorbing power and water-conducting 
power (see especially Livingston and Hawkins (1915), in this general connection), for the xero- 
phytism, etc., of a plant may depend on one of these latter rather than upon transpiring power 
alone. The measurement of these more recondite internal conditions has not as yet been seriously 
attempted, and methods therefor are still to be devised. Ecological plant geography will 
eventually need to define its plants physiologically as well as taxonomically, and the geographical 

distribution of species (itself as yet attempted only in a crude way) will become of little interest 
without some real knowledge of the physiological qualities by which these species resist or favor 
the various influences of the environment. In the present part of our study we confine attention 
to environmental conditions. 
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with atmospheric evaporating power, since this will be readily under- 
stood and since an attempt to avoid such practice seems somewhat 
pedantic at the present time. When the evaporating power of the air 
begins to enter seriously into climatogical studies this meaning of the 
word ‘‘evaporation”’ may be dropped. In short, it séems desirable to 
avoid clouding the main issue for the present, and we shall frequently 
employ the word ‘‘evaporation”’ to correspond with the word ‘‘pre- 
cipitation” as here used. The expression “evaporating power of the 
air,’ or ‘‘atmospheric evaporating power,” will also be used, however. 

(2) ArmospHERIC EvaporaTiING Power. 

This term is here used in Livingston’s! sense, meaning the tendency 
of the air about the plant to accelerate transpiration. The expression 
has been seriously opposed as an “‘inaccurate and misleading expres- 
sion,’ by certain members of the staff of the United States Weather 
Bureau. Some of the discussion that has been raised in this connection 
is indicated in one of Livingston’s papers (1915, 2) and in footnotes, 
editorial and otherwise, incorporated therein. 

The objection to the term, as so far brought out in the literature, 
seems to reside mainly in the consideration that the non-aqueous gases 
of the air actually hinder vaporization of water (which they do to a 
comparatively slight degree), so that a decrease in the amount of these 
gases present must increase the evaporating power of the air. It does 
not appear, however, that this is really an objection to the term in 
question, especially since the meaning is understood immediately by 
everyone, and since no better term seems available as yet. Doubtless 
some of the misunderstanding brought out in this discussion hinges 
on what may be meant by air. The air is a mixture of varying 
proportions of various gases; it always contains (in nature) nitrogen, 
oxygen, and a little argon, but it also contains carbon dioxide and 
water-vapor, and frequently numerous other gases. We see no reason 
for not considering these last-named gases as a part of the mixture, and 
it is in the sense of air as the gas mixture bathing the evaporating sur- 
face in question that the word has been employed by Livingston and 
is here employed. Now, such a gas-mixture as the air may vary in the 
nature and proportions of its constituents, and it may also vary in its 
density, or pressure. As the pressure decreases the air becomes less 
dense, and this purely physical change makes it possible for evapora- 

1In this connection, see the following papers: Livingston (1906, 2).—Jdem, Evaporation as a 

climatic factor influencing vegetation, Hort. Soc. New York, Mem. 2: 43-54, 1910.—Idem, 

A schematic representation of the water-relations of plants, a pedagogical suggestion, Plant 
World 15: 214-218, 1912.—Atmometry and the porous cup atmometer, Plant World 18: 21-30, 
51-74, 95-111, 143-149, 1915.—IJdem, Atmospheric influence upon evaporation and its direct 
measurement, Monthly Weather Rev. 43: 126-131, 1915.—Idem, A modification of the Bellani 
porous plate atmometer, Science, n. s., 41: 872-874, 1915.—Jdem, A single climatic index to 

represent both moisture and temperature conditions as related to plants, Physiol. Res. 1: 421-440, 
1916.—Idem, Atmospheric units, Johns Hopkins Univ. Cire., 160-170, Mar., 1917. 
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tion to proceed at a higher rate than is obtained with greater pressure. 
It is likewise true that an alteration in the water-content of the air 
changes the rate at which evaporation may occur, ceteris paribus. 
Furthermore, a change in the temperature or velocity of movement of 
the air (wind) over the evaporating surface also alters the possible rate 
of evaporation. It is thus seen that both physical and chemical changes 
in the air exert an influence on the rate of evaporation from exposed 
liquid or solid water. That a decrease in the amount of gas present 
per given volume should accelerate evaporation is surely not a matter 
to cause misunderstanding, for we regard the mixture as air, at what- 
ever density it may occur. It thus appears that the evaporating power 
of the air increases as the density of the air decreases, and this con- 
sideration appears to clear up the whole difficulty above mentioned. 
The usual popular quibble over the conception of limits arises here, 
as elsewhere in physical science, when we consider the result of decreas- 
ing the air-pressure to zero. In such a case the air approaches, and 
finally should become, an absolutely empty space, without tempera- 
ture and without chemical nature. Such an absolute vacuum would 
have the highest possible evaporating power, in Livingston’s sense, 
and after such a condition had been reached (if it could be maintained) 
the rate of evaporation from exposed liquid or solid water should be 
controlled only by conditions resident in the liquid or solid itself. This 
condition is impossible of attainment, of course, so that the evaporat- 
ing power of the air never becomes infinite, but this consideration is 
valuable in that it shows clearly how this power becomes greatest 
when there is the least gas present in the air-space. The quibble arises 
over the popular interpretation of the apparently paradoxical statement 
that the evaporating power of the airis greatest when all the air has been 
removed. Of course, when the limit is reached and the air-pressure is 
actually zero, we have to broaden our definition of air so as to let the 
term mean the space abutting against the evaporating surface into 
which water vapor may diffuse. That this is necessary at the limit of 
reduced pressure (which is never really attained) seems to be no reason 
for changing our term, though if jt seems desirable we are free to admit 
that the term in question really denotes the evaporating power of the 
circumambient space in which air usually occurs. 

Another objection to the term ‘‘evaporating power of the air”’ is 
parallel to the one always raised against the word suction. The water 
vaporizes because of conditions resident in its solid or liquid phase, 
and the energy thus transformed does not come (directly) from the 
air-space. Just as the term “‘suction,’”’ or sucking power, has to be 
regarded as referring to the removal or decrease of a resistance, rather 
than to the application of a driving force, so the evaporating power of 
the air is to be regarded as proportional to the reciprocal of the measure 
of the resistance offered by the air to evaporation. The resistance thus 
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offered may be expressed in terms of the water-condensing power of 
the air, but, as Livingston has remarked, air without actual tendency 
to precipitate or deposit liquid or solid water still offers resistance to 
evaporation: 

“Air without water-vapor offers resistance to evaporation but has no condensing power; 
it can not deposit water upon a surface, no matter what its pressure may be. The resistance 
offered by such dry air can be expressed in terms of an equivalent condensing power, however.” 

In answering this second objection to the term “‘evaporating power 
of the air,” a third possible objection is also partly answered. This 
objection arises from the various senses in which the word power is 
used. If we are interested only in the statical phase of the matter 
before us, then the evaporating power of the air is proportional to the 
reciprocal of the measure of the capacity of the air-space to retard the 
vaporization of water, from.a liquid or solid water surface exposed to 
that space. The dynamic phase of the problem of evaporation, how- 
ever, allows the use of the word “power” in its ordinary physical 
sense, as denoting the time-rate of doing work. The conditions resi- 
dent in the air-space are thus thought of as somewhat like a brake on 
a wheel, and we consider a time-rate of the reciprocal of resistance to 
evaporation. Thus, our use of the word ‘‘power”’ is not with the 
meaning of spatial capacity, but we employ the word in its true physical 
sense, as though the air were a machine acting to retard evaporation. 
As in other cases of power measurement, it is necessary to measure 
the power in question in terms of the amount of work capable of being 
performed in a given time period. Internal conditions, resident in the 
solid or liquid phase of the water, determine what would be the rate of 
evaporation if the air-space offered absolutely no resistance, and if 
these internal conditions remain constant the amount of evaporation 
occurring per time period is proportional to the reciprocal of the power 
of the air to behave as though it were condensing water-vapor upon 
the exposed surface. The reciprocal of the rate at which water would 
be condensed if all of the tendency of the air-space to retard evapora- 
tion were effective toward actual condensation is thus proportional to 
the tendency of the air conditions to allow evaporation to proceed, and 
this may be relatively measured as a power by determining the amount 
of water actually vaporized per time period. Of course, the conditions 
resident within the solid or liquid surface are never even sensibly con- 
stant for long, and the actual rate of evaporation depends not only 
upon the evaporating power of the air, as above defined, but also 
upon the internal conditions. The evaporating power of the air is 
thus relatively measured as the time rate of the reciprocal of the 
resistance offered by the air to evaporation, this resistance being 
measured in terms of equivalent condensation. But condensation is 
merely negative evaporation, so that when the air conditions aresuch 
as to make the external resistance just equal to the internal tendency 
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(within the solid or liquid phase) to vaporize water, then the apparent 
rate of evaporation becomes zero. Going further, the external condi- 
tions frequently become such that the resistance offered by the air to 
vaporization of water is greater than the tendency of the internal 
conditions to cause vaporization, this resistance being due toa ten- 
dency of the air to deposit water on the surface, and actual condensa- 
tion ensues; 7. e., the evaporating power of the air becomes negative 
and the evaporating surface gains water instead of losing it. 

There seems never to have been any attempt to define air according 
to its chemical content; it would still be air if it were largely carbon 
dioxide or hydrogen, etc., and it seems unadvisable to attempt a 
restriction of the terms ‘‘air” and ‘“‘atmosphere” at this late day. 
For the rest, the expression ‘‘evaporating power of the air” has been 
in use among students of this power at least since 1906 (when Living- 
ston used it). Itwill probably appeal to most students of this poweras 
quite unobjectionable and it need not be dropped. Livingston (1917, 1) 
has suggested atmometric index as still another term, to avoid the 
difficulty just mentioned and to avoid the necessity of employing 
evaporation to mean both the process and one of the conditions 
controlling its rate. We shall not employ this new expression, how- 
ever, preferring to allow others to decide the question thus raised. 

The evaporating power of the air is of the utmost physiological 
importance to vegetation, and it can be rather readily and directly 
measured, in relative terms. Nevertheless it has not been seriously 
studied in the United States, and most of the information so far 
obtained in regard to it is only indirect. To appreciate what ones of 
the climatic conditions usually measured may be valuable here, it is 
necessary to consider the secondary conditions, upon which depends 
the atmospheric evaporating power. 

The vapor-tension deficit—Without air-movement, and supposing 
the air and water temperatures to be the same, the evaporation-rate 
should be nearly proportional to the vapor-tension deficit; that is, to 
the difference between the maximum vapor-tension for the given air- 
temperature and the tension of water-vapor actually present in the 
air. The actual vapor-tension in the air is a closely approximate 
measure of the tendency toward condensation and the maximum vapor- 
tension for the given temperature and pressure is a measure of the 
whole tendency toward evaporation; the former tendency overcomes 
a portion of the latter and what remains is very nearly the actual 
tendency toward evaporation. The maximum vapor-tension of water 
is, of course, a constant for any temperature and barometric pressure, 
and its value may be obtained from physical tables. The actual 
vapor-tension is seldom as great as the maximum; it is so only in the 
case of water-saturated air. If we allow EH and LH’ to represent evapora- 
tion-rates from the same surface at different times, P and P’ the 
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maximum vapor-pressures corresponding to the respective air-tempera- 

tures, and p and p’ the corresponding vapor-pressures of water actually 

in the air at those times, then 

EY Pp 

Hm Pp 
Under such conditions P—p and P’—>p’ are measures of the respective 

forces tending to drive water-vapor off from the surface into the air. 

To determine the values of p and p’, we may measure the absolute 

humidity by chemical methods, we may resort to the sling psychrom- 

eter or any form of wet and dry bulb thermometer with constant and 

rapid air-movement, or we may employ the Regnault dew-point 

apparatus. It is clear that the values of p and p’ depend upon the 

absolute humidity and upon the air-temperature and barometric 

pressure, while the values P and P’ depend only upon the temperature 

and barometric pressure. Since the influence of barometric pressure 

is relatively small under natural conditions, it need not be seriously 

considered here. The vapor-tension deficit is seen to include the air- 

temperature influence. 
Relative humidity—The vapor-pressure deficit is not one of the 

climatic features usually determined by climatologists, who have 

rather uniformly followed earlier workers in the employment of the 

concept of relative humidity in its stead. Relative humidity is the 

vapor-pressure of the water-vapor actually present in the air expressed 

as percentage of the maximum vapor pressure for the given temper- 

ature and pressure; it is simply the percentage of water-saturation of 

the air. This bears no quantitative relation to atmospheric evaporat- 

ing power, even with wind and barometric effects left out of considera- 

tion, for it is obvious that air with a given relative humidity must be 

more effective in promoting evaporation at a higher temperature than 

at a lower. It is not the percentage of the maximum vapor-pressure 

actually present, but the difference between the maximum pressure and 

the actual, which measures this influence upon evaporation-rate. 

Since the maximum increases with temperature (though not propor- 

tionally), a given percentage of deficit must represent a larger actual 

deficit as the temperature rises. 

If H and H’ represent the relative humidity of the air at different 

times, the remaining symbols being the same as above, then 

1S ey pd 

H! p'/P 
From this it is clear that, if the air-temperature is known in each case, 

thus furnishing the values of P and P’, the vapor-pressure deficits 

may be found; from this equation and the one for LF, E’, given above, 

it follows that E P(i—H) 

RF’ P'(1—H’) 
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In other terms, the rate of evaporation is, under the assumed condi- 
tions, proportional to the product of the maximum vapor-pressure of 
water, for the given air-temperature, and the complement of the 
relative humidity. 

Relative humidity is commonly measured and discussed in climato- 
logical studies, and its complement is sometimes employed as a measure 
of atmospheric dryness. They are both easily seen to have no definite 
relation to the evaporating power of the air. There is here, however, 
a general and merely qualitative relation; high relative humidity 
usually corresponds to low atmospheric evaporating power, and the 
reverse. We shall have to deal with relative humidity in our discus- 
sion of the climatic conditions influencing evaporation, but this con- 
cept is to be clearly appreciated as without logical foundation; it is 
simply a mathematical abstraction and its value to agriculture or 
ecology will have to be determined by direct empiricism. It may be 
here suggested that vapor-tension deficit is the climatic dimension 
that should be measured by ecological workers, if the analysis needs 
to be carried so far. Fortunately, the evaporating power of the air 
can be directly measured, and much more readily and usefully than 
can this deficit, and it seems not at all necessary at present, for ecologi- 
cal purposes, to analyze this power into its components. 

Wind.—Besides the vapor-tension deficit, atmospheric evaporating 
power is greatly influenced by air-movement; with increasing wind, 
ceteris paribus, the evaporation-rate is accelerated. Here again, 
however, the relation between wind velocity and evaporation-rate is 
not a linear one; with low velocities the effect of alteration in wind 
velocity is great; with high velocities this effect practically vanishes, 
and the relation of the two features for any given range of velocity 
depends upon the kind and upon the exposure of the evaporating sur- 
face. As has been mentioned, an enormous amount of effort has been 
expended in attempts to find empirically a formula by which evapora- 
tion might be calculated from measurements of other climatic condi- 
tions, and the argument over the wind factor has been greatly pro- 
longed. Such attempts have failed, as they always must until the 
problem is first solved by controlled physical methods, which solution 
has not yet been seriously attempted. When a solution is reached, 
however, it will obviously hold only for some particular kind, size, 
etc., of evaporating-pan or other atmometer. 

As a climatic feature that must surely influence water-loss from 
plants, but the exact nature of whose influence is still quite beyond our 
reach, wind velocity will be but briefly touched upon in our study. On 
theoretical grounds this is not a promising criterion for ecological 

1 Livingston, B. E., The vapor tension deficit as an index of the moisture conditions of the air, 

Johns Hopkins Univ. Cire., Mar. 1917, pp. 170—175.—Johnston, Earl 8., The seasonal march of 
climatic conditions as related to plant growth, Maryland Agric. Exp. Sta., in press. 
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climatology, and it is practically unsatisfactory on account of the 
inadequacy of the information in this regard which is now available. 

(3) ABSoRBED RApIATION. 

Reverting again to the conditions controlling water-loss from plants, 
we have said that there are, generally, two of these—the evaporating 
power of the air and the intensity of absorbed radiant energy. The 
first of these has been discussed in sufficient detail for present purposes 
and the second remains to be considered. By far the greater portion 
of the radiant energy intercepted by plant surfaces comes directly 
from the sun; other sources of radiant energy appear to be practically 
negligible under most natural conditions. It is therefore absorbed 
sunshine (light and heat) that needs attention at this point. 

The intensity of absorbed solar radiation is determined by three 
conditions—the intensity of the impinging rays, the angle at which 
they meet the exposed surfaces, and the absorbing power of the sur- 
faces. The last is an internal condition, effective within the plant, 
with like transpiring power, water-absorbing power, etc. With this, as 
other internal conditions, practically nothing of a quantitative nature 
has yet been attempted.! 

The angle at which the impinging rays meet plant surfaces varies 
with the time of day, with the season, and with the shape and position 
of the plant; but since ordinary plants offer absorbing surfaces to solar 
radiation at all possible angles, it is only in special studies of special 
species (as of ‘‘compass plants,” for example) that this matter may 
require attention. We may ignore the angle of incidence in our present 
discussion.” 

The intensity of the impinging radiation is obviously the feature 
dealt with in climatology as sunshine intensity. For the measurement 
of this, various methods have been devised from time to time (such 
as the black-bulb thermometer, the bolometer, the pyrheliometer, the 
Hicks solar radio-integrater and several forms of photographic actinom- 
eters), but no data are available for a quantitative climatological 
study of this condition. It appears probable that the radio-atmometer® 
may furnish adequate information for ecological purposes, when its 
value in this connection has become appreciated. 
A very distant approach toward the measurement of sunshine 

intensity, and the only systematic attempt in this direction thus far 

1 See, in this regard, Livingston 1911, a. 

2 Briggs and Shantz have argued that only the vertical component of solar radiation is to be 
considered as effective upon plants. It seems to us that this question requires experimental 

investigation before its detailed discussion may be attempted. We may add here the remark 
that the surfaces of most plant leaves occupy almost all conceivable angles with the vertical, so 
that the exposure of the plant as a whole must approach being equivalent to that of a sphere 
or of a vertical cylinder with spherical top. For the opposite argument, see L. J. Briggs and 
H. C. Shantz, Hourly transpiration rate on clear days as determined by cyclic environmental 
factors, U.S. Dept. Agric., Jour. Agric. Res. 5: 583-649, 1916. 

3 Livingston, B. E., A radio-atmometer for measuring light intensity, Plant World 14: 96-99, 
1911.—Jdem 1911, b; Idem 1915, a; Idem 1916, b. 

f 
| 
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carried out by the United States Weather Bureau, consists in the 
determination of the number of hours of sunshine occurring each day 
at the various stations. It is to be emphasized that the sunshine 
recorders now generally in use give but little information as to the 
intensity of the sunshine itself; they record the duration aspect of that 
range of intensities which is called direct sunshine, but the limits of 
this range have never attracted attention and are not established, so 
that the whole mass of dataso derived are anything but precise. Never- 
theless, some of the sunshine data of the United States Weather Bureau 
will be considered below, since they furnish the only available measure- 
ments having any bearing at all upon the matter before us. 

B. ATMOSPHERIC EVAPORATING POWER IN THE UNITED STATES. 

(1) Very Limitep Nature or AVAILABLE DATA. 

To obtain data bearing on atmospheric evaporating power it is only 
necessary to operate a number of atmometers of the same form in the 
various climatic regions dealt with, being sure that all have similar 
local exposures. The importance of this condition to plant and animal 
life and the relative ease with which it may be measured makes it 
appear surprising that practically no organized study of evaporation 
throughout the United States has yet been undertaken. Had evapora- 
tion been recorded as thoroughly as precipitation has been, we should now 
be able to construct relatively satisfactory atmometric charts, but the 
almost utter lack of data makes this practically impossible at present. 
To render our position in this connection still less satisfying, it is to be 
remembered that observations of any climatic condition, extending 
through a single year, are of but little value; if evaporation measure- 
ments were to be systematically begun in the present and were to be 
systematically continued, it would require many years of records to 
render these measurements as valuable climatologically as are those of 
temperature and precipitation at the present time. It seems now, 
however, that students of climate will hardly be able to persist much 
longer in their too common attitude of ignoring the evaporating power 
of the air. As we have emphasized, this climatic feature is probably 
as important from the standpoint of agriculture and etiological plant 
geography as either temperature or precipitation, and its investigation 
seems likely to be carried forward first by agriculturists and ecologists. 

While it is possible to collect from the literature numerous instances 
in which evaporation has been measured at a single station for a longer 
or shorter period of years, such measurements can not usually be 
correlated with those for other stations, either because the same years 
are not involved or because different kinds or sizes of atmometers have 
been employed. Aside from such cases, which are all valuable—at 

evaporation, Monthly Weather Rev. 36: 181-186, 301-306, 375-381, 1908; 37: 68-72, 103-109 
157-160, 193-199, 248-253, 1909. 
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least in showing the importance of this climatic condition—there are 
available just two logically planned series of atmometric measure- 
ments in the United States. One of these series was carried out by 
Russell for a single year, beginning in the summer of 1887. The other 
was conducted by the present writers during the summer of 1908. 
Approximately 20 years elapsed between these two series of observa- 
tions, and no thorough study of this feature has been completed since 
the last-named year, although the U.S. Weather Bureau is giving in- 
creasing (but always secondary) attention to evaporation. It should 
be noted that the United States Signal Service, the precursor of the 
United States Weather Bureau, carried out the earlier of these series, 
the second series being under the auspices of the Department of Botani- 
cal Research of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. These two 
series of atmometric observations, and the results derived from them, 
will now be considered in order. 

(2) Russevu’s Data oF EVAPORATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Evaporation intensities for period of average frostless season. (Table 
11, plate 53 and fig. 14.)—Russell’s! study of evaporation extended from 
July 1887 to June 1888 inclusive, and this author prepared an 
evaporation chart of the country, but the data thus used were cal- 
culated. For the period from June to September 1888, Piche atmom- 
eters were exposed in louvred instrument shelters at 19 stations. 
An experiment in a closed room, employing two Piche instruments 
and two open pans of water, gave data from which Russell calculated 
that the Piche instrument lost 1.33 times as much water as did his 
free water surface.” By use of this ratio the readings of the Piche 
instruments in the louvred shelters were converted into losses from 
the free water surface of the particular kind of pan used in the labora- 
tory test, and these, as tri-daily readings, were compared with the 
corresponding dew-points and wet-bulb temperatures within the shel- 
ters. From this comparison Russell derived a formula by which he 
afterwards calculated the evaporational loss from free water surfaces 
in the shelter, for 140 stations in the United States. In his paper he 
presents a table of the monthly calculated rates (July 1887 to June 
1888), and also the annual totals. 

In order to make use of these data in connection with the length of 
the average frostless season, as we have employed the latter, we have 
proceeded as follows for each station involved. The evaporation data 
for all whole months included in the average frostless season have been 

1 Russell, T., Depth of evaporation in the United States, Mo. Weather Rev. 16: 235-239, 
1888. See also Kimball, H. H., Evaporation observations in the United States, Monthly 
Weather Rev., 32: 556-559, 1905. 

2 Of course this relation must vary more or less markedly with temperature and humidity 
conditions, even where the wind influence is out of account; but Russell seems to have ignored 

this consideration entirely, along with the other important consideration that the amount of 
evaporation is dependent on the sort of pan used. 

‘ 
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summed, and to this sum have been added two quantities, representing 
the evaporation for the two fractional parts of a month at the beginning 
and at the end of the frostless season, respectively. These added 
amounts have been derived, in each case, by dividing Russell’s evapora- 
tion-rate for the month in question by the number of days in that 
month, and then multiplying the resulting quotient by the number of 
days of the same month comprised in the period of the average frostless 
season. 

The total evaporation for the season thus obtained is next divided 
by the number of days in the period of the average frostless season. 
Thus, for example, if the season extends from April 24 to October 3, 
we sum Russell’s monthly rates for May to September, inclusive, and 
add to this six-thirtieths of Russell’s rate for April and three thirty- 
firsts of his rate for October. We then divide this total by 162, the 
number of days from April 24 to October 3. The seasonal totals and 
the approximate average daily evaporation-rates (1887-88) for the 
period of the average frostless season, obtained as just described, for 
133 stations, are given in columns 6 and 7 of table 11, and the latter 
data are spread on the chart of plate 53, where the positions of the 
stations employed are again shown by small circles. It should be 
emphasized that Russell’s data for June, and earlier, refer to 1888, 
while those for July, and later, refer to 1887. We have merely made 
the best possible use of the available data. 

The isoatmic lines of this chart are drawn at intervals of 20 thou- 
sandths of an inch of average daily depth of loss from some hypothe- 
tical pan of water, Russell’s measurements being in such terms. The 
total range of values is from 52 (Tatoosh Island, Washington) to 349 
(Independence, California). 
On this chart of the approximate average daily intensities of atmos- 

pheric evaporating power for the period of the average frostless season, 
from data of 1887 and 1888, it appears that the isoatmic lines in the 
vicinity of the oceans have a very pronounced north-south trend. 
They also have a north-south direction in the plains region. Little 
relation to latitude, or to temperature, is here discoverable; during the 
frostless season temperature is not usually a prime condition in the 
determination of differences between different stations in the evaporat- 
ing power of the air. 

The lines for values 120, 160, and 240 are shown on plate 53 as dis- 
tinct from the others, and these may be taken as dividing the country 
into four evaporation provinces. Following our usage in the case of 
the precipitation indices, these provinces will be termed arid, semi- 
arid, humid, and semihumid. They are shown also in figure 14, 
which is derived from plate 53. This zonation is different from that 
shown for precipitation in several important respects. Here the 
humid province (values above 120) appears again as a western and an 
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eastern portion. The western portion is much larger in this case, how- 
ever, occupying the Pacific Slope for practically the full length of the 
western coastline and widening at the north to include about the 
western half of Washington. The eastern humid region has an entirely 
different form from that shown on the precipitation charts. Here it 
does not occupy the southeastern part of the country, but embraces 
the northern margin from about the one-hundredth meridian eastward. 
It also occupies portions of the Atlantic coast as far south as Cape Fear. 
It appears that the line for value 120 passes into Canada from Wash- 
ington and reenters the United States in North Dakota, so that these 
two portions of the humid province are probably to be regarded as a 
single one. It should be noted, furthermore, that the Atlantic coastal 
portion from Massachusetts, or New Jersey, southward appears to be 
separated from the northeastern portion, and that a small area of humid 
conditions is shown about Corpus Christi and Brownsville, Texas. 

These features will appear more prominently on the charts of pre- 

cipitation-evaporation ratios and on those of relative humidity, to 
be considered below. 

The arid province (values above 240) occupies much the same 
region as in the case of the precipitation charts, but it does not here 

extend west of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Of course, the western 
mountains are largely humid, but our charts do not generally present 
such details. The semiarid province (values between 160 and 240) 

occupies a belt outside of the area of the arid province, and this belt 

is extended eastward in the middle of the country nearly to the Appa- 

lachian Mountains. This eastern lobe of the semiarid province will 

also be pronounced on the charts of moisture ratios and relative 

humidities. The line separating the semiarid from the eastern semi- 

humid area (value 160) does not here bend eastward at its northern 

end as it does on the precipitation charts; on the contrary, it here 

bends westward and apparently joins the corresponding line which 

enters Canada from western Montana. 
Annual evaporation intensities. (Table 15, plate 54.)—Russell’s 

table gives the yearly totals for his series of stations, in inches of 

depth from some hypothetical pan of water, and he also presents a 

chart to represent these annual data. The data are reproduced in the 

third column of table 15 and they are shown graphically by the chart 

of plate 54, which is not exactly the same as Russell’s chart, a number 

_ of obvious errors in the latter having been corrected here. The total 

range for the country is from 18.1 (Tatoosh Island, Washington) to 

101.2 (Fort Grant, Arizona), and the isoatmic lines are placed at 

intervals of 10 inches, with full lines for the values 30, 50, and 80. 

This chart has a pronounced general resemblance to the one repre- 

senting evaporation for the period of the average frostless season 

(plate 53), but it differs quantitatively therefrom in several important 
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features. The northwestern portion of the humid province (values 
below 30) is less extensive, and the Pacific Slope is here depicted as in 
the semihumid province. The eastern portion of the humid province 
appears here about as in the case of plate 53, but it does not extend 
southward farther than Rhode Island, on the Atlantic coast. The arid 
province (values above 80) is here shown as smaller than in the pre- 
ceding case. The great eastern lobe of the semiarid province (values 
between 50 and 80), reaching nearly to the eastern mountains on plate 
53, is not present on plate 54, but a large area of values above 80 is 
shown as extending from St. Louis, Missouri, and Louisville, Ken- 
tucky, to Key West, Florida. 

Evaporation intensities for the three summer months. (Table 15, 
plate 55.)—Because we shall wish to compare the Russell evapora- 
tion data with those obtained by ourselves (to be considered below), 
and since it is impossible to employ the length of the mean frostless 
season as duration factor in connection with the latter, it is expedient 
here to study Russell’s data for the period of the three summer months, 
June, July, and August. For a period approximately comparable to 
this our own data may be studied. 

TaBLE 15.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the year and for the three summer months 
June to August. 
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TaBieE 15.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the year and for the three summer months 
June to August.—Continued. 
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TaBLE 15.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the year and for the three summer months 
June to August.—Continued. 
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TaBieE 15.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the year and for the three summer months, 
June to August.—Continued. 
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feel Sa he eee | Sie ba a lore Gay cle 
aa $5 | S88 2 | 38] 828 (Boks oN 
Z a jeu] Zz a Gj 

inches. | inches. inches inches 

Missouri: 
Gali pias a oa ROOOLS [ils coats Ms shee VAS OZ | sarees arse | webietavtuecs 
Hannibal)... 5. 2... oe Oy | eee 3 se) NU oe Si POVGSy les ice ee eee 

Kansas City....... 
= Ree Ec2s $56 0.90 whee Be UB 
Lamar (S49).......] 41.24 39.6 1.04 13.51 14.6 0.925 
Sie EOUISS oe ek: 37.20 5242 0.71 10.56 20.5 0.515 
Springfield.........| 44.57 38.3 1.16 14.29 12.4 1.152 

Montana: 
Crow Agency...... 9 
leet Custer)... 14.56 52.0 0.28 5.04 22.5 0.224 

15 COTES Eee 
(Fort Assiniboine) . ee ano a 0.35 6.00 | 16.5 p20? 
iulenaree es 7h | eh! 0.24 3.87 20.4 0.190 
Walispell’: 24... 2 43. NGEOS SIP cae) el tree SPAT Ms stones) || er etetehe uote 

Fort Maginnis (S30)| 16.52 35.8 0.46 5.20 16.0 0.325 
Miles City... 06; POSUCE| ean), aon 1320 dal eee ns onic 
Poplar (S30)... ... ee in \ 13.59 | 35.4 0.38 5.66 | 16.5 0.343 

Nebraska: 
@rete(S37) 5.6.20. 29.06 35.5 0.82 13.02 14.8 0.880 
HRHCOIN.... Sac titles - 7a feta) Uk ee, ee | Sy eee a PLE RGus co aly Ue otereretete 
North Platte..... 18.86 41.3 0.46 8.39 UPA TL 0.474 
(CRS TS ee a ae 30.66 41.7 0.74 13.00 16.6 0.783 
Malentine’..4... 2.0/4. 22.46 43.8 0.51 10.03 17.2 0.584 

Nevada: 

BREN Gy sclecicrsc Mater MLOLAS ome ee cee ORGSI vac cen led & aictetoieree 
Winnemucca....... 8.40 83.9 0.10 0.98 33.6 0.029 

New Hampshire: 
oneord'. -y. hc. fea } 40.11 | 33.3 1.20 10.87 | 12.4 0.877 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City...... 40.82 Zee 1.62 Myer 9.8 1.133 
Wane May .)....2..... BORON isco edly ctleoee NO SOS he oe. s 550 ey eee 

New Mexico: ] 
Fort Stanton (S2)..| 16.70 76.0 0.22 8.07 31.9 0.253 
ante Nel ts st, sai 3 14.49 79.8 0.18 6.11 53 ie!) 0.192 

New York 
PDN: so5015:5 8 Fhe 36.38 34.8 1.05 11.62 14.2 0.818 
Binghamton....... So OAD Cieh ell Nocoe otal NOVAS He reed Ah ov nceaeaee 
LECT |) Re 37.28 32.9 1)? 9.53 14.0 0.683 
(CHT) Re ee SOSUSH wtarcea diy ©. ke (2 oa | [MS ae menue Cgc de ers to 
LUCE CTS Gey Meee een S57 Wea Ye | are se, | Ris Mage | TORS ZO vas o'ecac5 |), we ieeseleer 
Be waly OLIGS. o:..6 <'0.<7: 44.63 40.6 1.10 IPE Ss: 14.8 0.834 

OBWEPO. oi. 2ackls « 36.18 28.9 1.25 9.35 abe 77 0.799 

Rochester......... 34.27 32.4 1.06 9.18 13.6 0.675 
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TaBLE 15.—Precipitation and evaporation data for the year and for the three summer months» 
June to August.—Continued. 

= he 1 fw Lhe 1 ‘ 

2 | 2.1882 |48 | oe jee? gq. : 8 a. om er Site ie 

§3 | as | ass eR i 8 RQ, ok 3 et 2 a aa |2POn% 
— ae | ah ee ee Ss FI Ss. 

| £2 ae Saclg o-s.| SA 683 a 
J 2 al RSoaNY | Ss wo | 8g a“s83 

Station. oh ats aaé ou | 28 ag38 
rs 5 is On ~“fn!| Ssils Zefa 

a: ote ii A as|/Sgmi 4 9 2" 
os | a3 |2t3 8 | £88/a8s loaeescis 
BA | $5 | S8a 5 | BER | $28 (Boas se 
Z a a z & ee 

North Carolina: inches. | inches. inches. | inches. 
IABHE Ville 2G santos AG 56) ee tcae ll Meese 14500 casi e | - ee 
Charlotte: 3. wc ce: 49.20 49.0 1.00 15.50 13.8 1.123 

Hatteras ey. ckcresor 60.85 31.3 1.94 16.30 10.4 1.567 
aleizh: 5t¢aoaso 49.60 37.0 1.34 16.73 12.8 1.307 
Wilmington........ 51.05 38.4 1.33 19.10 jh es 4 1.632 

North Dakota: 
SIS ALCIC: oe ee eel 17.64 31.0 0.57 7.66 13.9 0.550 

Devils Lake. .2.70.- 
(Fort Totten)...... 20.16 21.2 0.74 10.07 i eg 0.861 

WTIStON von 2 ob tee 
(Fort Buford)...... 15.07 35.5 0.42 6.91 16.1 0.429 

Obio: — 
Ciena. 4). o2 37.33 52.0 0.72 10.85 19.5 0.556 
Gleveland :),.;2aee.: 35.04 3537 0.98 10.38 14.5 0.716 

Columbus: '.3...0; 36.92 | 47.8 5 O47 10.36 | 19.1 0.543 
Sandusky.......... 34.02 | 36.6 0.93 10.98 | 15.4 0.713 
MROLECOM oe shia Peiaies 30.62 38.6 0.79 9.32 17.0 0.548 

Oklahoma: 
Fort Sill (S41)..... 30.85 46.1 0.67 9.83 16.7 0.589 
Oklahoma......... SL OO Ne skins. ol stele ees OSB ee ae 

Oregon: 
Astoria (S27) .....2.' 75.35 25.3 2.98 5.62 8.6 0.653 

Baker! City. 5.22. . T3220) Wars ae. - estes 2/03 | oa... 00) tee 
Portland). >4).(sea se: 45.13 34.7 1.30 2.97 12.8 0.232 
Roseburg:..c.stoc} 34.43 39.2 0.88 2 13.6 0.127 

Pennsylvania: 
STIG secre eee 38.55 33.8 1.14 10.22 14.9 0.686 
Harrisburg......... STAD TA ote Velen tess 1 sy Gl ee 
Philadelphia... .... 41.17 | 45.0 0.91 12.24] 16.6 0.738 
Pittsburgh... 20-)-|) seoreo 44.5 0.82 11.49 17.6 0.653 

Scranton. ......... SLURS niece il) | pir ees L165) 2.003341) eee 

Rhode Island: 
Block Island....... 44.36 24.0 1.85 9.66 8.2 1.178 
Providence........ BSE ele ote weer We | geteerese 10:42 }) .ccce< |) ee 

South Carolina: 
Gharleston.|..).<2...| 62:07 | 4397 1.19 19.52 13:7 1.425 
Columbia..........| 46.08 43.2 1.07 17.02 13.4 1.268 

South Dakota: 
PON ts sie nes 21.10 33.0 0.64 9.36 14.0 0.668 

Pierre ster. Petre 
(Fort Sully) ....... 16.63 41.9 0.40 7.44 17.8 0.418 

Rapid Citys... 6... ES SEO Ae ctiaisv Ale! badee weer S.20) | cantaa ls . .ceeeee 
pr N90) bei ee EY 25.43 31.0 0.82 10.91 race 0.859 

Tennessee: 
Chattanooga.......| 50.68 46.4 1.09 11.93 13.6 0.877 
L605 9' 111 49.35 45.9 1.08 12.38 14.1 0.879 
IWMGMDBIN: jc chioaels 50.34 50.0 1.01 11.08 15.1 0.734 

INashyile. oor .<~ as 48.49 50.1 0.97 12.19 16.9 0.722 
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June to August.—Continued. 

|__| | 

z 
3 
ax 
ao 
= a 

Station. =I 
3S 

B= 
<5 
Be 
a) 
Z 

Texas: inches. 
PADINENe, 53.26.00 e% 24.74 
AMATO is oso sls « 
(Fort Eliot) ....... \ 22.55 
Corpus Christi. .... 27.18 
PASO: dese hs enc egese, = 9.84 
Brownsville (S1}...| 26.89 
Fort Davis (S2)....] 17.46 
Fort Ringgold (S?). \ 17.46 
(Rio Grande City) . \ 
HGrbwWVOreh..... 8.0 26.89 
Galveston......... 47.06 
Palestine! ttacss os: ¢ 43 .02 
San Antonio....... 26.83 
PR AGLOT ae 5 3) ercicke, aos 35.47 

Utah: 
Modena...) cs..085- 10.15 
Salt Lake City..... 16.03 

Vermont: 
IBurhnpione,.))....25| ol.d6 
INOrth Ge) Gis: <4... s1 33.84 

Virginia: 
Lynchburg......... 43.42 
PNOEFOL KS hae eee sicie 49.54 

Richmond s:).%... 0 41.63 
Wivitheyille |<<.) 46.71 

Washington: 1 
North Head........ 
(Fort Canby) ..... f oe 
Olympia (S19)..... 55.23 
POrtpAneeles: 2 00) 2 sn as 
psthile tock cite erteve 36.59 
SMGkANG 45.2 oicierenssae 18.85 
SU RCOMIS 1 24205 che se 45.41 
Tatoosh Island.....| 88.78 
Walla Walla....... 17.67 

West Virginia: 
PRURSYTASE (2 )che so <fietcand in el|@ AD aD 
Parkersburg....... 40.22 

Wisconsin: 
ErcenPe ayes: sci ode 
WAG TOSSE 3/5 4.0). /3.54.- ol 17 
Madison. :3.0 5. 5 adler Al 

Milwaukee.........] 31.40 
Wyoming: 

@heyenne.: .3.2./..5- 13.60 
Evanston (H)...... 13.1 
(Fort Bridger)..... j 
WSATIMET acid Site clot 13.92 

evaporation for 

year 1887-88 (Eq). 
Total Ratio of normal annual 

nual evaporation for 

Pa Ea }* 

precipitation to an- 1887-88 ( 

a S CO pt 

ae | 62 
3 2 aa 
ao fee 
~~ | a & 
S Wl] 6g 
O folate es 
+2 2 aOom 
Spee || PSS 
Bieta) We, Sic 
g8o/<a4 
BEA | B20 
Z o 

inches. | inches 

7.54 22.8 

8.97 22.0 

6.68 12.6 

4.40 30.7 

6.96 12.0 

9.01 32.4 

5-2) 18.5 

Y figtatate| PIR esetaG 

13.74 14.7 

9.22 14.9 

8.02 16.9 

SeOlelaecas ss 

DUAR he ers ca eis 

2.09 28.8 

LD OB ih nee feces 

10.86 9.6 

yan be 14.6 

16.10 12.5 

DOS Or is steele 

LS O09) ieinetiee 

* 2.875 FE7.oz 
'3.12 |%11.6 
5 a ee 6.0 

Dy OO Atri 

DART AS 18.5 

AON IP erttces 

8.07 4.6 

2.03 Zon0 

as eta Sg oer 

1 LAS Oe eae 

10.16 13.9 

11.91 14.5 

PSS OMe otto sare 

9.50 12:3 

5.03 26.1 

1.90 21.0 

RAS Wiens arses 

Ratio of normal pre- 
cipitation for 3. sum- 
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mer months to total 
Ps Es 

evaporation for sum- mer months, 1887-88 

eeeevece 
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Column 6 of table 15 presents the sums of Russell’s three monthly 
losses, for each station considered, for June 1888 and July and August 
1887, these numbers representing inches of depth. To obtain the 
average monthly rate, each number is to be divided by 3; to obtain 
the weekly rate each is to be divided by 13, etc.; but since any such 
alteration in the time increment considered would result in applying 
the same coefficient to the entire series of indices, and since relative 
indices for the different stations are all that are here requisite, we 
employ the totals simply. These are charted in plate 55, where isoat- 
mic lines are represented for increments of 5 inches, those for the 
values 10, 15, and 30 being distinct. This chart exhibits about the 
same features as does that based upon the length of the mean frostless 
season as the duration factor. 

(3) EvaporaTION Strupies oF 1908. 

Presentation of data.—As has been stated, a series of evaporation 
observations were carried out from the Desert Laboratory in the sum- 
mer of 1908, the cylindrical porous-cup atmometer being employed. 
This is the first and only fairly representative series of direct measure- 
ments of this climatic feature that has been carried out for the United 
States, and we shall here enter into considerable detail in the discussion 
of our results. | 

As has been mentioned, certain aspects of this evaporation study 
formed the subject of a paper by Livingston.’ The following pre- 
sentation will proceed without attempting to distinguish between 
what is now published for the first time and what is here repeated from 
Livingston’s paper. Since that paper was published the data have 
been thoroughly revised, which accounts for some numerical dis- 
crepancies between our tables and those of Livingston. 
Two standardized porous cups were sent to each of 38 stations in 

the United States and Canada, in the spring of 1908, and were there 
operated side by side in the open till midsummer, when one of them 
was returned to the Desert Laboratory and restandardized. The 
restandarized cups were then sent back to their respective stations and 
again installed, and the two then continued to operate till the work 
was discontinued. In the fall both cups were returned and restan- 
dardized. Thus coefficients of correction were determined for the 
beginning, middle, and end of the season’s operation, and the amount 
of variation in these coefficients was determined without interrupting 
the series of observations. All standardizations were made with refer- 
ence to standard cups, the same standard being employed as is still 
in use for cylindrical cups supplied by the Plant World. Thus the 
corrected readings here given are directly comparable to corrected 

1 Livingston, B. E., A study of the relation between summer evaporation intensity and centers 

of plant distribution in the United States, Plant World 14: 205-222, 1911. 
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readings from all cups related to the Livingston cylindrical standard, 
wherever and whenever they may have been operated. 

The cups were freely exposed to sunshine and wind in every case. 
The center of the cup was 15 cm. above the soil surface, so that our 
records may be considered as proportional to the evaporating powers 
of the air (as this feature would affect the transpirational water-loss 
from a plant of about the above-named height, growing in the open) 
at the respective stations and for the respective time periods. The 
mountings were of the simple absorbing type’ and some rain absorp- 
tion is undoubtedly involved in the records. At that time the non- 
absorbing form had not yet been devised. Weekly readings were made. 
When the coefficient of correction of any cup altered, as shown by 

the mid-summer or final calibrations, interpolations were made to 
give probable coefficients for each of the weeks intervening between 
calibrations, it being borne in mind that, where two cups operate side 
by side, their weekly readings constitute a continuous series of measure- 
ments of the relative fluctuations of their coefficients. After the 
derivation ofthe coefficients for each week of the entire series of 
observations, all readings were corrected (by multiplying the actual 
reading by the corresponding coefficient), and the resulting pair of 
records (when two cups had operated simultaneously at the same 
place—that is, excepting for the period of mid-summer calibration, 
when but one cup was exposed) were averaged, to give the corrected 
rate for each week and station. 

To the observers at the 38 stations involved in this study our sincere 
thanks are due; without their kind and sustained help the study could 
not have been carried out at all. The names of the observers who so 
generously cooperated in this work have been given by Livingston 
(Plant World, 1911). 

Owing to various considerations, observations were not begun at 
the same time at all stations, and were not discontinued simultaneously. 
Also, accidents and interruptions of various sorts occurred, so that the 
final records are of unequal completeness in several respects. Such 
as they are, they are presented in table 16. 

The observations will be considered in five 5-week periods and a 
final 3-week period, and each of these periods constitutes a sub- 
division of table 16, which gives the weekly evaporation data and also 
the corresponding weekly records of precipitation whenever the latter 
are available. The units employed for evaporation are cubic centi- 
meters (of water lost by the standard cylindrical porous-cup atmom- 
eter), and precipitation is given in inches of depth in the customary way. 

1 The mounting as actually used is described and figured in the following papers: Livingston, 
1907, a.—Idem, A simple atmometer, Science, n. s., 28: 319-330, 1908. The non-absorbing 

mounting was first described by Livingston (Livingston, B. E., A rain-correcting atmometer for 

ecological instrumentation, Plant World 13: 79-82, 1910). It was improved by Shive (Shive, 
J. W., An improved non-absorbing porous cup atmometer, Plant World, 18: 7-10, 1915). See 

also Livingston, 1915, a. 
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TaBLe 16.—Weekly precipitation (P) and weekly rates of evaporation (E), the latter from 
cylindrical porous-cup atmometers, 

First 5-Wrek Periop (Apr. 

Station. 

Arizona: Tucson 
Florida: 

Maryland: Easton? 
Michigan: Grand Rapids 

Missouri: St. Louis 
Nebraska: 

NewBrunswick:Fredericton 
North Carolina: 

West Raleigh ; 
North: Dakota: Diekinson?)|/2=.al4.% «cle ts. -e Slonoee |e 
Ohio: Oxford® 

Oregon: Eugene 
Tennessee: Knoxville 
Texas: Dalhart 

1 Calculated from 2-week total. 
? Precipitation data from monthly weather reports. 

summer of 1908. 

21 ro May 25). 

May 12 May 19 
to 18. 

MOOSOSO Os. 
i) to os 

SSRSLSS 

Ont 

cooonoro oow om oo be or} Daoamie 

3 Precipitation data are for Jacksonburg. 
4 T means trace, less than 0.01 inch. 

C.C. 
390 (1) 

268 (3) 
181 
149 (1) 
245 (1) 
117 (4) 
156 (1) 
106 

48 (1) 
245 (1) 
149 (2) 

202 
100 (2) 
106 (2) 
131 (4) 
53 (2) 

102 (2) 
522 (1) 
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TaBLEe 16.—Weekly precipitation (P) and weekly rates of evaporation (EF), the latter from 
cylindrical porous-cup atmometers, summer of 1908.—Continued. 

Srconp 5-WEEK Periop (May 26 To JUNE 29). 

May 26 June 2 June 9 June 16 June 23 

to June 1. to 8. to 15. to 22. to 29. Average. 
Station. 

12 E Pe E if E IP LPAI E if E 

$7. | G:C. an. C.C. im. ec) ane | 16sec im. | €.C. in. Cc; 

Arizona: Tucson.......... 0.00} 407 | 0.00 | 427 | 0.00 541 | 0.00] 543 | ! 7 | 635 | 0.00} 511 
Senn SANE DICFO. | coc} cock cline se lice cee clade cs losine wll escerne 0.00} 194 | 0.00} 201 | 0.00} 198 (2) 
PSIG ES OULGET S25 ceili «ais slic ny cle lei Siecets er ell eve vera. 0.25 141 | 0.00} 281 | 0.02] 252 | 0.09} 225 (3) 

Florida: 
Gainesville?............ SUT Deo daa ee Lae ore ee DOM|Pisiece © 6 2.95!| 120 | 2.36} 170 | 1.86} 201 (4) 
LAC EATEE hae hae ee 4.44) 165 | 3.30 | 144 | 1.21 137 | 4.02} 109 | 3.18] 124 | 3.23) 136 

Illinois: 
Charleston*............ 0.07] 176 | 1.41 | 201 | 0.37 153 | 0.62] 208 | 1.02! 205 | 0.70} 189 
MEME ASR ce clicnee sete 34s 0.09 | 145 | 0.46 114 | 1.52} 88] 47 | 104 | 0.52] 113 (4) 

Louisiana: Cameron?....... 0.00} 283 | 0.19 | 265 | 4.46 195 | 0.26] 256 | 0.25] 170 | 1.03) 234 
Maine: Orono*....-....... 2.30] 48 | 0.70] 139 | 47 1OSR | ROPS SILC OL aie eee 0.88] 120 (4) 
Maryland: Easton?........ Haet| 1883 |] sss) || aiPab || (Ose: 178 | 0.59} 156 | 0.12} 203 | 0.58) 158 

Michigan: 
Grand Rapids....:..... 0.84] 104 | 0.00 | 227 | 0.61 121 | 0.08} 144 | 0.19} 168 | 0.34} 153 
REMUAETOMIP et tees ke calles oilie essa se cele sire erey eas aes 1.51] 198 | 0.31] 146 | 0.91} 172 (2) 

Minnesota: Minneapolis....}.....|...-. OF86)))) 72) 92 98 | 1.35] 81 | 2.19] 122 | 1.58} 98 (4) 
Missouri: St. Louis........ 1.29} 119 | 1.02 99 | 0.68 148 | 0.63} 192 | 0.15] 201 | 0.75} 152 
Montana: Bozeman?.......| 4.45} 16 | 2.71 14 | 0.15 64 | 1.49} 10] 0.06) 93 ]1.77) 39 

Nebraska: 
“LINE TT tee ae ee 1.38} 50 | 6.09 36 | 2.92 51 | 1.43} 105 | 0.79] 125 | 2.25) 73 
iWarti Platte... <5... 5s 0.22) 148 | 0.30 | 153 | 2.27 86 | 2.32} 95 | 0.09] 108 | 1.04) 118 

SAE PEUETION (002) 5 (a/5-< 0: Sif svare. a.e)f'orsirece OSU Aaa ac OFO0 Tale cael AT Waa OX OO Reaercs st otal lleceay- arate 
New Brunswick: Fredericton] 2.37} 21 | 0.70 | 106 | 0.14 121 | 1.43} 91 | 0.14] 132 | 0.96} 94 
New York 

no bar Wire ha reise Mais leit lean 0.00 | 167 | 0.00 136 | 0.80} 93 | 0.20} 132 | 0.25} 132 (4) 
RIESE eden ate Ios fot wel | etre cal alll arenes treet] cacy ne’ 5) ouonereic cll epee ane cell Vaceacgeral ome ates 0.67] 320 | 0.67} 320 (1) 

North Carolina: 
Pisgah Forest®........ tes | Soe tes | lesen 23 40 | 1.25 52 | 0.39} 76 | 0.63] 99 | 0.88] 67 (4) 
West Raleigh.......... 0.23} 242 | 0.76 | 192 | 1.45 190 | 2.30) 175 | 1.69] 183 | 1.29} 196 

North Dakota: Dickinson?. .} 0.74) 179 | 1.88 | 187 | 0.10 305 | 0.58] 243 | 0.95] 427 | 0.85] 268 
his Oxtord:., 22. .....5..- 0.04] 116 | 0.04 | 134 | 0.47 123 | 1.22) 155 | 0.82] 216 | 0.52) 149 
Oklahoma: Stillwater...... 0:04) 72) (13.56 48 | 2.07 53 | 0.29} 205 | 0.59] 167 | 1.32) 109 
Oregon: Eugene........... 0.08) 112 | 0.12 96 | 0.00 77 | 1.40! 77 | 0.46] 114 | 0.41) 95 

Quebec: 
Ste. Anne de Bellevue ..| 0.84/..... OLOGuliecee OOO Teen cls 0.58} 161 | 0.14} 181 | 0.36) 171 (2) 

Pa PeTIM CATER SUECOOUTY YS eo Nl cos oe av Tl ecnane | erat siai/ell geera erake eitet ollvoneee: ansiol| senuctiee LOVAeeee 203 era 155 (2) 

Tennessee: Knoxville...... O-O3e117 | 1.24 71h OVG2 Om eORZO|eeieces OFOL cee 0.63} 93 (8) 
Mexass Mathart. ..<...:5- 0.00) 550 | 0.51 | 483 | 0.00 581 | 2.06] 656 | 0.00) 556 | 0.51) 565 
Utah: Salt Lake City...... P45 || ee oes 0.74 74 | 0.08 89 | 0.87} 55 | 0.10} 70 | 0.45) 72 (4) 
Vermont: Burlington...... 0.77) 129 | 0.08 | 198 | 1.09 150 | 1.12] 147 | 0.07) 160 | 0.63) 157 
MERIDEN OCAULO = 5 coc] rare, occl| o osa,.d-liotoretete toll aren ete Wetalg avon Al iedecer scene 0.02) 134 | 0.01] 177 | 0.02} 156 (2) 

1 Calculated from 2-week total. 
2 Precipitation data from monthly weather reports. 
+ Precipitation data are for Jacksonburg. 

4 T means trace, less than 0.01 inch. 
5 Precipitation data are for Sapphire. 
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TaBLeE 16.—Weekly precipitation (P) and weekly rates of evaporation (E), the latter from 
cylindrical porous-cyp atmometers, summer of 1908.—Continued. 

Tuirp 5-weEek Periop (June 30 To Ava. 3). 

June 30 July 7 July 14 July 21 July 28 
BiG ee toduly 6. | 0 13. to 20. to 27. | toAug.3.| Averase 

P E P E P E P E 1B E P E 

in. | ©.¢. in C.c in c.c m. | ¢.c. in c.c in c.¢. 

Alabama: Florence?........| 1.24) 100 | 0.13 | 142 | 1.29 144 | 1.05} 116 | 0.40} 110 | 0.82| 122 
AyIZONG? “TUCEON..+3)4 «1400s 2: 4T | 554 | 0.04 | 460 | 4.41 206 | 2.88} 271 | 0.42) 298 | 1.55) 358 

California: San Diego......| 0.00] 207 | 0.00 | 264 | 0.00 249 | 0.00} 208 | 0.13} 177 | 0.03} 221 

Colorado: Boulder......... 0.59} 180 | 0.04 | 225 | 0.16 148 | 47 | 195 | 1.28] 153 | 0.41] 180 
Florida: 

Gainesville?............ 0767) 163 178. 1612276 LOO? (OL 040 le sia ely cee 1.74} 141 (3) 

VATSATSVION Ge ete tata c Ca rcen iy 186) 17 10.62) | 1382.70.26 184 | 1.23] 125 | 0.63] 109 | 0.92} 144 

Illinois: 
Charleston? <2 ..063 s2%: 0.66} 125 | 0.08 } 162 | 2.20 153 | 0.00} 153 | 0.00] 196 | 0.59) 158 

WIP DANG so ss,isit’> coteeresiabeodlanee (O242 1122.) 1204: 124 | 0.59] 72 | 0.00} 143 | 0.66; 110 

Towa :clowa. City’s: ..nnocs lead ostecleeee cele eetae gol 118 | 0.28] 155 | 0.00} 222 | 1.26) 165 (3) 
Louisiana: Cameron?....... 3.52] 123 | 3.80 99 | 0.67 275: 1.0.41 lee. <2 4:62). saz 2.66] 167 (3) 
Maine: Orono?............ 0.70} 121 | 0.00 | 178 | 0.90 117 | 0.86] 91 | 0.39] 122 | 0.57) 126 

Manitoba: Winnipeg.......}..... LEO a etectye 720 ee ee es 126) |e ees 180 Ji see 156 
Maryland: Easton?........ 0.04] 281 | 0.12 | 301 | 0.34 308 | 4.27] 122 | 0.00] 135 | 0.95) 229 

Michigan: 
Grand Rapids..........| 0.75| 103 | 0.13 | 243 | 0.58 136 | 0.00} 140 | 1.71) 182 | 0.63) 161 
IOUGHtOR: jst a dte sheets oe 0.92} 92 | 0.06 | 188 | 1.00 86 | -0.02| 147 | 1.73] 120 | 0.75) 127 

Styhelene asc sc atako se Le22i OCs Oso2iiee soe 1 ae 5 a fea a OL00) 7-5. 0.00} 296 | 0.61) 202 (2) 
Minnesota: Minneapolis....| 0.91) 96 | 0.13 | 119 | 1.77 149 | 47 | 151 | 0.35] 204 | 0.63) 144 

Missouri: St. Louis........ 1.70} 146 | 1.31 | 167 | 0.41 125 | 1.36] 126 | 0.00| 206 | 0.96; 154 

Montana: Bozeman?....... 0.12} 84] 0.04 | 148 | 0.02 144 | 0.25) 199 | 0.00] 234 | 0.09} 162 
Nebraska: 

HINCOMD ee te se sca eth: Soll 29 Neo G4s New ss OF07* iseraren OP1S) cae: 0.43)- ee 3.81] 29 (1) 

INOrthePlatte sinc. anna 1.30} 64 | 0.69 | 125 } 0.22 116 | 0.96} 119 | 0.00] 212 | 0.63] 127 

VEU ACaS RENO! toc necicias llc careliciece 0.04 | 536 aT 499 | 0.01] 484 | 0.08! 379 | 0.03] 475 (4) 

New Brunswick: Fredericton| 0.20} 129 | 0.19 | 161 | 1.27 98 | 0.70} 76 | 0.06; 128 | 0.48} 118 
New York: 

INT OL Ks cof senses tei one 0.05} 105 | 47 | 161 | 0.85 i Uy 6 AS «| 0:00);228 0.30) 148 (3) 
BVIACiuees ty .(. shisha 0).31//340"), 1.20 |... 1.41 270 | 1.08} 225 | ‘7 | 383 | 0.70) 305 (4) 

North Carolina: 
Pisgah Forest.......... 4.56} 32 | 0.77 67 | 0.70 104 | 0.78] 68 | 0.27] 81 | 1.42) 70 
West italeigh n.:<.ic% ss. 0.70) 140 | 0.43 | 198 | 0.76 216 | 0.74] 190 | 3.52} 74 | 1.23) 164 

North Dakota: Dickinson. .} 0.11} 289 | 0.39 | 393 | 0.69 320 | 0.33] 309 | 0.00} 285 | 0.30} 319 
IO ROSPORE ois wa, 3 s die de 1.86} 132 | 0.00 | 207 | 0.87 201 | 0.72} 153 | 0.00} 249 | 0.69) 188 
Oklahoma: Stillwater...... 1.52) 167 | 1.22 | 189 | 0.04 256 | 0.30} 140 | 0.01] 201 | 0.62) 191 

Aaa Bugene,....t.c.. 0.00} 62 | 0.00 | 234 | 0.00 262 | 0.00} 236 | 0.00} 300 | 0.00) 219 
uebec: 

Ste. Anne de Bellevue....| 0.22] 147 | 0.00 | 150 | 0.88 82 | 0.26] 51 | 0.30! 67 | 0.33] 99 
Saskatchewan: Regina.....|..... iby gota eS ee oy) ee 109 ae EUSP Mowe 180 ‘hacia 164 
Tennessee: Knoxville...... aid eoilacéy aves Os OD Hey sedis O60, tines 0.84] 126 | 0.46] 130 | 0.65) 128 (2) 
sexses Dalharts cs cish i. 1.64) 390 | 0.00 | 470 | 1.17 329 | 0.03] 427 | 1.05]..... 0.71) 404 (4) 

Utah: Salt Lake City...... AP Wel 10-00" 19148"10:02 189 | 0.01} 226 | 0.22) 175 | 0.05) 170 

Vermont: Burlington...... 0.11; 169 | 0.14 | 349 | 1.58 156 | 0.72} 122 | 0.21} 184 | 0.55) 196 

Washington: Seattle....... 0.09} 190 27 | 20010200 128 0.05} 174 | 0.00} 142 | 0.05) 167 

2 Precipitation data from monthly weather reports. 
4 T means trace, less than 0.01 inch. 

® Precipitation data are for Boscommon. 
7 Mueh interpolation on account of infrequent readings. , 
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TaBLE 16.—Weekly precipitation (P) and weekly rates of evaporation (E), the latter from 
cylindrical porous-cup atmometers, summer of 1908.—Continued. 

FourtH 5-wEEK Periop (Aua. 4 To Sept. 7). 

Aug. 4 Aug. 11 Aug. 18 Aug. 25 Sept. 1 
; to 10 to 17. to 24. to 31. to 7 AVETAEO, 

Station. BE Bes) 

Pe E 12 E 12 E P E Te E P E 

an. | c.c. in. €:C: m. cic: an. | ‘e.c. | am. | e.c. | an. c.c 

Alabama: Florence?........ 0.85) 34 {0.11 | 132 | 0.59 75 | 0.00} 139 | 1.32] 184 | 0.57] 113 

Arizona: Tucson.......... 0.08) 252 | 1.76 | 230 | 1.67 232 | 1.67} 229 | 0.41] 302 | 1.12] 249 

California: San Diego...... 0.55] 179 | 0.00 | 204 | 0.00 230 | 0.00) 235 | 0.07} 157 | 0.12} 201 
Colorado: Boulder®........ 0.43] 165 | 0.85 94 | 2.02 104 | 0.00) 205 | 0.00} 235 | 0.66} 161 

Florida: Miami........... 2.60} 96; 1.81 83 | 0.43 73 | 1.81] 72 | 0.04] 134 | 1.34) 92 

Illinois: 
@harleston*.:.......... OPUS 2S0 a ROL SS a P227. ec. 2 ea line brani eeeIIle, oie ts cil lokercheve terete 0.39] 229 (2) 
WIGS EEE 5 cine ee AE) L4Sia lel Gow |e sea uid el | Me a Oeioiess ke O48 lea eee 0.00} 148 (1) 

Iowa: Iowa City”?.......... 0.03} 178 | 5.09 61 | 0.02 153 | 2.33] 133 | 0.28) 170 | 1.55] 139 
Louisiana: Cameron?....... WEOS ee ae 2.26) 138@ | 2238 75 | 47 | 123 | 1.30] 130 | 1.49} 116°(4) 

Renrae: Orono’: .. 6... ss. 2212) (62 e239 83 | 0.18 122 | 0.00}; 97 | 0.04) 73 | 0.95] 87 

Manitoba: Winnipeg.......|..... SOs [15 eeoapts | Search [lotsa ates al] fa ave cesta [vere tere tenets ts all suecaretai] ce 2 veel epee 130 (1) 
Maryland: Easton?........ 2-69)" ‘95 10.62 | 157 } 1:36 113 | 2.93} 59 | 1.60} 112 | 1.84] 107 

Michigan: 
Grand Rapids.......... 0.13] 136 | 3.62 68 | 0.09 120 | 0.14) 154 | 0.00) 160 | 0.80) 128 
Ltr 0) 0.16) 164 | 0.12 99 | 0.34 212 | 0.01) 128 | 0.37} 212 | 0.20] 163 

ste 13 Cli are 0.88} 249 | 1.13 | 180 | 0.00 314 | 0:00)... .. 0.05} 191 | 0.52] 234 (4) 
Minnesota: Minneapolis....| 0.53] 127 | 0.24 | 100 | 0.01 159 | 0.14! 177 | 0.25) 231 | 0.23] 159 

Missouri: St. Louis........ 1.01} 125 | 0.15 | 176 | 0.36 177 | 0.03} 191 | 0.00) 212 | 0.31] 176 

Montana: Bozeman........ 47 | 190 | 0.49 | 105 | 0.24 144 | 0.36] 124 | 47 | 188 | 0.22) 150 
Nebraska: 
Loa OF 2O aoe 1.01 | 108 | 0.52 95 | 0.98] 138 | 0.24] 193 | 0.69] 134 (4) 

MOGuR PIATtO. 6: 2.65 65s 0.56} 192 | 0.27 | 130 | 0.46 98 | 0.28) 140 | 0.00} 295 | 0.31] 171 

Nevada: Reno’........... 0.00} 379 | 0.12 | 367 | 47 367000 -O0le 4. OL TO| eas 0.04] 371 (3) 
New Brunswick: Fredericton| 1.50} 69 | 1.35 50 | 0.76 66 | 0.00} 73 | 0.40} 37 | 0.80} 59 
New York: 

US Cty 0.63) 62 | 0.35 85 | 2.28 106 | 3.63) 41 | 0.06) 62 | 1.39) 71 

UCD eee 0.32) 346 | 0.23 | 299 | 0.11 371 | 0.00) 319 | 0.13) 406 | 0.16) 348 
North Carolina: 

Pisgah Forest.......... 3.11] 42! 3.05 79 | 7.15 14 | 1.24) 38 | 2.20)..... 3.64] 43 (4) 
West Raleigh.......... L216) LOS" 90. 21 1) 120) | S'09 5009.04) 14 Ws O7i 76> S634) 7 

North Dakota: Dickinson?..|} 0.00]..... 0.53 | 181 | 0.54 297 | 0.34) 243 | 0.00) 312 | 0.35) 258 (4) 

MIRITORMOFG. 2025.55 5...- 0.62) 167 | 0.47 | 190 | 0.00 238 | 0.00) 248 | 47 | 233 | 0.22] 215 

Oklahoma: Stillwater...... O24 220 A OT W224 Vt 27. 115 | 0.14} 168 | 3.91} 85 | 1.33] 163 
Oregon: Eugene........... 0.00} 305 | 0.00 | 170 | 0.00 174 | 0.00} 110 | 0.00} 134 | 0.00} 179 

Quebec: 
Ste. Anne de Bellevue...| 0.82} 43 | 0.10 60 | 0.77 47 | 0.02} 77 | 0.00} 96 | 0.34) 65 

Saskatchewan: Regina.....|..... WSs ae OG) ere Uta ees ke Dis ene O50 trae 76 
Tennessee: Knoxville...... E-45 |) (dd) POOL 29 ees Sale ccs. (Oa la | eae 1.254) oes. 0.73) 92 (2) 
Wexress Oalhart........... 0.00} 504 | 0.28 | 461 | 0.70 353 | 0.10} 485 | 0.15] 447 | 0.25) 440 

Utah: Salt Lake City...... 0.72) 178 | 0.62 | 168 | 0.01 181 | 0.04} 195 | 0.00} 170 | 0.28) 178 

Vermont: Burlington...... 0.38) 114 | 0.79 | 120 | 0.53 179 | 0.00) 171 | 0.50) 214 | 0.44} 160 

Washington: Seattle....... 0.00) 160 | 0.03 | 112 | 0.03 92 | 0.76) 51 | 0.01] 67} 0.17| 96 

2 Precipitation data from monthly weather reports. 
4 T means trace, less than 0 01 inch. 
§ Precipitation data are for Roscommon. 
Much interpolation on account of infrequent readings. 
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TABLE 16.—Weekly precipitation (P) and weekly rates of evaporation (E), the latter from 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

cylindrical porous-cup atmometers, summer of 1908.—Continued. 

Station. 

Alabama: Florence?........ 
Arizona: Tucson.......... 
California: San Diego...... 
Colorado: Boulder?........ 
Florida: Miami........... 
Tilinoiss Urbana: i... .6 .i3. 
Iowa: Iowa City?.......... 
Louisiana: Cameron?...... ; 
Naine:"Orono*..,:/50% sede 

Firra 5-wreek Periop (Sept. 8 To Oct. 12). 

Manitoba: Winnipeg.......|..... 
Maryland: Easton’?........ 
Michigan: 

Grand Rapidss..... 2... 
Houghton: cies ee ees. 

Str Heleont’iceeoss asco 
Minnesota: Minneapolis... . 
Missouri: St. Louis........ 

Nebraska: 
MeINCOMN He: 8 85 he le cede Pes en 

New Brunswick: Fredericton 
New York: 

Syracisens ioe week: se 
North Carolina: 

Pisgah Worest: = bce. lies soe 
West Raleigh: .4,2.3..' 

North Dakota: Dickinson?. 

Oregon: Eugene........... 
Quebec: 

Ste. Anne de Bellevue... 

Saskatchewan: Regina.....]..... 
Tennessee: Knoxville...... 

esas: Malhart:.. ..0s<!2 ss 

Utah: Salt Lake City...... 
Vermont: Burlington...... 
Washington: Seattle....... 

Station. 

RILOMNIS SAM OOO rn ek erik ys cia ig: fie 
HU OEIC: VLR cee she Rodeo una ach Wise Soeteueike 
Arnie CORR, SL. eee i bees 
LAT VIET Che EAA tON sc varore-pscswse & didenceie x cass iam 
IMOTIN GEES: FONOLVINO. 6. vc step a0 ka bis tales 

? Precipitation data from monthly weather reports. 

Sept. 8 Sept. 15 Sept. 22 Sept. 29 Oct. 6 Average 
to 14. to 21. to 28. to Oct. 5. to’ 12. 

ie E 1e E P E ag E IE. E | E 

in. C.C. in. C.c. in. C.c. im. | C.c. | on. c.c. | mM. C.C. 

0.00) 119 | 0.10 QB ee cae xe le ee eS S| en 0.05} 105 (2) 
OAD ASTON Sle Wo eet | Sas Sil Se eae Ce suc eter a pees ee 0.19) 276 (1) 
0.00) 214 | 0.00 | 164 | 0.22 167 | 0.00} 252 | 0.00) 218 | 0.04! 203 
0.02} 247 | 0.00 | 300 | 1.53 258 | 0.14} 109 | 0.00) 165 | 0.34] 216 
0.10} 140 | 6.68 82 | 3.36 104 | 9.00} 35 |10.52| 61 | 5.93) 84 
O00. 2.22 0:00 s)i132 cbse 116 | 0.14) 114 | 47 | 109 | 0.37} 118 (4) 

0.00) 149 | 0.00 | 145 | 1.53 ODS 5 seis pees loons | ee 0.51) 129 (3) 
TRG, Slaton lee aes 0.47 $3) 1h0:001 155; |e. ise 0.74) 105 (3) 
DAT ET aT Ss a DVS Reds ato elarscal coca 0.00) 124 (3) 

eal Bete LAO = | opie rece 62, es. Balesie ba] hoes | pe 124 (3) 
0.02} 98 | 0.05 | 106 | 0.08 63 | 0.32] 120 | 47 | 102 | 0.08] 98 

0.00) 154 | 0.03 | 126 | 0.72 TG \iehs Sl ath psedttoe el eeeee 0.25} 119 (3) 
0.04) 172 | 0.15 85 | 1.87 73 he | Pe eC 0.69} 111 (3) 
0.00) 297 | 0.00 | 237 | 0.47 240) 10:00) 170) 25, 2c eee 0.12) 236 (4) 
5 5 | Wi Lip a a | aie EW DS eae A | ere ne | Ree Baa Us ee Sum ti 3.23] 174 (1) 
O00): LAL STO 206s F149 oI Soe oes aed OR etch wenes beac oles ee 0.03} 160 (2) 
OVOS L477 WO 288) (ALS) ies as, 5) Ss) Sk cll eo oll ates oll erate eee 0.22} 139 (2) 

0.00} 185 | 47 | 189 | 0.51 120) ret a See bee 0.17} 165 (3) 
SP QO! MOCO! ite ZOO | ei nc ete Lait le erate eters ees ea 0.00} 208 (2) 
DEO Persze OR28 Gee oe ON OOO Tio Sk a Seas or sl lene te sere ia eer ee 0.131. .2229e 
0.13) 63 | 0.00 84 | 0.12 BAS) otelicths se oa al eee 0.08) 64 (3) 

0.00} 80 | 0.00 } 101 | 0.00 So Weel wht. 4c foe eee 0.00} 71 (3) 
0.00} 311 aT NOGA |e or ZEON ZOO bse ec 0287/25 eer 0.00} 293 (3) 

POA ees cia saliva ene é| Arceste 2 a Gavet cua atl race eae lets cell cr etaeaee I aeanen 124 (1) 
.00|} 76 | 0.00 | 108 | 0.12 83: 40-48), GOT) |)45. seh 0.15) 91 (4) 

0.02} 273 | 0.77 | 269 | 0.84 ZOE As. «.cokn1] ude ral Pokeratai| rele 0.54] 249 (3) 
0.00) 233 | 0.00 | 185 | 0.36 199. Ws scal lio, ceases showered re 0.12} 206 (3) 
0.00; 95 | 0.80 aS leas 3 52 | 0.00} 90 | 0.60} 90 | 0.54; 80 

0.00) 138 | 0.00 | 112 | 0.00 128 || (O25); TOD): ica eee 0.06; 120 (4) 

0.00) 108 7|"O202 32k OV40- 1528.5 Rea NAlS ee eee 0.00} 108 (1) 
(0) ea oe AGW Ge eis 76 Iisa 'cvcalleta-e cis [ew ete sf eee 75 (3) 

0.00) 94 | 0.00 97 | 0.00 106 |} 0.24) 141 | 1.32} 81 | 0.31) 104 

0.00) 538 | 0.19 | 426 | 0.05 BTS Hi ctcccs| Pec hil eee eee 0.08} 481 (3) 
0.87] 107 | 0.06 | 141 | 1.79 6311/0525, c<tesl oael eae 0.91) 104 (3) 
0.00] 186 | 0.01 | 172 | 0.00 155 Tic cole ail ete ner 0.00} 171 (3) 
0.18} 8&9 a7 55 | 0.04 55 | 0.50] 42:] 0:31) 16 Ova 

Last 3 Werks (Ocr. 13 To Nov. 2). 

Oct. 13 to 19. | Oct. 20 to 26.| Oct 27 to 
ov. 

P RE 

in. €.C; ; 

0.51 119 0.00 

4.28 103 OA SE a. fon chee wee 

ts i lil 30081 2 BGs ac acebe tases 

0.00 122 0.00 

0.00 108 0.89 

4 7 means trace, less than 0.01 inch. 
® Precipitation data are for Roscommon. 

™ Much interpolation on account of infrequent readings. 

=... 
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Summer march of evaporation at selected stations—The variation in 
the intensity of atmospheric evaporating power as the season advances 
at any given station is surely of very great importance in determining 
the kind and extent of the corresponding variations of developmental 
changes occurring in plants. These variations are therefore of consid- 
erable interest in other ways than because of the general novelty of 
atmometric data. We therefore give, in the following paragraphs, a 
short discussion of this feature for each of the 10 stations represented 
by the graphs of figures 3 to 12. These graphs are of gradatory form 
and each one is double. The upper graph of each pair represents the 
weekly evaporation rates (in cubic centimeters) from the standard 
cylindrical porous-cup atmometer, and the lower one represents the 
weekly precipitation. The dates given below, in each case, denote 
the endings of the consecutive weeks of the series, and the numbers 
on the graphs themselves are the ordinate values, representing cubic 
centimeters of evaporation and inches of rainfall. The features 
brought out by these figures will now be considered. 

09 |.03 
70 Jwié22 29uyv6 ao mare 20 2704.3 

L26F 

en 230.235 LVAPORATION 
2/4 194,201 207 204 

99/79 
£27. a 64/6 

poled 
13 ee PAINFALL 

00\00\.00|.00|.00 |.00 - 00 |.00 |.00 07 .00|.00 pee 00 |.00 }.00 |.00 

Jume22 29ur6 13 20 27hvE3 10, I2 24 FSERT th @ @30FF5 2 19 2éNoK2 

Fic. 4.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, San Diego, California. 

Seattle, Washington (fig. 3): In this graph the intensity of atmos- 
pheric evaporating power attained an early maximum of 200 c.e. 
(week ending July 13) and then fell generally to the end of our series. 
The weeks ending October 12 and 19 showed an average rate of 15 
c.c. per week, which is the minimum rate encountered. In the latter 
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half of our period considerable precipitation occurred. It is to be 
noted, as is generally the case, that weeks with much precipitation are 
characterized by low evaporation intensity. 

San Diego, California (fig. 4): For this station the weekly rates of 
evaporation show a striking uniformity for the period, with a minimum 
of 119 c.c. and a maximum of 264 c.c. The period was nearly rainless. 

Fic. 5.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summmer of 1908, Tucson, Arizona. 

Tucson, Arizona (fig. 5): From the beginning of the series to June 
29 the intensity of evaporation rose rapidly to a maximum of 635 c.c. 
for the week ending on the latter date. With the advent of the sum- 
mer rainy season. the rate then fell in 3 weeks to a magnitude of 206, 

less than one-third of the maximum. During the remainder of the 

series (ending September 14) the rates varied between 229 and 302. 

This latter half of the summer is a season of relatively great precipita- 

tion at this station, and the low evaporation intensity of the rainy 
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period is here well shown.’ This is the time when summer annuals 
are active. 

Dalhart, Texas (fig. 6): This station is characterized by exceedingly 
high rates for our series of observations—higher rates than were 
obtained at any other place—in spite of the fact that there was here 
considerable precipitation throughout the summer. No observation 
was obtained for the week ending August 3. The maximum weekly 
rate was 656 c.c. (week ending June 22) and the minimum was 329 
c.c. (week ending July 20). The march of the index of evaporation 
intensity suggests a periodicity with a period of several weeks. 

EVAPORATION 

edi 

fen Nth 

cal es 
May 25 Jumét 8 Ss & lL 3 A+ je 2 Ss lO &F & eet Lebel 

Fic. 6.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, Dalhart, Texas. 

St. Louis, Missouri (fig. 7): The maximum weekly rate (212 c.c.) 
was not attained here until the week ending September 7, and the 
minimum (71 ¢.c.) occurred early in the season, for the week ending 
May 11. The highest rate at this station was but little higher than 
the lowest encountered at Tucson. There appears to have been a 
general upward trend of the rate values throughout the whole series, 
to about September 7. There is here also a suggestion of a periodicity. 
Rains were frequent and plentiful until the latter part of the series of 
observations. 

Oxford, Ohio (fig. 8): Here there was a general increase in evapora- 
tion intensity throughout the season, until about August 31. The 
rates vary irregularly, from a minimum of 78 c.c. (week ending May 
25) to a maximum of 249 c.c. (week ending August 3), the highest ones 
being nearly as great as those for San Diego. 

1 Livingston 1907, 1. 
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Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec (Macdonald College, fig. 9): The 

highest weekly rate for this station was 181 c.c. (week ending June 

29) and the lowest was 43 c.c. (week ending August 10). The last 3 

weeks of July and the first 3 of August were characterized by low 

evaporation intensity. Here the highest intensity recorded is much 

lower than the lowest experienced at Tucson. Rainfall at Ste. Anne 

de Bellevue was not great, but the rainy weeks were somewhat 

regularly spaced. 

coal ae 
APR2Z7/RY# ff 18 nh Bye 3 Fae -—P 438 20 Jl Le 

Q6 EVAPORATION 
177,21 

Fic. 7.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, St. Louis, Missouri. 

MAyi@ = aS Suet ws 622 

Fira. 8.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, Oxford, Ohio. 

Orono, Maine (fig. 10): The minimum rate for Orono is 48 c.e. 
(week ending June 1) and the maximum is 178 c.c. (week ending July 
13). The week ending June 29 is without a record for evaporation. 
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The evaporation-rates are here shown to have been rather uniform, 
on the whole, with a suggestion of a 3-week periodicity. 

Easton, Maryland (fig. 11): Here the weekly rates of evaporation 
varied from a minimum value of 59 ¢.c. (weeks ending August 31 and 
November 2) to a maximum of 308 c.c. (week ending June 20). There 
occurred a general rise in these rates from the beginning of the series 
to about July 20, after which the evaporation intensity was low and 
strikingly uniform. It is interesting to note that the highest rate for 
Easton is higher than any rate encountered in the summer rainy season 

Fic. 9.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, MacDonald College, 
Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec. 

EVAPORATION 
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Fic 10.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, Orono, Maine. 

at Tucson, and the three highest for Easton are higher than any rate 
experienced at San Diego during the whole series of observations at 
that station. Curiously enough, the two graphs for Easton are similar 
in their general form to those for Tucson. In both cases a fore-sum- 
mer of low rainfall and of generally increasing evaporation intensity 
is finally broken by a heavy rain, which ushers in a period of greater 
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rainfall and of relatively low evaporation values. This drought- 
breaking rain occurred in the week ending July 20 at Tucson, in the 
next following week at Easton. 

Miami, Florida (fig. 12): The exceptionally long record for Miami 
shows a maximum evaporation rate of 232 c.c. early in the season 
(week ending May 18), and a minimum of 35 c.c. near the end of the 
series (week ending October 5). While the general trend of the graph 
of atmospheric evaporating power is downward as the season advances, 
there are rather pronounced variations, which have some tendency to 
occur periodically, with an interval of about 8 weeks. The intensity 
of precipitation appears to increase throughout the season, and heavy 
rains have relatively but little relation to the evaporation values. 

EVAPORATION 

£60. RAINFRLE 
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Fig. 11.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, Easton, Maryland. 

Mean evaporation values for 5-week periods and for 15-week season 
(Table 17, plate 56.)—As has been indicated, the average weekly rates 
of loss from the porous-cup atmometer, at the several stations, have 
been calculated for the 5-week periods, April 20 to May 25, May 26 to 
June 29, June 20 to August 3, August 4 to September 7, and September 

.8 to October 12. For a few stations the average rates for the last 3 
weeks of the series (from October 12 to November 2) have also been 
calculated. These averages are given in the final columns of table 16 
and they are all brought together in table 17. Where data are not 
available for all the 5 (or 3) weeks of a period, the average has been 
made from the smaller number of weekly records at hand, and the 
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number of records so used is denoted by the number following the 
average, in parentheses. It will be seen at once that many of our 
5-week averages are rendered unsatisfactory in this way, because full 
records are lacking. 

EVAPORATION 
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Fia. 12.—Weekly precipitation and evaporation indices, summer of 1908, Miami, Florida. 

For the three 5-week periods (May 26 to June 29, June 30 to August 
3, and August 4 to September 7) the records are generally more nearly 
complete than for the earlier and later periods, and these three aver- 
ages form the basis of our chart of summer evaporation intensities. 
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Taste 17.—Summary of data of precipitation (P) and evaporation (E) for three 5-week 
periods for the summer of 1908 (data from table 16), together with averages and precipi- 
tation-evaporation ratios (P/E) for the 15-week period May 26 to September 7. 

15-week period. 

First period. | Second period. | Third period. 
Station. Average. Ps, 1908 

! 

P E P E P | & P EB | Be 1908 

in c.c in C.c. in c.c in c.c 

Pla bamasMnlOrence:.fo%.ctaicaeralleeee al amieeea eee 0.82 | 122 0.57 -| 116 0.70 | 118 (2) | 0.0059(2) | 
PAXIZONAs SL MGBON: « .\c.c/ots, sts <0. 0.00 | 511 1.55 | 358 1.12) 249 0.89 | 373 0.0024 
California: San Diego....... 0.00 | 198 (2) | 0.03 | 221 0.12 | 201 0.05 | 207 0.002 | 
Colorado: Boulder.......... 0.09 | 225 (3) | 0.41 | 180 0.66 | 161 0.39 | 189 0.0021 . 
Florida: 

Gamesvilleye .fecse eee 1 SB 201 (4 A | eI (S) alert eal eee nee 1.80 | 171 (2) | 0.0105 (2) 3 

MVR 3c feos & stb Secinie erohetne 3.23 | 136 0.92 | 144 1.34 92 1.83 | 124 0.0148 ; 

Illinois | 
Charleston s5 i... s2is 2 ee 0.70 | 189 0.59 | 158 0.39 | 229 (2) | 0.56 | 192 0.0029 . 

Wrbandice.t st ot. aoe 0.52 | 113 (4) | 0.66 | 110 0200). 2neeee 0.59 | 112 (2) | 0.0053 
Nowa Lowa Cub vite oo 5 eis. crotesal es chwisinll eksis ars ouate 1,261) 165.(3)"), 1355139 1.41 | 152 (2) | 0.0093 (2) } 

Louisiana: Cameron......... 1.03 | 234 2.66 | 167 (3) | 1.49 | 116 (4) | 1.73 | 172 0.0101 
Wane: Orono isch adscn cistee 0.88 | 120 (4) | 0.57 | 126 0.95 87 0.80 | 111 0.0072 
Misrittob ws WANMIDOS) ac ct sllace etote| sec ceisler mic rreve jn PP PP RP re 
Maryland: Easton.......... 0.58 | 158 0.95 | 229 1.84 | 107 1.12 | 165 0.0068 
Michigan: . 

Grand Rapids); -22.- vos. 0.34 | 153 0.63 | 161 0.80 | 128 0.59 | 147 0.0040 

12 KojiTo} ato) Ree ees ee ae 0.91 | 172 (2) | 0.75 | 127 0.20 | 163 0.62 | 154 0.0040 
PIG HELIO cards dee eR ee ote a liters eoete te 0.61 | 202 (2) | 0.52 | 234 (4) | 0.57 | 218 (2) | 0.0026 (2) 

Minnesota: Minneapolis..... 1.58 | 93 (4) | 0.63 | 144 0.23 | 159 0.81 | 132 0.0061 
Missouri: St. Louis..........| 0.75 | 152 0.96 | 154 0.31 | 176 0.67 | 161 0.0042 

Montana: Bozeman......... 1.77 39 0.09 | 162 0.22 | 150 0.69 | 117 0.0059 
Nebraska: } 

ICOM Precast rseciote tie Rl ve 73 rat a het 0.69 | 134 (4) | 1.61 | 104 0.0155 } 
MNorthyblatte. .(s.o.cek 1.04 | 118 0.63 | 127 OZ3r | Lz 0.66 | 139 0.0047 

EU ACACUERONO ch aottiers dey eer alin th. ate allies maser 0.03 | 475 (4) | 0.04 | 371 (3) | 0.04 | 423 (2) | 0.0001 
New Brunswick: Fredericton | 0.96 94 0.48 | 118 0.80 59 0.75 90 0.0083 

New York: 
awit cbt. oe. 0.25 | 132 (4) | 0.30 | 148 (3) | 1.39 | 71 0.65 | 117 0.0056 
SIV EHOUBC i ..cisicis.s Sieeainitrets.s OSC 7aeiraters acts 0.70 | 305 (4) | 0.16 | 348 0.43 | 327 0.0013 : 

North Carolina: 
Pisgah Forest............ 0.88 | 67 (4) | 1.42] 70 3.64 | 43(4)]1.98| 60 0.0330 | 
West Raleigh... . 2.26.4. 1.29 | 196 1.23 | 164 3.34 74 1.95 | 145 0.0134 

North Dakota: Dickinson....| 0.85 | 268 0.30 | 319 0.35 | 258 (4) | 0.50 | 282 0.0018 ' 

AIO MOXIOLG a. veckass sare, 0.52 | 149 0.69 | 188 0722") 215 0.48 | 184 0.0026 ‘ 

Oklahoma: Stillwater........] 1.31 | 109 0.62 | 191 1.33 | 163 1.09 | 154 0.0071 
Oregon: PMugene...5).5....: 0.41 95 0.00 | 219 0.00 | 179 0.14 | 164 0.0009 

Quebec: St. Anne de Bellevue | 0.36 | 171 (2) | 0.33 99 0.34 65 0.34 | 112 0.0030 | 
Saskatchewan: Regina:......|......] 155 (2) |...... 1 SL Wi et 20. ee eine 182 ~—sd LA a 
Tennessee: Knoxville.....:..| 0.63 93 (3) | 0.65 | 128 (2) | 0.73 92 (2) | 0.67 | 104 0.0064 
SRESHSS LAIN ATts cis aisle coo) 0.51 | 565 0.71 | 404 (4) | 0.25 | 440 0.49 | 470 0.0010 
Utah: Salt Lake City....... 0.45 72 (4) | 0.05 | 170 0.28 | 178 0.26 | 140 0.0019 
Vermont: Burlington........| 0.63 | 157 0.55 | 196 0.44 | 160 0.54 | 171 0.0032 

Washington: Seattle.........| 0.02 | 156 (2) | 0.05 | 167 1 By lig 96 0.08 | 140 0.0006 

To obtain a single number to represent each station for this 15-week 
period (May 26 to September 7), the three 5-week means have been 
averaged, to give a mean intensity of atmospheric evaporating power 
for approximately the three summer months. The three 5-week aver- 
ages and the resulting 15-week means are shown in table 17, together 
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with the corresponding precipitation means and the precipitation- 
evaporation ratios for the 15-week period, the latter to be considered 
below. Where the 15-week mean had been obtained from only two 
averages this is indicated by the figure 2 in parentheses. 

Scrutiny of the means for this summer season shows them to vary, 
with the geographic position of the stations, in an apparently rational 
manner, and there is no reason to doubt that they furnish an approxi- 
mately correct picture of the distribution of intensities of evaporation 
over the United States for the period in question. There are two 
marked exceptions to the last statement—the means for Bozeman, 
Montana, and Salt Lake City, Utah, appear to be far too low, though 
no explanation is at hand to account for this. The data for these two 
stations have been ignored in the preparation of our chart. 

Plate 56 is a chart of evaporation intensities constructed from the 
means just considered. The relatively few stations for which data 
are available makes it unadvisable to attempt any detailed study of 
climatic zones in this case, and isoatmic lines are shown for only 150 
and 300 c.c.! 

The most significant features of the chart of plate 56 are the follow- 
ing: 

(1) The Canadian region of low summer evaporation (less than 150 
c.c. per week) extends, as a great lobe, southwestward from Lake 
Superior, as far as the valley of the Arkansas River. Another southern 
extension of the northern area of low summer evaporation intensities 
reaches south-southwestward from southern New England, occupying 
the whole of the Appalachian Mountain system south of Massachu- 
setts. This area broadens toward the south and embraces most of 
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and eastern Kentucky 
and Tennessee. Miami, Florida, northern and western Washington, 
and northwestern Oregon lie in the region of low intensity, as must 
also the high altitudes of the Rocky and Sierra Nevada Mountains 
though our numerical data do not show this feature. 

(2) The main region of high evaporation intensity (over 300 c.c. 
per week) extends northward from Mexico and occupies western Texas, 
New Mexico, and Arizona south of the plateau, and the lower altitudes 
of Nevada and of southeastern California. This is obviously the 
so-called desert or arid region of the United States, and corresponds 
to the arid evaporation province as shown on plates 53 to 55, and in 

1 It is to be remembered that the numerical data are in terms of cubic centimeters of weekly loss 

from the Livingston standard cylindrical porous-cup atmometer, exposed as were our instruments. 

They are to be regarded merely as comparable indices of atmospheric evaporating power with 
reference to this instrument, just as are numerical data in terms of depth of water-loss from 

some specified water-surface exposed in a specified manner. Prevalent ideas in this connection 
require repeated emphasis upon the fact that rates of water-loss from one form of atmometer 
can not be mathematically deduced from those obtained with another form of instrument, ex- 
cepting in a very general way. If this can be generally appreciated it will aid much toward 
atmometric progress. 
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‘figure 2. There is also clearly indicated a limited region of high 
summer evaporation in the vicinity of Syracuse, New York. 

(3) The region of intermediate evaporation intensities (from 150 
to 300 c.c. per week), lying between the other two, of course extends 
eastward from the California coast to about the one-hundredth meridian 
of west longitude, where it is nearly replaced by the great embayment 
of the northern region and by the northeastern termination of the arid 
region. It then broadens southward to include the Gulf coast and also 
extends northeastward. It occupies the Atlantic coastal region as 
far north as southern New England (excepting southeastern Florida). 
Between the two great southern extensions of the zone of low inten- 
sities this zone of medium intensities extends northeastward as far as 
Burlington, Vermont, broadening to include most of Michigan. 

Comparison between plates 65 and 56.—Plate 55, as has been stated, 
presents a chart of summer evaporation intensities based upon Russell’s 
data, and is here published in order to allow a comparison of our own 
summer data. (1908) with those of Russell (1887-88). As might be 
expected, the details of these two charts are not at all in agreement, 
but a study of the two brings out certain features which may be 
worthy of brief attention. 

(1) It is seen at once that the desert region is clearly shown on both 
charts. On one scale this zone has an evaporation intensity of over 
300 c.c. per week; on the other scale, of over 30 inches for the three 
months, and the geographic areas represented by such intensities are 
satisfactorily similar in the two cases. 

(2) The region of low intensities of evaporation, characterized by 
indices below 150 c.c. on the 1908 chart, may be taken to correspond 
to the region of intensities below 15 inches on the other chart. Such a 
convention shows, not an agreement between the two, but such differ- 
ences as might be expected to occur between charts for different 
summers, even though these were derived by the same methods. On 
the chart from Russell’s data we find the zone of low evaporation 
(below 15 inches) to extend southward along the Pacific so as to 
include the whole coastal region, while in the 1908 chart the corre- 
sponding zone apparently can not be extended nearly so far south- 
ward. On the 1888 chart, instead of the southward-projecting lobe of 
the zone of low intensities, west of the Great Lakes (shown on the 
other), this northern zone merely widens to include all of the Great 
Lakes and the country west of them to the middle of the Dakotas, and 
continues eastward to the Atlantic coast. On approaching the coast 
its southern boundary (plate 55) still bends southward and south- 
westward and reaches the continental margin only at the mouth of 
the Rio Grande, thus producing the counterpart of the eastern or 
Atlantic lobe of this zone (below 150 ¢e.c.) on the 1908 chart. Thence 
the isoatmic line of 15 inches (plate 55) apparently bends again to the 
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east (in the Gulf of Mexico) and reenters the continent sufficiently — 
to demark the Gulf coasts of Florida and also a little of the Atlantic 
coast near Jacksonville, as pertaining to the zone of medium evapora- 
tion intensities. Thus the northern area of low intensities is broadened 
southeastward from New England, to include nearly all of the Atlantic 
and Gulf coast region, which suggests no very great alteration from 
the condition of affairs depicted by the 1908 chart. This way of regard- 
ing the zonation thus considers that the Minnesota-Kansas lobe of 
the northern zone of low intensities is represented only on the 1908 
chart, that the northern zone is otherwise much widened southward 
throughout its eastern half on the 1908 chart, and that the Maine- 
Mississippi lobe of this same zone is represented on both charts, being, 
however, more extensive on that for 1888. 

(3) One of the main differences between the two charts lies in the 
portion of the great eastern lobe of the zone of medium evaporation 
intensities. While this lobe extends northeastward from Oklahoma 
and Texas in the 1908 chart, it extends eastward from Nebraska in the 
1888 chart. In the latter it does not attain as great a northerly exten- 
sion as in the former, and it practically reaches farther east in the 
region of Chesapeake Bay (on account of the localized area of that 
region) in the 1888 chart. As has been noted above, the zone of inter- 
mediate atmospheric evaporating power occupies practically all of the 
Gulf coast and all of the Atlantic coast as far north as New Jersey, 
on the 1908 chart, but this zone is, as it were, nearly crowded off from 
the continent on the 1888 chart. 

From the above considerations it appears that the two charts are 
not in nearly so great disagreement as a first view might suggest. They 
agree very well in depicting the desert region. They agree in showing 
a southward extension of the northern zone of low evaporation, on 
each ocean border, and in showing the eastern of these extensions as 
embracing the Appalachian Mountains south of Pennsylvania. They 
agree in depicting a zone of intermediate evaporating power, including, 
roughly, the western half of the country (excepting the most arid part), 
the region of the main great mountain-mass, and the high plains east 
of this. Finally, they agree in showing that a great lobe of this inter- 
mediate zone extends eastward or northeastward from the main area, 
and that this lobe embraces the region immediately west of the Appala- 
chian Mountains. 

Whether all these generalizations from imperfect observations, for 
two periods 20 years apart, may prove generally true throughout a 
long period of years will hardly be known by the present generation— 
nor even by the next following one, unless atmometry begins to 
attract serious attention in the very near future. They are of little 
value at present, excepting as very rough approximations and as they 
indicate how important among climatic features is the evaporating 
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power of the air, and how readily it might have been and may be 
studied. 
Summer evaporation, 1908, as shown by geographic profiles. —To 

obtain another kind of picture of the geographical variation in summer 
evaporating power of the air, as brought out by the 15-week means, 
attention may be directed to the 6 profiles shown in figure 13. These 
profiles aim to present graphically the changes in summer evaporation 
intensity to be encountered in traversing the country from west to 
east and from north to south. Two west-east profiles are shown, one 

STILLWATER. NORTH PLATTE 

MAM. GAINESVALE. WEST RALEIGH EASTON. NEW YORK. Orowe. FREDERICTON. 

| YYMIA Y 

DAL HART STILLWATER tL ANOKVILLE P2SGAN 
REST Phe Dim 

S TEANNE 
of BELL eve. 

Fig. 13.—Evaporation profiles, weekly rates, summer of 1908, with vegetation indicated. The 

lines along which these profiles are constructed are indicated on Plate 56. 

passing from Seattle, Washington, to Fredericton, New Brunswick; 
the other passing from San Diego, California, to West Raleigh, North 
Carolina. Three north-south profiles are presented, the first passing 
from Regina, Saskatchewan, to Cameron, Louisiana; the second from 
Houghton, Michigan, to Miami, Florida; and the third from Frederic- 
ton, New Brunswick, to Miami, Florida. Those of our stations through 
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which these profiles pass are indicated at proper distances along the 
horizontal axis. As ordinates, extending upward at the points so 
marked, are represented the mean weekly losses from the porous-cup 
atmometer, as given in table 17, these numerical data being placed 
upon the profiles. Below each profile are conventionally indicated the 
vegetational types traversed and their approximate boundary lines, 
these boundaries having been obtained from the generalized vegetation 
chart (plate 2). We need not digress here to discuss the relations 
brought out between vegetation and summer evaporation intensity 
as here indicated ; these matters will receive attention in their own place. 

The northern west-east profile (lowest in figure 13) shows little 
variation in the intensity of evaporation throughout its extent. The 
southern west-east profile, on the other hand, shows a very great 
variation in evaporation values, the maximum being at Dalhart and 
the minimum at Pisgah Forest. The north-south profiles bring out 
the relatively high summer evaporation values obtained at Dickinson, 
at Easton, and at Gainesville and Oxford. 

(4) CONCLUSIONS FROM THE Stupy oF EVAPORATION CONDITIONS. 

All the evaporation charts agree in their main features, especially 
the charts derived from Russell’s observations. The four evaporation 
provinces are represented in figure 14, based on plate 53, and may be 
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Fie. 14.—Moisture zonation, according to evaporation indices (1887-88) for period of average frostless 
season. Evaporation provinces: Humid, less than 120; semihumid, 120 to 160; semiarid, 160 to 
240; arid, more than 240. Numerical values are in thousandths of aninch. (See also Plate 53.) 
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characterized as follows: The arid province extends northward from 
Mexico and occupies the Great Basin. The semiarid province is shown 
as a belt lying outside of the arid area, this belt not being wide enough 
to reach the Pacific at any point, but extending into Canada at the 
north and also extending eastward, from Nebraska and Oklahoma, 
in the form of a large lobe that reaches nearly to the Appalachian 
Mountains. The semihumid province occupies a narrow belt outside 
of the semiarid one, but not reaching to the Pacific coast (on plates 
53 and 55, at least). This belt broadens at the north, extends into 
Canada, and lies just outside of the great eastern lobe of the semiarid 
province. It includes much of the Gulf and southern Atlantic region, 
a feature that is quite unlike the corresponding state of affairs on the 
precipitation charts. The humid province occupies a small portion 
of the northwest (reaches southward along the Pacific coast on plate 
54, fig. 14), extends into Canada at the north, reenters the United States 
west of the Great Lakes, and occupies most of Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, New York, and the three northern States of New England. 
Another portion of the humid province lies along the Atlantic coast, 
from Massachusetts (or southern New Jersey, see fig. 14) to North 
Carolina, and a narrow strip appears on the eastern coast of Texas. 

C. RATIOS OF PRECIPITATION TO EVAPORATION. 

(1) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

Following the lead of Transeau (1905), we have employed the ratio 
of precipitation to evaporation as the nearest approach that is as yet 
possible toward an ideal index of the external moisture-relation of 
plants. Transeau’s introduction of this ratio marked a very definite 
and important forward step in climatology, which will, no doubt, be- 
come more thoroughly appreciated as data of evaporation become 
available. Of course this ratio, like other intensity factors, may be 
employed in connection with any duration factor or factors that may 
seem desirable, and we have thus employed it in six different ways. 
As has been said, however, it is not yet possible to obtain evaporation 
normals, and all that can be done is to use Russell’s data for the single 
year, July 1887 to June 1888. Transeau obtained his ratio by divid- 
ing the normal annual precipitation, for each station considered, by 
the corresponding total evaporation for Russell’s year of evaporation 
data. Our various applications of the Transeau ratio will receive 
attention below. 

(2) Ratios or NorMAL ToTaL PRECIPITATION, FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON, TO 

ToraL EVAPORATION AS OBTAINED BY RUSSELL FOR THE SAME PERIOD, FOR THE YEAR 
Juuy 1887 ro June 1888. P/E. (Tasue 11, Puare 57, Fie. 16.) 

The two terms of this ratio, for each of the stations included in our 
list, are given in the second and sixth columns, respectively, of table 
11, and theratio values themselves (P/F) aregiven in the eighth column 
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of the same table. These ratios are shown graphically on plate 57, 
where the numbers on the lines represent hundredths. 

Inspection of table 11 and plate 57 shows that the moisture-ratio 
values range from 0.04 (Independence, California, and Winnemucca, 
Nevada) to 1.76 (Cape Hatteras, North Carolina) and to 3.84 (Tatoosh 
Island, Washington). The highest values are in western Washington 
and Oregon and the lowest are in the region of the Great Basin and in 
the arid Southwest. The isoclimatic lines show that the country may 
be divided into three main zones or regions: (1) an arid zone (ratio 
values below 0.20), (2) a humid zone (ratio values above 1.00), and 
(3) an intermediate zone (ratio values between 0.20 and 1.00). The 
intermediate zone is conveniently subdivided into a semiarid zone 
(ratio values between 0.20 and 0.60) and a semihumid zone (ratio 
values between 0.60 and 1.00). There are thus four climatic zones 
or provinces to be considered, as in the case of our precipitation and 
evaporation charts. Their limits are denoted by full lines on plate 57. 

The arid province extends, roughly, from the Rocky and Big Horn 
Mountains westward to the Cascades, the Sierra Nevadas, and the 
Coast ranges. It includes a little of southeastern Washington. 

The semiarid province forms a belt lying west, east, and north of 
the arid region, extending westward nearly to the coast of Washington 
and northern Oregon, and to the coast of southern Oregon and Cali- 
fornia, northward into Canada, and eastward to about the ninety- 
ninth meridian of west longitude. 

The semihumid province is shown northwest and east of the semi- 
arid area. It includes a narrow strip of western Washington and north- 
western Oregon and extends eastward from the semiarid region to 
about the ninety-third meridian at north and south, but is broadened 
to include most of the country in its middle portion. This zone also 
includes southern peninsular Florida. The western portion of the 
humid region occupies western Washington and a little of northwestern 
Oregon, while the eastern portion includes the Gulf coast east of the 
Mississippi River (excepting extreme southern Florida) and the 
Atlantic coast north of southern Florida (excepting the northern 
part of the New Jersey coast and the coast about Boston). It also 
occupies the country north of middle New England and extends south- 
ward from Canada to include northern Michigan, northern Wisconsin, 
and eastern Minnesota. 

The most interesting special feature of this chart is the enormous 
eastward enlargement of the semihumid region, which corresponds to a 
similar eastern lobe evident on the evaporation chart for the period 
of the average frostless season (plate 53). It should be remarked that 
a localized portion of the semiarid region here appears to be located in 
the middle of this enlargement, occupying southern Illinois, Indiana, 
and Ohio, and northern Kentucky. A similar localized arid areais shown 
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on plate 53. There is also apparent here a small localized area with 
ratio values of 1.00 or 1.03, including Topeka, Kansas, and Lamar and 
Springfield, Missouri, but this deserves no special attention. It is 
especially interesting to note, as will need to be done also in connec- 
tion with a number of the following charts, that the line for value 1.00 
apparently leaves the mainland in the middle of the New Jersey coast, 
returns at the western edge of Connecticut, leaves it again south of 
Boston, and finally reenters at the southwestern extremity of Maine. 
This brings it about that the eastern portion of the humid zone is 
divided into two parts, a northern one extending from Minnesota to 
northern New England and an eastern and southern one extending 
from about Boston or New York to the Rio Grande and beyond. This 
feature appears to be an important one, and it will receive more atten- 
tion later. 

(3) Ravios or ToTaAL PRECIPITATION FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON, FOR THE 
Year Jury 1887 to JuNE 1888, To Toran EvAPorRATION AS OBTAINED BY RUSSELL 
FOR THE SAME PERIOD AND YEAR (P/E). (Tape 18, Puare 58.) 

The method of deriving the moisture ratios that has just been des- 
cribed involves the use of normal precipitation data along with evapora- 
tion data for the single year of Russell’s study. It was thought that 
this would give to the derived ratios somewhat more of the character of 
normals than would be the case if both precipitation and evaporation 
data had been taken for the single year in question, but the novelty 
and great promise of this climatic ratio render it worth while to present 
the values obtained by the latter method. These are given in table 
18. To make comparison easier, the ratio values from table 11 are here 
repeated, in the last column. The second column of table 18 gives the 
total precipitation for the period of the average frostless season, 
derived for the actual months of Russell’s observations. His 12 months 
have been treated as though they all pertained to the same calendar 
year, and our usual method of approximating average frostless season 
data from monthly data has been employed, the original monthly 
data of precipitation for the year July 1887 to June 1888 being taken 
from the Summary by Sections. We term this precipitation value p, 
to distinguish it from P. The third column gives the corresponding 
evaporation values (£) for the period of the average frostless season, 
being taken from the sixth column of our table 11. The fourth column 
gives the new ratio values (p/EH). When the name of one station is 
followed by that of another (the latter in parentheses), the evaporation 
data are for the latter station and the precipitation data are for the 
former. 
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TaBLe 18.—Data of precipitation and evaporation for the period of the average frostless season, 
for the year of Russell’s observation (July 1887 to June 1888), and corresponding ratios 
of precipitation to evaporation, together with similar ratios derived by employing normal 
data of precipitation instead of those for this single year. 
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De joe 3 mos table 11.) 
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Alabama: in. in. 
WY EaY OF URE NC GSI.) Vp Rt ae oe 50.68 35.16 1.49 1.36 
IMIONLEOMELY (82) co. cseaie cc sx oe sss 34.20 41.90 0.82 0.75 

Arizona: 
MOEEPADACHE! (S)cccs ac cs css ore eees 10.15 36.74 0.27 0.29 
HOT rANta(S) Sas cscs kc Sete os ene 20.71 78.91 0.26 0.14 
IPTERCOLUNEL) een Glas « eee eee: 8.54 29.72 0.29 0.27 

Arkansas: Port smith (47) 2... ... 500s « 36.24 37.01 0.98 0.85 
California: 

HF ERTON (CIA) ert cs da icnck oS ae 8 a ee Srol 56.87 0.06 0.08 
WhosrAnwelesGl3) ... 8500 snk oheises « 8.27 34.81 0.24 0.37 
Gade lirie CLS) ees miosis se Sisto won 6.88 70.75 0.10 0.17 
DACEATHENUON CLO) seca, cras Gelets oler suave e: 4.10 46.38 0.09 0.21 

pan Prancisco) (14)... 6. 6.2. 6s oes = 10.53 32.49 0.32 0.48 
Colorado: 

@oloradoiSprings) (7)... 25.6.2 220+ 6s 12.20 30.48 0.40 0.33 
PETIV EE) (S) seers sc Stree te Aivietes 8.76 38.92 0.22 0.19 

Connecticut: New Haven (105)........ 22.57 20.05 ibyils? yi 
Florida: 

eoksonville|(Sa)!. «2. ve eis ees oe 43.57 39.67 LO 1.16 
FE VAWVGSU) (SA) orn <:302 co aise o oic.e sess Seis 384.95 51.6 0.68 0.75 
BRACOL A (Ss) hike |e he a iehet oe ae ahet 44.45 41.59 1.07 1.08 
PIN AUITIY) AG (OSA) oot toss =o cso) 5, telah cials ele Oe - 
MC PAT eICOY S| See tets. 5 Gos es bieleels } 55.24 28.35 ag —- 

Georgia: 
PA TLAIAL SVD (255)) u's eleyes o1e a ole. slate ites « we 44.21 36.95 1.14 0.74 
SHNEgpg Corr SK GS) ie Pees eo reeret aes 21.46 35.00 0.60 jie 

otic MES OLS 22) ose, we hela eto os! is 4.75 43.80 0.11 0.09 

Illinois: 
Ori (GGO) steer a sate re em aesces 16.71 35.85 0.50 0.64 
WhieAvo (GA) Ack ope ssi c.ciskebe tle ee ea 18.26 25.94 0.71 0.74 

Srosaberurteiks La) eral PPOs oo en ae 20.08 28.26 (Naval 0.74 

Indiana: Indianapolis (68)............. 16.15 34.95 0.46 0.63 

Iowa: 
WAGENPOLE (OD)! ) eee c je, ole sakes oa ae 26.71 OH EFT 0.96 0.74 
iDeseMoines (53) 2.4.06 sce wee eae 20.96 24.75 0.85 0.89 
LO ASSO UTE Ge: 9 etree A POI a ee 27.30 34331 i lhe) WA 0.95 
CCK (D3) se a ae ee 20.36 32.70 0.62 0.75 

Kansas: 
IPG COLOIIA (GS) cts A acess eiscisimte Seen 18.62 28.79 0.65 0.70 
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Louisiana: 
mow Onleans (45))..i 1... eee eases 67.72 40.61 1.67 eon 
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Leet ol eee a WE BN sow tid be te | LR Di a se 

1 Numbers in parentheses after station names denote the section number, in the Summary by 

Sections, under which this station is given. 
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Tas ie 18.—Data of precipitation and evaporation for the period of the average frostless season, 
for the year of Russell’s observation (July 1887 to June 1888), and corresponding ratios 
of precipitation to evaporation, together with similar ratios derived by employing normal 
data of precipitation instead of those for this single year.—Continued. 
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Tas LE 18.—Data of precipitation and :vaporation for the period of the average frostless season, 
for the year of Russell’s observation (July 1887 to June 1888), and corresponding ratios 
of precipitation to evaporation, together with similar ratios derived by employing normal 
data of precipitation instead of those for this single year.—Continued. 
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North Carolina—Continued: in. in. 
Hatteras (91) 44.56 24.65 1.81 1.76 
Raleigh (90) 41.03 26.13 157 1.22 
Wilmington (90) 33.84 27.35 1.24 io 

North Dakota: 
Bismark (31) 13.09 18.94 0.66 0.55 

Williston (31) 
Bach Bator 13.56 20.31 0.67 0.40 

Devils Lake (32) 14.96 15.38 0.97 0.75 
Ohio: 

Cincinnati (70) 1155 37.20 0.31 0.51 
Cleveland (69) 21.31 26.35 0.81 0.78 
Columbus (71) 11.39 33.29 0.34 0.58 
Sandusky (69) (2233 27.36 0.45 0.74 

Toledo (69) 13.48 26.84 0.50 0.62 
Oklahoma: Fort Sill (41) 31.80 Bonok 0.94 0.70 
Oregon: 

Astoria (17) 36.29 21.77 1.67 1.90 
Portland (17) 16.35 29.42 0.56 0.66 
Roseburg (17) 9.19 28.33 0.32 0.29 

Pennsylvania: 

Erie (96) 25.10 17.48 152 0.90 
Philadelphia (98) 22.14 a 1133 0.69 0.75 

Pittsburgh 20.55 29.69 0.69 0.66 
Rhode Island: Block Island (105) 20.80 17.56 1.18 ie 
South Carolina: 

Charleston (88) 31.85 36.25 0.88 feG 
Columbia (87) 30.94 31.81 0.97 0.98 

South Dakota: 
Huron (34) 15.43 19.00 0.81 0.66 
Pierre (33) 12.87 27.60 0.47 0.39 
Yankton (34) PAs ON 18.79 1.34 0.91 

Tennessee: 
Chattanooga (78) Die25 31.00 0.88 0.81 
Knoxville (78) 25.56 30.70 0.83 0.82 

Memphis (77) 18.46 37.00 0.50 0.75 
Nashville (77) 26.67 36.66 0.73 0.69 

Texas: 
Abilene (42) 23.83 46.00 0.52 0.44 

eee) \ 49.39 32.41 1.52 0.77 
ort Brown 

Corpus Christi (1) 38.12 35.09 1.08 0.65 
El Paso (2) 6.06 64.41 0.09 0.12 
Fort Ringgold (1) 
fae Grande City \ 21.60 46.90 0.46 0.34 

Galveston (1) 51.84 44.06 1B le 0.97 
Palestine (44) 32.97 86.25 0.91 0.79 
San Antonio (1) 29.00 43.63 0.66 0.51 
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TABLE 18.—Data of precipitation and evaporation for the period of the average frostless season, 
for the year of Russell’s observation (July 1887 to June 1888), and corresponding ratios 
of precipitation to evaporation, together with similar ratios derived by employing normal 
data of precipitation instead of those for this single year.—Continued. 
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Utah: Salt Lake City (11). . 22.425... 2k 4.32 Slt 0.08 0.13 
Vermont: Northfield (105)............. 19.02 12.28 1.55 1.16 
Virginia: 

Ey nchbure (Os) meek wees nies merece 24.95 28.68 0.87 0.87 
Norfolk: (G2) eres, Us Pee Mele ook 39.82 27526 1.46 1.24 

Washington: 
Northibesd (UO) acdc coc. cet ecm 
Morta@anby. setiat «+ o2.0 .cpieedesi mele 43.68 20.18 2.16 1.73 
Olivmpia (CUS) orto serasie ches ane evesvent 11.22 19.85 0.56 0.70 

Spokane (20) ie .2kt oaes Pewee on eee 11.28 33.80 0.33 0.23 

Walla; Walla (20) k.cc.ck cc eee ee cic. see toot 45.87 0.16 0.18 
Wisconsin: 

Green Bay. (G0) ib. sale cee vce 14.57 19.39 0.75 0.86 
Via Crosse (OO) ste caciscs ene ls sates 18.67 21.97 0.85 0.94 
Milwaukee (GO)Sexinee one ene eoee el T 263. 19.11 0.92 0.87 

Wyoming: Cheyenne (24)............. 7.09 32.48 0.22 0.20 

The chart of plate 58 was prepared from these ratio values (p/E), the 
isoclimatic lines representing increments of 0.20. This chart agrees 
in its essentials with that of plate 57; the great eastern lobe of the 
semibumid region (values between 0.60 and 1.00) is here again apparent 
and the localized area of semiarid conditions, within this lobe, is more 
pronounced than in the former case. The arid region (values below 
0.20) is here indicated much as in plate 57, but the line for the value 
0.60, in the middle of the country, here swings farther westward at its 
northern end than in the other case. In general, it appears to make 
no serious difference which of these two charts is studied, since all their 
essential features are so nearly alike. 

Whenever agricultural climatology begins to receive attention in 
this country, and when evaporation observations are made for the 
period without frost, it will be desirable to prepare a chart similar to 
that of plate 58 for every year. Finally, a normal ratio value for each 
station may be actually obtained, after which the value for any par- 
ticular station and season may be stated by comparison with the 
normal for that station, just as is now done in the case of temperature 
and rainfall. 
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(4) Ratios or NorMAL ToTaL PRECIPITATION FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON 
PLUS PRECEDING 30 Days, To ToTaAL EVAPORATION FOR THE SAME PERIOD, JuLY 1887 | 
To JuNE 1888 (7/E). (Tasue 11, Pare 59.) 

This form of the moisture ratio is based on the idea, already men- 
tioned, that some of the precipitation occurring before the beginning 
of the frostless season is effective to supply water for plant activities 
in the early part of that season. The numerator (P) of the first form of 
ratio has thus been increased, in each case, by adding to it the normal 
total precipitation for the 30 days just preceding the beginning of the 
average frostless season. This increased precipitation value has been 
termed 7, to distinguish it from P and 7, so that the form of ratio here 
considered becomes 7/EH. The values of 7 and EH, and those of 7/E, 
are given, for our list of stations, in table 11, the ratio values occupying 
the last column. 

The chart based on these ratios is shown as plate 59. The essentials 
of this chart are so nearly like those shown by plates 57 and 58 that 
no special comment is here needed. It may be noted, however, that the 
full line separating the humid from the semihumid zone is here taken 
as having the value 1.10 instead of 1.00, as in plates 57 and 58. 

(5) Ratios or Normat Totat ANNUAL PRECIPITATION TO ToTAL ANNUAL EVAPORATION, JULY 
1887 To JuNE 1888 (Pg/Eq). (TABLE 15, Puate 60.) 

These annual ratios are derived by the method employed by Tran- 
seau. We have termed the normal total annual precipitation P,, and 
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Fre. 15.—Moisture zonation of the eastern United States, according to precipitation-evaporation 
ratio (annual), after Transeau. 
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the total annual evaporation for Russell’s year, H,, so that this form 
of ratio becomes P,/E,. The values for both terms and for the ratios 
themselves are given in table 15, and the chart derived from the ratio 
values is here presented as plate 60. 

This chart has the same essential characteristics as those of plates 
57, 58, and 59, and it agrees, in general, with Transeau’s similar chart, 
which is here reproduced for comparison, as figure 15. It includes only 
the eastern half of the country. Since he did not publish the station 
data on which it is based, it is impossible to determine just wherein lie 
the discrepancies between Transeau’s calculations and our own. The 
agreement between the two charts is close enough, however, for present 
purposes. 

If the chart of plate 60 is compared with those of plates 57, 58, and 
59, the main difference is seen to lie in the fact that the line separating 
the humid from the semihumid zone, in the East, bends northward in 
plate 60, to include in the humid zone all of Mississippi and Alabama 
and parts of Tennessee and Missouri, which is not true for any other 
moisture-ratio chart of our series. 

(6) Ratios or NorMAL ToTaAL PRECIPITATION FOR THE THREE SUMMER MontTHs, JUNE TO 
Avueust, To Tora, EvaroraTION FoR JULY AND AuGusT 1887 AND JUNE 1888, Ps/Es. 
(TABLE 15, PLATE 61.) 

As also in the case of the annual ratios just discussed, the duration 
factor employed for these summer ratios is the same for all stations; 
all represent the period of the months June, July, and August. The 
two terms and the ratio are shown, for each station considered, in 
table 15, the ratios occupying the last column. 

Plate 61 shows the chart based on these summer ratios. Here the 
zonation is different from that of the preceding moisture-ratio charts 
in several particulars. In the first place, the arid region (values below 
0.20) is here extended west to the Pacific and includes nearly all of 
Washington and Oregon and all of California, this difference from the 
preceding charts of this feature being probably related to the charac- 
teristic summer drought of California. The semiarid and semihumid 
regions indicated in the northwest are very restricted. Looking at 
this chart from any point of view, it is clear that the whole Pacific 
coast and the Pacific Northwest are characterized as far more arid for 
the summer months than for the period of the average frostless season 
or for the year. 

In the East, the most pronounced difference between this chart and 
the preceding ones lies in the fact that the great semihumid lobe pro- 
jecting eastward from the Plains is here shown as extending farther to 
the north than on the preceding charts. This suggests that New Eng- 
land and the states bordering on the Great Lakes are more arid for the 
period of the three summer months than for the other periods we have 
considered. 
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(7) Ratios or ToTat PRECIPITATION FOR 15 WEEKS IN THE SUMMER of 1908 To Torat EVAPORA- 
TION FOR THE SAME PERIOD AND YEAR, THE EVAPORATION DATA OBTAINED WITH THB 

CYLINDRICAL Porous-cup ATMOMETER (§ 1908/4 1908 }). (TasBLe 17, Puate 62.) 

These ratios were obtained to accompany the evaporation and rain- 
fall data of 1908. The numerators and denominators and the ratio 
values are presented in table 17. The chart of plate 62 represents 
these ratio values, as well as the small number of stations will permit. 

It is to be noted at once that the values obtained by dividing inches 
of precipitation by cubic centimeters of evaporation have an entirely 
different order of magnitude from those heretofore considered, being 
very much smaller. In order to render these numbers more readily 
comparable with those used on the preceding ratio charts, the values 
from the last column of table 17 have all been multiplied by 10,000 
before employing them for the chart of plate 62. On this chart the 
humid zone is considered as having ratio values above 75, the semi- 
humid zone is characterized by values between 25 and 75, the semi- 
arid zone has values between 10 and 25, and the values representing 
the arid zone are all below 10. By this convention the chart before us 
appears to agree in a rather satisfactory manner with the other mois- 
ture-ratio charts. Like the chart for the three summer months (plate 
61), the arid zone is here shown as including the Great Basin, the 
Pacific coast, and most of the Colorado Desert. In the present case, 
however, the arid zone is extended northward, so that no semiarid, 
semihumid, or humid conditions are encountered in the extreme 
western part of the United States. The eastern margin of this zone 
lies farther west (except at the south, where it is farther east) than 
the corresponding margin on plate 61. In short, the arid zone of plate 
62 may be approximately obtained from plate 61 if we conceive that 
this zone on the earlier chart is simply extended northward, curtailed 
along most of its eastern margin, and extended eastward at its southern 
end. The line for the value 25 here corresponds with that for 60 on 
plate 61, indicating that the eastern margin of the semiarid zone here 
lies much farther west than in the other case. The semihumid zone, 
as shown on plate 62, appears as nearly cut into two portions by the 
great lobe of the humid zone that extends northward from eastern 
Texas, but its eastern projection is still as clear as on the other ratio 
charts, only this is displaced northward. This great eastern lobe of 
the semihumid zone here occupies the whole Atlantic region from 
southern Maryland nearly to the Canadian boundary, being thus 
also more extensive eastward than in the case of plate 61. The localized 
area of semiarid conditions is once more apparent in the region of the 
lower Great Lakes, being displaced northeastward from its position 
on the other ratio charts. Lack of stations in Canada brings it about 
that no humid zone can here be depicted north of the Great Lakes 
region; it appears simply to be displaced northward from its position 
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on the other plates. The separation of this eastern humid region into 
a northern and a southern portion, indicated on all the ratio charts, is 
here much more pronounced than in any other case. The northern 
portion is here indicated as occupying eastern Maine, while the south- 
ern portion extends from eastern Texas to southern Maryland, reach- 
ing farther inland than in any of the other cases, especially at its 
southeastern extremity, where its great northern lobe reaches southern 
Minnesota. This lobe appears here like an exaggeration of the similar 
but smaller lobe shown on the chart of plate 60. It is thus seen that 
plate 61 differs from the other ratio charts only in relatively minor 
details, the main essentials being about the same. 

(8) CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY OF THE PRECIPITATION-EVAPORATION Ratios. 

The results of our study of the various forms of Transeau ratios 
above described lead clearly to the conclusion, which is in full agree- 
ment with that reached by Transeau from his first use of this ratio, 
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Fic. 16.—Moisture zonation, according to precipitation-evaporation ratio (period of average 
frostless season). Moisture provinces: Humid, more than 100; semihumid, 60 to 100; semi- 

arid, 20 to 60; arid, less than 20. (See also Plate 57.) 

that we have here a climatic index by means of which the zonation of 
the country with regard to moisture conditions may be clearly shown. 
As will receive emphasis later, the climatic zonation thus brought 
out is closely paralleled by certain prominent features of the zonation 
of vegetation types, and there is little room to doubt that this division 
of the country into moisture-ratio provinces will be «f very great value 
in the study of climatology with reference to agric::'’) re and forestry. 
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Our charts represent the country as divided into climatic provinces, 
which may be conveniently considered once more as (1) humid, (2) 
semihumid, (3) semiarid, and (4) arid. The following general descrip- 
tion of these areas will serve to summarize the descriptions of the 
separate charts. Reference may be made to figure 16, which is de- 
rived from plate 57. 

Three humid areas are apparent, one in the Pacific Northwest, a 
second in the region of the Great Lakes and northern New England, 
and a third in the Southeast along the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic 
as far north as northern New Jersey or southern New England. The 
last two humid provinces are nearly continuous, and may be repre- 
sented as such by charts drawn from certain forms of moisture ratio 
or from data of certain years. Our plate 60 shows them as continuous 
by a narrow belt that embraces about the southern half of Delaware 
and the eastern half of New Jersey. 

The two semihumid areas are irregular in shape. The eastern one 
occupies all of the country not included in the humid area and east of 
about the one-hundredth meridian of west longitude. The western 
semihumid area occupies a rather narrow strip of country east of the 
western humid province and extending southward along the Pacific, 
south of that province, to about the middle of the California coast. 
These two areas are almost surely joined at the north, in Canada, 
though this point is not actually demonstrated by any of our data. 

The semiarid area appears to be made up of an eastern and a western 
portion, joined together at the north. The eastern portion extends, 
approximately, from the one-hundredth meridian westward to the 
Rocky Mountains and to the San Francisco Mountains of the Arizona 
Plateau. Its eastern boundary appears to cross the Rio Grande some- 
what southeast of El Paso. In its northern part this eastern semiarid 
region apparently broadens westward and extends through the lower 
passes of the mountains to Washington, where it joins the western 
portion of the same region. This western portion lies east of the 
western semihumid area as above described and extends southward 
to the Mexican boundary, along the coast of southern California. 
From Washington to Lower California it is a rather narrow belt. 

The arid area occupies the intermontane region of the West, extend- 
ing from the Rocky Mountains to the Sierras and from southern Cali- 
fornia and Arizona to Idaho and southwestern Washington. It is thus 
surrounded, on three sides within the United States, by the belt of the 
semiarid area. 

Of course, it is understood that all the higher mountain ranges are 
to be considered as belonging to the humid area, at least in their upper 
portions, and that such high mountain masses are surely each bordered 
by a zone of semihumid conditions when they lie in an arid area. No 
attempt is here made to consider the innumerable small areas of 
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humid, semihumid, and semiarid conditions included in the arid, 
semiarid, etc., areas as above described. A detailed moisture-ratio 
chart of a single county in Arizona or Nevada would doubtless be 
vastly more complicated than is any of our general charts for the entire 
country. 

D. AQUEOUS-VAPOR PRESSURE. 

(1) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

The pressure of aqueous vapor in the air should be an index of the 
relative influence of the air (aside from its rate of movement) toward 
the retardation of evaporation from wet surfaces. Roughly, this 
index should be somewhat nearly inversely proportional to the evapora- 
ting power of the air, disregarding the wind factor. This is, therefore, 
a climatic dimension the measurement of which should be valuable in 
studies of the relations between plant activities and environmental 
conditions. 

The vapor-pressure data for the United States, for the years 1873 to 
1905, have been reduced to a system of homogeneous monthly and 
annual means by Bigelow (Bull. 8., 1909), and these means have fur- 
nished the basis for our work in this connection. We have employed 
(1) the normal mean vapor-pressure for the period of the average frost- 
less season, and (2) the normal mean annual vapor pressure. 

(2) Norma, Mean AQueEous-VAPOR PRESSURES FOR PERIOD OF AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON 
(TABLE 19, PLATE 63.) 

The indices here employed were derived from the monthly means 
of Bigelow, in the way already described for such cases. Our results 
are given in the last column of table 19, and plate 63 represents them 
graphically. 

TABLE 19.—Normal mean relative humidities, for the year and for the period of the average 
frostless season, mean relative humidities for the three summer months, 1908, and normal 
mean vapor-pressures for the year and for the period of the average frostless season. 

Mean relative humidity. Mean vapor-pressure 
of water. 

Station. For period | For June, For period 
eee of average | July, and Aeeuaseh of average 

, te frostless August - ’ frostless 
season. 1908. season. 

Alabama: p. cl. p. ct. p. ct. inch. inch. 
Bittainwharm soe cave theta std] sik whe Lethe eae a 76 ..) lint.cee 4. bles eee 
La] Nye ORG O ROeee PE CRE,» 80.9 80.6 78 0.530 0.599 
DIONUZOMEry «tas soe es ccs 72.4 71.3 71 .457 .553 

Arizona: 
LV VTd- 11:41 (ane he SPN ee TEMP CPC NG [OT ESE eR yy RISERS POA 64... |. Skawiee ss saree 
IPHOROIE ve dies A wate ore bine cle 38.7 36.3 35 278 308 
Wa lieel (Ay COE Moe BRAT Reh» ADT SIE Sida She ths 45 334. | .\. ese 

Arkansas: 
Hort SMI, hac ee lees ten 70.6 70.8 75 399 522 
Littl Hoes ts tase bt seen se 72.8 72.4 74 424 539 
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TaBLE 19.—Normal mean relative humidities, for the year and for the period of the average 
frostless season, mean relative humidities for the three summer months, 1918, and normal 
mean vapor-pressures for the year and for the period of the average frostless season.— 
Continued. 

Mean vapor-pressure 
Mean relative humidity. 

of water. 

Station. For period | For June, For period 
of average | July, and of average 

Annual. frostless August Annual. frostless 
season. 1908. season. 

California: p. ct. p. ct. p. ct inch. inch 
MIRE Keeeee sd biol Es sacs 86.8 87.5 89 a2 348 
HREERTIO Me yspcdse ee apie a sicnasck hee 48.9 30 271 279 
Imdependence: ....%. 2... 42%:.. 29.7 22.6 BOAO! is cctv cthe eaten ce 
AOBTAN PELE 73/6 bbs adi ace C7. (222 74 367 378 

ROCIBES INTE oe aveere oie oneuneehel siete 48.1 49.9 36 281 296 
MACTAMENtOMW: «2 =< -- acts. 66.7 62.8 55 .324 347 
SET] OS GT.20 ae en CdS ey Met See Ge 3 ae 73 Pate Ten apenas, aes 
SIAM MEAT CIACO «cis yo5 icici eier< es 79.9 80.0 83 340 348 

San Duis! ObISpo:.. 5 ......eeic.o 69.0 69.9 Zirh 314 335 
Colorado: 

Dieter aie Se SrA eae 48.7 46.7 54 185 285 
TD Tae RO 5 15 RR RAT cn eM 7 ah, 5, Rea ne 5S SA een comer (wa De 
SE TARGEIIMCHON 6) o/s 0552) Se ees ote As Le chs BE SOK a sa illexepers ayes ecard Rega ep cas 
LETGiol ee See Seen aoe 48.1 45.8 47 Mais, 274 

Connecticut: 

LE EATH hia eo [a ee eed Cote] | aerate enter (Fa 0 ae Ce eee ee ay 2 he 
LIGAT Aa 8 02) ee a 75.9 77.6 72 298 447 

Florida: 

Paeksonivallers. jo/275) <s.6.0.0 0G 5002 79.5 76.8 85 551 604 
get tele ai Se ae ane ee Es 80.5 80.5 84 664 692 
ey VVES GIS Hie csa.8 bso ayenbie-aitene (ihe te ol a nO . 707 
L2G TEV OO) 0 MF are ee ae 78.3 FACS Oe | ena stra 549 610 
PATYNTI NE SIS SR 2s Biel boe on Sebrs oe 80.5 80.4 80 592 612 

Georgia: 
LSULENTIIG are eee, Aa eal 71.0 76 396 503 
Augusta 73.4 73.8 79 450 565 
CSPEATE 18 C017 | 1 ene ene a 2 78.5 79.0 81 514 600 

SIG IMAB WING! 5 i eres Seite ce ER ool oR cee. S20 Ios ee ole alae oe 
Idaho: 

ORD. ME) Bere ae Oo eee 56.7 45.6 42 209 262 

CR ECU Oba Sees cncpcys 1s, 0; se EE AAIIE Set RE le eee AG) Moree eaten eal te eee ae 
Illinois: 

“CHER og: Gt Ec Pree ene le Ene tee 74.2 qouo 74 390 534 
CHC oe ne AO Pe SE 74.8 (fila | 71 286 423 
COTTE ve 95a cea ols So ES KE Cee ee toe eee Cio WEP e aoc Se Ac tote ele ace 
Sprinetel digi. 355 sinc ae 71.4 69.0 65 seul .464 

Indiana: Indianapolis.......... 69.2 65.6 63 310 448 
Towa: 

SEHATICHICILE «. ..ceusis.s a « tate Ale 2 es Al cca. 3 Ci ake RESIS oss cue | ae Gee cee 
LRT 00) 9 0 ee Oe eter 72.6 68.5 71 290 452 
ES WIOINES!<. . 3. ads dint bien TA 68.5 71 285 450 
LOWEST as oe ee ad ge 75.0 70.7 70 275 432 
MASERATI 3c o kei Sheers, 6 eR ee 12:0 64.5 72 313 458 

SCOTS. 6 Cri Ee enon Tee 69.0 SS el PARES Meee Ey ermepa ee ae ODE. © Ty Te 
Kansas: 

NEGTICOLGIU Ro. i o1eshs ois we pale 68.6 66.3 74 298 463 
Dats Pt C74 Aye ee 66.9 62.9 69 . 284 431 

VG EC) a re nae 67.7 66.0 71 321 466 
Kentucky: 

Wexane POM. ;<....-2 ¢ d..seuliitvods (hei GOO  ilinicreedee ates 328 466 
Lope PoE ee eee 67.5 65.6 64 .3840 476 

Louisiana: 

9 Wier OTIeAnSi. isc )2a)srs.eseetteracers ie (faye 
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Tasie 19.—Normal mean relative humidities, for the year and for the period of the average 
frostless season, mean relative humidities for the three summer months, 1908, and normal 
mean vapor-pressures for the year and for the period of the average frostless season.— 
Continued. 

: Are Mean vapor-pressure 
Mean relative humidity. of waice 

Station. For period | For June, For period 
of average | July, and of average 

Annual. frostless August Annual. frostless 
season. 1908. season. 

a | | | , 

Louisiana—Continued: p. ct. p. ct. p. ct. inch. inch. 
Shveveportsrsiss hes se eels 72.9 72.9 76 470 567 

Maine: 
Mast pOnt ects cictaie ase eres acs 77.9 81.8 79 . 229 345 
Portland's teres atom cre eke 75.1 Ther 72 . 259 410 

Maryland: | 
Baltimorereccssncee csc ne 69.5 68.6 68 336 .460 
Washington, D. C........... 72.8 73.5 74 .343 .488 | 

Massachusetts: 
BOBUOT scree chee s eels stele Sys ote 72.1 73.0 69 280 411 
INantiicket. sss ecsoecaes.- 82.1 83.9 87 316 425 

Michigan: 
AIDEN tre ete dL haies eleieiore 80.2 77.4 76 240 403 
Detroit eee hee oct eres 74.4 70.2 74 282 437 
SCAT RD eer ote cis oe oreral| arehelete etete sell oheco arenas reas 71 232 401 
Grand HAVEN. ctec ae s’osies 00s 77.5 (ey | 74 .273 -417 | 
Grand Rapids, 402) ee ore alae eee 7 3 
IVPATQUELEO Ratios overs monte. ols sys 78.6 74.8 67 222 371 
IPOrGeEL TONE esis ois viene si 76.7 74.2 aa 266 423 
alti ten dVUALIG)c. tis cga-u errors 79.9 78.8 77 221 374 . 

Minnesota: | 

LG seers co os thee tenia ie 75.1 “Zee 81 212 | 355 ; 
INVEGOFHGAG Se eis oiitss Raia i 74.1 71.5 75 221 405 
Spe Pail: peericte we ice cb erent 71.9 67.3 68 . 247 416 

Mississippi: 
INP Q@QIGIAN este sc odes ene eis 78.3 77.6 V4! RM (I es eS 
Wicksburg aes scene ane. 73.5 73.9 78 474 569 

Missouri: 
annibale sess: hae. a cers 1050 69:0 cl ecdiw ek ccd leew TF acl eee 
Kansasi@itves.o caiees csc te 70.3 68.4 72 322 466 
BG OUI sit a's cle cinletvie Sener 69.5 67.3 69 342 485 
Springliel dite. ses erie eee > 72.6 71.9 75 343 495 

Montana: 
Ea VTG ae ae es dias we nie es 66.4 56.7 62 186 308 
PT OLeN a ae Mere isiacrcths conte merareie 56.1 48.0 56 165 249 
LASCAT yofc| MU aes Paice Pam ric oc ke RCC On Reecechc Grito (;) Re SIE (eco cte e 

Nines Cxtyie tess ssw icae ararteene.s 69.7 57.8 59 223 367 
Nebraska: 

UTIGO Mestre oo ck Uap usa donts tise acess 70.0 66.9 73 ilivweteealOcle as ae 
North Platters: sees. cisco 66.3 65.3 69 250 421 
mana see ssc ae eles se 69.2 66.4 71 289 463 
RY RIGHT Weer. iccacta elie nials:a! 66.5 63.8 67 222 386 

Nevada: 
MOBO SolUU es y oak ne e's Stam sk 50.2 39.6 LAO) 1a eine ere . 

PISTON Er tates isha Scie ire. Calliskuse S cuers ee oLdtctcreia stomras 28. [wwaDoahyls la oe eee | 

DV EMTIGIA UI OUR cc ie'.cts cues sa > ko 46.5 30.4 45 .148 .183 | 

New Jersey: 
AMlemitiG: CHG << 2s-o.0 ar itp a 81.4 82.3 78 . 356 491 

New Mexico: 
RRR aey GL ne ance el ck ata e all ob ivinselets brs, | eitane Sl aterars GB ea vk vee ee ic ORR 
AUCH Odea: ci occikes Sepia 45.4 41.5 50 .169 . 233 

1 Reno instead of Carson. 
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TasieE 19.—Normal mean relative humidities, for the year and for the period of the average 
frostless season, mean relative humidities for the three summer months, 1908, and normal 
mean vapor-pressures for the year and for the period of the average frostless season.— 
Continued. 

Mean relative humidity. Mean vapor-pressure 
of water. 

Station. For period | For June, For period 
of average |} July, and of average 

Annual. frostless August Annual. frostless 

season. 1908. season. 

New York: p. ct. p. ct. p. ct. inch. inch. 

JUS Ro OSCE Es 3 Se 76.2 74.0 68 284 405 
Bitaloemitas oe oekc weds ee 73.4 Ae 72 271 414 
New. ¥ Oke nits sSxcjec)ccstte ses 73.2 fous 69 314 433 
OSWELOM MEE. sin stools cc oheth ss « 75.8 73.4 72 270 408 
RROCHOSLET Nes. ete sis. oie! cdetoore 73.4 70.4 67 267 410 

North Carolina: 
PSHE VAN ry eater ea ci eat cs shcte are, cals | a RA AS Wiel Raats aiate munee SB clits caterer pe cetera Meth 
AU aArlOsteeeiecins. casio s cco oe (fker Wes 78 382 500 
taht erasers. aoc vers bien 82.9 82.7 86 484 573 
Batty naw: so. 8 vo.<-oRjeise ¢ LUE CCIM I Rtrens Hin 2.0 Ro | eee Iota [OO crac onal SS istoiee oie oe 
Teed he Ee 73.8 74.6 78 394 527 
Wilmington 36.352 ccs acc 80.1 80.9 82 471 588 

North Dakota: 
Bersrnicinclk tole coves as oa eae osc 69.9 65.8 64 206 377 
WM errr See a iacsiae sesve c cuaeele Soil Grtatoiertt aay cleirals ea ee GBs UAiksrecees, Cx, shawsl tenons 
PRU SAIS UOT etek svc enw evera's'epeta ons 68.8 59.7 60 184 334 

Ohio: 
MOTI CITITIAGL ho ayo vavs 4 6 ausietes « 69.0 65.8 60 .325 459 
Wleveland sae =: ~ oso0 cele ss 72.9 70.9 68 . 290 414 
SP OLUMBUA S26 cise Siete ee eiieds, 6 72.6 68.9 66 305 442 
PETIA KCY?: <n ofevely elles ocok alates rs 74.4 GOR TI Were cents 294 423 
EGG [Re eee Saree 73.9 69.9 67 290 440 

Oklahoma: 
Oklahoma.......... ak care erate 69.8 68.7 75 .361 494 

Oregon: 
LEARY (Onin 7, 5 ee 60.7 49.3 54 173 236 
Ori anion. ches acies SE eas 75.5 71.4 67 293 329 
EOREDIID tite’ s os k oere Sete ers CEO Pe Ae. 63 282 323 

Pennsylvania: 
LDIF ORE. A CIO AIMEE oer 75.5 12.6 66 286 416 
PUALVISDUPON AC so ov ehees eee 73.5 72.0 GOR Aisi Gievcus cone babe eeretet 
Philadelphia. 5. s)6c1e le specs wile 70.3 69.8 67 322 450 
TETRA |} Dig ee eI ee (Pye 69.3 65 312 455 
PPR SAUNT eee 5, cu ay cretmeanetell lates oo aiceetans nell tereanecaiieec ts OGY ie ice cnc ers aie [emcees 

Rhode Island: 
Block island & © .'.:c./<e% olen 81.2 84.0 85 .320 .428 
IPKOVAGCHCOE «S4).. lo ofaiw aie eho suck ellicharet daveacte etl a akeie loreal: (67 GOSS tee ce See Sata hens 

South Carolina: 
ROHL S LOM asc clcie.s siete a os iaiersve 78.0 78.2 80 511 586 
MOTAMATIADIE Sele oo eins ele etic Mo tee a wine Hie oes wiles cakes COPE hea alike Pevcie o-oeeoetes 

South Dakota: 
LE ETES Gy OS 5 cee elie a gaint ate ay Bis 70.2 65.2 75 229 415 
LEIGIIG) 55" Se GOO HOO DING beck 64.7 57.6 60 219 370 
INST Gn See See Be oe 59.8 53.2 61 197 one 

BYSTIICHOM. cot i e hs toe ts oh aate 70.4 GiASiely le tees eee 262 454 
Tennessee: 

RCH AULATIOO LO sic fea 5 c15 Sus suet (P20 72.8 72 .391 520 
LET roy int ee SD ae Ds Sag a (sar 73.7 75 3874 505 
BRVGTIND NTR ia tictotas cys ‘evs tarersiek eaters E 71.8 vibes 76 .417 545 
MUATEVANO iis Hose cisrdelape eee 70.7 69.1 74 .379 513 

Texas: 

AYSTUITOSS hs San CEB OIe f Bee 63.9 62.6 65 .369 456 
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Tasie 19.—Normal mean relative humidities, for the year and for the period of the average 
frostless season, mean relative humidities for the three summer months, 1908, and normal 
mean vapor-pressures for the year and for the period of the average frostless season.— 
Continued. 

Mean relative humidity. Mean vapor-pressure 
of water. 

Station. For period | For June, For period 
of average | July, and of average 

Annual. frostless August Annual. Seouilade 
season. 1908. season. 

Texas—Continued: p. ct. p. ct. p. ct. inch. inch. 
ATE TUUO rican Weta tenn ae 59.3 59.4 68 . 262 373 
@orpusl CHIR 32.00 Poser ee 82.1 81.9 80 .618 675 
Pasa tno vce ce ore 38.8 37.0 43 . 243 300 
Galveston ct oe. aa oe aes 85.2 80.2 74 .595 622 
IPALSStING 7 sat akc ae emote oc 73.8 13.7 78 -467 569 
DANGANLONIOS scrapata ed « seme Lialens 66.6 66.7 73 472 540 

Utah: 
SaltMuakoOibverces otf cee oe 52.8 40.9 45 193 250 

Vermont: 
INorthneldtsniics trae ieios 77.6 78.1 86 . 239 423 

Virginia: 
Hoynen pune set heat eee (akesl 72.8 whi .356 .498 
Nortollcs natures SOAS 78.6 79.1 79 -410 . 625 
WWayttenvall ers ct ayss ay bane -ohae A weeel okciaiare er ovetotel| atte ohomreteravers 90) fea Sa ee 

Washington: 
ra(e' 4710 bo a Ss ae ee a net 76.2 73.6 75 . 286 .318 
Spolcanier cosas tase eit oversea ate 64.0 52.9 46 . 209 . 253 
MACOM Ae cers cee ceRy Si otaeecayel eel oteteecs Fae al ec anaes Beans 73 <alslevelge te Shad ae 
FP SPOOSHVLREALI GL Asi ay ai Cece ay cise catrev annie ios ai| ozs! elazan eheeabens 89 304 328 
WVreMeniW alletcr: caus a(ttarct ete sisters 64.8 54.6 46 250 297 

West Virginia: 
ICU Brovcte oaks ava cihs Sous a ea ain trict oheverers all Mispticve/ients Ae SS Wota's\eteletcncte eee ee 
Parke@rapurge:.. ¢ [sic dae vagiorense 15.7 w3.2 73 .331 482 

Wisconsin: 
'Gugerotd ooo Peete ee ope err 4 74.0 70.6 69 . 245 .407 
Wa @ross@ ne an oh ed ele wom aes 12:2 6Osoy West ener as 266 -438 
INES CETeS nee Rene Rae eteeaee| eae chore aac motct or yf RR PCIe iy eS ho 
Avian wacee . on /! eer mank a erate 74.9 72.6 71 265 420 

Wyoming: 
WhavennGse crs aes eraser INTE 52.9 61 163 274 
Lato | sighs ot he aha i ele rai 57-8 47.9 58 153 253 
Si ntciule (hs Beeweyediay tet yS Tolre sry (cm EMS) eeucd eco Cock Ne oe 62+ «fixnqwsct Se oe eer 
WY ALIS WHEOKIG. =. cikeS a cedar eealthn Sere a hi aeo stare aver aie G1: «| atcre Se eee 

The chart of plate 63 is markedly different from any of the moisture 

charts heretofore considered, excepting that it somewhat resembles 
some of those for precipitation. It is not very similar to any of the 
temperature charts with which we have been concerned, but it appears 
to partake of the general characteristics of both temperature and 

moisture charts. In the East the zonation here shown is markedly 
similar to that for temperature, the isobars having generally a west- 
east direction. Each of these lines, however, is seen to bend rather 
sharply southward in the middle of the country, so that the region 
west of about the ninety-eighth meridian of west longitude is generally 
characterized by isobars that have a north-south trend. The western 
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mountainous region, west to about the middle of Washington, Oregon, 
and California, is shown as an area of low vapor-pressures (below 
0.300 inch), this area apparently extending a little into Canada at 
the north, but not reaching the Mexican boundary at the south. The 
whole Pacific coast region is shown as having very low values (mainly 
between 0.300 and 0.350 inch), about like those of the region of the 
one hundred and third meridian, in the plains area. Southern Florida 
has the highest values, that for Key West being 0.707 inch. 

(3) NormaL MEAN AQUEOUS VAPOR-PRESSURE FOR THE YEAR. (TABLE 19, PLATE 64.) 

The means here used are taken directly from Bigelow’s tables. They 
are reproduced in the fifth column of table 19 and are shown graphi- 
cally by the chart of plate 64. 

The zonation shown by this chart is so similar to that of plate 63 
that no special discussion is here needed. Neither is it necessary to 
derive any generalization from these two vapor-pressure charts, since 
the discussion given for plate 63 brings out all the points that might 
be mentioned in a generalized statement. 

EK. RELATIVE AIR HUMIDITY. 

(1) PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

Data of relative air humidity, obtained by means of stationary or 
whirled wet and dry bulb thermometers, have been accumulated for 
many years at the various stations of the United States Signal Service 
and of the United States Weather Bureau. These were brought 
together by Stockman, as monthly and annual means for the period 
1888-1901, for 130 stations. Stockman’s means are stated to have 
been ‘‘derived from observations made at 8 a. m. and 8 p. m., seventy- 
fifth meridian time.” They form the original source of our studies of 
humidity in the United States. 

The theoretical inadequacy of data of relative air humidity in char- 
acterizing climate is tacitly suggested by a brief but well-chosen state- 
ment with which Stockman prefaces the table above referred to. He 
says: 

“The relative humidity furnishes no direct indication of the absolute amount of mois- 
ture in the air. For purposes of comparison consideration should be given to the fact 
that as the temperature is lowered the capacity of the air to retain moisture is decreased. 
Of two stations having the same average percentage of relative humidity, but different 
mean temperatures, that station which has the higher mean temperature will have the 
greater amount of moisture.” - 

We have already emphasized the fact that vapor-tension deficit 
appears to be the climatic feature which should be recorded in con- 
nection with air humidity, this being the difference (in pressure units, 
as bars or as millimeters of a mercury column) between the maximum 

1Stockman, W. B., Temperature and relative humidity data, U. S. Dept. Agric., Weather 
Bur. Bull. O: 25-29. 1905. 
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vapor-pressure of water for the given air-temperature and the actual 
vapor-pressure of water in the air. As has been pointed out, this 
deficit should be an index of the relation of air humidity to evapora- 
tion; it should measure that portion of the atmospheric evaporating 
power for any given time, which is not related to wind-movement. 
The arguments of air-temperature and air mdisture-content are thus 
combined in a single function, which becomes the more significant 
when it is pointed out that different parts of the country do not 
generally differ very markedly in relation to wind. The terms from 
which the vapor-pressure deficit might have been obtained were at 
hand when the relative humidity observations were recorded, but it 
is not possible to deduce them from the recorded percentages, espe- 
cially since Stockman’s published data have been reduced to normal 
monthly means. It is readily seen, however, that the higher the 
temperature (7. e., the farther south is the location of a given station), 
the more a given percentage of relative humidity is to be discounted, 
as it were. Thus, if a northern and a southern station (as Duluth, 
Minnesota, and Little Rock, Arkansas, for example) agree in having 
the same normal mean relative humidity for the period of the average 
frostless season—say 72 per cent—we are perfectly safe in concluding 
that the normal mean evaporating power of the air at the southern 
station is greater than at the northern, supposing the air-movement 
to be alike in the two cases. But it is not possible in such a case to 
weight the humidity records in a quantitative way. 

Before proceeding to our results in this connection it is necessary 
to mention one other very important point, which requires s 
attention from climatologists who hope to relate climate to plant 
activities in a detailed way. As has been stated, the humidity data 
of Stockman’s table were derived from observations ‘“‘made at 8 a. m. 
and 8 p. m., seventy-fifth meridian time.’”’ This is the regular practice 
of the United States Weather Bureau in dealing with humidity, and it 
will be seen that the longitude of a station determines the times in 
its day when observations are to be obtained. Thus, the observations 
for any day at North Head, Washington, come to us as though they 
were made at about 4" 40™ a. m. and p. m., while those for a day at 
Eastport, Maine, are to be similarly considered as made at about 
8" 30" a. m. and p. m. Now, humidity alters very rapidly, in most 
cases, during an hour or two about sunrise and about sunset, and the 
morning observation on the Pacific coast is usually made well before 
sunrise, while that in the northeast is made well after sunrise. A simi- 
lar consideration applies to the evening observations. It is clear that 
neither the morning observations nor the evening ones, throughout the 
country, represent the true humidity conditions for the given date, 
and it remains to be determined what the mean of these two percent- 
ages may denote. The question is, simply: Can the humidity con- 
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ditions for any day be as well derived from observations made, say, at 
5 a. m. and 5 p. m. as from those made at, say,8 a. m. and 8 p. m.? 
When vapor-pressure deficit attracts the attention it deserves the same 
problem will arise in connection with it, and then the local times of 
observation will have to be seriously considered before the data may 
be regarded as quite suitable for studies involving plant transpira- 
tion and other ecological or agricultural features.! 

On the whole, it needs to be borne in mind simply that the moisture 
conditions of the air deserve as much attention as do its temperature 
conditions, if agriculture and ecology are to employ climatological 
results. Our aim in the above paragraphs has been, not to point out 
what might or might not have been done in the past, which can not 
now be changed, but rather to emphasize what seem to us to be the 
needs of ecological and agricultural climatology for the future. 
We shall deal here with three kinds of indices of relative humidity: 

(1) the normals for the period of the average frostless season, (2) for 
the year, and (3) the means for the three summer months of 1908. 

(2) PeRcENTAGES REPRESENTING NoRMAL MrAn RELATIVE AIR HuMIDITY FOR THE PERIOD 

OF THE AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 19, PLATE 65, AND Fic. 17.) 

The data here employed were derived from the monthly values 
given by Stockman (1905), by the same general method as we have 
heretofore resorted to in obtaining indices for the period of the average 
frostless season from monthly normals. Our values are given in the 
third column of table 19, and they are shown graphically on the chart 
of plate 65. 

The chart of plate 65 shows that the relative humidity values are 
high (above 75 per cent) for the Pacific coast region and also for the 
Northeast, East, and Southeast. The lowest values (below 40 per 
cent) are found in the arid southwest. As a whole, this chart resem- 
bles the charts of precipitation-evaporation ratios (plates 57 to 62), 
and certain lines are here shown as broader than the others, to bring 
out the division of the country into climatic provinces, as was done on 
those charts. The arid region may be characterized as having relative- 
humidity percentage values below 50, the semiarid region shows values 
between 50 and 65, the semihumid regions show values between 65 
and 75, and values of over 75 characterize the humid regions. In this 
case the northwestern humid area is extended southward, along the 
Pacific coast, to middle California, and the adjoining semihumid area 
extends to the Mexican boundary. The semiarid region extends east- 
ward to about the hundredth meridian of longitude, somewhat farther 
at the south and not as far at the north, thus agreeing, in general, with 

1The hours of temperature observation in the United States have been very thoroughly 
studied, in relation to the daily means derived therefrom, and several important considerations 
bearing on the readings of the dry and wet bulb thermometers have been taken up. In these 
connections see Bigelow, 1909. Alsosee O. L. Fassig, Report on the climate and weather of Bal- 
timore, Maryland Weather Service 2: 29-312, 1907; especially pp. 152-158. 
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plates 57 to 62. This relative-humidity chart also agrees, in general, 
with the moisture-ratio charts just mentioned, by showing an east- 
ward projection of the semihumid area from Nebraska to New England. 
The eastern humid area occupies the Gulf coast from the Rio Grande 
eastward, practically all of the Atlantic coast (excepting northern 
New Jersey and southeastern New York), northern New England, 
northern New York, and northern Michigan. In its northeastern 
portion this chart resembles that of plate 61 more than any of the other 
moisture-ratio charts. 

(3) PERCENTAGES REPRESENTING NoRMAL MEAN RELATIVE AIR HuMIDITY FOR THE YEAR. 
(TABLE 19, PLATE 66.) 

Our data for this index are taken directly from Stockman’s table. 
They are reproduced in the second column of table 19, and are repre- 
sented by the chart of plate 66. 

This chart also shows a pronounced general agreement with our 
charts for the Transeau moisture ratios. The general zonation of the 
country is again shown by broad lines, but the lines for the value 65 
on plate 65 are here represented by those for the value 70. The semi- 
arid region is here thus characterized by values between 50 and 70, 
and the values for the semihumid region lie between 70 and 75. The 
line for the value 72 has been added in the central part of the country, 
to emphasize the eastern lobe of the semihumid area (shown also on 
plates 57 to 61 and on plate 65). An area of values a little below 70 
is Shown about St. Louis, Louisville, and Indianapolis, thus differing 
from plate 65, but agreeing, in general, with plates 57 to 61. The 
eastern humid region is here shown as much like that of plate 65, but 
the line for 75 here lies considerably farther south in the regions of the 
Great Lakes and of New England. In this respect plate 66 resembles 
plates 57 to 60 more than plates 61 and 65. 

(4) PercENTAGES REPRESENTING MEAN RELATIVE AIR HuMIDITY FOR JUNE, JULY, AND AUGUST 

1908. (Tasie 19, Pate 67.) 

The data for these indices were obtained from the Monthly Weather 
Review for 1908, the means for the three separate months being simply 
averaged in each case. The results are given in the fourth column of 
table 19 and are charted in the usual way in plate 67. 

This chart has the lines for the index values 50, 70, and 75 repre- 
sented as full lines, to exhibit the general zonation of the country, just 
as in the case of plate 66. The northwestern humid area (values above 
75) here extends southward, along the Pacific coast, nearly to Los 
Angeles, California, and the corresponding semihumid area reaches to 
the Mexican boundary. The arid area is depicted in much the same 
way as on the other two charts of relative humidity, but is not quite 
as extensive here as in the other cases, this being due, no doubt, to the 
effect of the characteristic summer rains in western Texas and New 
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Mexico. Instead of completely surrounding the Rocky mountains, 
as in the other two charts, this zone extends eastward only to these 
mountains, but there is here a small local area of values of 50 or below, 
indicated by the data of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Pueblo, Colorado. 
The eastern limit of the semiarid region (70) is here placed about the 
99th meridian and this line has nearly a north-south direction. The 
region here called semihumid, in the east, is somewhat restricted in 
this case, but shows a very large eastern lobe, reaching from Nebraska 
to Maine. The localized area of semiarid conditions within this lobe 
is here very large, extending from Minnesota and Illinois to Maine. 
It will be remembered that the area in question is not shown at all on 
the humidity chart for the period of the average frostless season 
(plate 65) and is represented as much smaller on that for the year 
(plate 66). The eastern humid region is here exceptionally wide in 
the southeast and is narrowed at the north, somewhat as on the chart 
for the moisture ratio for the year (plate 60). 

This chart of relative-humidity values for the three summer months 
of 1908 was prepared for comparison with the chart of evaporation for 
a similar period of the same year (plate 56). The stations for the 1908 

- series were not numerous enough to give a satisfactory chart, but these 
two charts agree, in a general way, in showing the great eastern exten- 
sion of the region of semihumid and semiarid summer conditions, from 
Oklahoma to northern Michigan and New England. For details, the 
two charts can not be compared. 

(5) GENERALIZATIONS FROM THE THREE CHARTS OF RELATIVE Humipity VALUES. 

(PuateEs 65 To 67, AND Fic. 17.) 

The main points brought out by our study of relative humidity values 
may be briefly summarized as follows, reference being made to figure 17, 
which is derived from plate 65. The country may be divided, on the 
basis of relative humidity—as on that of other moisture features—into 
four humidity provinces, which may be termed arid, semiarid, semi- 
humid, and humid. 

The humid relative humidity province occupies: (1) western Wash- 
ington and Oregon and a variable portion of the California coast 
region (depending on the form of index employed); (2) the whole of the 
Gulf coast region and that of the Atlantic coast as far north as Long 
Island or Massachusetts; (3) northern New England and New York 
and a variable portion of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. It 
appears probable that portions (1) and (3), as just defined, are con- 
tinuous through Canada, so as to form a single northern humid region. 
The southeastern portion (2) appears to be quite cut off from the 
northern one, but only by a narrow neck. The semihumid province 
lies just interior to the humid one, being very narrow in the Northwest 
and West. The eastern and western portions of this zone, as shown on 
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these three charts, are probably continuous in Canada, to form a single 
zone. In the eastern half of the country this zone occupies all of the 

interior, as far west as about the hundredth meridian of west longitude. 

The semiarid province embraces the Great Plains and a belt lying east 

of the western semihumid zone. Finally, the arid province occupies 

the region generally known as arid, extending approximately from 

Arizona to eastern Washington. This zonation is in general agreement 

with that shown by the precipitation-evaporation ratios. 
From these considerations it appears quite clear that the data of 

relative humidity, as here employed, furnish an exceedingly valuable 
and rational climatic zonation of the United States. This may be taken 
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Fig. 17.—Moisture zonation, according to indices of relative humidity for period of average frost- 
less season. Humidity provinces: Humid, more than 75; semihumid, 65 to 75; semiarid, 50 
to 65; arid, less than 50. Numerical values represent percentages. (See also Plate 65.) 

as satisfactory evidence that the theoretical objections to the concept 
of relative humidity and to the usual manner of its employment are 
not serious enough to prevent this method giving a clear zonation that 
generally agrees with that obtained from the precipitation-evaporation 
ratios as we have used the latter. It seems hardly probable, however, 
that detailed studies of the annual march of climatic conditions as 
related to plants may be as well served by these data as by those of 
vapor-tension deficit, evaporation, and the precipitation-evaporation 
ratio. 

Considering the fact that data from 14 years of observations are 
here employed, and that many more years are now available, so that 
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much more satisfactory charts might probably now be made, it appears 
that these charts of relative humidity must be regarded as perhaps 
the most valuable of all air-moisture charts with which we have been 
able to deal in a practical way. 

F. WIND. (TABLE 20, PLATE 68.) 

Wind influence upon plant growth occurs in several ways, the most 
generally important of which is probably effective through increased 
transpiration. As has been emphasized, air-movement is very influen- 
tial in determining the evaporating power of the air, which, in turn, 
is the main external condition governing the transpiration-rate as well 
as the rate of water-loss directly from the soil-surface. This influence 
depends upon the velocity of air-movement. Strong winds tend to 
break plants as well as to dry them, but this feature of wind influence 
appears to be of importance to vegetation only in relatively restricted 
areas. If wind were to be studied in this regard, it is very high wind- 
pressure and its duration that would require attention. The direction 
of the wind, so important in weather predictions, is of no importance 
to plants in general. If the ecology of individual plants or small 
groups is to be studied, then wind direction may sometimes become 
important. 

Wind as a climatic condition influencing vegetation may be con- 
sidered: (1) in terms of its average velocity—perhaps the most useful 
wind-dimension as far as the evaporating power of the air is con- 
cerned; (2) in terms of its maximum velocity and the duration of very 
high rates of air-movement; and (3) in terms of the maximum pres- 
sure developed and the duration of very high pressures. The United 
States Weather Bureau has accumulated anemométric data for many 
stations in the United States, and we have employed some of these 
data to prepare a chart of average wind-velocities for the period of 
the average frostless season. The data employed are as yet unpub- 
lished, but have been very kindly furnished us by Professor P. C. Day, 
of the United States Weather Bureau. They consist in a table of 
average wind-velocities (in miles per hour) for each month of the year 
and for 151 stations, based generally upon the 20-year period 1891- 
1910. For each of these stations the average wind-velocity has been 
calculated for the period of the average frostless season, as in the other 
cases where monthly averages were used in deriving means for the 
frostless season. The results of our computations, together with the 
annual average velocity in each case (obtained from the records of the 
United States Weather Bureau) and the height above the ground of the 
anemometer are given in table 20. 
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Tapie 20.—Average wind velocities for the year and for the period of the average frostless 
season, usually from records for the period 1891-1910. 
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TaBLE 20.—Average wind velocities for the year and for the period of the average frostless 
season, usually from records for the period 1891-1910.—Continued. 
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The average wind-velocities for the period of the average frostless 
season, given in table 20, are presented in the form of a chart in plate 
68. Perhaps the most striking features of this chart are the prevalence 
of high average wind-velocities near the coasts and near the Great 
Lakes and the apparently low average velocities encountered in the 
mountain regions. In connection with the latter feature it is to be 
noted that stations in mountainous regions are generally in valleys, 
and are therefore protected from the general air-drift of the region. 
This chart appears to be of little or no value in defining rational climatic 
zones; either the average wind-velocity per hour during the period of 
the average frostless season is not a suitable feature by which to 
measure climate as related to plants, or the data upon which our caleu- 
lations have been based are too inadequate to bring out any relations 
that may exist between this feature and plant distribution. We are 

_ persuaded that both of these alternatives express the truth. The 
average wind-velocity during the growing-season for plants is so little 
different in different parts of the country, and the evaporating power 
of the air is so greatly influenced by other conditions than wind, that 
it seems hardly to be expected that average wind-velocity may prove 
of great value in vegetational climatology. At the same time, if the 
distribution of climatological stations and the methods of wind observa- 
tion employed by the United States Weather Bureau should ever be 
reorganized according to the needs of this sort of study, it is possible 
that average wind-velocities might assume more importance than is 
here apparent. A glance at the various heights of the anemometers 
above the ground, as given in table 20, makes it clear that these instru- 
ments have been placed rather for convenience than for the obtaining 
of useful results, as far as climatology is concerned. As Livingston 
has remarked (1913), the population of the cities of the United States 
may be estimated from decade to decade by the average height of the 
Weather Bureau instruments above the ground; the instruments seem 
to have risen higher in the air as the population has increased. This, of 
course, is due to the pernicious habit of locating the recording-stations 
generally in cities and towns instead of in the open country, where the 
first principles of climatological study demand that such stations should 
be placed. As towns have become cities and cities have enlarged, the 
anemometers have been elevated from time to time, so that the back- 
wardness of a town—as far as large buildings are concerned—may be 
inferred from the low elevation of its Weather Bureau station. Table 
20 shows that the anemometers are generally about 50 feet above the 
ground in small towns. In New York City, the anemometer is 314 
feet above the ground, and for Pittsburgh (the highest elevation given 
on our list) its height is 410 feet. 
When better wind data become available other lines of attack may 

be begun, as, for instance, a study of the relation holding between 
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vegetation and maximum wind-velocity, but such attempts would 
be well-nigh useless at present. 

G. SUNLIGHT AS A CONDITION INFLUENCING WATER-LOSS FROM PLANTS. 

(TABLE 21, PLATE 69.) 

As has been remarked, the influence exerted by light conditions upon 
plant growth is very complex, comprising several kinds of influences 
that are themselves quite different. With regard to general plant 
growth, which mainly interests us in the present studies, it is obvious 
that the most important light-relations are those of transpiration and 
photosynthesis. 

The second of these relations is quite out of reach at present, for 
before the light conditions of different climatic regions may be com- 
pared with reference to the possibility of plant photosynthesis, the 
light-supply must be measured especially in terms of those ranges of 
wave-lengths that are known to influence the photosynthetic process; 
it is clear enough that the total light-supply is not in itself the condition 
to be studied in this connection, and spectrophotometry has not yet 
progressed far enough to furnish the instruments and methods here 
required. When it becomes possible to measure and record, at each 
climatological station, the daily supply of solar radiant energy of cer- 
tain relatively small ranges of wave-lengths, then, and then only, will 
the photosynthetic powers of different regions become capable of being 
satisfactorily compared, but this seems unlikely to occur in the very 
near future. 

The light-relation of transpiration is much more easily approach- 
able than is that of photosynthesis, but the climatological records 
so far available are not suitable for even the relatively simple com- 
parisons required in this connection. Here the climatological con- 
dition to be studied is the power of the surroundings to accelerate the 
rate of water-loss from plants through the action of impinging solar 
radiant energy. Since no two plants are to be regarded as exactly 
alike, and since the internal conditions of the light-absorbing surface are 
as influential in determining the light effect upon evaporation as are 
the external light conditions, it becomes necessary here (as in the case 
of the evaporating power of the air) to adopt some standard light- 
absorbing surface and to measure the light-effect upon that surface. 
The measurement of sunshine has usually been accomplished by 
methods that depend upon the increase in temperature occasioned by 
the exposure of a certain blackened surface for a specified time period. 
Thus, the black-bulb thermometer has been employed by various 
authors in the comparison of the total intensity of sunshine energy 
received at different stations or for different days, etc., at the same 
station. The instruments so far described have not been generally 
satisfactory, being difficult of adequate operation and of calibration. 
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The bolometer and the pyrheliometer seem not yet to have been em- 
ployed in climatological comparisons and the initial cost of these 
instruments, as well as the labor required in obtaining readings there- 
from, make it probable that they will not, in their present forms at 
least, be of much climatological value. It must be remembered that, 
for such studies as we are considering, the operation of the instruments 
must be simple, the results must be satisfactory, and the cost must be 
low. 

Livingston' has discussed and compared various other simple forms 
of instruments intended for measuring light intensity, including the 
Hicks solar radio-integrator, two forms of actinometer employing 
photographic paper, and his own radio-atmometer. Reference should 
be made to his paper for what little has been done by way of comparing 
the readings obtained from these instruments with the corresponding 
degrees of light influence upon plant transpiration. This extremely 
important subject is deserving of much further study. 

The Hicks instrument is faulty in its theoretical conception, in 
several ways; its readings are as much determined by air-temperature 
as by the intensity of the light which it aims to measure, and they are 
also greatly influenced by the changing amounts of liquid in the 
exposed bulb, in the shaded reservoir, ete. 

The various forms of photographic-paper actinometers, such as the 
Wynne photographic exposure meter, the Clements ‘‘ photometer,’ 
and the instrument employed by Wiesner’ are all valuable in measur- 
ing and comparing sunlight intensities with reference to their possible 
photochemical effect upon the particular paper or film employed, but 
they show nothing in regard to the corresponding possible photo- 
synthetic or evaporational influence upon plants, since the photosyn- 
thetic process in plants has nothing essentially in common with the 
photochemical alteration of silver salts, excepting that both are 
photochemical, and transpiration has nothing at all in common with 
the photographic process. . 

Livingston’s radio-atmometer has been greatly improved since 
its first description,* and it seems probable that this instrument may 
prove to be of very great value in climatology as well as in plant 
physiology, ecology, agriculture, etc., but its general employment in 
such lines of study is yet to be accomplished. 

The most improved form of the radio-atmometer consists of two 
spherical porous-cup atmometers, one of the spheres being black and 
the other white, but the two being otherwisealike. Theseareseparately 
mounted and are operated side by side in the location where the light 

1 Livingston, (191la). See also, for the best sunshine records yet available, Briggs and 
Shantz, 1916. 

2 Clements, F. E., Research Methods in Ecology, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1905. 

3 Wiesner, J., Der Lichtgenuss der Pflanzen, Leipzig, 1907. 
4 Livingston, 1915, b. 
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intensity is to be measured. The white surface absorbs but little 
radiant energy, while the black one absorbs a large proportion of the 
sunlight that reaches it. Both instruments are similarly affected by 
alterations in the evaporating power of the air, due to whatever cause, 
and the difference between their losses for any given time period is the 
amount of water vaporized on account of the energy absorbed by the 
black surface, over and above what is absorbed by the white one. 
This difference is thus an approximate measure of the radiation inten- 
sity for the given period, as this might accelerate evaporation from 
moist exposed surfaces of the kind here employed. The instrument is 
calculated to integrate the effects of sunshine throughout the time 
period that occurs between the readings, and it is exceedingly sensitive 
to relatively weak light intensities, so that it can give a wide range of 
rates. The period of exposure may of course be made of any conven- 
ient length. Attention should be called to the fact that the readings 
are to be interpreted as the time-rates of work done in vaporizing water 
from the standard surface, so that it thus becomes possible to consider 
sunshine, from the climatological point of view, as to its power to do the 
work of accelerating evaporation from the instrument. For a simple 
term to denote this power we may use ‘‘the evaporating power of the 
sunshine.’”’ No doubt this expression can be shown to be faulty in 
certain respects, if interest seems to lie in such a direction, but until 
the very important climatological factor of light intensity begins to 
attract serious attention it makes little difference in what terms we 
emphasize its present neglect and its great importance. 

The sunshine records of the United States Weather Bureau consist 
of observations on the number of hours of sunshine occurring each day 
at each of the stations provided with the Marvin sunshine recorder. 
This instrument is virtually a differential thermometer, having two 
bulbs, the surface of one being a very good reflector and that of the 
other being blackened. The automatic recording device records the 
time periods when the blackened bulb has a temperature higher than 
that of the other bulb by more than a certain small amount. During 
periods of sunshine these two temperatures differ in this way. It is 
thus seen that the instrument is not calculated to give any information 
regarding comparative intensities of the impinging or absorbed radiant 
energy. It simply records for each day the amount of time when the 
sunshine was intense enough to produce the stated difference between 
the temperatures of the two bulbs. While this recorder leaves much to 
be desired, its records are probably more valuable than are periodic 
ocular observations of the amount of cloudiness during daylight hours.’ 

1Tn this connection see F. T. McLean, A preliminary study of climatic conditions in Maryland 
as related to the growth of soy-bean seedlings, Physiol. Res. 2: 129-208, 1917. See also: 
F. Merrill Hildebrandt, A method for approximating sunshine intensity from ocular observa- 
tions of cloudiness, Johns Hopkins Univ. Cire., March, 1917, pp. 205-208.—Idem, 1921. 
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From the records of the Marvin sunshine recorder, the United States 
- Weather Bureau has derived data of the normal number of hours of 
sunshine, for each day of the year, for each of the stations included in 
the sunshine study. These numbers are expressed as percentages of 
the possible daily hours of sunshine in each case, the possible number 
of hours being, for each day and station, the number of hours between 
sunrise and sunset. Through the kindness of Professor P. C. Day, 
of the United States Weather Bureau, we have been able to obtain 
these data of the percentage of possible hours of sunshine for each 
month and for 57 stations in the United States, and these have been 
employed as basis for our sunshine computations. 

From the present point of view the percentage of possible hours of 
sunshine is quite without interest; what affects plant activities is, of 
course, simply the amount of sunshine, and, if we consider this in terms 
of hours of light intensity above the threshold of the sunshine recorder, 
it is the actual number of hours of sunshine which should attract our 
attention. Our first step was, then, to calculate the normal number 
of hours of sunshine for each month, in each case. This was done by 
finding the number of possible hours of sunshine for the latitude of 
each station and for each month included in the period of the average 
frostless season, from Marvin’s Sunshine Tables,’ and then multiplying 
this number by the corresponding percentage of the possible, con- 
sidered as hundredths. The next step was to sum the numbers thus 
obtained for all whole months occurring in the average frostless season 
for the station in question, and to add to this sum quantities calculated 
to represent the fractions of a month with which the average frostless 
season generally begins and ends. The final sum represents the normal 
number of hours of sunshine occurring in the period of the average 
frostless season, for the particular station in question. The sums thus 
obtained are given in table 21, the summations being plotted on a 
chart, with isoclimatic lines drawn in the usual way. The chart 
is given as plate 69. It is obvious, from the small number of stations 
for which data are available, that this chart is very crude and super- 
ficial. Nevertheless, a rational and self-consistent arrangement of cli- 
matic zones is here brought out, and this zonation is very similar to that 
based on temperature conditions. The stations receiving the most sun- 
shine (measured in terms of hours by the Marvin recorder) are in the 
extreme Southwest, while those receiving the least lie near the northern 
boundary of the country or in the mountain regions. The lines of the 
western portion of this chart are shown as distinct from the rest, to 
suggest the greater uncertainty with which they have been placed. 

1 Marvin, C. F., Sunshine tables, Edition of 1905, giving the times of sunrise and sunset in 

mean solar time and the total duration of sunshine for every day in the year, latitudes 20° to 50° 
North, U. 8. Dept. Agric., Weather Bur., 1905 (numbered ‘‘ W. B. No. 320°’). 
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TaBLE 21.—Normal total number of hours of sunshine within the period of the average 
frostless season. 

Normal Normal 
total total 

Station. duration Station. duration 
of of 

sunshine. sunshine. 

hours. hours. 
Arizona: Fiagstaff.........'...-. 1,134 New Mexico: Santa Fe......... 1,892 
Arkansas: Little Rock.......... 2,166 New York: 
California: Alibamiyetcefe clase) ahale a setelese)< 1,504 

Neos AMIPCLER cruise tise saecies 2 2,995 IES UIST el Olen a taeey areas = eS tal cate, ere 1,479 
San) HPANCIsSGOl. . f2)5\2 « elelsiaa/eie 2,615 New Viork ‘hfe a53,2ha2 fy Ase 1,626 

Colorado: oehester 4-70.95). cee aye 1,418 
MON VEL ci) se2 <ro stoic ss © aysstsere 1 1,261 North Carolina: Wilmington.... 1,942 
OURAN EO ORAE I fpo0 ee selace sara eis. s 1,367 North Dakota: Bismarck....... 1,227 
Grand Junction............. 1,865 Ohio: 

Florida: Jacksonville........... 2,297 CINCINNAU ence cetere ro WAV ress 
Georpia: Atlanta..0 02/520. .ec- 1,946 Clevelandenss tesa eat 1,567 
RGANG SPESOISE 5 5 Shops cya cus ace caayaere p 1,870 Columbus sesitecchssck mel be 1,651 
MMos: “ONICALO? «56 o2'. 2. as Ses 1,774 AGLEG Orntraccre rears ehacisyencretoion ores 1,512 
Indiana: Indianapolis.......... L571 @regon:#Eortland- see. e ees 1,578 
fowa: Wes Moines. ..).....<..% 1,544 Pennsylvania: 
Peis AS IO LCS Wels oc oe 6 eleven ore, « 1, 784 TIO Sartre ees erent ere ihe eee ee one 
Kentucky: Louisville........... 1,743 Philadelphiaessehicsnicss of ek Wigoe 
Louisiana: New Orleans........ 2,123 Bitigburohe sme cctyss acs cates 1,403 
Maine: South Carolina: Charleston. .... 2,026 

BINS etta 63 Bere Dimers picts DRO Oe 1,225 South Dakota: Huron.......... 1,267 
PartlanGdey 3, 52). oais, «ics 's,\stenoiets 1,365 Tennessee: 

Maryland: HAtbaNGORS fete crs ene wn 1,836 
PeeUIINGTOH Shove « hinelznteaielstete« 1,736 Knoxville sios sche aces Wiz 
Wrashineton, DCs. .3:.. 1,646 INashivilleys) on, anceite Sy oe 1,878 

Massachusetts: Boston......... 1,499 Texas: 
Michigan: Detroit. ..c.6 20. ess 1,468 ATATTNO Se aes ane nc Rae a 2,057 

Mamnnesota: St. Paul. .....5......- 1,367 Galvestonss sts ogee. 2,650 
Mississippi: DaAneATULOMIOL. seh) eee Sean 2,343 

IVESTVGUANU Ss ci accvale steie x tetespenere © 1,895 Utahe, Salt Make: Citys ses. 3. oe 1,927 
VCMT OA Ss. ce cice cle cieicere « 2,301 Washington: Spokane.......... 1,927 

Missour: St. Douist?s 2 .icft. 1,832 Wyoming: 
Montana> Helenai. ... ....)5505 s.- 1,286 @heyenne<. Mesaecs aheeue ee LESS 
ebrasica: Omaha: foc ce an oe 1,548 MG aM eLere oie aurece a. ctate soe eee 1,167 
New Jersey: Atlantic City...... 1,827 Sheridansthi +t ws 5.5 Ate 1,307 
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IV. MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE INDICES. 

A. INTRODUCTORY. 

An attempt on the part of Livingston’ to obtain a single climatic 
index for moisture and temperature efficiencies combined resulted in a 
climatic chart of the United States that has certain interesting charac- 
teristics. These indices are based on the tentative suppositions: (1) 
that the temperature efficiency of a climate, to produce plant growth, 
is proportional to the temperature summation-index of that climate 
(obtained by whatever method may prove most satisfactory), and 
(2) that the moisture efficiency is proportional to the Transeau ratio 
of precipitation to evaporation. This last supposition considers that 
if two stations differ only in rainfall and in the intensity of the 
evaporating power of the air, then plant growth at these two stations 
should be directly proportional to the rainfall and inversely propor- 
tional to the atmospheric evaporating power, as far as climatic condi- 
tions are concerned. In short, the moisture-temperature index of a 
climate (for any given duration factor) is taken as the product of the 
temperature summation-index and the moisture ratio. To employ 
Livingston’s terminology, if J, represents the moisture-temperature 
index, if J, represents the temperature summation-index, if J, repre- 
sents the summed precipitation for the period considered, and if I, 
represents the total evaporation from some standard a{mometer for 
the same period, then 

Oe PB ae Es 

Inspection of this formula shows that the value of this moisture- 
temperature index is increased by higher temperature (supposing that 
the optimum temperature for plant growth is not surpassed) and also 
by lengthening of the time period taken into account. The higher are 
the daily temperature-index values and the more of them are summed, 
the greater must be the resulting sum (J,), and the product index is 
of course increased by increasing its first factor. Also, this product 
index is increased by higher values of the Transeau moisture-ratio 
(I,/I,.). This ratio value, in turn, is increased by more rainfall and by 
lower atmospheric evaporating power. The efficiency, for plant 
growth, of the moisture-temperature complex is thus greatest with a 
long growing-season, with high temperatures (not surpassing the 
optimum), with great rainfall, and with low evaporating power. 

Livingston’s product indices were based upon the duration factor 
of the length of the period of the average frostless season and upon 
the physiological summation-index of temperature efficiency. We 
have calculated these values also for temperature indices derived 
by the remainder method and for those derived by the exponential 
method. The results obtained for these two forms of moisture- 

JLivingston (1916, 2). 
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temperature index are presented below, and these are followed by those 
obtained by Livingston. 

It is perhaps not out of place here to remark that these moisture- 
temperature indices represent no more than a first rough approxima- 
tion toward an environmental index, which might state the efficiency 
of the environment as a whole to produce plant growth. It is quite 
obvious that such an environmental index will not really be attainable 
for a very long time; it must embrace many other terms besides those 
representing climatic conditions, and also terms for all of the influential 
climatic ones, and, as has been emphasized, methods for the measure- 
ment and weighting of most of the environmental conditions are yet 
to be devised. Nevertheless, progress can best be favored by employ- 
ing the two climatic indices that seem most promising, with the hope 
that the shortcomings of the resulting interpretations may suggest 
closer approximations to the form of index required. 

It may also be remarked that but little real progress can be hoped 
for in this direction until laboratory facilities become available, by 
which the relations between plant growth and environmental condi- 
tions may be experimentally studied. As has been emphasized, this 
sort of experimentation will require well-planned physical equipment 
for the control of environmental conditions. It will also require a 
group of workers who can bend their energies toward gaining a com- 
mon end, for a single individual, no matter how well equipped with 
apparatus, can not hope to find it in his power to enter very deeply 
into these complex relations. Nevertheless, expensive and difficult 
as the project may seem at present, there can be no doubt that it will 
be eventually undertaken, nor can it bedoubted that the benefits to be 
derived from properly. planned and conducted experimental studies 
on plant environmental relations will prove fully as great and as 
valuable to the human race as have been those derived from experi- 
mental physics and astronomy. It is in the laboratories and observa- 
tories of these sciences that the nearest approach to the sort of work 
here contemplated is now being carried on. On the practical, bread- 
winning side, it needs only to be suggested that the greatest and most 
important of all human industries, agriculture, rests entirely upon 
what little knowledge we already happen to possess in regard to the 
relations between plant growth and environmental conditions. When- 
ever a workable environmental index for plant growth may be 
approached, it is certain that the arts of agriculture and forestry will 
be markedly improved. 

B. MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE INDICES BASED ON TEMPERATURE SUMMATION- 
INDICES OBTAINED BY THE REMAINDER METHOD (ABOVE 39° F.), FOR 
THE PERIOD OF THE AVERAGE FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 22, PLATE 70.) 

These values were derived by multiplying the summation index 
for the period of the average frostless season, for each station (table 
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6, column 5), by the corresponding Transeau ratio (table 11, column 
8). For simplicity, we may represent the first of these factors by the 
letter 7’ and retain the expression already used (P/E) for the second, 
whence we may term the resultant index P/EXT. The results 
obtained are set forth in the second column of table 22. 

The chart for this series of values is shown as plate 70. Its discus- 
sion may best be combined with those of the two following charts. 

TABLE 22.—Moisture-temperature indices (P/E XT) jor the period of the average frostless 
season, by remainder (above 39° F.), exponential, and physiological methods. 

The moisture ratios (P/E) from table 12, and the summation indices (7’) from tables 9 and 10. 

Temperature summation 
obtained by— 

Station Remain- 
: der Expo- | Physio- 

method | nential | logical 
(above | method. | method.? 
39° F.). 

Alabama: 
Gg: re 12,106 | 1,314 | 23,652 
Montgomery........ 6,114 665 | 12,400 

Arkansas: 
Hort smiths... .!s-: 5,543 601 | 10,782 
Little Rock......... 5,795 627 | 11,246 

California: 
SHITE aiey—. 5, «559s a 8\ ote’ « 625 68 1,186 
Independence....... 254 27 449 
Los Angeles......... Zee pail 283 3,127 
zl iE LCT telecast ae 1,285 ae hate 
AGCEAMENLO:. 2.0/2 sisi. 1,399 , 04 

San Francisco....... 2,598 283 1,991 
Colorado: 

WI EHVEM Es 55:5 els c 2s = 786 81 1,204 
Connecticut: 

Wew Haven... ... 5,330 556 7,869 
Florida: 

Jacksonville......... 10,813 1,196 | 21,760 
Key West.......... 10,877 | 1,155 | 23,266 
Pensacola.... 10,175 1,113 | 20,465 
De ct... \ nh & 
(Cedar Keys)!....... i a2 1,271 | 23,155 

Georgia: 
PENANG: conc se 5,175 549 9,686 
PAUIPMISGH cic coc ks cee 6,420 695 | 12,879 
Savannah.......... 9,385 1,014 | 18,294 

Idaho: 
(US) he 405 42 598 

Illinois: 
Od ae 4,174 446 7,807 
Se a 3,384 355 5,100 

Springfield.......... 3,971 418 7,032 

Station. 

Indiana: 
Indianapolis......... 

Iowa: 

Davenport... ae ne 

Des Moines......... 

Kentucky: 

Louisville 
Louisiana: 

New Orleans........ 
Shreveport... .400 

Maine: 

HASEDOEL= Soclysuiak a. 
Rortland see ote 

Maryland: 

Baltimores* eens . 

Washington, D.C... 
Massachusetts: 

Michigan: 
IDEN Ss fess ih is certie. 

Marquette.......... 
Port, Ekuron essen. oe 

Minnesota: 

LOTT (Hl Cg See et uchetor 

Temperature summation 
obtained by— 

Remain- 

der Expo- | Physio- 
method | nential | logical 
(above | method. | method.? 
39° F.). 

3,376 359 5,967 

3,672 384 6,255 
4,364 456 | 7,457 
4,583 478 7,472 
4,138 440 | 7,241 

3,781 401 7,114 
2,410 256 4,474 
5,744 611 | 10,599 

3,498 371 6,590 

11,956 | 1,304 | 23,381 
6, 846 751 | 13,874 

3,406 391 2,747 
3,712 386 4,528 

4,540 483 7,947 
4,704 497 8,322 

4,097 429 5,714 
4,396 474 5,193 

3,008 312 3,300 
2,996 309 4,569 
3,147 327 4,189 
2,997 314] 3,113 
2,918 301 3,819 

3,751 401 | 4,064 

1 Where a second station is named in parentheses, the evaporation value is for this station. 
2? The values in this column have appeared in Livingston’s paper (1916, 2). 
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Taste 22.—Moisture-temperature indices (P/E XT) for the period of the average frostless 
season, by remainder (above 39° F.), exponential, and physiological methods.—Continued. 

The moisture ratios (P/E) from table 12, and the summation indices (T) from tables 9 and 10. i) 

Station, Nee Expo- 

method | nential 
(above | method. 
39 F.). 

Minnesota—Continued: 
Moorhead.......... 3,163 315 
Biebaul pees ae eee 4,269 442 

Mississippi: 
VICKBDUNE \7.-).ps ns eile 7,663 $34 

Missouri: 
Kansas City........ 
(Leavenworth, Kans.)! 4,895 525 
Stp Wouise.. caer ren 3,635 390 
Springfield.......... 5,631 591 

Montana: 
15 hig eens Premera 
(Fort Assiniboine)! .. } 1,139 116 
Welenain.ic.scanetin ts 691 (P 

Nebraska: 
North Platte........}| 2,205 229 
Om ahareisesaciawe oto 4,151 436 
Valentine®:... «ss. 2,309 238 

Nevada: 
Winnemucca........ 127 13 

New Hampshire: 
@ontords:.)¢ sites 
(Manchester)!....... } 3,356 344 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City....... 6,858 707 

New Mexico: 
fof ieh tl cy; See POR ene 12 81 

New York 
AND ANy ee fis3% sists 3,780 394 
Shit aie e Apismeneroe 3,257 340 
New) Work, 24 chai. 4,541 481 
OBWEZ02 soe eee a yale 373 
Rochester. ..cic¢ss'..« 2,962 307 

North Carolina: 
Charlotte: .c< << % wes 5,914 630 
HMatteraay <.c).nieeees 135512 1,418 
PU BLOMEN ES siete ac ccarers 7,992 851 
Wilmington......... 9,781 1,034 

North Dakota: 
IBISMarOk, «ets onapas 1,590 188 
Devils Lake......... 
(Fort Totten)!...... 2,210 227 
Walliston) css 5. ches 
(Fort Buford)!...... 1,327 135 

Ohio: 
Cincpanatyy: sec sens =e 3,007 319 
Cleveland's i.:Joc teats 3,782 399 
COMBOS +. sees 3,019 316 
Sandusky... <s%n025 3,635 390 
EGLO S ‘chase esters ace oh 2,914 303 

Remain- 

Temperature summation 
obtained by— 

Physio- 
logical 

method.” 

4,043 
6,423 

15,125 

8,875 

6,824 
10,061 

1,505 

809 

3,682 
7,406 
3,861 

197 

4,422 

10,241 

979 

5,598 
4,511 
7,034 
4,784 
4,100 

11,022 
24,265 
14,980 
18,240 

2,626 

2,823 

1,902 

5,513 
5,606 
5,112 
5,778 
4,647 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 

Temperature summation 
obtained by— 

4 Remain- 

Station. der Expo- | Physio- 
method | nential | logical 
(above | method. | method.” 
oo ois): 

Oregon: 
Portlandeiy. acer er 3,052 332 | 3,160 
Roseburg 722 cee 1,213 126 1,313 

Pennsylvania: 
thy ee Ae ORR ae ACN 4,185 441 | 6,047 | 
Philadelphia........ 4,174 441 7,010 | 
Pittsburgh..........| 3,354 349 5,672 

Rhode Island: . 
Block Island........ 6,164 668 7,555 

South Carolina: 
Charleston... ..01eee 10,116 1,100 | 19,608 ) 
GColumbise ean. 7,432 807 | 14,837 

South Dakota: 
FUTON. oye eich oe iets 2,389 243 3,687 , 
Pierre tc creases 
(Fort Sully)!........ 1,711 179 2,928 
Vauktony sac 2 te. 4,080 424 | 6,961 

Tennessee: | 
Chattanooga.......- 5,295 562 | 10,052 . 
Knoxville: cease. eee 5,040 530 8,970 | 
Memphis seis seieters 5,253 593 | 10,837 | 
Nashville yeecsecaer 4,593 493 8,930 

Texas: 
‘Abilene viva) <5 eae ater ee 3,520 385 7,028 
Amarillo pewtca cc see's 
(Fort Eliot)!........ \ 2,532 | 2 | 
Corpus Christi...... 6,690 737 | 13,926 | 
IP asos sieve hitoctetis 906 98 1,790 
Galveston'six. sj 4<.-)-1- 10,331 1,142 | 20,570 
Palestine:% . jeanee 6,410 700 | 12,977 
San Antonio........ 4,734 520 | 9,716 

Utah: 
Salt Lake City...... 623 66 1,052 

Vermont: 
Northfieldiit 2... 3,362 345 | 3,884 

Virginia: 
ILhynchburgs..ce.s + s<< 5,139 544 | 9,228 
Norfolkis.v. toc. cere 8,300 887 | 15,060 

Washington: 
North Head........ + 
(Fort Canby)!....... S 2,684 346 1,874 
Spokane! saw «icc awe es 934 101 1,148 

Tatoosh Island......| 11,724 1,566 7,475 
Walla Walla........ 950 101 1,475 

Wisconsin: 
Green Bays; ck vive os *3,193 330 | 4,270 
Lae Crosse ed Ss lax 4,085 422 | 6,296 
Milwaukee......... 3,373 351 4,582 

Wyoming: 
Cheyenne.......... 563 58 710 

1 Where a second station is named in parentheses, the evaporation value is for this station. 
2 The values in this column have appeared in Livingston's paper (1916, 2). 
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C. MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE INDICES (P/EXT) BASED ON TEMPERATURE 
SUMMATION-INDICES OBTAINED BY THE EXPONENTIAL METHOD (TEM- 
PERATURE COEFFICIENT OF 2.0), FOR THE PERIOD OF THE AVERAGE 
FROSTLESS SEASON. (TABLE 22, PLATE 71.) 

The same values for P/E are used here as in the preceding case, but 
the temperature indices are taken from table 7, column 2. The 
products are presented in the third column of table 22. They are 
shown graphically on the chart of plate 71, the discussion of which will 
be postponed until the next following chart has been presented. 

D. MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE INDICES BASED ON TEMPERATURE SUMMA- 
TION-INDICES OBTAINED BY THE PHYSIOLOGICAL METHOD (LIVINGS- 
TON’S, 1916) INDICES FROM LEBENBAUER’S 1915 MEASUREMENTS FOR 
YOUNG MAIZE SHOOTS, FOR THE PERIOD OF THE AVERAGE FROSTLESS 
SEASON. (TABLE 22, PLATE 72, AND FIG. 18.) 

The values for P/E are the same here as in the two preceding cases, 
but the temperature indices are taken from table 7, column 4. The 
products are given in the fourth column of table 22, and the chart 
therefor is shown as plate 72. The discussion for plates 70, 71, and 72 
will now be given. 

E. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY OF THE THREE FORMS OF MOISTURE- 
TEMPERATURE PRODUCTS. (FIG. 18.) 

The direction of zonation on all three of these moisture-temperature 
charts is at once seen to be essentially the same. <A glance at the data 

DS Ren
 acrak ie 

ay \ \\ 

ae < ee ies oe Y, es 

pa ae 5 yeez Ee be 

Fic. 18.—Moisture-temperature zonation, according to moisture-temperature products (physio- 
logical method) for period of average frostless season. Moisture-temperature provinces: 
Very high, more than 13; high, 7 to 13; medium, 4 to 7; low, 1 to 4; very low, less than 1. Nu- 

merical values represent thousands. (See also Plate 72.) 
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of table 22 shows that the indices themselves are markedly different 
in the three cases, however. The values indicated for the lines of 
plates 70 and 72 are thousands, while those for the lines of plate 71 are 
hundreds, and the table shows that the indices obtained from the 
exponential summations are always the smallest of the three. Those 
obtained from the remainder summations are roughly 10 times as 
great as those from the exponential ones, and those from the physio- 
logical summations are about twice as great as those from the remainder 
summations, or 20 times as great as those from the exponential ones. 
These statements are only roughly approximate, however, so that the 
values indicated on the three charts are: from 1 to 13 thousands, from 
1 to 15 hundreds, and from 1 to 24 thousands, respectively. It is thus 
seen that the actual values given for any given station are quite differ- 
ent on these three charts, but, as has been said, the general zonation is 
nearly the same for all. 

Peninsular Florida, a small area about Cape Hatteras, and the very 
humid Northwest show the highest values. (See fig. 18, derived from 
plate 72.) The Pacific coast region south of the humid Northwest has 
relatively low values, which are similar to those of the plains just east 
of the Rocky Mountains. The Great Basin region and the arid deserts 
of Arizona and southern California belong in the area of lowest index- 
values. From the plains belt eastward the values increase to about 
the one-hundredth meridian of west longitude. East of this meridian 
the lines of the charts roughly parallel the gulf and Atlantic coasts. 

It is at once clear that these moisture-temperature charts combine 
the features of moisture charts with those of temperature charts. The 
index values here brought forward are predominantly controlled by 
moisture conditions in the arid regions and similarly controlled by 
temperature conditions in the cold regions, while for regions of inter- 
mediate moisture and temperature conditions, neither the one nor the 
other group is dominant in this control. 

As Livingston has pointed out, it is not to,\be expected that this 
climatic zonation will be found to correspond generally with the dis- 
tributional zonation of plants; these charts indicate, for example, that 
Portland, Maine; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Dodge, Kansas; and Ama- 
rillo, Texas, all belong in the same climatic zone. This system of indices 
was planned, however, to represent, not plant distribution, but the 
climatic possibility of plant growth, in general. The most valuable use 
of these charts will doubtless come in studies of annual plant produc- 
tion, without particular regard to the forms of plants involved. They 
will probably be most useful in connection with agricultural and 
forestal studies. In this connection Livingston has remarked: 

“Tf it were possible to improve the temperature conditions (length and temperature 
efficiency of the season of plant growth) for Portland until they were as good as those for 
Tampa, Florida, then the potential annual plant product per acre (aside from soil influences) 
for the northern station should about equal that for the southern. But temperature con- 
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ditions are not as easily controlled by artificial means as are moisture conditions; it is much 
easier to make a desert moist than to make winter into summer. So it comes about that 
large areas of the arid Southwest are annually producing nearly as much as their tempera- 
ture conditions allow, while only exceedingly small areas in the Portland region are produc- 
ing as much per year as their moisture conditions might allow. These latter areas are of 
course under glass; greenhouses are the only localities where the natural winter is trans- 
formed into an artificial summer.” 

And even greenhouse conditions fail to give summer light during the 
winter months. Quoting further from the author just mentioned, 

“Tt appears that the most efficient climate for plant growth, in the United States, is that 
of peninsular Florida, as far as moisture and temperature conditions are concerned. But 
this climate is not the most comfortable for human beings; its moisture ratio is too high in 
the season of active plant growth. The reason why the climate of southern, California 
is so generally regarded as better than that of Florida [the temperature conditions being 
similar for the two regions] is to be found in the facts, (1) that the moisture ratio here is 
very low (making it a very poor climate for plant growth but a very pleasant one for human 
beings, and (2) that the moisture ratio is here artificially raised for plants (by irrigation), 
but not thus generally raised for human beings. The southern California climate for 
cultivated plants is an artificial one, in as true a sense as is that of a greenhouse in winter 
in Maine. In the latter case the value of the temperature index is artificially increased.’’ 

It should be remarked, in conclusion, that the main essentials of 
these moisture-temperature charts are also shown by the charts of 
vapor-pressure of water in the air (plates 63 and 64), and that the same 
is true in a more general way (but not so true in detail) of the four 
precipitation charts, plates 46 (fig. 2), 47, 49, and 50. The chart for 
normal annual precipitation (plate 52) also indicates some of these 
features. None of the charts showing temperature conditions and none 
of the other moisture charts (aside from those for vapor-pressure just 
mentioned) exhibit fundamental similarity to the moisture-tempera- 
ture charts here considered. 

V. CARTOGRAPHICAL COMBINATION OF TEMPERATURE AND 
MOISTURE INDICES. 

While the arithmetical combination of temperature and moisture 
indices (giving such moisture-temperature indices as those just con- 
sidered) does not give a chart that promises to be of great general 
value in the study of the geographical distribution of species or vege- 
tation types, a chart formed by separately plotting the isoclimatic 
lines for moisture and for temperature values upon the same map 
appears to be much more promising for the present purposes. Such a 
combination chart was first presented, in a roughly generalized form, 
by Merriman’s system of life-zones, in which each temperature prov- 
ince was divided into two portions according to moisture conditions. 
Livingston! published three charts representing combinations of mois- 
ture and temperature data, and emphasized this general method of 
studying climatic data. 

1 Livingston, (1913, 1). 
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We have prepared another chart of this kind by superimposing the 
chart of the physiological summation indices of temperature for the 
average frostless season (plate 40 and fig. 1) upon that of the precipi- 
tation-evaporation ratio for the average frostless season (plate 57 and 
fig. 16), and the result is shown in figure 19, where the broken lines 
represent temperature conditions and the full ones represent condi- 
tions of moisture. On this chart each of the five temperature provinces 
is subdivided into four moisture provinces and the country is thus 
represented as a mosaic of small areas of various shapes and sizes, each 
area being characterized by a certain range and amplitude of the 
temperature index and also of the moisture index. Following our 
previous usage, climatically descriptive adjectives may be employed 
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Fic. 19.—Two dimensional moisture-temperature provinces, being a combination of figures 1 and 

16. Broken lines limit temperature efficiency provinces (fig. 1), full lines limit precipitation- 
evaporation provinces. (fig.16). (See also Plates 40 and 57.) 

in designating these ranges of index values, and two such adjectives 
suffice to describe any one of the irregular areas shown on the chart. 
Thus, we may refer to the warm semiarid province, the medium humid 
province, the cool semihumid province, ete., each of these provinces 
including the coincident or overlapping portions of the corresponding 
temperature and moisture provinces. 

An examination of figure 19 shows, however, that several different 
geographical areas may be characterized by the same pair of adjectives, 
and these may be designated by geographically descriptive terms, 
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employing either political designations (as the names of States), 
physiographical ones (such as rivers and mountain ranges), or the 
geographical ones of latitude and longitude. It is not to be implied 
that the different and separated portions of any climatic province, as 
these provinces are here characterized, have the same climatic condi- 
tions in general. The chart under consideration has been derived 
from moisture and temperature indices of certain specific kinds, 
obtained in certain specified ways, and the separate portions of the 
same province are to be considered as alike only with reference to the 
ranges of the indices employed. If other climatic indices were used 
these areas might not appear alike. It is obvious, for example, that 
other climatic conditions than those actually represented by the chart 
of figure 19 render the northwestern portion of the very cool humid 
province decidedly different climatically from the northeastern portion 
of the same province. 

VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FROM STUDY OF CLIMATIC 
CONDITIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

The climatic conditions considered in the preceding sections are 
mainly those of temperature and moisture. These are surely the most 
generally important climatic conditions met with in the natural con- 
trol of plant distribution, and they are also the ones for which the best 
data are available, although the data for temperature conditions are 
much more satisfactory than those for moisture conditions. It is also 
true that methods for interpreting temperature observations are con- 
siderably farther advanced than are those for interpreting observations 
on the moisture conditions; methods by which temperature values 
may be weighted and integrated are available (though it must not be 
forgotten that these methods are susceptible of great improvement), 
but no general system for weighting moisture conditions has yet been 
suggested. The studies here repoted all lead unmistakably to the 
conviction that climatological methods and climatological interpre- 
tation, as so far developed, are wofully inadequate for the solution of 
problems dealing with the control of plant distribution. From the 
standpoint of ecology and agriculture no great progress is to be expected 
until much more attention is given to the devising of new methods for 
obtaining the climatic records and new methods for interpreting these 
records, and until a new point of view is reached, different in many 
respects from that hitherto held by workers in climatology. It can 
not be too strongly emphasized that the whole field of ecological 
climatology first requires original research in these fundamental and 
primary lines, research of an originality pronounced enough to be able 
to set aside many of the now stereotyped methods of observation and 
interpretation employed in climatology and meteorology, and it is to 
be hoped that those entering this new field of scientific endeavor will 
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not be too strongly impressed by the dicta of meteorological and 
climatological science. They should be encouraged to leave the beaten 
paths and to approach the climatological problems from new angles, 
angles determined by the principles of physiology rather than merely 
by past custom or by the principles of meteorology. It may readily 
happen that some of the most satisfactory methods for ecological 
climatology will be strenuously opposed by students of climatology 
as this special science has been hitherto developed, but such students 
may remember that the main reason why greater progress concerning 
the relations of climate to organisms has not been made lies in the fact 
that those interested in climate have seldom been seriously interested 
in physiology, while most writers in physiology have had little active 
interest in climate. What ecological climatology requires is funda- 
mental study of the climatic conditions as these are effective to alter 
physiological processes. Here there should be comparatively little 
interest in the meteorological causes of climatic conditions; attention 
is rather to be directed to the physiological effects of these conditions, 
without confusing the main issue by considerations as to how the con- 
ditions themselves have been brought into existence. 

The most general conclusion derived from our investigations is, 
therefore, that very little real advance in this field is to be looked for 
until many new methods have been devised and tested. This proposi- 
tion may appear disappointing to some ecological students, and our 
failure to place great reliance upon our own methods and results may 
be regarded by some as a confession that the work itself has been 
without valuable outcome. On the contrary, as has been repeatedly 
stated and implied, we have been convinced, throughout this pro- 
longed study, that the only present way to make progress in ecological 
climatology is to utilize the available climatic records as far as possible 
and to test every method for their interpretation that appears at all 
plausible or promising. If some or all of the methods of integration, 
etc., here employed shall finally prove to be without permanent value, 
the present studies may have been useful in showing this to be true, and 
they may stimulate subsequent workers to devise other and better 
methods. Whether a method for handling climatic observations may 
or may not be useful in the study of plant distribution can not be 
known, of course, until it is subjected to rather thorough test. Our 
climatic charts have been prepared to test, in this regard, some of the 
most plausible methods that have been suggested. 

Turning to the results of the work itself, the following paragraphs 
of the present section are to be read with the mental reservation that 
the conclusions stated, as far as they are general, are but tentative; 
they are known to be true only within the limits imposed by the 
nature of the climatic data used and by the methods of interpretation 
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employed. At best, they are perhaps indications as to the nature of 
better-grounded generalizations that are to be developed in the future, 
from more satisfactory data, and by means of more adequate methods 
than are now available. The conditions will be considered in their 
order of presentation in the preceding sections. 

A. TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS. 

All of our temperature charts, whether for duration or intensity 
of the temperature conditions, represent the area of the United States 
as divided into temperature zones or provinces, these having a gener- 
ally west-east direction, but being distorted more or less by mountain 
systems and proximity of the ocean. These zones result from arbi- 
trary divisions, depending on selected ranges or amplitudes of the 
index values concerned, but, since the climatic characters are geo- 
graphically continuous from province to province this is the only 
method by which they may be profitably studied. For general pur- 
poses it has seemed desirable to recognize five temperate temperature 
provinces in the United States, which we have termed: very warm, 
warm, medium, cool, and very cool. This terminology may be applied to 
all our temperature charts, but it is necessary to name the temperature 
index employed in each case and also the index amplitude representing 
each province. Thus, the warm province based on length of the 
average frostless season is not exactly coextensive with the province 
of the same name based on the physiological summation index, ete. 

Special emphasis should be placed on the length of the average frost- 
less season as an index of temperature duration. It has proved to be 
of great value, not only as a temperature index per se, but also as a 
duration factor for intensity indices of both temperature and moisture 
conditions. This promises to be one of the most useful temperature 
indices for use in ecological climatology, although it has not yet 
attracted the attention that it deserves. 

Other duration indices of temperature that may prove valuable are 
(1) the length of the period of high daily normals and (2) the length of 
the period of low daily normals. 

The most promising intensity index of temperature conditions 
appears to be that of the physiological summation for the duration of 
the average frostless season, as devised by Livingston, but much more 
physiological study will be required before this index can be regarded 
as established. As here employed, however, this index has proved to 
be very satisfactory in many ways. Absolute temperature minima 
have also proved to be valuable as intensity indices. We have also 
employed the average daily normal for the coldest 14 days of the year, 
as well as Merriam’s chart of the mean normal for the hottest 6 weeks. 
The normal mean annual temperature is the most promising of the 
various temperature indices for which values are directly available in 

| 
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the publications of the United States Weather Bureau, but it appears 
to be of comparatively little use in interpreting climate in connection 
with the physiological activities of plants and animals. 

B. MOISTURE CONDITIONS. 

The moisture conditions with which we have dealt are those of (1) 
precipitation, (2) evaporation, (3) aqueous-vapor pressure, (4) rela- 
tive humidity, (5) wind, and (6) sunlight. As far as the environment 
above the soil-surface is concerned, precipitation is the condition that 
determines the supply of water to plants, but indices of precipitation 
are also indirect indications of the evaporating power of the air, atmos- 
pheric humidity, and sunlight intensity; for abundant precipitation 
is generally accompanied by high air-humidity and much cloudiness. 
But no methods are as yet available for obtaining an index of the power 
of the soil to supply water to plants, which is the subterranean moisture 
condition that corresponds to atmospheric evaporating power, and we 
have employed several precipitation indices as representing either the 
moisture conditions in general or else the moisture-supplying power of 
the climatic complex. 
We have employed eight different precipitation charts, seven of 

them original and the remaining one (normal annual precipitation, 
plate 52) after Gannett.! Probably the most valuable single criterion 
for the water-supplying power of the climatic complex is the normal 
mean daily precipitation for the period of the average frostless season 
(plate 46). But the precipitation of the United States can not be 
adequately interpreted by any single criterion; using the observational 
data that are at hand several different indices are required. Only 
when data for soil-moisture conditions shall have become available 
can a true study of precipitation as an influence on plant growth be 
undertaken. 

For the various precipitation indices the country appears to be made 
up of a series of more or less parallel precipitation zones, which may be 
represented by four precipitation provinces. These we have termed 
humid, semihumid, semiarid, and arid. The same terms are applied 
to the corresponding four provinces based on the desiccation features 
of the climate, evaporation, aqueous-vapor pressure, relative humidity, 
etc. The exact extent of each province of course depends upon the 
nature of the climatic index employed, but there is generally shown an 
eastern and northwestern portion of the humid province, while the arid 
province lies in the region of the southwestern desert and semi-desert. 

Our evaporation charts represent three different climatic indices 
derived from Russell’s data for a single year (1887-88), and also 

1A more satisfactory chart of this feature, by Kincer, has recently appeared, too late to be 
included in our study. See Kincer, J. B., Average annual precipitation in inches [for the United 
States], Based on Records of About 1,600 Stations for the 20-year Period 1895-1914, and 2,000 
Additional records, from 5 to 19 years in length, uniformly adjusted to the same period, ad- 
vance sheet 1, Atlas of Amer. Agric., U. S. Dept. Agric., Weather Bur., Jan. 1917. 
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another index based on atmometric measurements carried out from 
the Desert Laboratory in the summer of 1908. From our work with 
these and other atmometric indices, as well as on a priori grounds, 
it appears that evaporation is one of the most important climatic 
features, as far as the climatic control of vegetation is concerned. It 
deserves more attention than does precipitation, and as much as does 
temperature, but observational data on the evaporating power of the 
air are as yet exceedingly meager, and serious interest has only recently 
been directed toward atmometry. 

Transeau’s ratio, the normal annual precipitation divided by the 
annual evaporation for the single year tested (Russell), is a very valu- 
able index of climatic moisture conditions, and we have used this ratio 
in our series. The method employed by Transeau has been modified 
in several ways, to give other moisture indices. Of these modifi- 
cations two appear to be particularly worthy of special mention here: 
(1) the ratio calculated for the period of the average frostless season, 
and (2) aratio derived by dividing the total evaporation for the period 
of the average frostless season (Russell) by the total normal precipita- 
tion for the period of the average frostless season plus the preceding 
30 days. The use of the frostless season as duration factor needs no 
comment in this place, but it may be emphasized that the second index 
of the two just mentioned (or some similar one) should prove worthy 
of much more study than is now possible. It is based on the idea that 
the precipitation of the early spring, before the beginning of the frost- 
less season, is effective to offset a portion of the evaporation of the 
earlier part of the frostless season itself. 

Aqueous-vapor pressure and relative air humidity furnish several 
moisture indices. Special attention should be directed to the normal 
mean percentage of relative humidity for the period of the average 
frostless season, an index that is probably the most valuable of all the 
desiccation indices we have used. The reason why this index is here 
accounted as more valuable than those of evaporation or aqueous- 
vapor pressure apparently lies in the fact that relative humidity data 
have been accumulated for a long period of time, while the other data 
are unsatisfactory in this respect. It should be emphasized that the 
saturation deficit is what ought to be recorded, instead of relative 
humidity, however, and that the simultaneous observation of moisture 
conditions throughout an area embracing as many degrees of longitude 
as does the United States is at least misleading and apt to introduce 
artifacts in the charts. For use in climatological ecology a much better 
method of making the records needs to be devised. 

From the available data on wind velocity and sunlight intensity we 
have derived climatic indices that may be regarded as pertaining to 
the moisture aspect of the climatic complex, but the information at 
hand, and especially the very unsatisfactory method now used for sun- 
shine records by the United States Weather Bureau, are not adequate 
for a general consideration of these conditions for the area studied. 
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C. COMBINATIONS OF TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONDITIONS. 

It has been pointed out that temperature indices show a zonation 
of the country, the zones extending generally west and east. A similar 
generalization may be stated for the moisture indices that we have 
studied, only the direction of the isoclimatic lines is generally north and 
south in this case. Of course these statements are true only in a general 
way; what is most worthy of emphasis is that the two kinds of zones 
tend to cross each other, so that if our area had been large enough we 
should have had 4 moisture provinces within each temperature prov- 
ince and 5 temperature provinces within each moisture province. 
This observation has suggested the cartographical combination of 
moisture and temperature indices, by which the country becomes a 
mosaic of irregularly shaped areas representing 34 temperate moisture- 
temperature provinces. Since such combination charts bid fair to be 
very largely used in climatological ecology, the descriptive. names of 
these various provinces, as we have suggested them, may be tabulated 
here for convenience. 

1. Very warm humid. 11. Medium semiarid. 
2. Very warm semihumid. 12. Medium arid. 
3. Very warm semiarid. 13. Cool humid. 
4. Very warm arid. 14. Cool semihumid. 
5. Warm humid. 15. Cool semiarid. 
6. Warm semihumid. 16. Cool arid. 
7. Warm semiarid. 17. Very cool humid. 
8. Warm arid. 18. Very cool semihumid. 
9. Medium humid. 19. Very cool semiarid. 

10. Medium semihumid. 20. Very cool arid. 

Livingston’s moisture-temperature products receive attention, but, 
while they promise to be of value in some ways, as, for example, in the 
comparative evaluation of land in different parts of the country, their 
very nature precludes their being of very great general service in the 
etiological study of plant distribution. They refer to the efficiency 
of the climatic complex for plant growth in general rather than to its 
efficiency for any particular species or kind of vegetation. 



PART III. 

THE CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES 

WITH CLIMATIC CONDITIONS, 





INTRODUCTION. 

After presenting in the preceding pages the data which have been 
selected to exhibit the principal features of plant distribution in the 
United States, together with climatological data that have been 
elaborated for use, we are now in a position to proceed to the final 
stage of our investigation and to discuss the correlation of features of 
plant distribution with various intensities of the climatic conditions. 
All that has gone before has been, in a large measure, preparatory to 
this phase of our work. 
We have sought primarily to discover the amplitude or extreme 

range of the climatic differences that may be found within the distri- 
butional area of each vegetation, each species, or each group of species. 
Such amplitudes, as shown by the climatological figures that we have 
used, are those of the average year, or the average frostless season. 
Even where we have used such data as the number of cold days, the 
number of days in the longest rainy period, or the number of days in 
the longest dry period, we have been concerned with the average or 
normal operation of these extreme factors. Our work disregards, in 

other words, the actual absolute extremes by which every region is 
visited with respect to every element of the climate, except in the 
single instance in which we have employed data as to the absolute 
minimum temperature. The individual climatic extremes of a given 
year may be of great importance to plants, and may change distribu- 
tional limits or influence migratory movements. For perennial plants, 
however, it is probably the average conditions of decades and groups 
of decades that determine the mean distributional limits, and it is the 
average conditions that should be taken into account in a preliminary 
and general investigation of this character. 

In addition to ascertaining the amplitude of each climatic index for 
each plant area, we have endeavored, in as many cases as possible, to 
discover evidence that would show which of the various climatic condi- 
tions appears to be most influential in controlling the distribution of 
a given vegetation or plant, and what particular intensities of such 
main controls appear to be the critical points. It requires little 
experience with such problems to come to a realization that the various 
parts of the boundary of a plant or vegetational area are not controlled 
by the same factor or group of factors. In the case of plants which 
have a distribution of east-and-west extension it is obvious that their 
northern and southern boundaries are determined by different inten- 
sities of some condition, or possibly by entirely distinct sets of con- 
ditions. In the case of plants which have extensive and irregular 
distributional boundaries it may be possible to state what the limiting 
conditions are for certain portions of this boundary without being 
able to discover how far the given controls extend their domination. 
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In the United States there are many plants which appear to have 
three sets of controlling factors, one limiting them toward the north, 
one toward the south, and one toward the west. 

The investigation of distributional limits is still further complicated 
by the fact that the potency of a given condition in limiting the geo- 
graphic range of a plant may vary with the intensity of some other 
condition or conditions. This is very well shown in the case of the 
westward extension of Quercus macrocarpa (see plate 18), which reaches 
eastern Montana in the north and extends only to central Oklahoma 
in the south. The fact that this tree reaches its western limit in 
flood-plains points to the influence of water-relations in limiting its 
western extension, as is doubtless true of all trees of the Deciduous 
Forest region. All climatic lines which have to do with the water 
relations, however, have a nearly north-and-south direction in this 
part of the United States. It is obvious that a given set of moisture 
conditions may permit the growth of Quercus macrocarpa in South 
Dakota, while the same moisture conditions, under much more exacting 
conditions of temperature, and consequently of evaporation, would 
inhibit the occurrence of the tree in the Panhandle region of Texas. 
Similar considerations are doubtless involved in the western limit of 
the Grassland area. é 

Another case of this extremely common state of affairs is to be found 
in connection with the northward distributional limit of Opuntia 
missouriensis. This plant, like many of its congeners, appears to have 
its northward distribution determined by some phase of the winter- 
temperature conditions. The cacti appear to be able to withstand 
low temperatures much better when their water-content is low than 
when it is high. In the dry late summer of the Grassland region 
Opuntia missouriensis becomes desiccated to such an extent that it is 
able to withstand the winter temperatures up to a latitude of 53°. In 
the regions to the east and west of its northernmost area the winter 

conditions are scarcely more severe, but the soil-moisture conditions 
of the late summer are such as would bring the cactus to the winter 
season in a state of turgidity that would prove fatal. This is a case, 
in brief, in which the annual march of soil-moisture conditions appears 
to cooperate with the winter temperature conditions in determining 
the limitation of a species. 

There are very many cases in which it is possible to demonstrate 
that a particular climatic condition at a particular intensity isresponsible 
for the position of a distributional limit. But in no case does the opera- 
tion of this factor fail to be influenced by the intensities of other 
factors. The most that we can do is to analyze the environmental 
complex, to discover which of the various environmental conditions is 
of the greatest relative importance in determining a given distribution. 

The coincidence of a charted distributional limit and an isoclimatie 
line can not be taken as an absolute and logically complete proof that 
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the particular climatic intensity in question causes the limitation of the 
plant or vegetation in question. The probabilities to be inferred from 
such a correspondence are extremely strong, but we may place full 
confidence in such a deduction only when we are sure that no other 
factor, intensity, or combination of factors, also follows the given 
vegetational limit. 

It frequently happens, particularly in the United States, that a 
rapid geographic change in a given climatic condition is accompanied 
by changes in other conditions, and that the isoclimatic lines for one 
feature of the climate are parallel to those for another. There is 
also a frequent reciprocal relation between factors, one approaching 
lower values as the other approaches higher. All of these cireum- 
stances make more difficult the task of correlating vegetation and 
climate. All isoclimatic lines which refer to temperature conditions 
run, in general, in a west-east direction, and in the United States 
those referring to moisture conditions run mainly north and south. 
This makes it easy to distinguish at least the temperature controls 
from moisture controls, however difficult it may remain to discover 
which of several temperature conditions, or of several moisture con- 
ditions, may be the most critical in a given case of distribution. 

Wherever the method of correlation breaks down or is inconclusive 
in its evidence, there is an opportunity opened for more intensive 
study of correlations with reference to critical localities. It might be 
possible to secure the most conclusive and logically precise knowledge 
of the critical factors for plants by using the experimental methods of a 
physiological laboratory with equipment for the control of conditions. 
It is, however, much easier to determine the optimal points for a plant 
by laboratory methods than it is to determine the limiting points in 
the scale of conditions. It is relatively easy, too, to subject a short- 
lived plant to experimentally controlled conditions, although it is 
difficult to give it conditions—particularly of soil and light—similar to 
these occurring anywhere in nature, so that the results will have a 
definite ecological bearing. Perennial plants may be experimentally 
investigated with respect to their early life-history, or with respect to 
individual phases of activity, but there are many problems in con- 
nection with their physiology which demand field experimentation, 
or the measurement of the uncontrolled conditions of the natural 
habitat, and all problems in connection with their ecology demand it. 
The study of the optimal and limiting conditions for vegetation, as 
contrasted with individual species, appears to be quite beyond the pale 
of experimental methods and must be carried on by means of instru- 
mentation and correlation. 

The rather crude cartographic method of correlation that we have 
used is adapted only to general studies covering large areas. The 
same method might well be used on a more refined scale for a study of 
correlations over any topographically simple area for which there was 
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an abundant and well-distributed set of climatic data. The State of 
Texas is particularly well suited to such an investigation, both by reason 
of its sharp gradients of vegetational and climatic conditions and by 
reason of the absence of mountains and their complicating effects. 

While many distributional limits are sharp, the great majority of 
plants pass gradually from abundance to rarity, sometimes over a 
wide belt of territory. It is often possible by purely observational 
methods to discover that the outermost localities for plants, on the 
edges of their ranges, present conditions which are rare in that region 
but are common or universal in the region in which this plant is abun- 
dant. All of the deciduous trees of the Mississippi Valley find their 
western limits along the watercourses of the Great Plains, and all of 
the cacti of the Arizona Succulent Desert find their northern limits 
on arid slopes of southern exposure along the southern edge of the 
Colorado Plateau. These cases make it difficult to correlate vegeta- 
tion and climate on a coarse scale, and they invite the use of more 
refined methods with reference to small areas. 

The study of distributional limits and the climatic extremes by 
which they appear to be controlled is only one phase of the correla- 
tion of climate and vegetation. An equally important field is that in 
which attention is given to the ecological centers of the distribution of 
plants or the development of vegetations, and to the optimal condi- 
tions which appear to determine the location of these centers. Faunal 
naturalists have long been interested in the subject of ecological 
centers, and numerous writers have proposed criteria by which they 
may be recognized. Adams’ has brought these together, the criteria 
which are applicable to plants being as follows: (a) location of greatest 
differentiation, (b) location of greatest individual abundance, (c) 
location of closely allied forms, (d) location of maximum size of indi- 
viduals, (e) ocation of greatest reproductive activity, (f) location of 
convergence of lines of dispersal, (g) location of greatest catholicity of 
habitat, (h) location of convergence of lines of individual variation. To 
these might be added, for plants, the location of most rapid rate of 
growth and the location in which a form is accompanied by the largest 
number of individuals which are specifically distinct but of the same 
growth-form. 

It is obvious that the locating of the ecological center for a plant 
or a vegetation is a matter which requires the assembling of a considera- 
ble body of data. There are cases in which one or two of these eri- 
teria have been very carefully determined, but we know of no case in 
which all of them have been determined for any plant. If it had been 
possible to secure such data in the published literature, it would have 
been an easy and fruitful task to have applied our climatological 
figures to such centers for the sake of learning the optimum climatic 

1Adams, C. C., Southeastern United States as a center of geographical distribution of flora 

and fauna, Biol. Bull. 3: 115-131, 1902. 
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conditions of the plant in question, in addition to its limiting ones. 
We publish our climatic data in detail partly with the hope that it may 
be possible for future workers in this field to do more than we have 
been able to do with this other and equally important half of the field 
of distributional etiology, and that our assemblage of figures may be 
of use in that connection. 

It is in default of full data as to the location of the ecological centers 
of distribution that we have used the maps showing the cumulative 
occurrence of trees and grasses and the maps showing the relative 
abundance of Pinus teda, Liriodendron tulipifera, and Bulbilis dacty- 
loides, in the different portions of their areas. These maps probably 
approach the appearance that might characterize maps drawn by 
combining all of the criteria mentioned by Adams if such charts were 
possible. 

With respect to both the climatological and the vegetational data 
that we have been able to secure, the limitations of our material have 
at all times been more serious than the limitations of our methods, and 
the methods might readily have been much improved in many respects 
if the available observational data had seemed to warrant this. 

PRESENTATION OF THE CORRELATION DATA. 

I. METHODS OF CORRELATION. 

The method here adopted for determining the extreme climatic 
values for each botanical area is a simple cartographic one. After 
assembling all of the values for a given element or condition of the 
climate, these were placed on a base-map of the United States (U. S. 
Geological Survey sheets, 17 by 28 inches), with a heavy dot locating 
each station used. From each of the 39 climatic maps (see Part IT) it 
was then possible to learn at a glance the climatic index value for any 
given station and to follow the regions of similar readings by aid of the 
isoclimatic lines. The data on plant and vegetational distribution 
were placed on maps of the same size, and from them overlays were 
made, on thin tracing-paper, for each of the 33 botanical maps. It was 
then possible to take each distributional tracing in turn and to lay it 
successively on each of the climatological maps, reading the figures for 
the stations which showed the highest and lowest values within each of 
the distributional areas. In this manner 126 botanical areas were 
compared with 31 of the climatological maps and 3,906 readings of 
climatic extremes were secured. These readings are presented in 
tables 23 to 151. 

Our method of determining optimum conditions, in the few cases in 
which we obtained centers of distribution by the method of cumulative 
occurrences, was to secure the readings of highest and lowest climatic 
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values for the center, and also for each of the zones, of diminishing 
abundance. 

The discovery of close relationship between the position of plant 
boundaries and isoclimatic lines has been made by a mere comparison 
of the vegetational and climatic maps, checked by the use of the vege- 
tational overlays on the climatic maps. 

It is true of both sets of the maps which embody our basic data that 
some are constructed from much fuller figures or information than 
others. Over 1,600 stations have been used for the map of absolute 
minimum temperature and over 1,200 stations for the map of average 

' length of frostless season, whereas, on the other hand, the map showing 
the annual total evaporation is based on only 139 stations, and that 
showing the normal mean annual precipitation is based on Gannett’s 
chart, showing no readings for individual stations and smoothed to 
exhibit the means by 10-inch increments. The most poorly determined 
plant ranges are those of Flerkea occidentalis, based on four published 
occurrences, and of T'rautvetteria grandis, based on sixteen occurrences, 
nine of which are in western Washington. The most satisfactory plant 
ranges are those of the southeastern species of pines, worked out by 

Mohr, and those of Pseudotsuga mucronata, Pinus ponderosa, P. con- 

torta, and other western and eastern trees, worked out by the United 
States Forest Service. 
A large percentage of our botanical areas extend beyond the geo- 

graphical limits of the United States, and this circumstance has proved 
particularly unfortunate in connection with our efforts to express the 
climatic extremes characterizing their limits. Nearly all of the 
climatic factors also reach higher or lower values in Canada or Mexico 
than are shown for the United States. In the table showing the 
extreme values of the climatic data for the United States (table 152) 
the bold-faced figures indicate the cases in which the highest or lowest 
possible values are found in this country. These cases are only 11 out 
of a total of 62 extremes, for the 31 climatic features. 

In a number of cases the extreme values of the climatic indices are 
found to occur on capes or coastal islands. The smallest number of 
dry days is found at Cape Hatteras, as well as the highest value of 

the physiological moisture-temperature index; the highest normal 
daily mean precipitation and the highest values of the moisture ratios 

are found at Cape Flattery, and the highest temperature summations 

at Key West. Nineteen out of the 62 extremes have been derived 
from stations of this character. The fact that all of these coastal 
stations are situated where vegetation is extremely sparse and very 
different from that of the adjacent mainland, has led us to attribute to 

some of our botanical areas extreme values which may be slightly too 
high or too low. We have considered, however, that the climatic 
conditions of these coastal stations are very nearly like those that are 
endured by the nearest bodies of vegetation growing on the mainland, 
and that they probably represent the extremes for this vegetation 
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much more closely than do the climatic values for the nearest main- 
land stations, which are often far distant. 

It has been particularly difficult to determine the southern limits of 
southeastern plants in peninsular Florida, and our data as to the cli- 
matic extremes for plants reaching southern Florida should be regarded 
as only tentative in those cases in which the values for Key West or 
Miami have been used. 

It is impossible, in general, to determine the optimum value of a 
given climatic condition by any method which involves taking into 
account the number of stations with readings of a given value, owing 
to the irregular distribution of the climatic stations. As an example 
of what might be done by this method, however, we have constructed 
the diagram shown in figure 20, in which is shown graphically the 

pr.ct. 
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Fig. 20.—Graphs showing the frequency in each of three different vegetations, of the grouped 
stations to which the progressive values of the moisture ratio 7/E correspond. 

Ordinates represent frequencies of occurrence of the ratio-value ranges shown as abscissas. 

number of stations in the Grassland, the Grassland-Deciduous 
Forest Transition, and the Deciduous Forest, at which have been - 
determined the several progressive values of the moisture ratio 7/E 
that areindicated. As there is a relative uniformity in the distribution 
of the climatic stations in these three vegetations, and as results have 
been expressed in percentages of the total number of stations in each 
vegetation, we may regard this graph as a rough means of showing 
which of the intensities of this condition is found over the largest area 
in each of the given vegetations. No ratio values below 0.20 are found 
in the Grassland, and the greatest number of stations have values 
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between 0.40 and 0.50. There are, however, Grassland stations which 
have readings as high as those of the minimum values for the Transi- 
tion region. The maxima and minima of the Transition lie within 
those of the Grassland and the Deciduous Forest, as is shown by the 
simpler form of graph which we have generally used (figs. 21 to 74). 
The maximum number of stations for both the Transition and the 
Deciduous Forest is in the group having values of 1.00 to 1.10 for the 
moisture ratio. There are only a few stations in the Deciduous Forest 
for which the readings are higher than in the Transition region. It is 
impossible to draw definite conclusions from the graph presented, but 
it may be seen that this method of expressing results would be valuable 
for cases in which data had been secured for evenly spaced localities. 

The climatic extremes given in the accompanying tables have been 
derived from all of the climatic maps sufficiently detailed for this use. 
In view of the large number of values involved it seemed desirable to 
attempt a means of giving a graphic presentation of a portion of these 
data. This has been done by constructing the graphs shown in figures 
21 to 74. The manner in which these were made is such as to show 
the relation between the extremes for each plant or vegetation and 
the extremes for the United States as a whole. The graphs were made 
by constructing a special scale for each one of the climatic charts. All 
scales were of the same length and each bore at its left end the minimum 
value. The scale was then marked so as to read in convenient units 
the successive values that might be expected at different localities in 
the United States. To give a concrete example: The lowest and 
highest values of the normal daily mean precipitation (plate 46) are 
0.009 and 0.199 inch respectively. These values were placed at the 
left and right ends, respectively, of the scale for this climatic feature. 
The length of the scale in millimeters was then divided by the difference 
between the extremes, 0.190 inch, and the length of scale was calcu- 
lated that would express 0.010 inch. With this length as a unit the 
scale was then subdivided by 19 lines, with calculated allowance for 
the fact that the scale neither started nor ended with the even tens. 
Out of the 31 sets of climatic extremes given in the tables, 17 were 
selected as most important, and scales were made for each of them by 
the above method. The graphs were then constructed by using the 
appropriate scale to mark off the distances in each block that would 
express the extremes shown in the table. 
Two kinds of graphs have been made, the first of which (figs. 21 to 

26) show the limits of the same climatic feature for each of the general- 
ized vegetational areas of the United States. In these graphs each 
block has been marked off by the same scale, and the maximum and 
minimum values are therefore given at the top of the graph. In the 
remaining graphs (figs. 27 to 74) are shown the extreme values of 
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each of the 17 leading climatic features as read from the distributional 

areas of various vegetations and species, as described above. In these 

a different scale has been used in measuring the length of the range of 

climate in each of the blocks, and therefore it has been impossible to 

give on them the figures for the extreme values. The same scale was, 

of course, used in laying out the range of the same climatic feature on 

all of the graphs. 
The reading of these graphs or diagrams may be illustrated by a case 

of each kind. In figure 21 are shown the extremes of the number of 

days in the normal frostless season for the 9 types of generalized 

vegetation of the United States, the extreme range, or amplitude, of 

this feature being from 25 to 365 days. Reference to the tables will 

show that the values for the Desert region show a minimum of 25 (or 

0 in some anomalous stations in the Klamath Lake region) and a maxi- 

mum of 305. The first block of the diagram shows, therefore, the por- 

tion of the whole amplitude of this factor in the United States that is 

to be encountered in the Desert region. It has no reference to the 

variations in this factor from year to year in the Desert, and gives no 

indication of the relative proportions of the Desert that are visited 

by short or long frostless seasons. The second block of this graph 

shows the minimum, 197, and the maximum, 319, for the Semidesert 

region. A comparison of this block with the former one gives a means 

of contrasting the amplitudes of the length of frostless season for these 

two vegetations. In the seventh block, showing the amplitude for 

the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, we have a minimum 

of 131 and a maximum of 365, this being the vegetational area in which 

is found the highest value for this climatic feature. 

As a rule, the maximum and minimum values are each found only 

in a single vegetation. In the graph showing the amplitude in the 

number of hot days (mean daily temperature of 68° or over), however, 

it will be seen that the minimum (no hot days) is found in 4 vegeta- 

tions, the maximum in only 1, while the Hygrophytic Evergreen 

Forest shows no hot days at all in any part of its area. The position of 

the shaded portion of each block is determined entirely by the values 

for the absolute extremes in the United States. These graphs merely 

depict, in other words, the comparative amplitudes of climatic condi- 

tions in the 9 leading vegetational areas of the United States. 

The graphs shown in figures 27 to 74 are constructed in the same 

manner as those just considered. Each figure gives a picture of the 

range of each of the 17 leading climatic conditions for the area in 

question. A slight familiarity with the extreme values of these con- 

ditions, as given in table 152, will enable the reader to interpret the 

eraphs, and it will be found much easier to compare the graphs for two 

species or areas than it is to compare the numerical values on which 

they are based. 
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In a few cases the comparison of graphs has been facilitated by using 
double blocks. This has been done to show the comparative condi- 
tions of the Deciduous Forest region and the Evergreen Needle- 
leaved areas considered collectively (fig. 36), and to show the compar- 
ison between the climatic extremes of plants of very different range, 
in the cases of Sapindus marginatus and Populus balsamifera, and of 
Cornus canadensis and Spermolepis echinatus. 

It is difficult to devise any means of graphically representing the 
conditions that accompany the zones of diminishing abundance in 
the case of the charts for the cumulative occurrence of plants of the 
same growth-form. Three diagrams have been prepared to show the 
amplitudes of conditions in these cases. One is for the 13 species of 
commonest eastern deciduous trees, showing the conditions for the 
areas that have 8 to 12 and 1 to 7 species, respectively. This graph 
has triple blocks, each of which was constructed by use of the scales 
that have been described, and the significance of the shading is ex- 
plained by the key. The other diagrams are for the zones of abund- 
ance of Bulbilis and Liriodendron, and are also explained by keys. 

All of the graphs showing the range of climatic conditions would 
have a much greater value if they could be drawn in such a way as to 
show what part of the total range of a climatic index is characteristic 
of the largest, best-developed, or most typical part of a given vegeta- 
tional or distributional area. Several test graphs were prepared show- 
ing by vertical lines in each block the values for each of the stations 
in the distributional area selected. These graphs, however, proved 
to be not so much an exhibit of the conditions prevailing through most 
of the area as they were of the irregularity in the location of available 
meteorological stations, a matter over which we of course had no 
control. For this reason it has seemed unwise to present these graphs, 
or to enter into a discussion of this aspect of the correlation problem. 

I]. CLIMATIC EXTREMES FOR EACH OF THE VARIOUS 
VEGETATIONAL FEATURES. 

In the following tables are presented the climatic extremes for all 
of the botanical areas investigated, as obtained by the methods just 
described. These cover the general vegetational areas, the life-zones, 
the areas of relative abundance of growth-forms, the areas of relative 
abundance of individual species (their ecological distribution), and the 
distributional areas of individual species. In each table are given the 
highest and lowest values for each of about 31 climatic conditions for 
the botanical area in question. The numbers given in the first column 
of each table refer to the plates on which the climatic data are given 
in map form. The same numbers are also used in the figures shown 
on subsequent pages (figs. 21 to 74). Temperatures are given in 
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degrees Fahrenheit, the length of the period of the average frostless 
season is expressed by fs. Other abbreviations are self-explanatory. 

In the majority of cases the highest and lowest climatic values for 
each area have been read from maps bearing the detailed readings of 
all stations, but in several cases we have used generalized maps based 
on the work of others, for which the detailed data have not been pub- 
lished. This is true of the normal daily mean temperature and of 
the mean annual precipitation (lines 46 and 53 of the tables). In 
these cases we have derived the extremes directly from the isoclimatic 
lines, often being compelled to use + and — signs to indicate that 
the extremities of an area lie well beyond or well short of a given 
isoclimatic line. These signs have also been used in connection with 
other conditions whenever a scarcity of stations made it appear more 
accurate todoso. The use of an isoclimatic line rather than a station 
for the derivation of a reading is indicated by asuperscript ain each case. 

In the last table of this series (table 152) are to be found the lowest 
and highest readings recorded in the United States for each of the 31 
climatic conditions, together with the names of the stations to which 
these extreme values correspond. This table affords a means of com- 
paring the climatic extremes of a given botanical area with the extremes 
of the entire country. In many cases this comparison has been facili- 
tated by the preparation of graphs, in which blocks representing the 
entire range of each condition for the United States have been shaded 
throughout the portion of the range encountered by a given plant or 
vegetation. Of the 62 national extremes, 11 are the lowest minima 
or the highest maxima possible in any region, as the minimum of 0 hot 
days or the maximum of 100 per cent of dry days in the frostless 
season. ‘These absolute extremes are printed in bold-faced type in 
table 152. Several other conditions approach their logically abso- 
lute values, as the minimum readings of 0.03 and 0.04 for two deriva- 
tions of the moisture ratio will exemplify. In the majority of the 
cases, however, the extremes for the United States are exceeded 
either in Mexico or in Canada as well as elsewhere, as has been said. 
It is unfortunate that the incompleteness of the basic data on both 
climate and vegetation have made it impossible to extend the present 
investigation so as to include the whole land area from the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec to the Arctic Ocean. 
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TABLE 23.—Climatic extremes for the desert. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs.).............--- 25 305 
35 Hot day sy ipiita.ciyen osteo mates ke ietete chee ceo meen 32 211 
36 Cold idavetiaye ns 21 dev, cick ee aederathans stab aca cee eel 0 102 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)..... 10.0 26.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs. (thousands)...... 2.8 10.0 | 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)................ 2.9 11.8 | 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands).............. re | 20.6 ( 
41 Absolute: minimum... joa ies toate teloke cae bene Gl Se —48 +23 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)....... 25 54 . 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)...... 64.4— 78.8+ 

45 Normal daily mean, year (CF))....2./c...0+-.62s-+ee-% 50— 70+ 
Precipitation; : 

46 Normal Gallywmean.jalinch) pene seein eelscaeeieies coe .009 .073 . 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fg............ 0 8 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs............ 127 283 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)............ 96 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............... 0 10 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs...............-- 127 283 
52 Mean‘totalstyear (inches)... eecck ck eco. 0 30 

Evaporation: 
53 Waly mean 1S87—ss: 8 neh)» ss scien vate cocina oe .183 .349 
54 Total’annual, 1887-88 (inches)..........2.2.«.cccc soe 402 —10 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal sR Efe. tt sere ccbeitove Sore ie roreitedaek ea ee es 04 .23 
59 Normalan finances come ect scot ne te eee 06 oot 
60 Normals? Pi year son eh seek coe a ee 03 -44 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................... 183 4504 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean’ 7s) (percent) sees ices oc eee: 22.6 54.6 

66 Normal*mean;, year (pericent)-....2)2 2+. sk eee 258 ear 6 64.8 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles).............. 4.5 10.2 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).................... 1,870 2,100 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............... 13 3002 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method.............. 127 3,0002 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............. 197 7,000¢ 

TaBLE 24.—Climatic extremes for the semidesert. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season fs..............0.0000- 197 319 

35 ELGG, Gaya fen k  apch tec a eke soatens pram kw brercard at eee ee 0 218 
36 Gola) CAVA 80 tocvterre rn ahdtcra st oreisianerenu bra gacichal eben s hachensars 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . Lins 26.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)....... 52 10.3 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)................ 5.0 11.3 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands).............. 4.1 Zhi 

41 (ADROLU Ge cITETATI ETN 4 Si oreslel towne he ols bcs wane eer che abe eae +5 +32 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)...... 45— 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)...... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily; mean,cvear (GR) s6.i5. ons o< sien ae 60 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 INOPOIAL CEILy POEM. JO LNG) «cc. «o,0he vg a sais ebeoatecena 017 078 

47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs............ 0 62 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs............ 231 294 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)............ Sl 100 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............... 0 50 

51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................. §2 299 

52 Mean’ totals repr (Ges) ci osm co.cc coin Sivas aoe eee 10 30+ 
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TABLE 24.—Climatic extremes for the semidesert—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily, means 1887/—S8,, fs\(ineh) ..0.)2 a howls sveys sos aasolersioe .102 . 268 
54 Total-annual, TS87—8s: GNehes) co e:c'so cca s 6 0s seve eros Sooo 65.8 

Moisture ratios: : 
58 Gyn OPE CR AAREe OT bone 6 OOO E HC COCR yr Loe .08 .77 
59 Normalan flGs J8.n 2 «0c & Bisteue wichateitetoreko siayoesisja.8 © abeistelere .10 81 
60 INOEMAWE SVR. 5 «0c: o,ca\er< storaleicearagtisesnatias (ayaoteyeieks ats .76 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................6. 296 675 

Humidity; 
65 INormalimean fe (per Cent). sisi. chovece SiSisuctalle create) ous fare pa 48.9 81.9 
66 Normal mean, year: (Mer Cent) «6. 6.6.0.0 ace:ehoielelere wyeiaere «age 48.1 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles).............. 4.5 12k 

Sunshine: 
69 Norma! total duration, fs (hours).........-.....-.+-- 2,615 2,995 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............... 68 737 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method.............. 625 6,690 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............. 1,186 13,926 

TABLE 25.—Climatic extremes for the grassland. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-.. 36 245 
35 PERG GGA VSS a cayeree ora nh sis iavons wlciwiaohorsra et eicleis aia saints 18 163 
36 A CLAU ARV RIBIB)=, cts (ois <-diovcieroie ate aie een eee aoe e 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0 18.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.9 7.9 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 8.7 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. Seri 15.9 
41 FA Dsolrrbe yA NUNN sas 5) <5 ci chaise, oletanaieodele\ cits: Suni isnetdioxe share —65 +4 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (° F.)..... 0 42 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (° F.).... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normalidaiy, mean, year) (CR.) i) sc.cc:2<.c:01s,0 eee Helton 35 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daiy,mean;) fs (Neh))~ .&,-fiev< ai ie,0¥4) ose 6: vyeyeh oy craters .045 .116 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 99 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 55 192 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 36 100 . 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 wo 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 26 153 
52 WMean:.total-ayGar Gnches) |. sjerce1s,s acs tealete 2/606 a sls oce o aye a « 20 30 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean; 1887—88;,fs Gnch))..22. 006, 2002 28 PIS an li Wi 275 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)................-.26- Ppa 54.4 

Moisture Ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, {Soc 525s eon oe ee ak oe 8 Sees .19 .94 
59 Normaliz/E: fs .ias2 este ee eo ee ee ae .25 1.10 
60 Normale P/E, years. isccscs os ee ee ae ee .20 1.74 

Vapor Pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 253 456 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, Js) (pericent)i.c. cso .teeee aa tee e ss tee 45.8 71.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 6.6 6ccccsecc ccc eeeees 48.1 74.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 7.4 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).................-: 1,127 2,100+ 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs remainder method............... 116 385 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 3,520 
a2 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 7,028 
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TABLE 26.—Climatic extremes for the grassland—deciduous-forest transition. | 

Temperature: : igh. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily (mean; year!(CE)isis2¢ssce eee eee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal 7/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) . 

Wind: | 

Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 
Sunshine: 

Normal total duration, fs (hours) 
Moisture-temperature indices: | 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method | 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-.- 128 323 . 
35 TIO Gi OAVH A180 orn vicls o :d)s15 9, Ko a hrak hives eien bea 63 218 | 
36 COMGIMRV Han trea coc cr hae vie ote ee ee ee 0 117 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5 18.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... sy 8.1 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.8 8.9 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 6.1 16.5 
41 PRBOLACS WYSE, «2/4 ivr, a, < on bes oe —27 +15 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 21 47 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6 78.8 
45 Normalidaily mean: year (Cl .) css << sje opeentoar 45 70 

Precipitation: 
46 IN Ormialvaiiy, mGan. 78 (NG) . 2 sik se © alee thie a ee .O91 .147 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 225 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 2504 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 80 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 174 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................- 4 91 

52 Mean totaly Wear (GNGhOs).... . «wameaua luammane aks ant 30- 60+ 
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TABLE 27.—Climatic extremes for the decidwous-forest—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Dailysmean? 1887—S8; fs" Cinch) «,./.{0.0i101 5 «ssialeie erelerene sicvele .081 -200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................2-- 20.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 erent ie AE fac: Sats apy a poe ASS cesectstes Saabs 51 1.39 
59 NDEI AL AG EE, S8 aes n te > ,ccshanietelaret austere axe SSeS raisers Gulehae gs .66 1.63 
60 rrTIL EGS YORT fo) oon cic ois nie aie weds ities SIS 51 1.85 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................. 411 600 + 

Humidity: 
65 Normal! mean, fa (per CONt) o5..cni6. dicscjaleis elo cteidin tavaiale wisps 65.6 83.9 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). ............-ee2ecees 67.5 82.1 

Wina: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.6 12.6 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 1,468 2,300+ 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,100 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,914 10,0002 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 3,819 20,0004 

TABLE 28.—Climatic extremes for the northwestern hygrophytic evergreen forest. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............0: 103 316 
35 EEO UIA AV S50 JS orcie/aro oie si es os velop akana,/ayotel Mie ster atatey sere 6: ata: taneranters 0 0 
36 KE LAA YS EIR oral oieiw wap ore a 1 bisheraieiwie toheliabonaye daebaebarrteonme 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... iil Se Seve 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.8 4.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)...... ate Sayers eeant 4.1 5.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1.9 4.8 
41 FA solu G6: EN ETN UT 555. cj ois oye 0) ue wietel ae tole lov avoceheney tilepalle vei Gee —6 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 354 458 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 th 
45 Normaltdaily/mean} year (CR) ac.<cyac-< « «s,s clicitteeteane 50— 55+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch)........0.ccscsecnccse .042 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 1 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 72 200 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 99 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs ............... 56 198 
52 Meanttotal. yvear! (anches)).:c:a..vecrserarotarcie/cinve ciclo wioiele svete 50 90 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 188788; fei Goh)... ocicies,c wravercleicuevele wlele s .052 .143 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............cceeeeees 18.1 39.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INormial i? /'H, f8%.ctieticrcctaroriolenstaloisiaror ene ciselotoceimokisve .29 3.84 
59 Normale iE, Fisica siarsccaieteeietetetelere tess Selena atieror 41 4.48 
60 Normal P/E) ¥ CAT yeas ciercloleval siecle ete ei eicte scraree nae .88 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 318 328 

Humidity: 
65 NWormal!mean,, {3 ‘(per Cent)!. occieis sia ce ciele e' ecletetekicio «ee 71.4 80 +4 
66 Wormalmean, year (Per CONt)\< i.) crercicicis cueierchetnitein se cie 74.6 76.2+ 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.5 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................00- 1,500 1,500 + 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 126 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,213 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,313 7,475 
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TaBLE 29.—Climatic extremes for the southeastern mesophytic evergreen forest. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 

Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean; year (CH)i. 2.2502 eee cents 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887—88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) ; 82.7 
Normal mean, year (per cent) § 85.2 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) . : : 13.5 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 1,314 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 13,511 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 24,265 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)......... ....0e. 25 307 
35 LO tA B POs a iateacyeceselsusveretes sStateisiavsves.cvs, SRD cee 0 105 
36 COMMORUR Gis cae ctieiediov cine ecco tise Mon oes 78 149+ 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) .... 10.0 11.5 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 §.2 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 5.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 9.9 
41 A DSONUCS TILIA UIs. s0i0.c,0 0:0 0 ioe eninicin Setere a SRI ena —49 —7 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 19 41 

44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 71.6 
45 WNormal:dsily mean, year (CH). jccie:c0 0100 see AS a 40 — 60+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal(dsily mean, sa (inch) = .< ven asc. cme .025 .070 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 55 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 140 202 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 78 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 36 
61 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 140 202 
52 Mean ‘total;-vear (inches) '....6< Geeuets . ccc hen ah 2 50+ 
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TaBLE 30.—Climatic extremes for the northern mesophytic evergreen forest (West)—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daly mean, 1887—S8, fe: Gnch)'<....6.. «cae erelewjesierjnakrens . 120-2 . 262 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 Gnches)\..........0.6.55.c6.0 «0,080.00 08 30— 68.3 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Norm aleie/1i,. {Biases parevaeiierae eek Rin s « Caicos oeIans .10 .23 
59 AGRI ae | ee] Bares cso, a; 6 ce tie Sralctana ie Se ie erat dleRhoratntie a2 .60—4 
60 Worm sl Pie Hey GAN coca ic lac, sjoyeiese,oscie GOING ET AS Ss eters 14 1.30—4 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 253 348 

Humidity: 
65 INormalimean, fs) (per: CONbH <ieorise re o.aradaecicleiaeracmies oe 52.9 87.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent))... ..-..c..<.065406 ssw an 60.7 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. S24 6.6 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).................+- 1,134 2,3002 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 101 2004 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs exponential method............. 934 1,000 +2 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,0004 2,0002 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).............-2-: 85 167 
35 TOU AY i {Boek Alero oer csererearele lever shel w es relate Shecetel olor aveiaiels 0 ad 
36 RE OIOOAY SA FN oie he Sidious scarp Sisicvelcte ais, ace ei ate Sa oienccers 66 149+ 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0 11.5 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 4.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 ANT, 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. yl 6.7 
41 PASBOLULGE TAITIMMUMN «o:5,5: 5..c ean ae erssotebanaterssavedusteueleleineso —48 —7 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... §-4 30+4 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 71.6 
45 Normal daily mean. year (OW?) oo. \s ccs osrs.c <ctsnesecenevels 35 50 

Precipitation: 
46 Wormalidsily: mean: fs) Gnoh) > o1staacdinraisreiotciereysiavdicte. aisle .091 .131 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 35 124 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 136 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 18 80 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 22 106 
61 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 58 
52 Mviean! totalsyear (INCHES)!. <1 \s6/a\cre\e ore o'< sysicvete she yeuz eum) aie 30- 50+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean; 1887—88, fs (inch)... «6%. ciyalseleeiele ane .084 .149 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............e0ecee005 21.3 30+ 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INormal {P/E} $85.50. h Sve Oe Neil NSS Mas 71 1323 
eM NOTMaAl 4:/Ei, FB isc a « o wreravareeruerttel da ei avere mr emai e aneval 81 1.52 
60 armal (P/E, \VOak:s « o~os ewinicesemis Sree we ae 82 1.72 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 450 —4 

Aumidity: 
65 Normal‘mean, fs (per cont)!o sees Sosietectae aes eis teletsholeis 70.4 81.8 
66 Wormal'mean; ‘year’ (percent) ic acre «ola ncieea ce seietaiov 73.4 80.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.7 12.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..........e...e000% 1,225 1,500 +2 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 401 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,997 3,780 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 7,000 +4 
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TaBLE 32.—Climatic extremes for the Boreal Region. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 

Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normaldaily mean, year '(CH:))41.5..06 oi vin tsuate ioe alors 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal r/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 

Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (CF.)........c.ccccccsccccs 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

SEES — 



Plate 
53 

54 

58 
59 
60 

70 
71 
72 
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TABLE 33.—Climatic extremes for the transition zone—Continued. 

Evaporation: Low. 
Daily mean 1887-885 far CGneh))< <cc:cle re eit 5 cisseislouwne erenaleye . 064 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)................20000- 202 

Moisture ratios: 
INOrmaAlye Ee Saeco. 5 Sa CNS e Oe ee eee ere 18 
INormialla, Jerse 25... 1s aescpysiatere tate BO rnen eae 25 
Normal PHY CAL ici 5, c1a5 63s! o i: Sele toe sie toe arerstes 20-4 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 

Humidity: 
iNormalimesn, Ja! (per CeNteciok cc oaictebcls Jes eubleiste < 40-4 
Normal mean, year (per’cent). . . 2.6.6 6b e5 siete cee ne 402 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 64 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,127 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1-4 
Normal P/E XT, fs exponential method............. 1-4 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1-4 

TaBLEe 34.—Climatic extremes for the Alleghanian zone. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Wormal daily; mean; year (SE )\.<n) 2/5 aloo: s ware claetberrstate 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

407 

High. 
293 
902 

1.90 
2.35 
4.004 

377 

80 +2 
80? 

164 

2,995 

344 
15+ 

3 
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Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

43 
44 

45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 

' 38 
39 
40 
41 

43 

44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TaBLE 35.—Climatic extremes for the upper Sonoran zone. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal’ daily mean, year (CE). ccc owscsoccs eee eee. 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal /E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Temperature: Low. 

Days in normal frostless season (fs)............+..:- 127 
ROG CAVS, 18 oe csth ki 6.5 Sie 0k wwis wW).0i5 n'sr acm, 6.0 ic cal SRR 53 
lec a ysiad Oi caver trent ois nti aro, oo wie ia cme kohiitalca sata ea 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5-—4 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3,631 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 370 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5,604 
PA. DROLU GE MMI UI. 65616 6.5.4 es wre wy ercte arena aisha ray Staats —43 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 10— 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6-—4 
Normal daily mean, year (CR.)...0. ..00<s seth tense 45 — 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fe (inch)... 36290 ier Wanted wie 095 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 25 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 25 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 17 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 25-4 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs..............+.. 25-4 

Mean total}i year Gnches)s:. <i. dawheises. davon vieie ete sk 20-4 
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TABLE 36.—Climatic extremes for the Carolinian zone—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daly means. 1887-05179 (INCH) occ ceicid.cice wee ccc ceee ss .81 .195 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............e.eeceees 30-4 502 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normale MEO fies tc ieee catreice ee seis asiscle aoe tee 43 139 
59 I iarpeas Gg Op ean oma aie is AIO RLe Onigia cs HICSS 47 163 
60 Weenie Pte GORE ooo cs oe eonra eid ant bee gate ais Sn tees 404 1804 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 415 613 

Humidity: 
65 Wormalumean: fs (percents (3.0 2./ccccs cs 6 acs cc cees 604 802 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent).............0ceceeees 70—4 80+4 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. ga 128 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).................-- 1,267 1,946 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. “2a 74 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. Qa 74 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 4—4 129 

TaBLE 37.—Climatic extremes for the lower Sonoran zone. 

Temperature: re 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 

Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normalidaily, mean, year (CH) cic: micctec ee pte scveiea one 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887—88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 
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TasiE 38.—Climatic extremes for the Austroriparian zone. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 

Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normalidailyimean,:year (CF .):. 0: cis «cs vias s siete esta 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs | 
Normal 7/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year | 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) | 

Wind: . 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............4. 247 348 
35 THOU AVE FES iacidatso ed cbt alae create 8 seeded 168 226 
36 MCOIGVOAUH, $8 sc. crcte cae ctotanwease pn fo trevchalatariahs ferere 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) .... 18+¢4 26 +¢ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 8,725 10,844 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 893 1,115 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 16,194 21,420 
41 VA ESeh Ui bes ERAN ER ERIN WINNT 3 ws Schone ok nse caro oreo tee rorattcieha rm tha et —5 +23 | 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 47 —60 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+4 whe Fatt 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CF.).........2eceeeceecees 65 +4 70+¢ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch).............eeeeeees .077 .172 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs.......... 50- 225+ 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg.......... 50- 250+ 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent).......... 8 87 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fg............. 50-2 200 +4 

51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 25-4 75+¢ 
52 Mean total, year: (inches). \.cicipeleutee sh divine 40-9 60 +2 
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TABLE 39.—Climatic extremes for gulf strip of lower Austral zone—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Dailymeany 1887-55776 GNC) ccc ces eiccesscce cen ces .118 .148 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)................ee000- 402 50+4 

Moisture ratios: 

58 INGrMalpP BE foarte oon rte eae eee aon One belts nee 6 136 
59 INormaliay Pieufat.ct <5 5 oc ee aeeeie tole oe cae nee 72 152 
60 Normale P/E ACVears ne ocr eis Sista cere okies meal 80-4 140+ 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 569 675 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean. faa(pericent) h.0c. sk oles sees ade 80 —@ 80 +4 
66 Normalimean, year (percent) './.. 2.20.2. lence einse ee 80-4 80+4 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6-¢ 12+4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 2,123 2,650 

Mozisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 7-4 12+ 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 8-4 13+4 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 14-4 23424 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normmalidaily:mean;;vyear (CR) so sscisiseics coco toes 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 
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TaBLE 41.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of evergreen broad-leaved trees. 

Plate 

Plate 
34 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (°F.)........-2eeseeeeeeces 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal 7/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: | 

Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Temperature: Low. High. 
Days in normal frostless season (f3)..........0e0000- 140 318 
ET G CLS 18 ela a. -foiuleta vein te le ie fave fo lee yore wi preruic ctaterole ehereietas 38 218 
OLA CRON Gicscvace ret clare dca bie lelate Wrere.e/sieielosm wintalel cin ieboleteiets 0 86 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0+ 18.0+ 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 4.3 10.3 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)..............- 4.4 11.3 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............- 5.0 21.4 
PA ESOL Ui es SERRE EDIT CEI orc vs sav -vntere roto ve eleivin Cheterete metre mieMeheldle —23 +15 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 26 53 | 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8+ 
Normal ‘daily mean, year (CFE:) 16. 20s cn ccd cts eennic 50—- 70+ 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch). ...........ceccececees .072 .146 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 2 202 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 32 259 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 24 99 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs...........++- 17 200 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs............+55+ 9 100% 
Mean total: year’ Ghee) 5 siswciiew Cid Sweanew en ck 10+ 60 
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TaBLE 42.—Climatic extremes for region with 1 to 4 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(East)—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean. 1887-88; fs Gneh)ic..4% cies css eece se .081 .1804 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............ee.e+000: 20.3 96.4 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INGTMAlUP Ee fairs ace terete oe tle cite Met d eaieraetalaee 34 1.39 
59 NORMA aie) EGS Sf Bik ata fora sahara Sree ode aa) Soate isioye el Metidta shales aS 1.63 
60 INOrmaleP Eo Ay Gar win raccmlisrts alan osedaial ar evsthe, seks eee ees 24 1.85 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 675 

Humidity: 
65 INormalsmean=jen(per cent) sie see nie oe tee wee 37.0 84.0 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). ............+000e0ce 38.8 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.0 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)............-...... 1,626 2,343 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 98 887 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 906 10,331 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,790 20,570 

TaBLE 43.—Climatic extremes for region with 1 to 4 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(West). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 108 316 
35 ETOUIGAY Sie SS.c.c: Band <rarece ee eiecs ais a elev stat ic OR: 0 120-4 
36 lA ys eis a cin a ciers ec Ae clal esac evra s atsha een) © eeu 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.8 8.0+4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.3 8.0+ 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1.9 12.5+ 

41 APSOMIGE MINIMUMS yay onic re alee ae ro oll oelow oleae nt ens —6 +14+ 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 39 50+4 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 78.8+ 
45 INormalidsily mean: year (CE); acc eee cee le etek 50 — 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily;meany je: Gnch) ir. nec asc ceet ees ae oe .042 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 1 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... ee 197 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 99 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 56 198 
52 Meanstotalivean (inches)icvsnes cls sis aestns cic yee cece 20+ 90 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly mean; U887—88; fa) Gnch))..i.2 os sa ne oe cw ee .052 .143 
54 ‘TLotalianntials 1887=88i Gnches)iie.0<6 6.4. 520000068 05 18.1 60+4 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NormalgP PEs fais. s. 2) ee .29 3.84 
59 Normal ar WE f8ic.6 dike sco Le es 41 4.48 
60 Normal P/ Ei year ece aaiecsc si es Be SE .88 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 323 329 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean, fe (percent): cee ese erates ae eee 60.0—4 73.6 
66 Normal’mean; ‘year (per cent) a0 .25 a5 e44)ie tes ctor 74.6 won 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sao 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)... 3)... 0.3.5.0. ... 1,500 —2 2,700 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 126 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,000 —4 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,313 7,475 
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TaBLe 44.—Climatic extremes for region with 5 to 9 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
ys (East 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).............-+-- 205 295 
35 Hat GH SIS). Sia tists o cas aed fed ocean 128 168 
36 OLA GAYE IGise chorea cs mietavsraicl nea rule soreeatoe iene 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 6.7 8.2 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 7.9 8.9 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 12)2 16.2 
41 ADsoluite moinimntim :)si-s sia si, ceca eee ae eee —3 +12 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 40 52 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily’ mean; year (SF .) (5.05.50. 0 seiko cae ae 60 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normalidaily mean, ifs (Gnch);. .-.ccee acorn .129 .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fe........... 185 256 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 75% 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 27 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 92 256 

51 -| Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 24 
52 Mean totalifyear’ (inches) « .5.<)/eyelele duels cilereleloisiare jee 50 — 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean. 1887-85, 78 (Ch) 2.22 .1- ice cece ccc eens .096 .148 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................26- Bs: 47.1 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NormaltP/ ES fe sc ict ie nee ee oan eee .93 1.76 
59 ON DEMIR EJB ais’ oje's LY ere staldle wae 2 aveamet eet ne 1.07 1.96 
60 Normal ee HE Sy GAP a ciatde ce cco es trina oO OI 1.02 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)..:............... 569 622 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent). .....¢.-.<.c0ccesse ccs ce 73.9 82.7 
66 Normal’mean, year (percent)... =: scence sen nemecnsoe 73.5 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.3 43.5 ; 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,895 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: | 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 665 1,418 | 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 7,663 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 12,400 24,265 

TaBLe 45.—Climatic extremes for region We | to 9 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees | 
West). | 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)............-..-. 139 311 

35 TROL AAW HIG i 0)c hele araks we md nie) wrerareins Hee ee 0 60+ 
36 CONG GEE TO rts cecrticrn role abs eRicinte ron Die eer ee 0 0 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.5 8.044 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.1 8.0+ 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.4 15.0 
4l A DROME MINIMUNE schoo ait. s/s. c; ooo 0 hae We eee +12 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 45 — 50 +4 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 

45 Normalidaiy mean: wear (PR.)\. << 0.0.0 nveincietectnent. ee 55 — 65+ 
Precipitation: 

46 Normaldaily mean, fe Gnoh);.. .ssiovt sc sc teewincen .017 .070 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 55 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg........... 190 259 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 78 100 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 36 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs..............+- 182 258 
52 Mean total, year Gnches) «isi «ks ctwee ls de eibnce Can alee 20+ 70 
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Taste 45.—Climatic extremes for region with 5 to 9 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(West)—Continued. 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 3 8.4 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,700+4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 146 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 2,409 

Taste 46.—Climatic extremes for region with 10 to 14 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 

(East). 
Sa ee nn eS EE ES 

SS 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)...........-++++: 228 328 
35 HIOUIA AVE VIS S oe oie eee ee aie chet ete eas late itieus ks wey s 147 192 
36 COLA AVS TLS eee eke lee es Bre wih iat Gere thet etehateters 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... (ies 9.9 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... Tear h alive! 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 13.5 19.3 
41 PADBOLULE TINLTEIM ELEN Ss resis ere chee ete evclens aise ode ore ote -1 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 45 57 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CH) ras sei aes cere he 65 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily means fa (neh) spies eisiecineiae oe oe cr .141 172 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 175 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 95 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 34 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 143 235 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 18 37 
52 Mean total year (nches)icas2> see adsosses oh cinceee 50— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean 1887-88, 7s Gneh) cits. sce ec meee ee .130 . 146 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................-.0+- 38.4 49.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NOrMalER EU fans: cere ee tetas ee 1.08 1.36 
59 INOrMaal as feic ak 535 oe ee ee eee met oe nee 12 1.52 
60 NOFA Ee VOaR irs kee ke Se ee ate ee eee 1.09 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 585 610 

Humidity: 
65 Normal:mean, fe'(per'cent)itctec- ce ee ce cnet eae be Tone 80.6 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent).................0.08- Uvhes: 80.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.1 9.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................+5- 1,942 2,297 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,014 1,314 
71 Normal P/E X17, fs, exponential method............. 9,385 12,106 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 18,294 23,652 
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TABLE 47.—Climatic extremes for region ee od to 14 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(West). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..........-2+++0: 237 
35 IGE AAV QUIS s accvcteueleis aleers'o:5.b ais, o'o 0.0 ss SIMO aI 0 
36 COAG RV AAIS s chcieicelevorrecrw wreeyrts © oon bcpe pinto areas mie iete 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) . patie ake Dee 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) tee SO Rene. 5.01 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 4.1 
41 Abbsoliite! minima 2s o.cysve.cis:2 ans aroret olaaeat ae lehe ayeeleteiene +13 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 49 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
45 Normal’ daily mean; year (CE) 00 cic «ia cn sislaiurs sfateve ters 60 — 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal'daily mean, fe’(Gineh)). .. aceon et ote ceteris bores .033 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 25 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg........... 235 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 81 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 22 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 232 
52 Mean‘ total; year (anches), ««/s:s/\svsjetelsh. oteie tetas ate elsisie 20- 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88; 78 (ANCH))....6 ce ors © cist ec, c eerie ers .102 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................2-+8- 32.5 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NOME Lefer oa oe eee eee ee eae eee BY 
59 MEA ey OTE Sc aes a0 bas sede e han igadde many an eeen 45 
60 SRBEIAA ECA VGAE 5 gas ib o.3s 3:3 we so tpeeeee hes an a sere 20 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)...........-....-.- | 335 

Humidity: 
65 INormalimean;, fa" (per CONt) oom. csiee exe tus es aio revels 7 69.9 
66 Normalimean, year (per Cent)... ccc: «ste es oe ae owe cle 69.0 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 

Sunshine: : 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................-.. 2,615 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 283 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,598 
“2 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,191 

High. 
334 
54 
0 
18.0+ 
8.0+2 
8.0+ 
8.4 

+32 
54 
64.4 
60+ 

.048 
62 

294 
90 
50 

299 
30+ 

-104 
36.7 

-48 
-61 
.60 

378 

80.1 
79.9 

if :% 

2,995 

283 
2,721 
3,127 

TABLE 48.—Climatic extremes for region with 15 to 63 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(East). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)........-...+-+5+ 311 
35 LOMUAV Aa Bie ccusctacaiece cise so 2 0.0 oben &6.8-0s famines Giana aa 210-2 - 
36 WOM BRV Biles bak tess Soko tiwisyoace erdseraneceasiwiet ave Ae ein elete 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 9.0+4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 10.0+ 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 17.5+ 
41 AS BOLT CAPE EIN UIENY » oats; s 1s 016: ose c.0 wi ors (a issete MIRE henna +16 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 552 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ 
45 Normalidalyimean, year (OR .). 060.0... sosaatmeniens 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 INormalidally mean: 78) (NON). «icc. <:scem areietars Sierelavermiala 147 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 165 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 100 +4 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 30 —4 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 137 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 252 
52 DIGAT LOVEE VERE CADLODOS) . vic sins Wa ksdic dard scs steiner Ares 50+ 
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TABLE 48.—Climatic extremes for region with 15 to 63 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees 
(East)—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Darnly mean, 1887-86, fs GNCH) 2y<,<.< < fais ois 9 «sue sicteknsiove .124 .138 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................ccee0:- 44.2 50+4 

Moisture ratios: 
58 ee LINAM pe Phra o« Sock ace eae tn iste g aia aie ety Stes toe 1.08 1.19 
59 OoerH MU eis ta cs Retr aot te ec ot) Ate 1.15 1.28 
60 IN Onn allele (Es OAR jorava) score cjaiss< 4 © iebcasnctove ee Pe oo 1.07 1.36 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 612 6504 
Humidity: 

65 INormalemiean 7s) (OCTSCENE) siepcsss hye Sickoisirs Bex insoles 80.0—24 80.4. 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) . 2... 606562 cs ness ce cws 80.0—2 80.5 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.7 8.044 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 2,300 +4 2,300 +4 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1.200 —4 1,271 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 11,000 —¢4 11,722 
7P Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 22,0002 23,155 

TaBLE 49.—Climatic extremes for region with a to 87 species of evergreen broad-leaved tree s 
(East). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 312 348 
35 1S EET R GRAYS hu fst SIGNI PAC R ER SCPE POCNRE Core RBC Ne UN dl 2404 330 +4 
36 EON GEA SY Senfs hey As NINO gna eid WRN Se ee Aa MR 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 26.0+ 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 10.8 12.0+4 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 11.0+ — 12.0+ 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 20.0 27.5+ 
41 PNOSOLUGE TURIN UTI oye) ier oa er shots aioe Sores eee Oe es +19 +30 

43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 60 — 64 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ 78.8+ 
45 Normalidaily mean, year (CM) acess ence cee eee. 75 — 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily/means fsiGneb)ia... se ee eek als . 140-4 .173 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 175 —4@ 234 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 84 1754 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 26 50+4 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 1254 174 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 19 1004 
52 Mean totaly year Gncehes)ia ce mes ek Sa els aioe 50—- 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Mailysmean, 1S887—SSy7saneh))..sacccomecectke cance: . 140-4 Bcc 

54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............2.c.000- 50-4 50+4 
Moisture ratios: 

58 1. (ere Za OAR Re Re i tle ase Ms LRM As ete ah .804¢ 1.00+4| ° 
59 Normalan Ms fein strc ce eo raceeae t ee 1.00—4 1.20 
60 Normale) H yearss. cicero ee mien ee 1.00 —2 1.36 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 650 —4 692 

Humidity: 

65 Normal'mean, fs (percenl)saseaveena tyes ooe eto. 80.0—4 80.5 
66 Wormal mean, year (per cent). 305.3... 025.05 0-00 - 80.0—4 80.5 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 8.0-4 8.0+4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total’ duration, js (hOurs)).<.- seers oe se oe 2,300 +4 2,300 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,200 —2 1,200 +4 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 11,000 —4 11,000 +4 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 23,000 +4 23,000 +4 
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TaBLe 50.—Climatic extremes for region with 88 or more species of evergreen broad-leaved 
trees (East). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................- 3404 365 
35 a Coy ris b: 6 fret ie nua ca pokes aS Retr bas are pal 300 + 365 
36 Cold: GBy8) Jac Sees cones co One a ee om Os CREB acer 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 26.0+ 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 12.04 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 12.0+ 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 25.0+ 31.1 
41 Absolute: minimums. 6: <5 so se seas chsionens eee +29 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 60+ 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CE). 7..62..2 sess cee ese re 75+ 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal“‘daily mean,ifs Gnch): 2:22. ..-<)-- 22.0040 .106 . 1604 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 161 2004 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 1504 204 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 30 —4 56 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 112 150+4 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 75 —4 182 
52 Mean totaly year (inChes))-./40. ene cee eee eee. 50+ 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily-amean* 1887-88) fa) (nich) 22 10sec ic oe ac wleusheloveon . 140-4 .141 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................+-. 50—- 51.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INOMmInLE MEN BAL cast Goxxloe caine Rice ee ROIS Eimeine 7 .80+2 
59 Normals (Hes) 2) Mok. 0 cris Soa. ae eee eee eee 75 .80+4 
60 IB AERIS hss \y jatacetusce'e oS siete eee 75 1.00+4 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)...............-.. 700 —2 707 

Humidity: 
65 Normalémean) fs! (per cent) penis seem eee eee Cree neh. 80.0+4 
66 Normalimean, year (per cent); <\./).2iuee <n. he ee 77.1 80.0+2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 8.0+4 9.7 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................. ..| 2,300+44 2,300 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,155 1,200 —2 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 10,877 11,000 —¢ 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 23,000 +4 23,266 

TaBLE 51.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of Microphyllous trees. 

Plate | Temperature: Low High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............0- 25 365 
35 TOMA VAS TA ihe Nir cisicciaccles 8 tase) bie Gielte wivetehe Coe natn Sia 0 365 
36 MONOTBIU IE: PEG cnet csi cess ones. fA Ginlato e cite ee ee 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 15.4 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 21.0 31.1 

4l ASBOUIEO MIU oid cscs oscue 4 oisceiave o-diciain de aS IE —65 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Wormal.daily mean,vear (°F.). iss. dass cee auk cep aee 35 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily moan, Je (inch). 3.6.00. .scaccecnawence .009 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 257 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 100 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 258 
52 INLGRS COLE SOOO PaINONOS)'s o's don brats vcd cini niece 10- 60+ 
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TABLE 51.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of Microphyllous trees—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)...............2000008 .052 fool 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................05- 18.1 100.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INOEMalel Esai se coer e ee ee ne sete cuenioneae .04 3.84 
59 Reorialarpleyf0s.. Seen e ae 6 hen foe hake et eee ok 06 4.48 
60 pnmall Pegie, veats 7. Nn reoas 2 Se eek okies Se .09 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 707 
Humidity: 

65 Wormal'mean* fs) (per Gents 30.2 <cise snes cme caren aalee 22.6 87.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). ............20.20000- 29.7 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sieal 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,127 2,615 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 1,566 
vel Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 24,265 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential.summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily, mean, year\(CF:)- 350 sick ace siees o Ne 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 

i Mean total, year (inches) 
Evaporation: 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 
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TaBLE 53.—Climatic extremes for region with 5 to 9 species of Microphyllous trees. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............- 226 323 
35 ENO AVA 1B) ators aoa loic oie ds ca tetdove at elite at ona oe ee 156 218 
36 GOVE GAVE IIB cin vite csc 1s. See winleue ia as ale Muar coaeicie eines oat 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) .. 18.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 7.6 10.3 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. 8.3 11.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... 15.0 21.4 
41 ‘A beol Ute amin UM = nie crys Sots Nete leverages erties ble —5 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 43 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 71.6— 78.8+ 
45 Normalidaily mean, year (CE.))\.<2 «suis 0yeire Sean 65 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normalidally mean, 7s’ (anch))-).. seuia ei ole oe ae ae .020 .080 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 2 1002 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 211 259 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 77 99 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 2 30 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 75—4 124 
52 Mean. totals wear) (Gnches)).:<)< «.2/ssets.ces otek nteeschetniereieee = 10— 40 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly mean, 1887—Ss; 78 (Gnch) i... 22s oe oe alee .118 .260+24 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-.-6: 38.0 95.7 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INGERAAE S06, Se Soc eRe hoe See OORT ee als .65 
59 WNormalia avec. ect sas sacle errs yan enone “13 72 
60 INormalle i year. 3. nen leGieceimic aoe one ree .03 .70 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)...............- 300 675 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean;.7$:QpericeMt) reset sics in ole teieselale crsie oes 37.0 81.9 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). ..........20-ee0e0- 38.7 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)........... 4.5 12-3 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours.................- 2,300 + 2,300 + 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............ 98 737 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method........... 906 6,690 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method.......... 1,790 13,926 

TaBLE 54.—Climatic extremes for region with 10 or more species of Microphyllous trees. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 280 +4 
Hot days, fs 180+ 
Cold days, fs 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
WNormaligarly mean, year (CE.)\...0% <0. sas ek ce eee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TaBLeE 54.—Climatic extremes for region with 10 or more species of Microphyllous 
trees—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean}, 1887-88, fs: Ginch)so5.65 620065588 ose ee .102 . 1604 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-.ee2e0- 37.0 Sia 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normale Ei fa va sie cis et hee ake Raa eis 34 EY i#; 
59 INOTMMAl aE fae aoe Se er ES B35 seul 
60 By ebuaiel 9 Ale OAR 5. Sie oS aos c's se MOP ce alee .60—4 .76 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 550 —4 600 +4 

Humidity: 
65 Noxmal/mesan,jai(per cent) accaasuade eens oa ee 70.0—2 80.0+4 
66 Wormal mean; year: (per cent); .. <. 6 < a2 6.6<e cecee 70.0—4 80.0+4 

Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 10 —4 10+4 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 2,300 + 2,300 + 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 500 —4 700 +2 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 5,000 —2 6,000 +4 
iP? Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 8,0002 13,000 +2 

TaBLEe 55.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of a selected group of 18 deciduous 
trees of the southeastern states (South). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 315 365 
35 12a oo aa s 30 Elche sce Se seSi mechc ROS CREAR On Ee SE toe nce nr erent ER 226 365 
36 CHE) Fe Yc EST CNN I eet ie i A an a 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 26.0+ Be 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 10.8 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... a hi ea 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 21.4 Stil aul 
41 PAD EGMILE TOIT ITN See roe eta ote steer ieidc ccieiensre cia +19 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 57 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ eee 
45 Normal) dailysameanseyear (OM) ie: cy saa osce causes 75— 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Wormal daily mean fs (inch). ..-ni0s.c 06+ 4 ciaconeen 2 .106 .173 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 161 234 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 84 204 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 26 56 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 112 174 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 19 182 
52 Mean totall: year! Gnches)inses sence cae cite bios s bitialene 60 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Waly mean 188/—Ss7 7s. neh insjaatrs a ccieleas eevee eae . 140-4 .141 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................2.. 50 —4 51.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normialel 6 F805) cn RE PO Lhe ore EAS U2 75 1.00+2 
59 Normal 7/ Fi: fa). 2 = nes cA ea Oe wd 1.202 
60 Normal’ E/E, Vear ss). ieee ee oe oe ste: 1.36 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 692 707 

Humidity: 
65 Wormal: mean; 73) (per Cent)io seem ees ethers Oetie oe TCs! 80.5 
66 Wormal mean, year (percent): oho .cc nde cee Ashe « idee 80.5 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 8-4 9.7 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).................-. 2,300 + 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,155 1,200 + 
val Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 10,877 11,000 +4 
Tire Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 23,000 +4 Rete: 
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TasLe 56.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of a selected group of 16 deciduous 
trees of the southeastern states (North). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)............+.4-. 25 316 
35 ROP AV SRI oe ao: cratase w, acinreltoode toronehs kocchon:ave''s oAaePatst eee ieee 0 173 
36 COld Gave [ecco hen oe alee eee eae ance Sirs 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0 11.5 

38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.0 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 11.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. y Ae | 20.6 
41 Absolute minimtims.2):,<- 21 aisles ctesstooiale's Seem tank aes —59 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year! (CH .) 12 screlericia= otra ofomiels 35 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, /s/(anch)/-.-\...-ssirte ise ee ee et .009 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 294 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs...............- 4 299 
52 Mean total, year’ (inches)'.\s,..- 2 sicisin ects eeeioieettaictere ese 10— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Dailysmean, 188 7—So5 76) MCD). (e006) \sjse Bie vette mele iolele .052 .349 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................+-- 18.1 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 MORALE ees Sor itae oe Ch ee ae ane aie le ers res .04 3.84 
59 Lei opnathe HOT lope DOOR MAE Co aon eEcOT GSK esor Ic . 06 1.52 
60 Mormnnll) ES Vener’. © .%. 0: sa'ss0)s + 5 55 Soe Seep cies .03 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 425 

Humidity: 
65 Normal’ mean) fs (per Cent) © so wjastocret- sein mie oie oie 22.6 87.5 
66 Normal mean: year (per Cent). 5c < as «sie syayenele cals ape) ehel 29.7 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.3 1733 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,134 2,995 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 7,475 

TABLE 57.—Climatic extremes for region with 1 to 11 species of a selected group of 16 
deciduous trees. of the southeastern states. 

Plate | Temperature: Low High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............0-- 145 331 
35 FLOOR H Sarin ake iat 1h wrote aid a's lehasivs oe eiereeaere tenes 47 218 
36 DAS 18:00 ep hel pravageda adi Hate enw bola one is rom apenete hetees 0 112 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 11.5— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 4.4 10.3 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.7 Li a7 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5.4 21.4 
41 VRGIGe EAD; © wines hiss afta Sipiate wbe aeeete —32 +12 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 18 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8+ 
45 Normal dailymean; year (PR .) . 66 ceca mew can eens 50—- 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fe (inch). ..........cccsecencees .052 .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 254 256 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 259 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 904 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 25-4 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 1004 
52 Mean total: vear (inches) vik i ocak Dene ere a 20—- 60+ 
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TaBLE 57.—Climatic extremes for region with 1 to 11 species of a selected group of 15 

Plate 

53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

63 

65 
66 

68 

69 

71 

deciduous trees of the southeastern states—Continued. 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal =x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 3,000 +2 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 3,0002 24,265 

TasBLeE 58.—Climatic extremes for region with 12 to 14 species of a selected group of 15 
deciduous trees of the southeastern states. 

Plate 
34 

70 
71 
72 

Temperature: Low. High. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs).........-......- 179 328 
LEG CORR ESE Blin is a Raa Pee A Oa RE AUGRM IL 147 192 

CaS ke Vic EERSTE 23. ae a ee RA eer Ie TI A EA As 0 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 26.0— 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 7.3 9.9 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... Cnt 10.8 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 13.6 19.3 
AIDSOLUute MINIMUM stele bce ec een ee ere ici oe oer aioe —18 +10 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 354 53 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ 78.8+ 
Normalidailymean, Vears (os) chicas 6 om stele cleo 60 — 65+ 

Precipitation: 
Wormal daily mean, js’ (inch)).\2)./2). 22/20 > ae cc .119 .159 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 166 284 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 88 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 34 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 95 196 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 17 34 
Mean total; year Gnches) ecu sa so hone celac sls saneers 50— 60+ 

Evaporation: 

Daly meanylSS/—SS,, 18) (INCH) |.) sc: eyosstater s cia cretan bet wre a ltaly/ .165 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................e2. 38.4 50.0 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal / BS 16:5 25...) ses I IA Oe eee oe 75 1.35 
Normalia/ To fsi. iy. /2 So 5 aR RA Oe OI rhe iE .92 1.47 
Normals 23 /E sy Years ro cae tts CERRO oes 1.00 1.33 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 545 588 

Humidity: 
Wormalymean, fs (per, Cent) iissas's tsaacisie ie Poe eigeiess rp Wes 79.0 
Wormal mean, year (per cent))s <0. o6se5 os sis cece - 71.8 80.1 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.3 8.0 

Sunshine: 
Normal totali duration, fs (hours). pci. cis cisusilet dere ue 1,895 2,301 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 593 1,304 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 5,253 11,956 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 10,837 23,381 
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TasBLe 59.—Climatic extremes for region with all species of a selected group of 15 deciduous 
trees of the southeastern states. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal: dailyamean, year: (Cis) icc.c:clce sre oe a ee ere 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) : 9.7 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,300 +2 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 1,314 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 12,106 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 23,652 

TABLE 60.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states (North and West). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)............-.+5+ 25 318 
35 ERO EBV rattan w sich siete cic stariediors visio tere ao ee eon 4 211 
36 CSOMATI RUA, Ecotec et losin oe eays ore 8 pins Ci Ae eR 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)..... . 2.8 10.1 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 291 1,184 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1,947 20,640 
41 PA DAOLULGO TOTUETEPULTID eateries wher 01 cealaierstiigie vib eee ROG Cerone TREE —49 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year CB.) vce. seer seauawe teenies 35 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily. mean, fs Gnoh)....... \co00ss $2. 0ekea eee .009 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 48 294 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 99 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 54 299 
52 Mean total; Year Gnohes) sc sckt loses eet deeeuenh ls 10— 30+ 
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TABLE 60.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states (North and West)—Continued. 

Evaporation: Low. High. 
Davlyamean el Ssi—Soa 78 ANC) skis eis solace veuiever ete! reve toe .052 .349 
otal annual) 1887-88 /Gnehes)); ia 60% 3s cece c sos eve 18.1 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 

NOIR AVE! MEANS R atric ME Ihe he ete center he tree tots .04 3.84 
Norn alla HH, fie 2 rosacea ate aie Mitea ch She uote Mavclert igh c ie aeons .06 4.48 
INORDAAL EE HE VCAP ss eval he ik ees ee SIRI tHe .03 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 6004 

Humidity: 

INermalsmean, fs-(per Cent <7. ioe c Po:c bg aie os Dictal recto: 22.6 704 
Normalimean, year (percent)... 65.6 « ws oo le nace Matinee 29.7 86.8 

Wind: 

Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 16.4 
Sunshine: 

Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,134 2,995 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 6002 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 11,724 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 13,0004 

TaBLE 61.—Climatic extremes for region with no species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states (South). 

Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

63 

65 
66 

68 

69 

70 
71 
72 

Temperature: Low. High. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 312 365 
ERGa Ly AVS eS erteh org oes coped ey ckeese a Psuayen cle iey'e Sehake ose) oS eo ok 285 365 
WOLAVABYS Skiers Ra OAS TOLER EOE 0 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 26.0 26.0+ 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 11.3 14.5 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 1,260 1,542 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 24,872 31,063 
PADSOMIte aTingMA UT as aire ara aren ee Sart ee a eee +19 +41 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 60 — 69 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8-+- 78.8+ 
Normal. daily.mean; year (SH .)).5 ois ciara oc os b'sie oe oc 7O+ 75+ 

Precipitation: 

Normal daily mean fs) (nen) 2.3). «a2, 465k aoe es.c.ceuc .106 palr6ss 

Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 161 234 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 84 204 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 26 56 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 112 174 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 19 182 
Mean total, svear,Gnches)) a ..:.\2\1c o:. os oe Soreness 06— 60+ 

Evaporation: 

Daily mean: 1887—88. 7s (ineh)); © o.6 o.ccs oe eae ec . 140-4 .141 
Total annual, 1887-88 (Gmches)).. 0:06. sees oes ee cc pec 50-4 51.6 

Moisture ratios: : 

Normal P/E. 0 ss Ho eee oe patna: .75 1.00+4 
Normal’ g/ Fe fscc cls > sje 5 eae RT etter te nO cla Ass 1.204 
Normal Pye, Vea 5 svc.c sold Ae ce Le ints .75 1.36 

Vapor pressure: 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 650 —4 707 
Humidity: 

Normal mean, fs! (perscent)eic cos fy ente we foe elonh « Hzfenl 80.5 
Normal mean, year (per CENb)iac <2 js seaiswmilee ouleen Tio 80.5 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 8.0-—4 9.7 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 2,300 + 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,155 1,200 +2 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 10,877 11,000 + 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 23,000 + mene 
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TABLE 62.—Climatic extremes for region with 1 to 7 species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............+-- 85 335 
35 LOGOS AT Aiths oo clots ta ase ietele ove iohav av clic sho ole a eee eee 0 226 
36 Coldidavay so ieee oe SAIS Ie th acts leteders lave iorere oie 0 150 
37 Remainder summation ab »\e 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 Li 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.1 21.4 
41 SA DSOMLGG) RIMLI TALLINN ora ay aveies s etic \snsys a. aie ee ee ei —59 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 57 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal datlyimean, year (OW) ic 00.061 oo « 6 etka aon 35 70+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Nornial dallymean:ifs/(neh)i.. +-.cssiieee severe ae .077 TZ 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 13 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 259 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 92 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 14 235 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ ll 88 
52 Biean total wear. (inches) )cva.. tii. teleieiels elcves wits aloes : 20 — 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 DalysmeansS87—88, se neh) ks. os sae cio etac aerate were .084 .188 
54 Total annual, 188-788) Gnches)): one ssc «Sines sche 22.1 54.4 

Moisture ratios: 

58 Normal) Eps alee at ieee Se ee eT Re ene .39 1.36 
59 iINormialva Ae Acteite ctor cies caren ee ee ER eee .43 : 1.52 
60 INOTMAl PE SVEALE. 8: irs an crate sn ice oe ae ae ne :38 1.72 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 322 675 
Humidity: 

65 Wormal’mean;)J/s'(per Cent) acne ss ciae cree cats ee cie eee 53.2 81.9 
66 Normal mean: year (percent) as. cent oe oe ce ce eee 59.8 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. oul 12.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,225 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 179 1,314 
ial Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. veg lil 12,106 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 23,652 

TABLE 63.—Climatic extremes for region with 8 to 12 species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 

Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 

Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normalidailp moan, year ((C.). 0.006. «cs s.« Gane wills 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 63.—Climatic extremes for region with 8 to 12 species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states—Continued. 

Evaporation: ! igh. 

53 Daly meant SS—So. 78) GUCM) I ca yseeicl oleyie sore evctsrale, -)e y= .088 .195 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)..............----00-- 20.3 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 MAREE Ph GB ola oo «keene ee <a mathe siase .58 1.76 
59 INormiallay Herta ia ste ia. sieve eta Shela says B ceustetoitne cts eve icteaiaks .66 1.96 
60 INOVMalele JE AV OAL  craty eric hi spt ete mst a te nats arf 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 416 573 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean sss) (DCriCOH 0 5 aie siya c0e) 5 cis ciate ete euciane ays 62.0 82.7 
66 Normal mean, year (per Cent). (5. si. siecle cre as ae oe 69.2 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.7 13.5 

Sunshine: 
69 Normaltotal duration, 7s (nOUrS))a sin ose scien ee 2 cee 1,365 1,946 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method ............ 2,918 13,511 

Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 3,819 24,265 

TaBLE 64.—Climatic extremes for region with all species of a selected group of 13 deciduous 
trees of the eastern states. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................- 124 231 
35 18 (ahr EA Fn a eR AUER SIAL RAC CAS iy 47 141 
36 Wold ay Siyfarne ee epoca tenet ss lalche susp aveyena fevelie layaccvssabatehcione 0 109 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.9 7.0 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.0 6.9 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5.4 15.0 
41 PA TDSOLULUE  TUNTEILENUULYYY hay ooieh ayayrare veperes « (ae lejare ines eyes sipatenmtereretorsiets —38 +4 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 16 45 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... v6 78.8+ 
45 Wormal ‘daily mean, year (Es) ic. 8k ewe elowis mo ces 45 60+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal: daily mean, js(Gnch)).. 222-44 seve eoeeieles « .095 apie 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 49 166 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 125 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 1l 72 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 23 140 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 56 
52 Mean total>.vear) (inCHES)) ao) vaya e atsieveiereh = ya eletere te aepens 40 — 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly! mean; S87—SSi 7s NCD) lee ser s1e sielsis e eleie ec ee as .108 . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).......... aS SPP Sta re Bint nia Zoe 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NOrMalVe EIS enemas ceRine eC rise ect hee .51 1.30 
59 Normal:2)/E vised tore cote coe ee een .60 1.50 
60 Normal (E/E SVenrs cc. eee cere oe et mc seine ate 1.85 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 405 520 

Humidity: 
65 Wormal mean. js (per Cont) cenceiiaccrse se caeac «lee 65.6 84.0 

66 Normal mean, year (PeNiCONG) er. is rei crsraiolere.c ols e cus aes 69.0 81.4 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.2 12.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, js (DOUTS). occ a fciec. eces 1,403 1,836 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 303 707 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,914 6,858 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............] 4,511 10,241 
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TasBLe 65.—Climatic extremes for Pinus taeda, area 1. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normalidaily mean; yveari(Gh;)\....% iiss eae anes 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 51 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 233 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 78 
Mean total, year (inches) 60+ 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) .138 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 49.5 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs ; 1.36 
Normal 7/E, fs ; 1.52 
Normal P/E, year : 1.62 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 612 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) ‘ 80.6 
Normal mean, year (per cent) t 81.4 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) , 9.6 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,300 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 11,722 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 1,271 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 23,155 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of Year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal daileamean, *yeari(°E.)<cinclis sits <icdh wine oie 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 66.—Climatic extremes for Pinus teda, area 2—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean. 1887—Ss8, fs Gnch)). <2 gnc once cece ss s0 ct 23 Dae, 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 Gnches))...:..<./c.s0 0 0.02 secs oceans 3u0 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INONrrs LWPS Pose f Soe ete ayes emcee Peach d 9 She coher is, Scan eyes .74 1.35 
59 Normalan [Bw yGard <<a cia 3 aaa ete ote Sipe tok s Fists os SHES .88 1.47 
60 NormaliP/E; year. 2 siii<s oc. 5 0 oe in rot icnee ae ta .90 1883 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 500 622 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimnean:»/ei(per Cent. cc. 0s s.0s2ocm elon nese oe 71.0 80.2 
66 Wormalimean., year (pericent).<. «ccc sewtce oe thames We 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5D 11.0 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,946 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 5,175 10,331 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 549 1,196 

Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 9,686 20,570 

TABLE 67.—Climatic extremes for Pinus teda, area 3. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 188 310 
35 PIG O AY Sih fs ory re os aro eee Bato ate tei cus wn eis 157 192 
36 G15} Fo Kyo ERY 7 5 Rap gee aR RR) Aish nan A 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 26.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... tee: 8.1 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 8.0 10.3 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 14.6 18.9 
41 ASSOLE maITaNUT 226s eee eRe nS tr te ae —15 +20 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 45 52 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ Mines 

45 Normal'daily mean, year (CB)... 3.05 eee. eee ene 60 65+ 
Precipitation: 

46 Hormel daly;mean® fsGnch)no on decce outer te ita pitelicy .158 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 154 226 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 45 92 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 20 34 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 69 131 

51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 24 63 
52 Mean total, vVearicinches) cece oie ne hicieie ote ae 40 50+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean}. 1887—S8;,Js: Gneh)).22.. 3.2 4s. (eee ee 2138 .154 
54 Total annual}-18S7—88 (inches)).sio.8a esos cece d ew ae 43.2 48.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal (PVE {8.0355 2 Pe ER ee 85 1.08 
59 Normal //ES S68. 21.19 9a LOA cee ee .89 1.19 
60 Normal? AW ean! 5 siia cols ras a A POS 91 1.15 

Vapor pressure: ‘ 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 565 610 

Humidity: 

65 Normal mean; fe’ (pericent) saseeee eee FBS Fi 77.6 
66 Normal mean, year (per’cent) snes. aoe ee eek 72.9 78.3 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.6 CY 

Sunshine: + 
69 Wormal total duration, jé(aours). 22. ss eee ens oo. 1,900 —2 2,5004 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 6,410 10,175 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 695 1,113 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 13,0004 23,0004 
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TABLE 68.—Climatic extremes for Pinus teda, area 4. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................-- 184 268 
35 TIGHGRVa IE hi ciclo seine cee en cll ob erte sions teas 128 152 
36 COLGNAA VE: JOA sicko ores cic eee cote be cic acorn ore steered tare 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 8.0-— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)..... . 6.5 ‘bak 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 7.0 8.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 123 13.8 
41 A DEOL tO RAEN Nh cys re oie ya leieta fetne sie inie aoe sree —16 +13 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 38 46 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8+ Es 
45 Normal dailymean; year (Ci .)\.0.0 cs cuevcoe casmoe ee 55+ 65 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal dallyimean: jsxQncn)i... 52 ce ovis ee arise. ce ae a bs} .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 160 256 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 752 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 26 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 121 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 19 
52 Mean ‘totalryear (anches)!2 <).225.5. 00.2 oceans ase ele sla 50 — 50+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly mean; 1887—883578 GUC) oc. ov sire ote recy ee .096 ~123 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (Ginches)\.....5.. o2% + acc. ewes alee 35.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INOLINGI CE HEF IS eater bie eo ea bp olioa ee tani lems eters 122 1.76 
59 Normals MEA ier eae ceten olen arena aioe Sareea os Wa +6 1.96 
60 (Normale Pe ayear noc che ade ccc tee ee ee 1.34 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 525 573 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean: Jei(per Cent)itus ..icetcte eee ace 74.1 82.7 
66 Normal ‘mean; year (percent) .\5 5.acdhiacs sce cbs ee eck 73.8 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.4 13.5 

Sunshine: 
69 Wormalstotal-duration, feGhours)).., <2 - s2-0) eb «26-2 oes 1,700 2,100 +2 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 6,0004 13,511 
rt Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 6004 1,418 

72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 9,0004 24,265 

TABLE 69.—Climatic extremes for Liriodendron tulipifera, region of infrequent occurrence 

(fringe). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)........:......-. 121 294 

35 EGE iO VS) fete) ss scbora win Silcany ob ve.2/shaiw readers ree eee 46 183 
36 CWOLAGUR OR OI Fac che bi ay ma eake Cini Dale eee Pokies ee ene 0 117 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 11.5— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.7 8.7 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.8 9.5 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 4.9 17.9 
41 PAL oolGR Geyer eybavha sy) 1st Pent ee enn Saree etree ate —38 +16 

43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 21 50 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 

45 INormaul/daly mean, year (ORs) ccc. osiscsodleWiahe Ba 45 70 
Precipitation: 

46 Normal daily, mean; fe (Gnch). 4 io. 6k eo. hc pod eee .O89 .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 256 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 136 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 83 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 21 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 91 

52 Mean: total/vear Gnohes) si.) dsie0 eon hh ek eee od 30-— 60+ 
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TABLE 69.—Climatic extremes for Liriodendron tulipifera, region of infrequent occurrence 
(fringe)—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 

53 Dalysmean, USSi—SSy 78 MCN) oc 'siets cress a excioicl eye's cons .084 S172 

54 TotalannualelSS7—SS GANCHES) |. ore.s. 5 0c «ageie x cies «lover = shares 27.6 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 IR fou 2/4 0p Cae Bie ap Pen Rican Oeics en RG at .62 1.76 

59 PRGEIMNGN PIS es cc oin jaae bs ea Ae ae ae arene 81 1.96 

60 INGEN Al Py He P VOT c sicis aise csere eo eile oa aiel oe alate ears .89 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 405 600 

Humidity: 
65 INormal mean’ fa) (per Cent)). oe Sac cisisirdaie fo eos eee ete 69.0 82.7 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). ............-.--2+-08- 69.2 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.1 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................--- 1,418 2,300 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 2,914 10,0002 

71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 301 1,418 

72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 3,819 24,265 

ee 

TaBLE 70.—Climatic extremes for Liriodendron tulipifera, region of greatest abundance 
(center). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............+-- 145 217 
35 TOGA AVS Leis Sie echoes alone alee oslioyolish speiisls! Boat reeleveia eos 63 141 
36 GOLA AAV ELS hs creed mare ey aats ays Sil tvs, elas slahened cenenetial 0 66 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5+ 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.8 6.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.9 7.1 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5.7 12.9 
41 AROMAT GS HMIMATIIIM:  /se c raters ease Gia aioe re tatareterefelmpscyshenas —28 —5 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 29 40 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8+ 

45 Normal daily mean, year (CE) isc cece owen os selec eine 50 — 60+ 
Precipitation: 

46 Normal daily mean; fs) (inch)o.6 2. - «eee ae ee ce one .099 ealsil 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 120 166 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 83 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... ig 48 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 7 140 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 56 
52 Mean) totals yeata (INCHES) cenpemen iin sorcieiteions aicelleisiesnc 40 — 60+ 

Evaporation: 
5a Daily mean, 1887-88; fe Gnech)). ea. oo ees e soe se oe .148 . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88! Gnches))s....- 22.9. s<~ ss enn 45.5 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INGEMAWE PE fei e Ce Ce eo icke eae eee sclera 51 Olin 
59 NORMAL HE NfS ak crtc se eee ee Rema tere anelet oh .60 1.01 
60 Normal (P/E Vear 2 -<4 bee erates hee sree ae 1.09 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................-- 438 520 

Humidity: 
65 Normalamean, ysi(pen Cenb)vescise ae eee eels 65.8 73.7 
66 Normal:mean; year (percent) aise sae sie eos cic steerer e 67.5 OSL 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. S51 9.0 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours).............-+e00: 1,646 1,878 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/# XT, fs, remainder method.............. 3,007 5,295 
71 Normal P/E XT’, fs, exponential method............. 319 562 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 5,513 10,052 
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TasBLEe 71.—Climatic extremes for Bulbilis dactyloides, region of infrequent occurrence (fringe). 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Wormalidaily mean, year (SEs) isisiccib ac an < sennjoee tate 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal 7/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 10,331 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 1,142 
Normal P/E XT’, fs, physiological method 20,570 
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TABLE 72.—Climatic extremes for Bulbilis dactyloides, region of frequent occurrence 
(subcenter). 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 INWormal asl MOAN, YORE (ORs) onc so oa. vis vcs laemaniaets 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. : 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 72.—Climatic extremes for Bulbilis dactyloides, region of frequent occurrence 
(subcenter )—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)...................... el22 .201 
54 Motaliannialy 188x—Ss GNChES) a. .2 5 c.o6de 2 feces oe oars 31.0 55.4 

Moisture ratios: 

58 OTE LETT CUR 22 SERA eR en ees ERENT Rae 44 91 
59 iipareeaeal rm PEGS PR TIO hol lo! sites = Ae aaah ia ck! Sh-ot v lee AT 1.07 
60 PT GEM RISE Ae VOAL © Nise tects ik c, dla kyepeatieety stale aahsuee .58 ‘27 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 373 466 

Humidity: 

65 Monmaltmeans 7s) (POL CONE) 05 e010. 8 5 « aisix eid oe eae a 59.4 67.8 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...................... 59.3 70.4 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 7.4 1422, 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... rrp 2,057 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,590 3,781 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 100 —4 5002 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,000 —4 10,0004 

TaBLe 73.—Climatic extremes for Bulbilis dactyloides, region of greatest abundance (center). 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 120 211 
35 EMG DO AV Geico: aoc artye shee Austere ee Oe ee oe Soe $5 114 
36 MEDIC CRY SOE Ss Sore ee CO EE RENE ccna ) 129 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 18.0 

38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.8 5.8 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.6 6.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 7.6 10.7 
41 ADEO Ute AINIMUM - <4. Sew ok eater ok aha tees —44 +-7 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 14 34 

44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8 

45 Wormal daily mean years (CH). 4's os. iS ess ecb. 45 — 60+ 
Precipitation: 

46 WNormal*dailysmean, | fs. \Gneh)|;’./ 2. hte Sethe gies: o hee .070 .103 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 13 57 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 60 140 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)..........-. 46 92 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 20 59 

51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 38 88 
52 Means total,(year (Qnches) eines oes k coe climes ne: 20- 20+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Daalysmeans1 887-88. 98, NCh)!.2)5 «2.0 ea due tate .166 . 203 

54 PPotal annual, 1887—88 (Gnches) <6: bcc cone osiuee os: 41.3 54.6 
Moisture ratios: 

58 Moria PAE, fs 5) oc tee eee es cali Pe lhe nes .39 .60 
59 Normal 4/6 fs 8300. 4 | eae Ce fa 43 .73 
60 Normal’ P/E yearns. Aaa os ee Pas el 38 51 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 370 431 
Humidity: 

65 Normal: mean: fs (per Cent)es seis. be aces Se eis 57.6 65.3 

66 Wormal mean, year (per Cent). os oe soe eects 64.7 66.9 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 8.8 Wes 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,300 —4 1,900 +4 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1 fail 3,000 +4 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 100 —4 4002 
ae Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............} 2,000—4 7,0004 
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TABLE 74.—Climatic extremes for region of cumulative occurrence of four species of grasses 
common in the great plains. 

Plate | Temperature: Low 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 94 
35 HOt dave r (a. ais tee ees ee A eee 4 
36 COldsdhyEi Gay's che eats os ee ee eee eee 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.0-— 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 3.7 
41 Albsolute iim) oos sole ee ee —54 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 
45 Normal daily mean; year (CE) 227 26. eee 40-4 

Precipitation: . 
46 Normalidaily mean: fe"(inch))).. ence. es ce eee .033 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 13 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 48 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 25 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 14 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 13 
52 Misan- total, year (nonhes)s\. ssh aoees cee eee ee 10 

Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch).............:...+00-: 122 
54 ‘Lotal annual, 1887—88 (Gnches) = <..!..j0.02 . ets See cle a 212 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normalge/iiisose wir. t Web co. seem” aor ne eee nae 
59 Te ee yh cid eR ae ee ers crane la Yo oii 
60 Normal Pie, year. oa Ai. eae ee eee 21 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 —2 

Humidity: 
65 Normial mean; fs:(per Cent) se. eet he eee oe 40 —4@ 
66 Normal'mesan; year\(per'cent)’....8--) eee eee 404 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.8 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,127 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 1,000 —2 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 100 —4 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,000 —4 

High. 
254 
173 
158 
18.0+4 
8.044 
9.6 

17.6 
+8 
44 
78.8+4 
65+4 

-143 
141 
225% 
92 

125 
100 +4 
40+ 

. 290 
96.4 

1.03 
1718 
1.04 

500 +4 

71.5 
74.1 

14.2 

2,100 + 

5,744 
611 

12,0002 

TaBLE 75.—Climatic extremes for total range of all species of Platyopuntias. 

Plate | Temperature: 

Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 

Cold days, fs 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 

Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.) 

Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.) 
Normal daily mean, year (°F.) 

Precipitation: 

Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 

Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Ohm oS 

i. | 

ch ae 
oe 
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TaBLE 75.—Climatic extremes for total range of all species of Platyopuntias—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)..................000. . 080-4 .351 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............-.2-20008- 24.0 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NormalUP/B, fac. oes Se YeW SN RIO «Re OI OR. Cece 04 1.76 
59 Naruial’s fifa 122. Se teeth, 34 Ae Biol, ize .06 1.96 
60 Normal P/E, YOar co.cc oes 00s sie Sa eR OMNIS Mh POEs .06 3.004 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 707 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent)...........2.--00eeeeeee 22.6 84 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent). .....-.-:5.:.-s08e00> 29.7 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,134 2,995 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 24,265 

TaBLE 76.—Climatic extremes for total range of all species of Cylindropuntias. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 

35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
Sf Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 

41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal daily mean, vear (CE :) c.j026 2.5 «<= «elevate & 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal z/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT’, fs, remainder method 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 
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TaBLE 77.—Climatic extremes for Tsuga heterophylla. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............+-. 25 316 
35 NGL AUER ss sis lelcis\ets cs or0.5i0(4.0rescsoisis level a « oe ate ee 0 30+4 
36 MOOS Hite cok acces ois ecole cele srl alas oops ns a tae abe a 0 120 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.5 4.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0—4 5.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1.9 4.8 
41 ABsoluite stim WM 5.0 j6:055 <2 00.0.2 ces usivin so SR BE eC —46 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 204 46 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 71.6+ 
45 Norma! idaily mean, year (CE) <2... 0. -<.solletento%te le Bu 45 — 55+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normaldaily. mean, fa’ (inch). ... sw uns +) a/ besles- ats 0404 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 28 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 72 257 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 90 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 21 99 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 56 187 
52 Mean totaly year Gnches).-., .\. Ficjeteachs so eielerse bees <cke 30 90+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) oc... se ee a ee Hee ee .052 . 1804 

54 Totaliannual,.1887-88) (inehes))se365 .2 sa ona 2 siashes = 18.1 40 +4 
Moisture ratios: 

58 INGRINIAIE Ly Hei Setcsta cree settee siete getaare iia te a meets Oates . 209 3.84 
59 IN OITA ea EE ISI ote hea ac tence retest Gee Oe ee ee Al 4.48 
60 Norm ali:2y/is y Car = 5 yyt- 2 fio ok tase SORT ee ater ee .404 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 —4 329 

Humidity: 
65 Normal'mean, js (percent) iia ess 2s faa. 1 ale Se kee 60.0—4 87.5 
66 Normal mean, «year (per cent). ..........--.0cc00e: 74.6 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.5 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,300 —4 2,100 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 100 —@ 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,000 — 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............} 1,313 7,475 

TABLE 78.—Climatic extremes for Picea sitchensis. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 

Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 

Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
INOtnial ually mean, veer (°H).. oo. sos «dou Auten 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 

Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 78.—Climatic extremes for Picea sitchensis—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
58: Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)...................20- .052 . 1404 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)..................005- 18.1 26.8 

Moisture ratios: 

58 Normale P04 fess aI. Oa a Pe Mate .402 3.84 
59 MG rREAS ee Pie Ie. ke Ne were BG es Oo Cn atm .80—2 4.48 
60 PEDERI POE SOREL 15 aie dcr an och ce aE ES ER, Me Oe 904 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 318 348 
Humidity: 

65 INormalimean, fs (per cent)!/.4e8.)-..2 Jose Le bot. de 1356 87.5 
66 INormal*menan, ‘year. (per) cént)\.\ 5. <5 50 ¢ bet. ct che 76.2 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.2 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................+.. 1,500 —4 2,100 +-4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 200 —4 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,000 — 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,874 7,475 

TaBLeE 79.—Climatic extremes for Pseudotsuga mucronata. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ...............-- 25 316 
35 VS KEG Eo EER CATS Re egh-s oy een EAI se UR eit er re RUE ea rr eg ean 0 38 
36 COGIC ESSE ters GER CGS Dire einer D Oar icla tet ara ee 0 149 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.8 ol 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... ‘ 3.0 5.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1.9 5.0 
41 PAIBSOLUGE AINA 25 </5/5'5, 5) sc0srs Sea cit nae Ae oe ee tele —49 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 15 —4 50+4 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal idailyamean’ year (GR) css 6 s.05 <0 5 cee see sete 40 — 65+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal daly mean; js) (neh). s3.5ot so Vs tits oo cc ews .025 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 1 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 72 257 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 99 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs,............... 56 247 
52 Mean\total year (inches) 36.4 ccccsice oes ate we ssatcsusne 20+ 90 

Evaporation: 

be Daily mesn}, 1887-88: fs) (inch)! /65 ¢ Leo sek sameeee cusnaleves: .052 . 262 
54 Total‘annual, 1887—88) (inches). s6:;02.,.)..6.005 + e.00e 5 53s 18.1 39.2 

Moisture ratios: 

58 NormalUP/®, fe....< PbeRaW AL Aber PRR otek cocks .10 3.84 
59 Normial ails: F851 coro A Oreo eyes cle ke 2 4.48 
60 Normale? / Hs year. o.kcrhcssiceieuccced SOE Ie Oe. ek specs .14 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 —4 348 

Humidity: 

65 INormal/mean). fs) (percent) seer ts cisln veel nso ois 504 87.5 
66 Wormal' mean, year \(pericent)s.c)..2..4.<)..... § See teas woh 504 86.8 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.4 16.4 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,300 —4 2,5004 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 100 — 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,000 — 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,000 — 7,475 
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TaBLE 80.—Climatic extremes for Pinus ponderosa. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 25 
35 Hot days, fs 0 
36 Cold days, fs 73 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 2A! 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 2.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 26 
41 Absolute minimum —55 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normaldaily mean; year (CB)! .ic.cicverrc. s/o tele ete ake 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year. . 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method Ee 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
o¢ Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal dally méan, ‘year’ (TR) via. sans ow weeaanes 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 81.—Climatic extremes for Pinus contorta—Continued. 

Evaporation: Low 
Daily:means1887—88; fs\Gneh) i si3costate one ese eee .052 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............2.-200+ 18.1 

Moisture ratios: 

DOT ET ES NY 24) ON foe he ar a nt Aa ecard aL aS aa .10 
Mormalls/ be tscec ccc bie eo ee EROS BE ne 
Normale iE veanes 23 2255.2 53 «2 eR 2 BA SRS .14 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 249 

Humidity: 
INormalhmenn. 78 (per Cente + 2. oc 2 ce oe os eee eles 47.9 
Normal mean, year (per cent). ......... 5080 c cece ees 56.1 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.3 

Sunshine: 
Normal dotal duration; fs (hours)... 2.222. se see 1,167 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 72 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 691 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 809 

TaBLE 82.—Climatic extremes for Pinus edulis. 

Temperature: Low 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)...............-- 83 
TOG AV SINS Fees snore shots ail eaiare miele ee cia alsin ee 0 
MOOLOP AR YS, fala oie ilar ci seccahes suscae rah © w Sian tame berereeaepa be 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 
PAS SOT AT TAU EVAATINAS 5) oar ss Soy on oa aT ale we alco —37 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 20-4 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
Wormal dailyimean: year (OE) 6). 21.:o.¢ oc. nec suerte as 40 

Precipitation: 
Wormal:dailysmean; fs (inch)\.7.6 ese is, casio eeas whois - . 0204 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 142 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 71 

Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 75 —4 
Wean totals yeur Gnches) a eres «nia sie olclealo besos dems ae 20-— 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs Gnch)* =. 2°. ' Porcine he hole ents .180¢ 
Total annual) [887=S8: (Inches) es. 5 oie) a spel Sel areterereheloreve! ore 55.4 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal /PY EE [8320s cen eee ae Sa oa .10 
Normal x/Pijer. co ocr oe as Ee Beh 13 
Normal. P/Ee years ioe ch sag oe eee eae hanks s12 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 233 

Humidity: 
Wornnal mean+/s (per Cent); 22s es eee es Sele te S¥/aD 
Normal’ mean, year! (per cent)’.)-*. ws heteics oaro afore tere bnitre 38.8 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.6 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,134 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 
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CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TaBLe 83.—Climatic extremes for Pinus palustris. 

Temperature: Low. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)............+..++. 181 
TOU RUBE = <e\ohero.05,0cs:s 0/013 dseveis.0 oo ate arate eee ae ee 137 
WOLGLOAV ES S85 cies 5 cietoaie.c et evale ccs ore Ge ela Ee eee ee 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11,5 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 6.6 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 6.8 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 12,326 
‘Absolute minimums. 5... ,<.<.4/> << a.ceee eee aiieee -—15 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 40 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 
Normal!daily: mean, Vear (CF). <<<) 54.5 sisbererait eidackebete 60 

Precipitation: ; 
Normal!daily, mean, fs (Gnch),...)5-t).4% J) seep eek .119 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... S 3 144 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 92 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 
Mean total> year) Gnehes)::, «<< Sewage ters tetcte ates ot 50— 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1Ssr—o6, Jai QUCH) no... cle eee eter .096 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-...0-- 31.3 

Moisture ratios: 
ST ORSISILE) By JOR, ou's sac a0 sk vadeee ub see en See aD 
Narrvitibray ie, Fob cc.) is 05.8 Shidc Seek ees ome .90 
Normal P/E, Year... 21.../010'< o:dratrg 0 ty) SERRE aA 1.00 

Vapor pressure: 527 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) ire e ties. aan ee 71.0 
Normal mean, year (per cent)........-.-------+-+0-- 72.4 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.0 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................-.. 1,900 —2 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 600 —¢ 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 6,114 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 10,0002 

1,314 
13,511 
24,265 

Plale 
34 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

43 

44 

45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

Temperature: Low. 
Days in normal frostless season (f3).............+-+.- 143 
EMO f CAVE css stesso os2 oinyed less slain ae RRS ne 63 

ON ONS YE J Bic cesta co elele rac isc oss Bion peee MaRS eines halal ices 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 

Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.9 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.9 

Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5.7- 
AUTISGUN GG SXRUALAUIIDY cai csv rose je 1510s <5) 0 0:8 ie tae ease —25 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 25 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
Normoalbaiy mean, veari(Cl.) «0.50.5 esis ene oe ae 50 —- 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch)... ........00..c0000ecee: .112 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 102 

Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 

Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 48 

Days in longest normal dry period, fs..............+: 0 

MGayi TOC) Y CRT CDONGS) 5's)... Saniora sa Senin teats ae 40 

lt i a 
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TaBLE 84.—Climatic extremes for Pinus echinata—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 

53 Daily-mean, 1887-88; ‘fs; Gneh) 0.5/0.0, epee ale gieveita. os .O81 .172 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-..-055 251.2 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normale E278) <5 SEG AIS Mpoces JAR aicrsie Inve ty .64 1.76 
59 IN ONT aay PE IS hac asi <5 LC TAGHGER ae INS Re GG cl ibis me 1.96 
60 arma Bivear 35.05.00 !a5s Mee a) eon tees .85 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 428 600 

Humidity: 
65 INormalimean,) fs. (pericentss dela 8A Geer Biskagebsid des 68.6 82.7 
66 Normal mean; year (per cent)... 6... 56 <5 obijeie os ore 69.5 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. aj! 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs: (hours)... s</nd.60%.6)4 o20 2 24 1,626 2,301 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 44) 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 4,174 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 7,000 —2 24,265 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 

Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
WWormalidaily;meany year! (CH.):.ccic: <0 sss aeserascioie @jacsys 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 

Normal mean, fs (per cent) ’ 80. 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) , 9.7 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,300 +4 

Moisture-temperature indices: : 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 1,314 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 12,106 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 23,652 
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TaBLe 86.—Climatic extremes for Pinus strobus. 

Plate | Temperature: Low 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).............++-- 85 
35 PE GtOS YB. 8 ocd o Hiolebaials sels Sotateterece a a» RE eS 0 

36 Cold aavaNys= 2. bonnie te ek Fo uke o bk eee eis De 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) .... 10.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. Qi 
41 Absolute minimums, es 60/2 soe oe od o ES. Be —49 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
45 Normal dailymean; year CF.) 2530s... b Ane eee 35 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch)......2.. 3.00008. 08-.008 .091 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. We 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 
52 Mean total; year Ginehes) 3 2 5 of) 4 Poe 30-— 

Evaporation: 
53 Dailysmeany 1887-88; fe Gmeh) os. sci cre eee een ae .O81 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (mches)'. >. 22S F ete sees 20.3 

Moisture ratios: ‘ 
58 NOT sli Efe ees fois att ctetitensiele lnstene ats oot ohare .66 
59 IN ormnalliar Epi 6 aye ett oie lors is! hs ed Siete Tele artes aerate Hf: 
60 INGIMALSE ENV ORT ei Me wctotiasee ee nek ae ate eee .82 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 

Humidity: 
65 Normalymean ifs) Mer cents: seaise cio rcs @ a cee cere 68.6 
66 Normaljmeanyy esr (per Cent) <outline oa le ae oes 69.5 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. oon 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1225 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 

TaBLE 87.—Climatic extremes for Tsuga canadensis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-.. 85 
35 La boyrgct: ache) (eg a Aer eee eR LER ERR wash yo Es, ne: 0 
36 KOLB a: em a attein Toe ereeac eho iets stk ee ORR, see 0 
87 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.0 
41 Atbaoltate mmimmunat so 5..)5 ssa ck n't —48 — 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 10-2 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
45 Normal :daily mean) year (TH :) ii... .ss. cs eR 35 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal ‘day mean;ife Groh) ) 60. ctk eax Vie O91 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... ll 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 
52 Meat: total, year (inches)... ot a i tae RA ek 30-— 
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TaBLeE 87.—Climatic extremes for Tsuga canadensis—C ontinued. 

Evaporation: Low. High. 
Daly mean, LS8S7—se, Je UMC)... se ee ee ee cee es « .O81 .166 

‘otal annual, 1&87—SS8 (inches). 3 ..052.656.66.52965 503% 20.3 48.1 
Moisture ratios: 

INOTMBle ey EN ISAs Se Deen Cone ee ee . 66 1.39 
LES 2 OM Cr etc are hn Ya ee hehe eee is 1.52 
INGA aE ears Ws4.4c Qe Noh eee Dee .82 1.85 

Vapor pressure: 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 520 
Humidity: 

WNormaltmesn, je*(percent)).. 2 sss eee teat es eee. 68.6 83.9 
Normal mean; year (pericent)): 35 3cc2.n oe es ee eee 69.5 82.1 

Wind: 
Normal meanh ourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Seal 12.9 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,225 1,836 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 562 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 5,295 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 10,052 

70 

72 

Temperature: Low. High. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-.. 146 DOF, 
WD t ya FS ors ccks ocal uk ci «ey aies ayers: ener eysanevebalsra eu acsne,aehepererees 90 141 

CCIE LIC East 1 ee RCE ERROR ert urtces Fro cara a yea 0 75 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 18.0+ 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 4.7 6.5 

Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.9 «2 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. “eo 12.8 
IAPSOMIGE: MAINTAINS 5, 3,5, «4 s,ccoharesel te ORS he. ee CNIS le —29 +4 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 28 454 
Norma] daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
Normal: daily: mean) year (OBs)is.o. sas. «an oe o Sa oe 50-— 60+ 

Precipitation: 

Normal dally,mean; fe) (inch)).,. ress eee. ate .110 1st 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 91 166 

Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 93 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 48 

Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 47 1754 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 56 
Mean totale year GnecHes) asics ciniere oi cnvieleaceresepersiauers 40 — 60+ 

Evaporation: 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch).......... eye enn .084 .200 
otal annuals, IS87—S8i Gnehes) ee 2,<)2s tte el siet sie cboiel oie! «chs 45.0 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal) PHES fans 54s Mee ee I oe eee ete -51 1.30 
iINormala/' He fait ose ice te ee eeen .60 1.50 
Normale Es year. soca cate ceeen toon a7 fe 1.62 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 450 513 

Humidity: 
Normal mean; fe (pericent)ices dec ee ce cere eee 65.8 82.3 
Normal mean, year'(per’cent).). <0 0.6 .5.- 0s. 0s. oe 67.5 81.4 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sijdl 9.6 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,646 1,878 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 319 707 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 3,007 7,000 +4 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 5,513 15,0004 
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TABLE 89.—Climatic extremes for Pinus divaricata. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) .........-..--+-- 85 
35 IOP Gav Gif O weeds ved co 9 sie silo dsp o> oa eaters Othe Bip 0 
36 Cala Gavas facie, Boose, brea eieye io our eis asnlicinle’e elelatee veiethine ¢ 146+ 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2 
41 PA GOLULE IPAMINNSVAUUTEN sg. asi’ wiynsiassas 0a ces sere of eben aap Rar oleae 5 —59 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 
45 Normakidaily, mean, year (CR) o:ij% 5, «210s, aidinisyn taal zat 35 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal: daily mean, fs (inch) > 2)-j-;thes » oye eee 4s .099 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 43 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 17 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 22 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 
52 Meani total.syear (inehes)) «1st, cicyeieds nisirlnmeaciasetcas 3 - 30-— 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily*meany 1887-83, feiGnch)) 22.2.2 ee ee eee .084 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)..............--.+200- 24.3 

Moisture ratios: 
58 GMB ALE Te, PR's otis) toa nS ockjarkamichore hike Oe je eee ee 74 
59 Der AMPs PO Gt hea fo S12 n-ne Meds a eigen a ea .92 
60 Normal PYMES SCAT; ab ies, «<js)-uer-io/sveisvddeees Seem SNe .90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 

Humidity: 
65 Normal\mean;: fs) (per: cent) sau sjs'od.). Ab. eee ah creel 69.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent).............2.-e++202- 71.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 7.6 

Sunshine: \ 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) .................-. 1,225 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 ’ Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 312 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,997 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 

Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
AL 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

TaBLeE 90.—Climatic extremes for Abies balsamea. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normaldatyi mean, voar ("I .).; ..:. 5... ss siktiansanslans 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 90.—Climatic extremes for Abies balsamea—Continued. 

Plate Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daly mesins L6S¢-—cs, 78 UNCh ace cnet eee cere ns occ ce . 084 .143 

54 Total annuals 1881—ss Gnehes) 2-0 256. ese we ee eke 24.3 34.4 
Moisture ratios: 

58 Normale pie ane ne sme een ctr niet tase sey Al HES 
59 Normaliay Hayfe en ee ate ee eee eee .81 1.52 
60 MOLINA EA UEAL ME Cos Ree ee Oe ne nen te Tet .95 riper pe 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 438 

Humidity: 
65 Narmalmesn:jsi(per Cent... . 25)... e ecueet ee 67.3 81.8 
66 Narmalomean> year (per Gent) 5.22.60. eset cee ee Zid bash 80.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Silt 12.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration; fs (hours)".......-....-2..2.. 1,225 1,500+4 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 312 500 +4 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,997 4,097 
ie Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 7,0004 

, TaBLE 91.—Climatic extremes for Quercus alba. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs). .............2-- 101 331 
35 TE OLN CTR RS coat Bente ee ar ecee ioeode Iie SOP SI Means IRN eeine E 0 215 
36 Gold Gaysnfsr ce} occa ck eRe ne echo ee, 0 137 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 TE 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 221 2132 
41 Absolute minimums. cricciac. os.6-3 ee Oe ee —48 +19 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 11 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily,mean: year (CE!) io 0... asso. 0s ee 40 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daly mean,.fs.(ineh); <\ese es k .091 .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 136 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 83 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs....... a 0 91 

52 Megan totale-yeari(Inches)\riisictoc coe diane were teen 30—- 60+ 
Evaporation: 

53 Baily mean; 1887-8) feGnch).esscee eek eee. .O81 . 200 
54 otal annual; 1887-887 Gnches)s.. 2s ook Be tees 24.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal PB fart tere eae te eae eee ye ee 51 1.76 
59 INOLMAL A). fae eee ee LE Seen ee .60 1.96 
Fie ee NOrmal P/E years). t he teen ss pn ae eet ote RN eee 74 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 622 
Humidity: 

65 Worms mean, jsi(percent)e acest. oo eee 64.5 83.9 

66 Normal mean; ‘year (per'cent)e vias t. ee eee 69.0 85.2 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.1 14.9 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration; fs (hours)'> .).2--). se s. kee ee 1,225 2,650 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,914 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............| 2,747 24,265 
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TABLE 92.—Climatic extremes for Fagus atropunicea. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..........-++.0.- 95 281 
35 PRON GAN BIBI. in) Are ciclatwie crwie eia.5 Sineesninin Ac. eee Id 0 215 
36 OLOK CAVE I Bite5 oS. 5 cote one ere nw cio vata ere CRASS 0 149 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 1P.7 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. Zt 204 
41 (A DB OlUbO Sa Ma G1IM F720, 5 oss eo intern cisielata er ee —44 +12 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 12 52 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 73.8+ 
45 Normalidaily mean’ vear (CE) e.o5)0.1c octein Seine Senet cre 40 — 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Nornialidaily mean, /s\Gnch));..... sites ois epee oe .O91 .172 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 256 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 154 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 83 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 91 

52 Mean totaliivear | Gmches)\<i.2 < aga ectewselene aeiele cao eo ae 30-— 60+ 
Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean; 1887=88, ferGinch) ic 6s. cis ee see ee ne .084 . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............+...-.0.5 24.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Noni alyPy $3 8x Rescfs.cteleks Shay: clone Se .62 1.76 
59 Norriial a satan 5 <a comsv oie Ree ene RE .60 1.96 
60 Normal P71; Var... oes. :<:1a,%incoma eae: Semis ee amen 72 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 622 

Humidity: 
65 Normal imeban,; fsi(pericent) nace eh oon - eee a eee 65.5 84.0 
66 Normal mean, ‘year (per’cent)......isc2ist ideas eee 67.5 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.6 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..............0..0- 1,225 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
val Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 24,265 

TaBLE 93.—Climatic extremes for Castanea dentata. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 

Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
INOPmal Garly meat. VOaRi(O RS) vs..\0:0.0 own O50 grelealeae ote 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 93.—Climatic extremes for Castanea dentata—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily means iS87—8s, fa (inch))... «2+. 2 as is We <avats tiers ee .084 . 200 

54 Total annwal, 1887—S88 Gnehes))..4.5:0.0.6..0 cs 2 son.ee eo cees 29.3 54.8 
Moisture ratios: 

58 Normal AE I3) ok: :5; LAI bot Sa etevioas (aki: .62 1.39 
59 Normal «/E, YRS ooo 86 ARE IIS hs oe ada. wee .60 1.63 

60 MCGER AL WIE, OAs 6 bos, enic cs 2 OR ARs hs ceereton a7) 1.85 
Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 405 525 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean; fs \(per cent)» 4:2 3a. vain dh cemlaod at 65.6 84.0 
66 Normalimeéan, year (per cent) .. 62's... < 6 Sie Bos esewars ore 67.5 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.6 14.9 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,365 1,946 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 668 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 8,300 

ae Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 3,819 15,060 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)...............-- 98 268 
35 LOE AAV Sf Sars orks Biya da len Sie ess Cisne a a NG Sie Biteko hes 0 172 
36 COLOR AV SESE Ts ois, Sct Siatehe tate Soh cats ocelehecaal a RS toute aon: 0 149 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 8.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 9.2 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. he 17.0 
4l ADSOLUbE MINIMUM. 25 5.) s ser6 6 Reyaksisey seeks) oes Bue era —49 +4 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 10 46 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daly:mean; year (SE:)c. 0 cc <a se « « ne asbteuets 5 So 65+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean; fs: (NCH): \ hose desccishie syasrateis enns pe .091 .170 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 256 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0) 154 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 83 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 91 
52 Mean totals tveari(@nGhes)iivc. cose sisson eres eae aisr ales 30— 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Daly means i1SS7-s8.72 anch)).s.:< o {Ae acrokes elas .084 .200 
54 Total annualiiSS7—S88 (Gmches) i.e. asc csc 6 ore 6 eles en gieie 23.0 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 

58 Normal PMB, fs 25.5.5. RTT ee ER eke .62 1.76 
59 Normal a EG $353. S212 xd ROAD eo eee. PHL ty .60 1.96 
60 Normal? fE, Oar . 3's 5:0 a5.5 xa.Aa reels, Oe eke 2 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 588 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) s mene sees oe aoe el. cs 62.0 84.0 
66 Wormal"mean, year: (per ceng))4. 65 oases aoe dees ls 67.5 82.9 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3:16 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 1,225 2,166 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 24,265 
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TaBLe 95.—Climatic extremes for Quercus falcata. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal dally mean, year (CF .))..5 3.2 0.05. de Bees le 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fe 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs i 
Normal P/E, year 8 

Vapor pressure: . 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 
Humidity: 

Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-5: 153 328 
35 FAGUIGH Gis Uc. nse ects Ghee cdilayaren ssc sce ee, See 113 226 
36 GOLA ICA E sii cy Bo dort re sii Kies os sicieer sel. oo puasebtonaratiia ieee 0 70 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 11.5— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 5.5 10.8 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 5.90 pe ae | 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 10.3 21.4 
41 AS DEOUINUG EIST sane cia bass a sce Aah evi a —32 +19 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 27 57 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8+ 

45 Wormel dalvymean, year (CR)... oc. . cs adele Geeta 55 — 75+ 
Precipitation: 

46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch). .............0.0c00ees .052 .172 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 252 284 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 2594 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 87 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 25-4 235 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 18 1004 
52 Paean total, yeariGnahes)..... sid tk Ace eK een 20 60 + 
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TABLE 96.—Climatic extremes for Sapindus marginatus—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Darly=meany 1887-88, 7s (aneh)icna cs seicrs ee on ee .130 . 203 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................0.02- 42.1 804 

Moisture ratios: 

58 MDEMan Pyle Pe..5 J eee Peas. OS See ee aNEt .40—2 1.36 
59 Peorsilg ley fa ts 52s tata Ble Saks EES eles 35 1.52 
60 Marniaiee PE vent 5.622 5). ss date SY SG ee eM 24 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 350 —4@ 707 
Humidity: 

65 INormalmean, fs\((per’ cent). 2ai26 36 oo Ss Be Ra 59.4 80.6 

66 INormal'mean, year (per’cent)): .....-s504.d25 Joe ee coe 59.3 85.2 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.3 14.2 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,700 —4 2,650 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 256 1,314 
7A Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method ............. 2,411 12,106 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method ............ 4,673 24,265 

TaBLE 97.—Climatic extremes for Populus balsamifera. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) . 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands).... 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.) ... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..° 
45 INormalidaily mean, year! (CH.)\..< sc. nes 2.2 eeu 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 

52 Mean total, year (inches) 
Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 

54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal z/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean; fs (per cent) font. ta ee oe. be ie ce =e 

66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............ 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

| 
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TaBLe 98.—Climatic extremes for Quercus macrocarpa. 

Flate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fa)................. 85 261 
35 HOUiGsy ae i) )ho stein Heo wes ede eee 0 173 
36 Coldi days 7¥s..o owas sas wees ltaeite aa ee 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 8.04 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 9.04 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. rhe hs 17.54 
41 Absolute imma tim 5 usseoee ook ede ee eT —59 +1 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... i) 44 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 78.8+ 
45 INormal/daily-mean,ivear (CFs)... 2-2... cee ee see 35 65 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean; fa\(inch)\..2..2 ic. ot ee ae ee ee .072 .135 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 21 159 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 154 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 17 81 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 14 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 88 
52 Mean: totalstyear! Gnches) ...;) ase ee ee hee ne 20— 60 

Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)...............20c000- . 084 .180 
54 Total annual, 1887—88 (inches)...........2.......... Bark 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 

58 NormaltBye fa en iyi ese rc ehh ise haeny Ae eS .42 1.39 
59 DSGRENAEL PMCS T che Hossa; ca Paceitl o wicseuee ateatoes pee NI te .43 1.63 
60 Normal? /Etty ear sae. 2.2) kinoae).ne ne Me ae ee .40 1.85 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 322 522 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean;fs'(percent) =. 226 }cnecs see eee 53 Pr 83.9 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...................--- 59.8 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.1 14.9 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,225 2,1002 

Moisture-temperature indices: : 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 135 668 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,327 6,164 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,902 10,782 

TaBLE 99.—Climatic extremes for Ilex opaca. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ...............-. 141 365 

35 LOU: AVANTE. wiihIRS F< ale Cie eiake . Oars oe ee 47 365 
36 COLO aH 78 Sx Rane ee Scie ree ene ae ee oe ee 0 55 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 26.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 4.4 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.7 15.4 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 6.7 31.1 
41 A DBONILE TOTO WIN § ose st s! soe nisin sw ae Gee oe ee —15 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 27 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CF.).:. ccs cs Sater ee ee 50- 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily: mean; fe\Gneh) :.< sovi sed ee ee O91 AGS 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 55 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 204 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 74 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 182 
52 Mean totaly year (inches). «06 U.ln. So Sarde See 50—- 60+ 



Plate 
53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TABLE 99.—Climatic extremes for Ilex opaca—Continued. 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 

Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TaBLE 100.—Climatic extremes for Magnolia grandiflora. 
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Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 221— 365 
35 TGUAGAY Ns I Bice ares chey nicer evened oxsisvarehavaeiaiaen ss aie ayo eo ecsiatioce 147 365 
36 ACORN AY SeES eis sete at aie a arate Sr Eek Sat Ce eae 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0+ 26.0+- 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... tae! 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... Ppisir 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 13.6 si laak 
41 PASSO LUE GE PERTENLETIRUIEN Ore fo a colece Sie seues ene ors (oxera aoe ch sees -—3 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 45 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 78.8— hats 
45 Mormalidaily Mean: VEar (Gl) acsie ene. cits ee epee ae 65 — 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal dailyjmean 78) (nCh))s 2 jin) s ace a artes Speen on 6 .129 173 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 161 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 204 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 51 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 92 235 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 14 182 
52 Mean totals year(GMChes)icic sisic.s.s'o.0 osraera aesece cence s 50— 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Darky mean 1887—88.- 7a) (nich)! s)2 sc). 60 ctenchevouenevever steers ally .148 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 Gnches))..55..e/8 ss cee Coc} ess 42.1 51.6 

Moisture ratios: 

58 INormalP Ei Sa’. :< 0's sp tatiana eeake less ROR cesvaetee Gates ae 1.36 
59 INormaliar/iP,) {8 {5.2.0 Seep aR Sra OR Eee. chee 1.05 1.47 
60 INormal(P/E, ‘YOur’s .05.35).:.15, ooo dora cte lorene 1.02 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 569 707 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, 9) (per Cert iy. sictees Seo cctansrayet'ha era lea. ors 73.9 80.6 
66 Wormal:mean, year (per cent) iis. 2... ocala a aie (5) 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 51 11.0 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ..................- 1,895 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 834 1,314 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 7,663 12,106 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 15,125 24,265 
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Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
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51 
52 

Plate 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
44 
45 
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47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TaBLE 101.—Climatic extremes for Sabal palmetto. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 

Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).. 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 
Normal daily mean, year (°F.)...........2++2e000: 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (CR) ok 5455. va coe aes 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 



CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TABLE 102.—Climatic extremes for Serenoa serullata—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: 
53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

63 

65 
66 

68 

70 

72 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal w/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TaBLe 103.—Climatic extremes for Washingtonia filamentosa. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)............... 
PRGIEGRUBS 15) Neola stacstcrctalas ceveapen jeiiake cia hceonicone 
MS OLMUUAVS fori oad caan cee nese oe 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).. 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... 
PATI SOUGE DMM fo Ack hctoitts ciety nas deve iake aeons 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 
Worl daily.mesan, year (ORY) ivacc cs ccc eos ues 

Precipitation: 
Normalidaily mean, js) Gnch))s.5 02 6.< aeisisne wie civic iwi 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 
Mean totals year Gnghes)) scene sec cck eae 

Evaporation: 

Marly mean, 1887-88. fs Gnch)/...< << .os08 sikeon cos 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................0.. 

Moisture ratios: 
Boral’ P/E, (62 v.62): tebiee eb Bee See abe 
misetiel 9/15, $8 > 3% se). is LAO E Okiccae SITE & 
Normal?) He year. sh.) ssc fal Sa en owe 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 

Humidity: 
iNormal mean,/fs' (per cent)!s s saws ee 6 sae a ook ky. 
Normal mean, year (per cent).............ecee00- 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)........... 

Sunshine: 

Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................. 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............ 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method.......... 

ee) 

High. 
240 +4 
150+ 

0 
26.0 
10.0+2% 
L0°0--4 
15.0+4 

714 8 
50 +2 
78.8+ 
70+ 

.020 +2 
0 

275 +4 
100 

0 
250 +2 
10+ 

=180--e 
90 +2 

.20+4 

.20+4% 
-10+4 

300 +4 

504 
40 +4 

2,700% 

100 +4 
1,000 +2 
1,000 +2 
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TaBLE 104.—Climatic extremes for Cephalanthus occidentalis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............- 111 365 
35 FIOUIGBYS fo dissc cao uice b acvervins Fh 5/5, 4b Se ore patos 0 365 
36 CGE Va Sis CC eI Coo OR PTS CPS Ch Pe ETC Peer eee 0 137 
of Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands). . 10.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands).... 2.6 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. 3.0 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... PAs k 31.1 
41 SA DSOLULE DAMEN UTE. 5 sic 52 a's) a tesa omc atevateoeae eoperehae a —43 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 11 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year (°F.)............-.-.006- 40— 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch)|)>..).- 262+ os .2 see. .017 .172 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 0 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 0 283 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 0 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 0 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 4 283 
52 Mean total. year 'Gnehes).;«:..:/3. ise eee hele sete 10— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887—S88, 76: Gneb) ..<'<.5 6, <.16 oieroyoievs o's 'ai oat .081 . 240 +4 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................-2- 24.3 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 IN prate Eyhlg J Os arse hos oe, Sole ae 28 tess emit Ie ee .08 1.76 
59 DUR CRI Lae PeM o oars shes 3 wn sn. in 0 '0cr0.48 ol late eee aaa .10 1.96 
60 MRONIBL £16. VEO Sees <a crew cue ics wane sme enten i. age 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 279 707 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) .........062ccseserseee 48.9 82.7 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...........-..eeee-- 57.2 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)........... 5 es | 13.5 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................. 1,225 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............ 68 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method........... 625 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method.......... 1,186 24,265 

Taste 105.—Climatic extremes for Adelia acuminata. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 

Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands). . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 

Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 
Normal daily mean, year (°F.)...........0.c0s000: 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TaBLE 105.—Climatic extremes for Adelia acuminata—Continued. 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 

Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TaBLE 106.—Climatic extremes for Decodon verticillatus. 

Temperature: Low High. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 111 348 
DEEOYE GPR We 7 jeu a MAI RE Eo Eg ee a eM Ue ele a 0 240 +4 
RE OVEN VS! (Sp yal. oo crave, andtanel alo tatevan alo les arate beneserad ao eoae bales 0 149 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0+ 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.8 

Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 ne Veal 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. Dai 21.4 
PR BO! GE eI I TAURI Po) sas occ) eros) ctaleve hav ation wih ssieieustides sists teas —A3 +22 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 12 57 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
Wormalidally means year (CEs) iui. ere esse ese esta ee bho 35 70+ 

Precipitation: 
Normal dally means) 31 (ACN) a. cea esie ice ela aerele s .089 .172 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 55 284 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg........... 0 170 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)...... aise 0 83 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 17 256 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 78 
Neanstotaliyear-(Gnches)) Aer wae oon eons 30— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)... See ce coe veel .O81 . 200 
Total/annual;, 1887—S8i Gnches) es sca ens ons cee cae 24.3 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
INOrmM ale? El 618s ha7- tei EEG a tie ae 51 1.76 
IN Or Ena 4 ELS oy a ain.) claves REP Ree Yo EG OB SPST ote ec sole .60 1.96 
Normal P/iH Veat sae bask cee ooo Ee LO nek 71 1.94 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 612 

Humidity: 
Normalimean,./s (per cent)i . sen ater oe elect anc 64.5 82.7 
Normal mean, year (per Cent))-7< = oo clea o.c.b.4erocleverete 67.5 82.9 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. ipa 13.5 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,225 2,301 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,914 13,511 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 24,265 
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TaBLe 107.—Climatic extremes for Itea virginica. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal: daily/mean; year (SE.).a2- ose aoc nee ota 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) : 13.5 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,301 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 1,418 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 13,511 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 24,265 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ................- 39 — 
35 LOE CAV 1G terc-s ancta carte vsh otuts: corse thoy a BLE A AMO ees 0 
36 COld days: Jenn erie cbs ciciem sare encore ens 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.8 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.8 
41 . DEGUITTS TUITION» oy caorcisseterk’ asatnio'y ot a at, chb NEM cheese ere —59 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 17 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
45 Normal daily mean; year (PR) s scssis sia stevonte ates oh iatee 40 — 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean; fe (inah):.:.:.... ves ec omen meee eee .009 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 104 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 88 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 101 
52 Mean total, year (Gnohes) cic s.s Vane sale as gate etka 10— 
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TABLE 108.—Climatic extremes for Artemisia tridentata—Contin ued. 

Evaporation: Low. s 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88; fs Gneh) si... .4. 308 ees ch eke -104 Bop 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................0-- 35.8 100.6 

Moisture ratios: 

58 MormaleP yy fae ethene eek 882s ae Oe .04 Bi 
59 Were ay ie, fats 02 ik Ce ee Sais SAS eae tee oe .06 .62 
60 Normale JHA Vear cs cisith aise eeicteae at oie se eine .03 .24 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 378 
Humidity: 

65 Normalimean: js1 (per Cent): oi< 5 < sta e wae talent 22.6 12.2 
66 INormalimesn, year (Der cent)):. sc. ct eicvos hoe see en 29.7 Chey 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.3 11.4 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... L277, 2,995 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 283 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 2,721 
ae Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 3/127 

TaBLE 109.—Climatic extremes for Covillea tridentata. 

Plate | Temperature: Low High 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 172 283 
35 ET OUIGAVIS IS ersa oy aos ecue Cotto ate eG Oe ee erat 118 211+ 
36 AE OLAV GRY SAISCE cocoate cee Fae Oe be Oe OR OE 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 18.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 6.5 10.1 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 6.8 11.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. W224 20.6 
41 ADSOLULEANIMIMAUIN SE. asccs Gina: » al cvoccbahmeyahath ave aie boeyeeenceveee —29 +23 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 30— 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6— 78.8+ 
45 Normal dallysmesuny yeati(She)s ccs cesses en ciemem abe 50 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Wormaldailyimean;, fs(inch))::., -: bestia mae sete stovsto.stercne-c .014 .072 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 25+4 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 150 —4 283 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 91-4 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 2 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 100 —4 283 
52 Mean totaly Vear (INCHES) o..45 cits mess ors a soe eie alee ie 10-— 20+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean; 1887-885 fsiGneh)).. sss. al eee eee ote . 1604 .349 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............2c0000- 60 — 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 WormaliP Hayashi es Fe eae Oe -04 20+2 
59 INormialia (TE, (JS. Sales oa eee ee ote aioe error oblate .06 20+4 
60 Wormal PF); years... ¢252.2 122k a eee ee ee .03 24 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).............. 300 —4 5002 

Humidity: 
65 ‘Normal,mean; fs) (per Cent)! os. .n es aetna acne cess 22.6 604 
66 Normal mean;\year (percent) iia. cs niece si rls cuticles « 29.7 604 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 10.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,900 2,300 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 27 4004 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 254 4,0004 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 449 8,0004 
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Plate | Temperature: 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TaBLe 110.—Climatic extremes for Opuntia polyacantha. 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).................- 
35 POG AVANTE ied erst ove cles sine eb ea oo sed nis open ter ee 
36 CWoldrARVEs Iss 25 Sayer alee he ie a diets nee alee Bek eleee 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
41 (A DSolube MINIMUM. | Astle esos ce one cloniesrace el tee 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CF:) 06. s so. odie yan 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal datly-mean, fe) Gneht))..; . ¢ tieleee cet oe aeons 

47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 
52 Mean: totalSyear \(inches)):). 2’. semis seh) cocina aed oe 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) ......2...20..-..2.0.0- 

54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)....................6- 
Moisture ratios: 

58 Norman fa etre tees oars See sioegaste eer 
59 iNormialiag/ long Goose ike. soto viernes eye eee 
60 Normal P Ef VOar bic cs occas: kaa s ci oretelee oe re ee 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean; fs: (per cent)ist4-62e 2s f..U Sen ees eee 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...........---.ece00e> 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 
71 Normal P/E XT. fs, exponential method............. 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 

TABLE 111.—Climatic extremes for Carnegiea gigantea. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..............-. 262 305 
35 IOC AAV Hy iSie ec sti cone Ru ote hala can spss 186 211 
36 MONON MOR Faia dic Pocw sete cic cre aieele wlohe sare, soem 0 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands). . 11.5+ 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands).... 6.0= 10.1 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. 6.0= 11.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... 12.5 20.6 
41 FADSGII LO MHITISEIRUNERRG csc a'ete os wa «ab oo aioe ne eee hae +10 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.).. . 45 50+ 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 71.6 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean; ‘year (CF.)..). 05.6. wx, «devia eine 65 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch)..............eceeees .020—2 .040 +4 

47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 0 0 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 2254 283 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 100 aint 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 0 a 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 1752 283 
52 Mean total, Rent (OHOA) so. 66. cuicivieaeh cis icrwitiaieceretels 10-— 10+ 
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TABLE 111.—Climatic extremes for Carnegiea gigantea—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal x/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
vil Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 

Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 119 328 

35 EROUIG AYE 9 Syke a5 ois @ cka.cko oie sare sere iaret rn clanstore oe oiare sisal 55 215 
36 CE GEG EGE 13. Senne eee oe we ORIN A NMEA Ce Srey eee dee 0 140 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 15 26.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 4.3 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... BEY tb Ley 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 5.6 21,2 
41 Absolute sms nam 67/503) vars. sehelatbevontels SRT SE —43 +20 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 9 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 wéeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily;smean: year (CE). .cc..8-ae sie. dc% asters 45 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal: daiky: mean; fs) Gneh) =. /. ee tSc cca clseinc beets < .080 YP? 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 29 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 211 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 81 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 18 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 11 83 
52 Mean total, year (inches)..... NE HELA Ret OS ca 20 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Daly mean, 1887—Ss,je(Gneh) AG... Saks ee See LE . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................... 31.0 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Morinal- F/R fae: osc eRe Ft Sn wats 43 1.36 
59 Normale) JNias 3.35.22 so ee ee ee oe 47 1232 
60 Normals P/He yearet: os ean atk ae eee .38 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)........:......... 415 622 
Humidity: 

65 Normal (mean, fs! (percent). 8 ee ae eee ae boo iek ue 59.4 80.6 
66 Normal mean’ year (per Cent) oni. o'c)s s/s celeste 59.3 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.7 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,267 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 229 1,314 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,205 11,956 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 3,682 23,652 
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TABLE 113.—Climatic extremes for Solidago missouriensis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).............++.. 53 323 
35 Hotidsys. farses ccdews waids on as vaesvas ee ceerere 0 215 
36 CDIGIARVE IBS tes SRO ta et oni LO aE eee 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 7 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 117 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 4.0 AZ 
41 FA DSOMUCO IMIDIMUIIN 25) 2)2.4,5.4 © o.4-a:c\5, 21 retake renteea tetas —59 +15 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean; yeati CH.) :.sv1coe0s once hee ees 45 70 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs:(neh)-*....\ 20 + ac.c see cere .029 .147 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 257 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 211 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 14 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs...............- 11 202 
52 Mean.total,' year’ Cinchés)).«.: «2... <2 9R28Gk Ds eee 10— 40+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88; Js Geb). <-50.6 6 occ cc oo 6 cies oon .118 275 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............e.e000- 27:2 76.5 

Moisture ratios: : 
58 INGIIMAWR LE Ope ecaous Saeiiamied aoe Sate Se Eee ou 1.01 
59 © WOrmallne ie site asteried satan nme eee ace peas soe 26 1.05 
60 Normal P/E year 22 2yo foe oee ek hee re Tene 18 1.16 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 253 622 

Humidity: 
65 Normal! mean: fe (percent)... .:- -esenc tack eseoe eee 47.9 80.2 

66 Normal’ mean, year'(per cent)-o2.2>-+-.)ss tee ents ee Sart 85.2 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.0 14.2 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total ‘duration, fs (hours))... 7.0.22. 2 ee eee: L127 2,650 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 114.2 
(fl Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 10,331 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 20,570 

Plate 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
At 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

TABLE 114.—Climatic extremes for Gutierrezia sarothre. 

Temperature: 

Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Wonmal) daily mean, verti (OB): icccay ww machine ieee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 
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TaBLE 114.—Climatic extremes for Gutierrezia sarothre—Continued. 

Evaporation: 

Waily;méan;) 1887-88, fe (neh). «...s,<0%)s dcteniseaeekioas 
Total/annual pIS8%—SS8. GNCHES)/s... 0.00.0 sslaloccccwsoe 27. 

Moisture ratios: 
NormaltP ie ais... hata srsetrh Setar. ca gos Ord Siders 
Normale HP if sit eo 715s SERA TWAT Phe SORE ots screen: 
INormalee i Svear ioc... s 2.2 ceptors Akl lusteoers 

Vapor pressure: 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 
Humidity: 

iNormalimean 7s (percent) sje) scorer ate Seok aie lete och 2 
INormalimean,, year) (per cent))... .-. <. -.c% od avmnen ees 2 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,127 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 27 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 

4,080 

Plate 

70 
71 
72 

Temperature: 

Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 53 
ID UGA EI78 csc h tos Hee ae ER ere ee Peo 
Cte) Gl CERES CORRS PM epee eee OE ee Mea Neh eno sm OE We 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands) .... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
FAT DSOMELOAIIINITNUNR siya ee oks arc oe iy eanieie nisi Be ee 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normalidaily,mean year (Cl.)icecs cc. snes ee ee ane 

Precipitation: 

Wormalidailvimean? fsiGneh) 45,525 acorns ke 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 41 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 23 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 13 

— 

| on 

AkRODNWNOOO On 

| 

a2Oooo 

i | 

Mean; total; -vear iGnches))..)5.:0)s 23 sc sists Sloe Scleeean. 10— 
Evaporation: 

Daily, mean; 1887—S8. fa) (inch) 55 3. oiene ssc) eisieesusiarswsa tienes 
Total annuals 1887-88 Gnehes))..< (5... 6: 5.6 cede cs caugaoe 22" 

Moisture ratios: 

IN oy gst) 27 Ot fee os a, Ae fale a eae 
Normalan fe)5. ic <a: te er Tix ao eye 
BV OraRAM Il AVE» 5) eo sclaiainic) CARRE Ie Sines 

Vapor pressure: 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 
Aumidity: 

Normalemean;,/s) (percent) wise) lea eee ie 37. 
Normal mean, year (per cent)................c0000: 38. 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. OE 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 

6 14.2 

2,343 

611 
5,744 

12,0004 
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TaBLe 116.—Climatic extremes for Bulbilis dactyloides. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............4.. 94 
35 1S fot aro th Fe) 7. eee ees eR RB Sc Ss ah 4 
36 OAV 8 of Beisel Sie Siero ieis lave pe oie a olayoesiolaetetece ema eter 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands). . ee ee 2.9 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)..........:.... 3.0 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. Sy7 
41 Absolute maim uss 5. 0s. e oe teis 2, obs eee re eee —54 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 
45 Normal'daily mean; year (CF). .5..14-).tpsece eee 35 

Precipitation: 
46 Normaldaily mean;)fs(Qneh)).. iene aa eee ee .033 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 48 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 25 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 21 
52 Mean’ total)*year Gnehes)).\.... 2. eae ee eens 10+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly mean, 1887-88) 781 GNeN) cin. siccsree nels siorerinia eae .102 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................-.. 26.3 

Moisture ratios: 
58 IN ONIIAIEE EIS S 5 syorcttvs whee areiscens Soar rere: al? 
59 Nora alge ioe fal chavs 2 secicsot tessovs cla Seo pms pee Re se: 
60 Novatel’ Foye VERE «cup coe eee ae a aoa Bi 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 233 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean;'fsi(periGent)o... .- scenes eee 37.0 
66 Normal)mean: year’ (per cent)..\o.0 5.06 2c ote 38.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.8 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................-.- 1 i U7 6 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 

TABLE 117.—Climatic extremes for Keleria cristata. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..............-.- 25 
35 TIO SVS E Sid's 5 aie che ek eh’ ein tos hls ee 0 

36 MP OLGFASYSIRFE:. wv. Serer cVeleinincs, «veto ORR OA Oe 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. By 

41 TA DSO te HI 65 se als wt a ERS Pee ea ee —59 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 
45 Normal (daty mean; year (FF .).... sk onc. cee been 35 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daiiy;mean; fe. Grob)... SeSee nae ca we .009 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 18 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 

52 Méan total<year’ (inches) s/s. 6. Fok SORE Aa 10— 
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TaBLE 117.—Climatic extremes for Keleria cristata—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: 
53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

63 

65 
66 

68 

69 

70 
71 
72 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs By 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Wormal/daily mean ivyear (CEs). 666 = =e b sere 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal z/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 

Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 
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TABLE 119.—Climatic extremes for Hilaria jamesii. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............4.- 72 
35 IGG aVBR 6. 6 airs 6 eee %6 00 bicse 0d we a oe Oe eee 38 

36 AS OLGNORVBiy 7 O% 5 talc reta i nrete eso aheielelpco (eee eiete sone oe Ie 0 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 
41 Absolute MMIMUM «2 sos. sie cc bs e's 4. He ere eats —38 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 27 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 
45 Normal daily méan; year (CFE:)). :..2)...2 3 Sen steoe tele «ae 45 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily: mean; fe: (inch) ...... 22582. #2 eee: ee 015 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg........... 130 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 71 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 51 
52 Mean: totaljivear (inches):.,.....522) he Heer Fe. 10— 

Evaporation: 
53 Day sIOAaNl 9188 6-885 781 (ENC)! -)ar-ife, sitrsie aieialeians entiation .201 
54 Total annualy‘1887-88' Ginches) 2: .ee8%2 sre. oe 55.4 

Moisture ratios: 
58 NOM Beh Eo fam techie eisai aerate an eS Oe .10 
59 Normal af 8 fos 5 6 cc sane te etek eee Eee 12 
60 Normal P/E! year. at So awdiec ccstee ere meee eee AaB: 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 

Humidity: 
65 Normal! mean, jsi(pericent) 2-2-2 ose nae eet ee ee eee 37.0 
66 Normal-mean;, years (per cent));\. i voces cos tenons 38.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 5.6 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 1,134 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 81 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. Wiz 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 979 

TABLE 120.—Climatic extremes for Andropogon virginicus. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normavasiuvmean, year: (CEs) ovis, ocicwanl dcee awe ee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

High. 
296 
156 
92 
18.0+ 
7.6 
8.3 

15.0 
" +99 

454 
78.8+ 
65 

.088 
57 

275% 
100 
26 

2504 
20+ 

.330 
101.2 
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TABLE 120.—Climatic extremes for Andropogon virginicus—Continued. 

Pilate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887—88,.76 (neh). 5.042) ete slate Seale .097 . 200 
54 otalannual, USS7—ss(inches)).). 666s etd ee cca sce. s 20.3 56.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Norm Ble Ey f8 hac 5 te od hee Sareea Ge Aes 51 1.76 
59 INGrMAl ells FS selva eee isles oles EA Se te .60 1.96 
60 Perini bebs/ 0s GORE so os 3 5 vz cnn Seen Oke iMaSE a74 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 707 

Humidity: 
65 Wormalimean, 3 (per cent))a: fee . 25 De See oe Seach ee 65.6 82.7 
66 Normal mean, Vear(perjCens))<..:.4 04s picts Se terome ee 67.5 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.2 13.5 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,225 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 1,418 
rol Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,918 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............| 2,747 24,265 

TaBLeE 121.—Climatic extremes for Bouteloua hirsuta. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (Js) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
AYA Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Nonmmalidaly, means vearn(ebi)e «csi 2 os,< « relnck aie 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
54 Total annual, 1887188 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal z/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).............. 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) ‘ 2,343 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method j 6,690 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method ; 1,1004 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 20,0002 
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TABLE 122.—Climatic extremes for Sparganiwm americanum. 

Plate | Temperature: Low High 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-55 85 310 
35 TOU USIALG ois, stdin <6 bars: 01 wip oi, ore, ale, x@ie's a ents Rina one 0 191 
36 COLA KABWS Bias aida aiar diese etree chacsielt waite tate: eevee tere eed 0 149 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 9.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 10.3 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.1 18.9 
41 Albgolute aii 8 56005-01555, 2ie since 2 all eae ete ee ie —48 +20 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal'daly mean; year (CE) occ. ect en- vee te 35 70 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fa (inch). ... o.cesirae ce -ee 8s sie .037 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 248 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 216 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... Bi 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 216 
52 Mean totallvear (Gnches)'........c2maeor. ocimeeciactaan ete 10— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, aS87—SS, fs (NCH) vce wie ia osha «clare cre pleveeienre .052 218 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)................-2+200- 18.1 57.7 | 

Moisture ratios: 
58 DU GUMARN 19 /1G. O8ci ea vod ames ree e ee a LreRe tes Ceeiet .18 3.84 
59 INonmialian (Pigs ek no siocc tink lore bias Chien one Ca ae 122 4.48 - Fi 
60 WommslP 7H «year. oes, .s% ce ntsle ie ee Oo eee Sot 4.90 | 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 297 610 

Humidity: | 
65 Normal’ mean, fe (per'cent)- 4 47- - os ee eee eee 54.6 82.7 

66 Normal mean, year (percent)! si 2 cen cence oe mile eee 64.8 82.9 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. gant 13.5 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................06: 1,225 2,297 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 101 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 950 13,511 
a2 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,475 24,265 

TABLE 123.—Climatic extremes for Dianthera americana. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CR .) . ....,. 6. « alsin bias Ore 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 123.—Climatie extremes for Dianthera americana—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TaBLE 124.—Climatic extremes for Sium cicutefolium. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............-.. 25 334 
35 VE OY Ca CERT EAS RRO PORTE EC RER CS Oe eee arte ga 0 215 
36 elt or Eh Ine Ber ee SEIPIne Gis ce PARE Oe 0 158 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 

38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 Dew 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 21 Ziee 
41 PAD SOL UGE METI TINUIT 2 cose o) oyeveekele terete ayaa rareiee ie eis antaeue —65 +19 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 54 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean; year! (SE:))sv s.0.4 on'0.6 ecvissctebeciescc 35 70 

Precipitation: 
46 Normaldailysmean; fs Gnch)).).5,. + wrens sisiniecsio ne oot .022 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 294. 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 100 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 299 
52 Nrean total, year (inches) = 0 ssscde eo noe co aevlsls 2b oi « 10— 60+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Waly mean: I887—S8s: fs: (neh) dace seeccseieeoee edsice .052 . 268 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............e.ec0e- 18.1 79.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal PAE. face ice tetas haan e Herein sie .08 3.84 
59 Norm alla) H, fs cs cee ote aoe ee cies ware a4 .10 1.96 
60 Normall/E year xc. ccc eee eyo wee otis 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 233 622 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean; fs: (per cents acieca ts setae c.coe ee cle.ctts 41.5 87.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)/-ci.. sj ciiociiacin o hel atest 48.1 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.1 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,127 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 42 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 405 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 598 24,265 
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TaBLE 125.—Climatic extremes for Arundinaria tecta. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (CF:)..25..--> sceeh tee pee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x /E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.) 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.) 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CF). occ sccvc Liu We eee 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 126.—Climatic extremes for Dulichium arundinaceum—Continued. 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TaBLE 127.—Climatic extremes for Spartina michauziana. 

Plate 
34 

35 

36 

37 
38 
39 

40 

41 

43 

44 

45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

53 
54 

58 
59 
60 

63 

65 
66 

68 

69 

70 
71 
72 

Temperature: Low High 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 53 231 
ROTARY Bf Bie cass tes oto ows erento rnc a's Rima aitersia ee eee 0 153 
CATH i FAA 2) OR A a i Pe A ae ORE ed Mp Ue 0 158 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 5 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 8.1 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.1 14.6 
PSH OLULS TOINEDIUIN. <6: 5) os; anh) oireyane lose leharn) or aye exer srovalin ta) cle —65 Ses 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 42 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 78.8+ 
Normal daily mean; year (CH) 5.6. << «.<.cis's oe ote a sieloine 35 60+ 

Precipitation: 

Normal dailvamesn/s Gnch)).... ee ec ae peice cien 045 136 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 182 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 19 140 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 100 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 144 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 144 
Mean total year (INCHES) ices score cles Chie a slo's Uista sieloeks 20- 60+ 

Evaporation: 

Daly mean; 1887—88, Ja) Ginch))z\.5).20) ««e'c\s 4 ule we nusiel tere .084 234 
Motabanniual, W887—SS:GNnobes) na. eaciciercietclorce ee cscoe. 20.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 

INGIMNALE MEALS A. acid nate RoR Ga ee ee 21 1.39 
Normalan Hs Jeo. As sence oe Ont ete tees oe aioe 26 1.63 
Normale i. year s,s score ereace ae eee eee 24 172 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 249 545 

Humidity: 

INormalimean, fs\(pericent) i cioe soos ey eee 48.0 84.0 
Normal mean; year’ (per Cent): cece. 6 cctee ste e 56.1 82.1 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. ou 14.9 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,225 2,166 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 72 707 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 691 6,858 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 809 11,246 
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TaBLE 128.—Climatic extremes for Arceuthobium cryptopodum. 

Plate | Temperature: Low High 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).......-+++++++5- 83 237 

35 MT Ota BASSE Rio skcce telat © nied onjove inte oie oieuss 4, « Sagat ate 0 156 

36 GOLAN EVA asics neers cores lae ela ets inlelaisrawit atte etaievete @ 0 88 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 

38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 7:6 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 8.3 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 15.0 
41 IA SOLU CE sIMUMNETEAUINLL ooo hc ciclo a veloieic oan 5 RiNele Bete tala oer —45 +2 

43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 24 454 

44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8 
45 INormalidarly meat year i(k s)\4 nic iojore)<iscohoy= x lotonaiatotatolo}s 40 — 65 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal! daily mean) fe (Gnch)). «>... svete stn.) -tole torent ots .020—4 .073 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 25 +4 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 153 2752 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 90 —2 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 10 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 91 2504 
52 Mean total, year: (Gnches)\.\.(..-1.- 5 tstoal ole etare mielala eet siete 10+ 30+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887- 88, fs (inch).............+eeeeeee- .199 .330 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).............-2eeeee0- 56.0 101.2 

Moisture ratios: : 
58 DUCHY PATE, cing cca sats orp etn eee ale ane maee wile .34 
59 UN CRUE To G8 a evo cie-c ois ce sla oa anion ae whe setae wee 2 .39 
60 (Normal /ae Year ss iaia ass Ss -iis'e iain ke ene x12 .28 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 233 300 

Humidity: 
65 Normal\mean: fs (per Cent)iccess oer sielicis oie otettee cele 37.0 46.7 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)........-.......-...-.; 38.8 63.9 

Wind: ° 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.7 10.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................26- 1,134 1,892 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 81 98 
cA Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. qe 906 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 979 1,790 

TaBLE 129.—Climatic extremes for Arceuthobium americanum. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..........-.0005- 25 eae a 
35 LOT GAVE Sette wi cie bie force cre tetc sas oe. eee bel vee atten te 0 105 
36 Wolaidavepiyaricmstie bee ct else nie etauieme Saunas ob okies 26 121 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 5.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 5.7 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 8.4 
41 PA TSMCLERCG VAXINIDRENI EDT oy oh, /kicic vena fnyace! vce w © & 9 ae OR are ranean —49 +11 

43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 17 34 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, Year (CRs) ...2 5.00.5 0x. cawsoielonls pie bie 40— 60 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fe (inch). ...........0..ceeecceee .009 .067 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 25+4 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 104 216 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 90-4 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 rf 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 100 —4 216 
52 Riear total, wear (NOHOd) « silirc cet cbc beitonicc mee 10+ 50+ 
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TABLE 129.—Climatic extremes for Arceuthobium americanum—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 

53 Daily means L887—Ss, fs GNCh) s..c.. yr ek ewes ee ecla ss .100 .3849 
54 Total annuah 1887-88: Gnches) .2 2 cccae ces awe se ess 42.8 100.6 

Moisture ratios: 
58 IN Or alle HME I8) bears ae tector ais eco Aantal. GRE .04 .34 
59 Normal aa 76's. cls ote 2 AO Reese ene aot elas tae .06 .39 
60 INOrmalUeEe Veal: ctors/ acters tow cetera aioe Me oe alate .09 1.302 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 285 

Humidity: 
65 Wormalmean? fs (per Gent)s.. sO ass aes ocenm ae. 22.6 54.6 
66 Wormial mean. year (per eCent)).) = <<: 2c. oreo = 2 oe oe eels 29.7 64.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.9 11.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 16127, 1,927 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 3002 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 950 
TP Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 1,475 

TaBLE 130.—Climatic extremes for Phoradendron flavescens and varieties. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............4-. 148 365 
35 GHIA VS sf Soo atars chase <a 'aterctere larcicintes) wieteiate a oicrouslousra(ares 0 365 
36 ME OLAV ORY. FS oicks oaks siete se ar Saaye oie nee teil) cao aielatenaeara 0 44 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... Si 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 4.1 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2:4 Sled 
41 AlDROl ate WNIT «= c/o) so oe) aa! oy cuctaiein ieee nels teeters ots —34 +41 
43 Normal daily mean coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 28 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean, year (CE.)\aa< ci. ieee: olen s 55 — 75+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normalidaily:mean,) js (ineh)!s\. < cc.sj-)e.as2 sie lone) vousyeleys = .020 173 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 284 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 294 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 235 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 299 
52 Mean totals year (nCNes)!s oa. /uwisl seo oc Gos sieveiers «56 5s 10+ 70+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily means 1S8/—sSe 78 (INCH)).c 1c «ci ailere claire erator . 084 .330 
54 Total annual, 18S7=88. Gnches)) joss... ne ee ee vee ees 2552, 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/Eis $8 ace «/ stoke ctatetercheeraiebelstel el ohsie ave aie av cheveneiavers .08 1.76 
59 Mordial #71, fos 35 «tis. omer enn Meek Masa week 10 1.96 
60 Marnial P/E, year’. ss s22seceeucueants Seen: seeks 03 2.004 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 279 707 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (per cent)! s. aac tine sete Soa eiolae 36.3 87.5 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)/a. «+s esas eo 4 <i - 38.1 86.8 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.5 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................45- 1,651 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 68 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 625 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,186 24,265 
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TaBLE 131.—Climatic extremes for Phoradendron juniperinum. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 

Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (CF)... 22.205. sce soe ee ee 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 

Normal total duration, fs (hours) 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TABLE 132.—Climatic extremes for Arenaria lateriflora. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..............-4- 25 318 
35 FLOUR Vas Oeco usc: thera ooo cinid’ aerel she tte, mein tn Bic DR ate tae 0 127 
36 OL CEU aT Bitereecutiein fete onus fayarern gated a niles Mieatelee 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 11.5+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 5.7 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 6.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.1 11.9 
41 AD SOLU TULITERUINTE 5 5.5) b/p'arrev'n sndsvodvacecuca w-chbterebd creates ete —65 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 42 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8 
45 Normal daily mean, vear (78.) 2) ccs d oaccclcc ee cureene 35 55 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal Cally mean, fe (nob); ./......0< 6 see ea renee .022 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 216 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 17 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 132 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 9 216 
52 Miéan total, year (inqhes)« ...0i 0. < soeGak HAS ie eae 10+ 90 
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TABLE 132.—Climatic extremes for Arenaria lateriflora—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily: mean; WS7—8s, fe Gneh):. ...5 5.6 os So toestew hans .052 .293 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)..............:......: 18.1 79.8 

Moisture ratios: 

58 WNWormaleP af s x 52%. sepa oie Ree o cues Beardie Ae .09 3.84 
59 IN COE TIMAA (7 /sTE Sofa hm a sta ore lasso a RESO SARE sens BathaSralstalne Gee .12 4.48 
60 Normals Bin V@ar cist sa0s ars a /sicvs od ORE RLS ae tea oe .20 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 249 491 
Humidity: 

65 INormalimesn= fs\(per i Gemt) ii: scatters eis hele chore Ale wees 40.9 84.0 
66 iNormal:mean: year: (per Cent))s «4 %ifenss «< scans ee we 48.1 82.1 

Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Seal 16.4 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 12197, 1,927 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 42 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 405 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 598 10,241 

TaBLE 133.—Climatic extremes for Parietaria pennsylvanica. 

Plat | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 25 318 
35 HAG GIO YS pS oxo Thorsre raed ol ai nan ene le es nye ekoiacetwr ae 0 141 
36 ROLLE AVIS SE rar cyerate etic erehaisr ater atolets Riker vaneicne ebaver stoi i 0 158 
346 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 6.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 rant 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. aaa t 12.9 
41 PAPO HUCE TPL ATTIA UTED 5st oyna, Setaucte aces te Aare tole! terete yous a ois —65 +10 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 42 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Wormalidaily mean; year (CH))...04 <.c-0 5. c:cro'e sore, eastlerese 35 60+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Norm slid ailymesny,$3% (ANC): 55) 3, ct. oues occa ssa, Bleveache .022 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 216 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 11 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 140 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 216 
52 AVEO ATI LO tals VEArCNCHOS) ccseio’s vicie ashe es hte aro els a4 10+ 90 

Evaporation: 

53 Daily: means 1887-88), fs; Gnoh)). 3. 215.6 < ca skein Sask .052 .290 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................-.00. 18.1 79.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal 22 EGA fsx .(o: 22 EAA ANN ct oe oie .09 3.84 
59 Normal ge). fats os Askin PEI eet ac Tee ces Ail 4.48 
60 WOrmal- BeyMia VCaEia tay cain) hataigerd Oe es ate 14 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 249 545 

Humidity: 

65 iNormal:mean, fs (per cant))snissa soa-en sneiks Semele o 40.9 84.0 
66 IWormal’ mean, year (per Cent) iscsi hs oes Syeda. 45.4 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sat! 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,127 1,927 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 42 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 405 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 598 10,837 
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TABLE 134.—Climatic extremes for Cornus canadensis. 

Plate | Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 
Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily?mean; year (CE:) 25. onc vrei tne oe ete 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
Normal P/E, fs 
Normal 7/E, fs 
Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

_ 
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Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 NOMmMalidesly mean, Year (Es) <6. i axiscen nee wee 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TaBLE 135.—Climatic extremes for Spermolepis echinata—Contin ued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daly meanwlS8(—sS.7s) Neh) ino. e6 6 des «eae see .102 .330 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...................06- 36.7 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 

58 (MormaliF les fay: |. ¢ .(pleigets te. 2 Seas ewe reak .12 1.36 
59 Digna ep 8 ao 3, oso, < SNS Ela SO wrTae: HAO 3 1.52 
60 israel EA A VOAN 5, 215 x o'eise ata 4 a < o OSS AR SY, ees .03 1.47 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 675 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean, (fs (per; cent))..)2c)h4 oe sia ae He hac 36.3 81.9 
Goer Normal:mean, year. (per. cent)).)...624 <<. is sats Woes = 38.8 85.2 

Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 1223 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,895 2,995 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 98 1,314 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 625 12,106 

72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,186 23,652 

TaBLE 136.—Climatic extremes for Daucus pusillus. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 166 365 
35 PROTO RY Ss ofS ore ie tete avs srercuebays oh oie oa ayer aus evs eas ae ee 0 365 
36 SONG 87S ator oy odes avclinse tates eich lel oVronS cate hepa ae oes 0 43 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 3.5 14.5 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... re 15.4 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 23.9 ail 
41 PAs Ol Ube MMI GAUITIA re, Sie he iors leretopeeancnsl cals soedolete cane —30 +41 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 31 69 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8 
45 INOnMAlGally, mean, Vearn(CH) ip ies cess a :cic cies oun enue 50- 75+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normalidaslyamesn: f6 GmMCh)).\./- tus .cpchaus cacirystensucisievdveveie tc .020 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 284 
48 1 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 0 294 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 0 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 256 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 0 299 
52 Meanstotal, yeariGnches) jects cr aisles cielo oie hs eee 10-— 90 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean; 1887-88, fs (neh): «.- .<. << Sei Semele aielease .052 .330 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 Gnches)).......2..n0.ccecccees 18.1 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal Py dn IS 58 «5 oS AEG Aas oe BES, Toke a2 3.84 
59 Normal’ ay Efe. osc MELO. Ee eee ae eee als 4.48 
60 IN GTM S PE NG CAN atascciers seco oe a oie .03 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 707 
Humidity: 

65 INormalimean, fs (per cent) ences eee eee Soe eioek 36.3 87.5 
66 Normal mean, -year\(pericent)): ws aesneie. cs cee dete. 38.7 86.8 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 3.5 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ..................- 1,578 2,995 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 68 1,418 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 625 13,511 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,186 24,265 
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Plate 

70 

CORRELATION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES. 

TABLE 137.—Climatic extremes for Parietaria debilis. 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
ROU OB YS Oks ore ofc Api coacioasino cle Meioln d sienna meee 
CLONE NBs PBS vies oe ouskelicniel ae ed eke ovoid cian eee oe 

Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands)... . 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
Absolute minimum.......... ey 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (°F .)........5.0.0 oases sleidslleere 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) . oa 4 told wales oc O)6. © wt 0 inte O's @ 

Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (percent) .......aseeee 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 
Mean total, year (inches)... . 

Evaporation: 
ole 6 '9 6) 0)e 8 ste we» vy wis = Ss we te 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)...........-...e.20005 
Total annual;\1887—88\ Gnches) hostels Pen 

Moisture ratios: 

Normale //E rience eines 
Normalan (P58. sts cts aenee 
Normal P/E, year.......... 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent)... 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 

C6) 0-0 6 0 w owe! wig 6a nie 6 

81.9 
85.2 

12.3 

2,995 

1,314 
12,106 
23,652 

Plat e| Temperature: 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..........-...+.. 
TR OUTLRVBIIIG «6.5.0 doesn civ-ners ae 

COlddave: JO. oe ilecccn oe « 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 

Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 
Absolute minimum.......... 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, year (PR .)\. <c0 s:snsaw »sicceeiet alsin 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch). 

Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 
Dry days, percentage of total, Je. (per cant)... ..cavewer 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 
Mean total, year (inches).... 
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TaBLE 138.—Climatic extremes for Kallstremia grandiflora—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88; fs (Gnch),.: «i. 592) ee eee ee cra . 1802 .330 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................-.04- 702 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal. P/E, fs ps5. ROO ee oes RS Mnehe taG a .20+4 
59 Normal a5//E, $8305 <c Fa a a aac CB Ae toe SRR ats 15 
60 Normal: Ey years): cite. dciis anc) SSS Rs eee a2 .20+2 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fe (hundredths inch).................. 300 4504 

Humidity: 
65 INormalmean, fs) (per cent) askc Sole Sele sisi 36.3 502 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...............-.000-- 38.7 50+4 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 10.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 98 3002 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 906 3,000 +2 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,790 4,000 +4 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)...............-. 142 323 
35 HOO AVA tS ake ce sire ARIS Rs eis Te OS era ater a each dv eroeen 113 208 
36 Wold Gayartee soihac.d Sa hes oa a3) Aes Seer ae eels 0 70 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... ito hagas 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 5.0 10.3 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 5.9 11.8 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 10.3 23.9 
41 Absolute sninim U7.) 5.4 <.ce 5 erste arrose rae ates vere Saks —29 +23 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 27 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6 78.8+ 
45 Normal daily mean; year (CH:)) 825.2% 246 «\acis semtsierne oe 55 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal dailyimean® fs:(neh)): .)3.s,ceieiees stosigetel sta, cate .020 .O88 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 1002 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fg........... 133 283 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 77 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 504 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 53 283 

52 Mean)totals year (nches)\s-c2 crs culsicacse si cawisis eae 10— 40 
Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean; 188/=885 fs Gnch).-..2.. 2 ee eee .102 .330 

54 Total’ annual7138/—S88 |\Gnches))jceahcae «scons celarans 38.8 101.2 
Moisture ratios: 

58 Normals 78 is, k eR OL Mae Heese a2 AHL 
59 Normals (Bs fs..< 32 2s SR Oe SO ‘a3 81 
60 Wormal)?/ Ei Syeat icc nace Whe ee ae AND ai 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 675 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean; js (percent) Sess eee ae cee oe 36.3 81.9 
66 Normal'mean, year (per’cent)ige ssn ocae o eee ee 38.7 82.1 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles).......,..... 4.5 14.2 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1,7002 2,343 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 98 737 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 906 6,690 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,790 13,926 
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TABLE 140.—Climatic extremes for Pectis paposa. 

Plate | Temperature: 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 Cold days, fs 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
45 Normal daily means year (CH.))\... 2.07. 402 eee ee ee 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
54 Total annual, 1887—88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Normal P/E, fs 
59 Normal 7/E, fs 
60 Normal P/E, year 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 
Humidity: 

65 Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 

71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 

TABLE 141.—Climatic extremes for Euphorbia serpyllifolia. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) ..............0- 25 334 

35 PL OG CAVRI IE sr vio Sitirie esas eek ataeos sate Ai a oeree 0 218 
36 AZ OLORGO VB AiG aia) ahalerpis green ins eanvoraiere sautievad Sa eee ee 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 10.3 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.5 11.3 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 21.3 

41 ADBOMICE: TORRY UII o's; 6:5: 5a" cra or aes ce neA Mn AP CME SRE —65 +32 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 

45 Normal ‘daily mean, year (CF.) ....0.ceevs dude dewdews 35 70+ 
Precipitation: ‘ 

46 Normal daily moan; Ja (inch).o\acoues fA eter te aeae .009 .199 

47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 2004 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 294 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 14 100 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 1l 299 

52 Mean total; year (inches). «seek oie Oe eee ee 10— 40+ 
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TaBLE 141.—Climatic extremes for Euphorbia serpyllifolia—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch)................--ee0- .102 .349 
54 Total annual, PS87—SS/ GNCHES) 5 e.cecis oc.e ccs cvers ceca ss 18.1 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 COOSSESECS 041 23) LS Op get Na I ARR Reale h NeO n 04 3.84 
59 LE OER TI ct ine 28 gee ln RE SER AR ies ae .06 4.48 
60 SEAT 2777 SET A a RS pe PR .09 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 183 675 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, J3 (DOP CENt))<...5.5.c06\0.6 <1 syaue Seesevaye eqs © = 240 22.6 87.5 

66 INermal mean, year (per cent)... - 3. .2c2es.nes «cies on 29.7 86.8 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)....... et aes onal 16.4 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours) ................... 1-107, 2,995 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 13 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 127 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 197 13,926 

Temperature: 
Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
Hot days, fs 

Cold days, fs 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
Absolute minimum 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 
Normal daily mean; year: (CE .))\..e5 05. 0sssacs ese es 

Precipitation: 
Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 

Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
Mean total, year (inches) 

Evaporation: 
Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) 
Total annual, 1887-88 (inches) 

Moisture ratios: 

Normal P/E, fs 
Normal x/E, fs 
Normal P/#, year 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch) 

Humidity: 
Normal mean, fs (per cent) 
Normal mean, year (per cent) 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles) 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours) 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method 1,314 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method 12,106 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method 23,652 
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TABLE 143.—Climatic extremes for Orybaphus nyclagineus. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs).............-.44. 103 331 
35 Gt GAVE 48s. che sire ie clare clnis eiaisle sietsgeis oeei aa aes ans s “30 215 
36 ATOLOTARUBS JB sc crtore ce Siete aie, Sets ane SOLE tees 0 158 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.9 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 pb 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 3.8 21.2 
41 ABsolute ON) 2 oe clors ore eo eta dest Suds Hepes —59 +19 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8 
45 Normal daily mean) year (CE). fac sees a oes eee 35 70 

Precipitation: 
46 Normalidatly: mean’*/s) (nich) ...)65 jase aes se) .070 .159 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 284 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 2502 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 14 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 12 88 
52 Mean) total’ year (inches) < see cyrus ehsiche ce sistscetive bole 20 — 60 

Evaporation: 
53 Datlyimenn,-1887—SS8; fs) Cinch) bse ond siete ers cra voneieieeeeels .101 .195 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches).................000.- 220k 76.5 

Moisture ratios: 
58 INGORE IE 1S eae nice Boa ascre seers ntorete saosin aE TONG 39 1:24 
59 IV orem agele Opa secs iccn cree Nese Cee eT ERE .26 132 
60 Normal PH. Vear ss... s0is wate sea aren Sarena ae .38 1.26 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 274 675 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimesan, fs) (per cont) ici. clee oe ie aise utes 36.3 80.2 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...........e.e.eeeeees 48.1 85.2 

‘| Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.0 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Wormal total duration; /s*(hours) eh < oieic iyo ei snes nie 1,127 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 1,304 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 11,956 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 23,381 

TaBLE 144.—Climatic extremes for Oxybaphus angustifolius. 

Plate | Temperature: Tou High 
34 Daysin normal frostless season (fs). .............4.. 83 331 
35 PAGCOR LE hale ete ts aoe Claneie oie Cie na ET Et eed ees 0 218 
36 (COMMMOBVHS JE Scie hres Oe dee ee ee ee ee Erne 0 140 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 26.0 + 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.4 10.6 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.4 11.7 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.6 21.4 
Al AIOHOLICE TOIDIEAUIE | Ges panna n ne cits wee mae LA ree —5l1 +22 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 9 53 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8+ 
45 INGrInal day mean. year (PR) 2... Pose eve ane 45 — 70+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal daily mean, fe (inch)... «sic ss secscanvek eck .025 -129 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 257 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 32 259 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 14 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 157 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 15 2502 
52 PASM TOtAls Gar (INGHES) s kick asics) Colne cleus te uean 10 50 
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TaBLE 144.—Climatic extremes for Oxybaphus angustifolius—Contin ued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Walyemean,*1S87—S8; 78 (NCI) ico sei 6 Shsychs jain sysnses ieqauat direc .102 .330 
54 ‘Fotaltannual, 1887-88 (inches) ......5....20.00+e008 ee 37.0 101.2 

Moisture ratios: 
58 WScorrnistle 22 /Biesf Siok ooh Re Picea Hee of oath yc PS pcsyad syd OE .10 1.01 
59 PINooysn a all tag/ dP ae PS ails oye cog ectads ford out <I e e , Tha hoy Ao he 1.05 
60 IN OEM AW PAV CARY 5 5 datchais © aos eitatiebekalegty #it.e aadnal oa ale 1.16 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 675 

Humidity: : 
65 Normalimeans (8.(MENICENb) sansa no. cubase Bveusuasyaross sas 37.0 eD 
66 Normal *meany Year? (per Cent)... < s\m.c. ss = eeMers eps pene axe 38.8 85.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 4.5 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... elo, 2,650 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 1,142 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 10,331 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 20,570 

TaBLE 145.—Climatic extremes for Oxybaphus floribundus. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 94 261 
35 PEG UICL YAS PSs cole coches oc aitla nl kctelinon Stns Shea alicuer ete Sires 30 173 
36 RVG AVS! 61 Siesa tis.) Sops are wae ee ale late: shelscoisuaya ay Orakei deh ace leah 0 155 
of Remainder summation above 32°, vear (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 

38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.9 8.6 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 9.6 

40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 345 0 La 6 
41 PEDO LUTE PEIN UTEETIUL INIA S cy an ra iat A curacrenn Gaeacic mastic stare eile) ve aie —65 +19 

43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 0 46 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of vear (°F.)..... 64.4 78.8 
45 Mormal dally mean, year (ole) osc..c0 ce oe ce ee eels 35 65+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal dallyamean, (8) (NCD) se). aic.s ke tee we ae otc .049 .128 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fgs........... 0 182 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 28 203 

49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 14 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs....... pheb ae 5° ie 0 172 
Si Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 11 163 
52 Niean totals year nehesy nhs tc vance ccs cine tcc ccclicee 20 50+ 

ee Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean vISS87—-S8, 78 (NCNM)! 0.0 1a ae & ake las suse eyed bh ene -101 . 200 

54 otal annuals, USS7—S8 Gnches) sacs «esc Secs woe ew ate de! 76.5 
Moisture ratios: 

58 AN OIT AL IS ofS tS, eles sy PNR Test pcs .19 iPS 
59 INogmal 7 (Bs {8 eos os cae eS OE Ee SHEN Cea Ee crore Ss .89 
60 BNA (AEs CAT art ok eae Ls AEE ene IR pre eo eke .18 1.30 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 253 545 

Humidity: 

65 Narmalomnean:-/s) (DeEriCenu) in wae eee ied eerie one 45.8 fPR3E 
66 Normal mean, year (PerCent)issfcicons . ce viewer . 48.1 74.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.0 14.2 

Sunshine: 
69 Woermal total duration, fs (hours) 40 .42...6 55 0<\c~ «-.- 1,127 2,166 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 58 700 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 563 6,410 

72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 710 12,977 
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Tasie 146.—Climatic extremes for Flerkea occidentalis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)..............- 25 224 
35. ET GUROR VS FBS a Fic tera cls Voie s,s elalacd, wyetenerp cy eles eteedieeanta ates 0 105 
36 COAIGB YE; Jb Soke rts cee ek eee Debian baes 0 134 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands). . 10.0— 11.5+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 27 5.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. tt 527 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... 3.1 9.9 
41 Absolute minimum). «3 2haks aot totenceteee tees eee —48 —2 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... Les 39 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 64.4— 71.6+ 
45 Normalidaily. mean, year (CF.)/.3..05 so sce vale 5 eee 40 — 50+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal dailymean, js G@uch)s; occa). 265 sce ees .025 .079 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 0 73 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 104 216 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 70 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 0 44 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 101 216 
52 Mean totalsyear (Gnches)'< i...: Ve. se esies eee eee 10+ 50+ 

Evaporation: 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch).................... .120 . 260 +2 
54 Total-snnual) 1887-55 GUCHES)ies ce. are cee 34.7 69.0 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Wicmmmee 96 en's aan ciyad Shae ce ea amnen ce eee 18 .66 
59 PRRs VOL  f8is) So whee pL atuais tials hk cea chalet ee .12 85 
60 Normal AE, VOar cae x ccs cin daras Saco cee Foe ee ore .23 1.30 

Vapor pressure: ’ 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 236 329 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean, fs (periCent) igri +i eosin cooiee viele Sines 45.8 71.4 
66 Wormal. mean, year (per cent) « .. cc 5.2 os arte ec cs ee 48.1 75.5 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)........... 4.3 7.5 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................. 1,167 1,578 

Moisture-temperature indices: ; 
70 Normal P/E XT, s, remainder method............ 66 332 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method........... 623 3,052 | 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method.......... 1,204 3,160 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)...............-. 108 224 

35 LOG OSV Fee icc sire cocelosiointe boule tas A sae eee rete 0 153 
36 AS OLIRO RUE Bie act trety eects Gieiorate aoemeta Cichsca Siemens 0 137 

37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 2.6 7.0 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 3.0 7.9 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 2.1 14.4 
41 A DROLUIte MMi Oi 2. eae eascd sO» Santee eee ee —40 —5 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 15 40 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normaljdally: mean, year (CR): 2. .4..0s0<0\ ucts meee 35 60+ 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal daitvimean>ssi(inoh) jcc. See cece eee eee .O89 .131 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 26 161 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less) fs........... 19 136 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... ll 83 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 21 117 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 4 91 
52 Niean totaly vear (inches). <0) 7 ese cocces cee 30- 60+ 
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TABLE 147.—Climatic extremes for Flerka proserpinacoides—Continued. 

Plate | Evaporation: Low. High. 
53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch) jo... 5.0. See. ee eee .084 . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-.00025 20.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 Pnrial Ppl ae.) LAs BUYS, OR AIA A 51 1.39 
59 IN OETN Salton EMIS is ois ce NR eae, re eee .60 1.63 
60 Normale TA VOCAL ss <i..sbeeiveccecrs Mae se es 72 172 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 345 545 

Humidity: 
65 Normal mean /s: (per cent). .cce cs oo A ns eee 65.6 84.0 

66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...........0.2200000e: 67.5 82.1 
Wind: 

68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sl 14.9 
Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)..................- 1,225 1,878 
: Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 301 593 
Ti Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 2,914 1,592 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 2,747 10,837 

TaBLE 148.—Climatic extremes for Trautvetteria grandis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 25 318 
35 MI OUIGRYV ANS. eists.5 cieie s/s 'ale +e) scateiota Slats roles Se aie he eels 0 57 
36 MEAN AV SH SOREN «oe nid ai crcierd codic ee oe eta raed oiortescqane 0 149 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 10.0— 18.0 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... PA 5.4 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 2.8 Bel 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 1.9 8.4 
41 FAIR OL abe A UNETNAUITNN 4.2, = > (sor), coy asta ee vee Cee See —5l1 +30 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 17 42 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 64.4 — 71.6+ 
45 Normal daily meany, year (CE)! ones ccs s 2/<.s are Secletate bi 40 — 60 

Precipitation: 
46 iNormal dailyanean® fs\(inch))...'. Sutsiiaus de eiereniiavein. oie .025 .199 
47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 0 199 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 72 179 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 27 100 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 0 99 

51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 56 216 
52 Meanttotal sy eari(Gnehes)is tacts oct is oe cise bie ee 20+ 90 

Evaporation: 
53 Daly mean Ss7—-sen7s neh). a. see See ee ae eee .052 .293 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-....055 1821 79.8 

Moisture ratios: 
58 IOrmal 2/5; fab sicrcvnic Se ee tere etait: Tee ee oe eee .18 3.84 
59 Normal asi {sins kee systoc, SO ee ee eee .20 4.48 
60 Normal PE ACVeaTy s\cicizpcrhafastiatis Meee ee ee cate es 18 4.90 

Vapor pressure: 
63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................- 233 329 

Humidity: 
65 Normalimean, fs (pericent)).see ae Sees oe eee 41.5 73.6 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent).................e000: 45.4 76.2 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............- 3.5 16.4 

Sunshine: 
69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................+5- 1,167 1,578 

Moisture-temperature indices: 
70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............-. 81 1,566 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 691 11,724 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 809 7,475 
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TABLE 149.—Climatic extremes for Trautvetteria carolinensis. 

Plate | Temperature: Low. High. 
34 Days in normal frostless season (fs)............6-- 145 231 
35 EL OUOSVES Gs 5: 1s c.ale Glare} 'eieleievere suche. piece oe ee 63 160 
36 Oolidavanysay sd cit oa oc bien iene bitoaias meenes ee 0 66 
au Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).. 11.5— 18.0+ 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)... . 3.9 7.0 

39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............. 3.9 8.2 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands)........... OE 15.0 
41 CADBOLUTO HERETO UINI ) o.'s- 6, csoceyi.s. 0/00 yarns sa ee ae —35 +4 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)... 16 45 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)... 64.4— 78.8+ 
45 Normal daly: mean, year (CE.)is <5 <0: «sa eer Gee 50 — 60+ 

Precipitation: 
46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch)...............eee02. .099 .147 
47 Norma! No. ra ny days (over 0.10 inch), fs......... 91 161 
48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs......... 19 93 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)......... 11 49 
50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs............ 52 172 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs.............. 4 56 
52 Mean ‘total;iyear (inches)... .... 204: siaeee eee ae 40— 60+ 

Evaporation: 

53 Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch).................22: .1490 —4 . 200 
54 Total annual, 1887-88 (inches)...............-.20. 38.3 54.8 

Moisture ratios: 

58 Normal HE Sia es cm orc araiie asian ee Alsi 1.00 
59 VERSIE Ge hon 02% Bosasas ah wettest ah rated .60 1.25 
60 Normal: PVA, year fF. ocskccsscc cae SO ee 172 1.16 

Vapor pressure: 

63 Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch)................ 345 545 
Humidity: 

65 Normalimean, fe (per:cent)s. 4-5 ens cee 65.6 73.7 
66 Normal mean, year (per cent)...............c.0e- 67.5 75.7 

Wind: 
68 Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)........... sul 9.4 

Sunshine: 

69 Normal total duration, fs (hours)................. 1,403 1,878 
Moisture-temperature indices: 

70 Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method............ 316 593 
71 Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method........... 3,007 5,631 
72 Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method.......... 5,112 10,061 

Plate | Temperature: 

34 Days in normal frostless season (fs) 
35 Hot days, fs 
36 
37 Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 
38 Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands) 
39 Exponential summation, fs (hundreds) 
40 Physiological summation, fs (thousands) 
41 Absolute minimum 
43 Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.) 
44 Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.) 
45 Normal daily mean, year (°F.) 

Precipitation: 

46 Normal daily mean, fs (inch) 

47 Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs 

48 Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs 
49 Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent) 

50 Days in longest normal rainy period, fs 
51 Days in longest normal dry period, fs 
52 Mean total, year (inches) 
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TABLE 150.—Climatic extremes for Cebatha diversifolia—Continued. 

Evaporation: Low. 

Daily mean, 1887-88, fs (inch).................2.00% .188 
Totalcannual; 1887—SS (Gnches))o). 5:25 << c's. 0s ccc wees 60 —4 

Moisture ratios: 
ING a TANG 2 OBS TSS ot Bie ied ele rit cA CR ee Bee ay AZ 
INGYNL Al alg ES cl ne aes: coe Rio epee ee, a apes a venches ee Ail 
INGE Ase Ary CARR hepsi ceiente tare\« eteithe thst ae ek one mene 2 

Vapor pressure: 

Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 300 — 
Humidity: 

Normsalemeansy/S) (Der CENt) co kaaie vio etac a aisistseetorerod eer 30.0—4 

Normal mean; year (per Cent). siodic.c.01. oe cake se oa 40.0—4 
Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. 6.0—4 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 2,3004 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 100 —4 
Normal P/E XT, fs, exponential method............. 1,000 —4 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 1,000 —4 

High. 

101.2 

NI 

TABLE 151.—Climatic extremes for Cebatha carolina. 

Plate 
34 
35 
36 

37 
38 

39 
40 

41 

43 

45 

69 

70 
71 
72 

Temperature: Low. 
Days in normal frostless season (fs)................. 172 

HAOUOAVS JE a ci re tite so oa are eats dis Diane as et ha wees 129 

Orc EMR SS create ae cree Ce arena Mica ELAS Concise ons ee 0 
Remainder summation above 32°, year (thousands).... 11.5 
Remainder summation above 39°, fs (thousands)...... 6.3 
Exponential summation, fs (hundreds)............... 6.7 
Physiological summation, fs (thousands)............. 11.9 
PN DSOLMILE TINIE =, | =.= Sys! 6 she Seb ees Sd a aS Gea eo aes —32 
Normal daily mean, coldest 14 days of year (°F.)..... 32 
Normal daily mean, hottest 6 weeks of year (°F.)..... 71.6 
Normal daily mean;-year (CH.) ao06 cst oerest s eee on 55+ 

Precipitation: 

Normal daily mean: fs (nGh)).,. s s-s csi 5 cis-ace «ase ess .052 
Normal No. rainy days (over 0.10 inch), fs........... 39 
Normal No. dry days (0.10 inch or less), fs........... 26 
Dry days, percentage of total, fs (per cent)........... 8 
Days in longest normal rainy period, fs.............. 25—- 
Days in longest normal dry period, fs................ 14 
Mean: total,.veat GQnehes)\: ec Sock siacieeiate sa evecare 20 

Evaporation: 

DWarly«meana LSS 7—Se. 7s) (neh): sate seats) whe tein cvs ote e eas .102 
Totaliannual,, [887—88)(Gnches))./. seers ceyo nce cs «oars. eh: « 38.4 

Moisture ratios: 

Nonmasl 22/1 ?}s seu Se eas eae a iss CRN ree at ok Keo .34 
ANorma allan / EG S8\- coi vevers eee aS ot are SS Open aie SE Res 47 
Normal Ps year’. s/fc see cvs cee Se ie ae ec he = 24 

Vapor pressure: 
Normal mean, fs (hundredths inch).................. 4004 

Humidity: 

iINormial mean; fsi(perjscent)). Be - cee saya alos «ots d6 dees 504 
Normal mean year (per Cent) ic a. steeds cigael abe eis roe 63.9 

Wind: 
Normal mean hourly velocity, fs (miles)............. Sal 

Sunshine: 
Normal total duration, fs (hours)................... 1,878 

Moisture-temperature indices: 

Normal P/E XT, fs, remainder method.............. 300 —2 
Normal P/E XT fs, exponential method............ 3,000 —2 
Normal P/E XT, fs, physiological method............ 4,0004 

2,650 

1,314 
12,106 
23,652 
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DISCUSSION AND PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATIONS OF 
THE CORRELATION DATA. 

I. CORRELATIONS AS INDICATING CONTROLLING CONDITIONS. 

An adequate discussion of the extreme values of each of the climatic 
conditions which we have used, and of the probable importance of each 
of them in controlling the distribution of the various vegetations and 
species, would lead beyond the bounds of practicality if extended to 
all of the 3,906 readings comprised in the tables just given. It has 
seemed desirable, therefore, to discuss the controls for the vegetational 
areas and groups of growth-forms, and for only a selected series of the 
individual species. Such a discussion involves repeated reference to 
the tables of climatic extremes and to the graphs in which selected 
extremes are shown, as well as frequent direct comparison of the 
plates showing the isoclimatic lines and those showing the distribu- 
tional limits in question. 
We are far from taking the position that it is possible to point out a 

single climatic condition which may be regarded as acting alone in the 
control of any distributional feature. Enough has been said in pre- 
ceding sections to indicate the importance that we attribute to the 
combined operation of the entire constellation of climatic conditions 
in determining the distribution of species and vegetations, as well as 
in controlling their physiological processes. Our desire to consider the 
climatic conditions collectively, so far as possible, has been responsible 
for the elaboration of the data of the moisture ratio and of the moisture- 
temperature indices. The evaporation data may also be regarded as 
a collective expression of separate climatic elements, although the 
plant is influenced by these elements collectively just as the atmometer 
is, in addition to whatever other separate effects they may have. 

The tables of climatic extremes show a very large number of cases 
in which species or vegetations are subjected to at least one-third of 
the entire gamut of difference exhibited by the climatic conditions, 
at least in the United States, and there is a large number of cases in 
which they are subjected to more than half of it. The endurance of 
such widely differing conditions is partly real and partly such as to 
require qualification. Widely dissimilar temperature conditions are 
encountered by those grasses of the Great Plains region which extend 
from the Canadian boundary to the Rio Grande, and widely unlike 
conditions of evaporation and the moisture ratio are encountered by 
plants of southern transcontinental distribution, such as Daucus 
pusillus or Cephalanthus occidentalis. In the case of Daucus, however, 
the seasonal habits of the plant are entirely different in the three sec- 
tions of its range, so that a comparison of the moisture conditions of 
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the entire frostless season throughout the range is meaningless. In 
the Desert area the entire life-history of this annual plant is passed 
in the earliest weeks of the frostless season and it escapes the more 
arid conditions of the late spring and early summer by existing only as 
dormant seeds during that season. Cephalanthus is in foliage through- 
out its range during the entire frostless season, but, like several other 
plants that we have used, it is found only in palustrine situations, and 
its ability to withstand high intensities of evaporation is entirely differ- 
ent from the ability of Covillea or of Artemisia tridentata to withstand 
the same intensities. In short, the conditions expressed by the moisture 
ratio are not applicable to Cephalanthus nor to any other aquatic or 
palustrine plant, since conditions of precipitation in the distributional 
areas of such forms have no immediate relation to their water-supply. 

The fact that a given plant is able to withstand a particular climatic 
condition of high or low intensity does not mean that the plant is able 
to withstand it in all parts of the distributional range of that intensity. 
The eastern deciduous trees are unable to follow westward the tempera- 
tures which are favorable to them, and Covillea tridentata is unable 
to follow northward the moisture conditions which favor it. This is 
simply another way of stating the fact, already emphasized, that the 
influence of a given climatic intensity is determined by the accom- 
panying intensities of other climatic conditions. And, furthermore, 
the manner in which a given climatic intensity is modified by other 
features of the climate is different for almost every two plants that 
may be compared. 

In the tables of climatic extremes may be noted very many cases in 
which plants or vegetations range through only a small part of the 
total gamut of a particular climatic condition. It may be seen more 
readily in the diagrams (figs. 21 to 74) that there are numerous 
extremely short blocks, indicating that the plant in question meets only 
a small part of the nation-wide scale of intensities of this condition. 
It stands to reason that a narrow amplitude of a climatic condition, 
represented in the graphs by a short block, indicates that the condition 
in question is more critical for this plant than the conditions which 
show a wide amplitude. If, for example, a plant is limited on the 
south by a boundary which corresponds closely with the isotherm of 
60° normal daily mean temperature and is bounded on the north by the 
corresponding isotherm of 50°, the dimensions for this element of the 
climate will be narrow. Such a distribution, however, would cross 
nearly all of the isoclimatic lines indicating differences in the normal 
daily mean precipitation, so that the dimensions for that element 
would be very broad. It is obvious that such a distribution would be 
controlled by the daily mean temperature of 50° and 60°, and would 
have no control from the daily mean precipitation. The narrow and 
broad dimensions, or amplitudes, indicated respectively by short and 
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long blocks in the figures, would therefore give a suggestion as to the 
more important of these two climatic conditions in the control of the 
distribution of such a hypothetical plant. 

Although the comparative amplitudes of two climatic conditions 
may serve as indicators of their relative importance in controlling a 
stated case of distribution in an area as large as the United States, it 
needs always to be borne in mind that we are dealing with only a part 
of the total possible amplitude of the conditions for the entire globe. 
Our method would be much more useful if we were studying the vege- 
tation of an area sufficiently large to comprise the greatest known 
extremes under which plants occur, and it would be of little use in 
investigating the controlling conditions of a small area. 

It must also be kept in mind that the minimum and maximum values 
of a condition which shows wide amplitude in a particular distribu- 
tional area are just as truly the limiting intensities as are those of a 
condition exhibiting narrow amplitude in the same area. The desert 
erass Hilaria jamesii, for example, encounters a range of length of 
frostless season from 72 to 296 days, which is a rather wide amplitude, 
being nearly two-thirds that for the United States. Although this 
perennial grass is able to accommodate its vegetative activities to a 
frostless season which is twice as long in some parts of its range as it 
is in others, there is still every reason to believe that Hilaria is unable 
to carry through its development with a frostless season of less than 
72 days, at least under the conditions which accompany a season of 
that length in the region in which Hilaria encounters them. It is 
unable, likewise, to spread into regions with a frostless season of more 
than 296 days, due undoubtedly to some accompanying adverse con- 
ditions rather than to too long a season favorable for growth. Although 
there is a wide range of differences in length of growing-season which 
have no apparent restricting influence on the distributional movements 
of Hilaria, we must not allow this fact to obscure the possibility that 
the ultimate extremes which it encounters are indeed of importance to 
its limitation. While Hilaria is able to accommodate itself to frost- 
less seasons of widely differing length, it is able to grow only within 
narrowly restricted limits with respect to the values of the moisture 
ratios; it encounters extremely narrow amplitudes of all of these ratios. 
Its limitation, at different parts of its distributional edge, by frostless 
seasons of very different lengths, indicates that associated conditions 
have much to do with whatever influence the length of season may be 
able to exert. Its limitation by moisture ratios of so nearly the same 
value means that the influence of this compound condition is but little 
affected by the various values of associated factors that are to be 
found on different parts of the distributional limit. This is as much 
as it is possible to infer from the statement that one environmental 
condition is more important that another in limiting plant distribution. 
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In order to make a thoroughgoing and entirely satisfactory investi- 
gation into the nature of the conditions which limit a plant at the 
various portions of its distributional edge, we should ascertain the 
entire complex of conditions for numerous localities along this edge. 
We should know at the outset the amplitude of each condition for 
the entire range of the plant or vegetation, and should know the 
localities (usually on the edge of the geographic range) at which the 
extreme values are encountered. For each station at which a maximum 
or minimum value of any condition was found we should then ascertain 
the entire constellation of other conditions. Since no extreme condi- 
tion operates in any other way than in conjunction with the associated 
conditions of the same locality, we might thus be able to ascertain the 
controlling complex of conditions for the given locality, and, in turn, 
for all other localities in the edge of the distributional area. But the 
problems with which we are dealing are too new, and the available 
quantitative data and precise information pertaining to them are too 
limited at present, to warrant serious attempts to pass beyond the 
limits of very general considerations. 

Il. COMPARATIVE CLIMATIC FEATURES OF THE NINE GENERAL 
VEGETATIONAL AREAS. 

Before considering the complexes or constellations of climatic condi- 
tions which characterize each of our various vegetational areas, it will 
be instructive to see how the extreme values of several of the leading 
features of the climate compare in these areas. Our later discussions 
will concern the whole climatic character of each botanical area, 
whereas we now wish to compare each climatic element singly and as 
differing in intensity among the nine general vegetational areas. For 
this purpose 12 of the climatic charts have been selected (plates 34, 
35, 36, 40, 43, 46, 52, 53, 59, 65, 69, and 72), and their climatic dimen- 
sions are presented in figures 21 to 26. These charts will now be con- 
sidered in order. 
Number of days in normal frostless season (plate 34, fig. 21).—A com- 

parison of the blocks in this graph shows that the longest frostless 
seasons are found in the Desert and the western section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, and that nearly as short a season is 
found in the Grassland. The first two of these have maximum values 
which nearly coincide, meaning that there is almost exactly the same 
amplitude’ in the length of the frostless season in these two very dis- 

1 The word “amplitude”’ is used throughout the succeeding pages to express the degree of dis- 
similarity between the values of a climatic condition in the different parts of a botanical area. 

Numerically it is the difference between the maximum and the minimum value for the area. This 

is done in order to avoid the use of the word ‘‘variation,’”’ which might be taken to indicate the 
seasonal differences, or the differences from year to year, at the same climatological station. 
We are not here concerned with the seasonal or annual march of any of the climatic condi- 
tions, nor with any of their other variations, but solely with the differences which their index 
values exhibit from place to place, and with the broad or narrow amplitude of these differences in 
given areas. 
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similar vegetations. The longest frostless season is found in the South- 
eastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, and the amplitude for that 
vegetation is approximated by the Semidesert. Aside from the cases 
mentioned, there is considerable dissimilarity between the amplitudes 
of this condition in the various vegetations, particularly between the 
Evergreen Forest areas. The amplitudes of the other areas overlap 
to such an extent that in all five of them it is possible to find localities 
with frostless seasons ranging from 197 to 245 days in length, that is, 
from the minimum for Semidesert to the maximum for Grassland. 
This same range of seasonal length may also be found in all of the 
Evergreen Forest areas except the eastern section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 

Hot days (plate 35, fig. 21) —The number of days with a normal daily 
mean temperature of 68° or above is relatively uniform for the first 
group of vegetations (group A), although reaching slightly lower 
maximum values for Grassland and Grassland Deciduous-Forest 
Transition. The Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest has 
no hot days in any part of its range, and portions of four other vegeta- 
tional areas are also without hot days in this sense. The greatest num- 
ber of hot days is encountered in the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest, where the range from 120 to 180 days, which is characteristic 
of a large area in this vegetation, is raised to 365 days for Key West. 

Cold days (plate 36, fig. 22).—The number of days with a normal daily 
mean temperature of 32° or below is a climatic feature of great ampli- 
tude for several of the second group of vegetations (group B). The 
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Grassland area exhibits the total range for the United States, from no 

cold days in the south to 158 at the Canadian boundary, and the 

Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition shows nearly as great an 

amplitude with respect to this condition. The two Semidesert areas 

are without cold days, and the Desert area is surprisingly like the 

Deciduous Forest in the amplitude and extremes of this condition. 

The Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest is also without 

cold days, and the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest ranges 

from none to only 27 days at the coldest station. The two sections of 

the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest are very similar with 

respect to this condition. 

Physiological temperature summation (plate 40, fig. 22).—The physio- 

logical summation of temperature (expressed in thousands) exhibits 

wide amplitudes for the vegetations of group A (Desert to Deciduous 

Forest). The most striking feature brought out by a comparison of the 

blocks is the relative similarity of the climatic dimensions for the vege- 

tations of group A as compared with the unlikeness of the blocks for 

those of group B (the Evergreen Forest regions). The minimum value 

for the United States and the smallest amplitude are exhibited by the 

Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest. The eastern and 
western sections of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest are also 

characterized by low summations, but they both reach much higher 

maximum values than does the Northwestern Forest. The Southeast- 

ern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest reaches the highest values of any 

of the vegetations and also exhibits the greatest amplitude of this 

condition. . 
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Normal daily mean temperature of coldest 14 days of the year (plate 43, 
fig. 23)—The daily mean temperature of the coldest period of the 
year is a climatic factor which varies greatly in the various vegeta- 
tional areas. The lowest value, 0°, is found in the northernmost part 
of the Grassland area, and minimum values of 5° are found in the Grass- 
land Deciduous-Forest Transition and in the eastern section of the 
Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. The highest mean tempera- 
ture of this coldest period, 69°, is found in the Southeastern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest, and the nearest maximum values approaching it in 
other vegetations are found in the Desert and Semidesert, where 
maxima of 54° occur. 

There is apparently no temperature factor which exhibits greater 
diversity in its amplitude and extremes in the several vegetational 
areas than does the mean temperature of the coldest fortnight. The 
normal daily mean of the hottest six weeks, for which we have.used the 
data elaborated by Merriam, fails to show such a diversity for the 
vegetational areas (see tables 32 to 40). 

Normal daily mean precipitation of frostless season (plate 46, fig. 23).— 
This climatic index exhibits a well-graduated series of differences in the 
9 vegetational areas, from its lowest values for the Desert (0.009 inch) 
and the Semidesert (0.017 inch) to its highest value for the North- 
western Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest (0.199 inch). Here again the 
Evergreen Forest areas of group B exhibit greater differences than 
do the areas of group A. Pronounced similarities exist between the 
Desert and Semidesert, and between the Grassland Deciduous-Forest 
Transition and the Deciduous Forest. Similarities which are less 
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marked but more surprising exist between the Semidesert and the 
western section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, and 
between the Grassland and the eastern section of the Northern Meso- 
phytic Evergreen Forest. These incongruities probably find their 
explanation in the differences in the seasonal distribution of rainfall 
and in the compensating influences of other conditions. The western 
section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest (which is much 
drier than the eastern section) does not include markedly higher 
values than does the Desert, a fact which must be considered in con- 
nection with the temperature and evaporation differences between 
these two vegetations. 

Mean total annual precipitation (plate 52, fig. 24).—The graph repre- 
senting these data is given a conventionalized appearance from the 
fact that we have used the map prepared by Gannett and have not 
drawn the extremes from the readings of individual stations, as in the 
case of most of the other climatic conditions. This graph bears a 
generic resemblance to the one showing the normal daily mean pre- 
cipitation for the frostless season. Owing to the smoothed nature of 
the data on which it is based, it shows an even more pronounced gra- 
dation between the several vegetational areas. No new features are 
brought out in this figure, as compared with the one just discussed, 
and indeed some of the indications of the latter are partially con- 
tradicted by this one. Owing to the fact that the data from plate 52 
are not the readings of individual stations, it is impossible to tell in 
how far the differences between this figure and the preceding are due 
to this circumstance and in how far they are due to the fact that the 
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former is based on the precipitation data of the frostless season and the 
latter on those of the entire year. 

Evaporation (plate 58, fig. 24)—The daily mean evaporation for 
the frostless season reaches its highest values in the Desert region, 
although some of the stations situated in this vegetation have readings 
so low as to give the Desert an amplitude of evaporation conditions 
which is half that for the entire country. The Semidesert and Grass- 
land have limits and amplitudes which are closely similar. The 
Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition exhibits a minimum which is 
the same as that of the Grassland, but it has a much smaller amplitude 
of evaporation conditions, nowhere reaching values as high as the 
lowest ones for the Desert. The Deciduous Forest has a much greater 
amplitude than the transition region between it and the Grassland, and 
its highest values are as great as the minimum values for the Desert, 
corresponding to the southward prolongation of the Deciduous Forest 
into Texas. The lowest evaporation values are found in the North- 
western Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest, and relatively low minimum 
values are found in the Southwestern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest 
and in the eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest. The maximum values of the three areas just mentioned are 
remarkably similar. The limits and amplitude of evaporation condi- 
tions for the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Forest are 
higher than for any of the other evergreen forest areas, and closely 
similar to the Semidesert and Grassland values. 

Moisture ratio (plate 59, fig. 25.) —The data here considered are those 
derived from the precipitation index for the frostless season and the 30 
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days preceding its commencement, and from the evaporation data for 
the frostless season. The differentiation of the values of this ratio for 
the vegetational areas is restricted by reason of the extremely high 
ratios for the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest. The col- 
lective amplitudes of the other vegetations cover less than half the 
total range for the United States. The narrow amplitudes of this 
climatic feature for all the vegetations except the Hygrophytic Forest 
are an indication of the importance of the moisture ratio as an expression 
of the conditions which are critical in determining the distribution of 
the vegetation of the United States as we have charted it. 

The five vegetations in group A exhibit progressively higher limits 
for their values of the moisture ratio. The evergreen forest areas of 
group B are very dissimilar. The western and eastern sections of the 
Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest stand well apart, the former 
overlapping with the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest, 
just as these vegetations merge into one another in their actual occur- 
rence. The Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest possesses a 
greater amplitude than the eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest, but embraces almost the whole scale of values found 
in the latter vegetation. The amplitude of the western section of the 
Northern Evergreen Mesophytic Forest is covered by that of the 
Semidesert, again emphasizing the relative aridity of this forest 
region. The amplitude of the eastern section of the Northern Meso- 
phytic Evergreen Forest is also covered by that of the Deciduous 
Forest, which is accordant with the overlapping and intermixture of 
these two forests. 

Normal mean relative humidity (plate 65, fig. 25).—The relative 
humidity values for the Desert are so low that they have the effect of 
restricting the differentiation of the values for the remainder of the 
country, just as the Hygrophytic Forest does with respect to the 
moisture ratios. The lowest humidity is to be expected in the Desert, 
but the highest readings would be looked for in the Northwestern 
Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest rather than in the western section of the 
Northern Mesophytic Forest, as is the actual case for our data. This 
is doubtless due to the unfortunate circumstance that there are no 
humidity records available for localities in the most humid portions of 
the coast or mountains of Washington and Oregon. The maximum 
value is recorded for Eureka, California, which is situated in the red- 
wood type of mesophytic forest. The Semidesert greatly exceeds the 
Desert in the range of its humidities, as would be expected in the con- 
trasting of arid coastal regions with an arid interior region. The blocks 
showing the range and amplitude of humidity for the Grassland, Grass- 
land Deciduous-Forest, and Deciduous Forest overlap in a manner 
which is quite analogous to the occurrence of these vegetations. The 
transition region possesses an amplitude of humidities which is nearly 
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the same as the overlapping of the Grassland and Deciduous Forest. 
The total amplitude of humidity conditions in the western section of 

the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest is half that of the entire 
United States. The other three evergreen-forest areas have ampli- 
tudes and limits which are extremely similar, and fall within the 
range for the western section of the northern forest. The range of 
humidity conditions which appears to favor the evergreen type of 
forest also falls within the range for the Deciduous Forest. This 
indicates that the forest regions of the United States as a whole are to 
be found under very similar humidity conditions (about 70 to 80 per 
cent) for the frostless season, and that the diversified types of forest 
comprised in the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Ever- 
green Forest extend into regions of both lower and higher humidity, 
overlapping slightly with the highest values of the Desert Region. 

Normal daily duration of sunshine (plate 69, fig. 26).—The sunshine 
conditions of the frostless season are imperfectly known for the Desert 
region, where they might be expected to possess their highest values. 
Much lower minimum values are found in the Desert than in the 
Semidesert, and in the latter region are the highest known values. 
The sunshine conditions are very similar throughout the Grassland, 
Grassland-Deciduous Forest, and Deciduous Forest regions, reaching 
the lowest value for the United States in the first-named of these 
regions. The sunshine conditions are very dissimilar in the four ever- 
green forest areas, reaching a wide amplitude in the Southeastern 
Mesophytic and western section of the Mlarehers Mesophytic Ever- 
green Forests. 
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Normal moisture-temperature index for the growing-season (plate 72, fig. 
26).—This composite climatic feature is remarkable in the fact that 
it possesses a steep gradient of change on passing from the central to 
the southeastern part of the United States, and possesses a relative 
uniformity over the western third of the country. The highest values 
are consequently to be found in the Southeastern Mesophytic Ever- 
green Forest and the second highest in the Deciduous Forest, both of 
which areas show wide amplitudes of this condition. The lowest value 
is found in the Desert, which is closely approached by the Grassland 
and the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 
The last-named vegetation, by reason of its western position, possesses 
a very narrow amplitude of the conditions expressed by this index. 
The distribution of the various values of the moisture-temperature 
index is such as to give closely similar limits and amplitudes to such 
dissimilar vegetations as Desert, Grassland, Northwestern Hygro- 
phytic Evergreen Forest, and the eastern section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, with the Deciduous Forest overlapping 
into this range of conditions. 

III. CONDITIONS THAT PROBABLY DETERMINE THE GENERAL 
VEGETATIONAL AREAS. 

1. OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CHARTS. 

The foregoing review of the comparative ranges and intensities of 12 
of the leading climatic conditions for the 9 vegetational areas of the 
United States has served to throw some light on the question as to 
which of these conditions are most important in controlling the limits 
of the vegetations. The wide amplitude of all of the temperature 
conditions has indicated that in the case of many of the vegetations, 
and particularly those with a wide north-and-south extent, there may 
be found parallel series of temperature conditions in two cr more 
vegetations. The moisture-temperature index also fails to exhibit 
differences between the several vegetational areas such as to give it 
importance as representing a controlling factor. The precipitation 
and evaporation data fall much more nearly into groups of intensities 
and amplitudes which show dissimilarity throughout the series of 
vegetational areas. The moisture ratio and the relative humidity also 
show striking differences between the various vegetations. 

Figures 27 to 35 give, in diagrammatic form, the limits and ampli- 
tudes of 17 selected climatic factors for each of the 9 generalized vege- 
tational areas. These diagrams make it possible to view the correla- 
tion of climate and vegetation from a different angle to that employed 
in the immediately preceding pages. Here it is possible to see a 
diagrammatic picture of the climate of each of the vegetations, to note 
whether each of the conditions ranges through a series of values which 
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are high or low as contrasted with conditions in other parts of the 
United States, and to observe whether the amplitude of each condition 
is wide or narrow. The last has already been mentioned as a valuable 
means of discovering the climatic conditions which are most critica] 
in controlling the distribution of a given vegetation or plant. 

It will be fruitful to discuss these diagrams in connection with a 
comparison between the vegetational boundaries and the isoclimatic 
lines of the corresponding plates. In this manner it will be possible 
to test out the indications given by narrow amplitudes of the condi- 
tions (short blocks in the diagrams), and not only to discover which 
of the various conditions appear to be the most potent in controlling 
distribution, but also to find the particular intensity of the condition 
which seems to be critical in each case. 

Desert (fig. 27).—Wide amplitudes are exhibited by the Desert with 
respect to all of the temperature conditions, the number of days in the 
longest normal dry period of the frostless season, and also the daily 
mean evaporation for the frostless season. Narrow amplitudes are 
exhibited by the number of days in the longest normal rainy period 
of the frostless season and by the moisture ratios and sunshine dura- 
tion (plate 69). 

An examination of the 6 plates showing the isoclimatic lines for the 
temperature conditions used on this diagram (plates 34, 35, 36, 40, 
43, 45) will discover that numerous lines cross the Desert region in a 
northwest-southeast direction, indicating, as we have already been 
prepared to find, from the wide amplitudes in figures 21 and 22, that 
the Desert possesses a wide range of temperature conditions, which 
may also be found to the eastward in three or four other vegetations. 
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We may not, therefore, look for any of the factors controlling the dis- 
tribution of the Desert region in these features of the temperature. 

The amplitude of the number of days in the longest normal dry 
period of the frostless season is also great for the Desert (from 127 to 
283). This is a case, however, in which even the minimum value for 
the Desert indicates dry conditions, and the maximum value signifies 
conditions of extreme aridity. The lower values of this condition may 
be of importance elsewhere in differentiating. vegetation, and the 
various values within the Desert area may be of importance in connec- 
tion with the minor vegetational differences of that diversified region. 
The position of the isoclimatic lines of plate 51 does not indicate that 
any particular intensity of this condition is critical in limiting the 
Desert region, which is in accord with the evidence of figure 27. The 
case of the daily mean evaporation is a very similar one. 

The number of days in the longest normal rainy period in the frost- 
less season ranges, in the Desert region, from its minimum value of no 
days at several stations to a maximum of 10 days. The isoclimatic 
line of 25 days embraces the entire Desert region and portions of the 
Semidesert, the Grassland, and the western section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. This factor appears to be an impor- 
tant one and it is possible that numerous and adequately distributed 
stations would show that the isoclimatic line of 10 days lies near the 
boundary of the Desert area. 

The three derivations of the moisture ratio (plates 58, 59, 60) are 
very similar here, as they are in all of the vegetations and other botani- 
cal areas. The narrow amplitude of this condition for the Desert area 
suggests an importance which is borne out by an examination of the 
isoclimatic lines. The line representing values of 0.20 for the moisture 
ratio is roughly similar to the outline of the Desert, and suggests that 
the isoclimatic line of the ratio 0.25 might be a still closer approxima- 
tion to the limits of the Desert. The area with values below 0.25 
would then include more of western Texas, would separate the Mogollon 
Plateau of Arizona from the Rocky Mountains, and would extend 
somewhat further north, thereby coming into still closer agreement 
with the outlines of the map of generalized vegetation. The bend of 
the isoclimatic line for 0.20 which extends through the Tehachapi Pass 
into the San Joaquin Valley of California is in accord with the pro- 
nouncedly desert character of this valley, which has been included in 
the composite Semidesert Area. 

All the evidence which we have been able to bring out in this case 
points to the moisture ratio as being the climatic condition of most 
importance in determining the boundaries of the Desert region. 

Semidesert (fig. 28).—The Semidesert embraces two areas—one in 
California and one in Texas. These areas are not only diversified 
within themselves, but are somewhat dissimilar in their vegetation and 
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still more unlike in the general character of their climates, particularly 
with respect to the seasonal distribution of precipitation and other 
moisture conditions. In amore detailed study of climatic correlations 
these two areas would repay separate investigation. 

The evidence of the amplitudes and also of the position of the iso- 
climatic lines indicates that temperature conditions are of more impor- 
tance in limiting the Semidesert than is the case with the Desert. 
The normal daily mean of the coldest 14 days of the year appears 
particularly to be of importance, ranging only from values slightly 
below 45° to 54° for different sections of the region. The amplitudes 
of the moisture ratios are greater than in the case of the Desert, and 
the position of the isoclimatic lines corroborates this indication that 
the conditions expressed by the ratios are not so important in the 
limitation of the Semidesert. In passing from the coastal to the 
interior portion of the Texas section of the Semidesert there is a 
rapid fall in the values of the moisture ratio (plate 59) from 0.81 
(Brownsville) to 0.35 (Fort Ringgold). A similar diversity in the 
California section of the area is indicated by the value 0.10 for Fresno, 
as compared with the value 0.45 for Los Angeles. The value for 
Fresno is well above the minimum value for the Desert and the maxi- 
mum values in each section of the area are well above the maximum 
(0.27) for the Desert. 

Grassland (fig. 29).—The longest axis of the Grassland region runs 
in a north-and-south direction nearly across the United States, with 
the result that all of the leading temperature conditions exhibit wide 
amplitudes within its boundaries. The number of cold days in the 
frostless season runs through the entire gamut for the United States, 
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and the other five conditions shown in figure 29 run through about 

half the gamut for the country. Although the mean total precipita- 

tion is both low in amount and narrow in its amplitude for this region, 

the normal daily mean precipitation ranges through a greater ampli- 

tude of values and reaches maximum values which are slightly more 

than half as great as the maximum values for the Northwestern Hygro- 

phitic Evergreen Forest. This difference points to the importance 

of the seasonal distribution of rainfall in the Grassland region and to 

the heavier precipitation of the frostless season. The evaporation 

index for the frostless season ranges from a daily mean of 0.117 inch, at 

Moorhead, Minnesota, to 0.275 inch, at Cheyenne, Wyoming, which is 

nearly half the‘amplitude for the United States. Numerous isoclimatic 

lines cross the central portion of the Grassland, as this would indicate. 

A comparison of the position of the Grassland (plate 2) with the 

location of the isoclimatic lines showing the values of the moisture 

ratio 7/E for the frostless season (plate 59) indicates a correspondence 
as close as that exhibited for the Desert. The isoclimatic line for the 
value 0.40 lies slightly to the east of the western edge of the Grassland 
in Montana, South Dakota, and Nebraska, although very close to it 
in Texas. The line for the value 0.30 would lie much nearer this 
boundary along the northwestern edge of the area. The eastern edge 
follows closely the line for the value 0.60 in Texas and Oklahoma, but 
crosses rapidly in Kansas and Nebraska to the lines for higher values, 
and reaches its maximum of 0.117 in western Minnesota. A corre- 
spondence almost as close is shown between the Grassland and the 
area comprising normal mean relative humidities between values of 
50 per cent and 65 per cent for the frostless season (plate 65). Along 
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both edges of a region with such great north-and-south extent as the 
Grassland there is abundant opportunity for the interaction of condi- 
tions of critical importance, or for the influencing of the effects of a 
critical condition by one that is nowhere of primary critical importance 
itself. This is well exemplified in the changing values of the moisture 
ratio which are found to coincide with the western edge of the region. 
If this composite condition is as critical as its general distributional 
relations seem to indicate, we have here a case in which the vegetation 
of the Grassland is able to endure lower and more exacting values of 
this condition at the north than it is at the south, owing to the differ- 
ence between the temperature conditions at north and south. On the 
eastern edge of the Grassland there is a similar change in the apparent 
controlling condition, but in this case we have the Grassland extending 
into the region possessing the same values for the moisture ratio that 
are found in the forested regions. It is possible that this is due to the 
inter-operation of temperature conditions and those expressed by the 
moisture ratio. Such a possibility is indicated by the fact that the 
values of the moisture-temperature index which are found in the 
Grassland also extend eastward in the Northern States. 

Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition (fig. 30).—A comparison of 
the temperature blocks in figures 29 and 30 will show that the Transi- 
tion region is very similar to the Grassland in the limits and ampli- 
tudes of its temperature conditions. The principal divergence lies in 
the fact that the frostless season is slightly narrower in its amplitude 
in the former area, and does not reach such low values. A comparison 
of the precipitation conditions shows a difference in each case in the 
direction of more moist conditions for the Transition region, although 
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the amplitude of its normal daily mean is less, and also that of its num- 
ber of days in the longest normal dry period. The lowest values for 
the daily mean evaporation are very similar in the Grassland and the 
Transition, but the much narrower amplitude in the Transition region 
gives it much lower maximum values (0.166 inch as ages with 
0.275 inch). 

The moisture ratios show a narrower amplitude in the Transition 
region than they do in either the Grassland or the Deciduous Forest, 
falling, in general, between the values for these regions, as has been 
shown in the earlier discussion. The narrow amplitude of the moisture 
ratios and of relative humidity would point to these cortditions as 
having a strong controlling importance for the Transition region. Its 
western edge coincides with the eastern edge of the Grassland and the 
conditions with regard to the moisture ratio along that line have just 
been mentioned. Along the eastern edge of the Transition region there 
is not a close correspondence with any of the isoclimatic lines of the 
moisture ratio, although there is a good agreement with the line for 
0.110 in the north and an approximation to the interpolated line for 
0.90 in the south. The Transition region lies almost precisely over the 
area that is comprised between the lines for 65 per cent and 70 per cent 
normal mean relative humidity for the frostless season, pointing to a 
strong controlling importance in this condition. 

Deciduous Forest (fig. 31).—The leading temperature conditions of 
the Deciduous Forest are of an intermediate character as compared 
with those of the entire country, reaching an extreme value only in the 
ease of the minimum number of cold days. The amplitude of these 
conditions is, in general, similar to that found in the Grassland and 
the Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition, although the north-south 
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extent of the Deciduous Forest is somewhat less than that of the two 
vegetations just mentioned. The most significant changes of ampli- 
tude that may be observed in comparing these three vegetations are 
found in the normal daily mean for the 14 coldest days and in the 
normal daily mean for the year. Both of these conditions are much 
narrower in their amplitude for the Deciduous Forest than they are 
for the Grassland and the Transition region, indicating that these con- 
ditions are of increasing importance as we pass from pure grass to pure 
forest. 

It has already been shown that a comparison of Grassland, Transi- 
tion, and Deciduous Forest exhibits respective increase in the values 
for all of the moisture conditions, except, of course, that a reciprocal 
relation exists with regard to the number of dry days. While this fact 
might well be anticipated, it is somewhat surprising to find that the 
amplitude of several of the moisture conditions is greater for the 
Deciduous Forest than for either of the other two vegetations men- 
tioned. The amplitude of the normal daily mean precipitation for the 
frostless season is slightly greater for the Grassland than for either of 
the other areas, and the number of days in the longest normal dry 
period for the frostless season is greater for the Grassland than it is 
for the Deciduous Forest, although it is less for the Transition area 
than for either of these. The mean total precipitation for the year and 
the number of days in the longest normal rainy period of the frostless 
season are both conditions that show the widest amplitude in the 
Deciduous Forest region. 

The evaporation conditions, which show such wide amplitude in 
the Grassland and such narrow amplitude in the Transition region, 
again show a relatively wide amplitude in the Deciduous Forest. This 
fact determines the great amplitude of the moisture ratios in the 
Deciduous Forest as compared with the Transition region. While 
the moisture ratio appears to be of great importance in controlling the 
limits of the Desert and Grassland, and also those of the Deciduous 
Forest, the evidence shows it to be of even more critical importance in 
controlling the boundaries of the Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transi- 
tion. 

To continue our comparison of the three vegetations which have 
already been contrasted, we find that the value for relative humidity 
becomes progressively greater from Grassland to Deciduous Forest, 
and that its amplitude is very narrow for the Transition region, while 
it is relatively broad for the Grassland and Forest, ranging through 
a third to a fourth of the total amplitude for the United States. The 
evaporation conditions bear a reciprocal relation to relative humidity, 
but show the same narrow amplitude for the Transition region and 
wider amplitudes for the adjacent vegetations. It appears from this 
circumstance that relative humidity is the strongest determinant of 
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the rate of evaporation for these areas. The influence which it exerts 

in this respect is therefore embraced in the moisture ratios, and addi- 

tional evidence is supplied to the view that the moisture ratios are of 

particular importance in controlling the bounds of the Transition 

region. 
While the moisture-temperature index shows little difference when 

the Grassland and Transition areas are contrasted, it exhibits a very 

wide amplitude for the Deciduous Forest, indicating that the interplay 

of moisture and temperature differences causes a wide diversity of 

conditions in the Deciduous Forest region. 
Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest (fig. 32).—There are 

many respects in which this region possesses the most marked set of 

climatic conditions of any of the vegetational areas of the United 
States. Although the Hygrophytic Forest merges into the western 
section of the Northern Mesophytic Forest, both southward along the 
California coast and in isolated areas on the western slopes of the 
Rocky Mountains, nevertheless the climatic characteristics of the most 
pronouncedly hygrophytic region, as indicated on plate 2, cause it to 
stand out in sharp contrast with the Mesophytic Forest. 

The length of the frostless season in the Hygrophytic Forest varies 
from 103 days at McKenzie Bridge, Oregon, to 316 days at Cape 
Disappointment, the greatest amplitude to be found in any vegetation 
in the country. There are no hot days and no cold days, in our sense 
of these terms, in any part of the region. The physiological summation 
of temperature for the frostless season is both low in its values and 
small in amplitude, resembling closely the eastern section of the 
Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. The normal daily mean 
temperature of the coldest 14 days of the year ranges from about 35° 
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to about 45°. Inasmuch as the coldest portion of the year is coincident 
with the moist portion, this circumstance is of great importance, as 
indicating that the highest temperatures of the coldest days of the 
year are still well above frost, while the winter days outside the coldest 
period present conditions which are favorable for photosynthesis and 
growth. The normal daily mean temperature of the year ranges from 
below 50° for the coldest stations to above 55° for the warmest. 

The whole series of moisture conditions, including evaporation and 
the moisture ratios, is remarkable in this region for the extremely wide 
amplitudes exhibited. The highest values for all of these conditions 
are secured from Cape Disappointment, and the lowest values from 
Roseburg, Oregon, a town located in the valley of the Umpqua River, 
in the driest conditions that are to be found in the region. The normal 
daily mean precipitation exhibits an amplitude which is about five- 
sixths of that for the entire United States. The values and amplitude 
of the number of days in the longest normal rainy period of the frostless 
season are here very similar to these conditions for the Grassland, 
while the greatest number of days in the longest normal dry period of 
the frostless season (198) is greatly in excess of the smallest number of 
days in this period (127) for the Desert region. The mean total pre- 
cipitation for the year is not only higher for this vegetation than for 
any other, but it also shows a greater amplitude than elsewhere. The 
daily mean evaporation for the frostless season ranges from the lowest 
value in the United States, 0.052 inch at Cape Flattery, Washington, 
to a value of 0.143 inch at Roseburg. The values and amplitudes of 
evaporation conditions in the Hygrophytic Forest are closely similar 
to those in the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest and in the 
eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. The 
maximum values for the three vegetations are nearly the same, but the 
very low values for the Hygrophytic Forest are not found in the two 
latter regions (see fig. 24). There is a slight overlapping of the evapora- 
tion conditions with those of the western section of the Northern 
Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, into which the Hygrophytic Forest 
merges to the east and south, and with those of the Pacific Semi- 
desert region, the conditions of which are approached in all of the 
broad valleys of coastal Washington and Oregon which lie in the lee of 
the mountains. 

The values for all three forms of the moisture ratio are remarkable, 
in the Hygrophytic Forest, for their great amplitude. It has already 
been seen (fig. 25) that the highest values of the ratios for this region 
far exceed the maximum values recorded for any of the other vegeta- 
tions of the United States. The relatively low values of the South- 
eastern Evergreen Forest and of the eastern section of the Northern 
Evergreen Forest are completely overlapped in the Northwestern 
Forest, and the moisture conditions of such localities as Astoria and 
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Cape Disappointment are far exceeded by the still more moist condi- 

tions of Cape Flattery. In short, the difference between the values of 

the moisture ratios in moderately moist localities in the Northwestern 

Forest and in the most moist localities is as great as the differences 

which have already been seen to play such an important rdéle in deter- 

mining the distribution of the vegetation in the remainder of the 

United States. 
It is unfortunate that the inadequacy of the climatological data gives 

this region the appearance of being exceeded in the normal mean 

relative humidity of the frostless season by the western section of the 

Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, an appearance that is prob- 

ably misleading. The sunshine conditions are also imperfectly known 

for this area. . 
The moisture-temperature index for the frostless season has already 

been shown to be closely similar in values and in amplitude for this 

most hygrophytic of the vegetations of the United States and for the 

Desert. In forming the product by which this compound condition 

has been secured, the high temperature summation of the desert, 

together with the low moisture indices, and the low temperature sum- 

mations of the Hygrophytic Forest, together with its high moisture 

indices, have given results which are closely identical. 

Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest (fig. 33).—In viewing the 

entire series of blocks drawn to represent the chief climatic conditions 
of this region, it will be noted that there is, in general, a wide ampli- 
tude of nearly all conditions, including those of temperature and 

precipitation, and excepting only the imperfectly exhibited mean 

annual precipitation and the relative humidity. The amplitude of the 

moisture ratios is no greater than in the case of the Deciduous Forest 
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and but little in excess of the corresponding amplitude for the Grass- 
land. The wide amplitude of the temperature and precipitation con- 
ditions, taken in themselves, might be held to indicate that there is not 
a close correlation between the distribution of this vegetation and that 
of any of the important controlling physical conditions. Such a view 
would have in its support the fact that this vegetation is one that is 
well known to be closely correlated in its distribution with the extent 

.of the Atlantic Coastal Plain and with the series of soils typical of that 
physiographic province. However, the types of vegetation which seem 
to be strictly controlled by topographic features and by soils in the 
northern part of the Coastal Plain are not so controlled in the southern 
part and in the lower Mississippi Valley, where the Coastal Plain is 
not so sharply defined. In spite of the wide amplitude of many other 
conditions, the moisture ratios are of a significance with respect to this 
region which must not be omitted from consideration. 

In the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest all of the leading 
temperature conditions of the country reach their maximum values, 
except the number of cold days, which, reciprocally, reaches its mini- 
mum value. Five of the six temperature conditions represented in 
figure 33 range in this vegetation through more than half of the ampli- 
tude found in the United States as a whole, due to the far northward 
extension of the region along the Atlantic coast. All of these condi- 
tions overlap with those of the Deciduous Forest region, which is quite 
to be expected in view of the overlapping and admixture of the vege- 
tations themselves. A transition region between the Deciduous Forest 
and the Southeastern Evergreen Forest has been outlined in the 
detailed map of vegetation (plate 1), and there is considerable evidence 
(some of which will be discussed) that portions of the Southeastern 

Evergreen area are of such a character climatically as to support a 
deciduous forest. . 

The amplitude of the normal daily mean precipitation is nearly 
equal to that of the Deciduous Forest, but the minimum and maxi- 
mum values are somewhat higher. The number of days in the longest 
normal rainy period of the frostless season exceeds even the great 
amplitude exhibited by this condition in the Deciduous Forest, and 
reaches, at Cape Hatteras, the highest value for the United States. 
The number of days in the longest normal dry period exceeds the 
amplitude of this condition for any of the other forest regions, and is 
even greater than that for the Grassland and the Desert, although the 
actual range of this condition is from the lowest value for the country, 
no days at Cape Hatteras, to 182 days at Key West. 

The amplitude of evaporation conditions for the Southeastern Ever- 
green Forest is narrow, and the values are relatively low, being almost 
equal, as already shown, to the evaporation values for the eastern 
section of the Northern Evergreen Forest. ‘The amplitudes of the 
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moisture ratios have also been seen to be closely similar for these two 
forests, and their minimum values are almost identical (see fig. 25). 
There is also little difference between the amplitudes and extremes of 
the humidity conditions for these two forests and for the Northwestern 
Hygrophytic Forest as well. The narrowest amplitudes for the South- 
eastern Evergreen Forest are found in the evaporation, relative 
humidity, and moisture ratios, and these must be regarded, therefore, 
as the most important of the various conditions in controlling the dis- . 
tribution of this vegetation, in so far as its control is a matter of 
climate. A comparison of the position of the isoclimatic lines for the 
values 0.100 and 0.110 of the moisture ratio based on the conditions of 
the frostless season and the preceding 30 days (plate 59), with the 
position of the boundary of the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest, shows a close correspondence. This is least satisfactory in the 
vicinity of Arkansas, where the Southeastern Forest extends into a 
region with lower values for the ratio. This region, however, is the 
one in which there are the largest areas of mixed forest forming a tran- 
sition to the Deciduous Forest region (see plate 1). 

The moisture-temperature index reaches its highest values in this 
vegetation, and has an amplitude almost exactly equal to that for the 
Deciduous Forest. The high values of the physiological summation 
of temperature are responsible for the high values of this index, when 
the relatively low values of the moisture ratios are taken into account. 
The very high values which are rapidly attained by this form of the 
moisture-temperature index on approaching the southeastern corner 
of the United States may be taken to signify that this region presents 
the optimum conditions for plant activity in the entire area studied, as 
far as climate is concerned. 

Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, western section (fig. 34).—The 
Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, when considered as a whole, 
is so widely distributed and so varied in its character and specific com- 
position that it assumes a unity only when contrasted with the other 
evergreen-forest areas of the country. The only natural subdivision 
of this region is that which is made possible in the United States by 
the geographical separation of the eastern and western portions. In 
the study of the correlation of this vegetation with the climatic condi- 
tions it has seemed desirable to determine the climatic extremes 
separately for the eastern and western sections, which are sharply 
separated by the northern arms of the-Grassland and the Grassland 
Deciduous-Forest Transition. 

The most striking feature of the diagram which shows the leading 
climatic features of the western section of the Northern Mesophytie 
Evergreen Forest (fig. 34) is the relatively narrow amplitude of the 
majority of the conditions which accompany this widely and irregularly 
distributed forest area. There is a particularly strong contrast in this 
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respect with the conditions for the Southeastern Evergreen Forest and 
for the Deciduous Forest, indicating that the western section of the 
Northern Evergreen Forest is confined in its distribution to a region 
in which there is a relatively narrow range of physical conditions, in 
spite of its wide geographical extent. Owing to the mountainous and 
thinly settled character of most of this region, there is an inadequate 
series of climatological stations from which data may be obtained. 
This is particularly true of the southernmost portions in New Mexico, 
Arizona, and California, and of the portions which face the Desert 
region on all sides of the Great Basin. The climatic conditions of the 
western Xerophytic Evergreen Forest (see plate 1) are even more 
poorly known, and this has been a strong consideration in omitting 
that vegetation from the generalized map. Its conditions would 
doubtless be found to be generally intermediate between those of the 
Desert and those of the western section of the Northern Evergreen 

Forest. 
The length of average frostless season ranges from the minimum for 

the United States to 307 days, a remarkably great amplitude, which 
is matched only for the Desert region. The lowest values of this 
condition are recorded for several stations in the Klamath Lake region, 
where frost has been observed on every day in the year. The shortest 
normal frostless season outside these stations is 25 days in length, and 
this has been taken as the minimum for the United States in view of 
the fact that there is actually, in any given year, a growing-season for 
plants even in localities where frost is of average daily occurrence, and 
that the length of this season is at least 25 days even for Klamath 
Lake stations. The maximum length of frostless season for this vege- 
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tation has been recorded at Fort Bragg, California, where the condi- 
tions and vegetation of the ocean front are more nearly those of the 
Hygrophytic Forest than of the western section of the Mesophytic 
Forest. At stations just inland from Fort Bragg the frestless season 
is about 100 days shorter. The number of hot days ranges from 0 to 
105, which is about one-third of the amplitude for the entire country, 
and the number of cold days ranges from 78 to 149+, closely approach- 
ing the maximum values, which occur in the Grassland. The physio- 
logical summation of temperature has a relatively narrow amplitude, 
from values approaching the minimum to 9,921 at Grand Junction, 
Colorado, a station which must be regarded as approximating the 
conditions of the forests in that vicinity. Much higher values of the 
physiological summation might be expected for stations located in the 
more southern extensions of the Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, but 
our data fail to bear out such an expectation. Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
is located close to bodies of Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, and is so 
situated as to enjoy higher temperatures than the forest, yet the sum- 
mation for Santa Fe is only 5,350, a figure considerably below the 
maximum at Grand Junction. Flagstaff, Arizona, which is situated 
in the midst of forest, has the very low summation of 2,652. The cold 
nights of the mountain altitudes at which the Mesophytic Forest of 
New Mexico and Arizona occurs are responsible for low daily mean 
temperatures, and consequently for low values of the summations for 
the frostless season. 

The normal daily mean for the coldest 14 consecutive days of the 
year is a condition ranging through a moderate amplitude and reaching 
extreme values which are neither very high nor very low, overlapping 
with the conditions in the Hygrophytic Forest. The normal daily 
mean temperature for the year is of wide amplitude, but also fails to 
attain the extremes for the country. 

When the climatic extremes for the precipitation conditions are 
compared, as a whole, with those for the temperature conditions, the 
former are seen to be of narrower amplitude, which points to the 
limitation of the western section of the Mesophytic Evergreen Forest 
as being due more largely to moisture conditions than to those of 
temperature. This is confirmed by the narrow amplitude of the 
moisture ratios, at least of those which relate to the frostless season 
only. Although the actual extremes of the moisture ratio 7/E for the 
frostless season are 0.12 and 0.60, it will be seen by an examination of 
plate 59 that the major portion of the western Mesophytic Forest is 
comprised between the lines for values of 0.20 and 0.40. The lowest 
evaporation values and the highest relative humidities for this region 
are recorded for the extreme coastal stations of northern California, 

and they are not typical of the great bulk of the forest, although they 
permit its occurrence in a form approaching the character of the North- 
western Hygrophytic Forest. 
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No vegetational region exhibits a narrower amplitude of the mois- 
ture-temperature index than does the western section of the Mesophytic 
Forest. This derived and complex expression of climatic conditions 
has been shown to differentiate the evergreen-forest regions of the 
United States, in spite of its failure to bring out consistent differences 

between the other regions. Its extremely narrow amplitude for the 

western section of the Mesophytic Evergreen Forest points to its impor- 
tance as an expression of the conditions controlling this vegetation. 

Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, eastern section (fig. 35).—A 
comparison of the climatic extremes of the eastern and western sec- 
tions of this forest shows a general similarity of temperature condi- 
tions, and a dissimilarity of moisture conditions and the expressions 
derived from them. The length of frostless season is much narrower 
in its amplitude in the eastern section, ranging from a length of 85 
days at Thomaston, Michigan, to 167 days at Fitchburg, Massa- 
chusetts, values which lie well within those of the western section. 
The normal daily mean temperature for the coldest 14 days of the 
year ranges through lower values in the eastern section, as does also 
the normal daily mean temperature for the year. 

The only precipitation condition in regard to which the eastern and 
western sections of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest are 
at all alike is the normal annual total. The normal daily mean for the 
frostless season ranges in the eastern section through values which are 

well above those of the western section, the maximum of the latter 

being 0.070 inch and the minimum of the former being 0.091 inch. In 
accordance with this fact the number of days in the longest normal 
rainy period of the frostless season is greater in the eastern section than 
in the western, and the number of days in the longest normal dry 
period is pronouncedly less in the eastern section. 
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Fic. 35. Climatic extremes for eastern section of Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 
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The amplitude of evaporation conditions is much narrower in the 

eastern section than in the western, agreeing closely, as already stated, 

with the amplitude and values for the Southeastern Mesophytic Ever- 

green Forest. The humidity conditions also exhibit a much narrower 

amplitude, although they nowhere reach in the Hast the maximum 

values that are to be found at the Pacific coast stations of the western 

section. The moisture ratios all exhibit higher values for the eastern 

section, and the ratio /E for the frostless season fails to overlap with 

the range of this condition in the western section (see fig. 25). Here 

again there is a close correspondence between the Evergreen Meso- 

phytic Forests of the Northeastern and the Southeastern States. The 

sunshine values are low and of narrow amplitude for the Northeastern 

Evergreen Forest, the maximum value for this region being lower than 

the maximum in any of the other vegetational areas. 

The moisture-temperature index for the eastern section ranges from 

a minimum value which is slightly above the maximum for the western 

section to a maximum which nearly coincides with that for the North- 

western Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest. The close correspondence 

between the range of this condition in the last-named region and in 

the eastern section of the mesophytic forest doubtless affords a means 

of explaining the features of resemblance between these two vegeta- 

tions, which are so widely separated in the United States but have a 

narrow strip of connecting forest in Canada. 

The Climatic Conditions for Evergreen and Deciduous Forests.—In 

connection with the inquiry into the climatic conditions characterizing 

the vegetational areas, a comparison has been made of the climatic 

extremes for the Deciduous Forest and for the four evergreen forest 

areas considered collectively. In figure 36 are shown graphs for the 
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principal features of the climate for these two regions, brought together 
for ready comparison. The widespread occurrence of evergreen forest, 
extending into the northwestern, northeastern, and southeastern 
corners of the United States, gives a very wide amplitude of conditions 
for this type of forest. In 5 cases the amplitudes of conditions are as 
great for the collective evergreen regions as for the entire United 
States, and in 6 cases they are nearly as great. These wide amplitudes 
are found among temperature and moisture conditions alike. The 
narrowest amplitude is that of relative humidity, which ranges through 
the upper half of its scale for the entire country. The importance 
which humidity is here indicated to have for evergreen forest is‘borne 
out by the detailed humidity extremes for each of the evergreen areas 
(see fig. 25). 
The amplitude of the conditions found in the Deciduous Forest 

region is narrower in every case than that of the collective evergreen 
regions, and for none of the conditions does it approach the entire 
amplitude for the country. It is also to be noted that the extremes for 
the Deciduous Forest are, in nearly every case, well within the extremes 
for the evergreen regions. In the number of cold days in the frostless 
season the two have the same minimum, and in the number of days in 
the longest normal dry period of the frostless season the two have 
nearly the same minimum. The only case in which the two maxima 
approach each other is that of humidity. 

If we disregard the diversities in the evergreen forests which have 
led us to their separate treatment, it is possible to say that this type of 
forest in general is capable of withstanding a much wider range of 
climatic conditions than is the deciduous type. 

2. DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS. 

We have now reviewed the observed correlations between the 
general vegetation areas and some of the leading climatic conditions, 
both from the point of view of the vegetation and from that of the 
conditions. In the comparison of the amplitudes and extremes of 
each single condition, as shown for each of the vegetational areas, it 
has been possible to see to what extent that condition is unlike in the 
several vegetations. It is obvious that a condition which ranges 
through nearly the same values in two vegetations can not be looked 
upon as one that is important in determining the optimum conditions 
for each of these vegetations, nor as one that plays an important réle 
in controlling the limit between the two. It is evident, for example, 
that the physiological summation of temperatures can not be held to 
play a primary part in establishing the optimum conditions for Grass- 
land, Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition, and Deciduous Forest 
(see fig. 22). If, on the other hand, a given condition exhibits a sliding 
scale of values for several adjacent vegetations, it is evident that such 
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a correlation points to this condition as playing an important part in 
the existence and distributional limits of these vegetations. This 
should be true even if there is some overlapping of the values of the 
condition between the adjacent vegetations, for there is always such 
overlapping of the vegetations themselves. A comparison of the 
humidity conditions for Grassland, Grassland Deciduous-Forest 
Transition, and Deciduous Forest, or a comparison of the moisture 
ratios for these vegetations and for Desert and Semidesert, shows a 
progressive change of position of the climatic extremes with respect 
to the extremes for the entire country (see fig. 25). 
A comparison of the amplitudes and extremes of all conditions for a 

single vegetational area makes it possible to discover which conditions 
tend to exhibit great differences in the various parts of the area and 
which ones tend to show a relative uniformity throughout the area. 
We have already seen that this method of evaluating the conditions 
makes it possible to use their relative amplitude as a measure of their 
comparative importance in establishing the limiting conditions for 
the vegetation in question. 
A cartographic representation of the distribution of vegetation and 

of the distribution of the various intensities of the climatic conditions 
makes it possible to compare distributional limits and isoclimatic lines, 
and to search for correspondence between the two. But such a search 
is best carried out by the aid of suggestions from the graphs showing 
the climatic extremes. 

The use of the three methods of correlation has shown them to be 
consistent in their indications. If a condition shows a sliding scale of 
values for a given series of vegetations, it is also found to show ampli- 
tudes, in each of the vegetations, which are narrow as compared with 
those of other conditions, and the isoclimatic lines showing the dis- 
tribution of the intensities of this condition are found to approximate 
the distributional lines between the series of vegetations. The first 
two methods serve for the discovery of the relative importance of 
various conditions in determining distribution, and the third method 
serves to show the critical intensities of the condition which appear to 
be important. 

In a general review of our examination into the correlations between 
climatic conditions and the general vegetational areas we find the 
most salient fact to be the great controlling importance of moisture 
conditions, embracing precipitation, evaporation, relative humidity, 
and the moisture ratio, as compared with the small controlling impor- 
tance of temperature conditions, embracing length of frostless season, 
number of hot and of cold days, and the temperature summations. 
The moisture-temperature index partakes strongly of the character of 
a temperature condition when it is brought into this comparison. 

In the vegetations of group A (including our series from Desert to 
Deciduous Forest; see figs. 21 to 26) the temperature conditions show 
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particularly wide amplitudes and a pronounced tendency to range 
through about the same values, except in the case of the length of 
frostless season and the normal daily mean of the coldest 14 days of the 
year, in both of which conditions the Semidesert departs from the 
conditions of the other vegetations of the group. A comparison of the 
extremes of the temperature conditions for the vegetations of group 
B (the evergreen forests) shows a much greater dissimilarity, indicating 
that temperature conditions play a more important rdle in differen- 
tiating our evergreen-forest areas than they do in differentiating the 
other vegetations of the country. This applies to the moisture-tem- 
perature index, as well as to the purely temperature conditions. 

It is in the vegetations of group A that the moisture conditions show 
their greatest differentiation and appear to exert their strongest con- 
trol. This is shown with diagrammatical clearness by the smoothed 
data for the mean total precipitation of the year (fig. 24), and it is also 
shown by the moisture ratio and by relative humidity (fig. 25). There 
is a much less marked differentiation of moisture conditions among 
the evergreen-forest areas, as will be seen in the close agreement of the 
extremes of daily mean evaporation for the Southeastern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest and for the eastern section of the Northern Meso- 
phytic Evergreen Forest (fig. 24), and also in the similarity of humidity 
conditions for the above forests and for the Northwestern Hygrophytie 
Evergreen Forest (fig. 25). 

The preceding pages have brought out the fact that the moisture 
ratio t/E is the most important single expression of climatic 
conditions with respect to the vegetation as a whole. The nar- 
row amplitude of this condition in all of the vegetations except the 
Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest, and the distinctness of 
its extremes for all of the vegetations give an indication of its impor- 
tance which is well borne out by a comparison of the climatic and 
vegetational lines of plate 2 and plate 59. The isoclimatic line for the 
ratio value 0.110 closely follows the limit of the Southeastern Meso- 
phytic Evergreen Forest from Alabama to New Jersey, and then 
swings westward in such a manner as to approximate closely the 
southern limit of the eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest, failing to dip with the vegetation along the Alle- 
ghenies (where there are no data for this climatic map), but closely 
following the vegetational line to Minnesota. The similarity of the 
conditions expressed by the moisture ratio for the evergreen forests of 
the Southeastern and Northeastern States is indicated in figure 25, 
but no indication is there given of the closeness with which the inner 

limits of these vegetations follow asingle isoclimaticline. The line for 
the value 0.80 is an equally close approximation of the inner limit of 
the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest. The line separating 
the Grassland and the Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition is 
closely followed by the isoclimatic line of 0.60 in the South and by that 
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of 0.80 in the North. The area lying inside the line for values of 0.20 
is entirely occupied by Desert, which exceeds the line only to short 
distances in Texas and Washington. 

The importance of the moisture ratio in controlling the leading 
vegetations was shown by Transeau for the eastern United States,’ 
and our investigation has served to confirm his deductions, as well as 
to extend their application to the entire country. The comparisons 
which we have made between the vegetational areas and the various 
other climatic conditions have served to emphasize the importance of 
the moisture ratio even more than was done by Transeau, since no 
other single datum has been found in our work to approach it as an 
expression of the controlling conditions for forest, grassland, and 
desert. 

The importance of the moisture ratio is due partly to the fact that 
it is a combined expression of several other conditions, and still more 
to the fact that these conditions are ones which have a combined 
effect upon the physiological processes of the plant. The moisture 
ratio is, in brief, an expression of the relation existing between the 
water available for plants and the amount of water lost as a result of 
atmospheric conditions. The moisture ratio gives us a single numerical 
expression for the group of conditions which control a single important 
physiological condition of the plant, namely, its maintenance of a 
balance between intake and outgo of water. When we secure the 
product of the moisture ratio and the temperature summation we have 
a still more comprehensive expression of conditions, the moisture- 
temperature index. In this index, however, we have no such succinct 
expression of a set of conditions that are closely coordinated in their 
relation to the physiology of the plant, in spite of the individual impor- 
tance of each factor in the product. The moisture-temperature index 
is correspondingly of less value in interpreting distributional etiology 
than is the moisture ratio itself. 

A much more ideal derivation of the moisture ratio is one employing 
the soil-moisture rather than the precipitation, since it is the former 
rather than the latter condition that is of immediate relation to the 
activities of the plant. Shreve has used the ratio of soil-moisture to 
evaporation in a discussion of the annual march of moisture conditions 
at Tucson, Arizona,’ and also in describing the gradient of conditions 
from the base to the summit of the Santa Catalina Mountains, in 
southern Arizona, a range surrounded by desert and capped by heavy 
forest. For detailed work, and particularly in arid regions or regions 
with pronounced periodicity of rainfall, the ratio of soil-moisture to 
evaporation will be found to express the prevailing conditions for 

1Transeau, E. N., Forest centres of eastern North America. Am. Nat., 39: 875-889, 1905. 
*Shreve, Forrest, Rainfall as a determinant of soil moisture, The Plant World, 17: 9-26, 1914.— 

Idem, 1915. 
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plants more precisely than the ratio of precipitation to evaporation. 
In dealing with large areas, however, the soil-moisture is so closely a 
function of the precipitation that the two expressions frequently 
approach identity, or at least proportionality. Of course, it is under- 
stood that in all cases where the soil-moisture content (percentage of soil- 
moisture on a volume or weight basis) is employed as the index of the 
soil-moisture condition, great differences in the water-retaining power 
of the soil in different areas must upset this clear relation. If the soils 
compared are all clay or all sands, etc., the soil-moisture content itself 
is probably a relatively good index of the water-supplying power of the 
soil, but this is not true when sands are to be compared with clays, for a 
10-per cent water-content in a sand may be physiologically equivalent 
to a 50-per cent content in a clay, other conditions being considered as 
alike. 

IV. CONDITIONS THAT PROBABLY DETERMINE THE LIFE-ZONES OF 
MERRIAM. 

1. OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CHARTS. 

In a discussion of the climatic extremes of the life-zones of the 
United States, as outlined by Merriam, it is necessary for us to dis- 
regard the Boreal and Tropical Regions, and also the Gulf Strip of the 
Lower Austral Zone, on account of the very small number of climato- 
logical stations comprised in those areas. As originally drawn by 
Merriam, the life-zone map of the United States was in actuality a 
climatological map, based on a summation of temperatures and 
slightly modified, particularly on the Pacific coast, by data on the 
temperature of the hottest 6 weeks of the summer. It is not necessary, 
therefore, to make correlations of the range of the life-zones with the 
distribution of the different intensities of the remainder summation of 
temperatures above 32° for the year (plate 37, which is Merriam’s 
chart), nor with the normal daily mean of the hottest 6 weeks of the 
year (plate 44, which is also Merriam’s). 

In figures 37 to 42 are shown the graphs for the leading climatic 
dimensions given in tables 33 to 38 for the Transition, Alleghanian, 
Upper Sonoran, Carolinian, Lower Sonoran, and Austroriparian zones. 
These 6 subdivisions comprise the western or arid and the eastern or 
humid subdivisions of the transcontinental zones based on temperature 
conditions. They represent, in other words, an exact but special sub- 
division of the country on a basis ofcertain temperature conditions, 
together with a rough subdivision on the basis of moisture conditions. 
The line separating the arid and humid divisions of these zones is 
drawn by Merriam along the one-hundredth meridian from Oklahoma 
to South Dakota, departing a little to the eastward at the north and 
south. This line corresponds rather closely with the isoclimatic line 
of a value of 0.60 for the moisture ratio7/E. It does not take account, 
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however, of the fact that humid conditions exist in the extreme North- 
west, as shown by the return of the isoclimatic line of 0.60 for the 
moisture ratio, running from the Upper Columbia River to San 
Francisco Bay (see plate 59). 

Transition Zone (fig. 37).—The dimensions of nearly all of the leading 
climatic conditions exhibit a very wide amplitude in this zone, which 
embraces the northern Great Plains, portions of the humid Pacific 
Northwest, and mountain areas throughout the Western States. The 
length of frostless season and the number of cold days in the frostless 
season both range through nearly their entire amplitude for the United 
States. The normal daily mean precipitation and the mean total 
precipitation of the year likewise range through very wide amplitudes. 
The amplitude in the number of hot days is not great, and the extremes 
for this condition are low, ranging from 0 to 105. The physiological 
temperature summation exhibits a narrow range, as might be expected 
from the similarity of its derivation to that of the remainder summa- 
tion above 32°, the use of which in outlining these zones has been 
mentioned. Evaporation and humidity both show a much wider 
amplitude in this zone than in any of the vegetational areas that have 
been discussed, exceeding greatly the amplitude for the western section 
of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, with which this zone 
has some distributional features in common. The moisture ratios all 
show wide amplitude for the Transition Zone, P/E and 7/E ranging 
through about half the total amplitude and P/E for the year through a 
still greater amplitude of conditions. The Northwestern Hygrophytic 
Evergreen Forest is the only one of our vegetational areas that exceeds 
the Transition Zone in the amplitude of the second of these ratios. 
The entire gamut of sunshine conditions for the United States is to be 
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encountered in the Transition Zone. The moisture-temperature index 
possesses almost as narrow an amplitude as that characteristic of the 
western section of the Northern Forest region. 

Alleghanian Zone (fig. 38).—The temperature conditions of this 
zone, excepting the length of the frostless season, are very similar to 
those of the Transition Zone, while the precipitation and other moisture 
conditions are quite unlike. The frostless season ranges from a length 
of 106 days to one of 211 days, extremes which lie well within those of 
the Transition Zone. The amplitude and extremes in the number of 
hot days and the number of cold days are very similar, while the 
normal daily mean of the coldest 14 days of the year is somewhat 
higher in its extremes, although very similar in its amplitude. 

In all of the precipitation and other moisture data the Alleghanian 
Zone exhibits much narrower amplitudes than those of the Transition 
Zone, because of the high values characteristic of the portions of the 
latter zone which lie in the extreme Northwest. In nearly all cases 
extremes for the Alleghanian Zone lie within those of the Transition 
Zone, the exceptions being the number of days in the longest normal 
rainy and dry periods in the frostless season. Owing to the winter 
occurrence of rainfall in the Northwest, these features indicate more 
moist conditions for the Alleghanian than for the Transition Zone. 
The amplitude of sunshine duration for the Alleghanian Zone is much 
less than that for the Transition, ranging from low values upward 
through about one-third of the entire amplitude for the country. The 
moisture-temperature index has a much wider amplitude in the former 
than in the latter zone, slightly exceeding the amplitude for the eastern 
section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 
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Upper Sonoran Zone (fig. 39).—In this zone are comprised portions 

of the Desert and more than half of the Grassland region. The ampli- 

tude of the conditions is not, in general, as great as it is for either of 

these two vegetations, since the zone does not include the more moist 

half of the Grassland nor the extremely arid portions of the Desert. 

This zone is largely one of arid grassland and comprises the Desert- 

Grassland region of our detailed vegetation map. There is a wide 

amplitude in length of frostless season and in number of cold days, . 

both seen to be characteristic of the Grassland, and there is a wide 

amplitude in the number of days in the longest normal dry period. 

Both the evaporation and humidity conditions range through wide 

amplitudes, the former from 0.166 to 0.330 inch and the latter from 

40 per cent to 80 per cent. The most moist conditions in this zone are 

to be found in the narrow strip which follows the coast of southern 

California. 

Both the physiological temperature summation for the frostless 

season and the moisture-temperature index show relatively narrow 

amplitudes for this zone. The narrowest ones, however, are those 

exhibited by the number of days in the longest normal rainy period 

of the frostless season and by the moisture ratios. The latter criterion 

appears to express the conditions which are critical in the limitations 

of this zone just as it does in the case of the Desert and Grassland. 

Carolinian Zone (fig. 40).—This zone bears about the same relation 

to the Upper Sonoran that the Alleghanian does to the Transition. 

That is to say, the temperature conditions are generally similar in the 

two, while the moisture conditions are dissimilar. The temperature 

similarity does not hold with respect to the length of frostless season, 

as it did not in the case of the Transition and Alleghanian Zones. The 
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Fig. 39. Climatic extremes for the Upper Sonoran Zone. 
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maximum length is very similar in the two, being 237 days for the 
Upper Sonoran and 241 days for the Carolinian, but the minimum 
value for the former is 25 days and for the latter 127 days. Whereas 
the moisture conditions of the Alleghanian Zone were found to lie well 
within the extremes for the Transition Zone we have in the case of the 
Upper Sonoran and Carolinian Zones a more sharp separation of the 
ranges of these conditions. In every case there is an overlapping of 
moisture conditions, by which the minimum values of the Carolinian 
are seen to be lower than the maximum values for the Upper Sonoran. 
This circumstance is due to the fact that the highest moisture values 
of the Upper Sonoran are registered on the Pacific coast, while the 
lowest values of the Carolinian are experienced along the one-hundredth 
meridian. 

The minimum sunshine values for the Carolinian and Upper Sonoran 
Zones are very similar, but the amplitude of the former is only half 
that of the latter. The moisture-temperature index is higher in its 
extreme values and wider in its amplitude in the Carolinian Zone, 
reaching a maximum which is about midway of the amplitude for the 
United States. 
Among the relatively narrow amplitudes for this zone should be 

noted the normal daily mean precipitation for the average frostless 
season and the number of days in the longest normal dry period 
within that season. It is of interest to note that the length of the dry 
period shows a narrow amplitude in the Carolinian Zone, indicating 
its critical limiting importance, whereas the longest rainy periods are 
demonstrated to have a critical value for the Upper Sonoran. Con- 
versely, the length of the rainy period shows a wide, but imperfectly 
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determined, amplitude for the Carolinian, and the length of the dry 

period shows an even greater, but also inaccurately determined, ampli- 

tude for the Upper Sonoran. 

The moisture ratios show higher values and wider amplitudes for the 

Carolinian than for the Upper Sonoran, as was true of their more 

northern analogues, the indication being that the conditions expressed 

by these ratios are somewhat less critical in the moister Carolinian 

Zone than in the Lower Sonoran. 

Lower Sonoran Zone (fig. 41).—When a contparison is made between 

the zones which form the eastern and western halves of a given region, 

the temperature conditions are found to be similar in the two and the 

moisture conditions dissimilar. When a comparison is made between 

the temperature conditions of the Upper Sonoran and Lower Sonoran 

Zones, the values and amplitudes are found to be dissimilar, whereas 

the moisture conditions in the two are very much alike throughout, 

with the exception of the higher range of evaporation in the Upper 

Sonoran. 
The length of frostless season in the Lower Sonoran ranges from 

106 to 331 days, which is both a wider amplitude and a higher series 

of values than those found in the Upper Sonoran. Other very wide 

amplitudes are those of the normal daily mean temperature for the 

year, the number of days in the longest normal dry period within the 

frostless season, and the daily mean evaporation for the frostless 

season. These are all conditions which are likewise of wide amplitude 

in the Desert region. 
One of the narrowest amplitudes of this zone is the normal daily 

mean for the coldest 14 days of the year, for which the amplitude in 

the Upper Sonoran is great. This emphasizes the importance which 
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the temperatures of the coldest periods of winter assume on passing 
to a warm subtropical zone in which there are no cold days in our sense. 
The number of days in the longest normal rainy period of the frostless 
season appears to be of narrow amplitude in the Lower Sonoran Zone, 
although this is not accurately determinable. Its values and ampli- 
tudes are doubtless very similar to those of the Upper Sonoran Zone, 
as indicated by a comparison of figure 39 and figure 41. While, in 
other words, there is a sharp contrast between the conditions in the 
Upper and Lower Sonoran Zones with respect to one of the most 
critical temperature conditions of the latter, there is a similarity with 
respect to a moisture condition which is not critical in separating these 
zones, but is critical in separating them from their eastern humid 
analogues. The moisture ratios, which show narrow amplitudes for 
this zone, are also very similar in range and amplitude to the moisture 
ratios of the Upper Sonoran Zone. 

Austroriparian Zone (fig. 42).—The temperature conditions of this 
zone show less similarity to those of the Lower Sonoran Zone than is 
shown by a comparison of Upper Sonoran with Carolinian or Transi- 
tion with Alleghenian. The amplitude of the length of the frostless 
season is relatively narrow, and that of all the other temperature con- 
ditions is narrower than in the Lower Sonoran. There are rather wide 
limits, however, within which the temperature conditions of these two 
zones overlap. 
The normal daily mean precipitation ranges through a wide ampli- 

tude in the Austroriparian Zone, exceeding its amplitude in the Caro- 
linian. The number of days in the longest normal rainy period of the 
frostless season also reaches much higher maximum values in the 
former zone than in the latter. With these exceptions, there is a general 
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correspondence of limiting values for the moisture conditions in the 

Austroriparian and Carolinian. There is a very strong dissimilarity 

between the moisture conditions for the Austroriparian and the Lower 

Sonoran. The daily mean evaporation of the frostless season ranges 

from 0.96 to 1.69 (?) in the former zone and from 104 to 273 in the 
latter, thereby overlapping to a considerable extent. 

Several of the temperature conditions exhibit narrow amplitudes in 

this zone, notably the number of cold days and the number of hot 

days. A narrow amplitude is also exhibited by the number of days 

in the longest normal dry period of the frostless season, and in the 

imperfectly determined data for the mean total precipitation for the 

year and the normal mean humidity for the frostless season. It is 

apparent from this evidence that the Austroriparian Zone is differ- 

entiated from the adjacent zone on the north by temperature condi- 
tions and*from the adjacent one on the west by moisture conditions, 
the greatest importance in this differentiation attaching to the con- 
ditions of narrow amplitude which have been mentioned. 

2. DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS. 

It is impossible to undertake a logical discussion of the correlation 
of climatic conditions with the areas occupied by the life-zones, because 
of the climatic basis on which these zones were originally outlined by 
Merriam. The boundaries running, in general, in an east-and-west 
direction were determined by the remainder temperature summation 
above 32°, and the boundary running north and south along the one- 
hundredth meridian was selected because it is a pronounced climatic 
line, separating what would otherwise be very irreconcilable faunal and 
floristic regions. From these considerations it may be seen that we 
should be able to predict the nature of the conditions which limit 
these areas. An examination of figures 37 to 42, indeed, shows that we 
encounter marked differences in all of the temperature conditions on 
passing southward from the Transition Zone, through the Upper 
Sonoran to the Lower Sonoran, or in passing from the Alleghanian 
Zone down through the Carolinian and Austroriparian, barring a 
rather strong similarity between these conditions for the Alleghanian 
and Carolinian Zones. A comparison of Transition Zone with Alle- 
ghanian, of Upper Sonoran with Carolinian, and of Lower Sonoran 
with Austroriparian, exhibits a similar marked difference of moisture 
conditions. If the humid Transition of Washington and Oregon is 
considered separately from the remainder of the Transition, this con- 
trast becomes more striking in the first of these comparisons. 

As far as possible we have made use of Merriam’s maps of the 
remainder summation of temperatures above 32° F. and of the normal 
daily mean temperature for the hottest 6 weeks of the year, but we 
have been prevented from making as full use of these maps as their 
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importance warrants on account of Merriam’s failure to publish the 
numerical data on which they were based. The climatic extremes have 
been read from these maps, however, for all of our botanical areas. A 
consultation of the tables of climatic extremes will show that the 
absence of the readings for individual stations, and the mere possession 
of the values for the isoclimatic lines, has made the climatic extremes 
for these maps (plates 37 and 44) very general in their nature, and has 
resulted in giving the same extremes for areas which are widely sepa- 
rated or very unlike. 

The physiological summation of temperatures appears to be a more 
natural method of securing a measure of the cumulative effects of this 
factor on plants than either of the remainder summations which we 
have used, and its resulting figures should bear a closer relation to 
distributional facts than the figures derived from any other mode of 
summation thus far suggested. The four charts showing sufhmations 
by the different methods (plates 37, 38, 39, and 40) have a generic 
resemblance so far as concerns the general sweep of their isoclimatic 
lines, although the actual values represented by the lines differ. The 
amplitude of the conditions expressed by the physiological summation 
is not great for any one of the 6 life zones, although it is not so narrow, 
in any case except the Transition Zone, as to indicate that it expresses 
one of the conditions of most vital importance in controlling the 
position of the limits between the life-zones. When the remainder 
summation above 32° has been found to have such apparent impor- 
tance as a controlling condition as to form a leading basis for the 
delineation of life-zones, it is a matter of surprise that the more logical 
physiological summation does not show a high degree of importance 
when correlated with the life-zones. This discrepancy might be 
attributed to the fact that the boundaries of the zones were partly 
determined by the temperature of the hottest 6 weeks, particularly in 
the western or arid zones, if it were not for the fact that it is these 
zones in which there is the strongest indication that the physiological 
summation is of importance as a controlling condition. It is at least 
true, from the indications of our data, that the physiological summa- 
tion appears to be more important in controlling the zones than is any 
other temperature factor that we have used, except in the Austro- 
riparian Zone, where several others are of equally narrow amplitude. 
As we proceed from the northern toward southern zones the mean 
temperature of the coldest 14 days of the year is seen to be a controlling 
condition of increasing importance. 

With a single exception, the moisture conditions of the western and 
eastern subdivisions of Merriam’s transcontinental zones show a very 
different range of values, as would be expected from the fact that the 
subdivision was made on a basis of the differences in these conditions. 
The one exception is the case of the Transition Zone, in which the 
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humid northwestern region gives the moisture conditions both higher 
and lower extreme values in the Transition than they exhibit in the 
Alleghanian. With the same exception the moisture ratios have a 
much narrower amplitude in the western zones than in the easte*n 
ones. They are clearly to be looked upon as expressing the most 
important controlling condition in the Upper Sonoran and Lower 
Sonoran Zones, but their amplitudes are relatively wide in the eastern 
zones. 

The moisture-temperature index is also of narrower amplitude in the 
western zones than in the eastern ones. While it is sufficiently narrow 
in the Transition Zone to be regarded as an expression of important 
conditions in the limitation of this zone, this is not the case with the 
other zones. In the three western zones this index has the same 
minimum value, but increases in amplitude on passing southward, 
so that ifs maximum values are progressively higher and consequently 
its amplitudes increasingly wider. In the eastern zones the extremes 
become progressively higher on passing from north to south, and the 
amplitudes become greater. 

From the preceding discussion, and from considerations presented 
in Part II, it appears that the system of life-zones worked out by 
Merriam and now rather widely used in a descriptive way, especially 
by the United States Biological Survey, will require much modification 
before it may become at all satisfactory to a serious student of etio- 
logical plant geography. It is extremely unfortunate that the actual 
data on which this system was originally based, and on which its appli- 
cations are based in current descriptions, do not exist in the published 
literature. Neither Merriam nor any of his followers has thus far 
attempted to present the actual basis for the system in form such that 
a critical study of its good and bad features may be undertaken. 
Perhaps this may be a main reason why the who.e subject of the 
climatic relations of floral and faunal areas has received so little atten- 
tion at the hands of students who are able and willing to undertake 
the complex analyses which are involved in such a subject. The pub- 
lication of the charts without the data on which they were based, 
together with the general and official adoption of the system by the 
United States Biological Survey, have given this important problem 
the appearance of having been satisfactorily solved—of being a closed 
subject. Those who have employed this zone system have either 
refrained from any discussion of its good and bad characteristics, or 
else they have merely taken the standpoint of advocates, and the lack 
of the numerical data that are absolutely necessary for a critical study 
has tended strongly to discourage such inquiries. Also, a sort of 
authoritative atmosphere that seems to hang over government pub- 
lications in general, together with the apparent authority and dog- 
matism that invariably go with well-printed (and especially colored) 
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charts, to the exoteric reader, tend in the same direction, to retard real 
progress. Ecological students should realize that this is not by any 
means a closed subject, but that it is in a very early, formative stage, 
and that it requires vastly more critical and original study than has 
ever been accorded it. Merriam’s woik formed an excellent beginning 
and he opened up a new and very important field, but his presentation 
of the matter was hurried and incomplete, and the later work of his 
followers has consisted in drawing zonal boundaries on a finer scale on 
biological evidence without any effort to extend the investigation of 
the climatic basis of the scheme. The work of Merriam should be 
regarded as a beginning and the whole field opened by him assuredly 
deserves elaborate critical study at the hands of ecologists. We do 
not wish to attempt to substitute any other dogmatic scheme of cli- 
matic provinces in place of this one, but we do wish to emphasize the 
fact that some other and much better scheme is to be expected when 
this subject receives attention such as it deserves. 

V. CONDITIONS THAT PROBABLY DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF GROWTH-FORMS AND THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
INDIVIDUAL SPECIES. 

1. GROWTH-FORMS. 

The fundamental vegetational data for use in any study of climatic 
conditions in relation to the relative abundance of a particular growth- 
form should be based on a knowledge of the réle played by this growth- 
form in the vegetation of the region involved. Such knowledge is in 
hand for certain small areas, but is lacking for the great bulk of our 
region. We have therefore fallen back upon the best obtainable sub- 
stitute, namely, the securing of distributional data for each of the 
various species belonging to these growth-forms, and the plotting of 
their cumulative distribution. 

The distribution of all evergreen broad-leaved trees and of all 
microphyllous trees of the United States have been superposed so as to 
show the regions in which these growth-forms are represented by the 
greatest number of species. The resulting maps doubtless come near 
to showing the relative importance of these forms in the vegetation, 
as well as their numerical representation in the flora. The distribu- 
tion of the eastern deciduous trees has béen treated by superposing the 
ranges of a group of the most common and widespread species, rather 
than by an attempt to use all of the very numerous trees of this growth- 
form. The resulting area does not coincide with the Deciduous Forest 
region of plates 1 and 2, but it comprises the region in which deciduous 
trees are known to reach their maximum abundance, size, rate of 
growth, and speed of reproduction, as well as the regions in which 
they are abundant and successful in the optimum habitats. 
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The ecological distribution of two species, Liriodendron tulipifera 
and Bulbilis dactyloides, has been investigated, as exemplifying the 
methods that it would be highly desirable to extend to a much larger 
number of species if the data were available for doing so. The aim 
of securing the climatic data for the areas of relative abundance has 
been to determine the optimum conditions for these species, as con- 
trasted with the conditions existing where they are not so well repre- 
sented in the vegetation. The relatively narrow amplitude of condi- 
tions exhibited by the central areas of ecological distribution points in 
each case to the conditions of these areas as the optimal ones. 

In all five of the following cases our effort has been the same, whether 
concerned with the ecological centers for growth-forms or for individual 
species. The former have been determined entirely from floristic data 
in the case of the evergreen broad-leaved and microphyllous trees, from 
floristic data on ecologically important species in the case of the decid- 
uous trees, and from purely vegetational data in the case of Lirioden- 
dron and Bulbilis. 

Evergreen broad-leaved trees—Owing to the complicated nature of 
the areas in which different numbers of trees of this group are found, 
it has been impossible to construct a satisfactory figure to represent 
graphically the limiting conditions for the several areas. By a com- 
parison of the map showing the cumulative distribution of this group 
of trees (plate 3) with the various climatic maps, it is possible, however, 
to determine some of the conditions upon which an abundant repre- 
sentation of evergreen broad-leaved trees is apparently dependent. 

Both in the West and the Southeast these trees are seen to be almost 
wholly confined to the region with an average frostless season of more 
than 180 days, and with no cold days in our sense. The Desert region 
between Texas and southern California is nowhere occupied by more 
than 10 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees, and extensive stretches 
of it are occupied by less than 5 species or by none at all, although the 
temperature conditions are analogous to those of the adjacent regions 
to the east and west in which there are 10 or more species. The 
eastern boundary of this group of trees is mainly formed by the limit 
of Ilex opaca, while the boundary for 5 or more species is formed 
by several intersecting limits. The position of the latter boundary 
corresponds roughly with the line for a frostless season of 240 days, 
while in the West and the East the areas with 5 or more species are 
so situated as to have a daily mean of 40° or more for the coldest 14 
days of the year. 

The physiological summation of temperature appears to have a 
slight correlation with the cumulative distribution of this group of 
trees in the Southeastern States, but such correlation is not borne out 
on the Pacifie coast, where the region with 10 or more species encounters 
the same values of the summation as those found in the Northeastern 
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States, where no evergreen broad-leaved species occur. Although the 
length of the frostless season is evidently a condition of great impor- 
tance for the rich representation of trees of this type, it is apparent 
that the temperature conditions of the frostless season itself are not 
so important as are the conditions insuring a mild winter. In parts of 
the California coast with a physiological summation of 5,000 to 7,500 
there are over 10 species of evergreen broad-leaved trees, while in 
Georgia and Florida the same number of species are to be found in a 
region with summations of 15,000 to 17,500. In each of these cases 
the frostless season is between 240 and 300 days in length. In spite 
of such great differences in temperature summation between regions 
with frostless seasons of so nearly the same length, we have, on the 
other hand, an absence of cold days in both regions and daily mean 
temperatures in both places that are above 45°, or even above 50°, for 
the coldest 14 days of the year. 

The rapid increase in the total number of evergreen broad-leaved 
trees encountered in passing from the central Eastern States into 
peninsular Florida is paralleled by a rapid increase in the number of 
hot days, by an increase in the physiological temperature summation, 
by an elevation in the mean temperature of the coldest fortnight to 
60° and above, and by increasing values for the moisture-temperature 
index. In none of these conditions does the coast of California 
approach the high values of southern Florida, except in the case of the 
mean temperature of the coldest 14 days. 

The long frostless season and the mild winter, which favor the 
abundance of broad-leaved evergreens, do so only in regions of high 
moisture conditions. In the Southeastern States the region with 5 or 
more species exhibits moisture ratios of 1.00 or above, except in extreme 
southern Florida. On the Pacific coast the greatest abundance of 
evergreen broad-leaved trees is in a region with moisture ratios of 
0.40 to 0.60. This marked difference must be interpreted in connection 
with the much lower summations of temperature for the frostless 
season which characterize the Pacific coast. Between coastal Cali- 
fornia and eastern Texas the number of evergreens rises above 5 only 
in the mountain ranges of southern Arizona and western Texas, where 
the local conditions are not elucidated by our climatic data. 

In the correlation of moisture conditions with the cumulative dis- 
tribution of the evergreen broad-leaved trees, it should be borne in 
mind that our moisture data are chiefly elaborated for the frostless 
season, and that the moisture conditions of the winter (even where it is 
reduced to a length of less than 9 weeks) are surely of great importance 
to these trees. The low moisture ratios of the frostless season on the 
coast of California must be interpreted in the light of the fact that 
the short frost season is there the time of the principal rainfall. 
‘Microphyllous trees——The cumulative occurrence of this small 

group of trees characteristic of the subtropical desert regions has been 
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shown on the same map with the cumulative occurrence of the ever- 
green broad-leaved trees (plate 3), in order to demonstrate the manner 
in which the former group fills the break in the distribution of the 
latter. The region of maximum occurrence is in extreme southern 
Texas, while 5 or more species are found in the Texas Semidesert, 
along the lower Rio Grande, and in southern Arizona. 

The maximum occurrence of microphyllous trees is in a region with 
a frostless season of 300 days or more, and the areas with 5 or more 
species are confined to regions with a season of from 240 to 300 days. 
Nowhere does the occurrence of as many as 5 species encounter any 
cold days nor a mean temperature for the coldest fortnight that is 
lower than 40° (or for the largest areas, 50°). The physiological sum- 
mation of temperature is above 15,000 for 5 or more species and above 
20,000 for 10 or more. 

The moisture ratio for the region of maximum occurrence of micro- 
phyllous trees falls rapidly from 0.80 on the Gulf coast to 0.40 in the 
interior, and for the region of 5 or more species it falls from values 
above 0.60 to values below 0.20. Dry periods of 75 days are experienced 
on the Texas coast, of 100 days and more along the Rio Grande, and 
of 250 days and more in southern Arizona. : 

In spite of the occurrence of the maximum number of trees of this 
type in the relatively moist climate of extreme southern Texas, as 
many as 5 species of the group are able to withstand the extremely 
arid conditions of the desert near the mouth of the Colorado River. 
The encountering of rainy periods of 25 days (or of 50 days in Texas) 
appears to limit the western and eastern occurrence of 5 or more species. 

While the microphyllous trees are confined longitudinally by mois- 
ture conditions, their latitudinal range is restricted by temperature 
conditions. The continuity of the region of 5 or more species from 
California to Texas is broken only by the highlands of the Conti- 
nental Divide near the Arizona-New Mexico boundary, where all 
temperature conditions are relatively severe. 

Eastern Deciduous trees (fig. 43).—The 13 most common and wide- 
spread deciduous trees of the eastern United States are all found in a 
region stretching from Massachusetts and New York to Delaware and 
Ohio, and southward to northern Alabama. The region with 8 or 
more of the 13 embraces southern New England, southern Michigan, 
eastern Iowa, the whole of Arkansas, and nearly the whole of South 
Carolina. The region with from 1 to 7 species embraces all the remain- 
ing States east of the one-hundredth meridian, barring southern 
Florida (see plate 5). 

An effort has been made to show the climatic extremes of these 
three areas graphically and in such a way as to make their direct com- 
parison easy, and the result is shown in figure 43. In this figure we have 
a rough means of determining the optimum conditions for deciduous 
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trees, not on the ideal basis of the ecological distribution of all species 
of that type, but on the only basis which is now practicable—the 
geographical distribution of the most abundant species. 

It will be noted that there are a number of cases, particularly among 
the temperature conditions, in which the upper climatic extreme 
grows higher as we pass from the center (with 13 species) through the 
subcenter (with 8 or more species) into the fringe (with 1 to 7 species). 
Thus, the number of species of deciduous trees grows less as the frost- 
less season grows longer, as the number of hot days increases, as the 
number of cold days increases, etc. In several cases the extremes are 
nearly the same for the center and the subcenter, or for the subcenter 
and the fringe. In the case of humidity we have no deciduous trees 
growing in the lower half of the gamut of this condition; with increasing 
humidities above 53.2 per cent we have an increasing number of 
deciduous species; on approaching the region with highest humidities 
we first leave the fringe, then the subcenter, and finally the center. 

Rather wide amplitudes characterize all of the temperature condi- 
tions, and in most cases the conditions of the subcenter and fringe 
shade off very gradually from the conditions of the center. The 
minimum number of cold days is the same for all three areas, inasmuch 
as all of them range into the region with no cold days. A much more 
irregular set of relations is exhibited between the extremes for the 
moisture conditions of the three areas. The shortening of the longest 
rainy period brings us rapidly from the center to the limit of the entire 
group. Increasing evaporation also brings us, within very narrow 
limits, from the center to the edge. 
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The narrowest amplitudes for the center are in the three moisture 
ratios and in the number of days in the longest dry period; and in all 
four of these cases a slightly wider amplitude of conditions brings us 
to the extremes for the fringe. A comparison of plate 5 with plate 59 
shows that the whole region occupied by the center, subcenter, and 
fringe is very nearly confined between the isoclimatic lines for mois- 
ture-ratio values of 0.60 and 1.10, although the fringe enters regions 
with higher values. The range from 0.80 to 1.10 is scarcely exceeded 
by the center. The isoclimatic line for dry periods of 50 days is close 
to marking the western limit of the fringe of deciduous trees. In the 
center the extreme range is from 4 to 56 days, values above 50 being 
extremely local in this region, however. 

Figure 43 should be compared with figure 31, which shows the 
climatic extremes for the Deciduous Forest region. The extremes for 
the Deciduous Forest lie, in general, outside those of the center of the 
13 common species and inside those of the fringe. 

Liriodendron tulipifera (fig. 44).—The area in which this tree is 
of commercial importance may well be regarded as its ecological 
center, while the region in which it occurs too infrequently to have 
such importance may be designated as its fringe (plate 9). The center 
for Liriodendron lies almost wholly within the center for the 13 decid- 
uous trees just treated, and its distributional limit is similar to that of 
the subcenter of the deciduous trees, although not extending quite so 
far west. The conditions for the center and fringe of Liriodendron 
have been shown by pairs of graphs in figure 44. 

The region of greatest abundance for Liriodendron is one of the very 
few botanical areas investigated in which the edge lies entirely within 
the United States and is nowhere formed by a coast-line. The fact 
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Fig. 44. Climatic extremes for Liriodendron; upper blocks for center, lower for fringe. 
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that the fringe completely surrounds the region of greatest abundance 
makes this a case in which it is of interest to compare the character of 
the two sets of amplitudes. The amplitudes of conditions for the center 
are narrow in all cases, except the number of cold days. The ampli- 
tudes for the fringe are wide in a number of cases, notably the number 
of cold days, the annual daily mean temperature, the length of the 
longest rainy period, and the moisture-temperature index. In every 
case the amplitude of the conditions for the center is less than that for 
the fringe, and the extremes for the center lie within those for the 
fringe in all cases except those of evaporation, humidity, and the 
moisture ratios. The geometrical centers of the blocks representing 
the extremes for the region of greatest abundance lie within the blocks 
for the extremes of the fringe in every case except that of evaporation. 
This means that for all of the conditions except evaporation it is possi- 
ble to find a locality in the fringe which possesses climatic values that 
are near those of the absolute ecological optimum of the species. 

The fact that a straight line laid down across any portion of the map 
of the United States passes through localities showing for long dis- 
tances a progressive change in the values of each climatic condition 
is responsible for the maximum and minimum values of so many con- 
ditions being respectively greater and less in the fringe than in the 
center. The conditions which are favorable to Liriodendron in the 
region of greatest abundance are, in some cases, still more favorable 
to it in the northern part of the fringe, and in other cases still more 
favorable in the southern part of the fringe. The center exhibits the 
favorable constellation of conditions designated as the ecological 
optimum. When a given condition shows minimum and maximum 
values for the fringe which are not respectively lower and higher than 
the extremes for the center (fig. 44, plates 53, 57, 59, 60, and 65), it is 
probably an indication that the condition involved is not an important 
one in determining the location of the center and fringe, however 
narrow the amplitudes involved may be. 

The comparative uniformity in the amplitudes of all temperature 
conditions for the distributional center of Liriodendron indicates that 
these conditions are of nearly equal weight in determining the limits 
of the center, with a slight indication of preponderant importance for 
the mean temperature of the coldest 14 days. The daily mean pre- 
cipitation and the number of days in the longest normal dry period 
appear also to be conditions of importance in limiting the center. The 
narrow amplitude of the moisture ratios for the center is largely to be 
attributed to the low values which characterize the Ohio Valley (see 
plate 59). An adequate series of evaporation and precipitation sta- 
tions in the heart of the southern Alleghenies would doubtless give 
maxima for the center nearly or quite as high as those for the fringe 
(see values for Pisgah Forest, North Carolina, table 16). The west- 
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ward extension of Liriodendron does not carry it far beyond a mean 
annual rainfall of 40 inches, nor into the region with more than 25 
days in the longest dry period. 

Bulbilis dactyloides (fig. 45).—The areas of relative abundance for 
Bulbilis (plate 10) have been charted in an effort to depict the virgin 
conditions of the distribution of this grass, using all available sources 
of information, but the resulting map is probably less faithful to the 
facts than the map of Liriodendron or the map of the relative abun- 
dance of Pinus teda. The areas of the latter are unfortunately so small 
that they frequently comprise no climatic stations whatever, thereby 
rendering an adequate discussion of them impossible. 

The range of Bulbilis crosses the United States in a broad belt 
between the ninety-fifth and one hundredth and sixth meridians, 
extending from the Canadian boundary in North Dakota to southern 
Texas. In the North the distributional area is narrower than the 
Grassland, not reaching to its western edge; in the South the distribu- 
tion is more extended than that of the Grassland, reaching eastward 
to Louisiana and westward into the Desert-Grassland Transition 
region. The only limits of the geographical distribution of this species 
that fall within the United States are the eastern and western ones. 
The center of ecological distribution extends from South Dakota to 
northern Texas, and the subcenter of ecological distribution is only 
from 100 to 200 miles in width, surrounding the center. Both of these 
areas lie entirely within the United States (see plate 10). 
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The graphs showing the climatic extremes for Bulbilis (fig. 45) have 
been drawn in such a way as to show the maximum and minimum 
values for the center, only such maximum and minimum values for 
the subcenter as lie outside those for the center itself, and only such 
extreme values for the fringe as lie outside those for the subcenter. 

The ecological center exhibits several climatic conditions with 
narrow amplitudes, notably the number of hot days, the physiological 
summation, mean annual precipitation, evaporation, humidity, and 
the moisture ratios. The position of the isoclimatic lines for the 
physiological summation would indicate a somewhat wider amplitude 
(5,000 to 15,000) for this condition than that based upon the readings 
of the minimum and maximum stations and given in table 71. The 
widest amplitudes are those of the number of cold days, the daily 
mean temperature, and the daily duration of sunshine. For the 
ecological center, then, we may state that the amplitudes are narrow 
for all of the moisture conditions and are partially narrow and partially 
wide for the temperature conditions. 

An examination of the graphs for the climatic extremes of the sub- 
center and fringe shows that the amplitudes are wide for all of the 
temperature conditions, even for those that show narrow amplitudes 
for the center. With respect to the moisture conditions, however, the 
amplitudes of the subcenter and fringe are not so greatly in excess of 
those for the center, except in the cases of evaporation and humidity. 
The moisture ratios show narrow amplitudes even for the fringe. 
These facts indicate that the location of the Bulbilis areas as a whole is 
chiefly determined by moisture conditions, and this is particularly 
true of the center. The position of the zones of abundance is deter- 
mined on the east and west by small but significant differences in the 
moisture conditions, and on the north and south by temperature 
conditions. 

2. SPECIES. 

The climatic extremes for all of the individual species treated in the 
following pages will be found in tables 77 to 151. Some 31 species 
have been selected from a total of 75 for the presentation of the 
climatic extremes in graphic form (figs. 46 to 74). These have been 
chosen so as to represent all types of plants and all types of distribution 
represented among the larger number. The relation of climatic con- 
ditions to the distribution of these species will now be discussed. 

Tsuga heterophylla (fig. 46).—This tree occupies an area in which the 
conditions are similar to those of the Northwestern Evergreen Hygro- 
phytic Forest, with differences due to the extension of the limits of 
Tsuga into northern Idaho and Montana, well to the east of the Hygro- 
phytic Forest. The number of cold days in the frostless season endured 
by the easternmost individuals of this species reaches a maximum of 
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120, whereas no cold days are experienced within the Hygrophytic 
Forest. The normal daily mean temperature also ranges to lower 

values for the tree than for the vegetation in which it is most charac- 

teristically developed. The temperature conditions encountered by 

Tsuga in northern Idaho and Montana are otherwise very similar to 

those in coastal Washington and Oregon. The precipitation condi- 

tions for the area occupied by T'suga are very similar to those of the 

Hygrophytic Forest, at least with respect to the frostless season. 

Higher intensities of evaporation are encountered in Idaho and Mon- 

tana and higher values for humidity in northern California, making 

the amplitudes for both of these conditions somewhat greater than 

they are for the Hygrophytic Forest. The remarkably wide amplitude 

of the moisture ratios which is characteristic of the last-named forest 
is also shown for the area of T’suga. 

The narrow amplitude in the number of hot days in the frostless 
season and in the physiological summation of temperature would 
indicate that these conditions are important in the limitation of Tsuga 
heterophylla, and the position of the isoclimatic lines also suggest that 
the precipitation conditions are of critical importance, in spite of the 
wide amplitude which they exhibit within the distributional area of 
this tree. 
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Fic. 46. Climatic extremes for Tsuga heterophylla. 

Pseudotsuga mucronata (fig. 47).—The range of this tree covers all 
of the Northwestern Hygrophytic Evergreen Forest and a large part of 
the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest. 
The climatic extremes for it exhibit some of the features of each of the 
vegetations with which it is coextensive, and in several cases the 
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graphs exhibiting these extremes are such as would be secured by a 
superposition of the graphs for the two vegetations. 

In spite of the great north-and-south extension of the range of 
Pseudotsuga, it encounters a narrow amplitude of conditions in the 
number of hot days in the frostless season and in the physiological 
summation of temperature. Further climatological data from stations 
situated within the range of this tree at some of its most southerly 
localities might broaden the amplitude of these conditions, giving 
values more nearly like those for the western section of the Northern 
Evergreen Forest, which area is drawn in a more generalized manner. 

With respect to all of the conditions involving precipitation or 
atmospheric moisture, the amplitudes are very wide, being in many 
cases a superposition of the amplitudes for the two forest areas men- 
tioned. The fact that this tree is so nearly coextensive with the 
southernmost areas of Mesophytic Evergreen Forest may be taken to 
mean that the constellations of conditions by which its range is limited 
are very similar to those limiting this forest. The lowest normal daily 
mean precipitation, the highest values for evaporation, and the lowest 
ones for the moisture ratios are all to be regarded as important in 
limiting the southward range of this tree. Although the lower limit of 
Pseudotsuga in the mountains of Arizona and New Mexico is slightly 
higher than the lower limit of the pines which form the edge of the 
Mesophytic Forest, the data from the few stations in that region show 
a close correspondence in the extremes just mentioned. The number 
of hot days and the value of the physiological summation of tempera- 
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Fic. 47. Climatic extremes for Pseudotsuga mucronata. 
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ture are the two conditions which appear to be most critical in the 

limitation of this species with respect to its entire range. There are 

few localities in its distributional edge, however, in which the moisture 

conditions would fail to be of importance in connection with the tem- 

perature conditions just mentioned. 

Pinus ponderosa (fig. 48).—The range of Pinus ponderosa is similar 

to that of Pseudotsuga, but is somewhat more extended from Colorado 

northward to the Canadian boundary, where it exceeds the eastern 

limit of the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen 

Forest, and is less extended in the extreme northwest, where it fails to 

enter the Northwestern Evergreen Hygrophytic Forest. 

Except for the slightly narrower amplitude in length of frostless 

season, the temperature conditions are similar for Pinus ponderosa 

and for the western section of the Northern Mesophytic Forest. The 

number of hot days and the physiological summation of temperature 

again appear to be factors of importance in limiting this tree. 

On account of its extension into the western edge of the Grassland, 

the moisture values of Pinus ponderosa are of somewhat wider ampli- 

tude than those of the forested area in which it is so abundant. This 

species does not, however, encounter such low evaporation values nor 

such a high range of humidities as does the forest itself. It is doubtful 

if the former of these facts would be confirmed by data from a larger 

number of critically located stations; the latter is due to the absence of 

Pinus from the extreme coast of northern California. 
The conditions expressed by the moisture-temperature index appear 

to bé of considerable importance in limiting this tree, together with the 

moisture ratios, the number of hot days, and the physiological summa- 

tion of temperatures. 
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Fig. 48. Climatic extremes for Pinus ponderosa. 
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Pinus contorta (fig. 49).—The range given for this tree is based on 
the view that it is identical with Pinus murrayana, and comprises the 
regions that are occupied by the two forms—the northern Pacific coast, 
the Sierra Nevada, the northern Rocky Mountains, and the Black 
Hills. 

The extremes and amplitudes of conditions for this tree are very 
similar to those for Pseudotsuga mucronata. It encounters a slightly 
greater number of hot days, and a greater value for the physiological 
temperature summation, with a lower maximum value for the number 
of days in the longest dry period. Pinus contorta is like Pseudotsuga 
in encountering a wide amplitude of nearly all of the conditions here 
studied, its strongest control appearing to lie in the number of hot 
days and the values of the physiological summation of temperatures. 

It will be noted that both the eastern and western evergreen needle- 
leaved trees are confined to ranges which exhibit a narrow amplitude 
in the number of hot days. The amplitude of the physiological summa- 
tion is narrow for all except the species that are found in the South- 
eastern Evergreen Mesophytic Forest (for example Pinus echinata). 
With respect to both of these conditions there is a marked contrast 
between the evergreen needle-leaved and the deciduous broad-leaved 
trees. 
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Fic. 49. Climatic extremes for Pinus contorta. 

Pinus echinata (fig. 50).—The range of this tree occupies all of the 
Southeastern Evergreen Mesophytic Forest except a strip along the 
Gulf of Mexico and peninsular Florida, and also the southern half of 
the Deciduous Forest region. It therefore exhibits amplitudes and 
extremes which lie between those of the two vegetations in which it 
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occurs, and is remarkable in having a number of relatively narrow 

amplitudes for a tree of such wide distribution. Its widest amplitudes 

are in the number of days in the longest normal rainy period and in 

the moisture-temperature index. The number of hot days and the 

number of cold days appear to be of about equal importance in limiting 

the range of Pinus echinata. The number of days in the longest normal 

dry period and the mean total precipitation of the year appear to be 

still more important as limiting conditions, while the amplitude of 

relative humidity is also comparatively narrow. 
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Fia. 50. Climatic extremes for Pinus echinata. 

Pinus strobus (fig. 51).—The distribution of Pinus strobus is coex- 
tensive with that of the eastern section of the Northern Mesophytic 
Evergreen Forest, and exceeds it to some extent toward the south and 
west, carrying the tree into the Deciduous Forest region and into the 
Grassland-Deciduous Forest Transition region. The conditions in the 
area of Pinus strobus are therefore similar to those of the vegetational 
area in which it reaches its greatest abundance. The southernmost 
extension of the tree carries it into a region with longer frostless season 
and with no cold days, in our sense of this term. A slightly greater 
value for the physiological temperature summation and a greater 
normal daily mean temperature are also encountered by Pinus strobus 
in its extension toward the Atlantic Coastal Plain and southward to 
Georgia. The number of days in the longest normal rainy period and 
the number in the longest normal dry period both reach maximum 
values which are greater for this tree than for the Evergreen Forest, 
although the minimum values are the same for the two. 

There are no very narrow amplitudes for this pine. The narrowest, 
however, are those for the moisture ratios and for relative humidity, 

Eo 
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and those for the number of hot days, the normal daily mean pre- 
cipitation, the physiological temperature summation, and the number 
of days in the longest normal dry period. 

From a comparison of the distributional limit with the positions of 
various isoclimatic lines, the southward range of Pinus strobus appears 
to be determined by temperature conditions, of which the physiological 
summation and the number of hot days in the frostless season are the 
most important, while its westward range appears to be determined 
by moisture conditions, of which the normal daily mean precipitation 
and the number of days in the longest normal dry period are the most 
important. The position of the isoclimatic lines for the moisture 
ratio, /E, would indicate that this compound factor is one of strong 
importance in determining both the southern and the western limits 
of this tree. 
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Fic. 51. Climatic extremes for Pinus strobus. 

Quercus alba (fig. 52).—This oak is found throughout the eastern 
United States, with the exception of northern Minnesota and Michigan 
and peninsular Florida. In keeping with its wide distribution it 
encounters a very wide range of practically all of the climatic condi- 
tions, exceeding in a number of cases the extremes for the Deciduous 
Forest region, in which it finds its greatest development. The nar- 
rowest amplitudes for Quercus alba are those of the number of days in 
the longest normal dry period, the normal mean relative humidity of 
the frostless season, and the moisture ratios. The first and last of these 
conditions appear to be responsible for the western limit of distribu- 
tion. This edge is roughly paralleled by the line for 25 days in the 
longest dry period and by the line for a value of 0.60 for the moisture 
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ratio. Owing to the extension of the northern ‘edge into Canada it is 

impossible to speak regarding its probable controls in that direction. 
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Fig. 52. Climatic extremes for Quercus alba. 

Quercus falcata (fig. 53).—This tree is found throughout the Atlantic 

Coastal Plain and the southern Mississippi Valley, reaching its greatest 

abundance in the Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, but ex- 

tending well into the Deciduous Forestregion. Itencountersextremely 
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wide amplitudes of all but one of the temperature conditions here 
dealt with, and its diminishing occurrence in southern Florida is 

coincident with the maximum values for these conditions. This is one 

Ce a 
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of the cases already mentioned in which the southernmost limit of 
plants in Florida is not well known, so that it is impossible to state 
just how far Quercus falcata may fall short of extending into the region 
of the temperature conditions represented by Key West. The one 
temperature condition for which Quercus falcata shows a narrow ampli- 
tude is the number of cold days, due to the fact: that its range barely 
extends into the region in which any cold days are experienced. 

The moisture conditions in the area of this oak are very similar to 
those of the Southeastern Evergreen Forest, except in the case of the 
number of days in the longest normal dry period. While the Evergreen 
Forest withstands a maximum of 182 days (the reading for Key West), 
Quercus falcata has its maximum at 63 days, at the southwestern edge 
of its range. The normal dry period, the moisture ratios, and the 
relative humidity of the frostless season appear to be important con- 
ditions for the limitation of Quercus falcata. Its distributional area 
may be defined as the region in which the frostless season is more than 
180 days in length, the moisture ratio greater than 0.80, the humidity 
greater than 70 per cent, the normal number of cold days in the year 
less than 30, and the number of days in the longest normal dry period 
not more than 63. 

Quercus macrocar pa (fig. 54).—The area occupied by this oak covers 
the Northeastern States, omitting the Coastal Plain, and extends as 
far west as eastern Montana and central Oklahoma. Its southern 
limit is roughly coincident with the northern limit of Quercus falcata, 
and its northern limit is in Canada. Quercus macrocarpa is like Q. 
alba in exhibiting broad amplitudes for nearly all of the climatic condi- 
tions. It encounters approximately the lower half of the scale of 
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amplitudes of temperature conditions for the United States, but 
reaches areas with the maximum number of cold days. One of the 
narrowest amplitudes among the moisture conditions is found in the 
case of the number of days in the longest normal dry period, for which 
the extreme values are 9 and 88 days. A previous allusion was made to 
the western limit of this tree as showing the manner in which wholly 
distinct conditions cooperate in controlling the ranges of plants. It 
will be seen by a comparison of plate 52 (dry days) with plate 18 (dis- 
tribution of Quercus macrovarpa) that the longest dry period encoun- 
tered at the western edge of this tree in Oklahoma is less than 50 days, 
whereas the maximum number encountered near the Canadian 
boundary is 88 days. The potence of this moisture condition is evi- 
dently modified by the differences in temperature conditions which are 
encountered along the western limit of the tree. The values of the 
moisture ratio (1/E) encountered in Oklahoma are about 0.60 and 
those encountered in Montana are about 0.40. An ability on the part 
of Quercus macrocarpa to withstand the same values for these two con- 
ditions in the latitude of Oklahoma that it does in Montana would 
carry the tree to the eastern borders of New Mexico with respect to the 
moisture ratio, and well into the borders of that State with respect to 
the longest dry period. These two conditions, as modified in their 
influence by temperature conditions, may be regarded as setting the 
limit of the westernmost occurrences of this oak, which (like the 
western limits of so many deciduous trees) are to be found in alluvial 
bottoms characterized by moisture conditions which are higher than 
those of the adjacent upland. 

The southern limit of Quercus macrocarpa corresponds roughly with 
the isotherm of 120 hot days (see plate 36), and this condition, possibly 
in conjunction with closely related conditions, may be regarded as 
probably controlling the southern edge of the distributional area. The 
mean temperature of the hottest 6 weeks is apparently one of the most 
important of these related conditions, as the isotherm of 78.8° lies near 
the southern limit (see fig. 45). 

Ilex opaca (fig. 55).—The occurrence of this Jlex is rather closely 
confined to the Atlantic Coastal Plain throughout all but a small part 
of its range, where it extends into the Piedmont and mountain sections 
of Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee. This range is characterized by 
wide amplitudes of the temperature conditions, reaching the maximum 
values in all cases except the number of cold days. With respect to the 
latter condition, the amplitude is relatively narrow and the maximum 
is 55 days, encountered only at the northernmost attenuated limit of 
occurrence, in Massachusetts. 

The moisture conditions for the area of Jlex are nearly those of the 
Southeastern Mesophytic Evergreen Forest, the amplitudes being 
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wide in all cases except the imperfectly determined mean annual pre- 
cipitation. Although this plant encounters a wide range of the condi- 
tions expressed in the moisture-temperature index, there is still a close 
correspondence between its limit and the isoclimatic line of 11,000 for 
this index. At the localities where it occurs in southern Illinois and 
Indiana it encounters index values of only 7,000, and at its northern 
limit in Massachusetts it encounters its minimum value of 5,193. 
Numerous isoclimatic lines have such a direction as to indicate that 

there are belts of relatively similar climatic conditions extending 
parallel to the Atlantic coast for long distances (see plates 46, 50, 53, 
59, 65, and 72). The conditions of the southern part of the Missis- 
sippi Valley, which is technically a part of the Coastal Plain, are almost 
always different from those of the coastal strip of this physiographic 
province. Numerous plants occur throughout the Coastal Plain from 

' New Jersey or Virginia to Georgia or Mississippi, but fail to range 
coextensively with it in the southern Mississippi Valley, and terminate 
their distribution before reaching the mouth of the Rio Grande. Ilex 
opaca, Pinus teda, Itea virginica, and Quercus falcata are all examples 
of this type of distribution. In all of these cases we undoubtedly have 
to do with three sets of limiting conditions; those operating in the 
Atlantic coast region, those in the Mississippi Valley, and those deter- 
mining the extreme southern limit in Texas. In at least the first of 
these regions we have to reckon with the modifications of climatic 
conditions which are due to the soil. 
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Magnolia grandiflora (fig. 56)—The distribution of this magnolia 
covers only the portion of the Coastal Plain between Cape Fear and 
the Trinity River, and south of the northern boundary of Louisiana. 
This is a region with no cold days, in our sense, and with high ranges 
for all of the temperature conditions studied. It is also a region with 
a high normal daily mean precipitation, although the amplitude of 
this condition is not great. The amplitude in number of days of both 
the wet and the dry periods is very wide, and those of evaporation, 
humidity, and the moisture ratios are narrow. 

The range of Magnolia is remarkable from the fact that its limit 
corresponds with a large number of isoclimatic lines, giving the follow- 
ing indications regarding the conditions which it encounters: a frostless 
season of 240 days or more, a normal daily mean temperature of 45° 
or more for the coldest 14 days of the year, an annual mean temperature 
of 65° or more, a mean relative humidity in the frostless season of 65 
per cent or more, and a value for the moisture-temperature index of 
15,000 or more. None of the isoclimatic lines for moisture conditions 
coincide, even roughly, with the limit of Magnolia, although the 
narrow amplitudes of evaporation, moisture ratios, and humidity 
indicate that this tree encounters only a small part of the total range 
of these conditions for the United States. The limit of Magnolia 
corresponds rather closely with the line to the south of which are found 
5 or more species of evergreen broad-leaved trees (see plate 3), and the 
climatic characteristics just mentioned may be taken as defining the 
region which is favorable for the abundant occurrence of trees of this 
type. 
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Serenoa serrulata (fig. 57).—Only the extreme edge of the southern 
Atlantic Coastal Plain is occupied by this palm, from southern South 
Carolina to the eastern border of Texas. It occupies the warmest and 
moistest portion of the area which has just been stated to be favorable 
for the development of evergreen broad-leaved trees, with which it 
may be classed. Considering the small area occupied by Serenoa, it 
encounters a wide range of conditions in both temperature and pre- 
cipitation, together with narrow ranges of evaporation, humidity, and 
the moisture ratios. It encounters a frostless season of 231 days or 
more and no cold days, in our sense. Its limit coincides closely with 
the line of 50° for the normal mean temperature of the coldest 14 days 
of the year, although the palm does not follow the region of these tem- 
perature conditions into southern Texas. The encountering of the 
conditions expressed by a moisture ratio of 1.00 appears to be respon- 
sible for the westward limitation of a plant which is elsewhere con- 
trolled by temperature conditions. 
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Cephalanthus occidentalis (fig. 58)—The distribution of Cepha- 
lanthus is remarkable from the fact that it is one of the very few woody 
perennials of the southern United States which has a nearly trans- 
continental distribution. It is very infrequent west of the one-hun- 
dredth meridian, apparently being absent from New Mexico, but 
appearing again in southern Arizona and in the San Joaquin Valley of 
California. A‘distribution which is so extensive both latitudinally and 
longitudinally naturally encounters a wide amplitude of conditions, 

both with respect to temperature and moisture. None of the ampli- 

tudes of conditions for Cephalanthus are sufficiently narrow to give any 
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suggestion of their importance as limiting the plant. Its distributional 
edge, extending from central Michigan to the mouth of the Colorado 
River, is 2,300 miles in length, which in itself suggests that very dis- 
similar constellations of conditions are involved in its limitation in 
different sections of this line. In a plant of palustrine habitat it is not 
surprising to find that the normal moisture conditions of upland 
habitats have no apparent importance. We find Cephalanthus oceur- 
ring in localities where the moisture ratios approach their minimum 
values for the United States, and extending from there halfway through 
the gamut of values for this compound condition. It also encounters 
extremely low values for the normal daily precipitation and high 
values for the number of days in the longest dry periods. These con- 
ditions, however, have no apparent influence on the plant in the 
habitats where it occurs, although they are probably responsible for 
the fact that there are very few favorable habitats for it in the localities 
where these extremes are registered. In the San Joaquin Valley the 
atmospheric conditions are extremely arid, but there are numerous 
areas of moist soil, and Cephalanthus is there abundant. It is by no 
means true that all palustrine or swamp plants are able to withstand 
extremely arid atmospheric conditions if they are supplied with an 
abundance of soil-moisture, and only a relatively small number of the 
plants associated with Cephalanthus in the southeastern United States 
are found growing with it in southern Arizona and the San Joaquin 
Valley. . 

It is in the eastern half of its range that Cephalanthus encounters 
the greatest amplitude of temperature conditions. It is there found 
in localities with no hot days, as many as 137 cold days, where the 
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physiological summation is as low as 2,100, and where the normal 
daily mean of the coldest 14 days of the year reaches 11°. Some of 
these conditions may, indeed, be exceeded at the extreme limit of this 
plant in Canada. 
Much more complete information regarding Cephalanthus will be 

needed before it is possible even so much as to suggest some of the 
conditions that may be keeping it from spreading into other parts of 
the United States, if indeed it is not now making secular movements 
to the west and north. A knowledge of its relative abundance in 
different parts of its area and of the character of the habitats which it 
occupies throughout the edge of its distribution might aid in solving 
the problem which it presents. It seems to be a plant that would be 
well worthy of a thorough ecological study. 

Decodon verticillatus (fig. 59).—This is an aquatic or palustrine shrub 
found throughout the States east of Wisconsin, Missouri, and Louisi- 
ana, with the exception of southern Florida. The temperature condi- 
tions which it encounters are almost as wide in amplitude as those 
encountered by Cephalanthus. The amplitudes of the moisture condi- 
tions are somewhat narrower than in the case of that plant, but the 
only condition that can be regarded as having a significantly narrow 
amplitude is the number of days in the longest dry period, which 
reaches a maximum value of 78 days. The isoclimatic lines for the 
latter condition indicate that the area of Decodon is roughly limited 
by the line for 25 days in the longest dry period. Another line approxi- 
mating the limit of Decodon is that for a mean annual precipitation of 
30 inches, the distribution of the plant extending over the region in 
which the rainfall is greater than that amount. 
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The palustrine and semipalustrine shrub [tea virginica (see plate 23) 
has a more restricted range than Decodon, very similar in its general 
outlines to that of Ilex opaca, and apparently limited, like the latter, 
by high values for temperature and moisture conditions. 

Artemisia tridentata (fig. 60).—This plant is the dominant element of 
the vegetation of the Great Basin, and it extends in diminished abun- 
dance eastward to the edge of the Great Plains, upward into the moun- 

tains, southward to northern New Mexico and Arizona, and still more 

sparingly into southern California. The map of its distribution 
(plate 22) is not drawn to indicate the mountain areas from which it is 

absent. When these breaks in the distribution are taken into account 

the shrub is found to occupy an area whichis much more homogenous 

in its climatic conditions than its wide extent would seem to indicate. 

The amplitude for Artemisia is wide with respect to the number of 

days in the average frostless season, the number of cold days in the 

year, the normal daily mean for the coldest 14 days, and the normal 

daily mean for the year. With respect to the number of hot days and 

the physiological summation of temperature the amplitudes are nar- 

row, however. The precipitation conditions also exhibit narrow ampli- 

tudes, with the exception of the number of days in the longest dry 

period. The amplitude of evaporation and humidity conditions is 

made to appear wide because of the extension of its area to the Pacific 

coast, where the plant is extremely rare, its most westward abundant 

occurrence being in the Cuyamaca Mountains, 40 miles from the coast. 

The values for the moisture ratios exhibit narrow amplitudes, reaching, 

in two cases, the lowest values for the country. 

It is manifest that the southern limitation of Artemisia is not solely 

a matter of its inability to withstand extremely arid conditions, since 
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it encounters the lowest normal daily mean precipitation (Reno, 
Nevada), the highest evaporation (Winnemucca, Nevada), and the 
lowest moisture ratio (Winnemucca, Nevada). The most trying con- 
ditions with respect to these three important moisture conditions are, 
therefore, not found near the southern edge of the distribution of 
Artemisia, but well within the region of its greatest abundance. The 
narrow amplitude of the number of hot days suggests that this may be 
a condition of importance in limiting this plant at the south, and the 
maximum of 118 hot days for its area is close to the value of the 
isoclimatic line of 120 days, which is seen to approximate the dis- 
tributional limit in Arizona and Nevada. The amplitude of the 
physiological summation of temperature is also narrow, and the maxi- 
mum value encountered by Artemisia is 8,400. The evidence would 
indicate that these and associated temperature conditions are respon- 
sible for the southern limit, or else that they cooperate with the low 
moisture conditions in rendering the deserts along the lower Colorado 
and Gila Rivers untenable for this plant. 

The eastern limit of Artemisia appears to be set by some of the 
several moisture conditions which present isoclimatic lines closely 
paralleling its course. The indications of these correlations are that 
the plant nowhere encounters a mean annual rainfall of more than 20 
inches, reaches no areas in which the longest normal rainy period is 
more than 25 days, nor the moisture ratio more than 0.40, and that it 
is accustomed to normal longest dry periods of at least 75 days in 
length. 

It is more than probable that the northern limit of Artemisia is set 
by conditions similar to those that appear to be responsible for its 
eastern boundary, with the possible cooperation of low temperature 
conditions. Low temperatures accompanied by arid atmospheric 
conditions appear to permit the northward extension of the plant into 
Canada, but low temperatures accompanied by more humid conditions 
appear to keep it from the northern Rockies and the Coast Range, as 
well as from the higher slopes of the Sierra Nevada. 

Covillea tridentata (fig. 61).—The range of Covillea extends from 
southern Nevada and interior California through southern Arizona 
and New Mexico to the lower part of the valley of the Rio Grande. 
The area which it occupies in the United States is less than half of its 
total range in North America, which extends southward through the 
deserts of central Mexico. 

No cold days, in our sense, are encountered by Covillea, and the 
amplitude of the normal daily mean temperature of its area is rela- 
tively wide. In other respects the temperature conditions present nar- 
row amplitudes, especially when compared with those for Artemisza. 
The data for moisture conditions reveal the extremely arid conditions 
under which Covillea exists, showing that it also extends into regions 
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with much more favorable conditions, particularly with respect to the 
longest dry periods, daily mean evaporation, and normal humidity. 
The distributional area of this plant contains few climatological sta- 
tions, and it is certain that the conditions actually met by it include 
the lowest values of normal daily mean precipitation, the longest 
normal dry periods, and the lowest mean total precipitation o the 
year. In the vicinity of Death Valley and in the arm of the Mojave 
Desert which stretches southeast toward the Colorado River are to be 
encountered the most arid areas in the United States, and in them 
Covillea is one of the most ubiquitous plants. 
The narrow amplitude of the moisture ratios indicates here, as in 

the case of Artemisia, that conditions of greater general favorableness 
with respect to this condition are either directly inimical to Covillea, 
or else that they are accompanied by associated conditions which are 
of importance in limiting its range. The extremely narrow amplitude 
in number of days in the longest rainy period signifies that there is a 
great importance in this factor, probably having to do with the effect 
of prolonged wet periods in making the conditions of soil aeration 
injurious to Covillea. The distributional boundary lies close to the 
northern limit of the area in which there are no cold days, and this 
condition, with its associated conditions of low winter temperatures, 
is undoubtedly of great importance in controlling the northward 
limitation of the plant. Covillea appears, in brief, to be confined to a 
region in which there are no prolonged periods of rain and no severe 
periods of cold. The narrow amplitude of the physiological summation 
of temperatures for the frostless season indicates importance for this 
condition, but the fact that Covillea is an evergreen points to the low 
temperatures of winter having a greater significance in its limitation 
than do the summations for the growing season. 
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Silphium laciniatum (fig. 62).—The range of this plant extends 
from Texas to South Dakota and from Alabama to Pennsylvania, 
but itis mostabundant in the Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition 
and in the Grassland. The distributional area is such that the plant 
encounters only 140 cold days in the frostless season. The amplitudes 
are relatively wide in all of the temperature conditions and are also 
wide in all of the moisture conditions except the number of days in the 
longest normal dry period. The moisture ratios are also relatively 
narrow in amplitude, the extremes for z/E in the frostless season being, 
minimum 0.47, maximum 1.32. 

The eastern limit of Silphium is very roughly approximated by the 
isoclimatic line of 0.80 for the moisture ratio 7/E, isotherms of 45° 
and 50° for the annual daily mean temperature, and is closely followed 
by the isotherm for a physiological summation of 7,500°. The western 
limit is closely approximated, at least in part, by the isoclimatic lines 
of 20 inches annual mean total precipitation, 75 days in the longest 
normal dry period, 25 days in the longest normal rainy period, and a 
moisture ratio of 0.40. Although the extreme values of the moisture 
ratio for Silphium are 0.47 and 1.32, nevertheless the location of its 
entire range with respect to the isoclimatic lines for this condition 
indicates that the plant is found mainly where the moisture ratio is 
between 0.40 and 0.80. The northward extension in the area pre- 
senting this range of conditions is apparently controlled by tem- 
perature conditions, among which the physiological summation is 
most important. 

The central location of the range of Silphium laciniatum gives it a 
distributional edge about 3,300 miles long, with only its southern 
limitation formed by the ocean. These circumstances make it a par- 
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ticularly favorable subject for fuller investigation. Its ability to with- 
stand a considerable range of temperature conditions between Missis- 
sippi and South Dakota and its ability to range through dissimilar 
moisture conditions from Ohio to Texas should be investigated in terms 
of the habitat requirements of the plant in the various portions of its 
range. From such information as is available, this plant seems to be 
confined to the most arid situations on the eastern edge of its area 
and to relatively moist situations or seasons on the western edge, so 
that it would be particularly valuable to have parallel series of data 
for the local conditions met by the most widely separated colonies. 

Bouteloua oligostachya (fig. 63).—This abundant and characteristic 
grass of the Great Plains is found throughout the Grassland, in the 
western part of the Grassland Deciduous-Forest Transition, and in the 
southeastern part of the Desert. It is most abundant in the Grassland 
and the Desert-Grassland Transition, becoming infrequent at the 
southeastern and southwestern corners of its area. 

The temperature conditions encountered by Bouteloua are those of 
the Grassland, but with slightly higher maxima in each case (except 
number of cold days). The amplitude of the precipitation conditions 
is much greater for Bouteloua than for the Grassland, the maxima 
being higher and the minima lower. With respect to the length of the 
longest normal dry period particularly, Boutelowa exhibits its ability 
to range from the conditions of the Grassland far into those of the 
Desert, enduring 283 days in the vicinity of Phoenix, Arizona. Like 
many other perennial grasses, it is able to withstand prolonged and 
severe conditions of drought in its resting condition and to take advan- 
tage of moist periods of relative infrequency. 
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The minimum conditions of evaporation and the maximum condi- 
tions of humidity are very similar for Boutelowa and the Grassland 
region, indicating that conditions which determine the eastern limit 
of the Grassland also limit one of its most characteristic plants, and 
this is also true of Bulbilis dactyloides and Bouteloua hirsuta. The 
maximum conditions of evaporation and the minimum conditions of 
humidity, however, are respectively higher and lower for Bouteloua 
than for the Grassland. The moisture ratios for the frostless season 
are very similar for this plant and for the Grassland as a whole, although 
the minimum values for Bouteloua are lower. 

The eastern limit of Bouteloua, like that of many of the grasses 
associated with it, is apparently set by some one of the moisture con- 
ditions, or by a combined operation of several of them. Neither the 
area of Grassland nor that of Boutelowa extends very far into the 
region with more than a daily mean precipitation of 0.100 inch with 
more than 75 days in the longest rainy period, or with a mean annual 
precipitation of more than 25 inches. The position of the western 
boundary of Bouteloua indicates that it is there again limited by mois- 
ture conditions. Although we have presented no data bearing directly 
on the seasonal distribution of precipitation, it is apparent that this 
grass is unable to penetrate far into the portion of the Desert, in which 
the summer rainfall is hght. The ability to withstand dry periods of 
as much as 283 days has enabled it to range as far as the area of uncer- 
tain summer rains in the lower Colorado Valley. It is not able, how- 
ever, to extend its area into the region in which there is frequently 
no summer rain for many successive years. 

Agropyron spicatum (fig. 64).—This grass is found throughout the 
Grassland north of Oklahoma and New Mexico and in the outlying 
portions of that vegetation which fringe the northern edge of the Great 
Basin Microphyll Desert. Although withstanding the entire amplitude 
of cold days this grass encounters lower and narrower amplitudes of 
the other temperature conditions. It has a relatively low maximum 
(125) for the number of hot days and a low maximum (11,600) for the 
physiological temperature summation. With respect to precipitation 
it shows wider amplitudes than those of the Grassland, and this is 
true of evaporation and the moisture ratios for the frostless season. 

Agropyron appears to have its eastern limit set by the same con- 
stellation of moisture conditions that controls the Grassland and other 
grasses, but it does not follow the conditions favoring Grassland as far 
as the southern limit of that vegetation. Nowhere does it encounter 
more than 100 to 120 hot days, nor does it range into regions with a 
physiological summation of temperature greater than 12,500. These 
and associated temperature conditions appear to be responsible for its 
southern limitation. 
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The failure of Agropyron to extend farther into the northern part of 
the Great Basin Desert is apparently due to the moisture conditions 
of that region. A more precise correlation of its distribution with that 
of the moisture ratio (7r/E) would probably show that it does not 
occur where the values of this ratio are lower than 0.20, the same value 
that limits it in Arizona and New Mexico. The actual moisture-ratio 
conditions of the areas occupied by Agropyron in Utah and northern 
Nevada are poorly exhibited by our data, which are from stations 
located in the valleys. 
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Fic. 64. Climatic extremes for Agropyron spicatum. 

Hilaria jamesi¢ (fig. 65).—This is a characteristic grass of the Desert- 
Grassland Transition region, ranging from western Texas to southern 
Nevada and northward to extreme southwestern Wyoming. All of 
the climatic conditions exhibit narrower amplitudes for Hilaria than 
for the Grassland, with the exception of the number of days in the 
longest normal dry period. The narrowest amplitude among the 
temperature conditions is that of the normal daily mean for the coldest 
14 days of the year, which ranges from 27° to 45°. At few points does 
the limit of Hilaria extend north of the isoclimatiec line for 25° as the 
aily mean of the coldest fortnight, and the correspondence of these 

lines would indicate that this condition is an important one in limiting 
the northward distribution of the grass. 

The eastward extension of Hilaria in Texas is such that it nowhere 
encounters moisture ratios (7/H) higher than 0.40, nor rainy periods 
of more than 25 days. These are the same conditions that appear to 
limit the eastward range of other grasses, but different intensities are 
involved in the case of Hilaria from those mentioned in connection 
with Bouteloua. 
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With respect to the westward range of Hilaria, it appears that the 
same limiting conditions are operative that have been mentioned in 
connection with Boutelowa oligostachya. Extremely long normal dry 
periods, in excess of the 250-day maximum for Hilaria, are inimical to 
it as to all other perennial grasses. 
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Sparganium americanum (fig. 66).—Sparganium is widely distributed 
throughout the eastern United States, except in peninsular Florida, 
and from its westward extension in Canada it reappears within our 
limits in Washington. A considerable number of northern plants 
exhibit distributions of this type, Dulichiuwm arundinaceum being 
another example (see plate 27), with a range closely like that of Spar- 
ganium. The range of another palustrine plant, Siwm cicutefoliwm, 
is of an analogous character (see plate 28), its limits being far enough 
south, however, for it to present a continuous area within the United 
States. The distribution of each of these palustrine plants is such that 
they are absent from the arid and semiarid regions, where they might 
find localities with suitable soil-moisture conditions, although much 
more widely separated than in the moist regions. The western edges 
of the ranges of Sparganium and Dulichium in the Eastern States run 
parallel to the isoclimatic lines for moisture conditions. Although 
these are plants of wet habitats, there is here a suggestion of their 
inability to extend into the regions with very high evaporation. In 
other words, the conditions expressed by the moisture ratio are of 
importance to them even when the numerator of the ratio is constant 
and of high value. Their ability to withstand lower moisture ratios in 
eastern Washington than they endure along their western edge in the 
Central States is doubtless due to the interaction of temperature con- 
ditions. 
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Wide ranges are exhibited by Sparganium for both temperature and 
moisture conditions, due to its extended north-and-south range in the 
Eastern States, and to its occurrence from the Atlantic coast to the 
arid interior of Washington. Its climatic extremes are of interest in 
comparison with those of Sium, which shows the broadest amplitudes 
of any of the plants that we have selected for investigation. The dis- 
tribution of Stum indicates that it is able to withstand the entire 
gamut of temperature conditions for the United States, excepting those 
encountered in peninsular Florida, and that it is excluded only by the 
lowest conditions expressed by the moisture ratio (0.40 or lower). 
Sium, Dulichium, and Sparganium are apparently alike in being unable 
to withstand the highest intensities of evaporation, in spite of the 
saturated substrata in which they are invariably found, apparently 
belonging to that already well-known group of plants in which the 
transfer of water from absorbing to transpiring organs is internally 

limited. 
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Arceuthobium americanum (fig. 67).—This mistletoe is found 
throughout the Rocky Mountains and the mountains of the Great 
Basin and its western edge. Its actual occurrence is limited to the 
forested portions of the area indicated for it in plate 29 (see plate 1). 

A number of the climatological stations located within the area credited 

to it are not in situations actually occupied by Arceuthobium, and 

consequently some of the moisture conditions, in particular, are higher 

than indicated in figure 67. 

Arceuthobium americanum is chiefly confined to Pinus contorta 

(including P. murrayana) as a host, but appears to be absent from it 
in Washington, Oregon, and California east of the Cascade Mountains. 

ee 
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The area of Arceuthobium is therefore closely similar to that of Pinus 
contorta, with the exception of its absence from the northern Pacific 
coast. The area of the mistletoe (plate 29) has been drawn in a more 
generalized manner than has that of Pinus contorta (plate 16), because 
less information is available regarding the occurrence of the former. 

The climatic extremes for Arceuthobium are very similar to those for 
Pinus contorta, except with respect to the high conditions of precipita- 
tion, moisture ratios, and humidity encountered by the host in the 
Pacific-coast part of its range. This is a case in which a sap parasite 
is not able to accompany its host throughout the entire range of the 
latter, apparently as a result of the operation of limiting climatic con- 
ditions upon the parasite. The well-known xerophytic character of 
the mistletoes apparently brings their distributional behavior into 
accordance with that of other xerophytic plants in their inability to 
invade regions of high moisture conditions. The only mistletoe that is 
found in Washington west of the Cascade Mountains is a locally abun- 
dant form of Arceuthobium douglasw growing on T'suga heterophylla. 
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Phoradendron flavescens (fig. 68)—A remarkably wide range is 
exhibited by this plant and its varieties, extending from coastal Oregon, 
through California and the extreme southwest, to Texas, Florida, 
Indiana, and New Jersey. The species itself is found from New Jersey 
to Louisiana, variety orbiculatum in Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas, 
variety pubescens in Texas, variety macrophyllum in Arizona, and 
variety villosum in California and Oregon. 

Both the species and the varieties of this mistletoe are found on a 
number of different host trees, so there is no such restriction of its 
range as that shown for Arceuthobium americanum. Little is known 
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regarding the water-supply of sap parasites and the relation between 
the seasonal conditions of the host and the maintenance of the tran- 
spiration-stream in the parasite. It is safe to assume, however, that 
the water-supply for mistletoe is not subject to as sharp nor as pro- 
nounced fluctuations as that of most autonomous plants rooted in the 
soil. The influence of precipitation and soil-moisture conditions is 
exerted very indirectly on the mistletoes, and we may regard them, 
for the purposes of our investigation, as somewhat analogous to palus- 
trine plants. 

Phoradendron encounters wide ranges of all temperature conditions, 
except in regard to the number of cold days. The wide range of mois- 

ture conditions which it meets is to be anticipated from its independ- 

ence of these conditions as they affect autonomous plants. The 

extremely wide amplitudes of evaporation conditions through which 

it ranges apparently indicate that it is able to secure supplies of water 

sufficient for the maintenance of high rates of transpiration. In the 

most arid parts of its range, however, Phoradendron flavescens var. 

macrophyllum is found only on trees that occur in relatively moist 

situations, and not on the small microphyllous trees, in which the 

maintenance of the transpiration-stream is precarious. 

The temperature condition which appears to be most potent in 

limiting the range of Phoradendron is the number of cold days. A very 

small part of its area lies inside the region in which cold days are 

encountered, and in this part (the Ohio Valley) it reaches the maximum 

of 44 days for this condition. 
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Fig. 68. Climatic extremes for Phoradendron flavescens. 

Daucus pusillus (fig. 69).—This annual herbaceous plant ranges 

from the coastal region of Washington and Oregon through California 

a 
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and the extreme Southwest to Oklahoma, Mississippi, Florida, and 
North Carolina (see plate 31). 

The relation of Daucus to the climatic conditions of its wide range 
requires interpretation in terms of its seasonal behavior in different 
sections of the range. In the States east of Texas it is an early summer 
plant, reaching maturity in July or later; in the Desert region it is an 
early spring plant, reaching maturity in March or April; on the Pacific 
coast it is a late spring or early summer plant, reaching maturity from 
May (in southern California) to July (in Washington). In order to 
evaluate properly the conditions under which it actually lives in these 
sections of its range, we should take into account only those climato- 
logical values in each section that refer to the period of its activity. A 
separate investigation of Daucus and other plants of the same facul- 
tative seasonal habits would yield results of great value. The wide 
amplitudes of moisture conditions shown in figure 69 would thus 
doubtless be greatly narrowed and the temperature amplitudes would 
be made somewhat narrower also. Whereas this plant appears at first 
to encounter a remarkable gamut of conditions through its range, 
nearly 4,000 miles in length, a study of the conditions in its particular 
seasons and in the habitats which it occupies would undoubtedly show 
that it grows only under a relatively limited set of conditions. 

The northern (and eastern) limit of Daucus follows certain of the 
isothermal lines so closely as to indicate that its controlling conditions 
are to be looked for in the temperature series. The danger of attempt- 
ing a final explanation of distributional limits by correlational methods 
alone is shown very clearly in the case of this plant. The distributional 
limit is closely parallel to the line for a length of growing-season of 240 
days, but the length of this season is obviously of no direct importance 
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Fig. 69. Climatic extremes for Daucus pusillus. 
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to an annual plant which uses only a portion of the season in any part 
of its range. There is also a close correspondence between the dis- 
tributional limit of Daucus and the line for a daily mean temperature 
of 40° for the coldest 14 days of the year, but here again there is 
obviously no significance for this plant in the temperatures that super- 
vene while the entire race is represented only by seeds. ‘There is 
nevertheless a parallelism between the different phases of any climatic 
condition, as has been remarked before, and this may well mean that 
there are other indices of temperature conditions critical for Daucus 
which have not been elaborated in our work, and the isotherms for 
these may be parallel to the ones mentioned above. It may also be 
true that there is an unsuspected importance for this plant in the 
length of the total frostless season and in the low temperatures of 
winter. 

Spermolepis echinatus and Parietaria debilis have ranges which are 
similar to that of Daucus, although not so extended either to the 
northwest or the east. These plants are also annuals which have 
different seasonal habits in the different sections of their areas, and the 
remarks made about Daucus will apply also to their relation to climatic 
conditions. 

Ozxybaphus floribundus (fig. 70).—This herbaceous root-perennial 
ranges throughout the central United States between the Deciduous 
Forest region and the Rocky Mountains and north of central Texas. 
It encounters the entire amplitude for the country, of cold days, and 
relatively wide amplitudes of the other conditions, both of temperature 
and moisture. The narrowest amplitude is that of the moisture ratio 
(r/E), which ranges from 0.25 to 0.89. 
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The area of Oxybaphus is somewhat similar to that of Silphium 
laciniatum with respect to eastern and western limits, but the latter 
plant is definitely limited at the north, failing to reach the Canadian 
boundary, while Oxybaphus is limited at the south, failing to reach the 
Gulf coast. The eastern and western limits of Oxybaphus, like those 
of Silphium, appear to be set by definite constellations of moisture 
conditions, while the southern limit must apparently be sought in the 
temperature conditions. 
The western edge of the distribution of Orybaphus is set by the lines 

for dry periods of 75 to 125 days, according to the latitude, and nowhere 
does this plant enter regions with a moisture ratio of less than 0.20. 
Its eastern limit is like that of Solidago missouriensts (see plate 25), in 
being located along the western boundary of the Deciduous Forest 
more nearly than along any of the climatic lines. The actual ecological 
conditions for these plants of the open prairies are more radically 
changed on passing from the Grassland Deciduous-Forest region into 
the Deciduous Forest than the data of ordinary climatological stations 
are capable of showing. A normal mean relative humidity above 70 
per cent and rainy periods of more than 100 to 125 days doubtless serve 
as limiting intensities of important conditions for these plants in a 
much more precise manner than is indicated by the positions of the 
isoclimatic lines as shown on our charts. 

At its southern edge Oxybaphus does not enter the regions with more 
than 200 to 240 days in the frostless season, does not encounter more 
than 180 hot days, and grows at no place with a physiological summa- 
tion of more than 17,500. 

Trautvetteria grandis (fig. 71) and Trautvetteria carolinensis (fig. 72).— 
These closely related species are the only North American representa- 
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tives of a genus of Ranunculacee which is found elsewhere only in 
eastern Asia. They are herbaceous root-perennials of moist situa- 
tions, and neither of them is common nor characteristic of very exten- 
sive plant communities. The ranges of both the eastern and western 
species are based on a very small number of known localities of occur- 
rence, and are so broadly drawn that they comprise climatological 
stations near which the plants are doubtless absent. Here, as in many 
other cases, a much more detailed study should be given to the dis- 
tribution of the plants involved and to the nature of the climatic condi- 
tions before attempting to apply the methods of a general study of this 
character to an investigation of the climatic controls involved. It is, 
nevertheless, of interest to make even a broad comparison between 
the conditions under which these related but geographically segregated 
species exist. 

The amplitude of the climatic conditions for the area of Traut- 
vetteria grandis is wider than for that of 7’. carolinensis in all cases 
except the number of hot days, physiological summation, and the 
number of days in the longest normal rainy period. The former 
species exhibits a very narrow range in number of hot days, from 0 on 
the coast of Washington to 57 at Sante Fe, New Mexico (near one of 
the southernmost stations for the plant in the Sante Fe Mountains). 
This condition appears to be an important one in determining the 
limits of the western species. Trautvetteria carolinensis encounters 
from 63 to 160 hot days, and also has a relatively narrow amplitude of 
conditions with respect to the length of the frostless season, 145 to 
231 days. 

The amplitudes of the daily mean precipitation and of the mean 
annual precipitation are much narrower for Trautvetteria carolinensis 
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than for the western species, but are comprised in the wide amplitudes 
of the latter. The amplitudes of the rainy periods and the dry periods, 
on the other hand, are such as to indicate that the two species have 
almost nothing in common with respect to these conditions. 

The occurrence of Trautvetteria grandis over both interior and coastal 
regions in the Northwest is responsible for wide amplitudes of evapora- 
tion, humidity, and moisture ratios, for all of which the amplitudes are 
narrow for the eastern species. Climatological data from such locali- 
ties as Helena, Boise, Walla Walla, and Spokane are not suited, 
however, to giving an accurate conception of the conditions for this 
plant. The moisture conditions of those stations are doubtless much 
more severe than those of the southernmost mountain localities for 
Trautvetteria grandis in New Mexico. Even though our graphs may 
indicate conditions of evaporation that are too high for Trautvetteria 
grandis and conditions of humidity and moisture ratio that are too 
low, there remains, nevertheless, a marked difference between the 
amplitudes of these conditions for the eastern and western species, 
since the low range of evaporation and the high range of humidity and 
moisture ratios are the conditions in which the western species is most 
abundant. In this case our climatological stations are located in the 
midst of the conditions in which it actually grows. 

The differences in the extremes and amplitudes of the principal 
climatic conditions for the two species of T'rautvetteria are sufficiently 
great to indicate that it would be difficult to grow either of them 
throughout the range of the other. The distinctive conditions under . 
which the two species now grow, together with their complete geo- 
graphical segregation, must be taken to mean that they are neither 
recent nor immediate derivatives from a common ancestral stock. 

Populus balsamifera and Sapindus marginatus (fig. 73).—A ready 
comparison of climatic extremes for these two trees has been made 
possible by placing the blocks for the two on the same diagram. Sapin- 
dus is a tree of southern range, extending from central Texas and 
southern Kansas to Florida. Populus is a tree of northern range, 
extending from Connecticut to North Dakota, and through Canada to 
the northern Rocky Mountains, where it occurs in a form which has 
been recently regarded as a distinct species (see plate 19). 

Since the distributional areas of these two trees are quite separate 
and yet are nowhere less than 400 miles apart, it is not surprising that 
the ranges of temperature conditions are so unlike as to overlap only 
in the case of the length of the frostless season, where the maximum for 
Populus is slightly in excess of the minimum for Sapindus. The pre- 
cipitation conditions for these two trees are such that there is a con- 
siderable range of precipitation values common to both of them, 
although the extremes are by no means the same. The amplitudes of 
evaporation and humidity are much greater for Populus than for 
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Sapindus, but the values of all three of the moisture ratios are nearly 
the same. The amplitudes of sunshine duration do not overlap at all, 
and those of the moisture-temperature index are very dissimilar. 

The southern limit of Populus balsamifera and the northern limit of 
Sapindus marginatus have such a direction as to indicate that both 
trees are controlled by temperature. The edge of the area of the 
former corresponds closely to the line for 30 hot days in the normal 
year, although the tree extends far enough south to encounter 88 days 
at the edge of its range, at Toledo, Ohio. The area of Sapindus is 
limited in central Kansas by an average frostless season of slightly 
less than 180 days, by slightly more than 60 cold days, and by a physio- 
logical summation of 10,000. The position of the northern limit of 
Sapindus is so placed, however, as to indicate very clearly that its 
range is determined by the interaction of temperature and moisture 
conditions in such a manner as to require a detailed investigation based 
on a more accurate knowledge of the distribution of the tree than is 
yet available. The arid conditions of the Grassland and Desert regions 
apparently limit the western extension of both Populus and Sapindus. 
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Cornus canadensis and Spermolepis echinatus (fig. 74).—These plants 
are examples of species with northern and southern transcontinental 
distributions, respectively, and their climatic extremes have been 
placed together in the:same diagram for comparison. Cornus ranges 
from northern California and the Sierra Nevada through the Rocky 
Mountains and the Black Hills to the extreme Northeastern States, 
being nearly coextensive with the Northern Mesophytic Evergreen 
Forest (plate 30). Spermolepis ranges from central California through 
southern Arizona and western Texas to Arkansas, western Tennessee, 
and western Florida (plate 31). 
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Wide amplitudes are exhibited by both of these plants for a number 
of the temperature conditions. Cornus shows a narrow amplitude for 
the number of hot days and the physiological temperature summation, 
and Spermolepis shows narrow ones for the number of cold days and 
for the annual daily mean temperature. The region with less than 60 
hot days coincides roughly with the area of Cornus, except in the Great 
Basin region, where the plant is absent. The isotherm for a physio- 
logical summation of 5,000 corresponds in a striking way with the 
limit of Cornus, from the Pacific to the Atlantic. Spermolepis nowhere 
encounters a daily mean temperature of less than 55°, and barely 
enters the region with cold days. These temperature conditions are 
manifestly the strongest determinants operating to limit the ranges of 
these two plants. 

Both of the plants under comparison exhibit wide ranges for all of 
the moisture conditions, and in most cases their amplitudes overlap 
te a considerable extent, or even show closely similar extremes. The 
moisture ratios for Spermolepis show much narrower amplitudes, and 
much lower maxima, than those for Cornus. The sunshine conditions 
are more nearly wholly dissimilar than any other condition, even than 
those of the temperature series. 

These plants are of particular interest as exhibiting the influence of 
temperature conditions in controlling the distribution of individual 
species. Such plants as these and Arenaria lateriflora, Parietaria 
pennsylvanica, and others of transcontinental distribution are able to 
range through widely diversified conditions of precipitation, evapora- 
tion, humidity, and moisture ratio at the same time that they are 
strongly controlled by temperature conditions. 
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Among such species of northern transcontinental range we find 
chiefly herbaceous and shrubby plants of the evergreen forests, while 
among those of southern range we find herbaceous plants of facultative 
seasonal habits, or else palustrine and aquatic forms. We see, there- 
fore, in each group a set of circumstances which apparently tend to 
equalize the moisture conditions for these plants—the northern species 
are subordinate associates of the evergreen forests; the southern species 
are active in different portions of the frostless season, according to the 
seasonal distribution of rainfall, or else they occupy perpetually moist 
situations. 

VI. CORRELATION OF VEGETATIONAL AREAS WITH GENERALIZED 
CLIMATIC PROVINCES. 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

The generalized climatic provinces roughly defined from the results 
of our climatic studies should be of value in comparing the geographic 
distribution of vegetation with the distribution of different degrees of 
intensity and duration of climatic conditions throughout the country, 
and we have therefore carried out such comparisons between the vegeta- 
tion charts (plates 1 to 33) and the generalized climatic graphs of 
figures 18 to 28. Of course, it is not to be expected that any vegeta- 
tional area will be found te correspond perfectly with any climatic 
area. Probably the only method by which close areal correlations 
may be attained lies in the employment of several climatic conditions, 
as in our two-dimensional systems of climatic provinces. A number of 
cases have been discovered, however, in which the correspondence 
between areas of plant distribution and simple climatic provinces is 
very good. The mention of these will be valuable in the formation of a 
conception of what sort of plants may be expected to occur in the 
various climatic provinces. Owing to the complexity of the conditions 
to be compared and to the varying degrees of precision with which the 
climatic zones can now be defined—as well as to our own limitations, 
no doubt—these correlations are but preliminary and very tentative. 

The first observation to be made in beginning these comparisons is 
one that might have been expected on general grounds, namely, that 
relatively few of the vegetational areas show any pronounced corre- 
spondence with any single climatic province, defined by whatever 
method. The second observation is perhaps a little surprising, after 
all, considering how crude are our climatic charts, namely, that a num- 
ber of good agreements have been found. As has been previously 
mentioned, it appears that correlations between moisture provinces 
and vegetational areas are more frequent than those between tempera- 
ture provinces and the same areas. This may perhaps be due to the 
fact that the range of moisture conditions in the United States is very 
great (from very arid to very humid), while the range of temperature 
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conditions is relatively not nearly as great. If the humidity of our 
most humid areas were to be increased (within the limits set by world 
climate), little or no alteration in the vegetation would be expected. 
Nor would any great alteration in the vegetation of our most arid 
areas be expected from increased aridity, excepting that vegetation 
would finally be prohibited altogether. On the other hand, if the 
intensity or duration factor of the temperature conditions of our 
warmest provinces were increased, or if that of our coldest provinces 
were decreased, great changes in vegetation would be expected. Both 
north and south of the area of the United States the same humidity 
conditions are concomitant with very different vegetation characters, 
and this difference is to be related mainly or entirely to temperature 
differences. 
We present below some of the most definite cases of concomitancy, 

considering first the temperature provinces, then the moisture proy- 
inces, then the provinces based on the temperature-moisture product, 
and finally the two-dimensional provinces based on temperature and 
moisture. 

2. TEMPERATURE PROVINCES. 

Two charts of temperature provinces have been employed for these 
comparisons, the one based on the average frostless season (plate 34) 
and the one based on physiological summation indices (plate 40). It 
will be convenient to consider the comparisons in the order of the 
vegetation features as these have been presented in plates 1 to 33. 
As has been mentioned several times, there is no primary correlation 

between temperature conditions and the general types of vegetation 
as shown by plates 1 and 2, and a comparison of these plates with those 
of the temperature provinces emphasizes this statement once more. 

In the case of plate 3, if the evergreen broad-leaved trees and the 
microphyllous trees are taken together as a single group (characterized 
by relatively low transpiring power), it is found that the geographic 
area occupied by this group very nearly corresponds with the area of 
the very warm, warm, and medium temperature provinces as brought 
out by the chart of the average frostless season. Near the Pacific and 
Atlantic coasts the correspondence is not good when the chart of 
physiological summations is employed. 

The two eastern palms, Sabal palmetto and Serenoa serrulata, occupy 
nearly the same area as does the very warm temperature province on 
either of the two temperature charts here employed. 

On plate 29, Phorodendron flavescens shows an area of distribution 
that closely agrees with the form and extent of the combined very 
warm, warm, and medium temperature provinces, as shown on the 
frostless-season chart. As in the case of the broad-leaved and micro- 
phyllous group of trees, the correlation is not good with the physiologi- 
cal summation chart. 
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Parietaria pennsylvanica, and, to a less extent, Arenaria lateriflora 
(plate 30), generally agree in their distributional area with the area 
of the very cool and cool temperature provinces, based on the length of 
the average frostless-season. 

On plate 31, Daucus pusillus is shown to occupy an area that corre- 
sponds, in a very satisfactory manner, with an area composed of the 
very warm and warm climatic provinces, taken with the warmer half 
of the medium province, as shown on the frostless-season chart. 

Other correspondences are suggested by our charts, but these are 
the most satisfactory. The generalization is at once suggested that the 
length of the period of the average frostless season (plate 34) exhibits 
much more striking correlations to vegetational areas than does the 
chart based on physiological summations (plate 40). The results of 
these comparisons are shown graphically by the following scheme: 

Temperature provinces based on frostless season. 

Warm. Medium. Cool. 

Sabal palmetto 
Serenoa serrulata 
Daucus pusillus 
Broad-leaved and microphyllous 

Parietaria POUNSYIVANICA. of. 5 sess «wa o 5 Sele bois lor OR OED | celta et areis coolest 

3. MOISTURE PROVINCES. 

For these comparisons with the vegetation charts we have employed 
four charts showing moisture provinces: (1) mean daily normal pre- 
cipitation (P, plate 46); (2) mean daily evaporation, 1887-88 (£, plate 
53); (3) precipitation-evaporation ratio (P/E, plate 57); and (4) mean 
normal relative humidity (H, plate 65). The main cases of agreement 
brought out by these comparisons are given below. 

The generalized vegetation chart of plate 2 shows many coordina- 
tions with the charts of moisture provinces. The best correlation 
occurs with the moisture-ratio chart (P/E), which alone will be con- 
sidered here, although a study of the other moisture charts is well worth 
while in this connection. Desert occupies approximately the arid 
province. Northwestern Evergreen Forest occupies about the humid 
and semihumid provinces, western subdivision. Western Evergreen 
Forest occupies the western and northern subdivisions of the semiarid 
and semihumid provinces. Grassland occupies most of the eastern 
subdivision of the semiarid province, extending eastward approximately 
to the line joining western Hudson Bay with western Gulf of Mexico. 
Deciduous-Forest Grassland Transition (the so-called prairie type of 
vegetation) occupies the more arid portion of the eastern subdivision 
of the semihumid province, merging imperceptibly into the next type. 
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Deciduous Forest occupies the remainder of the eastern subdivision of 
the semthumid province, so that if the two last-named vegetation types 
are grouped together they occupy the whole eastern subdivision of the 
semihumid province. Northeastern Evergreen Forest occupies very 
nearly the northern portion of the eastern subdivision of the humid 
province, but this vegetation type extends southward in the Appa- 
lachians, which is not shown for the corresponding climatic area by the 
precipitation-evaporation ratio; but this southward extension of the 
northeastern humid conditions is shown by the line for 140 on the 
evaporation chart (plate 53, figs. 3 and 22). Southeastern Evergreen 
Forest occupies nearly the same area as the southern portion of the 
eastern subdivision of the humid province. 

This agreement is about as close as could be hoped for in work of this 
kind, and the correlations are very nearly what might have been 
expected. Two apparently important features require brief mention: 
(a) the relation of the Deciduous Forest area to that of the Deciduous- 
Forest Grassland Transition, and (b) the relation between the climatic 
conditions concomitant with the Northeastern and Southeastern Ever- 
green Forests. 

(a) It will be noticed that no one of the climatic maps shows any 
line that may be considered as approximating the position of the 
boundary between the deciduous forest and the prairie. While this 
boundary, like the other lines of plate 2, does not represent a sharp 
line of demarcation, nevertheless it is one of the most pronounced 
and clearly recognizable vegetational boundaries presented by the 
United States. It is actually a simple matter—for example, in 
Minnesota, Indiana, or Illinois—for an observer to step, within a 
very few meters, from what is clearly and unequivocally decid- 
uous forest into what is just as unquestionably prairie. This is 
not nearly so easy in the case of the other vegetation boundaries as 
actually encountered in the field; deciduous and evergreen forest 
usually mingled near their common margins, and désert, grassland, 
and prairie usually intergrade quite imperceptibly, so that their bound- 
aries frequently have to be regarded as bands or zones many kilo- 
meters wide, even by an observer in the field. Furthermore, various 
species of trees have recently been introduced upon the upland of the 
prairie region, which originally was forested only on the flood-plains 
of the streams, while the deciduous forest of Pennsylvania, Ohio, etc., 
has been largely removed, so that the general aspect of the country is 
now much the same as in Iowa or eastern Kansas and Nebraska. ‘This 
fact has led many students to regard the prairie region as potentially a 
deciduous-forest region, as far as climatic conditions go, and various 
non-climatic conditions have been suggested as explaining the original 
absence of trees from the prairie uplands. 

Looked at from the dynamic standpoint, it seems clear to us that the 
difference in environmental conditions that has to be postulated as 
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related to the difference in vegetation here considered must be rather 
recondite and subtile in its nature. We are, however, strongly inclined 
to maintain that this environmental difference will prove to be a cli- 
matic one, though probably not measurable in terms of any of the 
simpler climatic indices. Here is a problem that is well worthy of 
much deeper study than we have been able to give it. We wish to 
suggest one possible dynamic explanation on climatic grounds. 

If our charts showing mean daily evaporation (plate 53, figs. 3 and 
22) be once more examined, it will be recalled that the eastern sub- 
division of the semiarid moisture province here exhibits a great eastern 
lobe reaching from Oklahoma to Pennsylvania. This general phe- 
nomenon is shown or suggested on other moisture charts, and may be 
tentatively regarded as of climatic significance, until more thorough- 
going studies of the aerial moisture conditions become possible. Now, 
this penetration of semiarid conditions into the center of the great 
eastern area of the semihumid province suggests that the explanation 
of the vegetational transition before us is probably largely related to 
evaporation. The same conclusion is suggested by the relative air- 
humidity chart (plate 65, figs. 17 and 24). Just how atmometric or 
air-humidity data should be treated in order to obtain a moisture 
index that may bring this point out in a satisfactory way, if it be true, 
can not, of course, be predicted. In support of the general probability 
that evaporation is the main climatic feature to be called upon to 
explain this vegetational transition, it should be remarked that small 
local prairies were of frequent occurrence in Indiana and Ohio when 
these regions were still under forest, so that the tension zone between 
forest and prairie was apparently very broad in the region south of the 
Great Lakes. It should also be mentioned that the evaporation data 
used for these studies all refer to a single year (Russell’s data, 1887-88) 
and it is suggested that a normal evaporation chart may show an iso- 
atmic line approximating the position of the prairie-forest boundary 
here in question. 

(b) The Northeastern and Southeastern Evergreen Forest types of 
vegetation are well known to be very distinct, at least floristically; yet 
they are to be regarded (along with the Western and Northwestern 
Evergreen Forests) as physiologically or ecologically rather similar, 
being dominated by evergreen, needle-leaved trees. It is therefore 
important to note that the climatic conditions that seem to correspond 
to the Northeastern Evergreen Forest are no more continuous with 
those corresponding to the Southeastern Forest than is the actual dis- 
tribution area of the former forest itself with that of the latter. This 
point is clearly shown on the three charts for E, P/E, and H (plates 
53, 57, and 65; figs. 2, 3, and 17, and 21, 22, and 24), and a still more 
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marked climatic difference is shown between these two areas on the 
chart for P (plate 57, figs. 16 and 23). 

Turning now to the more detailed vegetation charts, the area 
occupied by Pinus palustris (plate 6) nearly corresponds to the south- 
eastern humid province, as shown by P (plate 46, figs. 2 and 21). 

Pinus divaricata (plate 7) occupies about the same area as the north- 
eastern humid province, as shown by E (plate 53, figs. 3 and 22); its 
area also somewhat nearly corresponds to the same province on the 
charts for P/E and H (plates 57 and 65, figs. 16 and 23, 17 and 24). 

Bulbilis dactyloides (plate 11) shows an area of distribution nearly 
corresponding with the eastern subdivision of the semiarid province 
and the most arid portion of the eastern subdivision of the semihumid, 
as shown by P/E and H. The line from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of 
Mexico passes nearly through the north-south axis of its area. 

Pinus edulis (plate 14) occupies nearly the arid province, as shown 

by E. 
Picea sitchensis (plate 14) occupies about the northwest humid 

province, by P/E, and Tsuga heterophylla (plate 14) covers about the 
northwestern humid and semihumid provinces by the same index. 

Quercus falcata (plate 18) has an area of distribution nearly corre- 
sponding to the southeastern humid province, as shown by P. Less 
satisfactory agreements with this same province are exhibited by 
Sapindus marginatus (plate 19) and Itea virginica (plate 23). In all 
these cases the distribution area extends farther north in the Missis- 
sippi Valley than does the climatic province as shown. 

Populus balsamifera (plate 19) occupies the northern part of the 
eastern subdivision of the humid province, by E. It extends farther 
south than this climatic area, as shown by P/E. The climatic charts 
are not sufficiently detailed in the Northwest to show a correspondence 
to the northwestern area of the species. 

Decodon verticillatus (plate 23) has an area of distribution nearly 
conforming with that of the eastern subdivision of the humid province, 
together with all but the most arid portion of the eastern subdivision 
of the semihumid province, as shown by P/E or H. 

Phorodendron juniperinum (plate 29) has an area of distribution 
roughly corresponding to the arid province, by P/E and H. 

Oxybaphus nyctagineus (plate 33) occupies the more humid part of 
the eastern semiarid province and the more arid part of the eastern 
semihumid province, as shown by P/E, the distribution area of this 
form being much like that of Bulbilis dactyloides (plate 11). 

The schematic presentation on page 576 shows the relations just 
described, for the individual species considered. 
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Moisture provinces, by P, E, P/E and H. 
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4. TEMPERATURE-MOISTURE PROVINCES BASED ON THE PRODUCT INDEX. 

It will be recalled that our three moisture-temperature charts (plates 
69 to 72) show a form of climatic zonation that is very similar to that 
shown by the chart based on the mean aqueous-vapor pressure for the 
period of the average frostless season. For comparison with the vege- 
tational areas, only the generalized chart of moisture-temperature 
indices using the physiological temperature summation (plate 72, 
figs. 18 and 25) has been employed. 

To avoid confusion, it is first necessary to point out that certain 
climatic provinces are shown as practically the same by the moisture- 
ratio chart (plate 58, figs. 16 and 23) and by the one here considered 
(plate 72, figs. 18 and 25). The arid province corresponds very well 
with the province of very low moisture-temperature values. The 
semiarid province represents much the same area as the province of 
low product values, but the north-south boundary of the latter province 
lies much farther west at its southern end (Texas), and farther east at 
its northern end (South Dakota). This line on the moisture-ratio 
chart is practically the Hudson Bay-Gulf of Mexico line, as has been 
noted, while the north-south line just mentioned has a very different 
position. Also, the eastern projection of the province of low product 
values is not represented on the chart of moisture-ratios; it roughly 
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corresponds to the northeastern portion of the humid province, as 
shown on the latter chart. The northwestern areas of medium and 
high product values correspond, to a degree, with the similar semihumid 
and humid provinces on the moisture chart. 

The eastern half of the product chart resembles a temperature 
chart in its zonation, as has been mentioned, and shows no clear rela- 
tion to the moisture-ratio chart, excepting that the southeastern area 
of very high moisture-temperature values may be considered as corre- 
sponding to the southeastern humid area in the latter case. Only this 
eastern half needs, therefore, to be specially compared with the vegeta- 
tion charts, and in this comparison the southeastern area (of very 
high products and of high moisture ratios) may be left out of account. 
The comparison brings out the fact that there are but two cases where 
any striking agreement in form and position of areas is to be detected. 

Quercus alba (plate 18) occupies, roughly, the provinces of medium, 
high, and very high product values, but this species does not extend 
nearly as far westward in the southwestern part of its area as does the 
province of medium moisture-temperature products. Also, this tree 
does not occupy peninsular Florida, which includes the highest product 
values. Quercus alba may be said mainly to correspond, in its dis- 
tributional area, with the region having moisture-temperature indices 
ranging from 4 to 22, but in the southwestern portion of its area it 
extends westward only about as far as index-value 17. This is not to 
be considered a very satisfactory agreement. 

The other case where an apparent agreement between moisture- 
temperature product zones and vegetation areas is to be detected is 
that of the cumulative distribution of southeastern deciduous trees 
(plate 4). In this case the agreement is more nearly perfect than for 
Quercus alba, but here, also, the vegetation area does not extend south 
in Florida far enough to include the very highest product value. These 
15 trees, considered together, occupy the provinces of high and very 
high product indices, except the very highest, and with the further 
exception that they extend much farther westward in Texas than does 
the province of high index values. These trees may be considered as 
occupying the region having moisture-temperature indices ranging 
from 7 to 23, but they extend to index-value 2 in Texas. 

On the whole, we are once more led to the conclusion that the mois- 
ture-temperature products do not furnish a criterion of great general 
value, as far as the discovery of distributional correlations is concerned, 
at least for the vegetation areas that we have charted. Of course, many 
areal correlations not here mentioned are to be found between our 
vegetation charts and the chart here considered, but most of these 
represent cases where this chart agrees, in its zonation, with the mois- 
ture charts, and a number of such correlations have been noted in 
connection with those. 
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5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CLIMATIC PROVINCES. 

Although a number of the various vegetational areas shown on the 
charts of plates 2 to 33 have been shown to be more or less precisely 
comparable with geographically corresponding climatic areas, it never- 
theless appears that such satisfactory correspondence is the exception 
rather than the rule. The climatic conditions concomitant with the 
vegetation areas that fail to show such simple correlations as have been 
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs require a more complex mode of 
description, at least until the proper simple climatic indices may be 
discovered. The most thoroughgoing subdivision of the country 
into climatic provinces, which has been attempted in our studies, 
is that based on the two-dimensional provinces. The use of these 
smaller climatic areas makes it possible to describe any vegetation 
area not simply correlated with either moisture or temperature proy- 
inces alone, in terms of both moisture and temperature conditions 
together. Such a description is clearly climatic and may lead to further 
correlations, but this method soon encounters limitations, since, as 
has been pointed out, there are frequently several two-dimensional 
provinces with the same dimensions or characteristics, and these can 
not as yet be simply distinguished on a climatic basis alone. For the 
present, and in the comparisons mentioned below for illustration, it 
seems best to fall back upon geographical terms, in order to distinguish 
such climatically similar but geographically distinct areas. This 
method frankly begs the entire question of correlations; it furnishes, 
wherever it is employed, nothing more than a geographical description 
of the details of configuration with which it deals. It is, however, not 
to be resorted to until the climatic description of the vegetational area 
in question is as complete as possible, so that the resulting description 
always bears much more climatic information than would a purely 
geographic description. The latter sort of description is quite useless, 
as far as our purposes are concerned, for it merely states that the given 
plant or vegetation type occurs where it is. 

In the following paragraph we present descriptions of several vege- 
tational areas, following the method just outlined. For the two- 
dimensional climatic provinces we shall here employ only the chart 
formed from the length of the average frostless season and from the 
precipitation-evaporation ratio (fig. 19). The cases considered are 
set forth here simply to illustrate the use of this method of interpreta- 
tion; we have not yet proceeded far enough with this more complicated 
aspect of the subject to be able to arrive at any very promising general- 
ization. The distribution areas chosen for discussion here are taken 
from eastern forms among those that fail to show intelligible relations 
to the simple climatic provinces of moisture and temperature. 

In the case of the evergreen broad-leaved and microphyllous trees 
(plate 3), attention has been called to the fact that the distribution of 
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this group may be very satisfactorily described in terms of the tem- 
perature provinces alone, but neither temperature nor moisture 
conditions alone are adequate to bring out any climatic correlations 
that may suggest an explanation as to why the broad-leaved trees 
occur only west and east, while the microphyllous ones occur in an 
intermediate region. 
Comparing plate 3 with figure 19, it becomes at once apparent, 

however, that the broad-leaved trees occur mainly in the very warm 
humid province (Florida and Louisiana) and that they occur in smaller 
number of species in the warm and medium humid and in the warm 
and medium semthumid provinces. Especially in California they occur 
in the warm and medium semihumid provinces. The microphyllous 
trees occur mainly in the warm and medium arid, and they occur as 
fewer species, especially in Texas, in the warm and medium semiarid. 
The two-dimensional provinces are thus fairly satisfactory in corre- 
lating the distribution of these two groups of trees with the two 
primary groups of climatic conditions. 

The distribution of the eastern deciduous trees (plate 5) must be 
described, first, in geographic terms. They occur east of the line 
joining Hudson Bay with the Gulf of Mexico, and they are absent 
from all climatic provinces west of this line. In the area thus demarked 
their area of greatest density lies within the cool and medium semi- 
humid provinces. This area does not correspond to all of the area of 
these provinces, but it does not significantly overlap any of the humid 

- provinces. Itoccupiesabout theeastern half of the cool semihumid prov- 
ince (Kentucky to Massachusetts), and the northern marginal portion of 
the eastern half of the mediwm semihumid province. For the most part, 
these trees may be said to occur in greatest number of species with the 
more humid and warmer conditions of the cool semihumid province. 

The distributional area of Liriodendron tulipifera, one of the eastern 
deciduous trees, is also not possible of description in terms of our 
climatic provinces alone. It must first be stated that this tree occurs 
only in the East. Its area occupies most of the eastern half of the 
cool semihumid province, not reaching the boundary of the cool humid 
on the north and extreme northeast. It occupies about the eastern 
two-thirds of the medium semihumid and all of the medium humid 
provinces. It also occupies the eastern lobe of the warm semihumid 
and a portion of the warm humid (Georgia, etc.). It does not extend 
into the very warm temperature province. 

The area of greatest frequency for this tree, which may be considered 
as its geographic and climatic center of distribution, lies practically 
in the center of the distributional area just described. This smaller 
area may be defined as occupying the southeastern triangular lobe of 
the cool semihumid province and the northern half of the central por- 
tion of the medium semihumid, which adjoins that triangular lobe at 
the southwest. Thus, this center of distribution occurs with cool- 
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medium temperature conditions and with the more humid conditions 
of the semihumid moisture province. It does not extend to the bound- 
ary of the humid province at any point. 

Silphium laciniatum (plate 25) shows a clearly outlined geographical 
area of distribution, occupying the Missouri-Mississippi-Ohio Valley 
as far north as the Grand River in Michigan, as far west as western 
Kansas, and as far east as the Appalachian Mountains. It does not 
occur either in the West or east of the Appalachians. Within these 
geographical limits the distributional area of this plant corresponds to 
the following two-dimensional climatic provinces: 

(a) Warmer two-thirds of the cool semihumid, west of Appalachians. 
(b) Small portion of cool semiarid, the warmer, more humid part of this 

province. 
(c) Medium semihumid, west of Appalachians. 
(d) Eastern (more humid) half of medium semiarid. 
(e) Most of warm semihumid (all but a small area in Georgia). 
(f) Coolest portion of warm semiarid (Texas). 
(g) Western half of warm humid (Louisiana to Florida). 

This Silphium appears not to extend into the very warm temperature 
province to any considerable extent. It occupies the more arid part of 
the semihumid and the more humid part of the semiarid, within the 
warm and medium provinces and the warmer part of the cool province. 
Many other examples might be given showing the use of two-dimen- 

sional climatic provinces, supplemented by geographical data, in 
climatically describing vegetational areas for purposes of comparison. 
Indeed, any vegetational area may be so described after the requisite 
two-dimensional chart has been once prepared. But the four cases 
considered above should be sufficient to demonstrate the investiga- 
tional value of this general method. If the relations holding between 
climatic conditions and plant activity receive the attention that they 
deserve from ecologists and climatologists, this method, with improve- 
ments, should prove very useful. Especially should this be true for 
studies of agricultural and forest climatology, which is just beginning 
to attract serious attention in this country. 
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The work presented in this publication has fallen under three heads: 
(1) giving the facts as to the distribution of certain types of vegetation 
and certain species of plants of the United States; (2) giving the 
data to show the intensities of the leading climatic conditions in the 
United States; (3) correlating these two bodies of facts in such a man- 
ner as to learn the exact range of conditions under which each plant 
or vegetation lives with respect to each of the climatic elements. 

The botanical facts lead to the subdivision of the vegetation into a 
small number of natural areas, delimited on a purely vegetational 
basis, to the outlining of regions in which particular ecological types 
are most abundant, and to the presentation of the distributional areas of 
a number of important species in the vegetation. The climatological 
data have been selected or elaborated with respect to the conditions 
which are of most importance to plants, with the aim, wherever possible, 
of devising new expressions for the climatic conditions that might be 
suited to the botanical problems in hand. The correlation of the dis- 
tribution of plants with the distribution of various numerical values or 
indices of the several climatic conditions has been carried out with the 
full realization that such correlations do not carry conclusive proof of 
the existence of causal connection. It is only by careful elimination of 
possibilities and by comparison of results, that these correlations 
can be used as more than a source of suggestions. 

The existence of a causal relation between the climatic conditions and 
the vegetation of any given region is so well known as to have become 
practically axiomatic. A relation between climate and the distribution 
of the common species which dominate the principal vegetations is 
likewise well-established fact. But the relations between climate and 
the distribution of the generality of individual species is indirect and is 
obscured by many considerations. 

In an investigation of the réle that is played by the various climatic 
conditions in determining the optimum activity of a plant or the 
limitation of its distribution, it is necessary to bear in mind that the 
conditions operate collectively and that their influences are often 
interdependent. The rdéle of each condition changes with the changed 
values of the other conditions. In attempting to determine the relative 
importance of several climatic conditions as determinants of a given 
distributional phenomenon, it is seldom possible to do more than 
speak in general terms. It may be possible to state, for example, that 
temperature conditions are more important than moisture conditions 
in a given case, without its being possible to determine, on the same evi- 
dence, which of the several aspects of temperature is most important. 

The problem of the réle of climatic conditions in determining plant 
distribution is essentially a physiological one, since it rests, in ultimate 
analysis, upon the influence exerted by environmental conditions on the 
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activities of individual plants. The attack upon this problem must, 
however, be made by methods quite different from those employed in 
purely physiological investigations. The conditions must be measured 
rather than controlled, and the plant material must be examined 
throughout its range of occurrence, much as a large series of experi- 
mental cultures is scrutinized for the discovery of the effect produced 
by controlled conditions. The methods that must be employed hinge 
very largely upon the interpretation of a vast series of uncontrolled 
experiments under the varying conditions of natural environment. 
It is to the geographical aspects of the problem that we must ascribe 
many of its complexities and much of its difficult nature. 

Although the results secured in this investigation are only general in 
their applicability, we have endeavored to develop and make use of 
methods which are specific and definite enough to warrant more 
extended use. The basic data, both as to climate and vegetation, are 
scanty in many cases, and the methods used could well be employed to 
greater advantage with fuller data, or for the investigation of similar 
problems in smaller areas. 

The presentation of vegetational data that has been given takes no 
account of the minor plant communities that occupy relatively small 
areas in all plant formations, and owe their existence to the modifica- 
tion of the fundamental conditions of climate through differences in 
what might be designated as the response of soils to the climatic condi- 
tions. No account has been taken of the developmental changes of 
vegetation in regions with rapidly shifting topography, since these 
changes depend mainly on differences in the character of the soil, or 
on changes of environment due to the plant covering. All develop- 
mental changes in vegetation are due to changes of environmental con- 
ditions, and it is only rarely, or over very long periods of time, that 
these changes are in the nature of definite alterations of the general 
climate of the region. 

Our presentation of climatic conditions has been limited chiefly to 
those elements of the climate that are commonly measured, as it is 
impossible to secure well-distributed series of data for other conditions, 
although many of these are well known to be of great importance to 
plants. A departure from the customary climatological procedure 
has been made in securing many of the data on temperature and mois- 
ture conditions for the period of the average frostless season as well as 
for the calendar year. The length of the average frostless season has 
been determined for each of the stations from which other climatic data 
have been used. The data for the summation of temperature have 
been worked out by three methods, in addition to the one used by 
Merriam. It seemed advisable to give this promising means of secur- 
ing additive temperature data a thorough test, and to attempt to arrive 
at a method with fewer objections from a physiological standpoint than 
could be urged against the older methods. 

| 

} 
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The determination of the ratio of precipitation to evaporation, 
which was first applied to distributional problems by Transeau, has 
been made for the entire United States, and has been derived by three 
methods. So great is the importance of the ‘‘moisture ratio,” as this 
has been designated, that it is greatly to be hoped that our maps 
showing the distribution of the ratios may soon be redrawn upon the 
basis of much fuller evaporation data. A further attempt has been 
made to secure composite expressions of groups of important climatic 
conditions by determining the products of the moisture ratios and the 
summations of temperature. A cartographic method of approaching 
the same end has been employed for the determination of the areas 
included between the isoclimatic lines for the moisture ratio and those 
for the physiological summation of temperature. The result is a series 
of climatic provinces which are based upon the two expressions of 
climatic conditions that are probably the most fundamental ones 
dealt with in this work. 

The correlation of climate and vegetation has been carried out in 
three ways: The maximum and minimum values of each climatic 
condition have been determined for each vegetational area or for the 
distributional area of each species. A comparison has been made 
between the amplitude of the conditions in each botanical area and the 
amplitude in the United States as a whole, in order to discover how 
small or how great a portion of the whole range of climatic conditions 
is occupied by the vegetation or plant in question. Comparisons have 
been made between the positions of isoclimatic lines and the lines drawn 
to show the limits of botanical areas, for the purpose of discovering 
close correspondences. The detailed results of these methods of 
correlation are given in the preceding pages; they do not lend them- 
selves to being summarized. 

The parallelism that exists between the distribution of many of the 
closely related climatic conditions makes it difficult in some cases to 
determine which of the several aspects of a given condition is of the 
greatest importance in controlling a particular plant or vegetation. 
The methods used rarely fail, however, to demonstrate whether it is 
the temperature group of conditions or the moisture group that pos- 
sesses the greater importance. 

With respect to the generalized vegetation areas of the United 
States, one of the most clear-cut evidences of a fundamental correla- 
tion exists in the correspondence between the position of the vegeta- 
tional boundaries and the position of the isoclimatic lines expressing 
certain values of the moisture ratio for the average frostless season. 
The composite character of the moisture ratio, and the fact that it is 
derived from such an important group of climatic conditions, give it a 
value of the first rank in dealing with the physical conditions determin- 
ing the distribution of vegetation. 
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With respect to the distribution of individual species it is to be noted 
that most of those which are characteristic and abundant in important 
vegetations are, like the vegetation itself, controlled by moisture con- 
ditions. In fact, the distributional limits of such species frequently 
lie just within or without the limits of the vegetation in which they are 
dominant. The limits of distribution of many herbaceous and palus- 
trine plants lie parallel to the isoclimatic lines for temperature condi- 
tions. For palustrine plants the topographic conditions make the 
soil-moisture nearly alike at all times and in all places, and the dis- 
tribution of these plants is therefore subject to temperature control. 

The aim of our studies has been to bring forward certain types of 
the methods that may be employed in studying the etiology of plant 
distribution and to present some of the climatological data necessary 
to such work in the United States. Thesubject is large and complex, but 
it offers promising fields for further investigation, and it is to be hoped 
that many more workers will be attracted to it in the early future. 

The growth of our knowledge of plant physiology will bring with it 
the need of obtaining measurements of new features of the environ- 
mental complex, or the need of determining new phases of the climatic 
elements for which we already have data. 

The progress which is being made in the study of light and its 
influences upon plants may well lead to the discovery that this group 
of conditions plays a more important rdéle in the distribution of plants 
than has heretofore been suspected. The whole field of the influence of 
temperature on plant distribution needs to be approached with regard 
to the temperature requirements of each phase of the life-history of the 
plant. A much more detailed analysis of temperature effects is needed, 
and a much more elaborate system of recording temperature data. 

The physical conditions of the soil need much more detailed investi- 
gation from the point of view of their dependence on general climatic 
conditions. The geographical aspects of soil-moisture and soil-tem- 
perature conditions have been neglected by reason of the local com- 
plexities that they present. There is great need of the investigation 
of these and other soil conditions at a large number of well-distributed 
localities. An elucidation of the local conditions of each place would 
throw light on the relation of climatic conditions to the conditions of 
the soil, would increase our knowledge of important aspects of the soil, 
and would give a basis for learning the geographical range of the 
intensities of these conditions. 

The methods used in this publication and the climatic data presented 
may be used to investigate the controlling conditions for other plants 
than those we have taken up. A marked improvement in methods 
would doubtless follow a truly thorough investigation of the ecological 
distribution and controlling conditions of any one plant. To have its 
greatest value, such an investigation should be made with reference to 
the ecological center for the plant and with reference to all parts of the 
edge of its distributional area. 
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The work of distributional etiology must be carried on in close 
coordination with the work of plant physiology. A knowledge of the 
fundamental physiological features of a plant should go hand in hand 
with an effort to investigate the features of physiological and ecological 

_ behavior that do not lend themselves to laboratory experimentation. A 
substantial advance in the investigation of the etiology of plant dis- 
tribution would provide facts and methods of inestimable value in the 
practice of agriculture, horticulture, and forestry. 
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